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he gnome's name is IFNKO M, but lately he's also been answering
to the name NIKSTLITSELPMUR. Of course, he only does that for certain people. You
might be one of those people. Then again, you might not.

The solution to the spike maze is rose, rose, rose, scythe, crown, dove, skull and
crossbones, blank tile; then out.

Oh, Daventry is a real place.

I hope that got your attention.
Welcome to the fourth edition of The Ktnds Quest Cotnpanion. This book

tells you everything you need to know to successfully play, and complete, the King's

Quest computer adventures. This is not a hint book, it is a solution book. Unlike almost
any hint book you may have seen before, the solutions to the King's Quest games in
here are presented directly and clearly. There are not iust walk-thrus, maps, and complete
scoring lists to the games, but the narrative history of the actual adventures, just as they
occurred to King Graham and his family. The narratives themselves are the main path
through the games. Everything you need to know is right here in front of you, including
real maps of the world of Daventry (not just the traditional box-type diagrams). There
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are no answers printed in invisible ink, none that you have to hold up to a mirror to
read, no crossword puzzles to solve, and no riddle is ever answered by another riddle.

It's all right here for your eyes to see and your mind to digest.

As of this writing there are seven titles in the King's Quest series: King's Quest I:

Quest for the Crown; King's Quest II: Romancing the Throne; King's Quest III: To Heir

Is Human; King's Quest IV: The Perils of Rosella; King's Quest V: Absence Makes the

Heart Go Yonder; King's Quest VI: Heir Today, Gone Tomorrow; and King's Quest VII:

The Princeless Bride. The games are set in and around the Kingdom of Daventry and

follow the adventures of King Graham and his family-from Graham's initial quest to
obtain his kingship to a time 2O or 25 years later. Within the games you encounter

dozens of familiar characters and situations from the lands of fantasy, fairy tale, and

myth. The player becomes, and controls, the hero or heroine, interacting with the other

creatures and people in order to complete that game's particular quest. A wrong step can

mean death ... with a message asking if you'd like to try again. And people do try again,

and again, and again.
The King's Quest games are outrageously popular and addictive. Millions of people

have played the adventures. They tax the player's brain and, occasionally, eye-to-hand

coordination. Most of all they tax the player's problem-solving ingenuity and patience.

Frustratingly difficult to solve at times, they have forced grown people to ask, beg, plead,

and demand hints from whatever source they can obtain them.

Thus this book.
Solutions to the toughest problems are given more than once-first, in the

narrative history of the actual adventures, and again in the specific step-by-step

walk-thrus of the games that I call "The Easy Way Out." The narratives give the complete

story of what really happened to the main characters. When you play along with those,

you complete the adventure, iust as Graham, Alexander-Gwydion, and Rosella did.
What, you may ask, does this guy mean by saying, "...the ttantstlve hlstory of

the actual adventures ... what really happened .,. lust as Grahann, Alex'
ander-Gwydlon, and Rosella dld"? Be patient; all will be explained in the
Introduction that immediately follows. In it you will learn how much of the material

in this book came to be; how it was sent from Daventry to our world-where it ended

up as the plots for the King's Quest computer game series. Face it-computer game hint
books are not this thick. There is much more here than that. This book contains

documents that detail real events that happened to real people. Or, so I and my editors

are led to believe.

"The Easy Way Out" is a group of eight chapters containing my notes on the games.

They do several useful things for you: They describe alternative ways to solve many

problems. They also describe many tricks for dealing with the more frustrating parts of
the games-physical things like what you can do to avoid certain death; find (or lose)

people, critters, and events that you are either trying to encounter or avoid; get up and

down treacherous stairs, paths, cliffs, clouds, one nasty beanstalk, and a couple of even

llll
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Read Me First
nastier mazes. If you play along with these chapters, you will learn these alternative
solutions, pick up tips for easier play, and have an actual screen-by-screen, encounter-
by-encounter, problem-by-problem, puzzle-by-puzzle path from the beginning to end
of all the King's Quest games. We even reveal both malor paths that allow you to
complete King's Quest VII, and describe over a dozen variations of that game's endings.

There are also complete sets of maps for each adventure, which show you where
you are in relationship to all the other locations just off your computer's screen. These

box maps are especially helpful when you're lost in a maze-either underground, or in
a desert, or drifting on the waves. They are invaluable, too, in the games where the
geography "wraps around" upon itself, and you find yourself going from the north-
ernmost edge of a continent to the southernmost in one short step.

But wait, there's more. We also include comprehensive scoring lists to every title,
including the differences between both versions of Quest for the Crown, and both ways
through Heir Today, Gone Tomorrow.

We're still not finished. As a special bonus, there's the latest edition of Spear's Rules

for Playing Computer Games, and King Graham's timeless Rules for Adventuring.
Whoa! For a moment there I thought I was doing a television commercial.
The rest of this book is a guide to the world of Daventry. It is a true companion to

the games, with backgrounds on the main characters, fuller descriptions of the many
creatures, people, and beasts that you're likely to meet, world and regional maps drawn
in Daventry and a general all-purpose reference. At your fingertips you have the
information you need to survive and win at King's Quest. Keep it by your bed, on your
desk, in your bathroom, or next to your computer. Use it to help you play or to enhance
your game-playing experience. Even if you have never played King's Quest, think of it
as a colorful fantasy universe to be explored and enjoyed.

I hope you have a useful, fun read.





Inlroducti on

ow I came into the possession of these documents is a mystery for which I
have no solution. words and sentences, paragraphs and pages that cannot, and should
not, exist in the last clock-ticks of the millennium glow back at me. I keep telling myself
that this is the final decade of the twentieth century, that we still live in an Age of Reason,
a highly technological, scientific era where anything unexplained will have a rational
explanation-if not today, then anytime now. Real soon, I hope.

I can describe the physical manifestations of the process, and I can read the words
that are its end product. They flicker across my computer's monitor no differently than
if I had typed them there myself or had received them from one of the many electronic
mail or electronic on-line services to which I subscribe. But I've checked with those
services also, and they cannot confirm any messages or mail transmitted to me at the
times in question. I knock on glass. Yup, they're still there; the mundane and the
fantastical crawling up and down the screen like some Kafkaesque bug. Because the
context is so ordinary-a finger-smudged Macintosh monitor in an unfinished garage

office-the unimaginable becomes metamorphosed into something more comprehen-
sible, something almost normal. Almost normal, but very, very strange.

A much wiser person than myself once observed that the universe is not stranger
than we imagine but stranger than we can imagine. Astronomers and theoretical
physicists re-prove this adage with disturbing regularity. As soon as we learn that the
speed of light is an upper limit that nothing can reach, much less exceed, we are told
of the existence of particles that cannot move slower than light. It is also explained that
the universe is uncounted billions of expanding light years across and would take
billions of years to cross even if we could travel at light speed. Then we learn that there

xtx
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might be Shortcuts through all that space by way of stellar "wormholes" or Some such.

Shortcuts through what?
Whatever wonders the mind can conceive, the universe will have stranger ones

hidden away iust waiting to stub someone's toe. Wonders upon wondersl Puzzlements

within puzzlementsl We live, it seems, in the universe of the Cosmic Giggle.

In Daventry one of the great principles of magic states: "Nothing is as it appears."

Keep that in mind as I tell you the following story.

In late 1984, I was working as a writer and producer for a television station in San

Francisco. One of the projects I worked on was a multipart series about "the tenth

anniversary of the home computer." In the course of research I began contacting the

many publishers of computer "entertainment" software. (The computer "game" market

had crashed a few years earlier, and they weren't being called "games" anymore. The

product was the same, but the euphemism was different.)

It was in this context that I talked to John Williams, the head of marketing at a

small company called Sierra On-Line, located somewhere between Yosemite National

Park and Fresno, California. John told me Sierra was about to publish a new game that

would revolutionize computer adventures. I had heard that Iine before, so I politely

asked John to send it to me along with some stuff I was more interested in, forgot it,

finished packing my bags, and headed out with a reporter and camera crew to cover the

famine in Ethiopia-the real world.

The game that was waiting for me when I arrived back from Africa was King's

Quest. Not King's Quest I, not Quest for the Crown. It was iust plain vanilla King's Quest.

It sure was unique.
If you weren't into computers or computer games back then, you might not recall

that computer adventure games (as opposed to fantasy role-playing games such as

Wizardry, Ultima, Might and Magic, or Eye of the Beholder) were divided into two broad

types: text adventures (no pictures) and graphic adventures (words and static pictures).

King's Quest wasanan lrr4;atedadventure. Its hero, SirGraham, walked, iumped, swam,

climbed, fell, fought, and got chased much like a character in a Saturday morning

cartoon.
Cartoons, however, are passive-you just sit there and watch (and maybe cheer,

jeer, or talk back). You don't just "veg out" with King's Quest. You become Graham, you

control his actions, share his adventures, ponder his problems, and suffer his fates. Set

in a land filled with monsters, magic, and fantastic creatures, King's Quest takes on its

own life. Right from the start, people got hooked on Graham and Daventry, and the

game became a mnaway hit. As for myself, I played it a bit and then put the fantasy

world away to plunge again into the real world of television, news, and computers.

Years and sequels followed. King's Quest became, and still is, one of the most

successful series of computer games ever published. Unlike many other games that
people buy, the digital reality that is the world of Daventry took hold and kept holding

on.



For many, the line between fantasy and reality blurs a bit-Graham, Alexander,
Rosella, Valanice, Alhazred, Mordack, Lolotte, Manannan, Cedric, Genesta all become
real. Kolyma, the Land of the clouds, the Realm of the Dead, Mordack's island, Lolotte
and Dracula's castles, the Dark Forest, Daventry and the Green Isles seem as actual places.

How do you climb up the Logic cliffs, get off of the shipwreck island, or get through
both Mordack's and the spike maze?

It's all good, clean, problem-solving fun. There are puzzles, perils, and predica-
ments-all the ingredients for a hit game, just as John Williams had predicted at the
game's inception. I smiled smugly and told people how I remembered when (but I didn't
mention I had heard the line before).

They are also the ingredients for a separate reality.
In late 1988 I moved on to producing and writing a television show about personal

computers called "The Computer Show." While we seldom covered entertainment
software, I became, more by elimination than anything else, I fear, the entertainment
editor for the program. One week we aired a brief segment on Roberta Williams, the
creator and author of the King's Quest series. Roberta had been traveling around the
country visiting shopping malls and bookstores to autograph copies of her latest King's

Quest adventure, and sometimes she was getting mobbed. Since this is not your everyday
occurrence, we covered one of her stops, and she and I spoke about it when we met in
Las Vegas a few months later.

During the conversation Roberta talked about the land of her creation in a way
that vaguely hinted the stories were not all fiction, that perhaps there might be more
to Daventry than lust imagination. She never came out and said anything specific; I
may even be amplifying nothing into something via retrospect, but her body language,
choice of words, the set of her head and that certain stare said "Pay attention, stupid! I
can only say so much. Read between my words and read between the lines, if you know
what I mean!" Her statements carried the possibility of another meaning. They all hinted
at a realiry a universe, so fantastic that I barely gave it even a first thought much less a

second. In fact, it all went by so fast that I didn't even think about it again until after
my computer started acting funny.

I began getting electronic mail from Daventry.
Normally I turn my computer off at night. Normally I don,t imagine things

mysteriously showing up on my computer screen, sent to me by a fellow ioumalist in
another universe. The first time it happened, I assumed I hadn't turned off my Mac, and
that somehow a computer virus or flu or something had caused the machine to dial into
a bulletin board, which, in turn, had sent back the purported delivery from Daventry.
It all had to be part of an elaborate hacker's hoax; I just happened to be one of the
innocent victims. I checked it out. I checked it out a couple of times-no virus. It was
strange, I agree, but I chose to ignore the incident and forget about it.

After the second incident several weeks later, I decided someone was breaking into
my office at night and that the prank was somewhat more personal. I changed the locks
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on the office and double-checked that the windows were shut and secured. After the

third time I confronted my more computer-literate friends, neiShbors, and occasional

co-workers. Everyone denied knowledge. I have no reason to disbelieve them. Few of

them, I suspect, have much talent in the field of breaking and entering. I never got any

messages if I unplugged the computer before locking up, but I did receive them if I only

unplugged my modem. I finally decided, hoax or not, to get into the spirit of the mystery,

collect what appeared, and to see iust where I ended up.

So far I've ended up here, both feet firmly touching ground. The problem is that

each foot seems to be in a different world.
Daventry could really exist. Several of the messages I have received talk about how

their universe wlthdrew from ours through the use of magical forces, driven by the

desire of the various more fantastical inhabitants to exist apart from the scoffing of an

increasingly rational and scientific world. That which cannot be weighed, measured, or

stuffed inside of the laws of thermodynamics used its own curious, but no less effective,

laws to escape. And where they escaped to, whether another universe or another physical

dimension, is a place that our own scientific theories say is entirely plausible.

One explanation put forth by a number of reputable scientists argues that there

exists in reality an unknown number of different universes. These could even be thought

of as different regions of the same universe, but in either case, theory allows for these

"pocket universes" to have their own unique sets of the laws of science and nature.

Another theory states that the universe is not made up of individual particles, like atoms

or electrons, but instead is composed of strings-strange things that are long, but not

high nor wide, and have no other dimension. This theory only makes scientific sense,

however, if our universe has more than the 4 dimensions to which we're accustomed;

26 dimensions is one number given. The reason we don't see these extra dimensions is

that they're all folded up on themselves, but they are there, nonetheless. Could these

also be pocket universes? Is this what Alexander of Daventry means when he writes of

the "multiverse"? ls Daventry one of these pocket universes?

What I have really collected in this book are a number of documents of varied

types-histories, press clippings, maps, magazine articles, and the like-all selected from

scores of messages I have received from the one who signs himself "Derek Karlavaegen."

If you believe their content-and I would like to-then you will come to see the truth

of the incredible reality that Roberta Williams may have hinted about that January

afternoon in Nevada. What we see, buy, and play under the disguise of entertainment

are actual histories, translated into the medium of the computer game. If played

successfully to the end, you get an almost exact transcription of what, supposedly,

actually happened to the people involved.
Reality or fantasy? Roberta Williams says she gets her ideas from myths, fairy tales,

and her own dreams and imagination. She'll give you a funny look if you suSSest

Daventry has a physical reality.
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Introduction
Fact or fiction? Get a copy of King's Quest III: To Heir Is Human. Look at the

bookshelves in Manannan's study. Notice what appears to be a computer screen sitting
on one of the shelves. Derek Karlavaegen says he found a metal head there that he now
uses to communicate with us-one he has been using for some time that he calls the
"Eye Betlveen the Worlds." Has Roberta Williams been getting the same messages as I
have, silently appearing on her computer screen from where our universes touch? Or is
she a great dreamer, one who travels between the worlds in sleep? Derek thinks the wall
between our worlds is so thin that we sometimes can dream each other.

Truth or hoax? I cannot rule out the latter. Many people in this world believe that
the more elaborate the ruse, the more satisfying the ioke. It may very well be that I am
being played for a fool. That's why this book is being published as a companion to the
computer fantasy adventure games-a book of clues and solutions-an aid and reference
work for people who like to spend their time trying to figure out how to escape from
inside a whale or off a desert island, steal from a fire-breathing dragon, talk to mermaids,
save their father's life, rescue their family, defeat wicked witches and evil wizards, win
a kingdom, or win the hand of a kidnapped princess.

Harmless fantasies and adventures they all are. Fantasies that live only in the
flickering light of the computer screen and breathe only in the imaginations of their
players.

Seen in that light, it's all really rather clean and simple.
On the other hand...
Seen in that light, things aren't so very clean and simple after all.
This is the fourth edition of The Klnds Quest Cotnpanloz. The first edition

appeared in November of 1989. In it I mention that Derek Karlavaegen had moved into
Manannan's house a few months after Alexander had turned the sorcerer into a cat. In
his messages to our world, Derek claimed that he could find no sign of Manannan, or
of any cat, in the place. Derek felt that Alexander's former master had fled in his feline
form and "...may well be hiding someplace plotting new revenge." That's a quote. Those
words of Derek's were published more than a year before Roberta Williams began writing
King's Quest V. The plot of that game centers on Manannan and his brother Mordack's
revenge.

This book's second edition was published in the autumn of 1990. In it we
reproduced a map Derek had sent me from his universe, and on which he fixed the
location of the legendary land of the Green Isles. Both their location, numbers, and
relationship to each other have proven to be accurate-two years before they appeared
in the same place in King's Quest VI.

Seen in this light, things aren't so very clean and simple after all.
And I can't help remembering what they say in Daventry: "Nothing is as it

appears."
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Compiled from Messages to This World from the
World of Daventry, as Smt by Doek Karlavaegen

existed! It is a place where sudden violence and death are never far distant, where
the magical, mystical, and fantastic are commonplace, and where the greatest
rewards come from bravery and cunning, not from killing. It is a realm where
human- and not-so-humanfolk spend their lives free from the constraints of
disbelief. It is a place where anything is possible and everything could be tnre. We
have no name for our world, our universe, but you may call it Daventry if you like.
We think of it as home.

reetings and salutations from you probably never suspected
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My name is Derek Karlavaegen. I am a writer here, scribing stories about the
current events of the day, which are then published for the information and
amusement of whoever cares to read them. I study the magical arts daily and, while
I am not so practiced as to pass myself off as a professional sorcerer, I have achieved
enough proficiency to have attempted to contact your world. I suspect an explana-
tion is in order.

We here in Daventry are your own descendents-the sons of your sons and
the daughters of your daughters from generations and centuries back. And that's

iust the humanfolk. We are also your dreams and nightmares, your myths, legends,

and stories. We are the reality that much of humanity has rejected over time-the
unicorns, centaurs, and demigods. We are the other races of beings who evolved
alongside humanity-the dwarfs, elves, gnomes, giants, and fairies. We are the users

of the magic that you say does not and cannot exist. We are the truth behind what
you dismiss as mere legend, and we are the flesh that became your fairy tales.

Once you could see the other creatures that shared your world; once you too
could create ointments of invisibility; once you too could talk with the animals,
and they would talk back; and once, you too could mount a winged horse and fight
the dragons of the earth. Now you say that if you cannot see, feel, touch, hold,
measure, dissect, count, smell, taste, deduce, or duplicate something, it cannot be

real. If you cannot find its bones, it never existed. You see yourselves as the center
of the universe, the focus of all creation, and you see that it is good. In doing so,

you miss much.
When the universe was younger and humanity less proud, giants did roam

the earth and magic kept the forces of chaos and darkness at bay. All of the races of
the earth struggled for their survival, sometimes together, sometimes against each

other. In time it was the humanfolk who proved strongest, both by the force of their
magics and the number of their people. Uneasy peace existed for millennia as the
humans moved from their caves and their forests to build their first cities. The places

they deserted-the wild and free places-were left to the others.

As the centuries passed, more and more of humanity condensed into its cities
and towns, and the passing yea$ saw less and less of the dwarfs, and elves, and
other beings. Humanity was fruitful and spread its masses over more and more of
the earth, squeezing the dragons, and unicorns, and other creatures into smaller
and smaller places, remote from humans. As humanfolk saw less and less of these

beings and creatures, they began to say that they did not exist, and that the stories

told of them and their deeds and adventures were myth, legend, folklore, and fairy
story. As humanfolk built more and more across the world, they began to place

more and more faith in their numbers and philosophies and technologies than they
did in magic and nature. The world went out of balance.

Magic, like mathematics, needs faith and belief to operate properly. With
humanity walled away in cities and towns, isolated from the natural world by roofs



and ledgers, magic was scoffed at and dismissed as fantasy and deception. In time,
humanity came to not only reject the magical, strange, unique, and different, but
to fear and condemn them. True, in some areas belief did not go entirely away. True,
many of the other folk and creatures of the world survived hidden in their secret
places. And true, some did continue to practice the magical craft. But the weight of
disbelief was upon them, and like ripe grain at harvest time, they could see the
thrashers coming.

To survive we withdrew.
As the centuries passed, it became apparent to our ancestors that much of

reality-the irrational and magical-was doomed to extinction. They had knowl-
edge of the passing of the lizardfolk, who had owned the earth and roamed the stars
before the evolution of the mammals that would become humaniW. Our ancestors
did not choose to follow those creatures into oblivion.

A great conclave was called-a meeting between representatives of all the
colors of magic and all the kinds of little folk. Fairies, and elves, and demigods were
there, as were the special folk who watched over the more magical creatures. They
decided that their only chance for survival was to find a new home far away from
the swaggering, doubting humanfolk-not iust out of their sight, but outside of
their constrained reality. All differences were to be put aside, and all efforts were to
be made to create, through the use of magic, invocation, and elemental powers, an
entirely new universe far away from that of humans.

In time the spells were forged as we learned how to create our own reality, our
own new world. It was a one-way path; once gone, it would be impossible to retum,
for the natural laws would not allow it. Always forward, never back, is one of the
elements in spell casting. For that reason, not all chose to withdraw. Many also
wished to remain for other reasons, and no one was forced to go. Most went
then-the good and the evil, safe and dangerous, big and small, magical, fabulous,
and ordinary. A complete world was populated in an instant with beasts and
monsters and all the different kind of folk. In some cases, even the homes and
possessions of the more powerful were transported. As a result of that first great
migration, cataclysms tore at the earth. Earthquakes rocked and volcanoes spat their
lava into the sky-such were the forces needed to withdraw so many.

Where those first folk went, and where I live now, is as real and solid as your
world, the one we call the Other World. It exists as iust one universe amid infinite
others in the greater reality of (for want of a better name) the multiverse. Daventry
exists iust over your shoulder, if you could only turn around fast enough to see it.
I sit writing this to you just around the corner of an eyeblink. We are so close that
you sometimes dream of us, as we do of you. And that is why I send you these
messages.

Many other times over the centuries have folkwithdrawn from your universe,
forced to escape as the rational world fenced them tighter and forgave their
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differences less. Great eruptions and earthquakes are the signs of their passing. It is
your great loss and our great gain for, over the millennia, each new withdrawal gives

us fresh life and new wonders. Always we reinvent ourselves, because, in our world
of magic, everything is possible. As you have rejected it, all magic eventually comes

here.

Which finally brings me to the rest of the explanation I promised. As I have

said, I am an investigator and writer of contemporary events, who hobbies in magic

and travels much. Some time ago, after having talked and written at length about
Prince Alexander of Daventry's escape from lifelong captivity, and his subsequent

rescue of his sister and kingdom from the terror of a fire-breathing dragon (that was

a lot, wasn't it?), I decided to visit the scenes of the prince's adventures in order to
better understand what the brave youth had been through. It was for this reason

that I, at length, arrived at the house of the wizard Manannan, whom Alexander
had turned into a cat. No cat, though, was to be found anyplace there. The house

was in good repair, but no person or animal was anywhere near. I resolved then to
spend some days there, using it as a base for my explorations around Llewdor. At
night I took advantage of Manannan's large library, looking closely through his
books on magic and magical lore. The days stretched into weeks, and still no one

came to claim the large house with its well-stocked underground laboratory.
It was during this time that I discovered the Eye Between the Worlds.
There is a lever set into one of the library's bookcases that opens the trap door

into the secret lab. On a shelf nearby I discovered a most curious object. It looks

much like a metal head, but with only one very large glass eye and an open iaw
containing near one hundred teeth. Each of those teeth has a letter, number, or

symbol inscribed upon it. This thing must have been made by Manannan or some

other very great sorcerer, for when I pressed a certain tooth, light appeared to fill
the eye. Moreover, when I touched on other teeth, words would magically appear

on the eye's glass surface. Wondrous indeed was this thing that I soon came to see

as a talking head, and think of as the Eye Between the Worlds.

Yes it did talk, and it still does; not with sounds, but with words that crawl

across it and with pictures that draw themselves before my very eyes. After much
experimentation, I found that I could make my thoughts and words appear on the
eye's surface. The thing is a machine, to be sure, although how it works I do not
know, for it has no parts which move.

I have said before that our universes---our worlds-are so far apart that we can

never touch, and so close that we sometimes can even dream of each other. We

know a little about your world because folk still withdraw from there to here,

although not so very often anymore. They bring us stories and histories and

descriptions, which we record for all who might be interested to read. Not many

do; the Other World holds few charms for us. You, on the other hand, know nothing
of us except what your dreamers dream, and that yor; reiect and dismiss as fantasy.

ryfi



The fact remains, however, that the walls between the worlds are thin enough to
let folk pass through in one direction, and thoughts and dreams to sometimes pass

in both. The Eye in Manannan's study is a hole in those walls through which dreams

iourney.
I am a curious soul; I have read the records conceming your world and know

as much about it as any here in Daventry. Because of this, I soon came to realize
that much of what appeared in the eye of that mechanical head came from the
Other World. Somehow in this strangest of multiverses, our worlds touch together
in a place shared by the head in this study and certain of your machines.

My story might have ended there, except for that curiosity of mine. One night,
tapping upon the teeth with no particular purpose in mind, I was astounded to find
mention of Daventry and King Graham's adventures. Apparently they exist in your
world as a sort of fantasy adventure-a made-up story intended as an entertainment
for people.

Again, our worlds are so very close that we can sometimes dream each other,
and even tum those dreams into stories. This must be true, for I have seen the
evidence with my own eyes, transmitted back from the Other World. Who the
dreamer is that could leam enough to concoct these stories is unknown to me,
although the person must be a very great dreamer.

I have experimented for much time now with the Eye Between the Worlds,
and I am convinced that I can send messages directly to you through it. Perhaps

that is why the wizard contrived it-to talk to your world, or perhaps to recruit allies
whom he could helpwithdraw here so that he and his evil family might rule cruelly
over our entire universe. On the other hand, Manannan might iust have been as

curious as I am.
I do not know if what I write here will ever arrive in the Other World, but I

think I have figured out what to do to send the words on their way. I have nothing
to lose, of course, and for you who discover this, perhaps I will have provided some
wonder, knowledge, and enjoyment. To that end I will continue my solitary
experiments and copy for you some of the histories and narratives of my time. Since

there are those in your world who are somewhat familiar with King Graham, I shall
send you, on this night and others, some of the chronicles of his court-stories of
the adventures of the King and his family. You might compare them to the stories
that have been written. Perhaps I will write of other things as the mood strikes me,
or perhaps I will just copy some interesting words of others.

I will do all of this over some time, and more than once. Your world could
learn much from us of the wonder, mystery and magic of the multiverse. Maybe you
could learn again that anything is possible and everything could be true.

Perhaps you will learn to believe your dreams.
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...The problem took the shape of a l2-footJong,
iridescent, green-scaled, fire-breathing dragon.
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From the Chronicles of Daventry, Part I

e live in a time of change . The kingdom is in uproar,
yet it is whole and united as never before. A land of poverty, famine, and despair is

rich with hope and gold. We laugh and shout and rejoice in our grief. We weep,

wail, and with sorrow beat our chests in our euphoria and jubilation. Tears of every

type score every face. The kingdom has been saved and the three great treasures of
the realm returned. The fat and happy and quiet days are back upon us. But there
was a price. Ah, the price. There always is a price. Great indeed it was, mortally
great.

The King is dead!The King is dead! Long live the King! Long live King Graham
of Daventry! Long live King Graham!

It is for others, at other times and places, to decide the reputation of the man

we called, during his own time, King Edward the Benevolent. Elsewhere we have

recounted the stories of how he relinquished Merlin's Mirror, the Shield of Achille,

and the Chest of Gold. He lost all through love and treachery. He was the kindest
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and bravest and most innocent of men. Though he built schools and universities,
he was not the most brilliant of monarchs, and in the end it was his very humanity
that doomed him, and almost doomed Daventry.

Today we look to the future with the young and brave King Graham. He is a

man of wit, wisdom, and lea-'ning; one of undoubted courage and fortitude. I pray

that our future is as bright as our prospects.

During this, the inaugural week of his reign, we have been directed by the
King to set down on paper the events that brought him to the golden throne. It is
a tale of daring and mystery that begins when Graham enters the very castle from
which he now ruIes....

Graham opened the castle doors and began following the familiar red-carpeted

halls toward King Edward's throne room. He tried to keep the armies of depression

from invading his mind, much as he had been trying to keep Daventry free from
the invaders that had been shrinking its borders since the loss of the magic shield.
Both tasks were nearly impossible. The famine had reduced the population again

and again, and few remained in Daventry. Even if an army could be raised, no gold
existed to pay it. The moat with its flesh-eating beasts and the thick metal-clad door
were all that guarded Castle Daventry. The weakening spells of long-departed
sorcerers, backed by the sword-arms of fewer than 100 worn-out and battered
knights, were the kingdom's final defenses. "Whatever the old king wants," Graham
thought as he bowed respectfully in front of his aged and weary monarch, "it will
probably be the last thing I ever do for him. It's unlikely either of us, much less the
kingdom, can go on much longer."

Edward struggled to give a pleased smile at Graham's bow. "Always the proper

and respectful one, aren't you?"

Here itcomes, thought the young knight. He listened as the king's still energetic
voice echoed quietly through the throne room. Like Graham's hopes, the room was

empty save for some tapestries-sad reminders of brighter days.

"I'm old, Graham. My end is near. Find the three treasures. I've searched for
years without success. You are quick of wit, strong, clever, and are learned in all the
subiects taught at the royal university. Use that knowledge. Use your mental
faculties as well as your knightly skills. You alone among my subjects can do it.
There is no time; you are Daventry's last hope. Go."

"Yes, sire!"

"This much I promise you, Sir Graham. If you succeed, the kingdom will be

saved. In reward, you will inherit my throne and become King of Daventry in my
place!"

"Thank you, sire!"

"Now get out of here, Graham. As you leave, I shall lock this castle's doors; it
shall be my last stand against this kingdom's enemies. Incked they shall remain



against all, including you, Sir Graham. They will only open again when you bring
me the three treasures. Our wishes go with you. We can give you no more! I have
spoken!"

Graham knew an exit line when he heard one. As the castle doors boomed
shut behind him, all he could do was remark to himself, Some days you eat yogurt,

other days you step in it!He checked his boots, straightened his hat, made sure not
to step into the deadly moat, and crossed the bridge into perplexity.

Just west of the castle, Graham paused to consider his problem. He leaned
against a large rock in the first clearing he came upon, a peaceful spot dotted with
wildflowers and shaded by many trees. He was not a large man. His body's length
was lust at six feet, and his muscles were long and low. When forced to arms,
Graham beat you with speed and skill, not muscle. He kept his dark brown (almost
black, really) hair cut Iong to cover his ears. He had begun doing this during his
first years in the palace school, on the theory that if the teacher couldn't see his
ears, the teacher couldn't pull them. The theory didn't work, but the hair length
stayed. Sir David of Bruce, a former classmate of his, once described Graham's
features (with clever but undue harshness) as being "forgettable the moment you
saw him." The truth is, Graham is pleasant and strong looking, in a vague sort of
way.

It was his quickness that set the future king apart ftom the rest of humanity.
Nimble and fast of both hand and foot, he was, and still is, even nimbler and faster
between the ears. Graduating first in his class from the royal university, Graham
had specialized in knowing a lot about a lot of things. No one subject could capture
him, and he had devoured all the lore and learning he could listen to and read. As

he leaned against that rock, he scratched his belly and began to think.
The only leads to the missing treasures the young knight had to go on were

slim. One: the dwarf who had taken the magic Shield of Achille had been seen

disappearing into a hole in the ground. Two: the shape-changing witch who had
stolen the Chest of Gold escaped on her broomstick into the clouds that clung to
the peaks above Daventry, solid-seeming masses that looked like snow cornices,
impossible outcroppings poised out from the mountains with no support. Three:
the nameless sorcerer who had absconded with Merlin's Mirror had said it would
be kept in a safe place, guarded by some fearsome beast. There were no easy answers
in this list, but that was all anyone knew about the mystery.

To these facts, as lightweight as fiction, Graham added some home-brewed
observations. "My daddy used to tell me, 'Boy, if I have leamed anything in my life,
I have learned this: when in doubt, or in trouble, pickup anything that is not nailed
down, and, if it is, check for loose nails or boards. Check carefully into, under, above,
below, and behind things. Read everything; you might learn something. Wear clean
undergarments, brush after meals, and always remember, nothing is as it appears."'
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With all this in mind, Graham took inventory of what he had. He discovered

nothing. That meant he had to get some food, some gold or the like with which to
buy things, and a weapon. He leaned forward harder and harder, as he set his plans
and sorted out his situation. The rock rolled. Graham stumbled but a little and, as

he tecovered his balance, noticed that the rolling stone had revealed a hole. "Well,
it's time to heed some of Daddy's advice," he said to the trees, and looking into the
hole, he saw what appeared to be a dagger. So it was, and while taking it he breathed,
"Thank you, Father," a note of respect in his voice.

"l sure hope this is an omen."

Food and treasure were next for Graham to obtain. Treasure, he realized, would
not be particularly easy to come by, but food could be taken care of quickly in a

vegetable garden that had been planted behind the castle. Graham headed north
so as to arrive at the garden from behind the castle. Passing beside a large, lush oak

tree, flushed with the confidence of one easy success, he decided to test his father's
rule another time.

There was nothing hidden in the hole at the tree's base, so Graham started

climbing up, the songs of birds surrounding him, until he reached a fork in the
oak's branches. Within that fork a nest had been built; in it a lone egg lay surrounded
by the dry twigs and grass. Graham looked closer at the egg and almost fell out of
the branches so startled was he to find that the egg seemed made of gold.

I guess it always pays to heed your father's adice, Graham told himself as he

climbed down ftom the tree. He had taken the egg-a treasure to match a weapon.
He was still marveling as he turned east into the castle garden. Mostly carrots

grew here in neat, tended rows; but none was large enough for picking. Only on
the garden's westem edge did he find anything worth taking. I'll hawest iust one

carrot, he decided, shaking his head in disappointment. I'm sure I can get more pod
along the way.

Leaving the walls of the castle behind, wondering if he would ever see them
again, Graham wandered north, intending to skirt the small lake where he had
played often as a child. Some call it the Lake of Maylie still, after King Edward's lost
wife. It had been named that when Edward and Maylie married. They were often
seen sitting in a small boat upon the lake late on summer afternoons. Shadow
players against a setting sun, they were alone in their love for each other. The lake's

name has lost favor since Maylie's death, and few ever float upon it or splash in its
water, out of memory of happier days.

Graham's mind was floating in the past when his reverie was broken by the
sudden appearance of an elf playing in the sunbeams.

In the interests of future understanding, it should be clearly noted here that
many in Daventry don't hold much love for the little people-the short elves,



dwarfs, gnomes, and leprechauns. This was not always so, of course, for the little
folk also withdrew, or were forced to withdraw, from the other world. They too are
partly responsible for the very fabric of our world. It was, however, one of the little
people who duped the king into parting with the Shield of Achille. A dwarf, it was
claimed, but that word never came ftom Edward's lips. He said it was a small figure
bearing a root known only to dwarfs. with the subsequent death of the queen, the
populace pointed the fingers of hate, fear, and anger at all of the small ones.

Graham saw only someone who might offer him assistance in his quest.
Feeling the dagger secure against his hip, he approached the gamboling elf and
began to talk. "Hail, friend," he exclaimed. "I quest to save Daventry and hope you
might be able to help me."

The elf stopped, stunned-surprised by Graham's sudden appearance. He
listened as the knight explained his search for the treasures, tugged on his ear
frantically as if to hurry up his thoughts, and replied in a voice of pure melody.

"Sir Graham, I know but little of the treasures, and I cannot much help you
there. But there are some things I do know that might help you in your travels.
I(now then that there is much evil and danger now both on the ground and in the
air. ogres and trolls, wolves and dwarfs, wizards and witches-all are about in the
forest to the west. Thke much care. Flee at first notice, or you are doomed. Giants
and dragons patrol both above and below the earth. weep for Daventry the end is
near! I(now also that you, Sir Graham, are the first humanfolk to speak with me in
years, and you have spoken without hate or anger. In return for that, I will give you
something."

Holding out a tiny hand, the elf showed Graham a golden ring with an inset
tiger's eye stone. "This ring is magic. Wear it and you will become invisible in a time
of danger. There is a catch; it works but once and for only a short time. Use it wisely,

iust as you have acted wisely in speaking with me! only through wisdom and
courage might you succeed in your quest."

In a blink, the elf was gone. Graham was so busy examining the ring that he
noticed not if the elf disappeared or ran. He never had chance to thank him for
either the ring or the advice.

Caution was a virtue Graham had cultivated since his father had first ex-
plained to him about things not always being as they appeared. He was neither a
rushing fool nor a timid one. He believed that his head, for instance, better served
his king and himself while firmly attached to his neck. He would give it in battle,
if he must, but he refused to offer it around like the dark, warm top to a fresh loaf
of bread. The elf's words made the kind of survival sense that Graham appreciated.
With more care in his step, he continued his joumey northward.

Maybe it was his lucky day, although no four-leafed clovers had crossed his
path and the shadows were beginning to assert an argument for dusk. There, filling
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his path, was an empty bowl, appearing as unlikely to the eyes as his chances for

success in his mission appearcd unlikely to his iudgment. Curiously he picked it up

and examined it. A word was inscribed inside the red and yellow ceramic container:
UFILL.' The bowl appealed to be large enough to hold a dozen or so apples or enough

stew to feed a family. It wasn't nailed down, so he took it. It would be a perfect wash

basin in the moming, provided he could find a safe place to spend the night.

Graham didn't have to wander much farther north before he found a camping

spot. Just beyond the clearing where he found the bowl was the River Fools. It
screamed around a bend as it tore through the earth, much like it would tear apart

anyone who attempted to wade or swim in it. It is said that only a fool would enter

the river's waters, which is true; but it actually got its name from a time long past

when a group of thrill-seekers tried to ride its waters. They inflated a number of pig

bladders and connected them inside a piece of canvas. They called the thing a raft,

though no one had ever seen such a raft before. They said it could not sink, that

the breath that inflated the bladders would protect against the shocks of the ragged

rocks, and that the river spirits welcomed them. They were dead wrong. If the spirits

did welcome them, perhaps it was as a sacrifice that day or as a warning against

trespass. Neithel bodies, bones, nor bladders were seen again. Since then, all know

it as the River Fools. To this day, all that stop by the river carry away pebbles to

appease the river spirits, as if with each stone taken the riverwould have more room

to grow.

Graham picked his pebbles from the small beach and then chose a dry, high

place above the river. laying his head on his pack, he was asleep in moments.

Dawn broke a ruddy orange color. It awoke Graham to the fact that all he had

to eat was one carrot, and a carrot was not his idea of breakfast. He decided to save

it for an emergency, and, putting his appetite away with the carrot, continued his

iourney northward. He was quite aware that he had made no apparent progress

since leaving King Edward and that his prospects did not match the bright dawn.

He followed River Fools but a little way before he realized that further progress

in that direction was barred by the very river he had appeased the previous night.

Worse, a very large mushroom SIew just on the other side. Almost close enough to

smell, it was forever out of reach. He avoided the obvious comparison to his quest.

With the river to both the north and east of him, Graham was faced with
returning the way he had come or venturing west. West was the direction the elf

had warned him against. Rubbing the magic ring for good luck, and taking a deep

breath for courage, Graham headed west into the unknown.
Distracted at the time, Graham had neglected to ask the elf iust how the magic

ring worked. He knew now. As he watched himself rub the ring, he watched his

hands disappear. He also knew that this would be the only time the ring would



worlq the only time he could disappear ftom sight. In despair he realized that he
had wasted his magic gift thoughtlessly.

Actually, the irony of the events that immediately followed was totally lost
on Graham at the time. This is understandable. No sooner had his mistake struck
him than something else almost did. Suddenly facedwith an ogre-several hundred
pounds of human-eating appetite, all claws and fangs, charging and slavering
directly at you-you don't usually stop and chuckle, wryly noting that the ogre
can't see an invisible person. Usually you run. Usually you lose. Ogres are over seven

feet tall and run faster than people. You run anryay, if only to get away from the
stench.

Graham turned and dashed south. Risking a quick look behind and still
forgetting he was invisible, Graham almost collided with something short, massive,
and ugly. It also seemed to have an ugly temper.

"TWo hours gone in the day and I haven't found anybody to rob! Two hours
and no treasure! The wife will kill me! Or worse!"

The sudden look was enough to tell the knight that he had now almost crashed
into a desperado, a dwarf by its looks, and one out hunting for trouble. Continued
flight seemed to be in order. Maybe the pursuing ogre would see the dwarf and
forget about Graham. It sounded good in theory.

Only marginally curious as to why he hadn't been immediately jumped by
the surly bandit, Graham burst back into a run, dodging boulders and heading south
as fast as he could. His hope for escape lay in getting a quick, big lead and surviving
on endurance. After a short sprint, dwarfs usually just give up, their stubby legs

moving them fast but not far. When that happened, maybe the ogre and dwarf
would take their ill humors out on each other.

The dwarf, though, astounded Graham by not giving chase at all. Perhaps

theory was working for a change.
Enlightenment finally came to Sir Graham as he leaned against a walnut tree,

safe, he hoped, from further pursuit. Still gasping, trylng to bring cooling air to his
flaming lungs, he felt something bounce off his head. His eyes followed the walnut
as it fell to the ground, ioining dozens of other nuts scattered around the base of
the tree. His first thought, now that the near panic had passed, was food-here was

food! He'd been up for hours without breakfast, and he was surrounded by nuts.
He realized he was ravenous. Eager to fill his stomach, Graham reached up to pluck
a walnut.

This, of course, is when understanding number two hit the monarch-to-be.
He could not see his hand. He could feel the walnut, he could lift it and see it float
above the ground, but he couldn't see his hand! It was invisible!

Graham's laughter filled the little grove for minutes as he realized that he had
been running like a madman from creatures that didn't know he was there. He
might have been able to walk up to both and spit in their eyes with impunity; well,
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maybe not spit in their eyes, but perhaps check them for lice. Laughter roared again

as he remembered cussing himself as a fool for wasting the power of the magic ring.
"With a few more mistakes like that," he murmured, "I just might be able to save

Daventry!"
In a moment, Graham quieted, and for a moment the future looked almost

golden. Maybe today was his lucky day. Maybe.

Moments later that future shone still brighter, for upon opening the walnut
clutched within his transparent hand, Graham discovered that instead of nut meat,

the shell was filled with what looked like the purest gold. One bite confirmed it.
I think I'il look for other nuts to breakfast on, thought Graham. And for the third

time that morning, there was laughter.

"You were right, Daddy. Nothing is as it appears!"

Actually, Sir Graham tarried beneath that walnut tree for little longer than it
takes to tell the tale. His breath returned quickly, as did his determination and his

mirth, which went from hilarity to good humor. The sun was much higher in the
sky than when he had rubbed the ring, and he remembered that the elf had warned

the ring's spell did not last long. How long he knew not, but he did not want to be

facing other dangers when he became visible again.
South continued to beckon Graham. This was the way he had fled, so it seemed

his lucky path. That path soon skirted the edge of some mountains, the same

cloud-crowned monsters that had climaxed the witch Dahlia's broom-borne escape

with the Chest of Gold. This was a part of Daventry unfamiliar to the knight. He

thought it a likely place to pick up clues to at least one of the stolen treasures, for
some assumed that Dahlia had secreted the Chest somewhere within its cloudy
shadows.

A huge door, girded with iron bands, seemed to be waiting for Graham as he

explored. It was set into a wall of cyclopean stonework that itself had been inset

into the living rock. The whole construction looked as if meant to repel armies-
large armies. On the other hand, it could be the door to someone's home or fortress.

If the size of the keyhole were any indication, the person hiding behind the massive

door would be a very large person indeed.
The keyhole, while not so large as to provide entrance to even the smallest of

little people, was ample enough to allow Graham to peek within. The scant light
revealed what appeared to be a set of proportionately huge stairs that appeared to
wind up into darkness. Without surprise, Graham confirmed that the door was

locked as tight as it seemed, and no matter what he tried, he was unable to force it
open.

Graham thought back on the words of the friendly elf who had cautioned him
tobe wary of giants and dragons-creatures who now roamedboth above and below
the earth. He suspected the stairs beyond led to one of the two, and that creature



might someday be a stop along his quest. Stymied for the moment, the knight
vowed to return and joumey up the mountain.

Graham also noticed an inviting mountain lake, like emerald sparkles on the
horizon, luring him from the west. He hadn't bathed in days. A short swim was one
temptation to which he could succumb; it would both clean and refresh him, he

rationalized. Anyway, as he was still in strange surroundings, one direction seemed

about as promising as another. Fortune, however, continued south while Graham
walked west because, as soon as he had entered the chill, fresh water, the magic ring
slipped off of Graham's finger. He was visible once again and suddenly felt very
alone, very mortal, and very exposed. The chill he felt was coming from more than
just the lake's alpine waters.

I think I'd better get moving, thought the vulnerable and now young-feeling
knight. North, south, or west? The lake's narrow and I'm already wet. Go west, young

man!
Thus it was that Sir Graham swam right out of the ice bath and into the fire.

Fortune is a mercurial lover-fickle and fast to flit away. Fortune never says

good-bye; you find out it's deserted you just when you need it most. That's usually
when you begin meeting the bad things. Bad things, it has been noted, often come
in threes. This particular day, three big bad ones were just waiting for a lone
wanderer.

Graham walked a few paces, shaking off as much water as he could along the
way. The sun was sure to dry him out, and he was sure his edgy feelings would
evaporate along with the remaining moisture. As he reached up to wipe some final
cold trickles from his brow, he caught sight of something so chilling that he dashed
back into the frigid lake. At that moment, Graham felt he had moved faster than
ever in his life.

Bad thing number one was jetting across the sky, black robes trailing what
could only be a broomstick. It was undeniably an evil witch. Graham had read

histories that told of witches swooping from the sky so fast that it was almost
impossible for anyone to escape. The few that had, muttered of how they were

imprisoned and kept caged, much like a dangerous pet. They talked of how some
witches played with their new pets, and they groaned out details of unspeakable
torments to both mind and body. Only a few of those that got away escaped with
their sanity.

Graham was sure that the witch in question this day could only be Dahlia,
for that wicked one was the only cone-crowned cackler reported in the realm for
decades. As he carefully crept out of the lake and crouched under a pine tree, he
was sure he had not been spotted. He also was sure that if he were captured, for
him, at least, the game would be over. Death would be preferable, and he knew he
wasn't that lucky today.
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Bad thing number two came along just as Graham convinced himself that he

had again escaped the terminal jaws of catastrophe. Tuming south from the lake to
avoid the witch, he had barely taken his first step into a clearing when he saw the
hate-red eyes and drooling jaws of what could only be described as a very big, very
bad wolf. How Graham pivoted before he finished his step, and how he was able
to dash back into the lake before the jaws closed on him, he has never been able to
reconstruct. But he won that dash, too, and the wolf, deigning not to follow him
into the water, soon disappeared.

That cold, nameless, mountain lake was quickly taking on the warm feelings
of home, a safe spot to retreat to when all seemed hopeless.

"It would sure be nice to have that ring back," Graham murmured wistfully as

he crawled back under what, by now, had become his favorite tree.

"l could go back the way I came this morning, but there's an ogre and a ctary
dwarf that way. I could stay here, but that wouldn't get me anlrwhere. Things have
just got to be better to the north."

Bad thing number three was north, and it appeared just as suddenly as the
prior two misadventures. It came in the form of a wandering sorcerer who was out
looking to give somebody a bad day. Perhaps Graham was tired from the exertions
of the past hour; perhaps so much had happened to him so quickly that his mind
was unable to react in time. No matter. This time Graham could not flee quickly
enough. In fact, after the wizard had made his mystic signs and shouted his
incantations, the hapless knight was unable to move at all. He was paralyzed.

Looking at the result of his work with a knowing smirk, the sorcerer sneered,

"Hope no hungry beasts or worse come this way, young fool!" He waved and laughed
at Graham as he disappeared from sight.

Graham was still dazed when the spell finally wore off. Both his mind and his
body were numb from standing immobile for so long, but the fact that he was still
in one piece gave him hope that some sanity had come back into his life. He had
stared into the west while he was spellbound, and during that time he had noticed
the outline of a small house in that direction. Perhaps there he could rest and recover
for a while.

The smell that surrounded Graham as he approached the ornate cottage was

very familiar. He had quietly come up the path that led to the front door and
sneaked around to peek into one of the windows. The glass was so cloudy that he

couldn't see through it at all, and his fingers stuck to it slightly where he had
touched. The slightest lick of his finger brought a taste much like sugar to his tongue.
Since he couldn't see inside, he decided to try the direct approach. As he reached

to knock on the door, it became clear to him that he really hadtasted sugar on his
hand and the aroma in the air was gingerbread.

llu



The hunger hit him at once. Graham has always had a sweet tooth. As a child,
he was the first to snitch particles of pie, pastry and confection from sills and
counters where they were left to cool after leaving the ovens. Knights and ladies all
knew to have an extra dessert ready when he came to sup.

Graham started to eat the gingerbread abode; not a lot, but merely a small
piece of the front door trim and a bit of a chocolate drop nail. He was sure the owner
would neither notice nor mind.

He was wrong again, but eating part of the house saved Graham's life.
As he licked the sweet, aromatic crumbs from his hand, he heard a cackle from

within.
"Nibble, nibble, little mouse. Who's that eating at my house? I'll eat them, if

I catch 'em!" Sir Graham had again blundered upon the evil witch.
For what seemed like the thousandth time that day, Graham sprinted for

safety. Convinced that the crone would come out the door he had been consuming,
the knight sprinted out the front gate and around the side, barreling north past the
confectionery cottage. He kept going until he came to a long lake surrounded by
moss-bedecked willows. He was sure the trees would shelter him from anv aerial

observation.

Sometimes the only way to keep moving is to stop. Take a few moments to
watch the sun play with water and the breeze caress the trees. Sort through what
has been happening too quickly to be assessed at the time. Breathe deep, slow your
heart, and let your brain waft over what you have experienced, caressing facts and
impressions like that breeze moving through the leaves. Take some quiet time.

Graham's unharried musings brought him to one firm conclusion: he must
get into the witch's house. He was sure he had discovered Dahlia's home (if that
truly was her name) and thought the Chest of Gold might be inside. If not, he was

convinced a clue would be found, or some knowledge would be discovered that
would aid him in his quest. He also knew that he had to wait until the witch was

away, for he was no match for her magical powers.

Tomonow then, he thought to himself. I'll scout around a little more today and

spend the night here. Tomorrow I'lI take on the wicked witch while she's away.

Continuing to move north, away from the gingerbread house, seemed the
safest choice, although Graham's bones and bruises reminded him of the results of
his earlier "safe" choices. North it was, however, and after an easy hike through
woods untainted by any hint of danger, he found himself in front of a log cabin.

Red and yellow flowers grew happily near the open door. A woodsman's ax

stuck out of a short chopping log, mimicking the handle on the house's water pump.
It was such an ordinary scene that Graham was tempted to go inside immediately.
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On second thought, check the place out, you dummy!he chided himself. He had been

both safe and sorry already that day, and he much preferred being safe.

A window on the side of the house seemed a likely avenue for snooping.
Looking inside, Graham saw two sorry-looking, hungry people. They appeared to
be a woodcutter and his wife, and they were so emaciated that it looked as though
they couldn't do much damage to anyone.

He remembered his father's advice about things not being what they seem,

patted his dagger, walked around to the front, and entered the cabin.
The years of famine and poverty that had attacked Daventry were quite

apparent throughout the one-room hovel. The furniture was sparse and shabby,

rotting where it barely stood. Holes in the floor made it a dangerous place to walk,
and Graham reminded himself to watch his step. The only glimmer of beauty was

a fiddle tucked into a corner.

As a knight of the realm, Graham was a man of privilege. Though not
unaffected by the calamities of the hard years, he could still eat daily and sleep

secure in his bed. The sight in front of him threatened to bring tears.

"Welcome to our humble home," the woodcutter greeted Graham.
"We'd like to offer you something to eat, but we have no food," volunteered

his wife.
For Graham, the emotion of the scene demanded he do something. Again, his

father's advice echoed in his thoughts.
"It's worth a try," he said as he took the ceramic bowl out of his pack. Despite

the pounding of the day, there were only minor nicks in its finish, and the container
remained in one piece. Looking at the word inscribed in the bottom, Graham
breathed the word "fill." At once, the air shimmered, and the bowl grew suddenly
hot. Steam and savory smells filled the cabin, and the bowl magically filled with
stew. Graham presented it to the starving couple.

Tears and wonder filled all eyes. "Please, eat," said the man who would be king.
"This is yours.I hope it is enough."

"We can never thank you enough," cried the woodcutter's wife.
"Please, take my fiddle. It is our last possession, but it is now yours. Please take

it in payment for your kindness!"

Graham knew he would insult the two if he didn't do as they asked. Gingerly
he stepped around the floor's holes and retrieved the precious instrument. The
finish was still good, and the polished cherry wood grew warm and friendly in his
hands. Playing a few experimental notes, Graham discovered the fiddle was still in
tune. With a merry "One, t!vo, three, four!" he played the couple a happy song.

The melody still filled the cabin as he left. The sad pair had little information
to help him on his quest, but they did mention a mysterious rock with a small hole
in it. The rock was just south of the rear of their cabin and not far from where
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Graham planned to spend the night. It wasn't much and probably didn't mean

anything, they said, but it was the only odd or mysterious thing they knew about
in their vicinity.

Since it was not out of his way, Graham decided to pay the strange boulder a

visit on his way back to the lake.

It really wasn't much to look at. The boulder was obviously ancient, covered

with brittle green moss. The hole in its base was just as it was described to him, too
small for any person to enter. Graham stared deep into the hole's blackness. He

thought he noticed a faint, green glow, but wasn't sure. It was getting on toward
dark, and the last light of the day played many tricks with color. It was time to leave

anyway. Standing up, Graham walked west to his camp.

As promised, the rock was only a short distance from the tree-ringed lake.

Sleep again came quickly, blocking out all aches and fears and doubts until the
morning.

The second dawn of Graham's quest was overcast. It was the kind of sky that
seemed unsure of itself, one that could iust as easily tum gray and stormy as it could
blue and warm. This seemed to be an omen to the knight. He had resolved to enter,

if he could, the witch's house this morning. Like the weather, his prospects could
not be predicted. They could be very good, or terminally bad. Graham decided not
to dwell on the might-be's and planned on breakfasting on the gingerbread house.

If he failed, he wouldn't need food anyway.

The cool air of moming muted the overpowering gingerbread aroma Graham

had noticed the day before. It still smelled good, though, and he put his plan into
action. Making sure the witch wasn't roaming around outside, he walked quietly
up the front path, gently laid his ear to the delicious door, and listened intently for
any sounds from inside. All was quiet, but he continued listening, hardlybreathing,
for several more minutes. It sounded as quiet as death inside, a comparison that did
little to allay Graham's misgivings.

It was time to do something.
Graham grabbed a firm grip on both his courage and the door knob and

opened the door. He did this, of course, very slowly and very quietly. If the witch
were home, he reasoned, he might be able to slip in unnoticed. That was his theory,
anyway.

Sneaking inside, Graham could see or hear no one. The room he had entered

was fumished with just a table and a pair of hard wooden chairs. A second door led

off to the right, and Graham quickly tiptoed to it. Still there was no sound, so he

tentatively peeked around the corner. It was the witch's bedroom, and it had the
off odor of someone who didn't wash very often. It was empty. In fact, the little
cottage was completely deserted. Quickly Graham began his search. Disappoint-
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ment hit him hard when all he could find in the room was a brief note on an empty
bed table, a note that read simply, "Sometimes it is wise to think backwards."

The unexpected sound of Dahlia returning made Graham freeze where he
stood, but the crone did not go to the bedroom. Soon he heard sounds of food
preparation coming ftom the other room-the witch talking to herself aloud about
cooking up something "good and human" to eat. Graham peeked out, trying to
judge whether he could bolt for the door successfully. What he saw was the
bent-over form of a figure larger than himself. The witch's attention was on stoking
her cooking fire. Escape seemed problematic at best.

Sometimes we all do things without conscious volition and later explain it as

something we did on the spur of the moment. In this case, the particular moment
spurred Graham into sneaking quickly behind Dahlia and giving her a mighty
shove. The momentum from the blow sent the witch headfirst into the fire, where
her body immediately burst into flame. It was over so soon, the body might have
been made of the driest parchment. Dahlia had returned to the skies from which
she had wreaked terror, and an indifferent wind dissipated her ash and smoke to
nothing. King Edward and Daventry were avenged.

Safe for the while, Graham ransacked the gingerbread house looking for the
Chest of Gold or some clue to its whereabouts. Except for a piece of cheese he took
from the kitchen cabinet, and the enigmatic note already acquired, there was

nothing.
Dahlia's dead, and I guess that's something, Graham told himself . And maybe the

note is a clue. Onward, dear boy! The day is young and you have already done one

impossible thing!

On the road south, the piece of gingerbread house he was munching tasted
even better than the one the day before. The morning had decided to be as sunny
as Graham's new mood, and he passed without encounter or incident through the
territory formerly hunted by the wicked witch. About an hour later he came across

an ancient well and stopped, thinking to cut his thirst with some water. Graham
lowered the old bucket there into the depths of the well, but it reached the end of
its rope without touching water. Drought had taken its toll here. Looking down,
though, he could see a reflective glint, indicating there was still water down there.

Thirst gave the young knight an idea. Raising the oak bucket back up, he cut
the rope and took the bucket. lnwering the rope again, Graham intended to climb
down the well, fill the bucket, and climb back up. He was confident in his agility,
having scampered up and down ropes for years as part of his martial training. He
was always considered the best climber in the army. Carefully, he climbed onto the
rope and shimmied down. As he reached its bottom, the best climber in the army's
hand slipped.
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It was a short drop to the water, and when Graham recovered himself, he

found he could reach up and touch the end of the rope with his hand. Knowing he

could get back the way he came, Graham dove back under the water, as much for
sport as for curiosity. One bit of his father's advice had been to search over, under,
around, and through everything. Diving to the bottom, he saw the usual assortment
of old bottles and trash, but in one wall there appeared to be an entrance to a cave

or grotto. Swimming into the opening, he immediately popped out of the water,

and was able to crawl into a hot. drv cave.

King Edward the Benevolent had spent a score of years trying to recover the
mirror that foretold the future. Countless people had searched, both in Daventry
and elsewhere. And there it was, not more than a score of steps in front of Graham.

One of the objects of his quest, one of the salvations of the kingdom, was in plain
sight. All Graham had to do was get dd of a little problem.

The problem took the shape of a 1Z-footlong, iridescent, green-scaled, fire-
breathing dragon. The flames that blazed from its jaws had scorched deep the virgin
rock. From across the cave, the heat of the sulphurous flames singed Graham's hair.
The dragon made half-rushes back and forth at him, taking its dragon time before

making a killer charge.

Graham tested the balance of his dagger, knowing he had only one chance to
strike the dragon in its heart. He knew he could retreat safely back into the well,
but his duty was clear; he must rescue the mirror from the beast.

First, though, he had to distract the dragon to give himself more time to aim
and a clearer target. The oak bucket was still with him, now mostly filled with well
water. Graham reasoned that, instead of extinguishing his own thirst, that water
was going to extinguish the dragon's flame. It was the distraction he needed.

Hefting the bucket, Graham advanced as close to the dragon as he dared; a

mistake would turn the knight into a crispy critter. Just as the dragon exhaled, he

flung the water splat in its snout.
As a distraction it may have worked, but Graham would never know for sure.

The liquid hit the dragon's flame full-on and put it out. The green-scaled monstros-
ity just stopped and sputtered, steam and bubbles gurgling from his nostrils.

It was the expression on that dragon's face that held the dagger in Graham's

hand. He speaks in wonder when he says that he never knew a dragon could blush
and show embarrassment. It could only have been that; dropping its head and
tucking its tail, the beast pushed a boulder aside and pussyfooted out of the cave.

Sir Graham was left behind, alone.
Graham spent many minutes iust touching and looking at Merlin's Mirror. Its

surface still shone, and the luster of the carved mahogany frame still glowed. Picking
it up, Graham looked deep into the glass that told the future. His own face looked
back, and on his head was a crown!
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I hope this mirror doesn't make mistakes, he prayed. He put the minor into his
pack and followed the dragon's route to see if it would lead to open sky. It did.

It was a iubilant and confident Sir Graham of Daventry who walked out of
the underworld as if reborn. He didn't recognize the cave he emerged from, and he

paused to get bearings.
Above him, condors were soaring, sweeping steeply up and down, seemingly

weightless. One unusually large condor made a few low passes at Graham in what
seemed a friendly manner, as if inviting him to climb aboard and fly too.

A short distance to the west was another of the many lakes that dot Daventry.
Tall cattails grew on its banks and trembled in the slight breeze. The lake was inviting
to Graham, and after the singes and sulphur fumes of the dragon's cave, it was an
invitation he could not refuse.

Graham bathed himself as he frolicked in the water. After a while, as he swam

near the western bank, he thought he saw something growing in a nearby clear-

ing-something he had wanted since the start of his adventures. He rushed out of
the lake. There, iust a little west of where he stood dripping wet, grew a patch of
four-leafed clover. He knelt to pick one, and held it for a moment in front of his
eyes.

This iust might be nry lucky day! he told himself and, sticking the clover into
his hat, hurried back to the cave to complete his quest.

The big bird was still there when he returned, still seemingly inviting Graham
into the heavens. Its curious behavior demanded attention.

Why not? he thought. If the bird could carry my weight, I could see a lot ftom the

sky, and I could figure out iustwhere I am.
The knight began jumping up and down, trying to attract the bird's attention.

Banking quickly, the condor swept low and plucked Graham into his claws. Rising

into the clouds, the powerful bird easily carried Graham aloft, first in a tight and
dizry citcle, and then in a wider, freer arc, swooping east on great wing-strokes.

The flight went quickly, though not smoothly enough for Graham's stomach.
His nausea was soon forgotten, however, when the condor, perhaps tired or perhaps

having served its own unfathomable purpose, just let go of the knight and soared

away, screeching as if in triumph. Graham was too busy falling to notice the bird's
departure. He hit hard and rolled with the impact. After a series of bumps and
tumbles, he rolled to a dusty conclusion and finally arose with a thumping head to
keep his clutching belly company. The scrapes and bruises would have to be ignored.

A rapid survey revealed that he had been dropped onto an island in the River

Fools, within sight of the bank where he had camped two nights before. The fat,

speckled mushroom still grew not far from the river, large and alone. It looked like
no poison fungus Graham had ever studied, so he picked it; it could be food, or it
could be useful.
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What appeared to be the spires and turrets of Castle Daventry were outlined
faintly in the distance, unreachable across the river. A large hole in the ground was

his only companion, and a glance down into it revealed a faint, green glow coming
from not far below.

Graham attempted to climb down, but the hole's sides were too steep. They
crumbled at once and he fell, leaving him at the bottom of the hole with another
aching bruise. There seemed no way back up.

So, Sir Graham pressed on, following the faint green glow farther into the
gloom. The hole had turned out to be a fairly extensive cave, with the glow
providing enough illumination by which to grope along. Scraping and scratching
sounds grew louder as Graham padded deeper into the cave; rats, most likely.

He was wrong. It was one rat, a giant one easily his own size, that guarded a
door at one end of the cave. Making soothing "Nice ratty, nice ratty!" sounds,
Graham crept as close to the rat as he dared. Reaching into his pack, he pulled out
the piece of swiss cheese he had taken from the witch's house. Gently, he gave the
cheese to the rat. The giant rodent practically bit Graham's fingers in his greedy
grab for the morsel and dashed away with his prize, seeming to disappear into the
rocky walls.

That wasn't too hard, was it? he congratulated himself. Now, Iet's see what's
behind that door.

There was no answer to Graham's loud rapping on the door the rat had
guarded. It creaked inward, slowly, as he opened it. Waiting for him inside, however,
were two more guardians, leprechauns to be sure. With their green clothing from
tip to top, clover in their lapels, and silver-buckled shoes, there was no mistaking
these little people.

There are few outside visitors to the Hall of the Leprechaun King, so the guards

were idle, humming a tune (a jig, Graham recalls), when the knight entered the
antechamber. At first they were startled by the surprise visitor, but seeing the
four-leafed clover nestled in his hat, they respectfully stood aside to let him pass

and went back to their humming.
"Top of the day to you, little folk," Graham greeted the guards. He was hoping

to get some information as to where he was and how he could get back to Daventry.
They were too involved in their music-making, though, and paid no heed to his
queries. Graham decided to ioin in. Perhaps they would be more talkative after a

song.

The cherry wood fiddle had survived Graham's series of bruising misadven-
tures. Leprechauns are a musical people, and as Graham's first notes began dancing
in the air, a look of ecstasy burst upon the guards' features. They began a frenzied
dance, leaping and twirling, abandoning everything to the music.
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Graham followed as they danced themselves dght out of the chamber and
into the adioining throne room. There the rest of the emerald court joined in the
delirium. Lost in the abandon of the moment, they all danced off, abandoning their
monarch. Graham put down the fiddle as the Leprechaun King followed after his
merry subjects, leaving behind Sir Graham, his royal scepter, and what appeared to
be a shield.

Graham took the scepter and moved to the other side of the stone throne to
take a careful look at the shield. It had been manufactured out of titanium; emeralds

ringed its edge. As he picked it up, a surge of invincibility rushed through Graham.
It was the Shield of Achille. He had found the second of the three great treasures.

A flight of stairs led out of the throne room, which still vibrated from the
dancing bodies of the little people. Graham had no choice but to follow their path.
The stairs climbed upward a short way and ended abruptly at a wall of rock. No
door was there to aid his exit, just a hole too small for Graham to squeeze through.
He could see the outside world on the other side.

Graham sat a moment to think through his problem. He could feel the slight
draft of air that entered through the hole; it smelled of green, living things, of
sunlight and open spaces. Sitting there, Graham was also aware of the fresh smell
of the mushroom he had picked before he had fallen underground. It, too, smelled
fresh and wholesome. It made him hungry.

He took a tentative bite of the mushroom, almost positive it wasn't poison,
but giving it a taste test to be sure. A wave of strangeness overwhelmed him with
that first bite, and the world rushed past his eyes in a blur. As his vision cleared he

saw a large doorway ahead of him, leading outside. Graham rushed through, and
a second wave of strangeness followed the first. When he had recovered, Graham
recognized where he stood.

He was next to the old, moss-laden rock, the one with the small hole, not far
from the woodcutter's cabin. Apparently, eating the mushroom had made him
shrink, making the tiny hole a huge doorway. For the second time he had escaped

from beneath the earth. Again he had come back with one of the obiects of his
quest, this time with the shield of invincibility.

Graham felt ready for anything.

Now began the final part of Graham's quest for the throne. First he visited the
woodcutter and his wife to see if all was well, and then he continued north at a
leisurely pace until he came to a large lake. He followed it, skirting its shore,

sometimes swimming, always moving to the west. In the stump of a tree near a

rotting log, he discovered an old leather pouch filled with diamonds. He took the
jewels, found a soft piece of ground, and slept his last night as a knight.
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In the morning his wanderings took Graham south, past another of the
countless lakes that help make Daventry the fair land that it is, through a fertile
field of wildflowers, fresh with their springtime smells, and on through tall trees.

Here the countryside opened up again, and Graham passed the cave that led into
the dragon's lair. He waited there a bit, scanning the skies for the friendly bird, but
it never appeared. He would have liked to thank it, caring not if it understood the
speech of humans.

Graham's path soon filled with the unmistakable smell of live goat. The goat

in question was caged in a pen large enough to hold a herd. Graham leaned for a

while on the gate, smiling at the noisy creature's antics. The scene was so normal
that he almost forgot, for the moment, his quest and the troubles that threatened
the kingdom. Almost.

Just a little to the west of the goat pen lay another pretty meadow filled with
wildflowers. While Graham paused to sniff and gaze awhile, the air around him
began to glow, a light floating within it. It soon materialized into an attractive
woman who spoke as follows to Graham: "Gentle Sir Graham, I am your fairy
godmother. Your quest is indeed noble. My small part to help you can be no bigger

than this magic spell, protective but for a little while. I will be watching over you,

Sir Graham."
Fairy dust filled the air and Graham was alone again. A moment of quiet

seemed to own the universe.
"Thanks a lot, Grandma," Graham thought aloud and punctuated it with a

sneeze. "I accept your gift with gratitude, but I sure wish you'd come around earlier!"

Turning north, Graham continued through fields of lucky clover until he

arrived at a wooden bridge that spanned a section of the River Fools. Here his way
was barred by nine feet of green, ugly troll. It appeared in a combative mood.

"Listen, buddy, this here is a troll bridge. Understand? Pay me a treasure or
you will never cross alive!"

The troll looked perfectly able to back up his threat, so Graham, unwilling to
part with any of his hard-won treasure, decided to find another way to the small
island on the other side of the bridge.

In the next hour, Graham found two more bridges, but no matter which one

he tried to cross, the troll was always blocking his way. It was time to teach this troll
a lesson.

As he hiked back to the goat pen where he had lingered earlier, Graham
grinned in anticipation of the prank he was soon to play. Opening the gate, he

walked up to the goat and tried not to breathe through his nose. It worked in theory,
but the goat stench was so strong he could now taste it. But, it was just something
he would have to put up with for a while.
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Graham got out the carrot he had never eaten. He knew goats love carrots and
that they'll follow you anywhere if they know you have one, just to get a nibble.
He showed it to the goat, being careful not to let it get a bite.

"That's a nice goat, you rancid old beast. Nice goat. Come along with Graham.
I have a juicy carrot for you!"

Graham really didn't have to coax the goat out of the pen; it wasn't listening.
It just wanted the carrot, and it was in this manner, holding out the carrot as bait,
that Graham brought him to meet a troll.

It is a well-known fact that goats hate trolls even more than they love carrots.
Graham merely stepped aside when the threatening troll tried to exact his toll.

"Surprise!"
Old Billy needed no coaxing. At first sight of the troll he lowered his head and

charged directly at it. The goat's blow sent the troll flying straight off of the bridge
and into the river. The splash was quite large. The old goat iust kept going.

It was the sight of a crude lean-to that had lured Graham to go through all
that effort of crossing the bridge and exploring the small island. When he got closer,
he realized that it was the residence of an old gnome.

"Hail, good sir! My name is Graham, and I'm looking for some help."
The gnome stared at Graham for a few seconds.

"I'll make you a deal, kid. I know all about your quest, and I can help you."
Graham's heart leaped in anticipation, and he listened closely.
"I've got something you must have to finish your tasks. I'll even give it to you.

But first you must tell me one simple thing. What is my name? I'll even give you
three guesses!"

There are perhaps a handful of people in all Daventry who might know the
answer. Graham is one. He had studied our world's histories while at the university
and knew that the gnome he was confronting could be none other but the one and
only "Rumplestiltskin!r'

"You're dumber than you look," snorted the old gnome. "What backward part
of the realm are you from anyvvay? Wrong! Want to try again?"

Graham could not understand how he could be mistaken. Unless, of course, the
answer is not what it seems, he realized. Or the gnome's reply isn't either.

The solution flashed in his brain like an old witch in a cooking fire. The gnome
had accused him of being from a backward part of the realm; therefore, the name
must be Rumplestiltskin spelled backwards.

"Nikstlitselpmurl"
"What kind of a backwards answer is that, you alphabetical imbecile? Wrong

again! Want to bet you don't get it right the third time?"
Graham was stymied. If he couldn't solve the riddle, all would be lost. His wit

had failed him; his brain bumed in confusion.
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He kept thinking back to "backwards." The gnome had deliberately used that
word twice now. Graham knew the name was really Rumplestiltskin, but twisted

backwards somehow. He even remembered the note he had found in the ginger-

bread house: "Sometimes it is wise to think backwards." Backwards? An alphabetical

imbecile?
Maybe a backward alphabet was the answer. Change Ato Z, B to Y, C to X. If

that were the solution, then the answer was....

King Graham has confessed to me that he really wasn't sure about his final
answer. He does agree, though, that when all other possible solutions have been

discarded, whatever remains, however improbable, must be correct.

"lfnkovhgroghprm."
The gnome looked at him for a moment with what might have been affection.

If it were, it passed in a blink.
"Not bad. Here are some magic beans for a reward!" With that, the old Snome

was gone. The beans lay on the ground where he had stood.

Magic beans need to be planted if they are going to do any good. Graham

suspected a nice, fertile flower patch might be a good place, and there was such a

patch just past the troll bridge to the east. Picking up the small, dried beans, he set

off to finish his quest.

More massive than any tree, the beanstalk disappeared into the clouds, its

thick foliage offering precarious footholds. The magic beans had sprouted as soon

as Graham planted them in the flower bed, and when the Srowth had stopped, it
had become obvious what he had to do.

Upward he climbed, slowly making his progress into the sky. Grasping and

clawing around the twisted stalk, Graham lost count of the times he almost fell,
but nothing, not even the cloud-slicked leaves, was going to stop him from saving

Daventry.
At last his head poked above the clouds, and he was able to step off the stalk.

Looking around, Graham saw low clouds everywhere; like the heaviest of fogs, they
obscured the ground, making it almost impossible to see where to place his feet. He

had to be very careful, lest he step off into nothingness.
Graham's direction, however, was clear. With patience he moved due east

where, after a few hundred yards, the clouds broke enough to show him the floor
of a forest. The woods extended a little to the south, and Graham followed them
there until clouds obscured the ground again. He continued west, staying near the
cloud edge, wondering at the strange trees that grew there. In a tree at the eastern

edge of the cloud border, Graham discovered a sling for shooting stones, and he

took it with him. North of the tree, he found a cave burrowing its way into the
mountainside.
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After some minutes of searching the cave, Graham descended partway down
some slick stone steps far enough to become convinced that this was the way back
to Daventry. He was sure that these stairs were the very ones he had glimpsed early
in his quest winding upward toward unknown dangers; the stairs behind the locked
door set in the mountain.

Suddenly, from the clearing behind him, Graham heard noise-booming
thumps that shook the ground and rattled his teeth. He hastened away from his
investigation of the cave to find out what was making the giant sounds.

Ten or twelve feet tall it was, human in outward form and with bulk to match
its build. The giant was carrying a golden chest under his arm, pacing wearily to
and fro, silent except for the impact of his steps. It seemed weary, much like a guard
who is asked to pace the same small area endlessly. Back and forth and around again
the giant thundered, aware of nothing but its one small post.

From the magic shield that he was carrying, Graham felt a surge of energy
engulfing and protecting him. The giant seemed uninterested in Graham. Perhaps

that was part of the shield's magic.
Faced with the problem of getting the chest from the giant, the last task in his

kingly quest, Graham took advantage of his being ignored. He stopped to think
through the problem slowly, something he had seldom been able to do during the
previous days' adventures. As Graham sat there, debating whether a stone in his
newfound sling could fell the goliath, the giant dropped down on the ground,
wriggled himself a soft spot in the earth, and fell fast asleep.

Snores-long, drawn-out explosions-filled the land in the clouds. Graham
waited awhile until they became regular, Iike the beating of a heart. Slipping from
behind a tree, he hefted the golden chest from the ground, taking it from within
inches of the giant's limp grasp.

The weight of the chest was not as great as Graham had feared, a property,
perhaps, of its own peculiar magic. On the other hand, it was not light, and the
knight's return trip to the cave and down its long, narrow, stone stairs seemed to
last forever. He kept listening for the thud of the giant's following footfalls, but they
never came.

Graham's surmise about where the stairs ended was correct-the entrance into
the mountain was indeed at the bottom of the stairs. He was surprised, however,
that the door was open, but lost no time pondering his good fortune. Closing the
heavy door behind him, Sir Graham headed quickly, and in singular triumph, back

to the halls of King Edward.

The royal alligators seemed hungrier than usual, thrashing and snapping
almost to his feet as Graham crossed over the moat's bridge. He made his way past
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them and up the few stairs to the castle door. Its locked doors opened at his touch,
a sure sign of his success. He entered to greet his king, and to meet his destiny.

My telling of this history must end as it began; with both grief and rejoicing.
As soon as Graham had bowed his respects to his monarch, Edward arose to greet

the kingdom's savior. A smile crossed his face as he moved to embrace his successor,

but the smile abruptly turned to pain as the old king clutched his chest, his face

ashen in agony.
Tears ran down the face of King Graham as Edward's face became still. It was

over quickly. Edward's last words were, 'Well done Sir Graham...my kingdom is now
yours!"

Thus you have it. I myself observed the beginning and end of the tale with
my own eyes and ears, sitting as scribe in my accustomed place in the comer of the
court. The rest was told me that very evening by King Graham himself, who was

anxious to record his quest while the dust of adventure still clung to his body. I
have done so, my Lord.

Long live the King! Long live King Graham of Daventry!
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I o you, whoever you are, who read my messages sent between the worlds:
Greetingsl All is well here for the moment; the stars and sun and celestial bodies
still revolve around the sky, neither falling down upon our heads nor failing in their
appointed rounds across the heavens. Few are held in fear or bondage by sorcerers

or witches of the evil persuasion. Ravaging flame- or frost-flinging dragons have
been somewhat conspicuous in their absence, as has been the recent infestation of
particularly malevolent wizards.

True, some pirates still sail the seas, bandits prowl in forests, deserts, and other
remote spots, and hags and their sisterly witches keep stewpots at the ready for the
unwary. But I never did claim this was paradise; this is the real world. The normal
cares and challenges of life fill our days. The occasional conflicts between people
or kingdoms are seemingly woven into the fabric of reality, but the harvest seems

good and this year's wines seem even better.
With that said, and with a glass of smooth, sweet red at my side, I've decided

to give you, unknown friend, a quick tour of Daventry. I'm going to try to send
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some of my own crude maps along with this communication to further illustrate
myworld-what there is of it. Please excuse their artistic shortcomings; I am a writer
and magician (of sorts), not an artist.

My universe is divided into many parts. How many, we may never know, for
we are always reinventing ourselves, and today's count of the number of realms,
and kingdoms, and deserts, and islands, and mountains to hold up the sky will be
different tomorrow. It will be different again the day after tomorrow and again the
day after that, and again, and again. Today's fact is tomorrow's anachronism. In a
world of magic and wonders, all is possible-if not inevitable.

As best as I can learn, the largest and broadest and most ancient of our
sometimes fantastical lands is that of Serenia, named after the peaceful place where
our people appeared when they first withdrew here. The exact spot of the arrival has

never been marked by stone or statue or eidolon, for that is not our way; but many
hold that the place is where the house of the great wizard Chrispinophur now sits.
It is said that the house has been there, never aging, since the beginning of time.
It is also claimed that is was built in less than an instant by the same magician, who
himself was already an old man when time began.

In front of that dwelling is an odd device of no apparent purpose.
Chrispinophur is said to call it his "Universe Interpreter," and that he uses it to keep
the stars in alignment, and the gears of the heavens greased. Others, though, claim
that it is the magically constructed engine through which was focused the mystic
forces that made our withdrawal from your world, the Other World, to our world,
Daventry possible. To me it looks like something to scare gophers away ftom the
vegetable garden. It may very well be both.

Serenia, the continent, is divided into many kingdoms, most of them small
and only a day or three's journey by foot in extent. These fiefdoms sometimes war
or battle with each other for reasons only their rulers care about, and shrink or grow
depending on their martial fortunes. They seemingly come and go with the seasons,

and few are remembered after their passing. Two lands however bear special notice.
Greatest is the Kingdom of Daventry a land of wonder and marvels. It is home

to King Graham, his queen, Valanice, and their children, Alexander and Rosella.

Twins these two are, and courageous beyond words, as are their parents. Here too
abide monsters and magicians, giants and little folk, witches and fairies, cruel beasts

and human people, commoners and kings.
Great troubles have beset this illustrious kingdom for years, pausing only to

allow troubles that seem greater still to befall. Great too are the tales that have been
told and sung of the struggles to vanquish those difficulties. Good King Edward
gave his life for the sake of his people and kingdom, as King Graham and his
children almost have.
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Daventry is the most populated part of my world; it is renowned for its great

keep, Castle Daventry and its gentle lakes, which are so numerous as to be almost
beyond counting. Many lakes are fed by that greatest of streams, the River Fools.

Daventry's awesome mountains, the Great Mountains, punch upwards through the
clouds to snowcapped summits daring to be scaled. Giants walk those clouds, yeti
prowl the snows, and the great Roc's nest in its most inaccessible peaks. Dragons

own the land's innards and share it with leprechauns; witches on their brooms fly
the skies along with giant condors; and ogres and trolls and dwarfs and elves and
gnomes fill the secret spaces known only to themselves. Magic flows through
everything.

At the moment, the Kingdom of Daventry seems whole, having rebuilt itself
from years of flaming terror caused, at various ill times, by a three-headed dragon,
constant earthquakes, and the Great Tear which ripped the Castle itself from the
ground before plunging it back later. Castle Daventry returned unscratched; the
ground had less of an easy time accepting it. These terrors destroyed much of the
beautiful land, forcing many folk to flee to the western and southern kingdoms.
Vast chasms appeared, ripping the earth apart much as one would open a ripe fruit.
Whole sides of mountains collapsed, burying some landmarks and creating others.
Great walls were built throughout Daventry to contain the terrible beast so it would
not maraud the entire continent. These walls succeeded, but they also magnified
the damage done within the kingdom.

Now, though, the walls are down as if they never were, and the stone used to
build homes for the returning population. The rains have been good, perhaps in
celebration of deliverance, and the natural world has healed itself again. The fresh
greens of new trees and shrubs and bushes and plants have wiped completely away
the blacks and browns of formerly burnt landscapes. Great magics were unleashed;
once unable to destroy a dragon, they rebuilt and reclaimed the land. One might
suspect dread technology at work, so quickly went the transformation.

Prince Alexander, a great scholar and magician himself, has even claimed that
any magic, sufficiently advanced, is indistinguishable from technology. In this case,

he just might be right, although I hope the two never merge. There is something
too unnatural about technology for the taste of follc here.

To the north and west of Daventry beyond the River Fools and the Great
Mountains, is the other of Serenia's great lands. Indeed, the continent itself takes

its name from the Sovereignty of Serenia, the first home of all my world's people.
Despite being somewhat near to each other, commerce and communication be-

tween Daventry and Serenia is limited because of the physical barriers between the
two lands. Nonetheless, the inhabitants of both places are similar, consisting
generally of humans and the little folk. Most humans live in the one small town of
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the realm, a lovely place with the usual shops and places of business. The bakery is
renowned for the goodness of its pies, as is the inn for its unsavory clientele.

Serenia, however, is generally a less violent land than most, an island of peace

in a less tranquil world. This reflects both its name and its rulers' policies of harmony
amongst all beings. While some of the more cynical persuasion quip that the first
law of the land is "You will be happy-or you will regret it," the truth of the matter
is that the people of Serenia believe peace to be the natural order of things and, in
believing it to be true, ensure that it is. It is an innocent, though effective, magic
which should be practiced more.

On Serenia's western edge is a great and trackless desert. Hidden somewhere
within its northern wastes is an old and abandoned temple of some deity whose
name is unknown to me. There, bands of desperate bandits store and hide their
bloody boory the treasure of caravans lost to their savage attacks. The boots and
bones of the victims are often found in the sands, sun whitened skulls the homes
to snakes and scorpions.

It is said that a magic spell has been cast over the temple by either the
anonymous god or by the bandits. Whichever is the case, many swear that the
temple eats those who are enraptured by its treasure.

Not all of the scattered bones, however, come from spendthrift gods or
bandits'blades. The sun too takes many victims, those who have lost their way and
have died of thirst. There are but few oases concealed among the baked sand and
mirages, and it is quite easy to lose one's way in the desolation. One does not survive
the heat long without water.

Serenia is bordered on the north by a dark and daunting forest so thick that
Death itself is said to have gotten lost inside of it. It is known that some of the little
folk, elves, and gnomes mostly, have their own hidden ways in and out of the Dark
Forest, but they guard their paths and tunnels well. Even the charmed smiles and
honeyed words of the gypsies have been useless in discovering their secrets. It is
just as well, I suspect. Local rumor has it that a particularly nasty witch makes her
home within the woods, protected by its thickness. I am assured she doesn't like
visitors.

Finally, to the east hover the Great Mountains, an almost impassible barrier,
and part of Serenia's border with Daventry. A great queen holds thrall over the
highest and coldest of the region's icy peaks. Known as lcebella, her heart is said to
be as cold as the glacial ice from which her throne is carved. Her only subiects are

the dire wolves. While harsh and moody, she is not considered an evil ruler. Little
else is known of her.

Beyond the Great Mountains is the Northern Sea. Little is known of what lies
beyond the horizon there; mariners seldom stray far from the sight of land in those
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rocky regions. The usual sailors' tales of great monsters and selpents large enough
to swallow ships are told, but the same stories are told wherever strong drink and
sailors mix.

To the south and east of the continent of Serenia, there is the tropical land of
Kolyma, from whence Valanice came. It bathes in balmy breezes, and the Southern
Sea laps its beaches with waves like warm, green tongues. Mermaids sun themselves

here and sing the songs that capture people's souls and haunt them always with
liquid melodies and the rhythm of eternal tides. The King of the Sea keeps his court
and throne near its western shore, so the winds are always gentle here and the skies

forever blue and clear.

Few inhabit the western part of Kolyma, despite its beauty. Simple monks give
shelter to occasional travelers, lest they be caught outdoors after dark, for vampyres
hunt this land at night, with ghouls and ghosts as their grim companions. These

undead are truly evil, not like the restless sort of spirit who sometimes haunts the
living, seeking release from its torments. The vampyres rule the dark from a cold
castle on an island in the middle of a lake so poisonous that a stray splash is fatal.

For these reasons, most good folk make their homes on the eastern side of
Kolyma, separated by a spine of high mountains and a great chasm from the greater

horrors. Only a magic door grants passage from east to west, and even this will send

one elsewhere if they have not the proper key. A great strangeness folds the western
land back upon itself to both the north and south, forever bringing travelers back

to where they started. AII these barriers have, with only occasional exceptions, kept
the Children of the Night isolated.

To the north and west of Daventry, across the Western Sea, Iies the great

continent of Thnalore. An eternal city of the same name is said to exist somewhere

there, touching all of the realities of creation; but none has ever found it-or
returned after having done so. The great middle of this continent is covered with
deserts, swamps, and mountains taller and steeper than those of Daventry.

In the eastern part of Tanalore there is the land of Llewdor, where, until
recently, the evil sorcerer Manannan ruled the countryside through terror and
magic. He kept his home atop the highest mountain there, living alone except for
a single boy slave. Through a long looking glass, the wizard was able to spy on all
parts of the unfortunate realm, killing all who dared oppose him. I make my home
there now in Manannan's place, but I will tell you more of that at another time, for
it is why I am able to communicate with you who are reading this.

Llewdor is a compact land bordered by ocean on the west and deadly desert

to the east. No one, residents claim, can walk far into the desert and live. Medusas

dwell there-gruesome creatures with the ability to turn any who stare upon them
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to stone. At times, now that Manannan is gone, people sneak into the sands in
search of statues that were once people. It is a risky business, but the merchants
who do this are known to turn a great profit for their efforts. Some folks disapprove
of the practice, seeing it as merely another form of grave robbing. If the medusas

don't claim victims, however, the desert does. The sun, heat, and shimmering
horizons conspire to rob travelers of their sense of direction. Iost, a person can
perish quickly in such a place.

The bulk of the country is pleasantly wooded and dotted with occasional
cottages. Other than bears and the seldom-encountered giant spider of Llewdor, it
is altogether an entirely pleasant, if unspectacular, place. Its one maior city, Port
Bruce, is a healthy sea-trading town, where ships ftom all parts of the known world
visit. Llewdor's chief products are rare ingredients for magic spells, such as toad
spittle, stones of amber, nightshade iuice, and mandrake root power. There is an
attempt being made by the merchants of Llewdor to export the desert statues, but
the sailors who might transport those items refuse to accept the cargo at present.

They claim the bad luck of the stone people might somehow rub off on them. They
may be righ! stranger things than that are commonplace here.

Because Port Bruce freely welcomes all ships that visit its harbor, the pirates
who roam the Western Sea are no problem to people on the coast. Other than the
brawling, cussing, and drunkenness that seem to be as much a part of the pirate's
code as shipboard cats and captains'parrots, they are more colorful than dangerous
and provide needed gold for the local economy. Bandits, on the other hand, are a

different story. These brigands, numbering in the dozens, prowl the woods beating,
robbing, and sometimes killing those they can waylay. They were encouraged and
supported by Manannan while he held sway in Llewdor for all those years, and
efforts to get rid of them have been only partially successful. The problem is
expected to be under control soon, however.

On the far western side of Tanalore lies the land of Tamir, the last of the great

countries of our world. The Great Sea Ocean washes Tamir on its west, and it is here

that the good fairy Genesta resides on her magical isle, attended by others of her
kind, as well as by birds and dolphins-all of the most beautiful appearance. Many
small islands dot this part of the sea, something for which many a shipwrecked
sailor has been thankful. Sharks, whales, and other monsters of the deep are

abundant there, and beyond Genesta's isle lies the Unknown. Fantastic rumors of
yet greater monsters and wonders that exist there buzz about Thmir. Some must be

true.
Tamir itself is much like Kolyma in that it is open and pleasing along its coast.

The sea breezes, however, are much stronger and intemperate, which accounts for



many of the shipwrecks that happen near there. Fishing is good in the sea, so the
coast is home to many families of fisherfolk. Diamonds and precious metals are

mined in the central hills by a race of sometimes sullen and dirty dwarfs. It is said

that they get that way from their hard labors, digging from dawn to dusk, and they
neither have time for hygiene nor humor. But they are good folk and are known to
repay kindness with the same coin.

Two spectacular structures in Thmir are well known throughout the entire
world, bringing sightseers and the curious to the country. First, a marble pool
surrounded by tall columns lies peacefully in the northern part of the land. None
alive now remembers how the pool got there, but legend says it came from your
world, the Other World, when the magical creatures of Greece and Rome withdrew

to Daventry. Strange melodies may be heard in the wind there at night, and Cupid
and Pan are said to frolic in the waters. Second, against the Impossible Mountains
to the west sits the eerie old house known as Whateley Manor, flanked by its twin
graveyards-places not often seen here. This we know for sure was transported from
the Other World. Haunted by ghosts and zombies, like Dracula's Castle in Kolyma,
it is usually avoided after dark.

Also to be avoided is a small forest of cruel trees just north of the manor house.

Indeed, this entire region of Tamir is inhabited by sudden death at almost any step.

The trees reach out, grab, and kill all that walk into their grove. An ogre and his
wife live at the trees' eastern edge. They like to eat people. If you're lucky enough
to get past the ogres, and trees' deadly branches, you might meet three perfectly
delightful hag sisters who also have an appetite for human stew. Almost all stay

away from this part of Tamir; almost all who have ventured there have perished.
Hovering above all this are the Impossible Mountains, so named because of

how hard they are to cross. Waterfalls thunder out of those mist-shrouded heights,
which are the source of all Tamir's streams and fresh water. Some say vast sucking
swamps exist on the other side of those peaks, but since no one is known to have

crossed over the Impossible Mountains, who can know for sure? Perhaps someone

went under the mountains as Rosella did; perhaps someone flew like an eagle over
the peaks and returned to tell about it. We do not know for sure.

One lone, narrow path treks up into the crags. Its end is at a dark castle perched

on the edge of a sheer precipice. The wicked witch Lolotte once lived there with
her winged-monkey soldiers. She is gone now, and the lone human inhabitant is
her son Edgar, a handsome youth who pines for the princess who rejected him. All
hope that he will grow to be much wiser than his mother.

In any event, with Lolotte apparently dead, much of the despair that once
hovered over Tamir has flown away. With her passing, the curious architecture and
quaint places of the land have caught the imagination of folks who travel the world
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for amusement. Many tourists and adventurers are drawn there, so perhaps someday

we will finally learn what really lies on the other side of the Impossible Mountains.
As for the rest of my world, little is known beyond the occasional strange tales

of wanderers from unknown parts, the ravings of shipwrecked sailors, and the wild
tales gasped out by those who have staggered out of mountains or deserts or the
darkest of caves. I have been told of a place where the oceans are red and the sands

blue. Some claim to have seen islands that do not float in the waves, but hover
above them; enchanted islands, perhaps the homes of great wizards. These I have
placed on my map, convinced of their existence.

We have all heard tales of the Green Isles, where the women are said to be the
fairest in the entire multiverse. This is true and more, and although I cannot speak

for other than our world, I have seen no race of women more lovely. One is even
named "Beauty," a name which fits well, but could have been put to many others
fairer still. Yet, since beauty is more of the soul than of the face, this particular
damsel, who swore without reservation to wed a beast prince, may truly be the
fairest of all.

I will give little more than broad generalities as to the tand of the Green Isles;

I have written of it in much depth in the Guidebook to the Land of the Green Isles,

and to say too much of the fair land might break the isolation of which all the folk
there treasure. If my words were to bring the outside in there, I might die of a
heartbreak.

Know then that the land of the Green Isles is many separate places, kingdoms
and princedoms, and priestly covens, and more. Most of times they live in harmony,
but grievances and poor tempers are not unknown. Covering many miles of sea,

the many and ever-changing islands exist close by the edge of the universe. In a
world where we continually reinvent ourselves, the Green Isles is where re-creation
is noticed most. Islands come and go; some transmogrify from wood to jungle to
desert to mountain to sea. Others appeat then vanish, daily. Their numbers change
like the waves on the beach, building up and then retreating. Some days or months
or years there are more; other times, fewer. But four, perhaps five, have attained
enough constancy to be accepted as more or less permanent parts of the realm.

Each of these isles has its own ruler, but all pledge fealty to the rulers of the
realm's largest portion, the Isle of the Crown. The southernmost of the regions'
main grouping, the Isle of the Crown is mostly forest and hills, with but a few stout
mountains. Its main point of commerce is the Village of the Crown, but the island's
true center is the great Castle of the Crown. Built and rebuilt for love, its spires and
minarets catch the tropical sun and reflect it back as jewels. The realm's former king,
Caliphim, is the one who rebuilt it last as a love gift for his bride, Allaria, when he
first sat down upon the Emerald Throne. Rebuilding his entire kingdom at the same



time, these great tasks bonded a relationship between subjects and king which
became more affectionate as years of peaceful rule, willingly isolated from the rest

of our world, drew on. So strong was their loyalty to the rulers, that when Caliphim
and Allaria died, the people accepted the temporary suzerainty of their chosen vizier
Abdul Alhazred, without question, while awaiting the end of Princess Cassima's

period of mourning.
When Alhazred's treacheries were at last unmasked, the deep shock at their

own misplaced compliance with the blackguard was only overcome with the
miraculous return of the king and queen from the Land of the Dead. The announce-
ment of Cassima and Alexander's betrothal turned the kingdom's ioy into happy

delirium.
Cassima is now queen, and Alexander of Daventry king, of both the Isle of

the Crown and the Land of the Green Isles. They rule from the Emerald Throne and

the Castle of the Crown and are now bringing order from the chaos left by the vizier
Abdul Alhazred's regency. This island is the home of the land's main source of
transportation and commerce, a single ferry boat that has been run by generations
of royal mariners. As long as the ferry is in good repair, all commerce and trade goes

well. If not, an occasional magic map can move folk of all types, but few goods.

To the north of the Isle of the Crown is the Isle of the Sacred Mountain. A
place of tall winged folk, Iike human people with wings, they are ruled by Lord

Azure and his wife Ariel. All of the folk live in homes topping the sharpest of high
peaks, and can be entered only from the skies. An oracle of immense foresight
resides on the most remote height, the protectress of a spring of secret water.

The island is named after its massive central mountain which can be climbed
from but one spot. Those without wings must scale the Logic Cliffs, a series of
vertical puzzlement which only the strong and the clever can conquer. Night Mare,

the black winged horse which flies between the lands of life and the Land of the
Dead, sometimes grazes on the hemlock and other nightshade plants growing there.

A pair of great doors may be found there, set into the breathing rock of the
sacred mountain. They give entry into the Catacombs of the Ancients, old beyond
reckoning, and dangerous to any who enters. A new Minotaur keeps its lair inside
the Catacombs, but is iust one of its dangers. A maze of flying spikes, a crushing
room, and plentiful pits with no bottoms all wait for the lost or unwary.

West of the Isle of the Crown is the Isle of Wonder. In our world where the
wondrous is commonplace; the wordplays made live, the garden of puns, and the
point of exclamation are considered strange beyond the ordinary. A second land,
protected behind stout walls, is also on this island. The Chessboard Land is the
home to the Queens Ruffina and Blanche who rule over all, despite a life of constant
bickering.
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The Isle of Wonder is said to be protected by a guard of gnomes known only
as Sense Gnomes. Each is endowed with one overgrown organ with which to repel
intruders, but in return for their special power, they are completely deprived of all
their other senses. The gnomes are efficiently deadly nonetheless.

Of particular interest might be the book stacks of the bookworm, librarian,
and chief tax collector of the island. Many a quaint and curious volume of forgotten
lore awaits one with the patience to poke around there. Beware though of the Black
Widow who keeps sharp eyes out for inattentive browsers.

East of the Isle of the Crown is the Isle of the Beast. It is a place full to bursting
with life, but just two inhabitants. The Beast Prince, Cocteau the Thrice Blessed,

and his bride, who is the woman named Beauty. Cocteau has returned to his human
form, pleasing of face and gentle of demeanor. The two live in a great chateau,
spending near all of their time together, a reaction perhaps to their prior situations
of pain and shame and loneliness. A deadly stone archer stands sentry over the gates

to the chateau's garden where, some swear, the most beautiful roses in the world
grow. To reach them, however, one must brave a thorn hedge as dense and sharp
as its roses are delightful.

These make up the main four islands. A fifth sometimes stays long enough to
be counted as a semi-permanent member of the insular community. It is known as

the Isle of the Mists, and is visible and visitable only when the Druid priest-kings
can cast and maintain an earth spell to blow away the island's eternal fog. Only
then is its great stone circle visible: plinths of a dozen tons, and treble the height
of a man.

Except in rare cases, to see the circle is an assurance of death. The Druids do
not encourage visitors; they think the ground sacred and an outsider's touch
sacrilege. The island is to be especially avoided at solstices and equinoxes, when
they attempt to cast the Great Spells. To the Druid religion, Great Spells require the
shedding of blood. Strangers are the preferred victims.

The other isles and islets and grassy rocks which make up the Land of the
Green Isles are of lesser interest to us now. But we must recount one local belief
which makes firm the Green Isles' aura of mystery.

Many attest, and many have claimed to have seen in the distance, the cold
black mountains which lurk above the Isle of the Dead. Legend goes that the Land
of the Dead is there, and the very gates of the underworld wait below its surface.

There, the Lord of the Dead awaits all. There is no way, of course, in testing the
truth of the belief; none who travel to the land of the Dead return alive, for all

llll



must be dead to enter there. Night Mare is the only transportation, and no one has

ever tamed or ridden her. Few are interested, or dare.

This is all I will say here of the Land of the Green Isles.

Kingdoms beneath the sea, jungles containing beasts the size of mountains,
and cities containing people the size of peas; of these I am not so sure. On the other
hand, if they don't exist now, they will on some tomorrow.

This is the world of Daventry as I know it. I have spent some time writing for
you this brief description of my world, my universe, as it appears today. Soon it will
be different. This is a world of wonder and magic, and we constantly invent it, much
like a tale that a storyteller creates over a thousand and one nights, never knowing
what tomorrow's fancies will reveal. The unknown is always before us, but we do
not fear it. We welcome and embrace it. It is the unknown that gives meaning to
our lives and reason to our being. Triumph and tragedy, joy and fear, life and death,
good and evil-all are but opposite faces on the dice of existence. One cannot exist
without the other, just as perhaps we cannot exist without you-the Other World-
or you without us.
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...She raised her voice in song, and a bridled sea
horse suddenly swam up to the king's side. The

mermaid then disappeared under the waves.
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ejoicing, revelry and carousing still roar from all the corners of Daventry

this night. Our monarch, King Graham, has returned home to Daventry with a

bride. They just arrived here yesterday after a slow voyage across the seas from
Kolyma. Word of the royal wedding was immediately dispatched across the realm,

carried in the claws of a condor that winged from town to town with the procla-

mation. The news set off spontaneous celebrations by all at first hearing.
King Graham, our most wise and beloved monarch, took to wife a maiden of

the tropical land of Kolyma. Valanice is her name, and her beauty, wisdom, and

goodness are beyond compare. The wedding ceremony took place in a small chapel

in her homeland, our new queen wearing King Graham's bridal gifts to her, the
diamond and sapphire jewels of Kolyma. At great and perilous risk were they
acquired by our monarch, risks that he says were small compared to his bride's

beauty.

Long live the Queen! Long live Queen Valanice of Daventry!

From
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It is strange for me to see those words drying in front of my eyes, no less so

for knowing that it was I, Gerwain, Prime Minister of Daventry and chief advisor
to King Graham, who penned them there moments ago. Although I prayed in my
heart that he would prevail, little did I expect my sovereign to survive the quest on
which he embarked to find his bride, much less wed. I am happy beyond words for
my king and his new queen.

I must confess, however, that I do not think it is proper for a monarch to go
traipsing about the world by himself, questing in search of women and adventure.
His duties are at home, near to his subiects. This is especially true if the king has no
heirs, and Graham has none.

I must also confess that I do not think it proper for a king to wed quickly,
without proper dowry or period of courtship. I do not think it proper that a king
wed away from his own land, out of sight of his own subjects. I especially do not
think it proper that a king marry without seeking the advice and approval of his
own prime minister!

I suspect my objections might be iudged by some as petty. Graham has heard
my thoughts on this. He says I should continue speaking my mind, especially when
it is contrary to his thoughts.

"A king," he says often, "needs 'nay' sayers more than he needs 'yea' sayers."

King Graham today recounted to me the details of his adventures since leaving
Daventry-his quest: to rescue Valanice from her bondage in the Crystal Tower. He
has directed me to rework his words to finer form, both for the sake of readability
and for the historical record. He has also given me permission to add commentary
of my own if I feel disapproval of his actions. He says it matters not; the deeds

cannot be undone, and if they must be questioned, let the obiections be raised now.
Here then is what befell our king. It begins with his search for the keys to the

three doors....

King Graham had decided to travel light. He adjusted his favorite cap, setting
it snugly on his long, brown hair, and made sure the red feather and four-leafed
clover tucked into it were still there. His travel pack was emptt but he planned to
change that as he went along. Graham knew that his strongest assets were agility
and speed, wit and intelligence; he expected to live by the latter and survive by the
former.

He knew also that the "fairest of all fair maidens," as he described her, was

imprisoned in a tower somewhere. She had been put there by her kidnapper, a witch
who called herself Hagatha. To rescue her, all he had to do was find three keys,

presumably use them on three doors, and find the Crystal Tower. And survive.
The king looked around the beach where he had been deposited, which

stretched apparently north and south. Graham knew this was part illusion; the
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geographers he had consulted had informed him that the magical law of "contain-
ment" operated in this western part of the continent. For reasons now forgotten-or
perhaps it was whimsey on the part of tl:,emultiverse-movement to both the north
and south in this part of Kolyma eventually turned back upon itself, contained as

if inside some transparent cosmic doughnut. East and west, one could travel at will
until confronted by more physical barriers-the sea or mountains, for instance-but
he knew that if he journeyed far enough north or south, he would always get back

to where he started.
The Southern Sea was at his back. Warm waves lapped at his heels, reflecting

the tropical sun in sparkles of diamond and sapphire. The waves seemed to be telling
him to move along or he would find neither fair maiden, food, nor anything else.

Seeing a sandy trail leading away from the beach and into the trees, the king moved
forward.

The path soon disappeared into the midst of a thick wood and then vanished

altogether. The world seemed to close around Graham, and the king hoped he

would find a clearing or a new path soon. Within minutes the trees thinned, and

he was able to glimpse what appeared to be a white fence in the distance. Walking

toward him was a girl. She appeared to be no more than a dozen years of age, short

and slight in form, with blonde tresses peeking out of her red hooded robe. She was

in tears.

"Sir, you must help me, please," she bawled. "Someone has taken my basket

of goodies! I was taking them to my Grandma and had stopped to pick her some

flowers when a large wolf, with the biggest jaws, jumped me and ran away with my
basket. I was so afraid he was going to eat me! Please, sir, will you help me get my
basket back?"

Graham tried to comfort the near-hysterical girl, but she wriggled from his

embrace and dashed into the woods.

I must, at this moment, take pause to praise my lord king. Undertaking his

quest for Valanice was rash, and undertaking it unarmed and with no provisions

was foolish. However, King Graham is a true knight, noble of heart and sworn to
aid the helpless. His determination to help the child in the little red riding hood
was correct; to do anything Iess would demean him.

Graham followed in the direction from which the girl had come. The white
fence enclosed a snug cottage of the same color. Flowers spilled from boxes in the
lace-curtained windows. On a mailbox by the front gate were the words, "Grandma's
House."

He had already suspected that much, so Graham opened the mailbox in hope

of getting some useful information. Inside he found a wicker basket covered by a
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red and white checked cloth enclosing some bread, jam, and cold meats. This must
be the basket of goodies that had been taken from the girl. The picnic smelled
delicious, but something else smelled very suspicious.

Graham walked to the cottage door and knocked. A muffled "Come in!"
sounded from the other side. The king entered and found a pale, ancient woman
sitting propped among dozens of pillows in a massive brass bed. Dressed warmly in
a cap and flannel nightgown, wool shawl pulled around her shoulders, she smiled
and bid him welcome.

Grandma, obviously! Graham thought.
"Good day, kind sir. Welcome to my house. I'd offer you some tea, but I'm not

feeling well."
Graham chatted with the woman for a few moments, but she seemed some-

what delirious, and all she would talk about were her grandchildren. Grandma also

refused the basket Graham had found hidden in the mailbox, saying it belonged
rightfully to her granddaughter and that he must return it to her. Then she closed
her eyes and began snoring.

King Graham left the cottage intent on finding the little girl so he could give
her back the basket and continue his search for the maiden. Moving east into the
forest past the cottage, he began hearing the tolling of bells ahead of him, a rolling
tintinnabulation that seemed to be a call to prayer. With the sound as his guide,
Graham walked until he came upon the adobe walls of a good-sized monastery its
bell still swinging back and forth. By its door was a small brass plate that read,

"Welcome, Travelers." Below that was hung another small sign, "No Vacancy."
The door was thick, but it opened easily. Graham wanted to rest for a few

moments and collect his thoughts; perhaps one of the monks there might have
some news for him. So far, it seemed, he had made no progress.

A round, brown-robed figure, tonsured head bowed, was kneeling at the altar
at the far end of the chapel. Graham quietly approached the altar and, kneeling
next to the monk, joined him in a short prayer. The two men remained motionless
for several moments. After a time the monk raised his head from his prayers and
seemed to notice the king for the first time.

"What is your name, traveler?"

"King Graham of Daventry brother."
"Yes. King Graham, I have heard of your quest, and I would give you something

to protect you from evil."
The king was speechless as the monk took a long chain, bearing a small silver

cross, from around his neck. As Graham took the gift from the monk and placed it
around his own neck, he listened to the holy man tell him of a door that had
appeared recently, not far from where they stood. This door seemed to float in the
air, an aura of magic surrounding it. It was located on the far side of a bottomless
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chasm and could be reached only by crossing an old rope bridge immediately north
of the chapel.

Having finished his tale, the monk returned to his prayers. Graham loined
him for a moment longer.

"The door I have been searching for!" he thought in triumph. "The way to my
heart's desire!"

He whispered a short prayer of thanksgiving and left. The monk remained,
absorbed in his prayers.

The heat of the tropical day blasted at Graham as he left the monastery and
a harsh glare struck his eyes. They combined to convince the king to pass the hottest
part of the day near the cool water of a small lake, which he could see just a little
south, beyond the chapel door.

A large boulder in the shade of a tree reached out a bit into the lake and
appeared to be the prime point from which to relax and swim. Approaching the
shoreline, the king noticed a small hole in the rock.

The king has often told me that he tries always to remember advice given to
him by his father. The words are engraved in my memory, so often has he repeated
them. They are "My daddy used to tell me, 'Boy, if I have learned anything in my
life, I have learned this: when in doubt or in trouble, pick up anything that is not
nailed down, and if it is, check for loose nails or boards. Check carefully into, under,
above, below, and behind things. Read everything; you might learn something.
Wear clean undergarments, brush after meals, and always remember, nothing is as

it appears."'

Graham looked into that rock. Inside lay a glittering sapphire brooch dripping
with encircling diamonds. He took the brooch, intending it as a gift for a bride he
had yet to woo. Then he sat down, out of the sun, dreaming of love and thanking
his father.

Chasm it truly was; bottomless it truly appeared. The bridge that spanned it
seemed as old as time and as feeble as the little girl's ailing grandmother. The ropes

that held it suspended were frayed, reaching out from the body of the fragile cables

like the hairs of a very frightened, very skinny cat. The planks that were left were

as much air as wood.
"Okay," the king muttered to the wind, "I'll go over as quickly and as lightly

as I can. I'll breathe deeply, pretend I'm floating, and I definitely will not look
down."

The king has this annoying habit of talking aloud to himself when he ponders
a particularly difficult problem or situation. I have told him countless times that
polite people iust do not do this, and that people look at him strangely when he
does it. Usually he just gives me a patient look and walks away, still murmuring. In
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this case there was no one to hear, so no offense was given, nor taken. Nonetheless,

it is an unseemly habit for a monarch.

Moving with his lightest steps in the exact center of the bridge, Graham held
his breath the entire crossing, as if with his lungs full of air he was made lighter. I
hope I don't have to come that way again, he thought, looking back at pieces of the
bridge spinning into the depths below

The door was there, floating as predicted a few inches above the meadow. He

could easily walk around the thing; it had a back and front, but no sides at all. The

smell of magic threatened to overpower him. He was sure that the woman he sought
to rescue, his heart's desire, was behind it.

An inscription was carved into the door's front: "Whosoever chooses to seek

the key for this door will undoubtedly make a splash." That was all.
Oh, yes, the door was locked. No matter how hard the king tried to open it,

the entry remained firmly locked. Graham realized that he needed a key. Not that
this fact suqprised him much; he had known since the start that he would have to
obtain three keys for three doors.

If that be so, so be it! he decided resolutely (if not a bit redundantly) and
breathing even more deeply than before, he returned across the shaky bridge.

He still had the goodies. Graham had been carrying the basket in hopes of
returning it to the blonde girl of the red hood as he had promised. I am honor bound

to do this before all else, he chided himself. Let me find the girl, give her the goodies, and

get back to what I came to Kolyrna for!
Grandma's house, or somewhere in its vicinity, seemed to be the most logical

place to find the child. With that in mind, Graham decided to zigzagwest from the
bridge, continuing until he could turn back south to the cottage. He reasoned that
he would be able to do some exploring, search for the girl, and get to Grandma's,

all at the same time. Another of the king's annoying habits: he much admires his
own cleverness.

This route led him straight into the gloomiest forest in which he had ever

ventured. Menace and misfortune seemed to surround him. Looking from side to
side, alert to any possible encounter, noting every possible place to hide-whether
it be bush, tree, or rock-Graham carefully began to press through the threatening
trees.

Immediately, almost before his first step had touched the ground, he spotted

the dwarf scurrying furtively about, as is the way of such folk. Graham moved
quickly, but he was overtaken by the dwarf anyway and knocked to the ground by
the force of the thief running into him. Over and over they tumbled, until the dwarf
was able to strike a strong blow to the king's head, knocking him senseless long
enough to escape with the sapphire brooch.
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When King Graham finally recovered himself, he discovered but minor cuts

and scrapes along with his throbbing head. "Never again," he promised the bandit,
"never again!"

Graham walked a little north of where the dwarf had robbed him, hoping to
avoid another encounter before his head was clear. Groggily he stumbled into a

pine tree, tripping over a large rock near its base. As he picked himself up, he noted
that this tree had a hole in it, and inside was a stout wooden stick with something
metal attached. When his eyes unblurred, he saw that he had found a mallet.

Two holes, two treasures-notbad. Andnow Ihave aweapon, Graham encouraged

himself. Now, Iet's go find that dwarf and get the iewels back!

Moving west, even more cautiously now, the king soon came upon a large
rotting log. In his quest to become king, he had once found a bag of diamonds near

a log such as this. This time there was nothing.
Come on now, Graham, he told himself, you can't expect to find something undu

everything, canyou?Wlth these words still on his tongue, he continued his way west

to where a fresh, clear lake blocked his immediate way. There lay yet another hollow
log.

"I'm going to prove something to you," he exclaimed to his own person.

Enunciating each step clearly, he began to demonstrate to himself the truth of his
previous observation. "See...log. See...hole in log. See...no treasure!"

I must admit a certain level of amusement when the king recounted this
episode to me. There he was, playing the buffoon, talking to himself and reveling
in his own cleverness. Of course there was treasure in the log; how could there not
be, as my lord strutted pride to the heaven? Inside lay a necklace of diamonds and
sapphires with a large sapphire pendant dangling from it. It should have been a tub
of rancid yogurt or moldy cheese. I love my lord king, but that day he deserved
much less than he received.

Graham decided to wend his way south to the old woman's cottage. He hoped
that he could arrive there and return the basket to the little girl before darkness fell
and he'd have to camp for the night. He much preferred to do his sleeping in less

ominous parts.

The forest quickly opened up to a clearer though more rocky landscape. His
feet stopped, frozen in stillness, as he heard cackling nearby. The smacking of
hungry lips and the sound of tuneless humming brought back dread memories of
the wicked witch Dahlia stirring her loathsome cooking pot. A hunied glance gave

a partial glimpse of someone who looked remarkably like his now dead adversary.
It was definitely time to be somewhere else.
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Graham trusted his instincts, and his feet swiftly began bearing him east.

Perhaps he could find a hiding place in the forest, someplace out of sight of the old
hag he had just spied-the witch whose name, he was sure, was Hagatha-the same

witch who had kidnapped the obiect of his quest.

The king does not know if the witch did spot him, gave unsuccessful chase,

and then merely gave up. More likely he escaped before being noticed at all. In
either case, he ended up in a part of the forest he had not been before.

This fact, though, was secondary to what he ran into therein: he ran into a

door. The door in question was built into the living trunk of an enormous oak tree
whose branches spread dozens of yards in every direction. A stovepipe poked an

arm out of the bark just a little below the tree's lowest branches. Like the tree, the
door was oak. It opened from the weight of Graham's rush upon it.

Now, King Graham normally prefers to knock upon any door before entering;
he says that you never know what you might meet upon the other side. In this case,

he felt that the other side could be no worse than Hagatha. Most any other fate
would be better than a witch's stewpot.

What Graham entered was an empty chamber in the hollowed-out tree, a sort
of anteroom at the top of a Iadder that went down through a hole in the floor. From

below he heard no sounds, and the smell of food floated up into his nose. Graham
waited some more, and there were still no sounds beneath him, so he began to
climb down the narrow ladder.

A passageway led from the bottom of the rungs into a fragrant and cozy room.
A fire blazed, working its magic on a pot of what looked like chicken soup. On a

table next to the hearth lay a pair of stocking caps; one of them seemed familiar.
Across the room sat an old chest, its hinges hanging loose. Graham opened the
chest in order to find out something about the inhabitant of this unique home;
what he found brought a revengeful smile to his lips.

First a pair of delicate diamond and sapphire earrings sparkled back at him.
As he gently picked them up to admire them, he noticed a second item of jewelry,

the piece the earrings had been nestled upon. It was the brooch that had been stolen
from him by that "dirty, low-down, rotten, stinkin' little dwarf!"

Graham took both jewels. No wonder that hat's familiar, he thought. I think I'II
climb back up and see if Hagatha has gone, and then I want to get away from hoe!

A prankish thought bloomed in the king's mind as he started to leave.Inretum

for the honor of having separated me ftom the brooch, I think I'lI separate Citizen Bandit

from his supper!With that, Graham took the pot of soup and climbed up the ladder
toward the front door.

A quick peek out revealed to Graham that all was clear; there was no sign at
all of the witch nor the soon-to-be-hungry dwarf. With a quick, deep breath he

headed out the door and to the south, in the general direction of Grandma's house.
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King Graham's plan to zigzag back to the cottage had been a sound one all
along. Shortly after zipping into the woods from the tree house, he spotted the low
white fence around the old woman's cottage. Pacing next to the fence was the
blonde girl, still distraught. Hurrying up to her, the king held out the basket.

"See, here is what you had stolen from you by the wolf. Thke it back, please."

A transformation came over the girl's face, like sunlight through a thunder-
head.

"Oh, thank you kind sir! Thank you! I will always be gratefuI for what you
have done."

The girl handed Graham the bouquet of flowers she was carrying. "Take these

as a gift of appreciation from me. Please." Then she dashed off.
Glancing at the lovely flowers, still fragrant with the afternoon warmth, the

king remembered that he was carrying the dwarf's soup in his other hand.
Chicken soup! It is chicken soup, which means it has the magic to heal common

ailments.

Graham set off in the direction of the cottage's front door.
Inside, the old woman looked even more pale and weak, her white curls

drooping out from under her nightcap, her hands trembling slightly. Graham gave

her some of the soup.
As is the way with chicken soup, the effects were immediate. Color retumed

to the woman's cheeks, and a weak smile crossed her face. She pointed a finger
towards the floor and told the king that she had some things to give him in thanks
for his kind act. They were hidden under the bed.

Dropping to the floor, Graham peered under the old woman's bed and,
reaching under, pulled out a large ring with a fine blood-ruby stone. It seemed to
fit Graham's hand well, and as he it put it on, the king noticed the initials "C.D.u
carved on the inside. There was also an oversized elegant black cloak, lined with
red satin, and although it was somewhat large for Graham's frame, he decided to
wear it anyway. The king always will attempt to cut a dashing figure, when the
opporfunity arises.

A few last pleasantries were exchanged at the end of their impromptu meal,
and Graham was satisfied that the woman would recover soon. Wishing her his
best, he departed, heading back to the sea.

It was the king's idea to spend the night by the ocean, lulled by the music of
the waves. On the very spot of beach where he had commenced his exploration,
Graham drifted off onto the sea of sleep, a speck lost in the breakers of infinity.

Mornings come with spectacle on tropic Kolyma. The gold, cream, and indigo
of the dawn sky pulled the ocean back into the world from the dark dimensions of
night. King Graham considered the sight and found it good.
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"A perfect day to win a bride!" he proclaimed to the world as he set off. "Now
I iust have to find her!"

North was the direction Graham chose to move that morn, following the fluid
border of sea and sand until he came back to his own footprints.

He had been travelling but a short time, climbing over and between surf-
washed boulders, staying true to his course, when he spied a pointed object glinting
in the grass. In truth, there were three points on the artifact. Rusty and corroded, it
looked much like an elaborate pitchfork. Graham had come across what appeared
to be a trident, symbol of the ancient gods of the sea. Ancient indeed did it appear,
and out of place, as if it had been washed upon land by a thieving wave and left to
be ravaged by the other deities of earth, wind, and fire. How long it had lain
uncovered there he could not guess. Its age was great; it even felt ancient in his
grasp. Graham carried the trident with him as he moved on; it hadn't been nailed
down and would make a weapon if necessary.

The grassy dunes continued to precede the king, step by step, under the
cloudless sky. They returned to sand as his march north paced on.

Graham chose as a resting place a log half-buried in the sand. He did check,
but the giant driftwood was still solid, with no treasure buried in or under it. He
neither felt nor played the fool while looking.

He did spend a moment picking up, admiring, and Iistening to the shells that
dotted this particular beach. Conch, mussel, scallop, and clam-these and more lay
scattered. One clam shell, larger than any of the others, seemed a special prize.
Indeed it was! The king lifted it from the sand and found, lying beneath it, a piece
of jewelry-a diamond and sapphire bracelet. It matched exactly the brooch,
necklace, and earrings he had already collected. Graham wondered at the beauty
of the assembled treasures and saw in them a royal gift-a gift fit for a queen. How
they had come to be scattered about Kolyma was a mystery for which he had no
answer. He played the problem in his mind as he resumed his northward journey.

Mermaids are unknown in the Kingdom of Daventry our waters are too chill
perhaps; but travelers' tales of them are common, and all rave of their beauty and
their beautiful songs. For this reason the king knew upon what he was gazing when
he discovered her not long later. Stretched out lazily on a large rock rising out of
the waves, with long green hair covering her breasts and sunlight bouncing
rainbows from her scales, the mermaid seemed a vision shimmering in the rocky
surf. Graham knew he must talk to her, but his shouts did not carry over the sound
of the ocean. Swimming out to where she was, the king was overwhelmed by the
mermaid's loveliness. Taking the bunch of flowers the blonde girl had given him
the day before-only slightly faded and not wilted at all, or so the king recalls-
Graham presented them to her as tribute to her beauty.

llll
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A smile, for which a man might die, crossed the mermaid's face as she took
the bouquet. She raised her voice in song, and a bridled sea horse suddenly swam

up to the king's side. The mermaid then disappeared under the waves.

Left alone in the ocean with the creature, Graham chose to attempt to ride,

instead of merely looking the gift horse in the eye---or the mouth. The moment he

mounted, Graham was carried down under the waves, the horse of the sea bearing
the monarch with a speed that would have taken his breath away if they had been

above the waves.

I have asked King Graham how he was able to breathe whilst under the sea.

His answer was, "Through my mouth. No water entered as I inhaled; air seemed to
come in its place. I was under the protection of King Neptune, and that's the only
explanation I can come up with." Mysterious still are the wonders of our world!

King Neptune, the monarch of all the world's seas, was waiting expectantly
for Graham at the end of that watery ride. Neptune was physically magnificent, as

one would expect of an ancient god. His green beard was touched with gray, like
the whitecaps on waves, and his crown was made of shells and corals and other
gems of the sea. He looked silently at Graham.

Our monarch, as has been often and correctly observed, is noted for the
breadth of his learning and intelligence. Neptune seemed to be expecting some-

thing from him, and the king was sure he knew what it was. Taking the ancient
trident from his pack, Graham presented it to the god.

A moment passed. Then another moment passed. When Neptune finally
looked at Graham again, it was with gratitude. He waved the trident, and a giant
clam that was balanced next to the god's throne opened. Inside lay a brilliant gold key.

Neptune gestured to the key, indicating that Graham should take it. At the
same time he handed our monarch a bottle with what looked like a piece of cloth
inside. Graham took both. The second wave of Neptune's trident was a gesture of
dismissal. The king knew it was not wise to spend much time around gods, even

friendly ones. He turned the sea horse away and was carried back to shore.

The king sat for a moment on the sand, letting the sun dry him, pondering
all that had iust befallen him. He took the piece of cloth from inside the gift bottle.
It appeared to be just a plain piece of essentially colorless cloth with no inscriptions,
pictures, or writing. He carefully put it away anryay. Turning the gold key over and
over in his hand, he was reminded of the message carved into the magic door and

how it described making a splash. Chuckling, Graham headed back to the rickety
bridge.

Lightfooted, the king continued north, and it was a journey of not undue
length that brought him to the site of his former camp. Heading east ran the familiar
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road past Grandma's house and the monastery. This he followed, the key weighing
heavy in his hand, anxious to be used.

The bridge, if anything, looked less stable than when he had crossed it the
second time. But cross it again Graham did; he knew he had no other choice.

The dooq if anything, looked the same, taunting him to open it.
The key fit.
Graham smiled anxiously as he unlocked the magic door. What would the

other side hold?
Another door, another inscription, that is what. Graham had resigned himself

to the possibility, so he read the words there and seared them into his memory:

"Whosoever chooses to seek the key for this door should set their sights high."
Graham lifted his eyes to the heavens and wondered how he was going to get there.

Mountains in the eastern part of Kolyma are unscalable, Graham soon
discovered. So steep were they that all climbing was impossible. After he had lightly
scooted back across the bridge, he was sure that it had sagged some more beneath
his weight. He prayed it would hold for his next crossing.

King Graham chose to explore to the south, venturing past the little lake where
he had previously stopped to cool himself and where he had discovered the jeweled

brooch. The monastery bell continued its peaceful tolling, inviting all to prayer and
succor, and the lake still invited a cooling dalliance. As he traveled past these
familiar sights, however, the air began wavering and dancing before him. A fairy, a
tiny one, dissolved into the sky and began sprinkling fairy dust in his direction.

"Good King Graham, I am here to help you. I give you a protective spell against
evil, but it lasts for only a short time. Goodbye."

The fairy was gone as quickly as she had appeared.
Good King Graham had had experience with fairies before; his fairy god-

mother had dusted him the same way once in Daventry. He had learned four things
from the experience: one, the spells lived up to their reputation for protection; two,
they lasted a moderate while, but not long; three, they had a tendency to be cast

after be really needed them; and four, fairy dust made him sneeze.

On the other hand, the king realized, maybe this spell hadn't been cast after
his need for it had vanished. Sure he'd been mugged by the thieving dwarf and he
had escaped from Hagatha, but the protection should last long enough for him to
get close to the hag-if he could locate her or her den again. If he could do that, he
might be able to find another key.

The king, of course, will always rationalize. Hey! Maybe I'Il iust stroll over and
peek in on a witch. Maybe she'll even invite me for dinnu. That is how he thinks.
Someday he is going to rationalize himself directly into somebody's cook-pot as the
main course. I hope not.
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Having decided to find the witch, Graham hiked back to the bridge. I saw her

iust past the dwarfs hideout, he remembered. That should be west of here. Let's go! And

talking to himself, as is his wont, the king reentered the dire forest.

A faint but discemible path slowly took form, leading away from the bridge

in the direction Graham headed. Normally he would have welcomed a path of any

kind through woods, but this one disquieted him, making him think of a string

leading a cat into an ogre's cooking pot. Once he spotted the dwarf skulking in the
distance, but he was easily able to avoid his notice. Perhaps it was the spell's

protection.
Again Graham noticed the terrain opening out into rocky hillocks. It was right

there that he had come across the crone before. The king shrugged his shoulders,

looked back over them, and pressed on. What he arrived at shortly made him
wonder about the wisdom of his coming.

Skulls were arrayed around a clearing in ftont of what appeared to be the
entrance to a cave. Human skulls. Not attached to necks, attached to the tops of
stakes. From within the cave came the unmistakable aroma of witch cuisine, ghastly

to smell and even more ghastly to contemplate.
Inside, the odor hung so heavy as to stop one's breathing. The lack of sound

from within the cave had convinced Graham that it was relatively safe to enter. His

decision was sound, but it was difficult to keep from gagging. Most of the stench

originated from a black iron cauldron bubbling on top of a wood fire. Floating in
the stew pot were pieces of what once had been flesh-human flesh from the
evidence of the limbs to which the meat now barely hung. Lined around the floor,

and above, were scores more human skulls. Piles of human refuse littered the darker

comers. The entire scene screamed death and decay-all except the incongruous

song of a nightingale.
Perhaps one full shaft of sunlight penetrated the shadows, and it was spending

this moment lingering on a bird. The nightingale was enclosed within an ornate

gilded cage and was swinging menily on a perch. As Graham approached closer,

the bird burst into a song of joy.

The king could not bear to leave such a creature of life behind when he

departed Hagatha's chamel house. He placed the piece of cloth he had been given

by Neptune over the cage so that the bird's happy song would not betray them to
the witch. Then he grabbed the cage and carried it out with him into the sunlight.

The witch was waiting when he got outside.
She stood not ten feet away, staring at the cave as if she suspected intruders.

Graham had walked out directly in her view, but she acted as if he and the bird were

not there.

"Thank you, little fairy!" breathed the king soundlessly. The nightingale,
covered, cheeped not a sound.
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Not daring to be near Hagatha a moment longer lest the spell wear off, the
bird chirp, or the crone blunder into him, Graham turned noiselessly north. He
kept moving as fast as he dared until the witch was left well out of sight or hearing.

King Graham paused only briefly on the westem shore of the small lake. It
appeared to be the same one near which he had discovered the necklace whilst
mocking himself. This was no time for more searching, he realized; the time was
for putting miles between himself and Hagatha. His wind returned, and im-
mediately he continued his escape north, back into the forest.

After an hour or so of quick stepping, the track seemed to end in a dense grove.
Progress was still possible in the direction he was heading, but the trees did begin
to open somewhat to the east, and Graham thought he saw a faint splash of sunlight
on water there.

Against one of the trees in the grove leaned a short, pointed piece of wood.
Examining it, Graham saw that it appeared to be an ordinary tent stake, perhaps
Ieft behind by a traveler who had rested a night there. With a shrug, the king put
the stake into his pack, readiusted its weight, and started moving downhill, east to
the water.

Swimming is one of the king's passions, and he indulges in it often for sport,
exercise, and relaxation. Lakes, especially, he favors with their deep, still waters
warmed by the sun.

It took no genius, though, to observe that there was something wrong with
the lake on whose edge he was standing. Festering incrustations fouled its banks,
dead trees and brush ringed its shore, and it smelled only slightly less foul than
Hagatha's cave. Sick green mists stuck thickly to its surface. Graham guessed the
water was poisoned, or worse.

I think I'lI iust pass on a dip this time, he mused.
Stopping seemed pointless, so he began following the shoreline to the south,

Iooking for a way around. A dirt path gave him direction.
The mists cleared for a while, and the path led Graham around to the southern

tip of the stagnant waters, a level spot that looked north upon a small island in the
lake's center. Two ghostly towers groped out of a decaying castle that sat atop the
island. Could this be the kidnapped maiden's prison? There seemed no boat near
that might take him across for a close look, so the king moved on, intending to
return and explore this particular mystery further. The lakeshore had turned north,
and he continued to follow it.

Follow it he did. North, north, and farther north he trekked. There appeared
no way across to the mysterious island. What did appear, though, was a sorcerer
looking for trouble.
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The king was peering across the lake when the short, robed man wearing a

pointed magician's guild hat appeared in the corner of his eye. For a moment

Graham thought it might be the same mage who had temporarily turned him to
stone in Daventry the year before. He wanted no part of more prestidigenous pranks.

Evidently, though, the fairy's dust still clung to the king. The sorcerer paid no

notice to Graham, who watched the stubby man sniff the air and snort in disgust.

Disappearing in a puff of smoke, the sorcerer left Graham alone.

When the shore of the poisoned lake began to turn back to the west, Graham

could see that there was nothing to be gained by following it any longer. He could

also see a clear, pure-water lake just to the east. Maybe there he could rest a bit and

clean himself.
Combining business with pleasure, the king explored this lake to its southern

shore. He viewed its calming waters from beneath a tree and saw that it was the

lake he had stopped at before, iust to the south of the monastery. His view took in
the rock where he had discovered the sapphire brooch.

At least I know where I am now!

With that thought, he took his pleasure of the lake.

The antique store in the glen was, in its own way, as incongruous as a bird

cage in a witch's den. It stood by itself in a clearing iust south of the swimming
lake. No other buildings could be seen anlrwhere. The king walked up the steps to

the small porch and saw a sign in the window. It read "OPEN,I so he walked on in
the door. Inside, old pieces of furniture, ancient brazen pots, and knickknacks of
all kinds were displayed for sale. A gray-haired woman sat knitting and rocking

behind a counter on the far side of the room.

"l have been closed until iust now. What can I do for you?" she asked cheerily

as Graham entered. "Would you like to look around, or do you have something you

wish to sell?"

The king was happy for a chance to be rid of the bird and its cage. He had

been carrying it as a gift for the old woman he only knew as "Grandma," as much

to give the nightingale a safe home as anything else. Removing the cloth with which

he had covered it, Graham offered it now to this woman.

The result of the offer startled the king.

"My precious!" declared the woman. Racing around the counter, she snatched

up a brass lamp from its display and handed it to him. Taking the cage and cooing

to the singing bird, she showed Graham out.

"Take this," she told him, as she locked the store. "It might help you in your

quest!"

With those words, she pulled down the shades and disappeared into the

interior of the building. Graham was left standing outside with a lamp in his hand

and a question on his lips.
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"What do I do now?"

Rubbing tarnish off of the oil lamp with his sleeve was what brought the
djinni. Shirtless and turbaned, with nothing but smoke below the waist, he poofed
out of the lamp's spout and hovered in front of my king.

"Master, I have a gift for you. A flying carpet!" the high-pitched voice intoned.
Poof! It vanished back into the lamp.

"Not bad!" exclaimed Graham as he looked at a fringed Persian rug.
"A magic carpet, eh? Let's see if I can get the genie to come back." Rub. Squeak.

Rub. Two more times did Graham rub the magic lamp, and two more times did the
diinni appear bearing gifts. And with the third disappearance of the magical
messenger, the lamp itself poofed into nothingness.

Graham looked at the treasures bestowed upon him: the carpet; a short, sharp
sword with a snake carved in the handle; and a leather bridle, adorned with silver.
Putting the sword into his belt and draping the bridle over it, the king sat down to
see if the catpet would really fly.

It did.
All the king had to do was sit on the magic carpet and it flew. As a method of

aerial movement, it much surpassed hanging from the claws of a condor. The king
also tells me that his ioumey was smoother, to the soothing relief of his stomach.

The rug soared to the highest peaks of Kolyma, the very mountains he had
unsuccessfully attempted to climb. As he looked over that tropical land from the
small mesa where he had landed, Graham imagined he could see to the ends of the
earth. well, perhaps not that far, but the lakes and trees were spread out below him
like the woven pattern on a carpet. This time the obvious comparison had not
escaped him.

Not far from where he had landed, he came to a narrow passage that focused
between a pair of steep cliffs. A serpent at least ten feet in length sat there coiled,
hissing warning and ready to strike, as if guarding the path.

"Ssssstaaaayyy awaaaaawry, sssssst...," it seemed to be saying.
Graham knew that he must pass the serpent, although what was beyond he

knew not. He recalled that the sword he had been given had the image of a snake
engraved upon it. That weapon, he decided, should rid him of the menace.

Our king is amongst the most agile of people, and his sureness of both hand
and foot have preserved him in several near-fatal situations. As a swordsman he is
more the fencer than the hack-and-slash type who triumphs through brute
strength. To dispatch the snake would take only a flick of his wrist, a flick of a
moment.

llu



Of course, he had forgotten about the bridle he stupidly had draped over the
sword's hilt. It is through mistakes just as that that dynasties change. But not this
time.

With one swift motion King Graham made to grab the hilt and swing the
blade through the air, so to slice the head from the serpent's body. His hand grabbed

the bridle's silver bit instead, and still thinking he held a sword, he flicked it through
the air. Graham's hand opened in its surprise, and in result, he threw the bridle at

the snake by mistake. But instead of the seqpent slaying our monarch with its own
quick kiss, the bridle magically transformed the serpent into a winged horse.

Silver white the horse was, the reins of the leather bridle now about its neck.

Pawing the ground and bobbing its head, it neighed to Graham, "Thank you, kind
sir, for saving me. To repay you I will give you a sugar cube to guard you against

poison brambles." With that the silver steed flew away.

Still surprised even to be alive after his blunder, the king could only grasp the
gift and watch the horse wing away.

"People sure do come and go quickly around here, don't they?"

The rest was simple. The snake had been set to guard a small, damp cave.

Within it lay a second golden key. Graham squeezed it in his hand purposefully,

now knowing what to do next.
Now back to the door. It's time to see iust what this unlocks.

With that he sat on the carpet and flew away.

King Graham would have liked the carpet to fly him to the floating door, but
this was not to be. Soon our monarch found himself back on solid earth, standing

next to the closed antique store. Moreover, the carpet now refused to fly again.

Disappointed, the king tumed in the direction of the sagging bridge and began

his long trek north.
"Feet," he mumbled aloud, "don't fail me now!"

Door number tvvo opened to reveal door number three, which also had a

message carved into it: "Whoso€ver chooses to seek the last key must have a stout

heart!"
At least it says the next key is the last, reflected the king. "l'm sure that the castle

in the lake holds the key to that key. I didn't say that, did I?"

I know the king too well. He did.

Ghouls in shrouds are not comforting sights. It was such a figure, though, that
King Graham approached as he arrived on the south shore of the poisoned

lake-shrouded, silent, waiting.
He had traveled north from the bridge until his progress was baned by a large,

picturesque lake. From there, he had estimated, it was a short iog west to his
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destination. The king mused that the pretty sight might be his last look at beauty
for some time.

Those disquieting thoughts were confirmed the instant he saw the skeletal
figure lurking silently within the boat. Hands like claws gripped a long pole; silence,
like death, gripped the dusk.

Graham approached the grim boatman to beg for passage. Neither movement
nor sound stirred the apparition's frame. Graham entered the rotting boat anyway;
perhaps the shade would transport all who approached. As he did so, the king
thought he noticed a spark of recognition flash through the boatman's eyes, like
the will o' the wisps that sometimes flash from tomb to tomb. Perhaps his nerves
were just overexcited. Or perhaps he had been mistaken for someone else-a
someone else who also wore a large black cape and ruby ring.

Still and silent, the shrouded figure moved the boat into darkness, stopping
finally at the island's brambled shore. Graham carefully left the boat, but the
apparition remained, never moving, never breathing.

Thorns and brambles overgrew the dirt path that led up to the castle. An
unhealthy glaze seemed to drip from the thorns, and Graham took a moment to
find the sugar cube the winged horse had given him. The king popped the cube
into his mouth, eating it before beginning to inch his way between the baneful
branches. A tingle of magic shivered down his spine.

It wasn't a long path, iust a scratchy one to the castle door. As he reached the
entry graveyard wails assaulted the king from all sides. Several ghosts floated out
of the sky, threatening in their approach. Guards they were to the dreadful denizen
who inhabited the castle, but they allowed Graham free passage, much as the
phantom boatman did, as if they, too, believed he belonged in the castle.

The thought did little to put Graham's mind at rest. Wrapping the large black
cloak more tightly around him and rubbing the ring for good luck, he took his first
steps into the haunted keep.

Although oil lamps blazed in the entrance hall, the castle was chill; it felt as

if no one lived there. Graham took the passage to his left, through a cobwebbed
stone archway, to a narrow staircase winding its spiral way up a tower into gloom.
One torch halfway up was the only illumination for his slow ascent. He arrived at
last at a vacant bedroom that overlooked the foul lake. This, too, seemed unlived-in,
musty with the smell of mildew and disuse. A bare cot, sagging and unslept-in, and
a nicked dresser were the sole, dismal furnishings. A brief search revealed a candle
in one of the dresser drawers, but nothing else of any interest cluttered the tower
room.

The way down was as perilous as the climb up. Graham took each step
carefully, and when he came to the one burning torch, he used it to light the candle



he was canying. The torch refused to come offthe wall, but the candle's added light
made the rest of the trip seem safer than before.

Passing back through the entrance hall and through a second stone archway,

the king entered a large, draft-filled dining hall. A massive carved table dominated
the room. One place was set on that table, and a partially eaten ham sat lonely on
its platter, inches above a black sea of foraging ants. Its wave had not yet touched
the food, and Graham rescued the ham for his own personal consumption later.

A king does not live by luck alone, he told himself, well aware that he might need

more than food before he left the creepy castle.

Another stone archway seemed to plunge down into the castle's bowels, but
Graham chose to first explore through the curtained doorway that also led out of
the room.

It led to yet another damp stone circular stairway, twisting up into the castle's

second tower. The room he found at the top of the stairs was even more barren than
the cold bedroom. Here, only an old chest filled the space. It was locked and too
heavy for the king to move, so he returned downstairs and entered the archway
leading into the black depths.

In these days of oil lamps, we often take the lowly tallow candle for granted.
Graham became aware of this fact as he slowly made his way down the long, steep,

slick stairs. Any false step would have plunged our king to his sure death. That
candle was all the illumination he had. It gave both scant light and comfort, but it
did give some of both. At the edges of the light, the king caught glimpses of bats

and rats hurrying on their nameless errands. From within the darkness came sounds

that he did not wish to identify, coupled with the stenches of blood and death.
At the bottom of the long descent was a stone room. The candle flickered on

the faint image of a doorway there, and Graham's nose reported that it was from
there the charnel odor originated.

There came no sound at all from within; even the vermin seemed to shun that
room. Breathing shallowly, the king peeked inside, paused, and then entered.

An omate coffin lay on a stone bier. Closed it was, although the foul aroma
passed from it as if there were no barrier at all. Carved upon the lid were the initials
"C.D." As much as it repulsed him, King Graham knew he must open the lid.

Count Dracula, lord of the vampyres, is well known in the legends of Daventry,
legends brought by some of our folk from the Other World. Never has it been

mentioned, however, that the Prince of the Night had, himself, withdrawn here. But
the creature revealed when Graham finally did open the lid of the dungeon
sepulcher, the dead-white complexion and life-blood red lips, the tips of his stained
fangs reflecting the sputtering flame, the initials carved in the lid-the same as the
initials in the ruby ring he was wearing-all together whispered the name "Dracula"
to the king.
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Graham wasted no time in ftight; he knew he must rid the world of the infernal
fiend, and he must do it before his candle extinguished. King Graham killed Count
Dracula there again, although how can one be truly sure the undead will remain
so? The tent stake, driven through the thing's still heart by the mallet Graham had
found, turned the creature in the coffin to a pile of dust. The dust still stank.

Within the dust Graham saw a key, silver it seemed, resting on a background
of red satin. He took it.

A red satin pillow was the only other thing left within the coffin, and beneath
it Graham found yet another key, this one gold, in all particulars exactly like the
other keys to the magic doorway!

Graham lingered in the crypt for less time than it takes to tell the tale. Swiftly
he moved out, up the stone stairs, lest his failing light die before he Ieft the darksome
depths.

The flame expired as he reached the ant-covered table, but by then the castle's

torches lent enough light to see. The king returned to the chest in the bare room
in the second tower. Knowing that was where the silver key fitted, he unlocked the
chest and, when he lifted its lid, was dazzledby the sight of another piece of jewelry.

This time it was a diamond and sapphire tiara, its brilliance destined for a queen!
With the third gold key in his hand, King Graham was sure he would soon be

with the maiden he wished to be that queen.

"If I can first make it past Hagatha, sorcerers, mad dwarfs, decaying bridges,
and who knows what else!"

Suffice it to say, the king did safely return to the floating doorway. For the
seventh time he crossed the swaying span and, looking at it from the security of
solid earth, was sure neither he nor it would survive an eighth trip.

We will never know if the king's suspicion was correct, for when he unlocked
the third door, it opened to reveal not another door, but what looked like another
world. He left the bridge and Kolyma behind when he stepped through it.

Such a world! To see such marvels myself would be worth most any price!
Astonishing pink sky reached down to meet the cobalt blue beach. A tempest

sea raged rainbow colors, changing with the waves. Unclimbable rock-faced cliffs
towered above and below the narrow strand. A lavender waterfall plummeted over
them to reach unswimmable waters.

The doorway had disappeared as soon as the king stepped out, and his quick
survey had emphatically confirmed that he was between the rocks and a hard place.
He appeared to be stranded.

Near the waterfall, though, lay abandoned what looked like a fishing net,
although the material was as unusual as the sky's color. Graham considered the net
and his predicament for a while, then cast the net into the sea. Several times he did

llll



this, hoping to catch a flying fish or sea horse, or perhaps a mermaid to help him
on his way. What he did finally net was none of the above. Oh, no!

The fish was as golden as treasure, and it flopped upon the blue beach gasping
for breath. No words did it speak; its beautiful form writhed to and fro in agony.
Unable to let the creature suffer more, the king mercifully picked it up and threw
it back into the sea.

"Perhaps I'll have better luck next time," he told the waves.

But before he could pick up the net again, the wondrous fish lifted itself back
out of the water and spoke to Graham!

"Kind sir! In return for saving my life, I shall give you a ride across the waters."
With little to lose by trusting the fish, King Graham jumped into the rainbow

sea to be carried to another shore.
An island awaited King Graham at the other end, with more blue beaches,

yellow earth, and oversized vegetation that was grotesque in its appearance.
"Curiouser and curiouserl" he breathed, and then headed inland in search of

further marvels.

Inland, in this case, was east of where the fish had flung him. He had walked
but moments from the beach when his eyes came across something metallic on the
ground, just steps away from a minuscule lagoon. Picking it up, the king found it
to be an amulet, tarnished, but with one word etched in its back. The word was
,HOME.U

lust whue I'd like to be right nowt he thought. But, thue is a maiden to be found
and her hand to be won. Then I'Ilwork on getting us back to Daventry. With that said,
he looked to the south and saw the Crystal Tower.

Creamy quartz, the blocks of the Crystal Tower reflected the strange sunlight
in rainbow waves. Tall it was, reaching thirty feet or more above the enchanted
island. Near its peak a tiny window opened, and from it a delicate hand waved.

"Help me! Please, help me. I'm a prisoner here. Will you please free me? Help!
The door is unlocked. Quickly before Hagatha retums."

The voice, although desperate and pleading, was like melody to the king's
ears. In his now heated brain, that melody became a martial tune impelling him
toward the tower door.

Unlocked it was, the witch perhaps trusting the isle's remote and peculiar
location as prison enough for the kidnapped princess.

It could be no other but the maiden; the king had passed the three doors and
come to the Crystal Tower. The obiect of his quest was at the top of the stairs.

Love-people just love to capitalize Love, for reasons that are beyond my
understanding. I have often been told by the king, and others, that Love conquers
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all. Perhaps it does, and it did this time, but Love can turn the most composed and

serene pe$on into a sweating fool. Our king is neither.

Slimed and narrow, the stairs caused our excited monarch to slip and fall
several times as he began his mad dash up. Finally his overworked emotions slowed

enough for him to return to his senses. With more care this time he made his

progress to the tower's top.
The lion there looked hungry. It also looked large. And it was looking at King

Graham as if it were looking at supper.

Maybe it iust wants to be fed, the king reasoned in a moment of gargantuan

understatement.
Maybe he'll let me by if I give him something other than me to eat.

The king prefers never to kill, although he has. The sword he carried could

very easily have dispatched the beast, he knew, but he chose a kinder alternative.

The ham had been with him since the vampyre's castle. Events had carried

along so quickly that the king had had no time to stop, much less eat. He gave the
food to the lion, knowing that if it did not distract the big cat or satisfy its hunger,

he could always strike with the sword.

Lions snore; even I had never known that until the king told me.

Gratefully, the lion had taken the savory ham and, having devoured it and

washed himself daintily, in the manner of the king of beasts, curled himself into
sleep. At last Graham was able to step by the contented guardian and unlock the
door to his heart's delight.

I shall spare you the more lurid details of the meeting, although the king raved

on to me about it for what seemed hours, convinced, I think, that he and Valanice

are the world's first lovers.

He looked at her. She looked at him. They talked. They sighed. They embraced.

They kissed. Boring, isn't it?

In the end Valanice asked Graham if he would take her, and where? The king
whispered, "Home."

With that word, the amulet transported the blissful couple away from the
tower.

The tale of how King Graham found and won Queen Valanice is now finished,
just as their marriage is beginning.

Perhaps now the king's adventuring days are over, except for that of the
sweetest quest-the quest for an heir. It is an exploration that he and his queen

embark on together. Gladly.



May their marriage prosper and may they have many fine children, strong

and good.

May the Kingdom of Daventry prosper along with the royal family, it too
growing strong and good.

Long live King Graham!
Long live Queen Valanice!
Long live King Graham and Queen Valanice of Daventry!
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CI|APTER 5

R l,lagi cal Primer

By Alexander of Daventry (Gwydion of Llewdor)
igffi ffis$WWffi

agic and magical encounters are part very fabric of our universe.

Without magic, Daventry itself would not be, could not be. It was to preserve magic,

mystique, wonder, and enchantment-the nonrational aspects of existence-that
Daventry withdrew from the greater multiverse.Indeed, it was only through magic

itself that we were even able to withdraw. And it is only through the continued
practice and use of the arcane arts that we are able to preserve and protect our very
being. From the simplest charms and trivial spells, the plucking of a four-leafed

clover or the knocking of wood, to the cosmos-shattering invocations of the most

fearsome of paradimensional deities, magic is not just part but the very fabric of
our reality.

What is magic? Pick a grain of sand from the palm-kissed beaches of Kolyma
and pray that it answers the question. Then query the next grain, then the next,
again the next, and when all the sand on all the beaches in all the realms of Daventry
have answered you with their different answers, then know that there are as many
different explanations as there are "Once-in-a-lifetime offers" in the Other World.
In that light, here is lny explanation.
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Magic is that which actually binds the universe together. It encompasses not
fust the connections all things have with each other, but includes the aether
through which these relationships flow. Magic is the essence, belief is the glue; all
is connected each to the other. These connections may not always be clear to the
mundane senses of sight, smell, and the like, but that does not mean they are less

real. Cause and effect, action and interaction-all occur through the correspon-
dences of nature. In conjunction with the elements of air, fire, earth, and water, all
act to produce a desired result. The great principles are "As above, so below," and
"Nothing is as it appears." The minute is attached to the mighty. The flame of the
candle and the flame of love are one, and they too are one with the flame of life.
We can learn the principles of these connections and how they are ioined together.
Then, by use of the proper words or actions or magical tools, the relationships
implicit in the aether are made explicit. Together the essence, the elements, and
the principle both create and control our reality.

It is through the art of magic that we know, understand, and manipulate these
connections. Through the studies of the practitioners of the magic arts-the
wizards, witches, warlocks, sorcerers, seers, alchemists, necromancers, mages, and
others-these relationships have been traced and to some degree understood. It
must be admitted that these practitioners do come in the flavors of good and evil,
and the shades of black and white. They also are known to follow both the left-hand
as well as the right-hand paths. However it is through their use of the various magics
that Daventry continues to exist at all. Evil follows good as night follows day and
goats follow carrots. We suspect if the magic were to go away, so would Daventry.
To be as if we never were-that would be the greatest of evils.

With this said, let us concentrate on matters of a more practical nature. The
practice of magic is both an art and a craft. To practice magic at all is to practice it
exactly and correctly. It is perhaps too facile to say there are really only two kinds
of magicians: magicians and dead magicians. However, it takes little more than a

casual stroll through any of the realms to find odd statuary pillars of salt, mounds
of dust, or half-human half-insect abominations that were once users of the arcane
arts who made a simple mistake, ones who did not follow their craft to the last
letter. If my personal nemesis, the wizard Manannan, taught me anything between
punishments during my years of ignorant captivity, it was to "follow the instruc-
tions exactly, boy!" At the time I thought he merely meant how many carrots,
potatoes, and how much salt he preferred in his stew. It was only during the last
part of my servitude, after I had stumbled upon Manannan's secret laboratory and
began studying his hidden grimoire, his spell book, that the true import of his words
became evident. For the art of magic to work, the craft of magic must be carried out
with no substitutions, exceptions, or shortcuts. Nothing must be taken for granted
and no factors may be fudged. On that fateful day in the wizard's laboratory it could
very easily have been myself that was turned into a fluffy furry. I still tremble when



I recall the awesome forces and formulae that I manipulated in that dungeon. If I
were any less ignorant, I would have fled from that place in terror and gladly

accepted whatever fate the evil wizard planned for me. As it turned out, I'm glad I
didn't.

Now, because the craft must be practiced with concentration and precision,

it is in the obvious best interests of the individual wizards and their ilk to record in
some manner the proper route to the completion of the various mystical processes.

To this end there arose over the eons a fabulous library of magical books-books
that collected and explicated the great spells and conjurations devised and dupli-
cated throughout the ages by the greatest of sorcerers. As a result, many general

provisioners stock on their shelves a myriad of manuscript titles covering all areas

of the mystical arts, snug against vials of generic toad spittle, eye of newt, beetle
juice, and the like. Today, hobbyists, apprentices, and even graduates of the various

academies of magic can find all their basic supplies and all they need to know in
virtually any town.

However, so powerful are the contents of other certain volumes that they have

remained secret even to the majority of serious magicians. These books themselves

are often magical in their own right and are so rare that their very existence is

doubted by the very few who have even heard of them in whispered fable. Indeed

some, such as the near-legendary Al Azif, more commonly known as the
Necronomicon, penned by the mad Arab Abdul Alhazred, contains knowledge so

terrible that a mere glance at the illustrations and illuminations in the text drives

many to madness. Perhaps it is just as well that few if any, copies of such works as

theNecronomicon, The Key of Solomon, The Book of Dyzan, The Principia Discordia, and
The Book of the Damned remain, or even exist at all. The Good Housekeeper's Book of
Common Spells and Potions, A Field Guide to Enchanted Gems and Minerals, Undustand-

ing the Undead, and Housebreaking Dragons in Seven Days are all inexpensive guides

that have been on the bestseller charts for ages. They cover more magic than most
folk will ever need and carry no possibility of apocalyptic catastrophe.

The Sorcery of Old was once considered one of the lost and legendary books of
terrible power. Within its gold-trimmed covers of leather ghastly to the touch were

said to be compiled many old and powerful spells. It was whispered that many of
these formulae were written in languages unknown since before the ascent of
humanity. These stories have turned out to be true, with one exception.The Sorcery

of OId is neither lost nor legend. In my fright I made scant note of it at the time,
and it has only been since I have made sufficient progress in my own studies that
I have come to fully realize iust what that spell book was in the secret room beneath
Manannan's study. The book was obviously old, the pages brittle to my shaky touch.
The ink may have been made of blood and was so faint upon the yellow pages that
it could scarcely be read. Of the scant pages legible in that copy of The Sorcery of
O/d, most were written in symbols and languages that still have not been
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deciphered. A few pages, though, were scribed in my own tongue, and because of
that I was able to escape the clutches of my captor, rid Llewdor of his tender little
mercies, and after perils, pirates, and predicaments of every kind, return to the
family, home, and kingdom I had never known.

Here then are transcriptions of the spells I found inThe Sorcery of Old.l publish
them for inclusion in the court chronicles and for the general knowledge of all who
inhabit Daventry. Used properly, they will not shake the cosmos and should prove
as useful for others as they did for me. As with all magic, use these spells wisely.
Again, note well: It cannot be stated too often that the practice of the craft of magic
demands precision, exactitude, concentration, and the negation of distraction.
Compose yourself, even if you are rushed. Do what is necessary to ensure your focus
is upon the task at hand, Iest a misspelled step or an unclear word becomes your
final mistake. Often was I forced to deliver the swift boot to an underfoot cat at a
critical moment. It was no act of needless cruelty, but necessary for my own survival.
Mark my words: Once you have opened a book of magic to the proper page, do
naught else but that which is prescribed. There are some things that are worse than
death!

ryffi



Fragments from lhe Sorcery of (lld

(Author Unknown)

Note: To use the spells contained herein, have the proper

ingredients and tools at hand, open the book to the desired

page numbu, and follow the directions to the absolute letter.

You might note that some of the spells have directions and
information enclosed in parentheses. Let me clarify this
matter. There has been a convention used by the more

humanlike authors of magical volumes throughout the ages

to enclose comments, observations, and certain intermediate

steps in parentheses. Anything so enclosed helps in the

proper working of the spell, but is not essential to the proper

casting of same. If the proper ingredients are used, and in
their proper order, and ifthe proper directions are used, and

in their proper order, the effects enclosed therein wiII happen.

The rest is technique and equipment that the caster is

assumed to possess. This is perhaps the only place in the

practice of sorcery where rigid adherence to detail might be

relaxed. This can most conectly be termed the "fiidge factor."
Magic making and candy making have much in common

when it comes to following exact diredions, although a

flawed batch of fudge seldom tums its maker into an insect

or a piece of statuary! I considered not even transcribing this

information, but included it in the interest of histoic and

acad emic comp letenes s.
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Page ilU Transforming Another into a Cat

0btain fte tolloniry lryedienb:

ll2 crtp of mandrake root powder
1 small ball of cat hair
2 spoons of fish oil
A Magic Wand

TohqarefteSpdl:
1. Put mandrake root powder in a bowl
2. Put the cat hair in the bowl
3. Put two spoons of fish oil in the bowl
4. Stir the mixture with a spoon (dough will be oily)
5. Put the dough on the table
6. Pat the dough into a cookie (let harden on table)
7. Recite this verse:

Mandrake root and hair of cat
Mix oil of fish and give a pat

A feline from the one who eats

This appetizing magic treat

8. Wave the Magic Wand

Note: The cookie thus created will tum whomsoever ea$ it
into a feline (felis domesticus) forever; however, this is a

dfficult assertion to prove. No records have ever been

discovered, though, indicating the spell has ever wom off. It
should also be noted that adepts familiar with the spell can

easily recognize the cat cookie. For this reason mages

disguise the cookie in some way or crumble it into some

other food when planning to use it on a rival sorcerer. The

wizard Manannan did iust this to a former ival and then

kept her as a household pet for both his amusement and the

eradication of vermin.It can be assumed that the victim was

not amused.



Page ll Understanding the language of Creatures

0btain fte Following InEedienb:

1 small feather from a bird
1 tuft of fur from any animal
1 dried reptile skin
1 rounded spoon of powdered fish bone
1 thimbleful of dew
A Magic Wand

Io PreDare fte Spell:

1. Put the small feather in a bowl
2. Put the fur in the bowl
3. Put the reptile skin in the bowl
4. Add a spoon of powdered fish bone
5. Put a thimbleful of dew in the bowl
6. Mix with hands (mixture will now be doughy)
7. Separate mixture into two pieces

8. Put dough pieces into your ears

9. Recite this verse:

Feather of fowl and bone of fish,
Molded together in this dish,

Give me wisdom to understand

Creatures of air, sea, and land

10. Wave the Magic Wand

Note: Creatures see and hear much in this world, and they
understand more than we gwe them credit for. Knowledge

may be gained by one who keeps ears and mind open. Of
course you also hear a lot aboutworms and nuts and the

everyday life of mice. As you may have guessed, spells have

both good and annoying aspec$; this one won'tlet you talk
back so you can't teII those chatteing chickens to shut up.
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Page UllTeleportation at Random

0btain fte Folloring lwedients:

1 spoon of salt grains

1 sprig of dried mistletoe
1 smooth rounded stone of unusual color
A Magic Wand

Io hepare fie Spell:

1. Grind a spoon of salt in a mortar (with a pestle)

2. Grind the mistletoe in the mortar
3. Rub the stone in the mixture
4. Kiss the stone

5. Recite this verse

With this kiss,I thee impart,
Power most dear to my heart

Take me now ftom this place hithu,
To anothu place far thither

6. Wave the Magic Wand

To cast this spell: Rub the stone. In a blink you will
disappear from where you are and appear in another place.

This spell may be used as ofren as one wishes provided the

stone is in your possession.



Note: This is a power{ul and most useful spell. It has been

used to avoid dangu and peril, and legend claims that it has

been used on occasion in the exploration ofunknown lands.

Be wamed, however: that which snatches away from one

predicament can iust as well deposit into another. The spell

has been known to leave one where they started. There is one

fable that talk about a poor bumpkin who came into
possession of such a magic stone. Unprepared to face the

dangers of the wildu parts of the world, he rubbed the stone

atwill, poofing himself ftom place to place in search of
wine, women, and easy gold. The purveyors of luck were

with him for the first few times or so, and the stupid boy,

whose name was Bob lack, flitted from town to beach,

across mountains and over the seas. Then the purveyors of
Iuck seemed to say "AlI right Bob lack, you've won a few;

now it's time to lose a few!" When he rubbed again, instead

of vista, panorama, or treasure, Bob lack was faced with a
hungry lion. Quickly he rubbed the stone again. Oops, he

was in a magician's chamber and the mage looked not too

delightedwith the intrusion. Rub again quick, Bob lack.
This time, up a roaing stream without a paddle. Thus it

went. Having used up his good luck, he used up his bad luck
until he had no luck Iefr at aII, and he perished. The moral

of the fable is: "Even when you rub things the right way,

soon you'll rub them the wrong way, and if you do that too

often, you'll eventually get rubbed out."
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Page lU tlyitg like an Eagfe or a Fly

Obtain fte Followig lryedisrb:

I tail feather from any eagle (to become an eagle)

1 pair of fly wings (to become a fly)
I pinch of saffron
Rose petal essence

A Magic Wand

To hepare fte Spell:

1. Put a pinch of saffron in essence

2. Recite this verse:

Oh winged spirits, set me free
Of earthly bindings, iust like thee

In this essence, behold the might
To grant the precious gifr of flight

3. Wave the Magic Wand

To become an eagle: Dip the eagle feather in the essence

To become a fly: Dip the fly wings in the essence

You can cast this spell as long as you have some of the
essence left. You should get at least two, possibly more,
uses out of a single batch.

To return to your own form before the spell wears off
recite this verse:

Eagle begone! Myself, retum!

or

Fly, begone! Myself, retum!



Note: I have always wondered why anyone would want to

become a fly, although people have done so in both Daventry
and the Other World. You could use the fly spell to spy on

others, Iiterally becoming a fly on the wall, but while you

might not be spotted, you might get swatted or caught by a

spider. Eagles have beak, talons, and the ability to swoop

down on prey. Swooping in sunlight or soaing on a thermal,
the eagle's appearance is seldom greeted with revulsion.

Eagles almost never sit on windows, walls, or drinking cups,

so the literature contains no reports of them being smashed

to a pulp by a casual swipe, or of being prey for
ar achni ds-giant sp ider s.
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Page CIIIX Becoming InYisible

0btaln fte tollowirg Ingedients:

I iar of lard
I cactus
I spoon of cactus juice

2 drops of toad spittle
A Magic Wand

Io ftepare he Spell:

1. Cut the cactus with a knife
2. Squeeze the cactus juice on a spoon
3. Put the cactus juice in a bowl
4. Put the lard in the bowl
5. Add two drops of toad spittle
6. Stir the mixture with a spoon
7. Recite this verse:

Cactus plant and homy toad
I now start down a dangerous road

Combine with fire and mist to make

Me disappear without a trace

8. Wave Magic Wand
9. Put ointment in the empty lard iar

To cast spell: Rub the ointment on your body.

This spell only works in a place where there is both fire
and mist. Also, because of the scarcity of toad spittle,
much less two drops of it, the quantity of ointment
produced is barely enough for one use.



Note: One thing is immediately obvious with this spell: the

ingredients are relatively easy to come across, almost any

desert and a general store will provide what you need

(assuming, of course, you have access to a magic wand and

the store has the very seasonal toad spittle in stock). It
would seem, therefore, that this spell is too good to be true,

allowing one to move unnoticed amongst friend or foe, spy

on lovers or would-be lovers, steal from the rich and give to

the poor, or vice versa, sneak out of the castle for a midnight

tryst, or anything else your heated imagination might devise.

Remember, therefore, one of the maior nonmagical laws of
the universe, "If it's too good to be true, it's too good to be

true." This very powerfuI spell has two small drawbacks: it
only works in a place where there is both fire and mist (and

there aren't a lot ofthose around), and it only lasts for a

short time. A very short time. Whatever you do afrer you

cast it, you've got to be quick. The spellcaster's rule of thumb

for this spell is contained in the following ancient verse:

How long is fast
How short is quick

Enough to cast another sPell

And make it stick

If youkeep the shortcomings in mind andknow when to use

this spell, it can be of great use to its caster.
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Page XIU Causing a lleep Sleep

Obtain fte Follorilg lryedienb:

3 dried acorns
I cup of nightshade luice
I empty pouch
A Magic Wand

To hepare fte Spell:

1. Grind the acorns in a mortar (with a pestle)
2. Put the acorn powder in a bowl
3. Put the nightshade iuice in the bowl
4. Stir the mixture with a spoon
5. Light a charcoal brazier
6. Heat the mixture on the brazier (boil the mixture

until the nightshade iuice is almost gone, then
remove from heat)

7. Spread the mixture on a table (wait until dry)
8. Recite this verse:

Acom powder ground so fine
Nightshade iuice, like bitter wine

Silently in darkness you creep

To bring a soporific sleep

9. Wave the Magic Wand
10. Put the sleep powder in the pouch (for safekeeping)

To cast spell:

Be in a dank, dark space

Pour the sleep powder on the ground (or, floor)
Recite: Slumber, henceforth!

Use onlv as directed!
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Note: This spell will cause anyone within about 50 paces in

any direction ofthe sorcerer to fall into a deep sleep. How

long it lasts I do not know. I have used this spell but once

and didn't stay around long enough to see my former captors

recover from the narcosis. It is claimed in some texts that the

spell was revised into its present form by a priestess oflsis
attached to the court of Cleopatra, Goddess and Queen of
Aegypt in ancient times. Cleopatra appears to have been

extremely fond ofrevels and feasts onher royal barge, she

and her guests floating on the Nile in fogs offorced gaiety.

Although Cleopatra was famed through all the quadrants of
the world pr her beauty, wit, and passion, Iikewise was she

also famed for throwing terrible and tawdry parties. It was

to escape one ofthese sad and sordid debacles that the great

sorceress began work on the spell. When her experiments

were complete, she prepared hn ingredients, concealed them

within a pouch, and seseted them aboard the boat. Not

wanting to remain on the barge a moment longer than

necessary, feaing both the loss of her mind and her virtue,

she hastened to the supply hold as quickly as she could

sneak below deck. Afrer murmuring a sofr prayu, she cast

her sorcery and escaped. It is also said thatwhen the royal

yacht retumeil to Memphis ftom whence it started, aII

aboard were fulsome in their praise of the excursion saying,

"Ye andverily, a wondrous and funfilled time was had by

all. We must have, since we can't remember anything at all
ofwhat happened!"
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Page lilIlU Brewinga Storm

0btain the Folloring Ingedienb:

1 cup of ocean water
1 spoon of mud
1 pinch of toadstool powder
I empty iar
A Magic Wand

Io hqarefteSpell:
1. Put a cup of ocean water in bowl
2. Light a charcoal brazier
3. Heat the bowl on the brazier (heat slowly, but not to boil-

ing; then remove from heat)
4. Put a spoon of mud in the bowl
5. Add a pinch of toadstool powder
6. Blow into the hot brew
7. Recite this verse:

Elements from the earth and sea,

Combine to set the heavens ftee
When I stir this magic brew,

Great God Thor, I call on you

8. Wave the Magic Wand
9. Pour the storm brew into the jar (to store)

To cast spell: Stir the storm brew with your finger.

Recite: Brew of storms,

Chum itup!

To stop the storm:
Recite: Brau of storm,

Clear it up!



Note: It is not known who was the first to devise this
particular bit of magical pyrotechnic, but it was obviously

someone with a distinct flair for the dramatic. It is

significant that the god Thor, the god of thunder, is implored

in the concocting of the potion, The inhabitants of the

hamlet of Bruce in southeastem Llewdor have an oral
tradition that Thor once visited there and cast a spell much
like the one desoibed above. At the time, Bruce was being

threatened by some sort of monster (the legend is not specific

as to iustwhat kind) and when Thor was unable to defeat it
in hand-to-claw combat, the god of thunder invoked certain

words of power, tumed day to night, roared for rain and
wind, and cast a lightning bolt that ftied his advusary. The

people of Bruce were grateful and gave praise to Thor and
begged to erect a tanple to his honor. The God said he had
no need for another place of worship and that a simple flag
marking the site of the battle would be praise enough. Thus

was bom what became known throughout the lands as the

banner of Bruce or, to some, the Bruce banner. The banner

flew for scores of years until another hulking monstu (the

only thing we know about this particular one is that is was

green) pillaged the village. So sudden was the rampage and
destruction that there was no time to call for divine

intervention. Bruce was destroyed and the banner to Thor
ripped beyond repair. Still, the villagus blamed Thor for not
coming and when the town was rebuilt, it was without the

banner of Bruce.
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...Her screamwas as hideous as
her face must have been.
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easy part. In this Doventry People exclusive, the

prince tells us how he rescued both his twin sister,
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o look at Prince Alexander today, it is hard to imagine that he is the same

person as the bawling babe who was snatched one summer's evening from the
rocking cradle on the shores of Lake Maylie, all those years ago. Lean of body, he is

taller than his father, but his eyes and the firm set of his jaw are the same as King

Graham's. His mother's fairness of face also is there for all to see, and Alexander's

resemblance to his sister, Princess Rosella, is quite pronounced. One only has to look

at them together to know they are twins. Even without the evidence of the small

birthmark on his right thigh, his ears alone would mark him as the king's son. His voice

is soft, mature beyond his young years. As he spoke to me, it held me with its intensity
as if reliving his experiences for others might exorcise the daemons of his past.

Our interview was conducted over several days and was interrupted frequently
by the queen's reports on the king's improving physical condition, and by their
spontaneous hugs and tears. At these times of family emotion, I would withdraw
discreetly; some emotions demand their privacy. I have edited the prince's words

somewhat for brevity and style.

Question: Prince Alexander, can you tell us something about what it was like growing

up a slave to the wizard Manannan?

Actually, I still have a lot of trouble with the name Alexander. The wizard

named me Gwydion. It is the only name I have ever really known, and I suspect

that I'll always think of myself by that identity.
Chores and punishments, work and sleep; this is all that I knew while growing

up. And reading; Manannan did allow me to read books from his library although
he never allowed me to find them for myself. He would tell me that reading kept

me quiet and out of trouble when I wasn't doing something useful. Manannan always

fancied himself a scholar and kept books on all sorts of subiects on the shelves in his

study. From them I leamed of the existence of magic, although no books on how to
practice it were given me. I read from the histories and legends of our world and the

Other World, pored over maps, studied drawings of the beasts and creatures who roam

and soar and swim, and imagined myself free of my master, roaming and adventuring
throughout the fabulous world that I knew only secondhand.

Most of my time was spent doing whatever task Manannan set me to---clean-
ing the chamber pot in his bedroom, dusting his office with the feather brush that
he kept atop the cabinet, feeding the chickens, preparing his meals-whatever he

desired. He didn't like me to dawdle, either. If I did not get my job done quickly,

he rvould point a finger of punishment at me. At those times I considered myself

lucky if he only materialized me into my locked room. At least there I was safe;



never did he enter my poor room. Manannan always warned me if I messed up my
chores once too often, it would be the last thing I ever did.

He was both evil and cruel. I knew Manannan kept a keen eye on the
countryside of Llewdor by way of a looking glass he kept in the house's tower; and

from there he could terrorize the people who lived in that country. He said that if
I ever attempted to escape, he would be able to find me at once through the device.

My penalty for such an act would be death, and when he told this to me he spoke

as if he enjoyed the prospect. He delighted in telling me of the other boys who had
served him and of how they had died for their various transgressions. He would tell
me this in lurid detail.

Death too was threatened me if he ever caught me in possession of his personal
things, or in posession of anything that might have any magical use. He would tell
me, between threats, "Keep your hands clean and your pockets empty!"

Obey Manannan I did, although try as I might, he always found a petty
mistake for which to exact a punishment. In the final weeks of my captivity, it was

as if he were looking for an excuse to terminate my existence. It was at this time
that I determined to be free of the wizard's tyranny. The worst he could do was kill
me, and I suspected he was ready to do that anyvvay. Often had my master spoken

of how none of his prior boys, for whatever reasons, had survived past their
eighteenth birthday. On other occasions he promised me release when I turned that
manful age. My own eighteenth birthdate was iust weeks away, and I suspected-
from Manannan's words and the hateful look in his eyes-that I would do my last

chores that day, my last anything that day. I truly had nothing to lose and prepared

myself to act at the first opportunity.
A few days later, soon after I had fed the chickens outside, Manannan materialized

to inform me he was leaving on a ioumey and to wam me to stay out of trouble while
he was gone. The moment he disappeared from view, I sprang into action.

My plan was to first make a thorough search of the house. I knew the wizard
had a laboratory hidden somewhere below his study. It was a place I had never seen,

but knew existed because my master occasionally spoke of going there to perform
some magical experiment or other.

I also knew that he must have secrets hidden in his bedroom, because I was

only allowed there to empty the chamber pot and only then for a very short time.

Question: Why hadn't you done this before?

Fear had kept my courage in check, and now desperation had given me daring.
Manannan didn't like me poking around in his study except when I dusted.

In one corner was the locked oak cabinet upon which the feather duster lived when
it wasn't being used. A huge oak desk, chair, and wastebasket filled the rest of the
space, and bookshelves covered two walls. As I looked at the books on the right
wall, I noticed a metallic glint I had never seen before. I moved the books at once
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and discovered a brass lever. IvVhen I pulled it, a trapdoor rose ftom the floor,
showing me a set of stone stairs leading down. I was sure where they led.

The stairs were slick, so I had to be careful going down. Manannan's cat, the
one with the name I refuse to pronounce, attempted to trip me as I descended. I'm
sure I'd have broken my neck if she had, so I gave it a quick, soft kick with my foot.
I am not cruel to animals, but this one and I were far from friends. There was only
enough force in my blow to move the feline, not harm it.

Torches lit the laboratory at the bottom. What they revealed were shelves

bearing jars full of strange things such as toad spittle, nightshade juice, mandrake
root powder, and the like-ingredients for magical spells. A large oak worktable was

set in the middle of the room. Upon it was a massive book bound in a curious
leather, and it bore the title The Sorcery of OId.

The ink and handwriting within the book were very faint. Most of the writings
were in languages with which I am not familiar. Some, I suspect, were not written
with a human hand. From the few pages I could read, I surmised the book was a

spell book. The spells had names like, "Causing a deep sleep," Flying like an eagle,"

and "Transforming another into a cat." Ingredients and required tools were all listed.
A glance at the shelves proved that they contained many, but not all, of the
ingredients listed in the spell book. The worktable had much of the needed

apparatus. Here, I reioiced, was the means of my escape.

Question: Andwas it?
Alas, no! It would be eventually, but at the time it wasn't. Search as I would,

I found I had not the complete makings of any spell.

I decided that my best course would be to memorize all that I could from the
book and then to leave the laboratory the same as if I had never been there, lest the
wizard become suspicious. I would return again with what I needed to cast a spell
on my evil master.

And I knew what that spell would be; the underfoot feline had given me the
idea. If I could come up with a little cat fur, some fish oil, a bowl for mixing, and a
magic wand, I would be delighted to turn Manannan into a cat.

When I returned to the wizard's study, I carefully pushed the lever to close the
trapdoor and moved the books back into place. The room was now exactly as I had
found it.

Question: You must have been scared that Manannan would retum and catch you

redhanded, weren't you?

Of course I was! I may be self-taught, but I'm not stupid. But at that point I
wasn't too worried that he would return iust then.
Question: Oh? Why was that?

My master was a man of extremely fixed and regular habits. He would rise at

exactly the same time each day. Likewise he would retire to bed each night at the
same time, accompanied by the same three fingers of the same awful brandy that
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his taste favored. \Alhen Manannan slept, it was for precisely the same period of
time, and when he traveled, he always returned at the same time. It was as if he

were a clockwork person with gears that repeated himself eternally.
Manannan kept in his house amagical clockunlike anyl have ever read about.

It was similar to an hourglass in that it would measure a certain short period of time
and then begin again, then again and again and again, for as many times as you
might count. The sorcerer kept the device, he would say, as a curiosity, for it
measured the passing of time in an interval unknown to our kind. He told me

once-why, I do not know-that it was created by another race, one that came

before the human, or after-he was not sure which.
Over time I came to see the strange clock as a way to measure the man himself.

His bath always took two measures of the odd time, his studies eighteen, and his

sleep twenty-five- the same as his travels. It was because I knew this of Manannan
that I wasn't worried that he would return just then. I knew that if I could keep

track of time, as measured by the unhuman device, then my master could not catch

me unawares.

Manannan would not return for some while yet. I used what time I dared to
continue my household search. From the kitchen I took my favorite clay bowl from
a shelf, and a wooden spoon and sharp knife from the rack next to the fireplace. As

I passed through the dining room, I retrieved an old cup from upon the table.

Manannan's dining room is large enough to accommodate a score of people, yet
my master always ate alone under the eternal gaze of a stuffed moose head. I will
always consider that a most curious sight.

I took what I had gathered to my sparsely furnished room, and I hid it all
under my bed (a cot really). I was sure the wizard would not search for them there,

even if he noticed them missing. Then I went to catch the cat and get its
contribution to my future.

She was in the wizard's tower; she could have been iust about anywhere, but
she was on the third floor playing with a dead fly. It took several attempts and many
more scratches before I got her, but I was able to hold on to her long enough to take

some fur. The unnameable cat gave me an extra scratch as she squirmed out of my
hands, but the spell ingredient was mine.

As were the fly wings. I recalled that the spell for flying like a fly called for a

pair of those wings, so I took the fly to get the wings. Yuk, but it was for a good

cause-saving my hide. I hid the fur and fly wings under my bed with everything else.

The rest of the time I spent searching Manannan's bedroom. Large and ornate
it was, with an oversized canopy bed dominating it. In one drawer of a small vanity,
which held the large mirror where the wizard groomed his dark features each day,

I found a hand mirror. This I replaced, but noted for later use. In the back of another
drawer, in the low dresser, buried beneath unmended hosiery and soiled undergar-
ments, was an apparently forgotten bottle labeled "Rose Petal Essence." For me this
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was treasure; I remembered it as an ingredient also, although for which spell I was

unsure at the time. I took it, praying my master would not notice it missing.
Manannan's tall closet was unlocked. Within were velvet robes, silken gowns,

and some pointed hats of the magicians' guild. I searched the closet further and
turned up a rolled piece of dusty parchment. I could see nothing on it except for
some faded lines. I didn't know it at the time, but I had discovered a magical map,

one that would return me to someplace I had been while carrying it. As I say, I didn't
know that then, but I took it on the assumption that it might be helpful later and
that my master probably wouldn't know it was gone.

The discovery that made my risks worthwhile, however, came when I
stretched up and searched the top of the closet. There I found a small brass key. It
didn't fit the bedroom closet when I tried, so I resolved to see if it would open the
small locked closet in the wizard's office down the stairs.

It sure did! Inside was an ivory wand, not too ornate, smooth and cool to my
touch, with an oaken handle. I had not seen a magic wand in the underground
Iaboratory or in his bedroom, so this must be it. (Actually, I had never seen a magic
wand before, but I knew such things did exist, and combined with the fact that it
was kept under lock and key, it made the identity of the wand somewhat self-evi-

dent.) Manannan's magic wand-any magic wand, actually-was needed to cast all
of the magic spells, and I had it! However, I wasn't ready to do any spellcasting at
the moment, and I was sure that I would be just another dead slave if the wizard
found it missing. So I put it back and locked the door.

Next, I headed outside to the chicken pen. I loathed the place you know. Twice

every day I was forced to feed fowls. The rooster disliked me, and the hens pecked

at my feet. I had to muck the coop, and chicken coops thrive on most unpleasant
smells. All this plus killing an unlucky bird for the wizard's weekly chicken supper!
As I said, it was not my favorite place, but it was quick work to catch one of the
hens and pluck a feather to put away for a spell. With this done, I ventured down
the mountain for the first time ever.

Questlon: That must have been quite an expeience. What was going through your

mind as you were doing this?

You must understand that Manannan's house sat on the top of a lone
mountain overlooking much of the land of Llewdor. From that perch I was able to
see a world I had never experienced. So at first an overwhelming elation came over
me, one of freedom and abandon. I came very close to terminal stupidity in those
first few minutes, imagining myself able to run completely away from my master

and to disappear into the vast world that was absorbing me. But then I discovered
why the wizard always teleported himself to and from his home.

The path was a killer. It was narrow steep, and twisting. The footing was

treacherous and threatened to pull my feet out from under me at any step. Often



on that walk I could easily have plunged to my sure death. If there were an easier

way down to the world below, I would gladly have taken it.
When I did reach the bottom, though, I immersed myself in the colors and

smells and sounds I had only been able to imagine before. Birdsongs I had never
known filled my ears. Above me an eagle soared slowly-in all my life I had only
seen eagles soaring below me as I viewed them from atop the mountain. In the trees

chipmunks and squirrels chattered to each other in a language I did not understand.
I drank of the world I had never known, turning my face to the sun, spreading my
arms, and letting the feeling of the unknown enter through all my senses, through
all my body.

I didn't stand there too long because I knew I must soon return back up that
dreaded path, and I wanted to explore a little before that time. I had an idea where
some things were because I had been gazing on them all of my life, but I needed to
experience the great desert and put my hand in a flowing stream.

As it turned out, the desert began a very short way west of where the path
deposited me. I knew deserts were hot and desolate places, but I had never expected
the sand to shimmer like water, making waves in the air. In the distance I spied a

figure moving quickly. At first I thought it was human, the first entirely new person
in my life, but I changed my mind as it came closer and I spied things squirming
around its head, as if under their own power. I had read of mirages and dismissed
this as such, turning my back and returning to the path where I had descended. As

I discovered later, that act saved my life.
To the east of where I had come down, the countrywas much different. Ablue

and white stream sparkled through an area of occasional trees-birches and pines,
I think. Just across the small stream was a large black opening in the side of a hill.
I spent a moment listening to the stream's liquid sighing and dipping my hands
therein, tasting the water, cold and sweet. Upon closer inspection the opening
appeared to be the entrance to a cave, somewhat deep, with a faint glow barely
visible within the blackness. A huge, thick spiderwebwas stretched across the cave's

front. I would have attempted to enter the cave at that moment, but I was stopped
by the sound of something large moving in the tree above me. A quick glance in
the sound's direction alerted me to the presence of a giant spider lurking in wait for
something to get stuck in the web. My hand stopped inches from the sticky strands,
and I retreated again to my main landmark, the path.

The path down from Manannan's house continued south into the trees. I
wanted to follow it a ways, but the time I had allotted myself was almost used up,
and I had to return to the house before the magician's arrival. As I turned to tread
my careful way back up the mountain, I gazed on the eagles still winging in joyous
flight through the air. I was sure they had no cruel master to take away their freedom.

A feather tumbled slowly down as I watched, doubtless lost by one of the great
birds. I rushed to it as it touched the ground and took it, for I recalled an eagle's
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feather to be an ingredient for one of the spells in Manannan's great book. I brushed

it against my cheek and hoped it would help bring me the freedom I was seeking.

Then I turned and set my steps toward home.

Question: You made it back OK, I assume. Did Manannan discover what you were

doing during his absence?

I made it back sweating, both from the perilous climb and the fear that I had

misjudged the time of my own absence. The curses that escaped my lips as I arrived
would sear your ears if I repeated them. I hated my master even more for that
mountain path.

Manannan was still a little time from returning, however. I went at once to
my room to conceal my treasures and take stock of my situation. I unrolled upon
my cot the parchment I had taken from the wizard's closet so that I could use it to
list what I had and as a reminder of that which I should try to obtain. You might
imagine my surprise when I found the blank sheet was now a map showing the
places I had explored during my brief outing. This filled only some of the parch-

ment. As I moved my finger across it, a luminous arrow seemed to folloq and the
word "TELEPORT" hovered above the page. I reached and touched my other hand

to the magically floating word.
I had come close to death several times during my trip down from Manannan's

mountain stronghold, but at this moment I faced complete disaster.

The map was magic, of course, but I did not know that my action would
transport me elsewhere. Poof! In a blink I was standing on the path at the foot of
the mountain once again, the same place where my finger was resting on the
parchment I still held. I was amazed, yes. But I was also terrified that I was not in
my master's house and it was nearly time for his return.

I performed the same actions again, only this time my finger pointed to
Manannan's house. Nothing happened: I stayed at the foot of the mountain. Several

more times I tried, but I did not move. Panicked, and with time-and my life!-
running out, I raced back up the path. How I survived that mad dash was a miracle.
Cuts and scrapes covered my hands and elbows by the time I was in my room, but
I succeeded in arriving before the wizard. The map went under the bed, and as I
finished dusting myself off, I heard my master returning.

So, to finally answer your question, no. Manannan did not notice anything
amiss when he returned; he merely demanded to be fed. I went to the kitchen and
brought him a piece of fruit, and he just gobbled it and went about his business. I
don't even think he noticed my knees shaking.

Questlon: Were you able to get rid of the wizard then?

Oh, not at all. I only had the ingredients for two spells, neither of which would
dispose of my master.

As I performed the chores Manannan demanded of me, I realized I had what
was needed to turn myself into an eagle or into a fly. I resolved to attempt making
the spells as soon as the wizard retired to his sleep.
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After some time he announced, as he did at the same time each evening, that
he was going to sleep. I went straight to my room, prepared to make the best use

of the time I would have to work.
His snores greeted me at the top of the stairs, so I took all that I had hidden

and went straight to my master's study. There I retrieved the magic wand and

opened the trapdoor down to the secret laboratory.
I took some saffron from one shelf, made sure I had all else that was needed

for the spells, and opened the massive book to page IV. I read the directions carefully

and followed them exactly. I recited the verses clearly and distinctly and waved the

magic wand with only a slightly trembling hand. From what I knew from reading

about magic, I would be the first to know if I had made a mistake. It would not be

a pleasant experience.
Nothing bad happened to me, so I took a close look at the vial of magic essence.

Only a slight glow from within betrayed its magic property. So far, so good.

Next, I looked at the map and pointed to the bottom of the path. Hoping its
magic wasn't a one-time deal, I touched the word "TELEPORT." Poof! Success. Now
to find some more ingredients, if possible, and go back to get my revenge on

Manannan.

Question: It couldn'thave bem that easy, could it?

I should have been so lucky!
First I wandered south, following the path that extended down the mountain.

I moved through a sparse forest, looking everywhere and listening to the sounds of
the birds and other animals. In a short while, I stumbled upon a trim cottage with
a thatched roof and smoke wafting out the chimney. A small flower garden was

abloom in front. I thought someone in the house could help me, but my repeated

knocks brought no reply.
Unwilling at the time to enter without permission, I turned east and walked

until I came to the top of a tall, steep dune overlooking the ocean. A beach stretched

below me, and as my eyes followed it north, I saw outlined a pier reaching into the
sea, and a small town.

"There," I thought, "is where I want to go."

An old oak, covered with moss, shaded me where I stood. As I made to leave,

I noticed a dried sprig of gray-green hanging from one of the branches. It was

mistletoe. I recognized it ftom pictures in Manannan's books. This I took, for it was

an ingredient listed in Manannan's spell book.
The town was the same small seaport I had been looking down on for years.

It was not much more than a general store where people could get food and supplies,

a tavern where sailors might go to drink and swap tales, and a few houses.

I entered the store and there met the only other person I had ever seen in my
life. Short of stature and of hair, the shopkeeper smiled at me with an emotion I

had never known until that time-humor. Upon his shelves were many of the
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things I had come down the mountain to obtain, but the shopkeeper would part
with none of them unless I gave him gold. My course was now clear-get some
gold!

A dog lay sleeping in one corner of the shop. During my bondage I had had
scant experience with animals other than chickens, bugs, and vermin, so I took the
opportunity to touch the dog- his name was Kenny, I believe. As I petted the beast,
a tuft of fur came off on my hand. I started to wipe it away, but realized that this,
too, could be used in making magic. So I kept the dog fur and left.

The tavern I entered next. Its occupants were bottles of wine and rum, a pair
of evil-looking men who were bragging about hurting people, and a large person
with long, blonde hair, wearing a dress that left most of the chest exposed. I had
met my first woman. All looked upon me as an intruder. I moved into the shadows
of a comer and tried to eavesdrop on what they were saying, but I could make out
no distinct words.

This was as good a chance as any to try out my magic potion. I dipped the fly
wings in the essence. Zipl I turned into a fly. The magic really workedl

Buzzing right up to the men, I sat glued on the wall and listened to them talk
about robbing and looting travelers, and how they hid their ill-gotten gains high
in a big tree. They mentioned a hidden ladder for getting into the hideout, and how
one of them always guarded the treasure.

Not knowing how long the flyspell would last, I buzzed out. Perhaps I could
find their loot and get some gold for myself. Rob the robbers, so to speak.

Question: Well, did you?

Eventually. You see, I didn't know where the bandits' treehouse was, so I had
to go find it. At the same time, I had to be mindful of how late the hour was getting.
I didn't want Manannan to wake and not find me at home.

North from town took me back to the stream I had been to before. The spider's
web that covered the cave was still waiting to catch the unwary and the mysterious
glow was still beckoning in the darkness.

Flush with my first magical success, I decided to take care of the waiting spider
and explore the cave. An eagle, I knew, should be able to take care of a big spider.

I dipped the eagle feather into the essence. Whoosh! I was flying! Unfortu-
nately I knew I had but a few moments in this form, so I swooped down on the big
bug, grasped it in my beak and dropped it into the ocean. No sooner had I returned
to the cave mouth than I returned to my real form. I was exhilarated from my flight;
the freedorn of the skies made me crave my personal freedom even more.

Inside the cave, the faint light became much brighter. It came from a giant
crystal ball that pulsed with all the colors of the rainbow. As I stared, strange music
filled the air, and I noticed a figure standing behind the ball. At that moment, my
entire life shattered.
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The person in the cave was an oracle, one who told the future. As she spoke,
her words were reflected by visions in the glass. She spoke of the Kingdom of
Daventry and how it had been invaded by a three-headed dragon years ago. I heard
of how the land was devastated and the people terrified. And I learned that each
year a maiden was sacrificed to the monster, and that this year the sacrificial one
was to be my sister, the Princess Rosella! Time was running out for her, my parents,
and Daventry!

I slumped to the ground in astonishment. Parents! A sister! In an instant I was

a new person, one with a family I did not know. My sister was a princess! All were
in danger! Was I a prince? I was the only one who could help them. Could I? Could
I even save myself from my current predicament?

Even as I pondered these thoughts, the oracle handed me something. "Here
is a small stone of amber. Use it wisely, my friend!" With that, the oracle slumped
into a sleep-like trance, much like death.

Question: So, one moment you were Gwydion the slave-boy, and the next you're Prince

Alexander of Daventry?

No, not really. The oracle never told me my true name. I didn't learn that until
later.

I was in turns elated, depressed, and most of all confused as I continued
searching for the bandits' den. Too many new ideas and too much excitement had
come upon me in too short a time. I wandered past the mountain path, west again
to the desert's edge, and then turned south. It was here the bandits found me.

I don't think I had gone more than five paces when I was set upon by a group
of thugs. They beat me and kicked me. Then they robbed me of all I had while I
was on the ground. In an instant, all was lost-my map, the amber stone, the
magic-making ingredients, the magic essence--{verything. All was lost! Why had
I brought all of those things with me? By the time I had recovered my senses, all I
could do was press on. It mattered not to me if I were caught and punished by
Manannan. I was doomed already, and so was my family, and so was Daventry!

I dusted off and continued south, and as quickly as my fortunes had changed
for the worse, they reversed themselves yet again. This time it was in my favor.

Evidently the bandits had caught me as they were leaving their hideout. I had
staggered but a short way south when I came across a large oak tree with a good-sized
hole in its base. The bandits had spoken of such in the tavern as I listened in on
them disguised as a fly. At once I knelt and reached into the hole. A rope was there
as they had described it; I pulled it down and a ladder tumbled down out of the
giant tree's branches, stopping a hand's width away from touching the ground. I
rushed over to it in order to climb up.

As I did so, I noticed the ground around the tree was littered with acoms,
dropped to the ground, perhaps, as a result of the cutthroats' constant comings and
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goings. I scrambled around and was able to find a few dried ones for later-if there

ever was a later-magical experiment. Then it was time to visit the thieves' den.
As always, I had nothing to lose; sure death waited in Manannan's hands. Up

the rungs I climbed and arrived at a house built in the branches. I peeked inside,

looking to find the guard. There was one, so I ducked out before he saw me. Waiting
outside the door to the thieves' den exercised my patience and courage but, as I
have said, I was desperate and had nothing to lose. After a while, I peeked again.
This time it appeared the scruffy guard had taken to sleep. His head rested in his

arms on the table, and his breathing was deep and regular.

On tiptoe I crept in, hoping the floor boards would not squeak. Looking about
I saw a pouch on the table near the sleeping desperado's hand. I lifted it from near

his fingers. It was heavy-later I would find the purse to contain eight gold coins.
In the far corner there was a large bin. I opened this carefully and found inside

all of my stolen possessions. They must have hidden them there right after leaving
me for dead.

It was but a moment's quiet work to retrieve my things and creep back outside.

Turnabout being fair play, I had indeed robbed the robbers. Back down the ladder,

I fled to town.

Question: I hope things went more smoothly afrer that.

Things never went easy for me. Remember, while all this was going on, my
master was getting closer to waking from his sleep. Anyway, Llewdor is not large,

and the town was due east of the hideout. I was able to get back to the store without
incident.

This time the shopkeeper was more talkative. He saw the color of my gold and

extolled the quality of his wares. I spent four of my coins buying salt, lard, fish oil,
and a leather pouch. On the way out, I gave Ken, the dog, an ear scratch. Things

seemed to be looking up a bit.
Anyway, I felt I had stretched my luck a bit on that trip down, so I looked at

the magic map and tried again to teleport home.

Question: Nothing happened, ight?
Wrong. I did get teleported, but not to Manannan's. Where I ended up was at

the bottom of the path. I guess the magic map just didn't want to go up the
mountain, or something. Anyway, I had another slippery trek ahead of me.

When I finally made it inside-after another harrowing, slow, and painful
climb-l rushed straight to my master's study to see if I had been discovered. All
was as I had abandoned it, so I closed the trapdoor, moved the books back in place,

and then put the magic wand back in the cabinet exactly as I had found it. Then,

I locked the cabinet securely.

Back upstairs I peeked into my master's bedroom to find him still snoring,

sounding much like the pig he once had me slaughter. Moving to my room, I hid
everything I had under my bed. The wizard would be awakening soon, and there
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was no time to do anything else. So I composed myself and waited for him to make
his presence known, which happened soon enough.

"Gwydion, empty my chamber pot!" came the shout, and life temporarily
returned to normal again in the wizard's house.

Question: You obviously couldn't do much for yourself while Manannanwas athome.
What was going through your mind as you performed your duties?

Having tasted freedom and knowledge, I was even more eager to be done with
my master and be gone. I had all I needed to make what the grimoire-the spell
book-called a "cat cookie," and I was determined to prepare the concoction during
the wizard's next absence and hide it in his next meal. If I served it to him plain, I
was sure he would recognize it and probably terminate my life quite painfully. This
was something I was trying to avoid.

A quick trip down the mountain to obtain anything else I could find would
come first; second, back to the laboratory to fix the cookie; third, I would fix
Manannan, good and proper. If all worked out as I planned, I would have the time
to create as many other spells as I could and then head off to Daventry. How I would
get home I still wasn't sure. Perhaps a ship might be sailing there from the port, or
maybe I could use the teleportation spell. Whatever, Manannan had to be elimi-
nated first.

I was iust returning to my cot after doing my chore when the wizard appeared
in front of me. He announced he was taking another joumey, and that he would
be hungry when he returned. Poof! Gone again. It was time for me, too, to make a

iourney. This time I decided to take Manannan's hand mirror with me in case I had
to go looking into any more small dark places. Quickly, I was in his room and
removed it from its place in the vanity drawer. Next, I went into my room to collect
my things. I opened up and used the magic map. In an instant I was outside the
oracle's cave.

Question: Why there? And why did you haul aII those things with you when you lefr?

As for the second question, I was never sure what I might need. Remember, I
had never been out into the world before. It just seemed right at the time, and my
bag had room for it all.

Why the cave? There were blank squares on Manannan's map, places where
I had not yet ventured. Included in that unknown-the "terra incognita"-was the
desert where I knew I must go to collect a piece of cactus. My plan was to enter the
desert at its northernmost point and travel south, looking for the plant and
anything else that might be helpful. It was a straight walk west to that part of the
desert from the cave.

I teleported to the oracle's cave, also, because of the stream that flowed in
front of it. Another thing I needed to collect was a spoonful of mud, and near water
would be a good place to get mud, one would think.
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Well, there was none at the cave, it was too rocky. But, iust a little west of
there, in the direction I was heading, the stream's bank finally did tum to mud.
Using my kitchen spoon, I was able to scoop it out and leave my fingers clean. Then,
it was on to the desert.

At the very point where the grass disappeared into the sand, I looked deep

into the desolation. To the west it stretched as far as my eyes could see and gave

every indication of being a place in which one could easily get lost. The sun blinded
me as I looked in that direction, although when I squinted I thought I could make
out a silhouette in the distance.

Another mirage. Iust take a far steps in, then go south, I told myself.. It's bettu for
the eyes and I won't gef losf. With that thought, I stepped into that harsh place and
turned immediately south.

I mentioned earlier that turning away from the desert on my first trip had

saved my life, although I didn't know it at the time. This time, as I moved south, I

could notice the "mirage" again coming closer to me and closing quickly. The

moving mass on the head of the figure resolved itself in that instant-snakes. I
could hear them hiss and glimpse them writhing their separate bodies. All this I
saw in a flash from the corner of my eye and heard through the evidence of my
ears.

I might say that Manannan twice saved my life at that instant. In the books
he had allowed me to read, I had learned the story of the medusas, foul creatures

with snakes instead of hair. Their faces were so hideous that one full glance would
turn someone to stone. Thanks to mv master, I now knewwhat I faced, but I couldn't
face it, so to speak!

A hero, once, had defeated one of the creatures by showing it its own fatal
reflection in a polished shield. I had no shield, but I did have Manannan's mirror.
Averting my eyes, I quickly showed the mirror to Medusa. My master's mirror won
the day. Her scream was as hideous as her face must have been, but it lasted just an

instant, cut off as she was turned to stone by the sight of her own image. After a

few minutes of hearing no sounds-no sound of movement near me other than
rocks cracking from the sun's heat-l dared look.

Even as a statue, the creature was appallingly ugly. The snakes had frozen with
venom still hanging from the tips of their fangs, doomed to spend eternity without
falling. The less I say about the face the better, although I did speculate that she

would make a fair mate for my master.

On the ground, not far from the new statue, I saw something dry and

crumpled. Looking closer I realized it was the skin of a snake, although it did not
look as if it came from one of Medusa's pets. Another victim of the desert most

likely. Gently I took it, for it could easily crumple, and carried it with me.

Praying that no more of the serpent-headed creatures prowled the sands, I
continued my southerly course. I trudged that way for some time, looking at every
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cactus in my path, but all were too thorny for me to take. At last, growing in the
shade of a large rock, I noticed an unusual cactus without all the stickers, juiry and
succulent in the parched land. This, too, I added to my anti-wizard collection.

Snakes and lizards were my gabbering companions as I finished that part of
my trek in the southernmost desert. A glance at the map told me I had covered most
of Llewdor except for the eastern seaboard. I thought I would walk there, paying
another visit to the cottage in the woods on my way.

Dew glistened on the charming flowers planted in front of the house when I
arrived, but I had no way to take any of the liquid. Disappointed, I walked to the
door. A small sign hung there:
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The Bear Family

Papa Bear
Mama Bear
Baby Bear

Welcome! Our Home Is
Your Home!

I knocked as I had done before. As was the case the last time, there was no
answer. This time I decided to let myself in.

Question: Why this time and not the last?
Experience I think. I had been through a lot since I had come there last, so I

had more confidence. Then there was the dew on the flowers. I needed something
to collect it with, and maybe that something was inside. Also, I hadn't known about
Daventry and my family before; I was now in a double rush both to rid myself of
the wizard and to rescue my unknown homeland.

Inside, a fire burned away cheerily in the fireplace. A plank table in the room's
center was flanked by three chairs, a huge oversized, overstuffed easy chair---easily
large enough to comfortably seat a bear-a regular straight-backed chair, and one
baby-sized chair. On the table were three bowls of what tasted like porridge. I
shouted "Hello!," but still there was no reply.

Upstairs was a bedroom with three beds-giant-, normal-, and baby-sized. The
place was a bit untidy, as if it had not been swept in a while. Coarse reddish-brown
hair was all over as if some large animal, or animals, had been shedding their winter
fur. Bears perhaps? Things were beginning to look ominous.

The only other thing there was a dresser in one corner, so I opened a drawer
to look inside. A thimble rested among some mended clothes. Now I had found
something in which to collect dewdrops!
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As I ran back down the stairs, the steaming bowls of food gave me an idea.

Porridge would be a perfect dish in which to conceal a magic cookie. I took one of
the bowls from the table as I left; the smallest one seemed just right and easiest to
carry. Then I was out the door.

Outside I knelt by the flower patch and collected as much dew as I could.

Keeping my thumb firmly over the thimble's opening to prevent the drops from
spilling, I hurried toward the sea. All the while I thought of what I had taken from
the house. Necessity had prompted me to do something that I am not sure was

right. Someday, after everything settles down here, I intend to go back and repay

those folks in the forest. I, my family, and Daventry owe them much. I hope that
my thievery is a burden they can bear.

Question: Why go to the ocean?

I wanted to complete the map. I wanted to see if I might find something I
could use against Manannan. I wanted to collect some seawater that I needed for
one of the spells in the book. And I wanted to see if there was a ship that miSht
take me to Daventry. Are those enough reasons?

Anyway, I followed north along the top of the steep dunes, passing through
town until the country began to level. Where the small stream wiggled out of the
woods and poured itself into the sea, I was able to make my way to the edge of the
surf. There I filled my cup with seawater, and elation overcame me. All that I had

risked my life to obtain was now mine, and all I had to do now was get back to
Manannan's house and make the cat cookie. Then I would get back at him, good

and proper.

On the other hand, I had to get back up to the house with a cup of seawater

in one hand, and a thimbleful of dew in the other.

Question: I'm sure that's easier said than done.

You might say that. I was fortunate in that my adventures hunting and
gathering had not taken too long a time; it gave me the opportunity to inch up the
slippery path with the extra care my burden needed. To anyone who might have

been watching me making my snail's progress up the slope, I must have looked a

comical sight. With one hand cupped over the container of seawater and the other
tightly squeezing the thimble of dew, I was forced to hold my arms straight out
from my sides to keep my balance. The more treacherous portions found me

crawling, using my bleeding elbows for leverage. But at last I did get back.

As soon as I entered the wizard's house, I made directly for his secret laboratory.

Through the trapdoor and down the steps I went. Putting aside all that I did not
need, and making double sure of having what I did require, I took the mandrake

root powder from the back shelf. At Manannan's worktable, I opened the book to
the indicated page and followed each step to the letter. After reciting the verses, and

waving the magic wand, I was left with a round, flat cookie with cat hairs sticking



from it. I know that if someone had offered it to me looking like that, I would not
have eaten it.

Actually, I had time to cast two spells. While creating the magic stone for
teleporting at random, I began to notice that time itself seems to stop when the
magical craft is being practiced. It seemed I could stand there working for the longest
while and find later that but little time had gone by. I thought this was very curious.
Helpful, but curious.

With the two spells finished, I left the laboratory as I found it and went back
upstairs. For the last time, I pushed the lever to close the trap and moved the books
into their proper place. For the last time, I put the magic wand back into its cabinet
and locked it away. For the last time, I hid my loot under the cot in my bare room.

I crumbled the cookie into the bowl of porridge. In that form, at least, it looked
edible. This alone I carried to the kitchen, where I waited for Manannan's return.

I may have dozed a bit as I waited for my master in the kitchen, for his voice
and sudden appearance startled me.

"l have returned, Gwydion, and I am ready to eat."

"Yes, master."
He disappeared ftom the kitchen as quickly as he came. Taking the porridge,

I found the old wizard sittinS impatiently at the table.

"Hurry with my food!"

"Anything you sa, master!"

I held my breath as I placed the poisoned porridge in front of Manannan. He

snatched it from me before it had even touched the table, and he began to greedily
devour all that was in the bowl. My late master's table manners were atrocious.
Slurping and grunting and picking his nose, he shoveled down his gullet anything
that was put in front of him.

Some sweat, I'm sure, beaded my forehead as I waited to see if the magic cookie
worked. As he finished, Manannan gave me another of his cold, withering looks.
Poof! My master was gone as usual, whisked from the table.

No sooner had I begun to think that I had failed than I heard the sound of a

cat yowling at my feet. There stood what could only be Manannan on all four furry
feet. I was sure it was he from the smeared porridge still on his whiskered face.

I was free!

Questlon: Can you describe your feelings at that instant?
I think I had no really strong feelings at that moment, except happiness, of

course, and relief. I felt as if I had been holding great chains my entire life, and they
were now gone. I didn't cry, or laugh, or scream to the heavens with joy. Some

things, I have learned, are iust too large to encompass the moment they happen.
I kicked Manannan once to get him out of my sight, not too hard, but firmly

enough to convince him as to who the new master of the houpe was. That was about
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it. I had no time to reflect and celebrate because I had a sister and a familv and a

kingdom still to save.

I must admit that I walked s/owlyback to my room to retrieve my things. There

was no threat of being punished for dawdling, and I savored the moment of
returning there for the last time. And I also walked slowly down to the the secret

laboratory in order to prepare all of the other spells for which I had ingredients.
When I left there, I had no intention of ever returning. I still don't.

With the cactus and its iuice I was able to create an invisibility ointment; with
the dog fur, chicken feather, and snake skin I made a magic dough that allowed me

to understand what animals had to say; with the ocean water and mud I made the
brew of storms. Soon all was finished. Using the magic map I teleported straight to
Llewdor, ready to take on the world-and a three-headed dragon.

I was not prepared to take on pirates.

Question: Pirates?

Oh, yes. There were pirates all right, but I didn't meet them at first. First I
explored around the countryside again, looking for any more stray bits of informa-
tion, weapons, tools, or people who might help me. People, tools, and weapons

were in short supply that day, but I did turn up more information about myself in
places I would not have suspected.

Birds and animals see and hear much in this world, much more than we ever

credit them. They talk about these things amongst themselves, much as people do.

When I put the magic dough that I had made into my ears, it allowed me to overhear
the conversations of many of the creatures of Llewdor. Much of what I heard was

on the order of catching worms or the winter's nut supply, but some concerned me

directly. From a pair of birds singing in a pine tree I heard, once again, that I had a

sister. But they went on to mention that my sister was my twin. Scurrying about a

large rock, one squirrel told another that it was too bad I didn't know my real parents

were King Graham and Queen Valanice; indeed, they thought it sad that I was a

prince and didn't know it.
A lizard in the desert told another that it looked as if I were running away

from Manannan and they wondered how long it might be before I was caught and
punished by the wizard. In all, my plight was well known to the birds and beasts

of the land. They pitied me and hated Manannan.
I used one other of Manannan's spells as I wandered the countryside. At first

I used the magic map to move me about quickly; all I had to do was point to
someplace I had been and I could teleport myself there. Then I thought to try the
wizard's "Teleportation at random" spell. Perhaps itwould take me somewhere I had
yet to discover.

Whenever I rubbed the magic stone-poof!-l would be somewhere else, but
where that somewhere else was to be, I could not predict. Once I ended back in the
laboratory; another time, on the mountain path. After one rub dropped me in the
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middle of the desert, totally lost and afraid another medusa might appear, I decided
to put the magic stone away until I might need it in an emergency. Of course, I
prayed for a scarcity of emergencies and continued my way by map and foot.

In the end, I arrived at the Western Sea, although it is only called that in
Daventry. In Llewdor, the Western Sea kisses the easternmost coast, but then there
are stranger things in this world than how we name our oceans.

In the distance, a sailing ship sat tied up near the pier. I walked up to it, seeing
firsthand the planks and riggings I had only read of before. She had the smell of
the sea about her; not just the smell of seawater, but also of tar and spices and rancid
oils. The aroma of sailors, too long unwashed, drifted from one porthole. A short
gangway connected the ship to the pier, and an old seaman had been set to guard
it. His skin was like ancient, cracked leather, and his voice was cracked also, as if
the man's throat was entirely used up. Few words and less time did the sailor have
for me. "Scram" was about the extent of his reply when I asked about passage.

That's why I walked into the town tavern again. The loud sounds of bawdy
songs and tall seatales shivered the timbers of the establishment, punctuated often
by shouts of "More rum!" aimed at the blonde barmaid. They were a rough-looking
crew, bearing much resemblance to the bandits I had met there before. They were
different individuals, to be sure, but they seemed the same kind of men.

I didn't know they were pirates. There was no way I could tell; my experience
of the world was still greatly limited at the time. I approached the largest man of
the group, the one wearing the gaudiest clothing. He and his men were talking
about setting sail later that day for a distant land across the ocean. They may have
mentioned Daventry, but the noise was too great to make out all the words being
spoken.

The captain looked at me through drunken eyes, and it was the same
expression Manannan wore when he was thinking up some particularly foul
punishment to inflict on me. He promised that he could provide passage for me,
for a price.

"Let's me see how much ya got," he slurred. I took out the purse to count my
remaining coins, but the captain snatched it out of my hand before I had finished.

"Aye, lad, I'll gives ya passage," he said, fondling my gold. "We'll wait for ya
at the wharf, but not fer long!" With that the whole drunken crew drank up and
left. The barmaid looked at me with alarm on her face, but I rushed after the men.
They were my only way home.

Question: When did you find out they really were pirates?

The moment I set foot aboard ship, they raised the gangplank and grabbed
me, twisting my arms behind my back. All of my possessions were taken, and I was
thrown into the cargo hold. It hurt when I landed.
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Despite this, things could have been a whole lot worse. For one thing,
although I didn't know it at the time, the ship was heading for Daventry; it could
have been going elsewhere. Also, while I was a "guest" in the ship's hold, I learned
where the cutthroats had buried their own treasure. This came about as I was

exploring my prison.
The cargo hold extended the entire length of the ship. It was broken into three

areas, all connected, filled with crates and boxes of different sizes, none of which I
was able to open. The part of the hold in which I had landed was directly under a

rope ladder that dangled down through a hole. It was the only way in and out of
where I was. One of the larger crates was set directly under the ladder, but too high
for me to get up on so I could reach the ladder.

Forward from where I had been pitched were the other two compartments,
and in the middle one I found a small crate light enough for me to lift and carry.

My idea was to use the small crate to get high enough to get on the larger one. As

I was picking the box up, I disturbed a number of mice, which along with rats, I
have read, infest all sailing vessels. Two of the vermin were chatting about how the
captain and his mate were talking about where they had hidden their ill-gotten
gains.

"Five paces east of the palm tree where they put ashore in Daventry," one said.

"I sure wish we could do something about it!" replied the other. Their conversation
then turned to fear of cats, and I heard nothing more of any interest to me, although
I suspect the mice might disagree on that point!
Questlon: You found out about pirate treasure ftom mice?

Magic dough in my ears, remember? At the time, the information was

interesting, and tempting, but I had no idea I'd eventually be able to put it to some

practical use.

Anyway, I took the crate, dropped it beside the taller one, and then jumped

on it. From there I was able to jump on top of the big crate, and from there, jump
up and grab the ladder. Hearing no noises above, I climbed up and stuck my head

through the opening.
The ladder continued up above me to the top deck. I was on the second deck

by the ship's wheel. No one seemed to be about at the moment. In front of me, on
the other side of one of the ship's large masts, was a lifeboat with a shovel beside

it. Beyond that were the crew's berths. There was no luxury there; the crew's

quarters, with their thin blankets and hard cots, reminded me of my accommoda-
tions at Manannan's house. Even as I peered inside, I could see fleas jumping

furiously from cot to cot. Lice, I'm sure, also found a cozy home there.
As I moved back to the rear of the ship, I came upon the captain's stateroom.

The furnishings were almost elegant-a comfortable bed, a large sea chest, and a
desk and chair. Above the desk was a chart showing the route the craft was taking.
We were to land at the foot of a mountain range on the northern coast of what



appeared to be a small continent. We were heading toward Daventry the chart
agreed with maps I had seen at Manannan's. I was going home, if I could survive
the journey!

A quick search of the captain's desk turned up nothing, but when I opened
his chest, I discovered all my stolen posessions hidden within. I took them all and
made sure the chest was closed after I finished. That's when I pushed my luck too
far.

I climbed up the ladder to the deck. The bright sun and the reflections from
the waves dazzled me as I popped through to the open air. For a moment I thought
I might escape detection. I crept to the ship's rear and looked into a doorway I had
noticed earlier. The ship's cook saw me though, so I fled back into the sun. Just as

I reached the ladder going down, a couple of rough sailors caught up with me.

"Back down belows deck, ya go, me matey. If we catches ya again, ye'll walk
the plank!"

Once again I found myself in the cargo hold. Once again my body hurt from
the fall. And once again my belongings had been stolen from me. This was

becoming a habit that I didn't need.

Questlon: So, thue you are stuck below deck, threatened with death if you're caught
again. How did you escape?

Patience is an art that I was forced to learn in order to survive my late master,
and it was patience that carried me through my crisis. All I did was wait, and think.

Upon reflection, I realized that if I could get back to the captain's trunk, I had
a pouch of powder that would put people to sleep. With the crew sleeping, I might
be able to swim ashore. First, though, I had to wait until we got near our destination,
and then I had to get the powder back. I ignored the possibility of turning myself
into an eagle and attempting to flt because I didn't know how far from shore I
might be. Eagles may be mighty birds, but they cannot fly forever.

So I sat and waited. And I waited. And I waited some more. I waited until the
ship's lookout cried "Land ho!" I had figured that the crew would be so busy
preparing to make landfall that they would have no time to keep an eye out for
their prisoner. I also figured the captain would be on deck with them at the time.
My assumptions proved conect.

I had waited the endless hours on top of the large crate directly under the
ladder. Pausing but a few moments to allow the crew to get on deck, I hurried up
the ladder to the captain's cabin and retrieved what the pirates had taken. Then it
was back down the ladder into the hold-the dank, dark place necessary for casting
the spell. Moments after reciting the magic words, complete quiet came over the
ship. Up, again, I went. It turned out that there was no way I could move the lifeboat
by myself, so I took the shovel instead. Maybe I'd have a chance to dig for that
buried treasure.
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The ship's deck was littered with slumbering sailors. Stepping over their
bodies, I walked to the front of the vessel where I could see land not too far off to
the east. Overboard I iumped, and began swimming as fast as I could toward the
shore. I had almost made it when the shark showed up.

It was a race I could have easily lost, but an extra burst of speed, followed by
a quick zig, and then a faster zag, brought me to land before I became the shark's

supper. Breathing hard, I collapsed for a moment and let the sun dry my body and
calm my soul. The escape had been much too close.

Question: Fightening, to say the least. You looked for the treasure,I assume?

It really was but a moment's work. Only one palm tree waved on the beach

where I was, and it seemed the same beach as the one marked as the pirates'
destination. I put my back to the tree and marched off the five paces. Then I began

digging.
The small wooden chest was not buried very deeply in the soft sand. It was

warped and tarnished on the outside, but inside were gems and pearls, and gold
and silver. It wasn't very light, but I decided to haul it with me anyway.

Daventry! I was finally home. Not really, of course. I still had to find the castle,

and I had no idea where that might be. Nonetheless, the excitement of being where
I was, and the realization of what I had done to get there, shot through me like
lightning. With a burst of energy and enthusiasm such as I had never known, I
began hiking toward the giant snow-peaked mountains that lay in front of me.

It took a little searching to find the path that started me up the slopes. It began

a little to the northeast of where I dug up the treasure and immediately moved west,

straight to a stop against a large boulder. I climbed the face of that boulder, slowly
because of the weight I was carrying, and because there were not many hand- or
footholds. Up and over I went until I was back on the path to my destiny.

The mountains seemingly continued to march as if moving forever in front
of me. Higher and higher I climbed, the air getting colder and thinner as I went.
Soon traces of snow drifted, breeze blown-not much, but enough to put sparkles

in the sky. Below, a great and beautiful valley began to reveal itself. It was a very
long way down, and the footing had become as treacherous as the path back to
Manannan's castle. Because of this, I forced myself to move as slowly as I could and
still stay warm.

Just past a small waterfall, the path ended in an etemal drop, straight down
to the valley below. To advance I was forced to climb up the falls, up into the deep

snows. I discovered another narrow path there, packed down as if something large

had been stomping through the snow. Soon I was to discover iust what that creature

was.

Do you know what is tall, wide, hairy and ugly and lives in the snow on tall
mountains? Since that time, I have discovered that the creature is known to some
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as the Abominable Snowman. The name, I think, comes from its smell, which makes
the aroma of dirty sailors seem as sweet as that of rose petal essence.

At the time I didn't know what I spied there in front of me on the path, but
I knew I had to get past it. I squatted in the snow and dipped the eagle feather into
the essence I carried. There was enough left to turn me into an eagle for the second
time. The creature had noticed me by then, and you should have seen the look on
its face when I changed form. Anyway, it left me alone as I soared by it.

This time the spell lasted for a much shorter time than it had previously. I
changed back to my own body not far past the monster, and right on the edge of
a precipice. I had no choice but to clamber down the south face; it was that or face
the snowman.

The short, dangerous climb down to the small ledge immediately below was
merely a taste of what was to follow.
Question: It got worse?

You should have been there. I could have used some help.
I had deposited myself on the sheer side of a cliff that was dotted with caves.

Below my ledge and to the side, other openings beckoned. The problem was that
from where I was, I couldn't get to them, so I explored the cave in front of me. It
was extremely dark there, as you might imagine, but after a few minutes of groping
about, I emerged back into sunlight. I was on one of the other ledges, high on the
far east side of the cliff! I almost fell off as I emerged, and told myself to be more
careful-that brought me a chuckle!

I had no choice but to brave the cliff face this time. Moving to the far left of
my ledge, I began creeping my way on a diagonal to the ledge in the center of the
rock wall. There were iust not enough holds for me to get there, though, so I had
to crawl straight down past it to the centermost of the three bottom caves. Here I
was forced back into the darkness, for I had barely enough room to stand on the
ledge, much less move.

This cave also was connected to another-the one on the far west of the cliff.
Here, too, the drop was abrupt. After some consideration I began rock climbing yet
again. Yet again I tried for the center ledge.

This was the hardest climb I have ever made. Straight up I went, the places
where I put my hands and feet so shallow that they may have only been wishes.
Straight up, and then away from the safe spot, and then up, over, and down to it.
From there, I went through the cave, emerging at a path heading down in an easterly
direction. Despite the slowness of my movements, exhaustion from exertion began
to overtake me. I sat there for some time waiting for my strength to come back.
After a bit, I began to descend from the clouds in the direction of my true home.

As I joumeyed down the eastern flank of those mountains, descending
through that land in the clouds, I became invigorated by the slowly returning
warmth that the lower elevations brought. The snow and rocks soon turned to green
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grass and trees, and the path broadened into a veritable highway compared to what
I had just been over. It seemed as though the closer I came to the valley floor, the
more I became convinced that the worst of my iourney was over.

Question: And it wag of course. But surely you kncw thue might be a dragon in your

fature?
A lesson we all learn in life, I suspect, is that when things start coming to you

too easily, then it's time to watch where you're going. In my case, I wasn't watching,

and when the road surface abruptly changed to air, I found myself falling head over

heels.
It wasn't a grcat fall. Indeed, most of it was rolling and sliding down the slope,

but it was nasty enough for me to be reminded about how quickly death can come

when you start getting smug. I had finally arrived in my father's kingdom, and I

hoped no one had seen my entrance.

Question: What though5 went through your mind when you realized you had finally
arrived here?

Obviously I was shocked and depressed. I had expected a beautiful country a

land of cool woods and blue lakes. Instead I was overwhelmed by the devastation

and destruction all around me.

Cracks had been torn in the earth, boulders were strewn all around as if quakes

had pulled them down from the mountain. A large, black cave was at the mountain's
base with what appeared to be the remnants of door hinges still hanging from the

raw rock. I could see stone stairs leading up into the cave's interior, and I wondered

where they led.

To the west the country looked as if it had once been beautiful' Now the

landscape was dotted with blasted trees and charred vegetation. A well stood amid

this sad scene, filled with rocks. I followed a stone wall north, passing through more

scenes of what I now assumed to be signs of a dragon's wrath. Topping a short rise,

my heart soared when I saw the spires of a grand castle in the distance. I knew this
must be the home of my true parents, and I moved toward it as fast as I could.

At once I came across a run-down old shack-the first sight and sound of life
I had encountered since coming down the mountain. On the shack's collapsing

porch sat an incredibly ancient little man. "Wizened," I think, is the proper word

to describe him, like the ragged pit of a fruit set to dry too long in the sun' He was

rocking away on a chair that must have been as old as he was, and was tooting a

happy melody on a tin whistle. As I approached closer, I was surprised to find a

merry twinkle lighting eyes that still shone with both life and intelligence.

"It's about time you got here, Prince Alexander. Welcome home!"

At that moment the universe froze for me-l had finally learned who I really

was. I would have wept with relief and exhaustion, but the gnome would not let

me. Staring at me with a gaze that demanded rcspect and attention, he went on to
tell of the great dragon who was responsible for the devastation I had encountered.
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The three-headed beast had demanded the sacrifice of a maiden, and my own twin
sister, Rosella, had been offered as the kingdom's ransom. Even as we spoke, she

was in the clutches of the fire-breathing monster, and her time was running out.
She would be cinders by sunset.

I listened to all the little man had to say. The king and queen, my parents,

were so overcome by grief and responsibility for their actions that they had locked
themselves away in the castle. All were turned away from there. Only I, he told me,
could save Rosella and Daventry and if I didn't get up the stairs in the mountain
to her soon, there would be no princess to rescue at all.

Like vengeance itself, I flew to the cave with the stairs. I wasn't sure how I
would set Rosella free and kill the dragon, but I hoped I would think of something.
Up those rock- and pebble-strewn stairs I raced to their very top. There a large
opening gave way to an expanse entirely surrounded by clouds, strangely hot and
moist at the same time. This place, too, was scorched, the charred trunks of trees

reaching to the sky like the arms of the dead begging salvation. The clouds were so

pervasive that I cautioned myself to pay attention to where firm ground ended and
clouds began.

I could hear the sounds of a large body moving not far from me to the west.
As I crept there, I could see the massive beast, smoke drifting out of its six nostrils,
circling a girl who was bound to a stake. A corrosive fluid dripped from all its maws

and sizzled the earth when it splashed. Its scales were covered with moisture, and
where its claws gripped the ground, great gobs of earth were ripped out.

Rosella was struggling to free herself. I could see her muscles straining against
the ropes, the veins and tendons of her neck quite visible from the effort. She was

screaming in terror, as would anyone faced with the sure knowledge of being
scorched to death at any moment by a reptile the size of a large house. I realized I
couldn't get closer to the dragon at all because its three heads allowed the monster
to see in all directions at once.

Invisibility was the only answer, and I possessed the means to disappear from
sight. Rubbing the invisibility ointment on my body, I saw my arm fade from sight.
Intending a major diversion, I then took out the iar containing the storm brew. If
this spell also worked, I should have enough time to rescue Rosella, and the rain
would douse the dragon's flames.

I was half right.
Invisibly, I crept right up near to the beast's tail. I wanted to be very close

when I performed the spell, so the monster would get the full brunt of the deluge.

Stirring the storm brew with my finger, I recited the words to the sky and waited
for the rainstorm.

The spell calls a lightning and thunder storm; rain is secondary. The sky
blackened to night at once. CRACK! CRASH! BAM! BI-AM! and a lot of other
explosive noises tore through the heavens. The lightning was harrowing in its
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ferocity. Deadly, too, for the bolts shot straight at the green monster as if mating
with it. Moments later it was dead, thundering the ground as its bulk collapsed. The
rain washed over me, and with it came the knowledge that I had saved Rosella and,
presumably, all of Daventry.

Wasting no time, I walked around the sizzling bulk, making sure to avoid the
unsure footing of the clouds, and untied my now-sobbing sister.

"Who are you?" she muttered.
"l am Prince Alexander, your twin brother," I announced. She looked as if she

didn't quite believe me, something I could surely understand. But she kept staring
at me, trying to see her own face reflected in mine.

"l'll explain it to you later," I told her. "Let's get back to the castle." With that,
I gave Rosella a great hug of happiness and a kiss of vast affection on the forehead.

"lt's so good to be home," I sobbed. "lt's so good to be home!"
I think that's when Rosella believed me.

Questlon: And your first meeting with King Graham and Queen Valanice?

Other than hate and fear, emotions had been entirely absent from my life. I
had been living in a void, ignorant of love, joy, and triumph. That day I experienced
those emotions, fully and for the first time. With ioyous shouts we were met by the
old gnome as we made our way to Castle Daventry. Gleefully he ran ahead of us to
announce our return to my parents. Around us the aura of doom and oppression
seemed washed away, as if by the great, cleansing storm.

Banners waved as I entered the castle for the first time. I stared in awe at the
grandeur of its interior. The throne room, however, faded in front of my eyes when
I saw my parents for the first time. My father stood tall and proud, every inch the
way I had always imagined kings. My mother seemed the most beautiful woman
ever to have lived. Tears were in their eyes-and mine, too-as we iust looked at

each other for a few moments. The first words came from Mother, and they seem

almost funny in retrospect. Note well: they were not at the time.

"Alexander, where have you been all these years?"

"Rosella, you're safe!"

With those words we all broke down in tears and began embracing each other
until all were exhausted from emotion. Merlin's Mirror, which had been dull since

the night I was kidnapped, shone again, ready to foretell the future. Miracle upon
miracle seemed to descend upon us. Joy and happiness reigned unbound.

At last, my father took an old hat with a bright red feather from a peg by the
throne and announced that, with his family together again finally, his own
adventuring days were over. In ecstasy he tossed the hat to Rosella and myself.

For a brief, shining, wonder-filled moment, the hat floated in air, slowly
soaring to our outstretched hands. It was the happiest moment in my life.

It should have lasted longer than it did.
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raveyards are far from common anywhere in this world, and to find one
as extensive and full of authentic atmosphere as the one in east-central Tamir is

worth a detour for any traveler. As always, bring along some food and drink, wear
sturdy walking shoes, and be prepared to spend the day. For hardier souls, especially
those with a taste for being frightened, be prepared to spend the night.

Cemeteries change much when the sun is gone; what seems normal and
mundane by day turns supernatural and ghastly by night. Then the restless dead

haunt between the crypts and moan their ways between the tombstones. Zombies
search for fresh flesh and human brains. In all, it is a most enchanting chance to
experience death without having to cross over to the other side yourself.

If you are intrigued by a darkside sojourn, do remember to carry along some
protection. Garlic, religious symbols, or prayers offer good security for many, but if
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you have none of these, black scarabs can be obtained occasionally from witches,
hags, or other magic users. These too offer sufficient protection from the undead,
but at some price. Prices vary from gold coins or simple tasks to various parts of
living anatomy, so do be careful to know the price before you agree to buy. In any

event, heed this warning: Do not enter the cemetery at night without protection.
Zombies, ghouls, and ghosts may be fun and exciting to watch, but you wouldn't
want to become their dinner. If you have no protection, leave before dark.

Nonetheless, even if you can't stay for the evening's festivities and color, there
is plenty to see and do during daylight. Your first stop should be the old Whateley
Manor, which broods over and dominates the entire neighborhood. This massive

edifice was not built in Tamir; it and the two adjacent graveyards were transported
to their present location complete and entire<xactly in the decayed state we see

them today-from the Other World. They somehow were carried along when
certain inhabitants of the town of Innsmouth withdrew to this universe.

Not often do inanimate objects make the transition here, so the folk of
Innsmouth must have been very powerful sorcerers. We don't know much about

them; most apparently ran into the sea and disappeared immediately upon arriving
in Tamir. They spoke little; they left no tales. The ones who stayed on land gurgled
what little information has been passed down, and then locked themselves within
the mansion. They disappeared from sight, and soon the eerie glows and rays which
stabbed from the house at night vanished also. In time the hauntings began.

No living creature inhabits the house, and the spirits who haunt it speak of
little except their own torments. Nighttime visitors have been known occasionally
to be rewarded for listening to the ghostly pleas and performing some slight service

to aid in putting the poor creatures' souls to rest.

Inside the creaky house can be seen the remains of a once grand private library;
many of the original furnishings still remain to give us a sense of its former grandeur.

Above the cold fireplace hangs a large oil portrait of an unknown young woman,
not overly pretty, with a somewhat mischievous expression on her face. Her

twinkling eyes do not look at you directly, but sneak off glancing at some prank
somewhere to her right. If you follow that sly stare across, you will find a little latch
that helps conceal a secret door in the wall. Local legend claims the mischief is that
you will never, ever, see that latch if you don't look at the mystery woman first. You

might like to experiment to see if the tale is true. Through that door a secret passage

Ieads up to a tower room dominated by a massive and ancient pipe organ. Those

few who know how to play such an exotic instrument say its tone is as eerie as its

environment demands.
Much more time can be spent admiring the furnishings in the other parts of

Whateley Manor. The bedrooms, though dusry still seem to wait for their owners
to return. In one of those bedrooms there is even a secret ladder ascending into the
old attic. All in all, one could not ask for a more perfect haunted house.
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Grave MattersFor this reporter and traveler, the real highlight of a visit to the area is

exploring the graveyards. There are two: one to the east of the manse, the other to
the west. A large, locked crypt dominates the eastern cemetery. Built into the very
rock of the mountains, some say the tomb was there even before the manor
appeared. Priestesses of Aegypt are rumored to have hidden their own mystic
treasures within and sealed the gate with Words of Power. There is a keyhole,
however, so while no one has been able to force their way inside, the finder of the
proper key might be able to discover the crypt's secrets.

Many are the people who have been buried in the Whateley graveyards.

Nobles and commoners alike rest near each other beneath the earth. How easily

they rest is their problem. For tourists, however, reading the gravestones can prove
both informative and sometimes amusing. These stones sum up a person's life in
iust a few words, yet one cannot help but be moved to some emotion by many
engravings.

Consider this epitaph on the northernmost grave on the western side of the
East Yard:

L,{;6
F,€oo€p, beae Lles--f;rlt Fo/p:Beo,a-
to R:eao rnoELe u)ltt]o,(lt o teotr.,
q)e4 ccr)DoX specd< tl]le ?est,

Uou n)qy uJeep- 17L s,rrlllte rny Bp.'eo/sX,

gplleFpp.eoeDxlDgy oiDo xb,ls sxorre,
too srnoll to 8e (LtalxxeD oD.

orly tlrls--a LIttLe BoU,
uJlW - ID o/Bp.:(Jn's Bosorn's lofo

A boy, it seems was laid to rest by his grieving parents, perhaps with a favorite
toy grasped in his small hands.

Here is another:

Bextu C:o,(^)-o,o/'']

r6to-r.669
bep:eLlesxlze BooJ oF Bexty c(xtJ1oeQ
tnlzo cttocLoLloe Loogeut sl>e couoer>
rcnRocr, o,ao gn:leF raooe hea oecoy

rnlren she lost ltee-Lqtep- ax sec: qre @y
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Somehow the mix of the poetry and the image of a pretty young woman
grasping a locket containing the image of her lover tells us more than the few words
declare.

I've made copies of most of the other stones in both parts of the cemetery.
Here are some samples, again from the eastern plot:

t6s4-t6tc
slze ocrrel)ep Besx

aonr>oolptt lJ€tep,-
tt75 xo r6e9

tntzoefue Uq) GLe.
xaeoo so$tLy, 1 eqcR:eox UO(L

FoR rF be cb,cnce xo(^)&e,
Be suFLe trc1L eot yut

ax LengtD rDt FR:ierl_os, tbe Ferex o'g. Llpe 1s o'ep,
It)e eox s(+Flc'leDq qto lLL eqc rn rrloEret

n)U rjllgrjx Is co,r]r)e, ttrc sD€,rtt o Jp.UFc.ilL @y,
tls xlwze xo pon| Br.rt d)l.-<uJbcrt ts xo poy?

u)lXblr: Xttls gexte ooLle,
Brck to eack rnt uJlFe o,Do- l:

rpben xtre Loax xn:(nnp xlre dn.. stnLL gLL
19. stre gexs (p, ILL tast [Ie stl[[

?eBec:C:a Fp.:eeLd)O
1.'98

slze oporT< gooo aLe, gcxto prnch q)o rrtlDe
d)o Llu/eo to xlte aqe oF gg
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lzepe Lles o poon (L)ornoD u)l)o rrJos dcl.nys tin:eo,

sle Llueo lnolzouse u)l:eln.elreLp ucosr:tblln:eo:
bep- Lctex rooRos on ec''R]Xl> cL'/eFLe: oeoF.- Fp..leDos. 1 qD golDg

to clJlrep.:e tbep.:eb rn ccrckiDg, cm- ucrelzlag!, oa sec,/IDg,,

Foa eoep.trcl2lD.g Xbep:e Is exoc:t to rrry u)lsbes,
FoarJ)ll€;p.:e XtEy oo/r)t eqt th'ep.e's rto tpcrelzlDg oF olsbes.,

I1L Be uctlen:e Lorto qtt}:etr:s UJILL aLrnoys Be n:IDgIDg,
Bcrt bu)iD,g no oo.lce 111 ae quft oF tbe sIDglDg,

oclat raortntl Foarr)e f)ocr), oon't rf)ouEtn Foa rne Deoear
l am goIDB to oo rx)Xblrlg Foa- eoep- ctr)o eoep.

The graves are more numerous and densely packed in the western plot. Here,
too, a child lies buried, an infant this time. The tiny tombstone is partially obscured
by tree branches and is in the back of the plot, on its western edge. I imagine a tiny
rattle accompanying him in his rest:

Xo Xl:e eoep. Ltotng n)en)oln.t op bln.clrn aeDDeO
BffiU s(J/'r) oF eo,uJoRo- u)O so/R:attBerllrpX,
rntn ey a s(/ooeD - scrRpR.tse geLL reLeep

ttze ].rXbo({l/ oFr]0,|J/er7 Bep., att'
ogeo 6 ntcvtXbs

Compare that epitaph to this one, written for a man in his strength:

sxR:olDg oDo ot}2Letlc uJ(Is n\! SR:o/rr2e;

Foia FR:orDrr']A Dcltlu/eborne I cerrre,
uto raorlg For/lgt]t uJlXl) sltrxrD B{ane;

aLad- eut Lloeo rcx xo ?etupJ)

Lest you shoulo n:uie Axmt- care Xoo Lotei
lF Aorrlz<xte e,oevr- Fo,rl,ght Begone.

oetep,rDlDe Dof,)J to FgttX n<) rr oR:e

By now, I think you get the idea of the variety of emotions and sentiments
expressed in tombstones. It really is a pity that we do not often bury our dead here.
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It is this fact alone, though, that makes a trip to Tamir, and especially to the
Whateley Manor and cemetery so rewarding.

When you visit, bring along some parchment and chalk or charcoal. Hold the
parchment over the stones and then rub gently. When you are done, you will have
a reproduction of the tombstones to keep as a souvenir of your journey. Remember,
if you want to watch the undead, wear your protection! You could end up like
them...or worse!

Here are some more engravings from the west yard:

LC)RO co,lfnsBf, : L]'.8- r@6
sLeeryxhbepe lnnle'ace:

cttl2ornao,BLe rnq>
o rtoLlrllrtt sololep.

lze repoeo l2is C,o,c[Dtp.il uoeLL

l pLont tttere sbreaBs (ry)n A(x)a €lnrx)e. oe<ra u)lpe-
tbot so,rr)ethlag on tk:ls snoX rDoA BoosX oF [lfe.
sbn.uss rDrllst u)Itl)ep- ar;o aLL eopth rr zist n.oX)

st>n:r.ns rDqy n.eoloe: Bu;x Uo(+ xbc;r rrk heu:ert, u)ILL Dox

tfus
bepe Lles rreuJaen.at uJlLl

bls Llge rnos ffr:llslreo touse lre Xo<*, lLL
Bax Dorre1l n]fss blrtt, lre sltouLo'.Je SeeD ( )lseEL,

tls lrfs orDr] Fo,aLA Fc>zgs1'2'trrcb orDlrea

lreae Lles xlre BooA oF rnoip.t arxt Lotnoep,
stze

collJ-eo Fn.orr': thfs ratoR.lo tolree-beusealg ?est,
sbe slzc>rlo lzcxte uJo,lteo ttll tt eF.Fen.rsesceo

lrepel o.r :/l

w,



tlleple l Lle uJlthrrzy xbaee @agbxeas,
rnb<> oteo oRtDkIDg cbeLxtxfrD uJoftepa

f$.tne lxto sXrrck to epsurz soLX,
uce sbouLo rxtX sLeep Ia tl':ts coLo <tqtLx

t}:oee's c(:rLpse

slx FeeXBeDeoXl)
tl:ls Fr:rrencLrnpeqctt
ts l(Ito (ry)Dttre stzeLl

ooe Je?eg Jorw
rlrbo oeclt ID Bo'':le-.

olno Do,(n lre's Borres |.llrnreLf

eerreoXl)tbls sXorre, oLr.rnp op. cLqy,
LIes rllrtcLe oetep.. ouzleLs,

r/.)lto, eorRw ID Xlre n><>ntb oF rr2(+y.

took oFF klls u)lDteR FLo,rx)el-s

be oorre oleo

O?- l LeXsorne
u*ED peopLeb lLL xbey corne to 1

T

so,rlretlrrres XvEU Lloe, sornetlrnes tlrey ole;
uJhdx's thdt's xo fl 1LexsorDe.

o,eDXlsX BR.o(L)n

s@il)gerlrl- qpaoatclz thls spot uJlXb gaq)Ityl-
aolxt se(xtJrr Is FII-[fr]g bfs Lost cq)lxyl-

IA

Grave Matters
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...That's when the ancient coffin opened and a

ftgure lurched out at Rosella.
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Ihe Peri [s of tosetta

From

his is Rosella's story, although to tell it I must begin with myself.

Rosella lies quiet noq recovering from her ordeals. She has told me her story,
again and again, trying to purge many of its horrors from her mind, to make them
less real for the retelling. She begs me to record her recounting, ink to parchment,
before the facts grow cold and distant. This I do gladly for my daughter who risked
all, again and again, for love of her father.

My children are finally safe and my husband is again well. Daventry is

rebuilding. A peace seems to be settling on the land like a weary warrior home from
the wars sinking into a comfy chair. The fit is good-the fighter and the chaiq
Daventry and peace. All want and pray for the end of the troubles, and release from
the weariness that steals people's strength and souls. We pray the peace does not
pass as quickly as the almost-remembered dream of a quiet night.

I am Valanice of Kolyma, daughter of Coignice, who was a miller's daughter,
and Cedric, a prince of that fair and tropic land. Now I am wife and love to King
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Graham of Daventry who rescued me from the Crystal Tower of the Enchanted
Isles, and who is father of our twin children, Alexander and Rosella. I have some

small reputation as a scholar versed in the history and folklore of our world, but I
am more comfortable as a teacher of young minds, getting ioy from the smiles of
discovery beaming from children's faces.

The pleasure of seeing those smiles on Alexander's face was denied me, as was

his childhood and youth, after he was stolen from his cradle by the shores of Lake

Maylie. But Rosella-ah, my darling Rosella-she I taught, both as student, daugh-
ter, and heir to the throne of Daventry. AII I knew, and all I learned, I offered her,

as did my husband. Histories, geography, folklore, common sense, and rules of
thumb; swimming, running, riding, shooting, and fighting; stories of honor,
courage, valor, humor, and humility; tales of love, death, and hard choices-all
these she devoured, as if hungry to learn enough for two. She also learned to climb
trees and clean house, sing, play the flute, the lute, and all the keyboards, speak

politely, listen quietly, and survive alone in wilderness.

All of our love we gave to our princess, and when the dragon-Oh, vile
beast!-demanded her as sacrifice against the total destruction of all Daventry and

its people, she returned that love by willingly going to meet that flaming doom.
She had learned well about hard choices, and marched with sure, firm steps, back

straight and head held high, to the appointed place. Only one small, quiet tear

glistened on her young face as she kissed us farewell for what we all thought to be

the final time. As she disappeared into the mountain, Graham and I were devastated

with loss.

I think it was the immensity of emotion, combined with the sudden and
complete change of fortune, that brought about my husband's collapse. Rosella was

gone but two or three hours when the gnome came shouting to the castle's gates

that she was safe and well. We went from the pit of grief to the pinnacle of happiness

in the time it took to hear "Rosella is safe, the kingdom is saved!" This news, this
happy shock, left Graham and I so weak-kneed that we literally could not stand

after hearing it. Thus it was that we were sitting on our thrones to greet the daughter
who came back to us as if from the dead. She was leading her long-lost and
presumed-dead brother, our only son, Alexander, by the hand.

It seemed hours, but 'twas only minutes that we laughed and cried and hugged

and cried and cried and cried some more. In a world where miracles often happen,
where the impossible sometimes only takes a little longer, that for which we had
given up all hope stood embracing us. After almost eighteen years, we were a family
again.

It lasted less than an hour.
In the euphoria of the occasion, Graham went and took the old hat he called

his "adventurer's hat"-the rumpled one with the red feather-and tossed it to



the children, offering them their future. It was still drifting down towards their
outstretched hands when my beloved Graham dropped to the floor, clutching his
chest. As I said, I think too many strong emotions in too short a time are what felled
him.

With all haste he was taken to our chambers and the royal physicians
summoned. They could do no good. Nothing helped my husband; neither their
healing herbs and ointments, magical invocations, nor laying on of hands. Death
seemed certain and certainly soon.

Rosella, who had iust so recently stared at her own death, could not bear to
witness her father's imminent end. New tears burst from her as she rushed to the
throne room so as to grieve alone. "lf there were only something I could do!" she
demanded of the empty air, knowing that no answer could come. But one did!

A soft voice whispered to her from nowhere, "lf you really want to help, look
into the magic mirror, for help is there." Unbelieving and startled, Rosella quickly
turned to face Merlin's Mirror, which tells the future and tells it true. She watched
it shimmer and saw a woman's face appear. The image was that of the fairy Genesta
who some say is the queen of all the fairies. Genesta told Rosella of a magic tree
that bears just one fruit every hundred years, and how that fruit cures all ills,
bestowing perfect health for many years upon the one who eats it. Genesta offered
to take Rosella to Tamir where the tree was, even then, bearing its unique fruit.
Genesta's magic would carry her to the far land.

There was something in the way Genesta made the offer that caused my
daughter to refrain from elation. "There's something you're not telling me, I think.
I would accept the fruit gladly for my father's sake. But, why can,t you simply bring
it here? Why do I have to go there?"

Genesta nodded. "Life is never simple, is it? If you come here, I will explain.
But you must make up your mind quickly, for my powers are fading and, once here,
I might not be able to help you return. It is King Graham's only hope, and you must
decide now if you truly wish to help your father!" Rosella says that doubts and
indecision crossed her mind at that moment. They crossed her mind and then faded
away behind a courageous and determined, "Yes, I will go!"

"What should I bring? Oh!" Rosella had continued speaking following her
vigorous nod of agreement. These words were not spoken in the throne room of
Castle Daventry however, but on a lonely beach by an ocean. Genesta,s magic had
carried her there in the time between words. Rosella assumed she was now in Thmir.
"I never expected to get here this quickly," she murmured in her amazement.

It seemed a fair place. Looking around, she saw a golden beach stretching
north and south and a small river flowing out of the east through flower-filled
meadows. The ocean filled all of the west, although Rosella thought she could barely
see the faint outline of an island in the distance. on the other hand, it iust might
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have been clouds or fog; she wasn't sure. As she stared across the waves, three dots

appeared flying towards her, soon resolving themselves into the forms of Genesta

and two other creatures, fairies of the tiny race. They all floated noiselessly to the
ground in front of her.

Rosella was stunned by Genesta's beauty, but the fairy queen carried a sad and

desperate expression upon her face. "Welcome to Tamir," she said. "Yesterday, while
I walked through the nearby woods, an evil fairy by the name of Lolotte attacked

me. She stole a magic Thlisman from around my neck, leaving me, I think, for dead.

I was not, although I will be soon, for the Thlisman is the source of much of my
magic. My powers have already diminished, and if the Talisman is not recovered

within 24 hours, I will die! Lolotte is evil and hates me. She will use the Talisman

for evil purposes and contaminate the land. Only you can stop her."

Genesta went on to say that she thought Rosella could get into Lolotte's castle,

which lurked above Thmir in the Impossible Mountains. To help, she waved her

wand and transformed my daughter's gown into the simple dress of a peasant girl,

saying the disguise would help if Lolotte captured her.

"But, what about my father? What about the magic fruit?"
"The fruit is on a tiny tree, on a tiny island in a swamp. The swamp is on the

other side of the mountains, on the other side of a waterfall, and on the other side

of a dark and fearsome cave-the lair of the troll. That is where you must go to find
it. However, I will not be able to return you to Daventry unless I have the Talisman,

so you must get it back from Lolotte and bring it to me on my island. It is the only
hope for me, Tamir, and your father!" With that, Genesta and her fairies flew back

over the waves and out of sight.
"Thanks a lot!" my daughter grumbled. "But then, I'm not tied to a stake, face

to snouts with a three-headed, fire-breathing dragon! My father, mother, and

brother all have done impossible things; it's my turn to show them up!"

Lolotte and the Impossible Mountains lay to the east, so Rosella set her steps

that way, following the cold river. She had not gone far when she was surprised by
the sight of a unicorn standing in a fragrant meadow next to where the river turned
north. Some say the unicorn is a mythic beast that does not exist in fact, but there

it stood, spotted-gray in color, its head nodding and sunlight glinting off its long,

golden horn. The great, magical horned horse grazed among the wildflowers'
Startled at the sound of Rosella coming close, the beast bolted away.

Saddened at not being able to gaze longer upon the unicorn, Rosella continued
following the river north, then east, until she came to a stone bridge crossing the

stream. As she came closer to what she thought a charming span, a sparkle caught

her eye where a stray ray of sunlight slipped under the bridge. Kneeling, she got a

good look at what appeared to be a ball-a golden ball the size of a large button.
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Rosella admired the ball's luster and hefted it. Heavier than it looked, it must have
been made of pure gold. She put the treasure into one of the many pockets of her
peasant dress and followed the stream east.

The river meandered calmly through the trees, on and on. Soon it even flowed
directly through the roots of an oak so large that a small, two-story house was built
between the giant branches on the river's bank. A red door beckoned her to knock;
perhaps here she could get help on her dual quests. Three knock brought silence.
Rosella thought someone should be home because a thin trail of smoke drifted out
of the chimney. Gingerly, she opened the door and shouted, "Anyone here?

Yoo-hoo!" Still there was no answer. So she started looking around. The place was
an absolute, abysmal mess. In the sink were dirty dishes that looked as if they had
been unscrubbed for weeks with crusty remains of half-finished meals stuck tight
to them. Yuk!

It looked even worse to Rosella upstairs. Still calling for anyone who might be
there, she discovered one large bedroom containing seven small beds. At least at
the time she thought there were seven. So bad was the mess there-with dirt-caked
clothes and boots strewn everywhere, stiff socks with odors that brought her close
to retching, and filthy bedding that appeared to move under its own power-Rosella
was sure no one who lived there knew just what the debris hid. There could have
been an entire village there that she couldn't see. It was beyond yuk!

Down the stairs and outside my daughter ran, hoping to get some fresh air.
Breathing deeply, she crossed the gentle river and walked to the hilly woods just
south of the house. The scent of pine and fresh earth soon cleared her head. I thought
my room was messy, she told herself. Before long, Rosella spotted a door in one of
the hills, apparently the entrance to a mine. The sound of people digging came
from within, and she thought perhaps these folk might be able to give her some
help.

Inside she found seven stocky people, dwarfs by their appearance, digging
what looked like diamonds from the earth. They were so dirty from their labors that
she was sure that these were the folk who lived in the tree house. The mine even
smelled much the same. "Hello!" she cried, trying to get their attention. Their
attention she got all right. The dwarfs looked up at her, but their looks weren't very
friendly. Grumbling, they went back to their work, but one especially grumpy
looking one told her gruffly, "Scram!"

Rosella scrammed-right back to their filthy home. While not exactly hot-
headed, my daughter does not take insult lightly. She felt her treatment by the
miners was insulting and some retribution was in order. She cleaned their house.

I know it seems like a stupid idea: she has a little less than a day to accomplish
two life-or-death quests and she spends some of the precious time getting even for
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some imagined insult. That's my daughter; she has always been her own woman.
It's hard, but we must always remember that we cannot live our children's lives for
them. Not that anyone could have stopped her at the time.

Why clean house, though? She tells me that in her messy room, she knows

exactly where everything is and figured the same must be true of the seven dwarfs.

By cleaning the filth and clutter, they might never find anything again, and this
would be sweet payback. And it was a small house.

The dwarfs walked in just as she finished. Rosella heard them coming, but all
she could do was hide in a corner and hope they'd iust kick her out when they
found her. She would not lie. She would admit to what she did, but she didn't have

to tell them why. Anyway, they probably wouldn't hurt someone for cleaning,

would they? They wouldn't.
One by one they filed into the kitchen and poured themselves bowls of

steaming soup. Perhaps they were too tired from their labors, but they didn't see

Rosella and they didn't see the cleaning. Finally, one by one, their bowls full, they
sniffed and looked around. Grins burst out on their tired faces as they noticed both
the clean state of affairs and my daughter. So delighted were they with what they
saw, they actually thanked Rosella and asked her name, and would she like to sit
with them and join in supper? Rosella smiled back. She too was no longer angry,

and hungrily she ate some of the soup. It was surprisingly good.

The dwarfs had never heard of Daventry but they were well aware of Lolotte
and held no love for her. Such was the conversation while all finished the brief
meal. They could offer no news or information to aid her. "Well, it's off to work we

go," groused the grumpy dwarf from the mine. With a hearty "Heigh Ho!" they
pushed themselves away from the table and started back to their mine. Rosella could
hear them singing a marching song as they disappeared.

Clearing the dishes from the table before she too left, Rosella saw a thick blue
pouch lying amongst the empty bowls; one of the miners must have forgotten it.
Opening it up she discovered a large handful of sparkling diamonds, a fortune for
miners such as these. She quickly hurried after them to the mine, to return the
precious stones. I did raise her to be honest.

Inside the mine, diamonds sparkled and glittered from the walls. The dwarfs

were already busily working; Rosella stopped the first miner she saw and offered

him the pouch. "Thanks. Keep'em," he said. "I don't want'em!" And that's the way

it was from all of the dwarfs. She walked deeper into the mine, and each one gave

her the same answer: "Nah, you keep it. We got plenty."
At the very back of the mine, the grumpy one looked up and Sently told her

that he didn't want the diamonds either; anryay, the mine was no place for a girl
like her. "Here, take this," he said, handing her an extra lantern. "lt iust might come



in handy sometime. Now, skedaddle!" Rosella did just that, being careful not to fall
down the narrow path out from the shaft.

When she had arrived at the tree house the second time, Rosella caught a
glimpse of another house beyond the trees somewhat to the north. Any help she
could get she wanted, so she turned her steps north past the dwarfs'place. She now
thought of it as the home of friends.

The trees got thicker as she moved north, and they led to a graveyard just a

little west of the large house she had seen. Graveyards are not common, I know,
but it is said that they are creepy even in the harshest light of day. This one, shrouded
by trees both alive and dead, seemed that way to Rosella. She stopped briefly to read
the inscriptions on a few of the tombstones. At the back there was even the grave
of a six-month-old infant who had died in its slee5Oh, so sad it was!-but she
kept her legs moving mostly east to what now appeared to be an old manor house.
Rosella kept looking over her shoulder, sure someone, or something, was following
her, and that the cold breeze she felt on her neck blew from some unwholesome
place.

The manor house wasn't much more comforting; ancient and falling apart, it
too sent shudders up and down Rosella's back. No smoke left its chimney; it might
well have been abandoned. Nonetheless, Rosella walked the few stairs to the door
and knocked loudly. As was the case at the dwarfs' house, no reply came to any of
her repeated knock and shouts. With a deep breath for extra courage, my daughter
opened the creaky door and entered.

Rosella was not at all surprised at the many cobwebs she had to wave through.
Abandoned houses grow them much as we grow nails on fingers and toes; they
always grow back. She found herself in the entryway where a staircase led up to
several open doorways. A mirror stood at the foot of the stairs, and in it she saw the
reflection of a pretty peasant girl. With a start Rosella realized that the girl was
herself. A grandfather clock showed the only sign of life-the steady ticking of time
reminded her that both her father's and Genesta's lives would run out of ticks the
following dawn.

To her right, Rosella found the dust-incrusted dining room, and past that was
an utterly cold kitchen. Rosella imagined it had been many years since it had been
used. Indeed, it must have been many years since the house itself had been occupied
by anything other than mice and spiders. To the left of the entrance hall she found
an equally cold parlor; no fire in the hearth, but a few moldy books still sat on the
dusty shelves. A large portrait of a young girl hung over the fireplace, its eyes

seeming to stare at the parlor's left wall. Rosella's eyes followed that gaze and noticed
something. Examining the left wall, she discovered a little latch where one of the
bookcases and the wall met. She flipped the latch and it opened a secret door into
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the wall. On the other side of that door, Rosella looked on a narrow staircase going
up, and a shovel leaning against one stone wall.

Shouting "Hello!" yet again, my daughter went up those stairs that were so

narrow twisty, and slick with damp that she was ever in danger of tumbling down
to the stone floor, perhaps to her death. At the top-Oh, endless climb!-she found
an old pipe organ and nothing else. The organ played well and had good tone, but
there was nothing to keep Rosella there-other than her displeasure in having to
climb down those treacherous stairs wearing a long skirt. There was much to be

done so down she did go. The climb didn't change her mind about skirts and stairs

at all.

My daughter loves books. She sometimes would rather read than eat or sleep,

and this is a good habit that Graham and I have always encouraged. On her way

through the parlor, Rosella spent a moment to look at the few books that remained

in their abandonment. There was but one of any note, The Compleat Works of
Shakespeare, but it was one of her favorites. The Bard's works are rare but not
unknown in our kingdom, and my daughter had taken to memorizing many of the
better passages and reciting them with dramatic flair. She always played the heroine.

Rosella decided to take the book with her for when she returned to Daventry-if
she ever returned, she reminded herself!

Atop the main staircase were three bedrooms in as much disrepair as the rest

of the manor. The room at the top right of the hall had what looked like a trapdoor
in its ceiling, but there was no way to reach it; the ceiling was too high and no rope

hung down. The second door led to what must have been the master bedroom; it
was dominated by a massive canopy bed. A baby nursery led off from this room,

and Rosella sneezed several times from the amount of dust her passing raised as she

walked to it. Once love must have filled it, but all that now remained amid the dust

were a small wooden horse, a cradle, and some furniture. Even the memories were

gone.

Rosella left the spooky old manor house and continued her joumey east. It
turned out that another graveyard lay there, butting into the sheer face of the
mountains. A crypt was built right into that mountain, with a locked door to bar

entrance to anyone without the key. Rosella looked around her and, though the
sun shone bright above the overhanging trees, felt overwhelming gloom and

despair oozing from the entire cemetery. She looked around, thinking movement
might loosen the mood, but to no avail. Near the back part of the place, she came

across the gravestone of yet another child, a young boy. This was too much for my
daughter; so sad was the inscription, Rosella could stay there no longer. Weeping,
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she walked back the way she came, past the manor and on through the other part
of the graveyard, knowing her steps should soon bring her to open country.

Sunlight bounced merrily on the still blue and green of the little pond. Rosella

shares her father's love of water, and even though the pond was too small to swim
in, it offered a clean, open, sunny, healthy place for her to rest a moment. She sought
calm by looking at the water lilies that floated serenely on the surface, idly rolling
the gold ball she had found earlier between her hands. A frog-something not at
all unusual in a lily pond-sat on one of the floating flowers. The crown on the
frog's head, however, was a trifle out of the ordinary. Rosella was immediately pulled
out of her glum mood by her youthful curiosity-Ah, to be 18 again (well, almost
18), with all the wonders of the universe waiting to be discovered!

My daughter quickly rushed to the other side of the pond to get a closer look
at this remarkable frog. As she did so, however, the ball fell from her hands, and
she watched it disappear into the pond. Flash! The frog was in the water, following
the ball under. Moments later the small creature popped back up with it firmly in
its mouth. Before retrieving the ball, Rosella reached over and picked up the frog.
She was so happy to get the gold ball back that she held the frog firmly, leaned over,
and gave it a kiss of gratitude. Yuk!

It gets yukkier. First the frog turned into a young man-a prince, actually.
Rosella says her heart went pitter-patter when she finally got past her surprise at
the sudden transformation. Maybe he wiII help me in his gratitude, she told herself. I
hope so. He sure is good looking!

This was the day my daughter finally learned the lesson that looks are not
everything. The prince looked at her, once, twice. Twisting his face in disgust, he
scowled at my princess and spat out, "You're iust a peasant, you peasant! I don't
want to be around you. Take this thing; you might look more pleasing as a frog,
anyway!" With that, and not even a polite thank you, he threw the little crown to
Rosella, turned up his nose, turned his back, and sauntered off. Even I hope that
that nameless twit eventually said the wrong thing to the right monster! He was
more disgusting than kissing a dozen dirty old frogs.

He didn't take the gold ball, so Rosella picked it up and put it in her pocket
along with the tiny gold crown. Still fuming, she headed west toward the ocean.

Rosella found herself wandering through another wildflower meadow, the
scents of summer hanging delightfully heavy and replacing all memories of damp
earth and tombstones. What sounded something like a melody ioined the perfume
of the air as my daughter walked. It got nearer and more distinct as she journeyed.
It also began to sound less and less like good music.
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Rosella eventually encountered the musician, sitting on a stump in the middle
of a glade. He dressed like one of the minstrels who had often entertained in the
court of Daventry. He strummed upon a lovely cherrywood lute and even sang with
a strong voice, but he wasn't any good. His fingers would miss the notes often, and
his voice kept missing the melody. Rosella listened politely for a few minutes, but
the man seemed to enjoy an audience and, smiling with the confidence of
self-perceived talents, continued enthusiastically into another song.

When he finished Rosella attempted to talk to him. Instead of an answer, she

got yet another untamed melody. This time it was "Greensleeves," the anthem of
her father's court-at least that is what he was trying to play. This was quite enough

to her offended ears. "Here, take this!" she said as she handed the man the book of
Shakespeare. Perhaps he would stop playing. If he did she felt that she would have
done the world a large favor. Her idea worked. He did cease his playing to turn the
pages. In a few moments, his face burst again with creative fervor as he began to
recite one of the plays aloud. He was as good an actor as he was a minstrel.

"I shall become an actor!" he exclaimed loudly and proudly to the world. "l
shall become famous throughout all the realms of the world, and all shall sing the
praises of Frankie of Avalon! Oh, thank you for your gift, sweet peasant. As my gift
to you, dear girl, I present you with my lute. It is precious, but you have given me
something more precious still!" Waving his arms dramatically and reading aloud to
the heavens, he wandered off. The direction he chose was the same as that of the
the frog-prince. Rosella wished them upon each other.

Lute under arm, my daughter continued west to the sea. It was still there. To

the north of where she stood watching the waves, Rosella could see smoke rising
out of the chimney of a small shack. When she got there, she could see it was so

rundown as to be falling apart. For a change, a woman's voice answered her knock.

"Come on in!" she heard.

Inside was in as bad a shape as out. An old woman stood preparing food in
the one-room shack. She was neither polite nor friendly. Taking one look at Rosella,

she waved her hand towards the still-open door. "Yer not who I was expectin'," she

growled. "Git out! I ain't buyin'anything! I ain't got no gold. Git, I say. Git!" Rosella

got.
Outside, a long pier stretched its way out into the ocean. At the end, an old

man sat fishing, although the complete lack of fish beside him suggested his luck
had not been good. He totally ignored Rosella, rose and walked quickly back to the
old shack as soon as she approached. He swung the door closed behind him, right
in Rosella's face. "People sure don't seem to like strangers around here, do they?"
she told herself. Scratching her nose, checking it for splinters from the door, she

walked east past the fisherman's hut, considering what to do next. Time was passing

quickly, and she seemed to be getting nowhere just as fast.
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nized the creature as a half-man, half-goat satyr, if she remembered her natural
history correctly. Possibly it was Pan himself. These rare denizens of the open woods
love music and can sometimes be seen playing and dancing among the trees. In
complete contrast to the wandering minstrel, now turned actor, the satyr played
beautifully. It was a lively tune-a Maytime dance-that it played; one that Rosella
knew well. Plucking the lute strings with her sure, practiced fingers, my daughter
played along with the creature's melody. This seemed to fascinate the satyr; after a
few moments he ceased his own playing and watched Rosella, never taking his eyes
off of her instrument.

As soon as she finished, she gave the lute to the silent creature, hoping he
could play it as skillfully as he did the flute. His eyes lit as the lute was handed over
and, with a great smile, he offered Rosella his flute. The creature spoke not a word,
but the offer was obvious and my daughter was too polite to refuse the satyr,s gift.
As Rosella took the flute, the satyr danced away happily, fingering a new tune, one
she had never heard before.

The river was the best place to go, Rosella decided. She finally remembered
that Genesta had told her the magic fruit lay somewhere on the other side of a
waterfall. Following the river to where it came out of the Impossible Mountains
might iust bring her to that waterfall. And that's just what she did, traveling back
past the small stone bridge and the dwarfs' house, farther and farther to the east.
At last the river reached the mountains and-Good thinking, Rosella!-there
tumbled a waterfall, straight down out of the heights like an exclamation point at
the end of a shout!

Try as she might, Rosella could not swim under the falls; the current and the
force of the water were just too strong. She thought she had seen a faint opening
on the other side of the plummeting water, but her efforts to get there were proving,
shall we say, fruitless.

"There iust has to be a way through," she kept telling herself loudly as she sat
drying herself on the grassy northern edge of the stream. "I bet I could do it if I were
a fish." Pause. Pause. "or, if I were a frog!" she exclaimed, enlightenment washing
over her. Reaching into her pocket, she took out the ftog crown. "The idiot said this
would tum me into a frog. I wonder how it works?"

It worked the moment she put the tiny crown onto her head. Ribbit! Ribbit!
Rosella was a frog. Diving into the water, she was able to go under the waterfall and
emerge on the other side, on a small beach outside a dark cave. The moment she
left the water, she returned to her own form. It felt good to be herself again, and
she was sure she wasn't nearly as attractive while a frog.
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"Gee, that was fun, and I think I might be going in the right direction," she

congratulated herself. Looking around, Rosella noticed an old board lying next to
the cave's opening. She also discovered that she was still holding the dwarfs' spare

oil lantern in her hand. The transformation spell had allowed her to bring her

possessions along with her.

Let us pause for a brief moment. I have written that both my husband and I

had tried to teach Rosella all we knew. During that moment under the waterfall,

our daughter remembered advice that Graham had given her often: "Girl, my daddy

used to tell me; 'Boy, if I have learned anything in my life, I have learned this:when
in doubt or in trouble, pick up anything that is not nailed down, and if it is nailed

down, look for loose nails or boards. Check carefully into, under, above, below and

behind things. Read everything; you might learn something. Wear clean undergar-

ments, brush after meals, and always remember, nothing is as it appears. Nothing."'

Rosella took both the advice to heart and the loose board by the cave. Then,

using the flint attached to the lantern, she was able to light it. Ever so slowly, she

inched her way into the dark opening.

"Gnr!"
Rosella was out again before the troll's growl had finished reverberating. She

waited a few minutes, getting her breath and courage back under control. She

double-checked that the lantern was lit, and firmly told herself, This is for Daddy.

Walking quietly and listening intently, she returned to the darkness.

The troll didn't get her, of course, otherwise this account would have no

further to go. But Rosella swears that she never once breathed until she got to the

other end of the cave, and she thinks she felt the troll's talons touch her neck once.

I suspect she did hold her breath, but if the troll had touched her, she would be

dead. Oh brave, brave Rosella! I too would have died of grief!

Her lantern gave just the barest of light, and she made much of her progress

by feeling her way. Wary for any sight or sound of the troll, Rosella followed the

cave east as far as she could and then as far south as was possible. From there she

moved again to the east, shortly spotting the faintest glimmer of light. At that
moment, her lantern revealed just the hint of a great, wide crack that slashed

through the center of this last part of the cavern. Rosella almost, almost, missed

noticing the drop. But see it she did, and by the slim light of the dwarf's lamp, she

laid the narrow board across the chasm. It iust crossed the span to the east, and so

did my daughter, still not breathing. Taking the improvised bridge with her lest the

troll follow-clever girl!-she followed the dim light, soon crawling out to find
herself at the edge of a muddy swamp.
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With perhaps the exception of the troll, problems did not follow my dear
Rosella on her adventure. They waited for her, daring her courage, taunting her
mind and body. In this case, the swamp just moldered there patiently with no breeze
at all to ripple its shallow waters, waiting to suck her in.

Rosella pondered the problem and saw a solution in a series of tiny dry
mounds-high spots-that peppered the swamp. Hiking up her long skirt to give
her long legs their freedom, a quick jump took her safely to the first tiny island.
Again, she jumped to a second and then a third. With one iump after another, she

made her way through the muck until she came near an island larger than the rest.
A little tree grew upon that small piece of land, a single golden fruit hanging from
its limbs. My daughter silently reioiced; she was looking at the magic fruit that could
save her father!

She was also looking at one long final leap to the island, one she was sure she
couldn't make unaided. She was also looking at a very large poisonous snake, a
cobra, that seemed to guard the tree. The board she carried was long enough to get
her to the island; the snake posed a sharper problem.

It is written that in parts of Daventry people are known to charm snakes,
causing the reptiles to go into brief trances induced by the rhythm of music. Rosella
had heard this story as part of her studies, so she put her knowledge to the test. First
she laid the board across the final piece of swamp and crossed slowly to its other
end. Then, before she actually stepped onto the island, she took the flute out of
one of the deep pockets of her dress and nervously played a slow, hypnotic melody
to the cobra. The snake's hard eyes appeared to fuzz over, and its body began
swaying along with Rosella's tune.

Knowing that the charm might not last very long, my daughter rushed past
the king cobra and took that single magic fruit from the tree. It was shaped much
like a gourd, but she didn't take the time then to examine it. As quickly as she had
rushed onto the final isle, Rosella hurried back to the board bridging the water.
Carefully she stepped back on, for a single hasty misstep would send her splashing
into the sucking slime. She heard the snake resume hissing almost as quickly as her
feet stepped onto the makeshift bridge. As soon as she reached the other end, she
stooped and picked up the board. The cobra hissed and spat even louder at its loss
of the magic fruit.

Rosella left the swamp as she had entered-jump, jump, jumping her way
across the water. On the shore she crawled back into the cave (she had forgotten to
extinguish the dwarfs' lantern) and began her cautious way back through the
blackness. Again, she laid the old board across the chasm and carefully crossed.
Once safely over, Rosella retraced her steps exactly. She was ready to dart backwards
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at any sight or sound of the troll, but this time she came through the cave without
incident.

As she reached light again at the cave's entrance, Rosella saw something that
had escaped her notice when she had entered: a large pile of gnawed bones, many

of them showing fresh tooth marks. Remembering her father's advice, she took a

bone to carry with her; it might come in handy as a weapon, although she hoped

things never came to a desperate state.

The light at the end of the tunnel refreshed her soul; the air refreshed her

body. She was out, alive, and carrying the fruit that could restore her father's life

and health. A slight swell of pride coursed through her body. She revelled in her

feat for a few moments, knowing full well that she still had a wicked witch to deal

with and a Talisman to return. She also knew that she didn't have much time to do

it in. Then Rosella dived into the water and let its force sweep her back out from
behind the waterfall-no frogging around for my princess that time! She wanted

to meet Lolotte in her own form.

Rosella let her search for lnlotte's castle move her south along the wall of the
Impossible Mountains. She was wondering how she would get the Talisman from
the witch when a narrow path came into view. It was the first path she had seen

that went u5the direction she wanted to go. My daughter put her planning to
the back of her mind and began to climb, always paying close attention to avoid

getting her feet tangled in the long dress. She didn't have to climb faU around the
path's first bend, the black twin towe$ of Lolotte's keep shuddered into sight. They

did not look inviting. Worse, though, were the two small, sturdy forms flying from
there directly at her. Before Rosella had time to even think about eluding them, the
two flying monkeys-that's what they looked like up close, but she never did find
out exactly what they were-snatched her into the sky by her arms, and turning
upwards, winged my poor darling straight to Lolotte's throne room!

Lolotte's castle was a cold, hard place, much like the witch herself, only more

pleasant. Her throne stood upon a high dais, which permitted her to gaze down
like a carrion bird on any who stood before her. Long and gaunt in form, Lolotte
was dressed all in black, which gave her greenish complexion an even more diseased

pallor. Her voice hissed from her throat like a sick snake; her eyes were tight and

red, not quite as soft as a cobra's glare. Her hands gripped the arms of her throne
so tightly that her long nails gouged deeply into the wood. A stooped, deformed

man stood near her, scratching his armpits.

"What were you doing, coming here?" she demanded of Rosella. "You look like

a spy sent by Genesta!"

"No, your majesty! I'm just an ordinary peasant girl. I was lost when your

creatures grabbed me."
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Real fear clutched at my daughter as she stood under Lolotte's gaze. It was
obvious that the witch did not believe her story and she waited fearfully for the
full force of Lolotte's wrath.

The witch ordered her monkey guards to take Rosella to a grim cell-a torture
chamber by its looks. Instruments of pain filled the stone room, the bones of
unlucky victims hung in manacles from the walls and ceiling, and the place smelled
of ultimate despair. Rosella glanced around at what would be her fate and shud-
dered. She had stared sure death in the eyes before; it still did not look inviting.

My baby was kept there for some time; not long in minutes, but long enough
to make a firm impression. Then the guards came back and returned her to the
throne room. Pointing to the misshapen figure Rosella had seen earlier, the witch
announced that he was her son Edgar, and that he believed my daughter and had
taken a liking to her. Rosella swallowed hard as she saw how Edgar stared at her; it
was like the dumb-love look a dog might give its mistress. At least, she thought, his
stare wasn't evil. But that was small consolation.

"Bring me the unicorn that lives in Tamir. Then I will set you free and give
you a reward, peasant girl. You can never escape me. Now, go!"

Lolotte called her flying henchmen and ordered them to take Rosella back to
the foot of the mountain.

Rosella stood there, watching her captors disappear into the sky. She knew she
needed help and advice, and Genesta might be the one who could give it to her.
Having made the decision, she started walking straight west to the sea, intending
to reach Genesta's island. As she hurried she came across a robin pecking at the
ground, pulling up at a plump worm. Seeing this gave her an idea, and she decided
to gather what worms she could to carry with her to the home of the gruff fisherman
and his wife. Bait was her idea. Maybe the man needed more bait; that was why he
hadn't caught any fish, and that was why he was so gruff. Maybe he could tell her
how to get to Genesta. It sounded good in theory but, in practice she was only able
to come up with one worm. She carried it anyway, knowing she had to come up
with a better plan.

Unicorns are shy and bashful beasts, magical in both fact and appearance.
Rosella's westward course brought the animal into view a second time that day, but
as before, it bolted the moment she approached. Although she didn't want to, she
had to capture the creature, and she needed Genesta's help to do that. She moved
quickly from the unicorn's meadow and soon arrived at the seaside shanty.

The man was not on the pier fishing; both he and his wife were inside and
answered her polite knock with a surly "Come in!"
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The man didn't want the worm; one worm would do nothing to change his

luck, he said. Fishing had been so bad lately that he was afraid his wife and he might
starve. If nothing else, that explained their mutual bad temper.

We have here in Castle Daventry a magic chest. Full of gold, it never empties,

always replenishing what is taken from it. Because of this, we have no need for the
normal material wealth of the world. So, reaching into her dress, Rosella brought
out the pouch of diamonds the dwarfs had insisted she keep. "Here, take these, they

should help you."
They both fell quiet when they saw the gems. Rosella insisted they keep them,

so the man told his wife to give my daughter his fishing pole. "Thank you," they
gushed. "We won't be needing this any more!" Pointing west, they told her the
island on the far horizon was Genesta's. They had no boat, they said, and they
hoped she was a strong swimmer.

Fishing is said to help relax, calm, and organize the mind. Rosella walked to
the end of the long pier, baited the pole's hook with the worm, and cast her line

into the sea. She cared not if she caught anything; she just needed a few moments

to think of alternatives to swimming to the island. I have always told herthat, when
puzzled or in doubt, it is wise to stop and think a problem through; patience pays

great rewards. This time it didn't pay her way across the waves, but after several

casts, she did catch a fish. Rosella looked atit.I'il be hungry soon, she thought. Now

I've got dinner. For want of a better place, it went into the pocket that had moments

before held the worm. Then, fixing her eyes firmly on the hazy island in the west,

she dove straight from the pier and stroked directly at it.
My husband Graham, as I have noted, taught his love of swimming to my

daughter. She is a strong swimmer, and her sure strokes swiftly shortened the

distance to the fairy's island. Once, a whale started to surface not far from her, but
she quickly and briefly changed her course to avoid it. The same with the one shark

fin she spotted; a quick swerve, a burst of speed, and the shark disappeared.

At last my wet daughter stood on the golden beach of Genesta's isle. Birds of
all kinds sang in the trees; a magnificent peacock strutted in the sand. She followed

it in the direction of the dazzling turreted palace that stood in the island's center.

It seemed made of ivory. As she followed the proud bird, a tail feather dropped from
the peacock. It continued on its way without noticing the loss. Rosella picked it up;

it was pretty, and it wasn't nailed down.
Marvelous gardens surrounded the ivory palace with fragrant bushes, herbs,

and flowers. Small paths wandered throughout; a marble statue of dolphins playing

in the waves graced one of the garden's comers, and a small pond, home to a pure

white swan, adorned another. Hovering above the doors to the palace were two tiny
fairies, perhaps the same ones who had accompanied Genesta to her meeting with
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Rosella. They made no sounds at all, their tiny translucent wings beating in silent
strokes. They made no effort to hinder my daughter ftom opening the great doors
and entering.

Inside, Rosella was greeted by two locked doors and a set of stairs leading up
through an archway. The two tiny fairies had followed her inside and now fluttered
ahead of her and up one of the palace's ivory towers. Rosella followed their lead to
the top of the staircase and Genesta's bed chamber. On the marble floor a snow
leopard sat guarding the fairy queen, who lay in a seashell bed.

Genesta lay there silently sleeping; pale and thin, she looked close to death.
No sound but shallow, labored breathing came from her, and her fairies tried to
back my daughter away from their mistress. Rosella was crushed with sorrow;
Genesta was losing her hold on life and aslee5perhaps in a trance- was unable
to offer her any aid or advice. All Rosella could do was return to the mainland and
survive by her wits. Slowly, she left Genesta's chamber, never expecting to see the
good fairy alive again. Her steps took her to the beach where she had arrived, and
she started swimming back to the mainland.

Fatigue from the first swim had now caught up to my daughter. Following
that came another whale. This time Rosella was too tired to elude it. and blackness
swallowed her.

In truth it was the whale that gulped her down, but that distinction meant
nothing to Rosella at the time. All she knew was that she was alive, in the belly of
a whale, breathing noxious, deadly fumes, and swimming in digestive iuices. Some
ghostly red light, its source unknown, gave meager illumination. Rosella knew she
had to get out soon, before the leviathan digested her. Ugh!

The whale's flesh was slimy and slippery. The only place Rosella was able to
climb out of the stomach soup was on the far side to her left. From there she could
see up the beast's gullet. This became her goal: somehow she would get out the
whale's mouth, but first she had to climb up there.

Of course, it wasn't easy, especially in a wet dress that insisted on tangling her
knees and tying her ankles. Up and over, up and over; a slip would skid her into
forever. So very slowly she crept on that slick flesh, every inch momentous victory.
Up and over, up and over, and then success; she could stand!

Looking up, Rosella saw part of the whale's gullet dangling above her-a tonsil,
or something like that-it didn't matter. Whatever it was, she determined to tickle
the whale with the peacock feather she was carrying, hoping to make the giant beast
gag and vomit her up. She was wrong. The leviathan didn't gag, it sneezed.

The less said the better. Moments later Rosella was back out in open air,
swimming in a see a of whale snot. But she was alive and could see an island nearby.
She swam there as fast as she could.
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Having cleaned herself as best she could and drying in the hot sun, Rosella

took quick stock of her situation. She was neither in the dark belly of the beast,

breathing poisonous fumes, nor up to her chin in stomach acid. That was good. On

the other hand, the island was small, deserted, and without water. Numerous hulls
of wrecked ships, mostly submerged, were decaying on the reefs that ringed it. On
top of all that, she still had a dead fish in her pocket.

My daughter did not cry would not cry. She did not shout her frustration to
the heavens, she did not curse her turn of fortune. Instead, she took the previously
forgotten fish from her pocket and threw it at the only other living thing there, a

raucous pelican that seemed to be mocking her. Squawk! Greedily, noisily, the bird
snatched the fat fish from out of the air, and as it did so, something fell from its
beak onto the sand. It sparkled as it lay there, shiny and metallic. As the bird flew
away, Rosella went to see what had fallen. She took it. It was a whistle made of silver,

although how the bird had come by it will always be a mystery.
Her curiosity getting the better of her, my daughter searched the rest of the

island. Looking on the ground inside the remains of a wrecked rowboat, she saw

something else glisten. Picking it up, she marveled at her discovery of a golden

bridle and again wondered how such a splendid thing came to be in that desert

place. Perhaps one of the wrecks had once been a great treasure ship, dead now, the
victim of a forgotten storm.

As Rosella was growing up, climbing trees and playing in the nearby woods,

Graham and I had always told her that if she were ever in trouble or needed help,
just whistle and we'd come to her aid. The silver whistle reminded her of those

happy times of childhood. She walked to the edge of the island and blew on it.
We didn't come, of course, but a dolphin did. Perhaps the whistle brought it;

perhaps it was loyal to Genesta and knew Rosella to be her friend and in trouble. It
matters not why it came, only that it did. Many times have I read tales of these

gentle, friendly creatures helping humanfolk in distress; I thought the tales to be

fables. I have since changed my mind. Flipping and dancing in the shallow water

near shore, it seemed to be gesturing for Rosella to ride it to safety. My daughter
grabbed hold of the dolphin, and it bore her back over the waves to Tamir. Safely

on shore, Rosella looked back to see the dolphin leaping into the air and flipping
its shiny tail to the sky. Then it dived, disappearing under the waves. Rosella waved

good-bye.

Where was she? That's what Rosella needed to know. Looking south, she could
see the fisherman's shack, so she must be a little north of the fishing pier. With that
settled, she began walking east looking for the unicorn. She could see stone pillars
in that direction, so she decided to look for the unicorn there. If she could get near

enough, she would use the bridle to capture it.



Her eastward trek brought Rosella to an artificial pool made of marble. Carved
columns, also marble, flanked it on two sides. They looked to be waiting to hold
up a roof; perhaps they were just keeping the sky from falling. On another occasion,
Rosella might have swum in the pool's inviting waters, but not this time. Too many
lives rested in her hands.

As she stood there thinking, a small figure fluttered down on stubby wings
and began its own leisurely dip in the pool. At first Rosella thought it might be one
of Lolotte's flying monkeys coming to look for her. That impression passed quickly;
this being was smaller, chubbier, had no fur, and was completely naked. Her
learning served her well; Rosella knew that she was looking at Cupid, the god of
love.

Here, she was sure, was help for her. Rosella rushed from the shadows that
had concealed her and swiftly walked to where Cupid was bathing. The god looked
up at Rosella, surprise on his baby face. Quick as a hummingbird, his wings blurred
and Cupid flew away from the pool, leaving Rosella with a face full of spray and
nobody to talk to.

"Drat! It's so hard to talk to people around here!"

Cupid fled so quickly that he abandoned his tiny bow on the side of the pool.
Next to it was a quiver with two arrows-love darts, as Rosella well knew This
discovery wiped all disappointment from her mind; with one of cupid's arrows she
could enchant the unicorn, and with the golden bridle, she could take the proud
beast to Lolotte. Once there, she would have another chance to get Genesta's
Talisman.

With new confidence, Rosella decided to go where she had seen the unicorn
before. She ran swiftly south until she reached the river, and followed this west until
she came to the meadow. No unicorn. Perhaps it sensed she was there. Quietly she
left, waited a few minutes and then returned, slowly and silently. This time the
horned horse was there, moving through the meadow, its majestic head held high
in the air.

The bow was strung, the arrow ready. Rosella moved as close as she dared and
then shot the unicorn a true hit upon its flank. Instantly the magic creature stopped,
shook itself, and then turned to face its attacker. Much sadness dwelled in its eyes
as it looked to Rosella, but it did not bolt away. Instead, it stood waiting, nickering
softly and pawing the ground. Slowly my distraught daughter walked up to it,
patting its nose gently and putting the bit in its mouth. Rosella mounted the
unicorn and, sobbing, pointed it towards the Impossible Mountains. All is for the
best, she told herself, all is for the best.

Three of the witch's goons set upon them as Rosella and the unicorn started
up the path to Lolotte's. Again Rosella was grabbed and flown into the sky, at the
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mercy of flying monkeys, straight to the throne of the wicked witch. Edgar still
stood beside his foul mother, his puppy eyes moist as if with tears of relief at Rosella's

return.
"I'm still not convinced you are telling me the truth, my ugly little peasant

girl!" the witch snorted. At this Edgar flinched and glared at Lolotte. "Bring me the
hen that lays the golden eggs, and then I will give you freedom and the promised

reward. Fail and you shall die the death of a spy. The hen is kept by an ogre and his
wife in the great forest. Go there now and bring it to me. Away with you!"

Rosella was roughly snatched by the flying monkeys and dropped again at the
foot of the mountains. Again she felt anger and frustration at herself, having been

so close to the witch twice but unable to figure a way to steal the Talisman from
her. She hadn't even seen it!

Rosella's fury passed quickly. When her temper flashes it sears with intensity,
and then focuses into determination. All I have to do is steal a precious, goldm-egg-

Iaying chicken away from a family of ogres, and probably right out ftom under their noses.

But if I do that, I'll have another chance to get the Talisman from her. Okay, girl; stop

talking about it and do it! At least she had an idea where the ogre's house was.

While she had been looking at tombstones in the graveyard, earlier that day,

Rosella had seen the silhouette of a large hut in the distance north of the cemetery.

The forest seemed to get more dense in that direction also, so my daughter deduced

there was a good chance that that might be the ogre's home. If she were wrong, she

was at least in the forest, and Lolotte had said the house was in there somewhere.

Rosella found the hut she was looking for rather easily. "Hut" is the wrong
word for it, however. Two stories tall, built solidly of large stones with a great

thatched roof, it was a large and substantial house. From the look of the oversized

doorway and the enormous flagstones leading to it, she felt confident that an ogre

could live there. She'd find out soon enough if it did.
My daughter could see nothing by peering through the house's windows. They

were set so high off the ground that she could not see into them at all. She decided

to walk boldly up to the massive door and simply knock. If she heard anyone inside,
she would bolt for the trees: if there was no noise or answer, she'd steal inside and
look around.

There was no answer, but there was a very large, very unfriendly watchdog
inside. Leaning against the heavy door with all of her weight and strength, Rosella

had been able to open it. As she pushed, she heard the dog's growl and, peeking

around the door's edge, was able to see it before it saw her. Reaching into her peasant

dress, Rosella took out the bone she had been carrying with her for protection-Oh,
what good that did!-and threw it inside to the dog. The growls turned to woofs at
once as the grateful watchdog snatched the old bone, and then took it to his spot
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in the corner of the room, gnawing and licking contentedly. The beast stopped
paying any attention at all to my girl.

Some tall tables and chairs were all that furnished the room she had entered,
and the only decoration was a stuffed dog's head set high on one wall. A doorway
opened on the far side of the room, and from within Rosella thought she could hear
humming and someone moving around. Stairs went up; so did Rosella, on tip-toes.
At the top was one room, filthy, containing a huge bed. Tattered curtains hung on
the windows, and a gaping hole yawned unrepaired on the floor. There was a closet
in the room, but it was locked and Rosella could find no key. A sharp ax leaned
against the right wall. She thankfully took it, thinking it might come in handy if
the dog got tired of the bone.

Back downstairs, Rosella saw another closet just by the open doorway. She

crept past the dog and discovered the closet was unlocked. The sounds coming from
the other room were now loud, and disgusting smells drifted out. Evidently
someone was cooking food there, but judging from the odor, she didn't want to
know what was planned for the next meal.

Rosella quietly opened the door of the closet and slipped in, closing the door
noiselessly behind her. A quick search uncovered nothing, especially no golden-
egg-laying hen. That's when she heard the second ogre come home, slamming the
front door, moving around the house, humming as it went. She was trapped!

Willing her thumping heart to be still, Rosella peered out of the closet through
the door's keyhole. The ogre was huge, at least twice her own size, tall and broad
with a huge black beard, huge black teeth, and huge muscles. With no idea of what
to do next, Rosella decided to wait silently until they left the room, perhaps to go
to bed. She prayed that they had no need of her hidey-hole. She watched them eat,
and at one point the man started sniffing the air, telling the woman he smelled
something. She assured him it was only the decaying deer she was preparing, and
this seemed to satisfy him.

When the meal finally ended, the bushy ogre roared to his wife, "Bring me
my hen!" Through the tiny hole, Rosella could see a small white hen placed on the
table in front of the ogre.

'lay,l tell you! Iay!"
Soon an egg began to appear from beneath the poor chicken. It was indeed

golden and metallic in color. The ogre weighed the egg in his hand a few times, and
then put it in a pocket. Moments later he laid his head next to the bird and fell into
a contented sleep. His snores rattled the windows.

Rosella knew this might be her only chance to escape with the hen. As soon
as she was sure the ogre's wife had returned to the kitchen, she opened the closet
door knowing the snores would cover any sounds she made. Quickly she picked up
the hen from the high table, only inches beyond the greedy grasp of the sleeping
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giant, and rushed to the front door. Just as she got there, the hen began to squawk.

The noise woke the ogre and brought him roaring after her. Without hesitating,
Rosella flung the door open and raced outside, the irate ogre screaming after her.

Speeding out the door, feeling the ogre's hot breath on her legs, Rosella turned
left+ast-and fled deeper into the forest attempting to elude the enraged creature.

Finally, despite the hen's constant squawking, she did escape the ogre and ran right
into the arms of even more danger.

I do not know how my daughter endured all she did that day. I am sure I would
have gone mad, leaping from danger to danger to near death to sure death to even

more danger, one shock following the other so close that it should plunge even the
stoutest of heart into gibbering insanity. The young are strong and resilient; they
don't thinkbut know they are invulnerable and immortal. Perhaps that is what kept
her going on. Whatever it was, I will always be grateful!

Rosella found herself in a thick grove of the oddest trees she had ever seen.

All around her their branches drooped like zombie fingers eager to snare anyone
that came near. Dim, strange lights seemed to glow dully from within them,
vampyre eyes by firelight. She stopped shor| the ogre had ceased giving chase the
moment she entered the strange trees. Hefting her newly acquired ax in one hand,
the hen snug in the other, she wondered why. In the corner of her eye, she thought
she saw a branch move and begin reaching for her. Startled, she swung the ax at

the trees, yelling at the top of her lungs as if trying to frighten them. A sudden
stillness descended over the odd grove, and the sense of evil she had been feeling
lifted. No branch stirred there. All was still and calm again. Rosella wondered if it
had been just her overwrought nerves playing tricks. hobably, she told herself, but
not believing. That must have been it.

Whatever the truth, she met no more menace in the woods and kept her feet

rushing farther east towards the Impossible Mountains. There she discovered the
skull cave.

At least, that's what it looked like to Rosella, a huge human skull built into
the rock of the mountain. The rocks overhanging the entrance hung like teeth,
giving the impression that to enter was to enter the maw of death. Smoke twisted
up out of the cave through a small chimney, so somebody must be home, she

thought. Wrong. Nobody was there, but a black cauldron bubbled over a fire in the
middle of the cave. A quick search revealed nothing to Rosella. It was a relief.

Leaving the cave, my daughter sped swiftly south along the edge of the
mountains. The afternoon shadows had become very long; night would come soon

and she wanted to be through the graveyard before that happened. She was, and
Lolotte's monkeys were waiting for her in the usual place.
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That Lolotte was evil made flesh is beyond question. If Rosella had any doubts
about this truth at the time, they were cleared up as soon as she was dragged into
the wicked witch's presence. The hen had been taken from her by the guards, as

had the unicorn.
"Poor peasant girl, if that is what you really are, I still don't believe you!" As

Lolotte taunted her, the guard held Rosella tighter lest she try to attack their
mistress.

"l demand of you a final task. Complete it and all I have promised is yours.

Bring me Pandora's Box; it contains the purest evil in the universe, and with it I
could-dare I say it? Yes, I dare!-I could rule the world! Find it and bring it to me.

Take her away!"

Poor wretched Rosella! To find the box for Lolotte might doom the world to
enslavement by the witch. To not find it would surely doom her father, Genesta,

and herself, and still give no certainty that Lolotte would be vanquished. The choice

was between sure death or barest hope. Rosella chose hope, however slim, resolving
to get Pandora's Box and try to overcome Lolotte. She hoped she wasn't making a
mistake.

Rosella decided to start her search for Pandora's Box back at the skull cave.

She had seen a number of containers there containing the raw materials of spell

casting: weirdly twisted roots, rare herbs, unnaturally colored fluids, and assorted

preserved body parts. Chances were it was the workshop of a wizard or perhaps a

witch. If she had no success there, she would revisit the old manor house, and if
that proved fruitless-well, she hadn't thought the problem through past that
point.

My daughter was incorrect in her assumption that a witch might reside in the
cave. Not one, but three dwelt within, and by the way they eyed Rosella, she wasn't

too sure entering the skull cave had been a good idea. First of all, they were witches

of the dark variety, followers of the left-hand path who used their magical art for
evil. Then there was their welcome, cold and cackling, like a spider asking the fly
to come into its web.

"Hello, little girl. Would you like to join us for dinner?" One look at their
boiling cauldron was enough to tell Rosella just what they intended by that
invitation.

Lastly, there was the matter of the eye. The three crones were blind except for
one glass eye which they were able to pass back and forth between them, cupping
it like the rarest of iewels in the palms of their hands. The eye was pointed directly
at Rosella, held by one of the weird sisters farthest away from their cave's entry. The

woman began giving directions to the witch closest to Rosella, and that one started

after my daughter, arms outstretched, fingers writhing, trying to grab her.
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Rosella knew at once that if she could take the eye from the dark sisters, she
would have no troubles from them. With their sight as hostage, she might find out
the location of Pandora's Box. All she had to do was avoid the one who was clutching
at her.

Because of her youth, Rosella was sure she was quicker than the blind witch.
She took a position near the left wall of the cave, slowly moving back and forth a
few steps in each direction, enticing the hag to rush her, back and forth, back and
forth, keeping a safe distance between them. Rosella's movements were minored
by the two witches in the rear; back and forth, back and forth they passed the eye,

always directing the third. Finally, the witch near Rosella made her move, rushing
past the cauldron straight for the girl.

Rosella darted as quickly as she could away from the hag across the cave, past
the cauldron and then straight back, almost hitting the great pot, so close did she
pass it. Her rush took her to a spot directly between the two hags passing the glass

eye. Rosella reached out as quickly as she had run and snatched the eye from them,
closing her hand tightly around it.

The three witches screeched, blind and lost; the pursuing one stopped and
stumbled, unable to see her prey.

"Give us back our eye!" they demanded, falling on their knees.

"Give me Pandora's Box!" was my daughter's reply.
"We do not have it! Give us back our eve!"

Rosella searched the cave for the second time that afternoon, but did not find
the treasure. The hags had been telling the truth. She kept the eye clutched tight
so they couldn't follow, and left the cave. Outside, her heart softened; she couldn't
leave the witches in blindness forever. With that thought, she went a little way back
inside.

The intensity of their pleas increased as the three weird sisters heard her return.
One of them threw something in Rosella's direction; it rolled to a stop at her feet.

"Thke this, it will protect you from the undead!" one cried. "Look for the box
among the undead. Give us our eye!"

Rosella looked to the ground and picked up a scarab-an obsidian charm
carved in the form of a scarab beetle. She admired its workmanship and then placed
the cool stone against her cheek. She could feel it warm to her touch.

"Thank you for the loan of your eye," she told the witches, her business in the
cave done. Rosella walked to its edge, then threw the eye to the cave's floor, away
from the three crones. She was out of there before the glass hit the ground, sure

they would have revenge if they could get close to her again.

In that part of Tamir the dead walk at night-the restless dead, the uneasy
souls, the tormented ones. Zombies that tear the flesh and then devour it prowl
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among the tombstones. Ghosts, the ephemeral ones, haunt the world seeking peace.

Night gaunts, dholes, and ghouls lurk in the darkest places. They wait. They hunt.
They feed.

Darkness was beginning to take its daily dominion of the world. Rosella moved

swiftly south to the graveyard. She was not particularly looking forward to the
prospect; the night chill was about her, and the sounds of the world scratched claws

up her back. The scarab, now in one of her pockets, began to vibrate softly.

Zombies smell of damp earth and decaying things that are best left nameless.

That's how my daughter remembers them, and she shivers some when she does.

They exploded out of the ground, grabbing at her ankles, holding her legs as they
pulled themselves from their graves. Rosella screamed, and the undead backed away

in fright. At first my daughter thought it was her scream that did it, but when she

took the scarab charm from her pocket she could see it glowed with a strong, healthy
light. The stone's vibration produced a low hum that had been muffled by her skirt.
Rosella thanked the witches under her breath and was glad she had returned them
their eye.

Other than the zombies groping hungrily among the tombstones and the
locked crypt built into the mountainside, Rosella found nothing in either part of
the graveyard. There were no signs anywhere of Pandora's Box. She moved on then
to the spooky manor and found that this too had become haunted after dark.

A baby's cry startled her as she stepped inside the front door. It was coming
from upstairs. Rosella rushed up the steps, wondering how an infant could have

come to the deserted house. The smaller bedroom was as she had left it, as was the
master chamber. There, however, the cries came much stronger; their source seemed

to be the nursery attached to that room. She quickly entered it. The nursery was

still empty, but the old cradle was now gently rocking back and forth. It was empty,
but the cries were definitely coming from it. Rosella was sure she could feel a ghostly
presence, that of a dead baby seeking comfort. Perhaps the ghost wailing in the
cradle was that of the baby whose tombstone she had read before.

Rosella had come across the graves of two children, one in each part of the
graveyard; an infant had been laid to rest on the western section. Evidently, it wasn't
resting very well. Why the child's spirit had returned to the nursery Rosella didn't
know. Perhaps it was looking for something, or someone. The sound of its crying
was heartbreaking.

Rosella walked downstairs to the parlor. The secret door in the wall was open,

iust as she had left it, and inside that door the shovel still leaned against the stone
wall. Rosella took the shovel and left the house. The hags said she might find
Pandora's Box amongst the undead, so she intended to open the infant's grave and
see if it were there. It would be grim work in the darkness.
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The child's tombstone lay in the northwest comer of the western graveyard,
partially obscured by the low branches of an overhanging tree. The stone said the
child's name was Hiram, and he had died at the age of six months. Rosella read the
tombstone and then began to dig. After digging for a few moments, her shovel
turned up a small silver rattle mixed with the dirt from the grave; it must have
belonged to the unfortunate child. Rosella took it, thinking she would place it in
the empty cradle. Perhaps it would quiet the crying ghost.

She returned to her digging, and reached the tiny, pine box holding the baby's
remains. She forced herself to open it. It contained the sad remains of the child's
burial clothes and his bones, which had been undisturbed until now That was all
she found; she closed the coffin and left. She would refill the hole later.

Rosella returned to the house with the silver rattle, dodging zombies all the
way. With the scarab protecting her, they were more nuisance than real danger, but
their touch was cold, unwholesome, and thoroughly disgusting. Like too many cats

in a house, they were always underfoot.
The cradle continued its ghostly rocking, side to side. The crying still filled

the air. Rosella polished the tarnished toy as well as she could with a corner of her
skirt, and carefully put it into the cradle. In an instant, both the rocking and the
crying ceased completely. Peace returned to the deserted room. It was replaced by
terrible noises from downstairs.

Thus began a series of nocturnal huntings and diggings as Rosella sought to
quiet the ghosts of that haunted house, all the time searching for the box she must
return to Lolotte.

From the landing at the top of the stairs, my daughter spied a second ghost-a
stooped old man who trudged from room to room, walking through the walls. He
moaned loudly, wailing loss and despair. It sounded as if he were howling the word
"gold" over and over and over. Rosella thought the wails would drive her insane if
she stayed there much longer. She went grave-hunting again in self-defense.

After a search of both parts of the cemetery Rosella dug up the resting place
of one "Newberry Will." She chose his grave because his tombstone branded him a
miser-one who valued gold and treasure above all else, doomed to spend the
afterlife shackled with the chains of greed. The grave was on the southern edge of
the western graveyard, and after she had dug there a bit, she discovered a bag of
gold coins-nothing else. When she returned to the manor and offered it to the
ghost, he snatched it from her and drooled. Then the ghost disappeared, taking
with him his wails and moans. They were replaced by the weeping of yet another
of the undead.

The third ghost had once been a beautiful young woman, tall and slender,
with hair the color of midnight. She didn't appear to be much older than my
daughter. She was sitting, rocking, in the small bedroom, her face buried in her
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hands. The ghost wore a large wedding band, now wet from her crying. Only once
did she lift her face to reveal a large pair of gray eyes, flush with tears. Those eyes

looked as if they had stared into infinity and had found it wanting. Then the
woman's head sank again into her hands and the ghostly weeping continued.

Rosella found her grave in the eastern burial ground. She knew it was the
correct one the moment she saw it. A l9-year-old girl bythe name of Betty had died
of a broken heart after her lover had perished at sea. Rosella dug and found a little
Iocket attached to a thin gold chain. Engraved on it was the image of a black-bearded
sea captain-her husband. Again she had not discovered Pandora's Box; again she

took a small treasure to the restless dead.

I never knew a ghost could smile, but my daughter says this one did. The
young woman's weeping ceased the moment Rosella offered her the locket. She

took it, held it up, looked at the picture, smiled, and vanished-rocking chair and
all. Rosella felt sorry for the girl and her lost love. Of course, that's when she heard
new cries of anguish from downstairs.

Ghost number four looked much like the man etched in the locket; older
though, and a soldier from the look of his uniform. He paced despondently in the
parlor, peering into corners, under furniture, and behind the few remaining books.
Searching, pacing, wailing, the ghost made his futile rounds. One of the ghost's legs

had been lost, perhaps in battle, and had been replaced by a wooden one. The sound
of his walking was uneven and wrong. Rosella went to the cemetary to find whatever
he was looking for.

It turned out to be a medal in the form of a golden cross. Engraved on it were
the words "For Valor and Bravery." It had been buried along with Lord Coningsby
in the western graveyard where he lay next to his wife. Their graves were closest to
the house they must have once lived in. Rosella took the medal of honorbackinside
and presented it to the apparition. He took it from her reverently and slowly faded
from sight.

The last ghost made all of Rosella's frustration about not finding the object of
her own quest-Pandora's Box-dissolve iust like the phantoms she had been
encountering. It started differently than her other unearthly episodes; no moans,
no wails, no weeps, iust a little boy ghost appearing, teasing Rosella, and trying to
get her to chase him. With that, he disappeared into the small bedroom, the one
where she had encountered the young widow.

When she had first explored the manor those many hours before, my daughter
had noted a trapdoor in that room's ceiling, but no way was visible to reach it.
When she followed the boy inside, she found that that situation had changed. The
trapdoor was now open and a ladder led up into it. Rosella climbed up into the
gloom.
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The room must have once been the house's attic; it was cluttered with all sorts

of boxes and chests-the trash and treasures of a family home. The boy ghost sat

there upon a large and interesting-looking chest. Could this, she thought, be

Pandora's Box? There seemed no way to find out, however. The young ghost

wouldn't move from the top of the lid. Ghosts may be almost transparent, gauzy

and ephemeral, but they can be just as heavy and immobile as they wish. Rosella

could not budge it. The boy just sat there smiling and giggling, looking at Rosella

as if expecting a treat. She walked to the spot where she had crawled onto the attic
floor after climbing up the ladder, and she climbed the ladder back down.

Rosella had no choice but to return to the graveyard; what grave was the boy's?

Finally she located it on the eastern side, a largish stone in the northwest corner. It
was the same inscription that had overcome her earlier. It marked the grave of a
boy named Willy; who had been buried with a toy horse on wheels-without doubt
the child's favorite toy. The shovel broke as Rosella finished digging. She hoped it
was not a bad omen.

The boy was still sitting on the chest when Rosella returned to the attic, still
smiling, still giggling naughtily. She gave the toy to the boy and hoped he would
disappear like the others so that she could see what was inside of the chest. This
ghost took his time; he looked and grinned merrily at the wooden horse, and finally
disappeared with a loud POP! Rosella opened the lid carefully and then peered

inside. Pandora's Box? No! All there was inside was some sheet music-old, yellow,

and near crumbling to dust. That was all. Carefully, she took the brittle pages.

As Rosella carefully made her way back down the ladder and headed toward
the secret staircase past the parlor, she couldn't help grinning at a riddle I had asked

her once when she was much younger: What is a ghost's favorite kind of music?

All the way up that narrow, treacherous stone stair she kept chuckling and repeating
aloud, "Sheet music. Sheet music. Ghosts like sheet music!" The old joke helped
release much of her tension and anxiety.

Two flaming torches illuminated the tower room containing the organ,

although how they had been lighted is a mystery. Rosella moved directly to the
instrument and played the sheet music on the organ. The melody was deep and
somber, the tempo a slow march. As Rosella played, a small, secret drawer opened
out of the organ's front; in it was a key. Afrer what I've been through, I'll bet it's a

skeleton key, Rosella murmured to herself cynically. She finished playing the music
and took the key; she had decided it must be the key to the crypt. After all, she

reasoned, it was the only thing in or near the house that was locked.
She survived her final trip down the tower stairs and again thought bad

thoughts about the person who invented the Iong skirt. In the front hall she paused

but a moment to see the time. It was almost midnight, time was running out for



her father and Genesta. Then she sped out of the house and straight to the crypt in
the mountain.

The key fit. Rosella unlocked the door, slowly opened it, and stepped inside
to the most elaborate burial chamber she had ever imagined. She found herself on
a platform above the tomb's floor; hieroglyphics were scribbled over all of the walls,
and a massive coffin stood in one corner. So colorful and exotic was the place that
Rosella imagined that it must have been dug into the mountain in the days of
ancient Aegypt. On the opposite side of the crypt, resting by itself, alone on the
floor, was a small box. Pandora's?

A rope ladder lay piled at Rosella's feet, left there for people to climb up and
down between the door and the floor. She took the rope and dropped it down,
climbing quickly after it. That's when the ancient coffin opened and a figure lurched
out at Rosella. The mummy walked heavily for several steps, arms reaching for my
daughter; then it stopped short. Rosella felt the obsidian scarab vibrate more rapidly
in her pocket. The undead one returned to its resting place. My daughter sighed
with relief; if the scarab had not worked, she would have had no place to flee.

The box was not particularly large; it could be easily fit in one hand. It was

made of some unfamiliar, heavy, black metal and decorated with blasphemous
shapes. It both looked and felt evil; it was indeed Pandora's Box, hidden away and
guarded by the mummy for eons. Rosella took the box and climbed out of the crypt.
She turned her back on both the graveyard and the haunted house and walked
south, knowing Lolotte's flying monkeys would find her as she started up the
mountain path. She almost welcomed their rough embrace.

Lolotte was in a frighteningly light mood when my daughter was brought
before her for the last time. The evil one asked Rosella her name and then
announced that she was to get her reward, and it would not be her fteedom-oh
no! Instead, Lolotte had decided my daughter would marry her deformed son Edgar

in the morning. Until that time she was to spend the night in Edgar's room, alone.
Then she ordered her goons to strip my girl of all her possessions, leaving but the
clothes on her back. Rosella gasped. She faced a fate, she thought, much worse than
death!

The black-garbed guards escorted my princess to a room at the top of one of
the castle's high towers. They slammed the door shut and stomped down the stairs.

Before they left, she heard the click of the door being locked, and no matter how
hard she shoved and pushed, she couldn't budge it open. Despondently, Rosella

looked around the tower room that she soon would be forced to share with the
witch's son.
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My daughter had just about given up all hope when she heard a small sound
at her door, not at all like the tramping of the guards. Rushing over to the door, she

saw something that had not been there before-a red rose, still fresh on its long
stem. Who could have placed it there? she thought. Bending over, she picked it up
and brought it to her nose, her eye catching a golden glint. That's when she

discovered the little key that had been concealed in the rose's leaves. She took it.
Trying it in the chamber door, Rosella heard, and felt, the blessed click of the lock.

She turned the knob and the door quietly opened. Rosella was free! Now she had
to find Lolotte and somehow get the Talisman from her.

The stairs down were so dimly lit that she could barely see where to put her

feet. Slowly and quietly, as silent as a zombie, Rosella made her escape down the
cold steps, each one taking her further from her prison. As she rounded the last

curve, she spotted one of the monkeys standing guard at the bottom. It looked as

if it were sleeping on duty.
Rosella hugged the wall as tightly as she could, trying to blend with the

shadows, thinking quiet zombie thoughts. The guard still did not move. She crept

along, keeping as far away from it as possible. Inch by inch, she came closer to the
open archway at the bottom of the tower, and then she was through.

She found herself in the castle's cheerless dining room where a large table and

benches covered most of the floor. Rosella imagined this was to be the site of her

wedding breakfast; it was a meal that she planned never to taste. Another guard was

posted here, near two new doorways. It too was nodding in light sleep; the Iateness

of the hour seemed to be favoring her escape.

Rosella continued hugging walls and their shadows as she passed in front of
the guard across the room. The first of the doorways she came to led into Lolotte's

throne room, but she continued on to the second, within short reach of the flying
monkey. Rosella could hear its soft snoring as she went by, holding her breath and

wishing herself as skinny as she could. This door led to the kitchen, which was

deserted, cold, and with no other exit. Rosella made a silent search of the place, and

in one of the two large cabinets, she discovered her stolen possessions; she took
them all. She was overioyed and spent an extra moment caressing Cupid's bow and

its lone arrow. Putting her fingers to her lips, Rosella lightly breathed, "Lolotte!This
one's got your name on it!" She touched her kissed fingers to the arrow's tip and

crept out of the kitchen the way she had entered. The guard still snored.

Two final monkey guardians had to be passed. The first stood by Lolotte's

throne, and she just ran past it, sprinting silently by the bottom of the throne's

stair. The last guard was beyond the door on the other side of the throne room, at

the base of the second tower's stairs-the same tower where she had been taken
when she had been imprisoned in the torture chamber. Both of the guards slept; in
fact, all she had encountered had been dozing. Could it be that they cared for their
mistress so little that they thought nothing of sleeping on duty? She knew not.
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Talisman. Dawn would come shortly, and the fairy queen would die soon after if
Rosella were not successful. Up she climbed, terrified of any misstep. Up she

climbed, each step, she dreamed, taking her closer to the witch. Halfway up, she

saw light from the hallway that led to the torture cell. She saw guards moving about
there, definitely not asleep. That meant up again, to the top of the tower.

My daughter suspected that Lolotte kept her private chambers at the top of
the stairs, much as Edgar's were at the pinnacle of the other tower. She double-
checked the bow and arrow; they were ready for their intended target. Up and up
she climbed and arrived at an ornate door, identical with the one in Edgar's room.

Shooting someone, however evil they be, however necessary the act may be,

is not a task for the faint or indecisive. Neither is it an act to be performed lightly.
Rosella knew that the fate of those she loved-and of our entire world!-was
attached to the single arrow she carried, iust as firmly as the feathers of the arrow's
fletching were glued to its shaft. She readied herself in body and mind, breathing
deep to slow her heart and steady her eye and hand. She put all thoughts out of her
mind save that of the deed she had to do. She felt neither joy nor fear, just focus
and action.

The little gold key fit in the lock, iust as she had suspected it would. Softly she

opened the door, trying not to waken the evil witch. Rosella found her deep asleep

in her huge bed-easily large enough to hold an ogre and his wife comfortably. My
brave child wasted no time in idle observation. She drew the bow's string to her ear,

aimed at Lolotte's sleeping heart, and shot. The golden arrow of love flew true to
its target!

Lolotte sat straight up from her next to final sleep, Cupid's arrow buried deep

in her chest. Agony and pain distorted her face. "Aaah," she screamed. "The pain!
The pain! I cannot stop the pain!" In her last instant, Lolotte saw Rosella standing
there, the bow still held straight in front of her. The evil witch made a last effort to
rise, to get to my daughter, but she crumpled over.

"l'll get you, peasant girl. I'll get you!" With that, she fell finally silent. Her
body stilled, empty of life.

Edgar entered his mother's chamber with the dawn. He looked at her body
silently for a moment and then offered Rosella her freedom and the freedom of the
castle. He still wore his puppy eyes and looked at my daughter with longing. Then
he left Rosella alone. He never looked back at his mother.
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Rosella found the Talisman hanging from a chain around the dead witch's
neck. It could only be that because goodness radiated from it, not evil. She took it
and walked out of Lolotte's chamber. She had not intended to kill her enemy, merely
control her as she had the unicorn, transforming the evil witch with the power of
love. Killing the evil one had left Rosella feeling empty and shattered, but it did not
totally cover her sense of triumph.

The guards bowed to Rosella as she entered the hall halfway down the stairs.
They informed her that they had never loved the witch; she had cast a spell over
them and forced them to do her bidding. Rosella acknowledged their apologies n'ith
a smile and short nod of her head. The moment was shattered then by the raucous

squawking of a hen from behind the door by which she was standing. She opened
it. Inside was the hen that laid the golden egg. In the far corner rested Pandora's
Box. Rosella took them both.

It was now time to return the Talisman to Genesta, and to hide the box again

in its crypt to prevent someone else from trying to use its evil. Rosella slowly walked
back down the stairs and back through the witch's throne room, vowing never to
return. She tumed her back on Lolotte's throne and walked outside to freedom.

Near the front gate of the castle stood a small stable, and Rosella found the
unicorn imprisoned inside of it. She opened the gate that confined the great magic
beast, and it bolted to its own freedom, kicking and waving its forelegs and neighing
in ioy. As the unicorn disappeared down the mountain, Rosella wished she were

riding it; she didn't relish her own long walk to the sea.

My daughter was weary. The strains of the past two days had left her mind
and body on the verge of exhaustion. She had rested little and eaten nothing since

being taken to be sacrificed to the dragon-Oh, how that seemed so far in her past

at that moment!-but she pushed on down, taking extra care not to lose her footing
on the dirt path. Once down, it was but a short way to the ornate crypt where she

returned Pandora's Box to the exact spot from which she had taken it. Then she

closed the crypt door and locked it behind her. Rosella kicked the key back under
the door so no one would ever possess the evil of Pandora's Box again. Then she

walked the last distance to the sea.

The swim to Genesta's island seemed never to end, but my daughter arrived
there before her strength gave out. The fairy queen was still in her bed, barely
conscious. Praying that she was in time, Rosella gave the Talisman to Genesta. She

watched Genesta's eyes open wide as the healing powers brought life back to the
fairy's face.

"You have saved my life, Rosella! Tamir and I owe you a great debt!"



A short while later, Rosella and Genesta stood on the beach, looking at the
hen that lays golden eggs. In her fatigue my daughter had carried the remarkable

hen all the way over the sea from Lolotte's. It had squawked and screamed the entire
time. Genesta was surprised to see the hen; it had once been hers, but had been

stolen and never recovered until now. The fairy queen could hardly believe her
double good fortune.

The rest goes quickly. Before returning my daughter home to Daventry,
Genesta told her that there was another person who had performed a brave deed

and was deserving of reward. With a wave of her magic wand, poor, twisted Edgar

was on the beach beside them, blinking madly ftom his unexpected transport and
the bright sun.

"Edgar was the one who brought you the key that let you escape. He has a

beautiful soul trapped in a horrid body, and I shall make that iniustice right."
Another wand wave and Edgar was transformed completely. In place of his de-

formed body, he now stood straight and tall and handsome.
Edgar loved my daughter-he may still love her-and asked Rosella to marry

him as soon as he saw that she was there on the beach with him. Rosella looked at

him for a few moments and smiled.

"l'm sorry Edgar. Perhaps we will meet again." She gave him a quick kiss. He

blushed.
Another wave of the wand and Rosella's filthy peasant clothes were replaced

by her own relatively clean court gown. One last good-bye, one last pass of the
magic wand, and Genesta sent Rosella home bearing the magic fruit that would
soon heal her father-my dear husband.

My baby was home safe!

We both finally cried.

155
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, if not humbling, to realize that the more one

learns, the more one learns that one has not learned enough. The more a person

studies and explores the mysteries and secrets of magic, the more questions found
answered in scrawled worm-munched and mold-infested parchments, and the more

foul dungeons and death-cold catacombs wandered in search of new wonders; the
more the thaumaturgical tourist becomes baffled. Each new discovery brings a few
new facts, but with them come a passel of new perplexities. Like a flea on a dragon's

hide, we think that the little we perceive is all there is to the beast. Then we bite,

and the dragon scratches. If we survive the encounter, we find ourselves elsewhere

on the beast, its smoking snout perhaps, discovering in the process that there is

I tui&##ffiffi;
I SWI r*mwaci#fu
T WMI find it somewhat ironic, if not
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more to the dragon than we could ever have imagined. Magic is like that. As soon
as we think we know what it is, how it works, and how to control it, the universe
absently raises a hind leg and...off we go again.

Of course it's not fair. On the other hand, the lack of fairness on the part of
the multiverse, all of the universes of existence, is one of the few things we do know
for sure.

Elsewhere, I have written at much length concerning the proper practice of
the magical craft. I have shown how would-be magicians can never be too careful
in following all the proper instructions and steps in the casting of spells. If the
proper ingredients are not used in proper amounts and in the proper order, if the
proper words are not intoned at the proper time, if the magic wand is not properly
charged, and if it isn't properly waved at the proper time, then the envisioned
magical spell will not work properly-if at all. Also, the would-be wizard will most
probably suffer consequences of the direst nature. In cooking, a misread direction
might only result in a baked cat instead of a baked pudding. In magic, a missed or
misread direction might easily turn the spellcaster into a cat. Or dead.

Or much worse.

In the past I have written that there are but two kinds of magicians. I have
since reconsidered. In truth, there are iust three kinds of magicians: Magicians, dead
magicians, and those who wish most heartily that they were dead.

Sometimes we are so busy looking at water that we miss seeing the ocean.
Some things, and some facts, are so obvious as to be missed. Thus it is with magic.
The small and simple household spells, ensorcellments, bindings, petty coniura-
tions, love potions, and enchantments are passed around from mouth to ear, seldom
inscribed on parchment. Their simplicity is such that, even when mistakes are made
in the casting, the worst that might befall the practitioner is an occasional blood
blister, wart, partial baldness, or a week or two of bladder incontinence. Minor
annoyances for minor spells, simple maladies for simple magics.

The greater magics and sorceries, because of their very complex natures, must
be recorded in some way. Obviously, to learn and use such incantations, the sorcerer
must be able to read the words inscribed in the scrolls and books of the art. To
practice the craft of magic, it is not enough to be careful, to follow directions
perfectly, and to keep your magic wand fully charged. Tb be a magician, you must
know how to read! How often we overlook this. How often we have blithely assumed

this to be true.
Moreover, many of the most powerful and fearsome of the magical tomes are

inscribed in languages and symbols either long dead, unknown to the magician, or
from races other than that of the humanfolk. Some are reputed to have existed since
the times before the Lizard Folk crawled out of their swamps to raise their gargan-
tuan cities and rule the stars for untold millions of years. The Lizard Folk themselves
died out, victims of other arcane sorceries from beyond the multiverse itself. Some



even claim that those insane and incomprehensible magics which destroyed the
lizards-the very sounds of which cannot be conceived nor reproduced by hu-
mans-exist still, written into the very shapes of the clouds and pattems of the
winds. How can one read the words of such spells? How can a sorcerer utter the
proper sounds?

We magicians are smug, I believe, in a certain picture of ourselves surrounded
by our paraphernalia, our flasks and retorts and glass tubes and jars of dried
esoterica. We wave our wands and invoke all of the powe$ we can command while
those tools and supplies of our craft look on without comment, silent acolytes at
the altar of magic. We take our time, make our gestures, cast the spell that we will,
and then return to our books or our cups. In our peculiar liturgy, we control the
time we take, and not the opposite. What then if sorcerers clash in battle, when
one might not have the luxury of slowly building a spell to some titanic climax?
Or, is it true, as some folk say, that the winner in any such contest of magical
mayhem is the one who doesn't die of boredom?

When King Graham of Daventry, my father, fought and defeated the evil
sorcerer Mordack in magical combat, he used a type of magic that was unknown to
me until that time. King Graham is not a magician and, to the best of my knowledge,
has not sfudied any grimoires or other compendia of the sorcerous arts. Mordack
threw at my father spells potent enough to defeat great necromancers with just the
wave of his wand. Yet King Graham vanquished the wizard, perhaps the most
powerful mage I have ever encountered, after having studied this unique form of
magic for only a few moments. Tiue, my father has a good memory and is well
trained and able to remember whole pages of manuscript at a glance, but he had
not the luxury of lingering over Mordack's syllabus of mystical spelling, Tlze

Obiurgation of Souls, for long.
To be a magician, you must know how to read. Although overlooked, it is

nonetheless taken for granted; a truth so obvious as to be paid no mind. It is a
conventional wisdom that is never doubted. The trouble with conventional wis-
doms, however, is that they are conventional. But the multiverse is large, and
occasionally the dragon scratches.

All of the rules of spell-casting as I knew them were broken in that conflict
which concluded, happily, in my father's favor. Later, like the scratched flea
suddenly sitting on the dragon's nose, I began exploring Mordack's book, touring
this new land of magical mysteries. In it, I discovered a different type of wizardry,
one completely without words, artifice, or artifact. I have named this new form of
spell-casting Iconomancy--<on juration through pictures.

It is because of its very simplicity that King Graham was able to master it as

quickly as he did. I suspect that anyone of normal intelligence, and even average

memory, might learn it with little effort and in a modest amount of time. It works
thusly.
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Sometime in the past, certain potent images-I call them lcons-were crafted,

drawn onto the pages of t}:re Obiurgation of Souls to be studied and used. Whether
it was by Mordack or by someone else, I do not know, although I suspect the
manuscript is of a great age and protected from decay by magical means. Whoever
created the icons was a very strong sorcerer, able to imbue his or her mystic power
into the very pictures which were created. So strong and powerful is the magic
drawn into the icons, that all one needs to do to use them is to strongly and
accurately recall the mere image of the desired spell. Concentrating with the eye of
one's mind, the magician merely clears the intellect of all extraneous thought, forms
a clear picture of the spell, and lingers with that image for a moment, much as one
would caress the memory of a lover. This takes but a moment or two.

Our language has no word for the ultimate step, activating the magic. For that
reason, I have taken the liberty to suggest a word to describe the willing of the spell
into reality. The mind clicks on the spell in a moment of finality, one which tells
the universe that, yes indeed, we perceive the image representing the spell as real

and, at once, the spell is.

Thus it truly happens. It is much easier done than described. Like relieving
one's bladder, one doesn't know how it's done, one iust decides, then does it.

It goes without much saying that the spellcaster must be in possession of a
potently charged Wand of Magic during this act. Few magics work properly, if at
all, without the stick of sorcery to channel and propel the magical energies through
the aether from the caster to its culmination. Iconomancy is not one of the
exceptions.

Much like I have transcribed portions of The Sorcery of Old, I shall now
reproduce, as accurately as my modest artistic skills will allow, such excerpts from
The Obiurgation of Souls as I feel safe in bringing to the knowledge of others. Many
of the magics contained within those always-new pages can set the stars reeling
drunkenly between the realms of night, and others can melt the mind of almost
anyone who might gaze on their images.

What is recorded here are a number of changings, spells of transformation to
and from various mortal forms. Using these spells, the mage will be able to change
from the human form into another and, indeed, from any of these forms into still
another. These castings are most powerful and aggressive, and seem to have been

intended for use in wizardly warring. If you must use or experiment with them, do
so wisely.

Much evil and misery has passed through the lands of our world, despite good

folk and better intentions. Use these powers of lconomancy-use all the many
magical powers-in the cause of good, and for a world filled with peace.
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Dragon of Fire is used to turn the spellcaster into that most fearsome of beasts,

the fire-breathing dragon. It is a spell of great power, and can be used for both attack
and defense. Few can remain in the dragon form for much time, and repeated

change into this shape is impossible.
Such monsters come in many sizes, and some even come with many heads.

This particular spell will create a dragon large enough to easily crisp a dozen people

with one incendiary snort of its single snout. The fire dragon is a most misunder-
stood creature. Though excessively dangerous, they are known to be shy and
reclusive beasts who live in dark, cool caves, especially ones where gold or gems

may be found. They are most attracted to sparkly and glittery things, and normally
use their bright flames in order to look at the bright reflections caused by their fire
illuminating the rich walls of their dens.

Despite their armored hides, massive size, and terrifying appearance, fire
dragons have an enormous weak spot. They are among the dullest, most stupid of
creatures. For that reason, a magic user of even modest power can overcome the
dragon's weak will and easily bind it to their bidding. Oft times sorcerers use the
dragons as war beasts, to terrorize and immolate all who might stand against them.
Again too, they are frequently employed to stand guard over the treasures of mages

or countries, and it was such a dragon that King Graham was forced to overcome

as he quested to save Daventry and become its king.
The dragon which I slew in order to rescue my sister, Princess Rosella, was

most likely also under some ensorcellment. If it had been marauding on its own, it
would have cindered her quickly and moved on to new victims. It is still a mystery
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to all as to who set that particular dragon of fire to ravage Daventry as it could
neither have been Manannan nor Mordack.

Fire dragons have extremely poor eyesight. This fact is of scant use to humans
and many of the little fol\ as the beasts can still see things as small as a young
child. However, it is almost entirely vague to smaller animals and the tiny fairies.
This fact was all but unknown until one aspiring magician promised to rid a small
principality of its overpopulation of rabbits. She entranced a fire dragon and
directed it to a carrot patch that was a particular favorite of bunnies. With a

theatrical wave of her wand, she directed the beast to use its breath and to, "Fire!"
The dragon breathed, but with no effect on the rabbits who bolted back into their
holes in fright, even though the flame was not cast in their direction.

And so it was that the castle lost both its scarecrows, and the poor magician
lost her iob.
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Rabbit Run seems a most incongruous of spells, one of limited use to any but

those who prefer their vegetables raw Nonetheless, this is an excellent spell for
defense, unseen exploration, and getting into and out of tight spots.

Rabbits are among the quickest, nimblest, and most agile of creatures. By

transforming into one, a mage can easily dodge most humans or large beasts, either
with speed, a sudden hop, an impossible-seeming change of direction, or a quick
bolt into a tiny hole. Rabbits are quite attuned to dangers, and one who transforms
into the furry shape attains much of that sensitivity. One can recognize peril much
sooner than in human form and scoot from it before it gets too close. Once safely
shrunk, the mage then has the freedom to explore where he or she dare not stick
an arm or hand. The safety of a bolt hole also allows time to plot new strategies or
consider further transformation. It is not considered wise, however, to tum into
something much larger whilst sequestered in a small and enclosed space, especially

underground.
Many feel that rabbits, because of their quickness to flee or spook, are cowardly

creatures. Nothing could be further from the truth. Their hind feet are quite strong
and have been known to knock other rabbits, cats, small dogs, or snakes senseless.

Against other opponents their own size, the advantage of being a rabbit
shrinks. What good is it to dart into a tight hole if you're fleeing from a hungry
weasel or fox? In times like that, a dead-end burrow can become exactly that, as the
unfortunate spellcaster ends up dead.
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Ring of Fire is the least potent of an entire family of fire transformation spells,

the rest of which, because of their awesome magnitudes, will be omitted here. Their
names, Walls of Flame, Total Holocaust, Chaos and Conflagation, and Eater of Worlds,

give some small idea of how powerful these others are. This is not to imply that
Ring of Fire is but a candle's flame compared to the solar orb. No. It is deadly and
destructive, but its power is contained in a small area, the size of which is easily
controlled by the spellcaster.

Because of its ability to be finely controlled, Ring of Fire is unique amongst
flame spells. Firstly, it is most often used to contain its victims, surrounding them
with flames so as to eliminate any possibility of escape. The wizard can then choose
to capture his or her foe alive, or not, as the mood strikes them.

This leads to the spell's second unique property. It affects only living matter;
when closed on its victim it only touches that unfortunate being. Thus it can be

used indoors with great effect. Without this property, many an unwary spellcaster
might find themselves consumed along with their foes in the fierce flames.

As awful as the effects of Ring of Fire are, I am grateful that it only works over
a small area. It is most harrowing to envision some evil or mad being able to cast a

magic which would immolate all life in a town, city, castle, or country but leave
all else untouched. This would imply a value choice of the deepest perversity. It is

vile and evil enough that one might choose to destroy individual lives on such a

vast scale. How much more evil is it then to choose material and lifeless things-
lands, dwellings, possessions, treasures, and geegaws-over life itself.l I shudder and
sweat cold at the thought, the same as the multiverse itself must.
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Rainmaker seems to have originated as an attempt at creating a benign
agricultural spell. As is true for most Iconomancic spells, however, the full geograph-
ical range of its effect is somewhat limited. In my own experiments with it, I have
been unable to use it to bring rain to an area much larger than the palace garden

at Castle Daventry. As a drought-fighting spell, therefore, it is of limited use. In
theory Rainmaker could be cast as often as necessary to cover a much larger region.
But the toll it would take on the energies of the magician would likely prove fatal
long before sufficient rain might be conjured. It is also likely that the spellcaster's
Wand of Magic would be consumed into nothingness by attempting to channel so

much magical energy. Especially among magic users, it is always good advice to
never spread oneself too thin.

On the other hand, Rainmaker is an excellent example of the magical laws of
Opposites. There are several such laws that we know of, although I suspect that
there are still more to be uncovered. In general, the laws of Opposites allow a wizard
to manipulate one form of energy, matter, or simile in order to achieve its apparent
opposite. An example might be the death of a sacrificial being in the attempt to
create life in another. Another might be endless removal of portion upon portion
of a single cake in order to feed sweet treats to multitudes; in consuming the cake,

more is created.

Another form of the laws of Opposites concerns the idea that for every magical
spelling, conjuration, or ensorcellment, there exists a negating incantation or
enchanting; an opposite that is used to cancel, or oppose, the first,
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Thus it is with Rainmaker. Because it cleanses the air, it can be used to nullify
smoke spells or enchantments of psychic befuddlement and depression. It goes

without saying that it opposes many of the fire magics most effectively.
Rainmaker can be used indoors, but the mage should be careful that the water

has a way of escaping the closed space, lest the spellcaster drown in his or her own
success.
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Snakemaker turns the spellcaster into one of the most dangerous of vipers,
the King Cobra. Such a snake is most fearsome and deadly. In such a form, the
wizard can hold atbay, frighten, or attack most mortal creatures quickly and with
a most mortal effect. Some beings are impervious to the cobra's venom, and
creatures much larger than the human can withstand the effects of the poison
longer. But, if the mage recognizes the exceptions, this can be a most lethal of
transformations.

Besides giving one the ability to strike with poisonous swiftness, Snakemaker,
much like Rabbit Run, allows the shape-changer to venture into places too small or
tight for humans. On the other hand, snakes do not have good vision in the dark,
so this is not a particularly effective transformation for exploring dark places. It is
a good form, though, to chase cats in. If I had known the spell whilst being terrorized
by Manannan, as his brother Mordack's prisoner, I would surely have used it.

Because snakes tend to make their diet one of small critters and vermin, this
is an excellent spell to be used in household or barnyard pest control.
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- Riki Tiki Tavi is a most unusual name for a spell, as it seems to be nothing
more than a somewhat pleasing sequence of sounds. Oft times in magic, though,
mere sounds can contain great powers in themselves. The aged and great Grand
Wizard Chrispinophur practices a magic that relies much on such words of power.

"Open Sesame!", "Abracadabra!", "Shazam!", "Etaoin Shrdlu!", and "lii R'lyea!

Cthulhu fhtagn! Ia! Ia!" are some obvious examples of sounds which, of their very
nature, have extreme potency. I shall not dwell on this particular topic any further
at this point, except to bring your attention to another pair of highly efficacious
sounds, "Scat!" and "Git!" To the felines and canines of the world, these are extremely
powerful exclamations, and magical in their effect on such creatures.

I suspected Riki Tiki Tavi to be much as explained above. When I had the
leisure to study The Obiurgation of Souls at some length, however, I discovered a short
note in the margin of the page which contained this particular spell. Faded so as to
be almost invisible, it appeared to be of some antiquity and most likely was already

there when Mordack attained possession of the magical tome.
Riki Tiki Tavi transforms its caster into a small rodent-like creature, the

mongoose. Mongooses are kept as pets by some because of their docile natures,

except when it comes to rats and poisonous snakes. These are the natural prey of
mongooses, and they will attack and kill these creatures whenever they come across

them. So it is for this reason that they are kept and treasured in domains much
afflicted by the above.

Riki Tiki Thvi, so the marginal note states, is the name of one particular
mongoose that once lived in the Other World. It is said that his bravery and courage



in protecting his keepers from a family of cobras are renowned throughout that
universe. Evidently, tales of his exploits were carried along at a time when some
folks who knew the tale withdrew here. I suspect that the fabricator of the spell was
especially taken by the story (which is totally unknown to me, nor recorded
anywhere that I can find), and named the spell after the creature. Perhaps Riki Tiki
Tavi himself was able to withdraw here and was known to the spell's author. Or,
mayhaps he became a familiar to the unknown wizard. Whatever; if the short note
is accurate, then the unique name is explained.

This spell, of course, has much practical use in vermin and viper control.
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IUIger's Glaw

-
Tiger's Claw transforms the spellcaster into one of the the most feared felines

in the universe. A thousand pounds of furred fury, stiletto fangs, and diamond-cut-
ter claws, the wild tiger is a flesh-eater that must consume massive amounts of fresh

meat each day. It is a fast, quick, strong and bloodthirsty beast whose thick fur helps

protect it from many of the stings and arrows of its prey. It is quick enough to swat

enemies from out of the air, swift enough to run down almost anything it desires,

and strong enough to wrestle the strongest of enemies. Many tigers have been

known to have developed a taste for human flesh, having discovered that two-
legged prey is easy hunting.

The only other big cats more feared than the jungle tiger are its larger relatives,

the were-tiger and the saber-toothed tiger, Growl Tiger the Bravo Cat, and the
mysterious Cheshire Cat, who attacks and disappears so fast as to leave only its
deadly grin behind, so quick is it gone.

Tiger's Claw is one of the better spells to use if one is suddenly attacked and

a transformation is needed. Because of the tiger's savagery and versatility, the spell

can be used to quickly overcome most foes, unless they are much larger or much

stronger. Against tigers, fire is an excellent defense since their claws and teeth can

do no damage to flames.
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Flying Sting is one of those spells that appears to be of an age earlier than that

of the humanfolk, or from before the very creation of the multiverse. It is even
possible that it originated in a place beyond the stars. If not these explanations,
how can one explain }i'ow alien it looks and the miasma of repulsion it exudes?

Flying Sting turns the wizard insane enough to use it into an apparently
fleshless flying monstrosity armed with a curving poison stinger that kills horribly
at a touch. No cure is known for its poison, and the death throes and agonies of its
victims brand burningly into one's nightmares after merely reading of them. I know;
I have read.

And, I have dreamed.
The general appearance of the Sting is that of a large chitinous bug with no

soft flesh, iust hard armor and tough leathered, featherless wings. It has a long,
fluted, transmuted-mantis head, and makes sounds like a creaking coffin lid
squeaking like hard chalk across slate. Acid pours from a lipless, iagged, and fanged
hard mouth; one that can rip through flesh as a sharp blade slices through old, soft
meat. Its long sting curls inward in a spring-like spiral beneath its segmented and
plated belly, and between its many crustaceanlike shelled legs. The sting uncurls
as quick as sudden death, outward to its target spewing its ample poison in deadly
drops as it does. Death comes with certainty, though neither easy nor quick. It is
not a huge scorpion with wings; it is much worse.

The Sting is a foul creature from beyond our most fevered and feared night-
mares. To face one is to face certain death. The Obiurgation of Souls claims that it is
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impervious to fire and ice, and that the only possible protections against its strike

are a quick reflex, a thick hide, or an annored one.

It also states that the very aroma of the Sting is enough to kill a human if
breathed very deeply, or for very long.





...Graham realized that he was caught between a

Roc, and a very hard place.



CHAPTER 10

Rbsence l'lakes lhe

J|earl [o Yonder

From the Chronicles of Daventry, Part V
Iitm mas

ffiffi#

note to readers: The events of moons have been horrifuing and

hanowing to all the good folks of Daventry. The abduction of the realm's royal family, all
of its retainers, and Castle Daventry itself was an evil of such magnitude and monstrosity

that it transcends the commonplace wonders of our magkal dimension. That our emotions

still reel as if drugged, back and forth ftom ecstatic relief to numbed revulsion, is everyday

testimony to the common psychic wound we all suffered. It is a laceration that will be a

long time healing even with magical remedies, and which may never heal fully cleanly.

That King Graham and his family suffered yet more is beyond the easy comprehension of
this editor. . .

www
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Duek Karlavaegen, a ftequent, distinguished, and popular contributor to The Times

of Daventry is closer to the story of those events thanmost. A ftiend of Pince Alexander
and a ftequent house guest of the royal family, he has a unique perspective on the pasonal
impact of the outrage upon them. Karlavaegm also resides in the former home of the

renegade Manannan, and has since soon after the sorcerer was tumed into a cat by Prince

Alexander. He feels fortunate, if not unduly lucky, that Mordack Iefr him unscathed.

Derek Karlavaegen was invited by King Graham and his family to spend some time
at the refurbished Castle Daventry with them, not long after their ordeals. They asked him
to write and record, for all who might read, the quest of the King of Daventry. We print it
here in its entirety, unedited, with Karlavaegen's personal obsewations included.

Gryrrrlr r rrr:rr r lrrrrrlllr

llltdudert-v
The universe is not fair. It never has been and never will be. Indeed, the entire

multiverse is not fair. It wasn't made that way. It wasn't made to accommodate the
folk and creatures and mountains and seas that blemish the worlds and celestial
orbs. It is much too large to be conscious of such less than trivial things. The silent
universe concerns itself with the greater things, and with the cosmic balances; the
symmetry of forces that keep the stars and planets in their paths, the tides and
oceans in their places, and the magical pumps and reservoirs primed. And it
concerns itself with the fine balance between the Light and the Dark, the eternal
war between Good and Evil. The universe could care less about what happens to
the players in those battles.

Thus it is, it seems, that King Graham of Daventry and his family are forever
charged (although some might say cursed) to play a grave and crucial and essential
role in the very existence of our universe. For these forces, Good and Evil, are unlike
the impersonal ones, which function to keep the sky from falling, and creatures
from floating off into the heavens. Good and Evil are only seen through the actions
and compulsions of the human and other folk-Good the urge for life and harmony
and renewal for all creatures, Evil the urge to chaos, destruction, dissolution, and
self above all else. At some times Good predominates; at others, Evil.

These twin forces are not only part of the very fabric of the universe, they
cannot exist unless the other does. Without Evil, there is no Good, and if there is

Good, it must be balanced with the Dark force. This is, I suspect, the universe's way
of preventing stagnation. Conflict causes change, and change keeps time and
existence from coming to a dead stop. And change keeps existence interesting.
Could the maker or makers of the universes bore easily, and do our life and death
struggles amuse them? I would hope for better ftom them.



In any case, all the natural philosophers and scholars and metaphysicians I
have consulted are unanimous in one fact: At this time in the existence of Daventry,
the conflict between Good and Evil is represented by the dark wizard Manannan
and all his family on the side of Evil, and King Graham and his family for Good.

Neither side chose to be what they are nor understand why they were chosen. The

final winner will determine the course of our world until the next crisis arrives, and
the fight is renewed again with new players.

Graham, of course, disagrees with my theory. He chortles and says I think too
much. But he does not laugh deeply as he dismisses my musings, and usually finds
a way to quickly change the subject. Perhaps he doesn't want to dwell on the trials
that have beset him and his loved ones. You really can't blame him. He may be a

king, but he is most definitely a mortal man. And mortal men, even kings, cry.

@ffi rr lrrr trr lrllrrrlrrlrtl
I.! I

lllfart-Ihe Firstw
As is his habit, King Graham began his day with a stroll through the forest to

Lake Maylie where a vigorous swim dissolved the last sticky threads of sleep from
his brain, and the morning fuzzfrom his eyes. He says his dawn exertions keep his
body firm and his thoughts clear.

Graham is no longer the young knight who won the throne of Daventry. More
than a score of years have passed since then, and those decades have been spent in
rebuilding his ravished kingdom, only to see new troubles and disaster strike when
all seemed finally well. Not all of the acts and decisions he has made over the years

have been good ones, but he has always done what he felt best for Daventry, even

to the sacrifice of his only daughter. Rosella has forgiven him for taking her to the
dragon, but Graham says the memory of her tied to the stake, awaiting death with
her eyes open and dry still sometimes disturbs his dreams. That she was rescued

and survived only eases the horror a little.
The responsibilities that are placed on a king's head along with his crown are

many, and they have put a few deep lines in his face. Valanice, his queen, says they
make him look dashing. He says they are "laugh lines" from his joy of living with
her.

Graham is no longer the slim knight that scampered up a narrow beanstalk
to the Land of the Clouds. The decades have filled him out, but with hard muscle,

not soft flesh. His eyes are not quite what they used to be, and he would no longer
care to attempt outrunning an ogre, but he is still in splendid physical condition.
Although unshaven by preference, he looks like the monarch he is.

That morning he was wearing his usual attire, the short tunic, pants, and high
boots of a Ranger. His head was topped with a long cap, rakishly adorned with one
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red feather. He calls it his adventurer's cap because it has accompanied him through
the adventures that had won him Daventry's throne, and the hand of Valanice. He

had a leather travelling bag on his back, something he always carried in case he

discovered something interesting to bring home.

I will not recount much detail about how Mordack appeared on a hill
overlooking Castle Daventry that day. As the king busied himself picking a few
bright flowers as a gift for Valanice and Rosella, the sorcerer invoked magics

powerful enough to rip the castle out of its very foundations, shrink and whirl it,
and all within, up into the sky and away. Witnesses to the awful event say that
when Mordack and Castle Daventry vanished in front of their unbelieving eyes,

they did not go "Poof!" They thundered.
It was this sound that brought Graham hurrying back. For a moment, he

thought he had taken a wrong fork in the path back to his home. His eyes saw the
great gash in the ground, and his nose smelled the lingering odor of the explosive
energies, but his mind did not register what he was perceiving at that instant. How
could he, really? Those who saw it happen had trouble believing. Graham spent a

while staring, jaw getting closer to the ground. He is an intelligent man and the
evidence of his senses soon stirred his tongue.

"What is going on? Where's my castle?" Considering the circumstances,

Graham may be excused talking aloud to himself.
It did bring a result. From above, an unusually deep and hollow voice surprised

Graham, coming, it seemed, invisibly out of the air.

"Perhaps I can be of some help." A look around and up finally showed the king
the owner of the mysterious voice.

His name, Cedric with no surname. He was short and stout, and clad iust in
a vest and monocle, that's all. For an owl, that is overdressed. And so it was that
King Graham met he who was fated to be his companion during the coming
hardships and adventures, and it was an uncommon pairing indeed.

Cedric was, and still is, both familiar, servant, and companion to the ancient
and powerful High Wizard Chrispinophur. Chrispinophur is said to have been the
leader in our hrst withdrawal ftom the Other World to Daventry. He now lives a

quiet and anonymous life in the Sovereignty of Serenia, unnoticed and forgotten
by most folk of our world. He tells me he prefers it that way, having had more
excitement in his life than he wishes to remember. In his words, "Everybody needs

a bit of peace and relaxation every millennium or so!" He prefers to be called Crispin,
he says, because it is just too much bother for him to remember his entire name
anymore.

Cedric explained to Graham what had happened to Castle Daventry although
he knew not why. He suggested that his master might be able to help; Crispin knew



Mordack somewhat and had had dealings with him in the past. The king, with no-
where else to turn, accepted Cedric's suggestion.

"How far is it to Crispin's?" he asked.

"Too far to walk," was the owl's reply. "Let's fly!"
With that, Cedric flapped his wings and fell off his perch in an oak tree.

"Oops, clumsy of me," he apologized, and fluttered awkwardly back to his
branch. Graham winced in disbelief.

Cedric then conjured a small bag from somewhere and sprinkled a light
powder down on Graham's head.

"Fairy dust to give you flight!Just flap your arms with all your might."
"I'm allergic to fairy dust," Graham obiected. Then he sneezed loudly. The

force of the sneeze lifted him into the air and kept him aloft, and frantically flapping
to stay upright. After a few moments, the king just began flapping harder, and
followed Cedric higher into the sky. Between sneezes he hoped the dust's magic
wouldn't wear off before they got to Serenia.

It didn't, but it didn't quite get him to Crispin's house either. Graham's
impromptu flying was a little short, and he ended his aerial journey neck-deep in
a small pond which stands next to the cottage. The water washed the dust from
Graham and brought relief from the sneezes. The splash brought the old man
outside to see what was the matter.

If Crispin's beard were any longer, he would be unable to walk for fear of always
tangling it around his ankles. He walks stooped, assisted by a staff, with short slow
steps. His eyes, though, are a clear, bright blue, almost iridescent. There is a keenness

and sharpness behind them, in strange contrast to his constant forgetfulness. It is
as if he is playing the role of old fool.

Crispin invited Graham inside and offered him peppermint tea for warmth
and for something to wrap their hands and conversation around. He said he knew
that Mordack was "a bad one, with an evil mind," but could give no clue as to why
he might kidnap the king's castle and family. Crispin told Graham that he would
offer him what little help he could provide.

That help came in three parts. The first was a foul tasting piece of smoked
magical whitesnake. As Graham swallowed it (proud that he did not gag it back up),
Crispin informed him that its power would allow him to understand, and speak

with, animals, trees, and the entire natural world. The king suspected that would
be quite useful.

The second piece of aid was a dull, dusty, and nicked magical wand. Crispin
said it was an old one of his, with little power left. However, it could be charged
and might even take a liking to Graham. It wasn't much, but it was the only one
he could give. The king suspected that it would not be very useful, but he took it
to be polite.
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The last thing he offered Graham was Cedric.

"Whoo, whoo, me?" Cedric hooted.

"Don't do me any favors!" Neither Graham nor Cedric approved of the idea.

"Now both of you get out of here before Mordack does something worse,"

Crispin commanded. He nearly shoved the two out of the house.

"Thank you, sir, for all your help," were the king's last words to the wizard. He

was being polite. He didn't think Cedric would be useful at all.
Cedric sat silent on a branch, pecking lice from between his feathers, pausing

often to retrieve the monocle, which would fall from his beak each time he lowered
his head. Graham leaned against an odd device that adorned Crispin's front yard,

occasionally spinning one of its moving parts. This finally got the owl's attention.
"Be careful, king. That's a Universe Interpreter, and it keeps the stars aligned,

or something like that. It's not a plaything!"
Graham grumped, removed his hands, and tugged at an ear.

"Don't call me 'king'. Graham is fine, and I hope you have better advice to
give than that."

"Now that you mention it, Graham, Serenia towne is not too far south of here.

It's a place to begin looking and, at the very least, it is a good place to obtain food
and other provisions.'

"That's not a bad idea. Lead on, oh brainy bird. And try coming up with some

ideas for me to get a few coins to pay for those things."

South through the woods they began, ignoring the steep trail that began a

short way from Crispin's doorstep, and which led up into the Great Mountains.
Cedric informed Graham that beyond the mountains lay the Northem Sea, and
that was where Mordack kept his castle, or so it had been in the past. It was on a

strange island in that ocean, and it appeared, at times, to float above the waves.

They both realized that they must eventually venture that steep road up, but only
after they gathered the necessary supplies to survive a trip through the icy heights.

A viper was sunning itself warily in that trail also, alert to all signs of
movement. Its presence made that hard eastward path even less desirable. As they
looked on the snake, Graham heard a series of noises coming from within a stand
of trees just west of him. It sounded like sobbing. That's what it was.

A young man, a noble by his dress, sat despondently on a log, head in hand
and holding back tears. Cedric suggested that it would be a good idea to see what
was the matter.

"He looks like he could use a little cheering up, I would say."

Graham walked over to the young man. His name was Prince Herbert of Greys,

and his story was sad and simple. Herbert told Graham that he and his sweetheart

had been strolling hand-in-hand through the woods, looking at little else but each

other's eyes. As if from nowhere a particularly ugly witch appeared before them and



demanded that Herbert become her love. Revolted at the thought, he reiected the
old hag and embraced his blonde princess more tightly to him. This did not please

the hag at all. The next thing he knew he was standing in the forest alone, the
witch and his Alicia both gone. He had been searching for her for months since,

and his desperation was almost too much for him to bear.

Graham and Cedric listened, but could offer no help other than to be alert for
the princess as they ventured upon their own quest. This slight hope, though, was

enough to swell life back into Herbert, and gave him new resolve to trudge onward.
"Fare thee well, stranger," he waved to them. "A man must do what a man

must do, and I must be going on. Thank you foryour small kindness, and mayboth
our quests be successful!" He disappeared from sight, but the tune of his travelling
song lingered a bit behind him.

From the spot where they first heard Herbert sobbing, it was but a short hike
to Serenia towne. The largest collection of humanfolk for leagues around, it rested

lazily at the base of the Great Mountains, dipping its water-wheeled toe into the
fast, deep river which flowed rapidly by its walls. Its thatched roofs and smoking
chimneys gave invitation to all to pass a little time, and a little coin, within its gates.

It was an invitation that Graham accepted. Cedric chose to wait outside.
Few folks were about that day in the towne square, a child or two chasing

hoops, a matron or two shopping, and an occasional dog barking at phantoms or
doing its business on the cobblestones. By an alleyway, Graham noticed a man
attempting to fix the broken wheel of his wagon. He was at the edge of bad temper,

and was using his hammer to release frustration.
Graham is among the kindest and most helpful of people. It matters little to

him if he is a king; if he spies some folk or creature in need of assistance, he feels it
his duty to offer assistance.

"Is there anything I can do to help?" the king asked the man.

"Nah, but thanks anyway," the fellow replied. "I've been trying to fix this for
years, but never seem to get anywhere. It's alright, it gives me something to do."

"If you insist. Have a good day!"

This slight conversation had gone nowhere, but during it Graham's nostrils
had detected the aroma of fish, and not a very ftesh one. A quick glance into a barrel

near to where he stood confirmed the smell.

"Yuk!" he murmured.

Let me pause for a moment to say something else about King Graham. He has

a set of rules that he follows without exception whenever he goes adventuring.
"l have gone adventuring too often in my life," he told me. "But when I do, I

always heed the advice my father gave me when I was a boy. My daddy used to tell
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me, 'Boy, if I have leamed anything in my life, I have leamed this: When in doubt,
or in trouble, pick up anything that is not nailed down, and if it is, check for loose

nails or boards. Check carefully into, under, above, below, and behind things. Read

everything, you might leam something. Wear clean undergarments, brush after
meals and always remember, nothing is as it appears.''

Graham had no doubt that the old fish looked as disgusting as it smelled, but
his family was in trouble and the fish wasn't nailed to anything. He took it, glad

there were so few about to notice his revulsion. With that done, he hurried back

out the gate of Serenia before his scent had him kicked out.

"Smells yummy, Graham old boy. I didn't realize you had such gourmet
sensibilities."

Cedric refused to let the king's find go unnoted. Graham repeated his father's

maxims to the owl and invited him to leave if he disagreed. Cedric did his best to
wrinkle his beak, then pointed his wing toward the west.

"There's much better food that way, king. After you!"
Indeed, there was. The road west first went past a bakery. The cakes and other

sweets must have just left the oven, because the smells of sugar and butter and
cinnamon and spice in the air was almost enough to cover that of the fish.

With no coin in his pocket, though, Graham could not go inside, despite the
urgings of his sweet tooth. Instead, he continued on the road away from towne.
The Swarthy Hog Inn beckoned next with the smells of roasting meats and the
clatter of emptying cups. This too was passed with reluctance.

At home in Daventry the king has a magic chest, which always stays filled
with gold. He and his kingdom have no financial concerns because of this, but that
very situation made his lack of coin at that moment more acute. He wasn't hungry
yet that day, but he was beginning to know what being poor was. Graham wondered
what he would do when it was time to eat; he has known little hunger in his life,
and did not want to make its acquaintance again. So, with those thoughts in his
mind, and the smell of thoroughly putrid fish in his nose, Graham left the more
populous parts of Serenia in search of treasure. Cedric followed at a safe distance.

The fish didn't stay with Graham for very long. Not far ftom the inn, where
the trees of the forest were iust beginning to thin into wide brushland, the king
spotted a large black bear ripping his claws at a dead tree. Thousands of honey bees

zipped furiously around the beast, attempting to save their honey from the belly
of the bear.

We have noted before that a creature in need always touches the heart of King
Graham. In this case, the bear apparently needed food, and the bees, salvation.
Despite the wisdom of his father's advice, Graham had been having serious second

thoughts about the dead fish. And, bears like fish almost as much as they like honey.



So, with one true toss, Graham was able to come to the assistance of both bee and
bruin. He hurled the decaying thing and hit the bear sharply on its side. According
to Graham, it squished more than anything, but it caught the beast's attention,
reminding it that a dead fish in the paw is worth more than an angry bee up the
nose. The bear happily bounded off, licking the slime from its new meal.

"That should do a lot to clear the air between us," Cedric quipped. But before
Graham could tell him that the remark stank, anothervoice filled the meadowwith
a soft buzz.

"I thank you, King Graham, for saving my nest." Startled, Graham glanced
quickly to the hollow tree. One large bee flew out of a large hole in it and directly
up to his face. It hovered there, wearing a crown and carrying a sceptre, making no
attempt to attack him.

"l am Queen Beetrice, ruler of all the bees. I know of your quest, and am grateful
for your aid. There is little I can do to help you, but please take a honeycomb from
our tree. It may be useful to you at some time. Also, I grant you protection from the
stings of all my subfects. No more can I do. Go now with our best wishes. Until we
meet again!" As one, Queen Beetrice and all the thousands of her subjects turned
and buzzed quickly off.

"I'm not going near that hole," said Cedric. "You get the honey." And this is
just what Graham did, although he was sure at least one of the insects would stick
him while his hand was groping in the tree's hollow. He was wrong.

"That stick's not nailed down, your maiesty," Cedric chided at Graham. He
was pointing one wing to the ground at the base of the tree. "Aren't you going to
obey your dear old dad and pick it up?"

Cedric was starting to annoy the king. Reaching down, Graham grabbed the
stick, intending to heave it at the bothersome bird. He held his irritation in check
though, and planned instead to pay the owl back in kind. Cedric saw the motion,
however, and with a terrified "Squaawkkk!" winged quickly away and dead-smack
into the tree trunk. Graham's laughter stung more than any bee, or the thump.

Gtffi | | t l r r I rlr r r r r r I r.. r rr r

[!ft't-nesecond
When Graham's son Alexander defeated the wizard Manannan, he was able

to finance his escape from Llewdor by separating a band of bandits from part of
their treasure. Graham knew this story well, and it gave him inspiration. He needed
treasure in order to journey across the Great Mountains in pursuit of Mordack. Like
most folk, he had heard the tales told of the thieves of the Endless Desert, a two-score
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band of cutthroats who preyed on caravans and travelers there. Here Graham was

on the very edge of the Endless Desert, and he needed coin....

"You have got to be crazy," squawked Cedric. "You are going into the desert to
search for bandits so you can rob them? You're going in without water? Without a

map? You're going in without knowing where the oases are? Forget it, I'm staying

here where there are wonns and water. I'll send flowers to the funeral-if anyone

ever finds your body. You cannot be serious."

Graham was quite serious, even though he agreed with Cedric's assessment of
his chances. His wife and family were worth most any risk, and while he realized

that he could wander through Serenia begging for coin and assistance, it would not
be a seemly thing for a king to do. Besides, evening was not far away, and the desert

would be cooler then. If all went right, he would have treasure by morning. Then
it would be off and after Mordack. As a plan, it seemed reasonable to him.

"It seems insane to me!" Cedric insisted for the last time. His protests went
unheeded, though. Graham scratched Cedric's head, and headed out into the
desert. He intended to walk directly west ftom the bee's tree until he found an oasis,

or decided to retum in failure. He did not intend to wander aimlessly. If that plan
didn't work, he would try again from another spot.

Graham chose well. West, west, farther west he plunged, stumbling at last

onto a few palm trees surrounding a pond of sweet water. Gratefully he drank his
fill, wishing he had something with which to carry water with him as he hiked. As

he rested, he thought he could see the outline of high hills or cliffs in the far north.
He wasn't sure that he wasn't seeing a mirage, but decided to walk toward that
horizon anyway. If he kept his bearings, he should be able to return to the oasis if
he were mistaken.

The sameness of the desert sands, and the heat that refuses to go away, are

enough to make a person mad. A lapse of attention, or a moment's confusion as to
direction, both mean a hard death. But Graham had not seen a mirage, and he kept

his wits. He soon met what proved to be cliffs, but they were too steep to climb.
Taking note of where he was, he trudged his way farther west, always hugging the
cliffbase. About the time he felt he must return, or perish, he found a small spring.

He also found the desert thieves for whom he had been searching.

At first he thought that thunder had come to the clear dry skies. The heat had

slowed his mind some, so it took a few moments for it to register the sound as

hoofbeats. It seemed to come from several horses. Graham immediately looked for
cover, not knowing if the galloping was good news or bad. He suspected the latter.

Some rocks near the spring looked as if they would hide him from sight, provided
the riders did not stop to drink. It was a chance he had no choice but to take. Peering

from his shelter, he watched as the bandits, which is what they were, careen past

him and through an opening in the cliffs.

llll



It had been there all along, of course. Graham had fixed his focus on the water,

and then the bandits. In following their ride, he finally noticed that which he had
not seen before. The cliffs were breached for a hundred yards or more, and on the
other side of the opening was an enormous temple carved out of the living cliffs
themselves. Great stone statues of winged horses and lions stood at the bottom of
a wide stone stair, and the carven image of some unknown demon or deity stared

down from the temple's portal. The bandits raced their mounts straight to the
temple steps and then dismounted. Carrying a heavy bag in one hand, most likely
loot, the leader of the small band waved a long staff which he held with the other.
He shouted the words, "Open, Sesame!" and the great door to the temple dissolved
into the air. The thief rushed inside, and moments later emerged with just the staff.

At once, the door solidified again behind the man who then remounted his panting
steed and sped back into the desert. The others followed, leaving Graham alone and
unharmed.

"Open, Sesame! huh? I think I've found what I've been looking for-where
the thieves hide their treasure. And, the magic word! Alright Graham, let's get some

gold and get out of here." It is Graham's habit to speak aloud to himself, a habit
best indulged in private.

Graham left the shelter of the concealing rocks, and made his way to where
the bandit had shouted the words of opening. They didn't work for the king. He

tried them accompanied by a wide gesture. No luck. He tried the words both loud
and soft. Same lack of results.

I guess I need the staffi he told himself . And that means I need to f,nd their camp.

So get moving, big ears. And don't forget to get a drink before you leave! Graham made

sure he drank at the spring.

The bandits had ridden both out of and into the southwest. It seemed most
logical to Graham, therefore, that southwest from the temple was where they kept
their hideout. Thoroughly refreshed by the spring's cool water, he chose to explore
westvvard for two hours, and then south. Another oasis was his reward, and the
water there tasted better than the sweetest wine that Graham had ever known. Then
it was south again as the sun sank mercifully below the horizon. For three more
hours he stalked in that direction, until he thought he heard the sound of drums
and cymbals drifting from the west. With much care and little concealment except
for the growing dark, Graham approached the sound of revelry. He was not to be

disappointed. Graham shortly found himself on the periphery of a desert camp.

From the look of the man collapsed drunk on the sand, the encampment was that
of the desert thieves.

On the far side of the camp, loud voices and music came from one large tent.
Through an opening in it, Graham could see the sleek, sweaty bodies of the swaying
dancers. Their noise, he decided, would cover the sound of his movements.
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By the campfire, he discovered a clay iug full of water. Staying as much in the
shadows as he could, hoping to blend in with the bandits, he approached the fire
and quickly drank his fill. As he did so, Graham decided to first investigate the small
tent that was closest to the fire. Loud snores came from within it, fluttering hard
the tent's fabric. He knew that he must be swift and silent or he would be discovered.

Before entering, Graham inhaled deeply and held his air lest the sound of his
own breathing betray him. Swifr and silent, he reminded himself. Swifr and silent.
Then he stepped through the opening.

The bandit was snoring, but his sleep was restless. Knowing that he might
awaken at any moment, Graham surveyed the tent's interior, and discovered that
he had chanced upon the tent of the staff's owner. He wasted no time marveling at
his luck; silently Graham rushed to the back of the tent. Careful not to make a noise,
or touch the lightly sleeping man, he snatched the staff firmly and retraced his path
to the outdoors. Releasing the breath he had been holding, Graham dashed east

into the desert darkness, listening for any sound of alarm or pursuit. There was

none.
Graham escaped through the desert night, forever eastward. In fleeing with

the staff, he had lost his bearings in the dark. Confused and disoriented, he decided
to push on in the same direction. After several hours, he at last turned north, certain
he could smell water. He must have. The oasis he finally drank at blessed him with
a night of liquid dreams.

The morning appears hot and fast in the Endless Desert. Heat steals appetite,
so with ftesh water in his belly, Graham felt ready to take on the bandits again. Or,

at least, their treasure house. He turned his eyes north, hoping to spy the cliffs, but
saw only dune and sand.

"No matter," he told the cloudless heavens, "They are out there, and I'll never
get to them by standing here."

Graham's trek north that morning took him past a sun-bleached and vulture-
picked skeleton. From its size, he assumed the unfortunate person had been a man,
although that had become a meaningless fact after years in the sun. Lying next to
the bones were the tattered remains of a boot. all that remained of the dead man's
possessions. Graham recalls that it was a boot for a left foot, but doesn't know why
he remembers such a trifle. Maybe he could envision himself in the same state,
discovered by another wanderer, with no identity and just a single left boot to
remind the universe that he had once been more than white, dry bones.

Graham took the boot with him as he continued onward to the northern cliffs.
He moved more slowly, conserving strength, lost in thoughts of his own mortality,
and the mystery of his family's fate. In time, he reached the cliffs and, looking
around, realized that he was nearly at the temple. That knowledge gave him



strength, and he hardly staggered at all as he walked the short way west to the
life-restoring spring. The water still tasted good.

After a while, Graham was ready to conquer the temple. Equipped with the
staff, and knowing the magic words, he was sure he could enter with little trouble.
What concemed him, he says, was the speed with which the bandits entered the
temple and left. It was as if they hurried lest they be trapped inside when the door
returned to solid. Graham wasn't sure of his conclusion, and hoped to discover a

lever or button or something in the interior to allow him to stay for some time. But
he resolved to enter and leave as quickly as he had entered and departed the bandit
tent, snatching what he could. He reasoned that he didn't need very much treasure

to serve his needs, and the bandits might return unheard, and surprise him if he

stayed too long.
Graham climbed to the temple's top step. Holding the staff aloft, he intoned,

"Open, Sesame!" At once, something he hadn't expected happened; the staff
shattered in his hand. But before Graham could react to that apparently disastrous

twist of fate, the great stone door dissolved, inviting him inside. The king wasted

no time in remorse or confusion, but hurried the few steps inside and looked quickly
around. No buttons. No levers. No pulleys. Lots of iewels and golden chests and
bulging leather bags. The ransom of a world, perhaps two, lay a dozen steps away.

Nearly at his feet, shone one, lone gold coin, and a golden bottle. Graham wasted

no time on decision, and scooped up the coin, grabbed the metal bottle, and

sprinted outside. He felt the magical door turn solid behind him, and was sure it
pinched off several stray hairs from the back of his head. Graham made the
immediate decision that he didn'twant to know for sure that he was correct.

"That was quick!"
Graham sighed, releasing his tension, and wiped sweat from his brow He was

sure it wasn't all from the heat. After a few slow, deep breaths he tensed, thinking
he heard horsemen approaching the temple again, perhaps in pursuit of him.
Wasting not even the time it took to examine his treasures, Graham sprinted
eastward along the cliffs.

Despite his sudden flight, the king knew that safety lay in that direction. All
he had to do was retrace his steps from the temple back to the oasis he had stopped

at when he first ventured into the Endless Desert. Of course he had to avoid capture,

but in theory it was a fine idea. Anyway, it worked, and he never heard nor saw any
further signs of being chased. In fact, he tells me, there may very well never have

been any bandits after him at all, just his overwrought nerves imagining pursuit.
At the oasis, he drank deeply, and rapidly pushed east out of the sands to

where he hoped Cedric was waiting. As annoying as the owl sometimes became,

Graham welcomed the idea of seeing the talking bird. Perhaps Cedric would fall off
a branch when he saw Graham; the king needed a laugh.
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Cedric didn't tumble, but Graham was happy to see him anyway. And thus it
was that King Graham conquered the Endless Desert of Serenia, eluded its bandits,
and escaped with some of their treasure.
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-7 Although I have tried, I have never been able to meet and speak with Cedric.
For that reason, I have no idea whether he was relieved to see King Graham lurch
out of the Endless Desert that day. Graham claims that the bird was still sitting in
the bee's tree, calmly munching on a grub and attempting to clean his monocle at
the same time. He had to shout to get Cedric's attention

"Oh, there you are. I was beginning to wonder if you wete ever coming back.
At least you no longer smell like old fish. What, pray tell, is that thing in your
hand?"

Graham held up the golden bottle and showed it to the owl. "Treasure, Cedric.

Treasure! With this we should be able to obtain all the provisions we need to cross

the Great Mountains."
"It is, is it?" Cedric flew down beside Graham for a closer look. "It looks like a

worthless hunk of brass to me."

Graham looked more closely at the bottle, licked it lightly with his tongue,
and discovered that, indeed, his golden dream was tarnished.

"There might be a genie inside, if that's any consolation, king. Want to open
it?"

Graham thought about the idea for a few moments. Once, in Kolyma, he had
obtained a brass lamp which, when rubbed, produced a genie that presented him
with gifts. He rubbed the bottle lightly a few times, but nothing happened. Then
he considered removing the lid.

"On second thought," cautioned Cedric. "There might be a daemon or evil
spirit inside. Let's take it back to Crispin, just to be safe."

Graham nodded a reluctant approval, then bit into the coin he had also taken
from the temple.

"Why not? Anyway,l know this coin is really gold. I'm sure it'll come in handy.
Let's move on, I've got a family to find." With that, Graham dusted himself off and
turned north. Cedric flew behind, narrowly avoiding the tree.

From ahead, Graham could hear a low ruffing accompanied by the sounds of
a creature scratching the earth. As he came into a small clearing, the king could see

a large dog, ftantically trying to paw its way into a huge anthill. The hill resembled,
if nothing else, an earthen castle. In many ways it reminded Graham of Castle



Daventry. He could also see millions of black ants fleeing from the destruction the
dog was inflicting on their home. The analogy was too much for Graham to bear.

He quickly reached into his travelling bag and retrieved the stick he had found by
the bee's tree.

"Here, boy!" he shouted at the pooch, and deftly threw the stick in ftont of
the dog. It looked up, saw the new toy, and darted to it. A sniff, a pair of licks, and

a sudden grab with its jaws; the dog darted off with its treasure.

As the dog disappeared into the brush, Graham walked nearer the anthill to
survey the damage. It wasn't severe; apparently the king had arrived not long after

the fourJegged fleabag. As he was examining the anthill, Graham was surprised by
the appearance of an especially large ant who climbed to the very top of the
structure. It seemed to be wearing purple robes, which was strange. It was even

stranger when it began talking.
"Thank you, noble sir, for saving our home. I am King Antony, monarch of

the ants. Who may you be?"

It must be the magic whitesnake. That's why I can underctand him, murmured
Graham to himself.

"l am King Graham of Daventry," he replied politely.

"Ah, King Graham. I have heard of your quest, and wish you good fortune.

Alas, there is nothing I can do at this time to aid you. But, take our best wishes, and

if there is anything we can do in the future, be assured that we will do all we are

able. Adieu!" The ant king turned away sharply, and followed by his myriad

followers, disappeared beneath the earth.

"You sure meet the most unusual folks," commented Cedric. He broke the
momentary silence from his new perch on a bush overlooking the anthill. "And
speaking of folks, isn't that a gypsy wagon just ahead of us? Gypsies claim to be

able to read the future, and see things that happen far away. Maybe they can help
us discover what's happening to your family."

"Cedric," exclaimed Graham, "I knew you'd come in handy eventually. That's

a good ideal let's go."

The gypsy camp could easily be seen from the anthill, and it was iust a short

stroll up a wide path to get to it. One wagon, with a large FORTUNE TELLER sign

painted in clashing colors on its side, was all that was in the camp. A dark, strong
man sat near it on a rocking chair, braiding a leather belt and warily watching for
strangers. As Graham approached the wagon, the man got up and challenged him.

"Eet vil cost you a gold coin to see the mystical Madame Mushka." The sullen

man held out his hand expectantly.

"A gold coin?" hooted Cedric. "l thought gypsies wanted their palms crossed

with silver?"

"Times are hard," was his curt reply.
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Graham listened to the exchange and decided that if Madame Mushka could
help unravel the mystery of his family's kidnapping, then it would be well worth
the price of his lone piece of gold. He placed it in the gypsy's calloused palm, and
the man stepped aside to allow Graham to enter the wagon. Cedric decided to sit
in a tree.

I believe that it must be true in all the universes that the interiors of all gypsy
wagons are dark, stifling places reeking of too much cheap incense and unwashed
feet. It is part of their ambiance. So too are the worn exotic rugs, and the overuse
of striped and patterned fabrics.

Madame Mushka looked as if her palm had been crossed with gold often, and
most of the profit had gone to food. Each of her fingers wore a ring, sometimes
several, and most seemed a size or two too small. They probably had fit correctly
in the past. Graham says that her features were difficult to make out behind all the
smoke, but her eyes burned through the choking haze and into his skull. By them
alone he was sure that the gypsy was no fraud.

"Sit," she commanded. Graham obeyed.
"I can see that you are on a great and dangerous quest, with much danger to

you and others...others that you love." Madame Mushka waved and crossed her
pudgy hands several times above and around a clear globe sitting on the table in
front of her.

"Ake wata. Atu wata. Eesta sa seseway! Look deep into my crystal ball...King
Graham. Yes, you are King Graham of Daventry. Your family has been taken from
you. Far away they are. Look!" Ensnared by the enchantment of the crystal, Graham
leaned closer and looked deeper. A sudden "Gasp!" escaped him.

Inside the globe was his home, shrunk and imprisoned in a glass retort and
sitting on a laboratory shelf. In front of Castle Daventry stood his family, im-
prisoned in the same small bottle. Next, a smoke filled the crystal ball and when it
cleared he was looking at his son, Alexander. Alexander was clutched in the clawed
hand of a sorcerer who could only be Mordack. He was holding Alexander iust out
of reach of the diamond claws of a large black cat who was snarling and swiping at
him. Ghostly voices filled Madame Mushka's wagon.

"Look at the treat for you, Manannan, my brother. See how it wiggles and
squirms." Mordack held the prince closer to the cat, teasing it and pulling Alexander
away just before Manannan's claws might tear him apart.

"Look what you have done to my brother, princeling. Look. Only you can
transform him back into his real form. Onlyyou!" By now, Mordack was screaming.

The crystal clouded again, and Graham was looking closely at his son's face.



"You've made some kind of mistake, Mordack. I don't know anything about
magic, I promise. I just turned Manannan into a cat by accident. Believe me!"

Alexander was obviously trying to deceive the wizard, trying to protect his mother
and sister.

"I believe you not at all, worm. I will give you one final warning. Return
Manannan to his proper form, and soon, or I shall start feeding the cat. Oh, yes;

your lovely mother will be the first to become catfood, bit by painful bit. Think on
that. Sleep on that. I'll be back for your decision."

The image changed again, back to that of the people and castle in the bottle.
Manannan was clawing at it, trying to bite through the glass. The cat's spit flowed

thickly down the outside of the glass. Graham's family looked upon the mad
Manannan. Holding hands, they faced their coming deaths with courage. And quite
a bit of fear.

The crystal ball clouded for the last time, and when it cleared, no image

dwelled within it. Graham could only stare at it. Stunned, angry and horrified, he

knew he had just witnessed truth.
"Mordack is an evil one," the gypsy said softly. Your task is much more

dangerous than I foresaw. Please take this; it is not much, but it will protect you
from all but the most powerful magics."

Bringing her hand from beneath the table, Madame Mushka handed Graham
an amulet containing a single softly glowing stone. "Put this on when you go

outside. Good luck, King Graham of Daventry!"
Madame Mushka pulled a curtain between her and Graham, leaving him

alone. For several long moments he sat. Then he slowly wiped one eye and left the
wagon.

King Graham is not one to dwell too long on the pity of self or the unfairness
of fate. By the time Cedric fluttered near him, his normal good humor had returned.
Or so he says. I suspect that new lines of determination had impressed themselves

to his jaw, and that there was a hardness behind the twinkle in his eye. He looked
at Cedric and asked, "How were the bugs?"

"There are better ones near Crispin's house, and it's not far from here, to the
east."

"Then, that's the way we're heading. Watch out you don't fly into any more
trees."

Graham placed the gypsy amulet around his neck, and looked at the stone's

glow for a moment. l,eaving the gypsy man and Madame Mushka's wagon behind,
the two went on theh way.
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The road to Crispin's skirted iust north of a small pond. Thinking that he

would like a drink, Graham bent and took a handful of water. He spat it out at once
because of its saltiness.

"Yuk!" The royal family's favorite word of disgust spat out with the water. As

he did so, he looked up and saw that a large weeping willow tree was partially
shading the pond. From its branches, which overhung the water, Graham could see

small drops of liquid falling, drip, drip, drip, drip....
Not only was the tree's shape like that of a sorrowing woman, its twists and

bumps and hollows even had the image of a beautiful girl. In her hand was a harp,
and Graham was sure magic was at work there.

"She seems to be playing a sad fune, Graham," said Cedric. "Maybe we should
try to cheer her up."

"Cheer up a tree?" Graham was not amused by the owl's suggestion, but it was

something to do to take his mind off of his own troubles. He walked closer.

"Do you take requests? Do you know Greensleeves?" To Graham's immense
surprise (although why, at this point in his quest, he should have been surprised at
anything is beyond me) the willow spoke.

"That was not funny, sir."

"Why, you can talk!"

"Why not? Once I was a human woman."

"\A/hat happened?"

"One day my sweetheart and I were walking through the forest when we met
an ugly old witch. She was smitten at once by the fairness of my prince's face, and
she tried to steal him from me. He refused."

"l think I've heard this story before. Is your name Alicia?" Graham asked.

"Of course. Have you met my dear Herbert? Oh, you must have. Anyway, since
she couldn't steal his heart, she put him to sleep and then stole mine. Then she

turned me into a tree."

"She stole your heart?"

"She turned it to gold and carried it away with her. Her last words were that
if anyone were to return the heart to me, then I would be a human princess again.
Until then, I must forever stand here and weep."

"A sad story indeed," said Graham. "lf we see Herbert again, we'll tell him
where to find you. If we come across your heart, we shall return it. I can promise
you not more."

llll



The weeping willow, Alicia, fell silent except for the drip from her branches.
Graham motioned Cedric that they should continue on, and they moved eastward
silently.

They had not gone far when they noticed a large sign next to the trail. It simply
stated, ENTER AT YOUR OWN RISK! Snaking past it to the north was a much
narrower path that seemed to disappear into deep gloom.

"You don't want to go there," sputtered Cedric. "That's the Dark Forest, and
it's so easy to get lost in it that no one ever enters it any more. Crispin is always
grousing about an old hag who has her home in there. He says she's a particularly
nasty witch with a taste for human stew and roast bird."

"A witch? Perhaps she's the one who stole the willow's heart. We did promise
Alicia we'd return it if we found it.'r Graham's kind heart was tugging him
northward.

*We? I don't recall making any such promise." Cedric was not happy about
the direction the conversation was taking.

uWell, I did, Cedric, and I'm obligated to take a quick look around. Stay here
if you wish. Besides, we still need to find something to pay for our provisions. Who
knows what we might find in the Dark Forest?"

"Whoo, whoo! That's what I say. I'm staying here, king. Go if you'd like, but
the Dark Forest scares me. I'll wait for you- but not as long as I did while you were
in the desert." Huffily, Cedric began preening his feathers for lice as Graham walked
into the deep woods.

The Dark Forest is called so not so much because little light enters (which it
doesn't), but because of the dark mood that seems to drop on folks while they are

there. Decay is everywhere, and all the trees and bushes and flowers and plants are

twisted, wrong somehow. Toads and fungi find the place delightful.
A few moments of damp walking brought Graham to a fork in the path. The

choice between east and west was of little matter to him, both ways were equally
unappetizing and rapidly vanished into heavier forest. Graham chose east, and
almost at once was swallowed by the undergrowth.

"This may have been a mistake," Graham mumbled to no mushroom in
particular. After a few steps up the path, he attempted to retrace his steps, and
discovered that he was lost. He could find no trace of the way back out, and all he
could do was trek on. Graham did; at times he was sure he was walking in circles,
even though he was positive he was merely walking north. The rest of the time he

walked in peqplexity.
Eventually, the path widened a bit, and turned to wander west for some reason.

Graham saw a grotesque tree, near where the trail turned, that was larger and more
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ominous than the others he had been seeing. From a distance, it appeared to have

a small door inset in its trunk, and a slimy critter-trail leading right to it. The tiny
path was well-worn and edged with bones, some of them human. When Graham
got up to the tree, his observation of a door was confirmed; in fact, the door even

had a keyhole, and it was locked tight. After a few hard tugs, the king gave up,
shrugged his shoulders, and continued on to see where the main trail was leading
him. It led him to the witch's house, and the crone looking to cause trouble.

Let me pause for another brief aside. In his adventures, King Graham has

encountered three witches of which I am aware. Dahlia, the mistress of the
gingerbread house, he was able to avoid and sneak up upon, pushing her into her
own oven. Dame Hagatha, Manannan and Mordack's repulsive sister, he was able

to avoid altogether-much to his relief-although he has since said that he regrets

not pushing her into her own stewpot when he had the chance. In retrospect, it
might be said that Graham had had the upper hand in his dealings with witches
up until then.

This third one (Graham never learned her name) acted as if she had been
waiting for Graham. Perhaps she was iust defending her home. No sooner had he

noticed the odd bridge crossing to the house, than the hag materialized in front of
him and cast a spell in his direction. It hit Graham full upon his face, and his body
tingled for a moment. As he glanced down, he could see Madame Mushka's amulet
glow brighter and absorb the malevolent energy. Graham escaped unscathed. Of
course, he still had a nasty witch to deal with.

Maybe I can buy her offwith something, Graham improvised. Maybe she'll make

the same enor I did, and mistake the brass bottle for gold. Maybe I should do something

fast!
"Good day, madame. I am lost. Would you, by any chance, know the way out

of these woods?" Graham tried politeness first.

"These are my woods you are trespassing in, stranger. There is no way out. You

are my prisoner, now. Would you care to ioin me for dinner?"
Graham's options had quickly become extremely limited. Taking the brass

bottle he had canied ftom the desert, he casually sauntered to the hag and handed
it to her.

"Perhaps this gift of mine might change your mind," he ventured.
The witch greedily snatched the bottle from Graham, and with a phlegmy

cackle unhesitatingly opened it. It was (we hope) her ultimate mistake. Cedric had

been correct about the possibility of a genie residing in the artifact. However, it
wasn't a benign genie, and it wasn't granting any wishes. The instant the genie

popped out, he glanced around with a hateful look in his eyes. He saw the witch
with the tell-tale lid still in her hand, pointed to her with a long, taloned finger and
boomed, "Ha! Free at last. Let's see how you like spending 500 years in a dark bottle!"
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A great flash lit the sky, and when Graham could see again, the witch, the
genie, and the bottle had all disappeared.

"I'm sure glad I didn't open it!"
King Graham's gift of understatement is legendary.

Graham contends that it is good policy never to let an evil witch's home go
unsearched. "You never know what you might find in there, and the stench isn't
too bad after a while." Some feel that what you might find in a witch's house might
be worse than the witch herself. Of course, it is a monarch's right to make policy.
Since Graham is not my monarch I feel free to state that it is not a policy with which
I would agree. With that said, let me also report that Graham made the proper
decision in entering the hag's house. If he hadn't, he would have lost everything.

Free of deadly distraction, Graham took a moment to look at the witch's
misshapen house. It looked like it was made from a hollow rock through which
more of the forest's eerie trees were growing, although it may have been the other
way around. The house could only be approached via a narrow bridge that had no
hand rails, iust huge rib bones as sides. In all directions, the Dark Forest smothered
the place, giving Graham the impression that to enter there was to enter a grave.

But he did cross the bridge to the witch's home; the bridge spanning a deep
crevasse. Graham could see no bottom to the chasm, iust the hot, bright glow from
the fires of Hades. In contrast, the inside of the place was cold and frigid, like the
breath of the dead. Graham shivered, and not just from the cold.

It took the king but a short while to search the odd structure. In an old trunk
he found a small spinning wheel with specks of gold dust in its joints. A hanging
incense burner, which apparently used dried mugwump for fragrance, hid a tiny
brass key. Graham was sure it fit a locked door in a certain nearby tree. Finally, in
the drawer of a small pedestal, he discovered a leather bag. Inside were three green
emeralds. Treasure, indeed; any one would buy his assault on Mordack. He took
them all, and with light steps headed off to test the key in the tree.

The key fit when Graham tried the lock, as he was sure it would. Inside lay a
little golden heart on a red satin cushion. That the heart belonged to Alicia, the
willow, was a certainty. As he picked up the heart, however, he realized that getting
out of the Dark Forest was not such a sure thing.

Back the way he had come, of course would not work; he had already tried
that and failed. That left onward, beyond the witch's home. He knew he could travel
either west or south there, and chose the western route. This took him through
even stranger forest, with soft flesh-eating plants and fungi that oozed phosphores-
cent liquids that most likely killed at the lightest touch. On all sides, Graham was

sure he saw pairs of bright eyes watching him, following every movement. He
ignored them and continued on. And, on. And, on. Around and around in a large,
confusing loop, the path soon brought him back to the tree where he had found
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the heart. Sure he had missed a small path, Graham tried again. Back he came once

more. The third try took the king south from the witch's bridge, and that retumed
him to the tree even sooner. Desperately, Graham tried to push through the brush
and bushes, but could get nowhere. Around and around he went, finding no exit
at all from the Dark Forest. All the time he was watched by those bright eyes.

Exasperated, Graham finally realized that his only chance to escape the woods

lay with the watchers. But no matter how still he waited, they would not make an

appearance, nor a noise. Just quiet blinks.
At this bleak point, Graham was standing at a place just past the witch's house,

where the path turned from west to south. There seemed to be more of the watchers

there than anyplace else on the trail, so it was there that he set his bait.
He picked the emeralds for his lure because of their bright sparkles. His plan

was to drop one of the gems near him and catch whatever might come to claim it.
It wasn't much of a plan, Graham admits, but it was all he could come up with at

the time.
The first emerald hit the ground and rolled several feet away from Graham.

So swiftly that the king was unable to reach the errant stone, one of the little folk
bolted out of the bushes, snatched the emerald, and disappeared again. By its
appearance, the king thought it might be a small elf.

"Drat!" Graham exclaimed. "Let's try another one."

The second emerald suffered the same fate as the first, stolen away by an elf
almost as soon as it touched the ground. This time Graham had a clearer view of
the culprit, so he knew he was dealing with elves. He also knew he had only one
gem left, and if he couldn't catch an elf with that one, he'd have no idea what to
do next. As he pondered just how to make his scheme work, he recalled that his
mother often said that one could always catch more flies with honey than with
seawater. He never quite understood what that meant, but it served to remind him
of the honeycomb he was carrying. Perhaps honey could catch elves as easily as it
caught flies.

Graham took the honeycomb and strongly squeezed it. The nectar that had

been stored inside by the bees slowly oozed to the ground, forming a small golden
puddle. Graham stuck the remaining beeswax back into his pouch and very
carefully placed his final emerald in the sticky stuff. Quick as a blink, an elf darted
out and became stuck in the goo. Graham picked the little one up and held him in
front of his face.

"Let me go! Let me go!" the elf squealed. "Please don't hurt me!"

"Small sir," Graham spoke, "l'm looking for a way out of this infemal forest...."

"If you let me go, I'll show you the way out," the elf interrupted. "I give you
mv word."



"Your word is good enough for me," replied the king as he gently placed the
elf back on the ground, away from the honey puddle. The small mannikin looked
up at Graham briefly and seemed to make a decision. He whistled.

At once, what Graham had thought to be a large, vine-covered rock stood up
and moved. The path continued on, past where the strange creature had been.

"Follow me." The elf gestured for Graham to follow, and dashed down the
newly revealed road. "Hurry up and stop gawking at Rocky theJinx," the elf shouted
back at him. Graham wasted no more time, and hurried after.

The road quickly dipped below the ground into a tunnel that was obviously
made for use by the little folk. Graham was forced to crawl through it on his hands
and knees, and once or twice was forced to shimmy on his belly. He never got stuck,
though, and soon emerged into a large, high cavern brightly lit by huge fires
glowing ftom deep pits descending into the guts of the earth.

The elf who had led him was waiting when he finally arrived in the cave.

"Sir, we are not so ignoble as to take without giving something in return. In
payment for the three emeralds, we give you these fine elven shoes. We trust they
will serve you well. The small passage you see across from you leads out of the Dark
Forest. We wish you well on your journeys. Adieu!" With a wave, the elf stepped

out of sight into the shadows. Graham waved back, knelt down, and began his crawl
to sunlight.
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"lt's about time you got back. Just look at yourself, all covered with dirt, and

I'm sorry I'm downwind of you. You smell like you've been standing in fresh

mugwump. Phew!" By the tone of his squawks, Cedric seemed delighted to see

Graham again.
The tunnel had delivered on its promise of escape, and had brought Graham

out to a secret opening by the forest's warning sign. Cedric's complaints were a
joyful noise.

"I must admit you were right, feather-head," Graham conceded. "It was

dangerous in there. I'm lucky to get out alive. But I found Alicia's heart, so let's go

back and return it to her."
Graham and Cedric did just that, giving the golden heart to the tree when

they arrived there. The small heart pulsed once and filled the grove with a white
light. The glow condensed, rushing inward, and coalesced into the slight form of a
pretty blonde woman holding a harp. In the process, the willow tree vanished.

"I'm a princess again!" the girl shrieked. "I'm a girl; I'm a girl; I'm a girl!" Alicia
slung the harp away from her in disgust. "l don't ever want to touch that thing
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again in my life," she exclaimed. 'All I want is some new clothes, and to see my
Herbert."

"Did I hear my name being mentioned? Alicia!"
"Herbert! Herbert! Oh, Herbert! Where have you been? Where did you just

come from?" The answer was lost amidst their hugs and kisses, and hand in hand
they disappeared into the bushes. Graham never did find out how the prince
happened to show up at that moment.

"lsn't young love grand?" commented Cedric. "They didn't even take the time
to thank you."

Graham picked up the discarded harp, examined its workmanship, and
strummed a few melancholy chords. By this point, the king had become confused
and as moody as the music he was playing. He and Cedric had traipsed east and
west and north around Serenia finding much and discovering little. What little they
had learned of his family had come from Madame Mushka, and the king was fresh

out of ideas. Over Cedric's objections, Graham started walking back to the gypsy
camp in hopes that he might learn more from the fortune teller. True, he had no
coin to cross her palm with, but perhaps she would take something in its stead.

Graham's disappointment was sharp then, and his mood darkened again
when the two reached the cold gypsy campfire. The wagon with Madame Mushka
was gone, and the clearing was deserted. Nothing remained of the former encamp-
ment other than the tracks of their wagons. As the king stared at the ground,
desperate for inspiration, he noticed a glint among the high grass. A bit of rubbish,
uncharacteristically left behind by the travelling folk, he assumed. When Graham
went to pick it up, though, he found that what he thought to be trash was really a

tambourine. Perhaps it had fallen out of a wagon as it bumped over a stone. Graham
took it, if only because his father would approve.

Cedric hooted his annoyance. "Look, king; it's time to stop moping about and
to do something constructive. Why don't we head back to Serenia towne and take
our chances there. It's better than nothing."

"l suppose you're right," agreed Graham, without much enthusiasm. But let's
go there by a way we haven't been. That way we may stumble on something
interesting. Who knows, hoot owl, we just might get lucky!"

"Or. dead."

"Thank you for those words of encouragement, Cedric."

"Lead on, great monarch. Time flies when you're standing still!"
The roundabout route which Graham and Cedric chose to take to Serenia

towne meandered south to King Antony's castle, and then veered eastwards. This
led back into the more settled parts of the country so it was not surprising that they
soon came upon a small house in the woods. It was built of fallen logs, most covered
with moss, but looked to be watertight and cozy. In front of the place, a young
gnome played merrily with a toy, a finely carved marionette. On a nearby stump,
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sat a much older gnome smoking a pipe filled with some aromatic herb. The homey
sight threatened to bring new tears to Graham's eyes, suggesting to him that if he
were not successful in his quest, he might very well never know the joys of being
a grandfather.

Graham moved closer to the old gnome. As he did so, he began to notice that
the gnome's features looked somewhat familiar. His brain, usually quite clear in
such matters, was unable to put a name on the face.

"Good day, sir gnome. My name is Graham. You seem familiar; have we met
before?"

"Don't seem to recall, kid. Can't say I do."

"What is you name? Perhaps I'd recognize it."
"It's much too difficult to pronounce."

"That's strange. I'm sure we've met, but my brain seems clouded on the details.
Whatever. I've been admiring your son's toy, it is quite beautiful."

"Should be. Made it myself. He's my grandson, not my son." The gnome's

replies were short and to the point.
"Well then, would it be possible for me to purchase the toy from you, or

perhaps trade for it?'r Both the gnome and Cedric, who was sitting on a branch
listening to the exchange, looked surprised.

"Not very likely. What would an adventurer like you want with a marionette,
anyway?"

"It's for my grandchildren."
Cedric hooted for attention. "You're not a grandfather, Graham. What are you

talking about?"

"I want to be."
Graham paused a moment, then took the petite spinning wheel out of his

pack and offered it to the gnome.
"Would you take this in trade?" Graham asked. The gnome took a quick step

backwards.

"Where did you get that? It's mine."
"From an old hag in the Dark Forest. She has no need for it anymore." The

gnome reached out quickly and snatched the spinningwheel out of Graham's hand.

"Give it here! So that's what happened to it. I bet that dumb crone never
understood that this wheel can spin straw into gold. Thanks for retuming it to me!"

"Sir, even though it is rightfully yours, would you consider giving me the
marionette in return for it?"

"Sure, kid. You're owed that. I can always make another one quick. Here. Have
a good joumey. Bye!" The old gnome gently took the toy from his grandson, handed
it to Graham, and led the boy inside.
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"You didn't like that old toy anyway. Wait till you see what this spinning wheel
can do!'r The door to the snug house closed tight behind them, leaving Graham and
Cedric alone.

"A toy, king? You call this getting lucky?"

"It's better than getting killed."
You've got a good point there. The main road to towne is just a little south of

here. Let's be off."

The path from the gnome's home took Graham and Cedric past the back of
the Swarthy Hog Inn. The fine smells of cooked food still spiced the aftemoon air,

reminding Graham that he hadn't eaten yet that day. With no way to pay for a
meal, it was a thought best forgotten.

Next to the inn stood a tall haystack, tempting travelers to rest a few moments
in its cushioned comfort. Graham told Cedric that he was going to laze a bit in the
hay before they continued on. Cedric agreed that it was a good idea, and found
himself a comfortable perch on the inn's sign post. As he waited, he cleaned and
polished his monocle.

The king leaned back against the hay with a contented sigh. He wished he

could spend the moment, and a lot more like them, with Valanice. The thought of
his wife resting beside him in the hay stiffened his resolve to not just rescue her
and their children, but to thoroughly trounce both Mordack and Manannan. He

leaned back deeper into the hay in his reverie. A sharp iab to his backside shattered

the daydream.

"Ouch! What was that?" he wondered, scratching the slight prick. Kneeling
down, he began searching the haystack for whatever stung him. He knew better
than to expect to find anything.

"May we be of assistance, King Graham?" From behind him came a small
familiar voice. King Antony and an army of his subjects began streaming into the
hay pile. A few minutes later, the monarch of the ants reappeared. Looking up at

the kneeling Graham, Antony held forth a golden needle which his followers had
found in the haystack.

"We promised to help you if we could, King Graham. Please take this golden
needle with you as a gift from us. Perhaps it will be of some use on your joumey.

I'm sure this is what you sat on. Adieu!" Leaving the needle for Graham, the long
black line of insects disappeared into a hole in the ground. Graham put the needle

in his pack and voiced a "Thank you!" to the ant king. He felt like he was talking to
the dirt.

'Just what are you doing talking to the dirt?" Cedric asked, hovering in the air
in front of Graham.



Graham look up, smiled at the bird, and said nothing. He began walking
toward Serenia towne, knowing that his silence was paying back the owl for two
days of iibes. He strolled and whistled while Cedric sputtered.

As the two were passing the bakehouse, still engaging in their friendly spat,
Graham heard a loud shrieking from behind him. Turning quickly, lest he were
being attacked, Graham saw merely a slim rat being pursued by a snarling,
ragged-eared cat. Normally, such an encounter would receive little heed from
Graham (or from anyone for that matter), but the king was not feeling particularly
sympathetic toward felines just then, especially cats with live suppers in mind.

The first thing that came to hand was the old boot he had found in the desert.
Taking quick aim, Graham threw the tattered leather at the cat. It smacked into the
road right in front of the cat's face, bounced off of its nose, and rolled into the river.
The cat veered off sharply at the sudden attack, and sprinted for safety.

"Git!" Graham shouted after it. "Go pick on something your own size. Git!" As

the cat's dust settled, the intended victim snuffled up to the king's feet.

"Thank you for saving my life, kind sir. And that of my babies too, for they
would have no one to feed them if that cat had fed on me. Perhaps I can repay you
sometime.rl Talking bees, talking anB, talking trees, and now a talking rat. That
whitesnake is powerful stuffi Graham thought as the mother rat disappeared down
the road.

"Talking to the animals again, king?" Cedric inquired. "Was that what you were
doing by the haystack?" Once again Graham just smiled and hummed a tune. He
walked into Serenia towne happily leaving the owl's question unanswered.

Despite the fact that Graham had no coin in his possession when he entered
the towne that day, by the time he left it he was almost ready to take on the Great
Mountains. Only a few shops were still open, and the streets had not many people
about them. The broken wagon from the day before remained in the same place
blocking an alley, but its owner was nowhere to be seen. Near the broken wheel,
not far from the fish banel in fact, a small silver coin lay lost among the cobble-
stones. Graham watched it for a bit. It didn't move (which was to be expected), and
no one came to claim it (which wasn't).

"One problem solved," muttered Graham as he took the coin. "It's not much,
but it should buy us something."

The king looked up and down the streets for some time deciding where to go
first. He picked the tailor shop where, between the fabric bolts, silken shirts, and
paeans to the quality of the shop's goods, Graham found a warm fur-lined cloak.
Such a garment would be a necessity in the high mountains. It fit Graham perfectly,
but cost much more than one silver coin.

Taking a cue from his meeting with the gnome, Graham suggested that the
tailor might be interested in trading the cloak for the golden needle that had stuqk
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him. The needle had the same effect on the tailor as the spinning wheel had on the
old gnome. It belonged to him, the tailor told Graham, but he had lost it, or had it
stolen. In either case, the needle had disappeared in the vicinity of the inn.

Graham had no choice but to retum the golden needle to the tailor. However,

the man was so grateful to the king that he gave Graham the cloak he had been

seeking. When the king left the shop, both men were satisfied with the outcome.
The next stop was Serenia's shoe shop. There, the king found that the old

couple who ran the establishment had nothing at all to sell. Graham had hoped to
trade the elven boots, which were much too small for him, for something that might
be more useful. Finding nothing, he listened to the poor proprietors' tale of woe,

and how they were penniless with nothing to eat.

King Graham's heart is such that he will always attempt to aid those in need,

even at his own expense.

"I don't know if these would help, but perhaps you could sell these fine elven

shoes for some profit. Take them." The shoemaker and his wife were stunned. uWe

cannot," they cried. "These boots are so valuable that we can sell them for enough

to close this shop and live in comfort for the rest of our lives."

"They are yours," insisted Graham. "l have offered them to you, and they are

of no use to me. And, I have no time to spare to try and sell them." He handed the
boots to the man, who took and caressed them.

"Look at the workmanship! Look, the buckles are solid gold. Mama, we're rich!"
The couple embraced in their happiness. As Graham made to leave, however, the
shoemaker handed the king his cobbler's hammer.

"Perhaps this will be of some use to you in your journey, noble sir. Take it with
you. Today we stop making shoes, and I'll need it no longer." Graham followed
them out the door, hammer in hand.

The only other shop open that day was Serenia's toyshop. While an unlikely
place for the king to enter, he had noticed a snow sled hanging on one wall. Such

a sled could be very valuable in the mountain snow and ice.

This transaction became both the easiest and the hardest for Graham. The

sled, of course, cost more coin that the king had. Graham didn't want to part with
the marionette, but it was all he had to offer in payment for the sled. Anyway, he

said to himself, if I don't rescue my family, I'll never have gandchildren. The pice is

steep, but necessary. That decided, the deal was made, although the toymaker kept
insisting that he was getting the better of Graham.

And with that third transaction, King Graham left Serenia towne and went
looking for food.

Cedric was waiting for Graham as he left the towne, and listened with little
approval to the king's telling of what he had acquired.



"Those things may be well and good for you, king, but I have no use for a

cloak, nor a sled, no hands to hold a hammer, and no need for a silver coin to buy
my supper. Tree grubs and small rodents are perfectly fine, and free, thank you. But
for you, king, that coin will buy what is considered the best pie in all of Serenia.

You will need food on this trip, you know."
"I know. And my stomach knows even better," Graham agreed. "Wait here;

this shouldn't take long."
The reason it didn't take long was twofold: Graham's silver coin was just

enough to buy one pie; it was custard (his favorite, although when it came to pie,
all kinds can be considered Graham's favorite), and it was the only kind of pie they
had left to sell at that time of day. Secondly, Graham knew if he stayed very long
in the bakeshop, he would be tempted to just start eating. He was hungry, true, and
custard pie does not travel well, but he wanted the pie for eating in the mountains,
preferably as a dessert. If he didn't leave the bakeshop quickly, he would have
neither coin nor pie. He would have a very satisfied sweet tooth, however. Graham
did not linger at all.

Despite his preference for pies, Graham knew that more substantial food
would be needed to sustain him in the mountains. Having had great success with
bartering that day, he wandered down the road to the Swarthy Hog to attempt
trading for some meats and vegetables to carrywith him. The tailor had mentioned
to the king that the owner and clientele of the place were much less savoury than
their food, but Graham had no qualms about entering the place. After all, it was a
public alehouse.

There are alehouses, and there are alehouses. Graham recalls the Swarthy Hog
as having an unremarkable decor, and remarkably nasty patrons. He entered the
inn, and at once begun inquiring about provisions. That's when he lost conscious-
ness, whacked on the head by some heavy weapon. If he had not been wearing his
adventurer's hat, he is sure he might have died from the blow.

When Graham awoke, he was in the cellar of the inn, bound tightly to a chait
and no matter how he struggled, he was unable to free himself. This was his situation
for several minutes when he received aid from a quite unexpected source. The
scrabbling of sharp claws on the stone floor alerted the king that he was sharing his
makeshift prison with some sort of rodent. He was; only it was no common vermin,
but the slim rat whom he had saved earlier that day. Graham didn't know this at
once, of course; all he knew was that the rat was climbing over him. Then it started
chewing through the ropes. When his bonds fell to the floor, Graham looked at his
small savior and recognized her at once.

"Sir, I am glad to have been able to help you. Thank you once again for saving
my life, and that of my babies. The blackguards who frequent this inn are a bad lot.
It is best that you be away from here. Good luck on your joumey. And don't forget
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to take the rope with you. It might come in handy." With that, the rat disappeared

into a tiny hole in the cellar wall.
The rat's advice conceming the rope made sense, so Graham picked it up off

the floor. A close inspection showed that a goodly length still remained intact
despite the rodent's gnawing. A search of the cellar, however, tumed up nothing
that might be useful in the trek ahead. It also showed that the lone exit from the
place was a locked door.

When the ruffians had tossed Graham in the inn's cellar, they had deposited

his travelling bag along with him. It is most likely that they had no fear of Graham
escaping his bonds, and they intended to retum soon to finish their dirty business.

This mistake tumed out to be their undoing. Graham took the small hammer which
the shoemaker had given him, and as quietly as he could, used it to break through
the door's latch. Immediately, he pushed through to another room, which tumed
out to be the inn's small kitchen.

Through the doorway on his right, Graham could hear drunken noises coming
from the inn's public room. To his left, the second door led to outside, and escape.

Against the far wall was a tall pantry which the king searched before leaving. To

his delight, it held a large ioint of mutton, still warm and waiting to be sold.

Scant paryent pr my most courteous treatment, Graham mused silently, but it
will do. Silently removing his supper from its shelf, Graham slipped through the
door leading out. Loitering not at all, lest the hooligans note his escape, he silently
motioned Cedric, who was sunning himself on a tree branch, to follow. They didn't
stop until they arrived at the foot of the trail that led into the Great Mountains.
There they rested, sure that they had not been followed.

And thus it was that King Graham and Cedric prepared to leave Serenia, and
begin the most perilous parts of their adventure together.

Gffi rtrrr t rrrrtr rrrlrrrrlrr
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The road to Mordack would snake itself into and through the Great Mountains

and beyond. At the far end, the great cobra dragons were waiting to blast any who
made it as far as the wizard's island. Those stone snakes were unknown to Graham
as he and Cedric began moving up out of Serenia. He was, however, most acutely
aware of the live serpent that blocked his steps at the start of the road up. The venom
dripping from its fangs, and the alert way with which it held its head aloft, informed
the king that this was a creature to be avoided. The trouble was, it had coiled itself
in a part of the path bordered by high rock formations. Getting around them, and
the snake, looked difficult.



"Owls hunt snakes, isn't that true Cedric?" Graham asked of his companion.
"Why don't you just fly over there and scare it away."

"Hoo, hoo, me?" protested the bird. "I don't care for snake. You take care of it.
Don't you have a flute you can play to charm it?" Graham shook his head in disgust.

"No flute, Cedric. But I do have this harp." Graham began playing for the
snake, hoping its music, like that of a flute, might charm the creature. Graham, as

always, played beautifully. The snake was not charmed. Graham next tried shaking
the gypsy tambourine we was also carrying. Walking closer to the serpent, he began
making a loud rattle, shaking and banging it like a mad dancer. Whether it was the
king's gyrations, or the noise, it didn't matter. The snake fled, leaving a clear, steep

path beyond.
"Thanks for all your help," Graham told Cedric without rancor. "Maybe I can

return the favor and rescue you some day."

For hours, the two climbed upwards, and the landscape changed from warm,
green, fertile forest to snow and ice-covered rocks. Graham's footing became more
treacherous by the minute, and the air turned more and more frigid. The cold and
exertion both exploded as hunger in his belly, and sent uncontrollable shivers
through his body.

"I think it's time to stop for a bit," Graham breathed through chattering teeth,
"get that heavy cloak on me, and some of the mutton into me." He did just that.
The long, fur-lined cloak cut the chill wind, and began to bring warmth to his cold
arms. The high collar gave welcome relief to the back of his neck. The meat

reminded him that he had not eaten in almost two days. The king, though, ate but
half of the ioint, saving the rest for another meal. Cedric didn't eat any of the
proffered food, but sat on a snowy rock wiping frost from his monocle and shivering
slightly.

Refreshed, they resumed their ioumey upward, stopping only when they came
to a place where the path had been washed away by a waterfall. There seemed no
way past the frozen obstacle.

"Any ideas?" Graham prompted Cedric.
"There's the limb of an old tree up above us," the owl replied. "It's easy for me

to reach, but you'd need to catch your rope to it and climb." Graham looked to
where Cedric was pointing. The idea seemed a good one, and he was sure he had
enough rope to reach the limb. He was not sure, though, if the dead branch would
support his weight. It would be a long, cold, fatal fall for the king if that happened.

As he was surveying his chances, Graham spotted a long rock iutting out of
the cliff a little distance away from the tree.

"That rock looks stronger, Cedric. I think I'll try going up that way. Wish me
good fortune." Taking the rope from his bag, Graham made a loop and tried tossing
it around his target. After a number of tries, the loop caught. Graham pulled it tight,
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tugged twice, and began pulling himself up hand over hand. Cedric flapped up
ahead of him.

The successful climb brought them to a higher icy path. This one, also, had
been washed out by the waterfall, but the break in the trail was not as great as it
was on the one below. Nonetheless, it was still too wide for Graham to jump. The

frozen cascade, however, flowed around a number of small rocky outcroppings,
which looked much like stepping stones across the chasm. Beyond those steps, a

fallen log made a bridge across the rest of the way. To venture farther on his quest,

he had to go across.

"What do you think," Graham asked the bird. "Will they support my weight?"

"They'd hold me, but I'm an owl," replied Cedric. "Even then, I'd fly across

anyway. The three on top look the most stable, try those. After that, maybe the one
nearest the log, and then over. Try not to slip. If you fall, I'll have no one to talk to
all the way back to Crispin's." The king shrugged, and carefully began following
Cedric's proposed route.

Since before he became king, Graham had been renown for his speed and
agility. As it does all folk, the ensuing years have robbed him of some of both, but
it has left him enough to make it across the frozen slide that day. Graham tells me
that he slipped twice, nearly losing both his footing and balance. By the time he

alighted on the small ledge to which the rocks led, the narrow log spanning the
remaining gap looked wide and secure enough to pass a blinded army of drunken
pachyderms. I suspect Graham exaggerates a bit, but he did traverse that snow-cov-
ered bridge without incident. Cedric beat his wings together at the conclusion of
that crossing, although Graham never found out if it was for applause, or for
warmth.

The reason for this ignorance is simple. After alighting from the slippery log,
Graham and Cedric kept moving. Before the king had any opportunity to speak

with his companion, the mountain stillness was violated by the sound of the owl's
screams. As if ftom nowhere, as silent as a midnight snow, a pack of dire wolves

rushed the two, knocking Graham to the ground, and snatching Cedric from the
air. The wolfpack never stopped in their coursing attack, continuing headlong down
an icy slope and into the distance. Graham picked himself up and followed as

quickly as he could, alternating racing and sliding, as he gave pursuit. He soon had
to stop short, as the large paw prints he was tracking disappeared across a narrow,
shallow ice bridge. The king knew, just by looking, that the slight span would not
hold his weight long enough for him to survive crossing. But it took iust a few

moments of looking back and forth between where he was, where he had been, and
where he wanted to go, for the king to realize that the chase was not over. Graham
retraced his steps, and scrambled back up the slope to where they had been

ambushed. The toymaker's sled had been abandoned there in the confusion, and
it was just what the king was looking for. Running as fast as he could in the hard
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snow, Graham pointed the sled's nose downhill, jumped on board, and with a

strong push propelled himself down the slope, directly at the fragile bridge.
"Cedric, I'm coming!" he screamed, hoping that the bird might hear his shout

and take heart from it. Faster, yet faster the little sled sped. By the time Graham
reached the chasm, he was hurtling at such a speed that the sled lifted out of the
snow and flew across to the other side. The snow on the other side cushioned
Graham's hard meeting with the ground, but it wasn't enough to save the sled. That
was smashed into a dozen fragments. Dazed only slightly by the impact, Graham
hunied on in the direction he had last seen the wolves.

In fewer than a dozen strong strides, the king dashed around a sharp bend in
the path to be confronted by the sight of a mighty palace in the distance. Clad in
snow and ice, the structure stood on the highest pinnacle in the mountains. The
trail he had been following led directly to it, and that was where he must go to
rescue Cedric.

Graham stopped a moment to collect both his thoughts and his wind. As he
did both, he noticed an eagle perched on a rock at the edge of the trail. Thin and
shivering, the bird appeared to be very starving.

"I am very hungry, traveler, and have not the strength to fly any longer. Can
you spare food for me?" No longer surprised at his conversations with animals,
Graham, as is his gentle nature, hesitated not at all. Taking the remainder of the
mutton from his bag, he placed it in the poor bird's claws, and watched as it
consumed its meal.

"Thank you, traveler," it said after finishing. "Your kindness and compassion
are great, and you have saved my life. May you have a safe iourney." Reaching out
with its great wings, the eagle soared into the distance. The king, now more rested

and composed, started towards the ice palace.
He had not gone far before the wolves arrived. They snarled and growled and

bared their fangs at him as they raced out of a tunnel that led into the mountain.
The saliva from their iaws steamed in the cold air, as they took hold of Graham's
cloak and began pulling him back the way they had come. The hatred in their red

eyes made it look as if the wolves would rather have had their iaws pulling at the
king's throat. Graham ceased struggling, and let himself be led inside.

After a labyrinthine course through the lower tunnels and conidors of the
palace, Graham was finally brought in front of the Ice Queen. Icebella is her name,
and her realms stretch across the highest peaks of the highest mountains, and
encompass all of the world's polar regions. So private a monarch is she, that the
tales told of her have, until now, been considered fables and fancifications. Graham
had heard of Icebella and her army of wolves, but had not given the stories about
her much credence.
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The queen's audience chamber was vast and cold, with her throne carved from
a single block of clear, blue ice. It sits high above the room's floor, and is reached

only by climbing a steep set of thirty steps, they too carved out of the same blue
ice. Long, sharp rays of rock grow from the apex of this staircase, framing the queen

in a granite star. Next to the stairs was a granite and ice cage, with Cedric imprisoned
inside.

"Cedric, you're alive," exclaimed Graham.

"Kneel!" interrupted the imperious queen. Graham did.

"You are invaders, and have entered my realms without permission. You must
die. Take them away, my wolves, and kill them!" Growling deeply, the great gray

beasts moved toward the king.

"Graham, do something quickly!" screeched the now vocal bird. "Remember
your family!"

The king says it took no prodding from Cedric to move him to action. He had

no weapons, and knew words would do no good with either the wolves or the queen.

He says that he hoped to distract or placate the beasts when he began playing his

harp. I, for one, find the action quite illogical-especially given the circumstance-
but the king maintains that it was the only idea he could come up with at the time.

"Music has much magic," he said. "Anyway, if it didn't work, I was going to use the
instrument as a club."

No sooner had the first surprising notes left the strings, than Icebella called
off her wolves.

"Your music softens my heart, somewhat," she announced. "Therefore I will
give you and your cowardly bird a chance at life. There is a yeti who lives nearby

in a crystal cave that belongs to me. Defeat the beast, and you will be allowed to
Ieave these lands alive. If you fail, the owl will follow you in death. Sir Greywolf
will lead you to the cave. Do you accept?"

"Your wish is my command," was Graham's foregone reply.

At the time of year that these events occurred, there is not much darkness at

night in the northern reaches of our world. Thus, while the moon was full, and

high in the sky, there was much light for Graham to see by as Sir Greywolf led him
over the narrow mountain paths that took him to near the yeti's cave.

"I will wait foryou here," hewarned. "If you tryto escape withoutvanquishing
the yeti, I will kill you. If you succeed, I will return you to my mistress. And if you
don't start going to the cave now, I'll rip your throat out!"

"Since you put it that wo|...," Graham replied, and set his steps toward the
large opening he could see in the near distance.

Graham still had no idea as to how one went about defeating a yeti. His son

Alexander had met one once, but had been able to avoid it through the use of magic.

Graham had neither magic nor ideas. As a result, he decided to stop and think



further on the matter, and perhaps munch on a bit of pie to help stimulate his
thinking. I might as well meet the beast on a contented stomach, he reasoned.

Now the yeti is a huge and fearsome creature, human-shaped (but several
times larger), covered with coarse and pungent fur, and overly equipped with long
claws and fangs. It is said that their intellectual capacity is nil, but no one I have

ever heard of has ever survived initiating a conversation with a yeti. Graham saw

no sight of the beast as he neared its cave, so he picked his stopping place close to
the entrance so that he could keep watch while he ate. On the trail behind him
waited the wolf, and ahead, the path twisted behind a large boulder. A vast precipice
plunged down beside the trail to his right, and the cave was to his left.

The custard pie, of course, had not traveled well. It still had its oval shape, but
it was greatly dented and smeared. Even to Graham, whose sweet tooth never saw

a pie it didn't like, found it unappetizing. It was at this moment, as the king was

staring disappointedly at the custard pie, that the snow monster arrived on the
scene. It had the courtesy, at least, to announce its arrival with a killer roar, and
that is what saved the king's life.

What would you do, dear reader, if confronted that quicklyby such a monster
whilst stupidly looking at a pie, instead of looking out for danger? What Graham
did was totally reflexive; startled, he iumped at the roar and flung what was in his
hand in the direction of the attack.

The king's aim is good, it always has been. The custard pie splatted squarely
in the yeti's face. The creature, literally, never knew what hit it, and with vision
totally obscured by the gooey filling, it stepped off the cliff's edge. The beast may
be falling still. So quickly had it all happened, that it took the king a few moments
to realize that he had beaten the monster.

"Did I really do that?" he asked the heavens. Shaking his head in befuddle-
ment, he entered the yeti's lair to make sure there was no other beast about.

The interior of the yeti's cave was a multi-colored crystal fairyland, with
nothing else inside but the flashing sparkles of reflected light. One particularly
brilliant crystal near the cave's center caught Graham's eye, and he liked it so much
that he decided to carry it with him. The little cobbler's hammer made easy work
of breaking it loose. The king then turned his steps back outside, and down the trail
to the waiting wolf. Together, they returned to the Ice Queen.
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Queen Icebella's demeanor was much warmer toward Graham and Cedric after

the king informed her of the death of the yeti. Indeed, she revealed to Graham that
she knew who he was, and wished him good fortune in his quest. She too had little
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love for Mordack. With a slight motion of her hand, Cedric's bars disappeared, and
the owl and the king were finally reunited. After another, broader gesture, Sir
Greywolf led the two out of the palace, and through the snow to a spot where a

trail out of the mountains began. He silently stood watching as Graham began his
long trek down to the distant sea. A silent Cedric flew along a little ahead, watchful
for danger.

As it happened, Cedric's vigilance wasn't enough. The path did not go

smoothly down; at times it rose up steeply before it resumed its course to the lower
altitudes. It was at the top of one such climb that the owl's frantic screech of,
"Graham, danger!" came too late to help the king. Cedric's words were still in his
beak when the loud thumping of enormous wings, and the impact of beaten air
cast Graham to the ground. A set of strong, yellow talons grabbed hold of him, and
in moments Graham was soaring high in the cloudless sky, staring into the beaks

and eyes of a giant Roc.

The suddenness of the attack stunned Graham; one second, he was on his
feet, and the next he was dangling so far above the peaks that they seemed no larger
than toys. As the king glanced down at the cliffs far beloq and his captor's two
heads inches above, Graham realized that he was caught between a Roc, and a very
hard place. The thought did not amuse him, and he prayed that the Roc would not
drop him.

It didn't. In fact, the two-headed monster bird placed Graham most gently
down, and then flew off.

"Down" was the Roc's nest, and it had been built on the tip of a tall rock spire
which soared up to the very clouds. However, that there was no way down other
than to fall, was a fact of little immediate concem to the king. The more urgent
problem was that Graham was sharing the nest with a giant egg, the shell of which
was beginning to crack from the inside. There was no place to run, no place to hide,
and a baby Roc-ahungry baby Roc-was about to join the king in the aerie. Graham
knew that if he could fly, he could escape; but, of course, he could do neither.
Therefore, all he could do was attempt to bury himself beneath the twigs and
branches that made up the large nest, and hope the baby, or its mother, wouldn't
notice him. He had little hope that it would work.

As Graham tried to conceal himself, a bright glint in the nest caught his
attention. He grabbed for it as if reaching for life itself. As his hand closed on the
object, and then opened, he had but a moment to notice that it was a delicate golden
locket that he had obtained. How it had come to be there was of no import to
Graham, birds often pick up bright bits to add to their nests. Graham was more
concerned with the shrieking that was approaching the nest, and his quick glance
showed that is was coming from a speeding eagle.

Thus, again, King Graham's kindness to a creature in need repaid him beyond
measure, for it was the same bird whom he had fed on the icy trail coming to his

llll



rescue. Its arrival could not have been more timely; the Roc had finally broken its
heads out of the egg and was hungrily pecking at the king. The brave eagle swooped
low, and for the second time within moments, Graham was airborne in the clutches
of a bird. So close had he come to being bird food, that his cape remained in the
baby Roc's beaks.

"l was hoping to repay you, traveler," the bird screeched above the wind.
"When I saw you taken by the Roc, I knew I must fly fast to your aid. May the rest
of your iourney be safer than what you iust endured. Farewell!" As it spoke, the eagle

carried Graham lower and lower toward a sandy beach far below and in the distance.
Its farewell was uttered as it dropped the king the final few inches to the ground.
Upward it winged, catching an upwind and soaring inland, dipping a wing once in
salute. Graham waved his own farewell in reply.

"You most surely have interesting ways of getting around!" From atop some
small rocks, Cedric's husky voice greeted Graham. "What happened? I was afraid
the Roc had killed you."

Graham explained what had happened to the incredulous owl.
"If I meet any more birds on this quest," he finished, "l think I may grow

feathers of my own!" Cedric hooted in laughter.
Graham found that the beach they were on was not very extensive. A short

way to the north, a waterfall tumbled down cliffs to the sea. A small boat was

beached near it. Those same cliffs extended south past Graham, and prevented him
from climbing back into the mountains. As his eyes followed the cliffs south, the
king saw a small hut with a thin stream of smoke wafting out of its chimney.

"We've reached the ocean, Cedric," Graham exclaimed (somewhat needlessly).

"If you are correct, then Mordack's island lies across these waves to the east. Let's

see if the person in yonder hut knows anything about the island. Perhaps we'll be
able to borrow a boat." Setting his steps down the beach, the king started for the
hut, stopping only briefly to pick up a rusty iron bar he found laying in the sand.

"Whoo? Hoot?" queried Cedric.

"Daddy's advice," answered Graham.

The hut had been built in the shape of the bow of a ship, and a ship's bell
hung next to its door. After clanging the bell loudly many times, the door was finally
opened by an old man, an ancient mariner so deaf that his entire vocabulary seemed

to comprise of, "What'd you say?" and "Speak louder, I can't hear you!" There was

obviously no help to be obtained from him, so Graham and Cedric left. They
trudged back up the sand to examine the boat Graham had noticed.

Close examination of the small craft showed why it had been abandoned. The
small sail, though serviceable, was quite tattered and would not survive a hard wind.
The boat's hull was in need of much scraping and several coats of paint. Graham
even found a small hole in the boat's bottom. However, both Graham and Cedric
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could see the faint outlines of small islands to the north and east, and any one of
them might be Mordack's. After travelling so far, Graham was not about to be

stopped with his goal within sight.
The king had been carrying with him the wax from which he had squeezed

honey in the Dark Forest. It had occurred to Graham that he could use the substance

to firmly plug the hole in the boat. True, the patch would not last long, but it should
be enough to sail to the islands and back. Rocking the craft so as to get access to
the hole, Graham pushed the wax into place and made a tight seal.

"That should do for a while," he told Cedric. "If it doesn't, you can always fly
back to be sure."

"Aye, aye, captain," saluted Cedric. "When did you ever learn to sail?"

"Whoo, whoo, me?" the king replied. With a great heave, he pushed the boat
into the ocean and hopped aboard. Cedric followed after.

King Graham decided that his best course across the ocean was one which
could bring them back easily, as opposed to one that might get them lost. Therefore
he first maneuvered iust a bit south and dead center of the strip of beach. He then
pointed his craft east, and leaned back to enjoy the ride.

"f€ave due east, retum due west," Graham told Cedric. "Even a bird like you
would have a tough time getting lost this way."

And so they sailed for several hours, staying away from the occasional shoals

and rocks they spotted. Graham planned to explore the first island they came to,
and if Mordack wasn't there, go on to another. Eventually, they were sure to stumble

on the wizard's island.
Things did not quite work out that way. The first island they came to looked

tall and green and lush in the distance. A small sheltered beach gave the impression

that it would provide a safe harbor.
"land, hoo, hoo!" shouted Cedric, and Graham sailed for shore. Just as the

boat grounded itself, horrible screaming cries pierced out of the sky.

"Not again!" despaired the king. Diving out of the sun came three hideous
winged forms, part woman, part flying daemon. The harpies screamed right down
on Graham and Cedric, snatching them out of the boat and into the sky. Then they
separated, bearing the king and Cedric in different directions. Graham fought to
escape the pair that were bearing him, but their clutches were too strong to escape.

The harpies finally dropped the king with a hard thud in the center of a high clearing
near the island's top. When Graham recovered, Cedric was nowhere to be found,
and he was surrounded by a score of the monsters. They were fighting over their
dinner, and that meal was going to be the King of Daventry.

It is said that to compare the voices of harpies to chalk scratching slate, is

unfair to the chalk. Graham concurs. He told me that their shrieking contracted

the muscles of his back, and shivered his spine. It was so bad, that he began playing



his harp, the same as he had done for Queen Icebella and her wolves, if only to
cover up their voices.

"They are named 'Harpies', after all," he told me.
At once, the hideous hags stopped fighting over Graham, and began fighting

over Graham's harp. One particularly large harpy suddenly flashed down and
snatched the instrument from his hands, and then flew away. This so outraged the
others that they began screaming as one, and began to give chase to the one with
the harp. All disappeared, flying into the north, screaming to scare the dead as they
went.

As soon as Graham's knees stopped shaking, and his ears ceased being
outraged, he began searching to discover what had happened to his companion.
As he picked himself off of the ground, he jabbed his palm on something sharp.
When he looked to see what it was, he discovered an old fishhook. It was rusty, but
its bite had not gone deep, nor drawn blood. He put it in a pocket, and started
walking downhill on a broad path. He at last found Cedric. The owl lay crumpled
in the sand by the path, barely breathing. When Graham tried to speak with him,
all Cedric could do was moan weakly. Without aid soon, the bird would quickly
die.

Graham picked Cedric up, praying that his effort would do no further damage
to his ftiend, and hurried the rest of the way to the beach. The boat was still safely
there, the waves lapping at it gently. A large seashell stuck out of the sand by its
side.

"A conch shell!" The discovery brightened the king much. Oft times folk used
such shells to help the partially deaf hear. Graham could take Cedric back to the
mainland, and perhaps the old man might be able to help Cedric. It was the owl's
only chance. Graham took the conch, put Cedric into the boat, pushed off, and
sailed back the way he had come. His scheme of taking the straight and direct route
had borne its fruit, and the boat sailed directly up to the beach in front of the old
man's hut.

Graham rang the bell again, and eventually the ancient mariner responded.

"Eh? I can'ts hears ya. Speak up, sonny!"
Graham handed the shell to the man, who looked at it and smiled. Holding

it to his ear, he waited for Graham to speak again.

"Can you help us? My friend Cedric, an owl, has been seriously wounded by
some harpies. He needs healing."

"Harpies? Why didn't you say so sooner? Come on in; I'll help anyone who's
been hurt by those foul beasts."

Inside, Graham laid Cedric on the mariner's bed. The old man boiled some
water and placed some poultices on the injured bird. Next he fed him some herb
tea.
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"That should fix'em," the man said finally. "Make him good as new; maybe
better." On the bed, Cedric was already showing encouraging signs of vigor and
alertness.

"Sir, my name is Graham, and the wizard Mordack has kidnapped my family.
Cedric and I were trying to reach his island when we were attacked. Do you know
where it is, and can you help us?"

"Well, sonny, I wouldn't want ta' deal with that mad Mordack myself, but I
can't stand in yourway from trying to help your loved ones. Tell ya'what I'll do-yer
friend there should be ready to travel in a few minutes. In the meantime, I'll whistle
up a friend of mine. She'll be able to take you to Mordack's island, but no further.
Whatta'say?"

"Is, thank you, enough?"

"That'll be fine, sonny. That'll be just fine."

The old man's friend was a mernaid named Pearl. Mermaids are not the most
talkative of folk, and this one was even less so. She quietly listened as the man asked

her to show Graham and Cedric the way to Mordack's. She nodded her assent, and
waved for Graham and Cedric to get into the boat and follow her lead. In the brief
time that it took Pearl to arrive, Cedric's strength and good humor had returned.
Graham held the bird, gently scratching its head, while the old man had asked the
mermaid for her help.

"Thank you, sir. I don't know how Cedric and I can ever repay you." The king
and Cedric got into the boat and waved farewell to the ancient mariner.

"May your quest be successful, King Graham. May you and your family survive
this adventure safely. If you do, that'll be reward enough for me. Fare ye well!"

Graham pushed the small boat into the waves for the last time, and sailed off
following the mermaid. His eyes glued themselves to the far horizon, searching for
Mordack and hoping he was not too late to save Valanice, Alexander, and Rosella.
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Mordack's island loomed like a dark storm cloud on the edge of existence. No

natural storm, though, this was thoroughly black and evil. Tlre island appeared as

if it had been melted into creation, with black and purple and inorganic green

drippings giving the landscape a soft and repulsive appearance. Mordack's island
may actually have been floating above the waves; most surely the bulk of it hung
suspended above the ocean. Graham thinks that the chances are good that those
parts that did seem to touch the water were illusion. The only exception was one



tiny, rocky beach that was guarded by a pair of ominous stone pillars, and sea

creatures of the more repulsive (and dangerous) kind.
Pearl waved good-bye to Graham and Cedric while the island was still a fair

distance away. Her face had turned gray, and her eyes had filled with fright. It was
quite apparent to Graham that she had used all of her courage in order to take them
as close as she did. He begrudged her nothing as she sped away, and prayed that
she had not brought them too far before she fled.

The sea guardians did not get to Graham and Cedric's craft; the rocks and surf
did. Twenty feet or so from shore, the boat was capsized and crushed. Graham,
Cedric, and the pieces washed up on the small beach. All lay still for several minutes
until Graham was able to stagger to his feet and cough the seawater from his lungs.
As he did, he heard Cedric call for help, and was able to pull him from beneath the
wreckage of their former craft. They were now on Mordack's island, and had no way
off. If they failed, they wouldn't need one.

Graham took stock in their surroundings. A crude set of rock stairs had been
carved out of the island's weird stone, and dared the two to follow them up.

"Graham, I don't like this place at all," whispered Cedric.

"Neither do I, Cedric, but my family's here. I must go on."
Graham looked around some more. Stuck between tvvo rocks was a dead fish.

In many ways, Graham's adventure had started with the smelly fish he had found
in Serenia, and it had proven useful. This was much fresher. Graham took it
anyway-both as omen, and for good luck.

"Not another dead fish?" Cedric complained.
'Just keep looking out for Rocs," was the king's rejoinder. They faced the stairs,

and Graham began climbing. Cedric followed at a safe distance.

The Cobra Dragons were waiting for them at the top of the stairs. Massive
caryen stone statues they were, with great gems for eyes. As Graham and Cedric
approached them, the eyes began to glow with an incandescent light that seemed
to follow the king's every step. They flanked both sides of the narrow path that
passed between them, and led to a lightless, lifeless castle beyond. The castle had
the same burned, melted look as the island itself.

Graham knew that they must pass the stone guardians in order to reach
Mordack's castle. Cedric had no ideas as to what approach to take, except to point
out a series of scorched gashes in the ground at the point where the Cobra Dragons
looked at the path.

"There is danger here, Graham," the owl observed. "I don't like the look of
those statues." The king could not agree with Cedric more, and inched closer to the
watchers to get a better look. The eyes grew yet hotter and brighter, and they gave

the king an idea.
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As a student at the Royal University, Graham had often experimented with
crystals. He had leamed of crystal's curious property of not iust breaking up and

defracting light, but the less-known one of redirecting nys. "Making light bend and

turn cartwheels back on itself," is the way one of his leamed teachers had described

the natural phenomenon. Graham remembered his lessons well, and had a crystal

with which to duplicate those old experiments.

"If I'm wrong," he told Cedric, "remind me not to try this again." Holding the
crystal that he had taken from the yeti's cave high above his head, he walked still
closer to the statues. The eyes now pulsed with even greater light and energy, and

together, with dual flashes, both guardians shot bolts of flaming lightning at the
king. They struck the crystal at the same time, as if attracted to it. The crystal seemed

to absorb the deadly energies, glowed momentarily with an energy of its own, and

shot the rays back at the statues. The cobras' eyes exploded and died. The crystal

shattered, destroyed also by the act. The smoke thinned, and Graham and Cedric

were free to approach Mordack's castle.

The path to Mordack's soon turned from dirt to solid stone blocks. Those

blocks then changed to air, abruptly ending at a chasm, which protected the great,

carved main door from intruders. A small stone stairway, though, led down away

from the walkway, and meandered into the distance around the lower side of the
keep. Since it was the only way forward, Graham took it.

The second stone path took Graham around the side of the very base of the
keep. It ended on a great stone platform which also dropped off into a deep crevasse.

Beyond this point, there was no going forward.
In the platform, though, was embedded an iron grate. Graham knelt and

attempted to peer down into its depths, but could see nothing but darkness. He

tried lifting it, pulling and tugging with all of his strength, but it was rusted tight.
The king was unable to budge it.

"Time to go back," announced Cedric. "There's nothing left to do here."

"I'll think of something," responded the king. He took the iron bar from out
of his travelling bag and began using it for leverage as he began to pry at the grate.

"l'm sure I can get into the castle through here," he said. Finally, his efforts

were rewarded, and the heavy iron bars began to move a little, and then lift. Once

the rust had been broken, the king was able to lift the Srate enough to use his iron
bar as a prop. The way into Mordack's castle was open.

"l'm going in," announced Graham. "Are you coming?"

"Owls are outdoor birds," Cedric replied. "We don't like it indoors. Anyway, I

think it's too dangerous. I'm staying out here-to keep watch."

"That's a good idea, Cedric. But I'm going down anyway. Wish me luck."



"May good fortune go with you, King Graham. You're going to need it." The

king climbed down through the narrow opening and into the bowels of the wizard's
castle.

There was some light, to the king's relief. It came mostly from a grayish glow
given off by the walls, but some faint illumination did seem to slant down from
above through slight cracks in the ceiling. The place looked like a dungeon, and it
had passages twisting and turning in every direction. This might as well be a maze,

Graham mused. A person can voy easily get lost in here.l,ooking up, he could see the
opening through which he had entered the castle. It was too high to jump and
reach, but it would provide a bearing if he became lost.

"Pick a direction; any direction," he commanded himself. He chose south-
behind him-and began exploring.

Graham says that he wandered that maze for hours before he discovered the
door out. Most every way he went looked the same as the one before. A dozen times,
if once, he returned to where he had started, and in none of those instances was

the return intentional. Graham started feeling that he was alone in the universe
down there, with the hollow sound of his footsteps the only music in creation.

Eventually, however, he thought he could make out another sound. It did not
appear to be the drip of water on stone, or even that of another's breathing. Instead
it sounded like the deep steady rumble of a rock chanting, "Dink. Dink. Dink."

In a far corner of that maze, Graham finally encountered the source of that
sound. It was not a rock, but a very large creature, the likes of which the king had

never seen, heard of, nor read about before. Slightly taller, but broader and more
massive than a human, it seemed made up from the parts of a number of beasts,

especially those with massive limbs and large teeth. The most bizarre thing about
Dink (which is what the king later leamed it was called-because of the sound it
always makes) was the fact that his hair, or mane, was tied into a topknot on his
head, and held in place with a pin. So comical was its appearance that Graham
forgot for the moment that the creature was most likely deadly. Combined with its
incessant patter of "Dink. Dink. Dink," it was enough to make the king begin to
giggle.

Graham says that it was the rhythm of Dink's chanting that moved him to
begin playing the tambourine. He says that the beast's cadence was like the beat of
a gypsy dance. But, Dink did not respond when Graham banged and shook. His
eyes lit, but he just hulked there doing nothing.

"Here, you try" said Graham. When he handed the instrument to Dink, the
beast jumped alive with pleasure. Imitating what the king had done, Dink banged
and smashed a cacophonous rhythm, punctuated by happy leaps and ciumsy
attempts at dance. Graham says he was lucky he was not stomped in ioy.
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Still shaking and booming, Dink moved away from where Graham had found
him and began dancing away down a corridor and out of sight. All that was left of
his presence was a lone hairpin which had fallen as a result of the revelry. Graham
picked it up for reasons which have been discussed earlier.

Other than the meeting with Dink, Graham encountered no others as he
wandered Mordack's maze, and at last turned one final corner and found a door in
(he thinks) the northern wall. As you might guess, the door was locked.

"After all I have been through, no mere door is going to keep me from my
family!" Graham announced to the dungeon. He began pushing and pulling and
tugging, but to no effect. The door was too thick for him to make any impression
on with his shoulder. Finally, he examined the lock again. It was not large, and the
key that would open it would have to be small.

With no other alternative, Graham took out Dink's hairpin and began to fiddle
and pry at the mechanism. To the king's astonishment, his attempt at picking the
lock worked. The small "Click!" was one of the most satisfying sounds he had ever
heard in his life. So smoothly did the attempt go, that Graham suspects that the
pin may very well have been the lock's key. With a gentle push, the door opened.
Graham went through the open door and emerged in the castle's pantry.

A wide set of steps led up from the dungeon into the storage room. Rough-
hewn wood shelves lined two walls, but the king could see nothing on any of them
which might help him. The pantry contained one large, closed cupboard. The only
item inside of it that was portable was a sack of dried peas. He took it.

Why not, Graham thought, at this point, atrything could come in handy. Perhaps

I' ll have the opp ortunity to push Mordack into a p ot of p ea soup. As the king was thinking,
he heard a series of scraping noises from the next room, which he suspected was

the castle's kitchen.
Graham carefully peeked a look through the archway into the kitchen, staying

as tight to the shadows as he could to avoid detection. The kitchen was filthy and
in disarray, and it had one large iron pot boiling over the cooking fire. It seemed

that witch's stew was on the menu that night.
The room appeared at first to be empty, but a second look revealed a young

dark-haired girl with bleeding knees in one corner scrubbing the floor. Although
she was filthy, and her clothes rags, she proiected an aura of dignity and nobility.
Graham was sure that she was no ordinary scullery maid, and was most likely a

slave or prisoner to Mordack. Rather than try to slip past her unnoticed, Graham
walked boldly out of the shadows to catch her attention. He risked raising an alarum
from the girl, but suspected she might hate her master enough to help him.

As Graham approached, she looked up, stifled a scream, and shrank back from
the king in fear.

"Leave me alone!" she cried.



"Please, be quiet. I won't hurt you."
"You're one of Mordack's evil men. Stay away." The girl was terrified of

Graham, and with constant, quick, fearful glances up at him, went back to her work.
Graham could see that he must take another approach to overcome her fear.

The king had never inspected the small gold locket he had grabbed in the
Roc's nest; events had carried him along too quickly for that. Nonetheless, he

removed it from his bag and glanced at it briefly to make sure that it was gold. Gold
it was, crafted in the shape of a small heart closed shut by a tiny clasp. It was attached

to a dainty golden chain. Perhaps a gifrwill calm hu, he thought.
"Here, take this. I won't hurt you. Please. I'm iust trying to rescue my family."

Reaching out to the scared girl, Graham offered her the locket, trying tc convince
her of his good intentions. As she saw it, her eyes widened with surprise and delight.

"Why, this is mine. Where did you get it? I thought I had lost it when Mordack
kidnapped me." She opened the locket and showed Graham the two portraits that
it contained.

"These are the likenesses of my parents, the rulers of the Green Isles. My name

is Princess Cassima, and Mordack kidnapped me when I refused his offer of
marriage. He transported me here and set me to work scrubbing floors and cleaning
chamber pots until I accept his hand. It is something I will never do, so much do I
hate him!"

Graham told Cassima the tale of his family, and the girl said that the bottle
containing them, and Castle Daventry, was in Mordack's laboratory on the second

floor of Mordack's home. She told the king that she would help him any way she

could, and he promised to free her if he defeated Mordack. Cassima also wamed
Graham to beware of Mordack's monstrous blue henchman; a creature who always

prowled the halls of the castle, never sleeping.

"And most especially, King Graham, do not let the cat see you-not even a

glance. For the cat is Mordack's brother Manannan, and I fear that you will be

doomed to horrible death if he catches any sight of you." Cassima pointed to the
wide stone passageway that led beyond the kitchen.

"Mordack's living quarters begin through there. May good fortune go with
you, kind sir."

"My family and I shall return for you, princess," the king promised. "I must go

now. Farewell!"

The corridor beyond was quite different from the utilitarian decor of the

kitchen and pantry. Decorated with massive statues of daemonic beings, and stone

gargoyles whose faces turned to follow him as he walked, it also contained a huge

and bizarrely carved pipe organ. So hideous was it that Graham is sure that it played

music only for the denizens of the deepest hells. He was careful not to even brush
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it as he passed through, touching his boots to the stone floor as noiselessly as he

could.
The conidor brought Graham to the castle's long dining hall, although the

king winced at the thought of just who, or what, Mordack might invite to entertain
in it. From behind, the king heard the sound of Mordack's henchman approaching.
He quickly dashed through the hall, and emerged in the castle's main entry.
Immense statues of winged women loomed above him here; the images of either
beautiful vampyres or succubi, he was sure. A set of stairs led up beyond this point,
through a stone arch loomed over by a feathered snake-daemon. Mordack's sense

of fine art was beginning to overwhelm Graham with horror, but he knew he had
discovered the way up to Mordack's laboratory and his family.

Graham's slight pause to cringe at Mordack's statues was his undoing. From
out of the dining hall burst a beast which was both part ram and part praying mantis.
Its red eyes locked on the king, and in a quick bound had the king in its tight grip.
Graham could not pull free, as much as he fought. Then, a magical door appeared
in the air next to both of them. Inexorably, Mordack's guard moved to that aperture,

carrying Graham despite all the king's struggles. It stepped through.
King Graham picked himself out of a foul puddle in the dirty cell where

Mordack's henchman had cast him. Soiled straw scantly littered the floor, and the
bone remains of former victims hung from the damp walls, still bound in their
chains. Vermin scampered all about, as if anticipating new food. Once the magic
entry had disappeared, there were no doors at all. Graham was trapped, and
doomed.

The sight of a rat vanishing through a tiny hole in a wall reminded the king
of the one who had rescued him from imprisonment in Serenia. He was sure there
was no chance of that happening to him again, but he nevertheless stretched out
on the floor to peer after where the rodent had gone.

Like the rest of Mordack's dungeon, the stones themselves gave off a slight
illumination, and because of this light, the king was able to look within the rat's

hole. The creature was not to be seen, but its cheese supper was. The sight made
Graham hungry, but his reach was just the slightest bit too short to reach the morsel.

I bet I can spear it with something like a fishhook, the king reasoned. And that is
something which I happen to have!Taking the large hook from his pocket, Graham
tried again, and got his prize.

"Yuk! It's moldy," he exclaimed once he saw what he had taken. Graham would
have thrown the cheese away on the spot, except for what happened at that
moment.

The squealing of a huge stone block moving on poorly oiled rollers drew his
attention to the far wall. There, a portion of the prison wall was moving inward
creating a passage leading out. Through it came Cassima.

"Cassima! Where did you come ftom. How did you get here?"



"Through the maze of course, King Graham. I have spent much time down
here with Dink, my only friend. I discovered this secret way into the cell, and when
I heard Mordack's henchman capture you, I rushed down here to let you out. Hurry,
follow me." Crawling out behind Cassima, Graham found himself once again in
Mordack's maze. The girl sped ahead of him so quickly that the king was sore put
to keep her in sight. By the time he reached the kitchen, she was already back at
work as if she had never left.

"Good luck, again, King Graham," she uttered. "Please try and stay away from
that blue meanie because I'm sure I'll be noticed if I try to rescue you again."

Graham knew that her words were wise, and realized that he had to deal with
the guard in some way to avoid being captured a second time. He moved back into
the castle's corridors with more vigilance, and headed for the stairs going up.

Graham met the guard almost at once. It was just entering the hallway with
the hideous organ as the king arrived. Again the henchman's hooves dashed over
the stone floor. This time, Graham's planning executed perfectly. The king had
taken the bag of peas and was holding it at the ready. As soon as the creature started
racing at him, Graham tossed the dried pellets on the floor in front of it. With its
footing turning to rolling peas, the guard lost all traction and crashed its head to
the stones with a hard thump. It lay there unconscious, but Graham knew that
would not be the situation for very long. He dashed off, hoping to make it up the
stairs before the creature woke up.

Manannan was waiting for him in the dining hall. Princess Cassima, if you
recall, had warned the king about the cat. Here he was now, the same evil one who had
kidnapped his son, and was now threatening to eat his family. Here he was, looking at
Graham with hateful blue eyes. If Graham could not silence the cat in some way, his
mission was doomed. "So you want to eat my family, Manannan," Graham whispered.
The king took the fish he had found on the beach and tossed it across the room.
Manannan might be a wizard in feline form, but he was still a cat. Unable to resist fish,
the cat rushed to it and began sniffing. At once, Graham ran over to it and, taking the
bag that instants before had held peas, scooped Manannan up into it. The wizard
yowled and thrashedwithin, but the burlap muffled its cries, and Graham was able to
tie the bag securely closed. He tossed it into a comer knowing that Manannan would
be no further bother for quite a long while.

Let me digress briefly. King Graham, in bagging Manannan and leaving him
in Mordack's dining room, intended to return later and secure his captive. As events
turned out, he and his family returned to Daventry before that could be accom-
plished. What became of Manannan? Did he perish there, unable to claw out of his
burlap prison? Or is he at large again, freely plotting new and more terrible revenge
on the royal family of Daventry? As I write this long narrative, we do not know We
hope the cat came to a final end on the castle floor, but until I or some other travels
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there to determine the final truth, we shall remain in ignorance. We pray that our
ignorance does not return to bite us.

The way to Mordack was now clear. Graham rapidly moved through the
dining hall to the stairway, and most quietly and carefully ascended. No one was

about at the top, and no noise came from either of the doors which Graham could
see. He found that he was on a small landing, loomed over by a huge clawed skull
carved of stone. The king chose the far doorway, paused to peer around its edge

before entering. No one was within.
Graham found himself in Mordack's bedroom. More of Mordack's obscene

statues cluttered the room, all of them staring at the sorcerer's bed with lecherous

leers. The king's stomach briefly turned, unwilling to imagine the acts which might
take place near where he stood.

At the far end of the room, a smaller portal led beyond to Mordack's library.
Graham went to it, and on a large table, discovered an open book of magic. At the
top of each page was inscribed the legend, T'IIE OBIURGATION OF SOULS. The pages

were so smooth that they may have been made of the smoothest, thinnest ivory.
Few words were inscribed there; mostly there were ornate drawings with the names

of what could only be spells next to them. The remainder of the text was in symbols
that Graham could not decipher. The king says that he felt what he describes as a

ipple vibrate through him as he gazed on those pictures. It was as if an energy
entered and passed through him, and the drawings branded themselves into his

brain. At the time, Graham attributed the feeling to fright.
There was good reason for Graham to be frightened at the moment. No sooner

had he taken his eyes from the grimoire, than he heard a POOF! explode in the
bedroom. Sure he had been discovered, Graham looked back and saw that Mordack
had materialized in the other room. However, the wizard seemed not to have
noticed the king, and lay down in his obscene bed. In moments, he had commenced
to snore softly.

I guess I must pass close past the very jaws of the wizard now, Graham thought
grimly to himself . He's between me and my family-so be if! With silent steps, Graham

tiptoed into the bedroom again, through a door framed by the tusks and skull of
some ancient monstrosity.

Graham took a moment to look on his unchosen enemy. He affected a small

black mustache, and a beard shaped like a spade. His hair came to a point from
beneath his skullcap into a widow's peak. His complexion, while not exactly black,

was of a duskiness much like feet left unwashed too long. Mordack was dressed in
a long cloak with a tall collar. Next to his limp hand, on a small bed table, lay his
Wand of Magic.

Without the wand, he is powerless, thought Graham incorrectly. This made up

the king's mind. On the way out of the room, he snatched it from its place near
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Mordack's unknowing grasp. The king moved out of the room and into the hallway
with Mordack's wand in his possession.

The second doorway led into the wizard's laboratory a large room of two levels
filled to bursting with the apparatus of magic. An iron spiral staircase wound its
way up to a balcony, where more arcane equipment awaited its master. As Graham
scanned the room, his eyes found a familiar glass beaker sitting on a long table. The
king could not restrain himself and rushed headlong to it. He had finally found his
family and Castle Daventrv!

Graham says his tears flowed most freely when he at last saw Valanice and his
children imprisoned there in Mordack's laboratory. They looked up and saw him,
then waved and hugged and cried themselves. No sound, however, escaped from
the bottle. The king reached to take the beaker and race away before Mordack
returned to his workplace, but he could not move it at all. Graham's heart which
had been soaring in joy, crashed to his feet in hopeless frustration.

All the king could do was to search Mordack's laboratory in hope of finding
some way to either free his family or escape with them. The lower level proved
fruitless, so Graham sprinted up the stairs to the balcony. This place too offered the
king little inspiration, except for one large contraption---a machine-which was

burping away at the far end. Graham rushed to the thing in order to inspect it more
closely.

The machine had the smell of technology about it; metal gears, and levers,

and cogs, and spokes waited to be set in motion. It was an unclean thing, bearing
two nanow platters, one on either side, and metal rods which ran between them.
At its center, near the bottom, was a pool of burbling liquid, simmering expectantly.
Graham had no idea what the metallic monster's purpose might be.

The platters, however, suggested to Graham that they might hold something.
Two somethings, actually, with dimensions like those of a stick, or a wand.

"Magic wands!" Graham exclaimed loudly. "The platters are the perfect size for
holding magic wands."

Maybe it was the fact that he still had Mordack's brightly glowing Wand of
Magic in his hand which gave him the inspiration. Whatever its source, the king
knew that he possessed two of the items, and the other was dead and powerless.
Could it be that this is how Mordack charges and recharges the power of his wand? If so,

I can steal its power and put it in Crispin's wand. With it, puhaps I can restore my family
to normal size and escape this evil place.

I think that the king did not think that thought in such detail. He had not
the time. Graham placed Crispin's wand on one side of the contraption, and then
put Mordack's on the other. He waited, but nothing happened.

"Drat!" he spurted. "How do I make this thing work?"
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When Cassima had rescued Graham from the dungeon cell, he had absently
put the piece of old cheese into his pocket, along with the fishhook. Now he recalled

it, his memory iolted by the aroma of the machine's liquid heart.

"Maybe odorous old cheese is what powers it?" he mumbled. "lt most certainly
smells that way, and stranger things have happened in this adventure of mine."
Graham placed the moldy morsel into the bubbling brew and stepped back.

Nothing happened again.

"Drat!" "I was hoping I was right." He was.

Mordack's machine finally started to do something. Evidently it took some

time to begin working (a sure sign that technology was at work), but the thing
slowly started to glow, and unknown powers began building, then running over
and through the myriad parts. The powers then concentrated themselves on
Crispin's wand, which glowed with new power. Brighter and brighter it shone, and
at the same time Mordack's wand dulled. The entire process was accompanied with
crackles and hisses and sharp booming crashes. When it all finished, in sudden

silence, Mordack's wand had blackened, and a tiny wisp of pale smoke drifted away

from it. Graham paid it little heed, but went and retrieved the wand Crispin had
given him. It was vibrating with fresh power.

Graham was granted no time to admire the thing. From the main floor of the
laboratory below he heard the unmistakable sound of a wizard's magical arrival. It
was Mordack.

"What has happened here?" he intoned malevolently. Looking up, he saw

Graham standing beside the strange machine.

"So, it's you, King Graham. Consider yourself dead!"

Mordack made a wide, sweeping, melodramatic gesture in the direction of the
balcony. His wand, no longer smoking, flew off from the machine and down into
the wizard's hand. He never looked at it, but used it to cast a spell in Graham's

direction. The king saw his ending coming.
Nobody, however, saw Cedric coming. Cedric, you might ask, Cedric? Yes,

indeed. Because Mordack's wand had been drained to near powerlessness in the
machine, the spell it cast at Graham did not act instantaneously. Rather, it flew at

the king. Cedric, who had been keeping watch on the outside of the castle, took
this moment to arrive in Mordack's laboratory.

"Graham, good news. Crispin's coming to...." Before his words were finished,
the owl dropped to the ground lifelessly. Unaware of what was happening, he had
flown between the king and the wizard's spell.

"Curses!" screamed Mordack. "You have nearly destroyed my wand. You shall
pay for this-now!"

With or without a wand of magic, Mordack was among the most powerful of
sorcerers. With another magical gesture, he immediately transformed himself into
a perverted mockery of a giant, flying scorpion; although no being like it had ever



existed in our world before that moment. Mordack rose into the air and flew at
Graham.

The king, seeing the transformation happen to his opponent, immediately
recalled the pictures he had seen in The Obiurgation of Souls. He somehow knew
with certainty that they were spells of transformation. He recalled the tiger, and
wished he could become one himself so as to battle Mordack.

Thus it was, and thus it became-unknowingly, the king had memorized spells

from an ancient and obscure school of magic that uses the picturing of images to
cast its spells. When he wished clearly to become a tiger, he did. It was not what
Mordack expected. The wizard stopped his attack in mid-flight so as to avoid
Graham's tiger claws, and then fled away when the king leaped at him.

And so it went, the magical battle; back and forth between the great wizard
who wielded an almost useless wand, and the great kingwho defended himself with
a powerful one.

Next, Mordack became a dragon, a great firedrake. As that, he breathed death
flames at the king. Graham wished himself into the small, quic\ and darting form
of a brush bunny, and eluded them all.

A cobra will easily slay a rabbit, and Mordack tried this next. Graham became
a mongoose and brought the fear of physical death to the magician's hooded eyes.

"You cannot slay me, puny vermin," Mordack hissed. "I shall burn my revenge
into your flesh!" Mordack's roar filled the room as he transformed himself for the
last time. He had become a fiery ring, and surrounded Graham completely. The
wizard closed the circle on the king, and prepared for his kill.

Valanice, Rosella, and Alexander all witnessed the titanic struggle between
Graham and Mordack that day. All three knew that the king had no chance against
the sorcerer, and waited in horror for Graham to be annihilated. They could do
nothing to help, and realized that their end would come soon after the king's. That
Graham had lasted so long against Mordack gave them a little hope, but the end,
they were sure, was inevitable.

From Graham's point of view, Mordack's appearance as fire was a big mistake
on the part of the wizard. There was one more spell which he had seen in the magic
book, and Graham pictured it with glee. It did its work in two stages: first, Graham
was returned to his own form; second, he brought rain down on his head, and down
upon the flames that were Mordack. In a sooty puddle, the great and evil wizard
Mordack was destroyed. King Graham and Daventry were avenged.

Graham spent no time strutting over his victory. He went at once to the bottle
where his loved ones were. He knew no spell to restore them, but pictured them
clearly in his mind as standing next to him, again wearing their full forms. The
magic didn't work. In despair, Graham threw Crispin's wand to the floor and wept.

The patter of bare feet brought Graham out of his remorse for the moment. It
was Cassima. She had watched the final battle from the shadows, and had come to
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see if Mordack were really dead. Graham assured her that he was, but was weeping
because he had no way to help his family.

It is sometimes said that when all is darkness, the faintest light will shine the
brightest. It was then, when all Graham could see was despair and failure, that
Crispin appeared. While the king and Cedric had battled their way to Mordack's,

Crispin had leamed what had happened to Graham's family. He had then embarked

to set things right, and battle the evil Mordack himself. He was too late for that
task, but not too late for King Graham and his family.

With one easy magical gesture, the king and his family were together once

more, all hugging and kissing and embracing and crFlng and rejoicing. When they
finally calmed, Graham introduced all to Cassima, who had saved his life in the
dungeon. They thanked her with new hugs and kisses. Alexander was especially
grateful for the pretty maiden's aid in setting them free. To the surprise of all, he

begged leave to visit her on the Green Isles. She blushed, then accepted. Hugging
Valanice closer, Graham had new visions of grandchildren.

With another wave, Crispin magically sent Cassima on her way home.
With another wave, Castle Daventry disappeared, sent back to its appointed

place in Daventry.
With another wave, poor forgotten Cedric was returned to health. He had not

died; the spell cast at Graham had turned him to stone. A new tear came to the
king's eye, so happy was he to see the owl who had become his friend.

With a last wave, Graham, Valanice, Alexander, and Rosella found themselves

on a hill in Daventry. Below, they could see the castle and hear the cheers of their
people welcoming their return. Arm in arm, they went home.
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s one who journeys and observes, questions and scribes, I have been

fortunate over the passing years to see many of my words and thoughts set to the
permanency of paper for others to share and discuss. Many folk look upon what I
write as, if not truth, so near truth that they accept it as such. I have been offered,

and accepted, both coin and gold for these efforts. What was once the amusement

of a youth with itching feet and an inquiring mind has provided me with both a

gentle living and an undesired notoriety. It often frightens me that my words are
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given the gravity of reality, for our universe continually reinvents itself. What is

fact easily transforms to fiction, and all fantasy eventually becomes truth.
Yet I treasure truth and hold it precious. To deliberately twist and deform it,

to mislead all who trust that my thoughts and observations are without deliberate
distortion is against nature and ethic. I feel truth is my duty and accept the
obligation, for this is as it must be. If the scribes and reporters cannot be trusted, if
the words of priests and kings and oracles and queens and the ministers of the world
are recorded, not as they are, but as they are not, then how can any society function?
There can only be equality and justice if there is openness and truth. Without them,
we may as well be as those we left behind in the Other World.

I have now preached to you, but I have no right.

Many years ago, nearly two decades now, I was a youth with little need for a

razor and was much determined to see our world and all its myriad wonders and
phantasmagoria. Wandering astride, afoot, and afloat, I found all that I wished and
more; I also found a need and a liking to record all I met and saw and heard. About
then I discovered that others would pay to experience, through my writings, that
which I had experienced, without the inconvenience of seasickness, biting bugs,

hostile witches and enchanters, or bandits. For most, that way is more easy, more
safe, and more convenient than living through these things for themselves. I used

what I earned to travel more, experience more, and write more.

One year, as I traveled by sea from Port Bruce in Tamir with the Sovereignty
of Serenia as my destination, the ship I had taken passage on was stricken by a

storm, the likes of which has never been equaled. Blown off course, spun and
besodden, the sun and stars always hidden by clouds and fog, we sailed and drifted
at random for more than a month. Near death from lack of water, our food dwindled
to wet biscuits laced with worms, we spied land emerging ftom the mists. But there
was to be no deliverance for any except me. Currents like the bite of Leviathan
seized us and smashed the ship against waiting rocks after gutting its hull on sudden

shoals and hidden reefs. All perished but me, and I barely.

The sea washed all my remaining youth from me. Like an old beaten horse,

too lame to pull a load, I limped to a distant village, only to collapse. I had arrived
in the land of the Green Isles, a place that did not exist.

We in Daventry who live with magic and wonder daily, have always believed
that the Green Isles are but an imagined place, a land impossible to approach by
conventional means, guarded by seas and hazards magically placed, surrounded by
such mists and currents as to defy navigation. Eternal springtime, incensed air
engulfed with the melodies of songbirds, men of quiet and gentle valor, and women
so fair as to make jewels wee5these were the disjointed bits of tales told by
near-dead mariners washed ashore to die and by beggars in desperate quest for more
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strong drink. But no physical, nor metaphysical, proofs of its actuality could be
cited: no people, goods, books, songs, ambassadors, nor shamans, no returned
traveler with senses intact to point the way. But even a place like Daventry where
the unimaginable occurs daily, needs a golden place just beyond reach: the land
of the Green Isles.

Only I was there. As all fantasy eventually becomes truth, some fantasies have
always been true. The multiverse always surprises.

The Green Isles welcomed me warmly, fed, clothed, and healed my body. The
women are nearly as fair as legend might hope, and they helped heal my fevered
mind and shipwrecked soul. Once strong and well, I was given freedom to wander
through as many of its different islands and cultures as I might and freedom to
speak to all I might fancy. Often and freely, I was granted audience with the land's
king and queen, Caliphim and Allaria. They spoke much of the Green Isles, and I
of the rest of Daventry.

In the evenings, I began composing a guidebook to their lands, refining it
during the months of my stay. I was still melancholy for the places and people I
knew well, but resigned to spending my life hidden away from them, never to return
home again. Some of my mood I did put down on the pages, but as I have noted,
I am much aligned with truth, even if sometimes bitter. My intention was to present
a copy of the finished work to the king and queen in appreciation for all they and
their people had done for me. But I could not hide my longings from them.

When at last one evening, after an especially fine meal and a goblet of rich,
red wine, I finally proffered my gift to them, their eyes saddened and they looked
away from me. After a moment King Caliphim warmly thanked me for the slim
volume and walked with me into a garden. There, under a bronze moon, he asked
me a great favor. His realm, he said, remained legend to the rest of the world, and
he, his queen, and his people, wished it to remain so. Too honorable to compel me,
either by force or harangue, to release my sole other copy to him, he simply stated
that if others saw my book and knew the location of the isles, their peace and
harmony would be disrupted forever.

"There is enough room in the multiverse for folk beyond count to live and
mingle as they might choose. The Green Isles have chosen to live apart from the
greater world; to learn to know each other, and to learn from each other also.
Perhaps the future may bring our course to ioin with that of others, but for now we
wish only our peace and privacy. Allaria and I pray much for a child. We would like
her to know the Green Isles as we have. If it becomes her wish, someday the children
of Daventry, and their parents, will walk these islands. But now our resolve is firm."

And so it went. I am not one to ensure my needs and wishes over others,
especially those who have been good and kind and generous to me. There is, indeed,
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enough room in lhe multiverse for all. I assured the king and queen that I would
retain my own slim copy as a keepsake of my time in their realm and guard it closely.

I promised further that, when needed, I would do as I could to point attention away

from the, once again, "legendary" Land of the Green Isles. The two hugged me

warmly, as if I were royalty the same as they, and then summoned their ancient
court sorcerer to attend us. It was their final gift to me.

I bid Caliphim and Allaria a long and happy life, and wished the same for all
their subjects and the daughter they hoped for. A spell was cast, and I awoke in a

bower not far from the town of Serenia. Nearly a year after I had begun my iourney,
I finally arrived at my destination.

That is the truth. Now for the lies.

Over the years I have often written and proclaimed that the Green Isles were

most likely fictions and rantings. Even after King Graham defeated Mordack and,

along with rescuing his family, freed the Princess Cassima of the Green Isles

(Caliphim and Allaria's daughter!), I continued my public deceptions. Only when
Prince Alexander implored my help before leaving for the Green Isles did I break

my pledge to the king and queen. I did that only for their daughter, the one for
whom they were hoping when I saw them last. I attempt to be honorable in my
acts and my words; to give the book to my prince was not a promise broken, but a
trust upheld.

I have published maps which deny the Green Isles' very existence. I have

published maps where I have placed them in unlikely locations, knowing full well
that if people searched, they would find nothing. And I know if folk do trip on some

wave and fall upon the islands, the currents and shoals will likely be their doom.

I have lied. For good cause, I believe, but still I lied. And lied is the only word
that fits. As I have wdtten, if the soibes and reporters cannot be trusted, if the worils of
priesb and kings and oracles and queens and the ministers of the world are recorded, not

as they are, but as they Are not, then how can any society function?

As all the folk of Daventry and the people and creatures of the Land of the
Green Isles, still rejoice and celebrate the ioining of Prince Alexander and Princess

Cassima, I bow my head to all and apologize.

I send this note along with the chronicle Prince Alexander asked me to
compose detailing his rescue of the woman who is now his bride, Cassima of the
Green Isles.

I beg forgiveness.
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7fh Author's l{ote\-

-Things have really started to get weird around here. I'm not alone anymore.

Earlier this year, I received a phone call from a woman on the other side of
the country by the name of eluki bes shahar. She had obtained my name from a

friend, who suggested strongly that we speak. Eluki, it seems, on three occasions,
had received a mysterious document-one which purported to be a court chronicle
from some place named Daventry. Each time the document appeared on her
computer, it was after she had shut it down for the evening. It claimed to have been
sent from someone named Derek Karlavaegen.

As we chatted, it became clear that Ms. bes shahar had not only never played
a computer adventure game, she didn't even know such things exist. She had never
even heard of the name King's Quest. I, of course, was flabbergasted.

She sent me a copy of the document; it was similar in form and style to the
material I was used to getting. Then, about a week later, I received my own "mail"
from Derek. It was identical to Ms. bes shahar's, although it did contain some other
materials. Now, I often receive the same things on multiple occasions from Derek;
after all, he doesn't know they're being received, so he sends them out as often as

he wishes.

As is often the case when I receive something concerning the lives of
Daventry's royal family, I called Roberta Williams, the woman who created and
authors the King's Quest series. Roberta was out of the country at the time, so I
talked with one of her colleagues, Jane Jensen. Ms. Jensen informed me that, yes,
another game was in its early stages. Given what has happened over the years, I
wasn't terribly surprised to discover that the game in progress was nearly identical
with the narrative that Ms. bes shahar (and I) received. The only differences which
we noticed were that in Derek's chronicle, Alexander discovered coded directions
through the catacombs engraved in various places-without them he would almost
certainly not have survived. The real Alexander's "Drink Me" bottle was empty and
Valanice's face is the one actually on the copper coin of Daventry. In Roberta
Williams's dream of Daventry the carvings in the catacombs don't exist, there
indeed is a potion in the small bottle, and King Graham's profile is on the coin.
That's all; as differences go, mismatching socks are more significant.

But I do know a hint when it kicks me in the head, and I began editing the
new chronicle for publication in this book. Ms. bes shahar went off to sort out her
bizarre part in the incident; she is not sure of the truth of what has happened, but
is convinced of its realiff.
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Had enough? I know I had. But t}:re multiverse wasn't done with us yet.

A month or so later, Ms. Jensen sent me a booklet she had received under
circumstances she was reluctant to reveal at the time. When I opened the package,

I held a computer printout of. the Guidebook to the Land of the Green Isles. Authorship

was attributed to Derek Karlavaegen. Jane said it had appeared on her computer,

and she thought I should look at it. As we talked, her voice took on the tone of one

who would rather have other things on her mind.
Remember that I mentioned receiving other stuff when Derek's latest chron-

icle arrived on my screen? Right. The Guidebook to the Land of the Green Isles was a

significant part of it, as was Derek's confession about "covering up" (as we would

say) the existence of the Green Isles.

Except for the fact that it had been nicely laser printed, the guidebook was

virtually identical with the copy in my files. I had thought it a trivial curiosity item.
I was wrong. Roberta Williams and Jane Jensen had decided to publish an edited

reproduction of the guidebook to package along with King's Quest VI: Heir Today,

Gone Tomorrow. I'm looking for the line between fact and fancy. Has anyone seen

it recently?

And so, our universes have come together again, if only briefly and slightly.
Derek says that the Land of the Green Isles sits near the edge of the world, close,

perhaps, to where realities come together. Too close? For which world? Daventry is

a place that is always reinventing itself. We just might be due for a little changing

around here ourselves.

At the edges of the multiverse, the walls between the worlds grow thin. Stranger

things than we can imagine are happening, and where we're headed is beyond me.

Is it the place you might see out of the corner of your eye, iust over your shoulder,

if you could only turn around quickly enough? A place so far away that it is its own
reality, and so close that we can dream each other?

First there was me,

Now there are three.

Is anybody else getting stuff from Derek?

As I said, things have been getting kinda strange around here lately.
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...Flames reflecting in its eyes, the Minotaur
roared, charged, and lunged at Alexander.
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y rights, these should be

entered in the histories of both Daventry and the Land of the Green Isles. They are

not. A few days before his wedding, Alexander came privately to me in the room I
occupied in the Palace of the Crown-how I came to be there I shall relate at its
proper point in this narrative-in a state of far more agitation than could be

accounted for by a groom destined in a few days to embrace his beloved bride.

"I can't do it, Derek-it's impossible!" he burst out. I'm not you-l'm not my
mother-I'm not even our stuffy old court chronicler. I've tried and I've tried
and-it's beyond me."
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Shamefacedly, the young prince placed a bundle upon the table in my room.
It consisted of a pile of battered vellum sheets covered in Alexander's crabbed hand,
and a number of curious objects, among them an empty bottle, a large key of golden

bone, and a curious-and very large-gleaming black feather that suggested the
pinions of that great beast of legend, Night Mare.

"I tried to write down what happened here, you see. Mother and Rosella are

demanding all the details, and Father and King Caliphim say that the story has a

place in the court archives of both kingdoms. And I have tried, Derek, but-well,
see for yourself."

I lifted the first sheet of vellum and quickly scanned the crossed-out and

written-over lines. It was as I had feared-Prince Alexander may be a magician and
a scholar but, alas, he is no writer.

"I'll admit it needs a little work," I acknowledged candidly.
"The wedding is tomorrow-I could work on it till the sun rises in the Isle of

the Dead and it would still be gibberish," Alexander groaned. "Oh, Derek-I know
I have no right to ask it of you, but I would never have survived without your
guidebook, and so it seems right to ask you this: "Won't you write out the story for
me? I know all the facts, but when I put them down, they just seem to turn into,"

-he sighed- "dust. Write it, and make it as real on paper as it was for me at the
time. I owe the people of Daventry and the Land of the Green Isles that."

To tell the truth, my hands already itched to take hold of the threads of
Alexander's strange story and weave it into a strong and colorful shape. For some

years it has been my good fortune to be associated with the Royal House of
Daventry: King Graham, Queen Valanice, and their children the Princess Rosella

and Prince Alexander. I have, in fact, known Prince Alexander almost from the
moment of his return to us from years of captivity in the house of the evil sorcerer

Manannan.
Few among us could survive such reversals of fortune as have been Alexander's

lot with the grace that he has shown, for it has always been my experience that
while many may handle adversity well, sudden good fortune can be the unkindness
gift of all. Alexander, in fact, still often thinks of himself as Gwydion, and wears

the persona of "Prince Alexander of Daventry" as another man might wear a cloak
of ill-fit.

Young Alexander, however, survived the discovery that he was not-as he had
been raised to believe- the slave Gwydion, property of the wizard Manannan, but
in fact Prince Alexander, heir to Daventry with a family and friends who held him
dear. Among them, I am proud to have him hold me his friend. And so I promised

Prince Alexander that this chronicle would be ready to enter into the royal archives

on his wedding day, and though I burned much lamp oil this last night, I have kept
my word. All that Alexander did and said in the Green Isles I have set down here,



trying to include all of what he felt, and omitting what was not known to him at
the time, for that information is rightly contained in other scrolls. In writing down
Prince Alexander's adventures in the Land of the Green Isles, I have reconstructed
events as best I may, drawing on the extensive library here and my knowledge of
the Land of the Green Isles, and making allowances for the Prince's at times
excessive modesty.

And now the day I always hoped for has come, and I am to share with you of
Daventry and the Land of the Green Isles the strange and glorious tale of how the
wedding of Prince Alexander to Princess Cassima that we celebrate this very day
came to pass. I go now to hand these pages to the Royal Archivist of the Isle of the
Crown so that copies may be made, and thence-to the wedding.

The events that were to lead, in the end, to Alexander's wedding day began several
months before, and as good a place to begin as any is with the day that Alexander came
to my home (once the house of the magician Manannan) to seek my help.

It seemed that one day not long before, as he was looking into the Magic
Mirror that hangs in the Great Hall of Castle Daventry Alexander had seen that
which disturbed him greatly. This minor is one of the three great treasures of
Daventry and is said, once, to have belonged to the magician Merlin. Its property,
as all Daventry knows, is to always show the truth, whether of past, present, or
future, and as Alexander gazed into the mirror, he saw a vision of Princess Cassima
of the Green Isles.

It is ever Alexander's way to speak little, and never of those things which lie
closest to his heart. But it was I who had written the pages of the Court Chronicle
dealing with the foul attempt of the wizard Mordack upon King Graham's family,
and I who had heard from King Graham's own lips of the bravery of the beautiful
raven-tressed princess who aided Graham to rescue them, though she was a slave
in Mordack's hands at the time and in constant peril of her life. Though Alexander
had met Cassima only briefly, and Alexander spoke little of her afterward, it was
plain to the eyes of experience that an attachment had already been formed between
the tlvo young people in the brief time they had spent together before Cassima
retumed to the land of the Green Isles.

This alone might have explained Alexander's eagerness to visit there as he had
promised Cassima he would, but the story he related to me upon his visit had even
graver overtones-for Alexander, and, as it befell, for all Daventry. It seems that
when the Magic Mirror had displayed her-for reasons of its own knowing-Alex-
ander had seen a vision of the Princess Cassima that showed her to be, although
not in immediate danger, still in some sort of trouble that she was ill-equipped to
defend herself against. Alexander was resolved upon going to Cassima at once, and
while his ship was being prepared had come to me to see if I knew anything about
the land to which he was going.
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It was my great joy to be able to be of greater aid than perhaps Alexander had

anticipated, though little could I do save relate my own impressions of that strange

and wonderful land, for in my youth I had been tossed by waves to the shores of
the Land of the Green Isles, and had produced a small atlas (a guidebook, really)

distilling my experiences in that odd, lovely, and unknown corner of our world. A
small edition had been printed, but out of respect for the wishes of the King and

Queen of the Isle of the Crown the book had never been offered for sale or perusal.

I felt a small glow of pride that at last my words would at last be read- and indeed,

the very next time I was to see Alexander he told me the little book saved his life
on more than one occasion. Armed with the guidebook and sundry gifts for Cassima

and her family, Alexander boarded his sloop, tl:,e lohannes Bey, and set sail for the
Land of the Green Isles.

That was the last any of us in Daventry saw or heard of him for some months.

The waiting preyed upon us all, though of course it was worst for King Graham and

Queen Valanice, and for Alexander's twin sister, Rosella. But through all that long wait,

no matter the dire sayings of doom-sayers who were certain our Prince was lost forever,

those of us who knew Alexander best never despaired that someone as resourceful and

clever as he would win through in the end. At last our faith was rewarded. One

momentous day we were gathered together in Castle Daventry-for what cause I now
remember not-when the news came that not only was Alexander alive and well, but
he had survived as strange an adventure as had ever befallen any of his family.

It began with a shipwreck. The waters about the Green Isles are treacherous

in the extreme, and it is those reefs and currents and eternal fogs which keep the
realm secure from the intrusions of the rest of Daventry-these, and the great storms
which local legend claims to be the artifact of a great protective spell once cast to
defeat all intruders.

The lohannes Bey had been following the stars, sailing by a pattern which
Alexander had seen but briefly in Merlin's Mirror, one which sparkled in the skies

beyond Cassima's beckoning image. One moment Alexander was standing in the
forecastle of the lohannes Bey, the sloop that had been his home for the last three

months, straining his eyes for sight of the land. The next, he was fighting for his

life against the maddened elements of wind and water. I think, from Alexander's

description, that the ship must have been much closer to land than any realized,

and was blown onto the treacherous reefs that dot the shallow ocean of that island

country. Alexander remembers little of his battle for survival, until at last he came

to himself lying in the small sand beach of a rocky cove.

The sun beating down on him was what finally awoke Alexander of
Daventry-that, and the inevitable rasp of sand everywhere upon his tender skin.

Slowly he opened his salt-sticky eyes and squinted into the blinding sun. Every-



where around him were the hot bright colors of the tropics. He wondered where he

was-could this be the Land of the Green Isles?

Groaning, he got to his feet. The beach where he lay was covered with
sea-wrack-the remains of his ship. Of the captain and crew there was no sign, and

Alexander spared a moment to hope that they, too, had reached safety.

This is not the way I meant to arrive, Alexander thought ruefully. Everything he

had brought with him was gone. Even his princely signet was missing from his

finger.
As he stared about him, Alexander saw a glinting at the edge of the water.

Walking over it, he looked down and saw his lost ring, half-buried in the sand. He

took it and looked at it fondly. Alexander's signet bore a yellow topaz, and carved

upon its surface were the royal arms of Daventry: a lion and a unicorn. His name

and birthdate were carved into the yellow gold that held the stone, and upon the
inside of the band was a very special memorial: the date Alexander-then known
as Gwydion- returned to Daventry at last.

Alexander slipped the ring on his finger. The small recovery of some tiny part

of his lost property cheered him.
Perhaps other things wiII have washed ashore, he thought hopefully, but though

he looked everywhere around the beach where he had found himself, all that he found

was a chest that lay buried beneath a large timber. He moved the timber and opened

the chest. Inside the chest was one small copper coin of Daventry, the profile of his

mother-Queen Valanice---etched proud despite the coin's low denomination.
Better than nothing, Alexander told himself philosophically. Pocketing it, he

started up the trail to the island's inland.

After a few minutes he came to a fork in the trail. To the left he could see a

bustling village. To the right, an immense ornate castle built of golden marble and

snowy white alabaster, with soaring towers and gilded spires. After a moment's

deliberation, Alexander headed toward the palace.

As he approached, Alexander saw something unusual about the guardsmen

in front of the castle door. As he got even closer, he realized what it was. The

guardsmen were dogs-the Guard Dogs of the Green Isles. As tall as humanfolk,
true, but dogs nonetheless, and bulldogs by their appearance. Alexander had

reached Cassima's home after all.

"Excuse me," Alexander said to the Guard Dog on his right. The creature turned
toward him, its muzzle whiskers bristling suspiciously.

"l'm Alexander of Daventry. I am here to see the Princess Cassima. I've traveled
a very long way."

"The Princess!" Both Guard Dogs raised their pikes menacingly.

"This is the Castle of the Crown, not the almshouse! The Princess won't want
to see the likes of you, beggar-boy," said the first Dog.
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"And don't try our patience with the old "traveler" story. There haven't been
any newcomers to the Isle of the Crown since Alhazred himself," said the second
Dog. "And we're still not sure how he got here."

Alexander was uncomfortably aware of his salt-stained and tattered condition.
In their place, he wouldn't admit him to the castle either. Then he remembered the
signet ring he had salvaged.

"l am Prince Alexander of Daventry" he said yet again, holding out the ring
for emphasis. The lion and the unicorn flashed in the sun. "My ship was wrecked
on my journey here and I have come a very long way to see the Princess."

The dogs conferred a moment in low voices, and then one of them turned
and went through the great bronze-bound doors. A moment later he was back with
an impressive creature who, from the splendor of his armorf could only be the
Captain of the Guard himself. Unlike his minions, the Captain bore the stately
bearing of a collie.

"Captain Saladin will deal with you," the first Dog commanded importantly.
Alexander stepped forward to the Guard Captain and repeated his story. The

Captain nodded wisely.

"If your story is true-and you had best pray that it is, 'Prince' Alexander-the
vizier will wish to meet you. He takes a special interest in...visitors," Saladin said in
a low rumbling voice.

Following Captain Saladin, Alexander entered the Castle of the Crown. All
around him he saw beauty-the carven archways, the tiled walls. Golden light
spilled in through the high carved windows of the upper halls, and where it struck,
the paving-stones glittered.

Saladin took him to the second floor of the castle, explaining that Alexander
was to see the vizier in his study. The palace's delicate enameled beauty made
Alexander feel even scruffier, and he began to regret, just a little bit, his insistence
upon meeting with the vizier. At last Saladin stopped before an ornately carved door
and indicated Alexander was to precede him.

"Abdul Alhazred, The Grand Vizier of the Isle of the Crown," Captain Saladin
said. ,Alexander walked into the room.

The vizier's study was a room filled with luxury beyond imagining---even to
a high prince of Daventry. Incense curled up from braziers of pure gold. Rich
hangings decked the walls, and magnificent rugs covered the floors. In the middle
of all this stood the vizier, Alhazred, a tall curious dark man with a pointed beard.
He was dressed simply in a plain red robe, and upon his head was a soft black cap
embroidered with mystic sigils in silver. Far more magnificent was his personal
servant, a towering bare-chested giant in gaudy turban and bright pink pants. The
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servant looked closely at Alexander, and the young prince saw that his eyes were

the burning gold of twin candle-flames.

"Greetings, Prince Alexander of Daventry. How sad that your long iourney
should have been in vain," Alhazred said.

I don'tlike him,was Alexander's first instinctive thought. He tried to remember
everything Cassima had said about her father's vizier, but it did not come to much.
Though it had been the vizier who first invited Cassima's captor, Mordack, to the
Land of the Green Isles, no one-least of all Cassima herself-had believed Alhazred
knew how wicked Mordack really was.

"ln vain?" Alexander said. "I've come to see the Princess Cassima."

"And that, my brave young friend, is precisely what you may not do-but I
forget, you will not have heard the sad news. The princess's parents-King Caliphim
and Queen Allaria-died while Cassima was a captive of the wizard Mordack.
Naturally she moums them deeply, and is therefore in complete seclusion-a
tradition which I'm sure you'll respect."

There was something about Alhazred that made Alexander profoundly uneasy.

He was hard-pressed exactly to say whaq certainly he didn't expect Alhazred to fall all
over himself to make Alexander welcome, but a little civility might help. "Kind men

are honest, and honest men are kind," was one of King Graham's favorite proverbs.

"It has been nearly a year since Mordackwas defeated," Alexander pointed out.

"How long must Cassima remain in seclusion?"

"And after her mourning period is over," Alhazred said, as if there had been

no interruption, "she and I will be married."
Alexander stared at the vizier. "But I thought. ." he began, and stopped

himself.
"Young men think little and imagine much more. It was the dearest wish of

her parents," the vizier said smoothly. "And as we are both men of the world, I'm
sure you'll understand when I tell you that your presence in the land of the Green

Isles could well prove to present a certain awkwardness which for Cassima's sake

I'm sure you'll wish to avoid."
Alexander's head was spinning. Cassima-manied? And to Alhazred? He

remembered her bleak, terrified face as it had appeared in Merlin's Mirror. Surely

she had not known of this when she wished for his presence.

Perhaps she didn't know now.

"I must insist-," Alexander began.

"But of course," the vizier said smoothly. "I shall not stand in your way, nor
keep you when you have such a long iourney home to arrange immediately. And I
shall certainly give your best wishes to my wife...in a couple of years or so."

Moments later Alexander found himself outside the castle doors once more,

blinking in the bright sunlight.
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"Run along noq Prince Alexander," one of the Guard Dogs said gruffly. "We
have our orders-you'd best not come back here again."

Alexander stared at the door for a long time before walking away.

I must interrupt the flow of the narrative here to remind my readers who may
lack familiarity with him, of Alexander's essential nature. By birth a prince, by
upbringing a slave, by inclination a scholar and a magician, it is his nature to
approach all problems slowly-he tells me that if one approaches them slowly
enough, ofttimes they vanish before one reaches them. Impetuous action is not in
his nature-he learned in a grim school to advance slowly, and to be sure of his
ground before advancing.

I am certain this training saved him here, for if he had simply attempted to
force or shout his way into Cassima's presence, as many men in his place would
have done, he would surely have died. Yet Alexander's nature was no less stubborn
for being contemplative, and in the end, it was slow perseverance that was to bring
him triumph.

It's aII very well Alhazred telling me to go home, Alexander thought to himself,
but he can't seriously mean for me to do it. No ship calls at the Land of the Green Isles,

and Derek's guidebook devotes a whole chapter to the treacherous ocean cunents that
sunound it. If Alhazred were truIy the magkian he wishes to seem, he would have sent me

home himself. I wonder what it is he really wants?

It was not that Alexander has a suspicious nature-though one who grows to
manhood as the slave of a mad wizard is more likely to develop one than most-but
simply that, as a scholar, he likes to have things perfectly clear. Things were not
perfectly clear in the Castle of the Crown. Alexander decided to see if they were

clearer anywhere else.

When he retumed to the fork in the road he turned right, and soon came to
the small village he had spotted earlier. The Isle of the Crown, despite being in some
sense the capital of all the Land of the Green Isles, is not large, and the village which
supplied its needs was likewise small. When I visited there many years ago there
was a bazaar which was open three days a week to sell fish from the sea and produce
from the farms, but Alexander does not mention seeing any more of the village
than that one small street of shops.

The village was quickly explored; a wide thoroughfare lined with shops of
various sorts-most of which, strangely enough considering the hour, were closed-
that ended at a wall with an open archway through which the road passed into a

residential district. Determined to gain information, and perhaps allies, Alexander
took a wider look around.

Taking the sun, green eyes observing everything that moved or stirred, an
ancient man sat on a poorly carved marble bench across the street from the village
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shops, a frazzled figure dressed in patchwork motley. That he was a wandering
merchant of some kind was easily noticed; from the staff on his shoulder were hung
an assortment of wares as variegated as their owner.

"lamps! Fine new lampsl New lamps for old!" the man called out when he

saw Alexander. Despite his age, the merchant was letting no possible customer pass

by unsolicited.
"New lamps for old?" Alexander questioned. He took a closer look at the

bundles the old man carried, and sure enough, every single one of them was a lamp.
Tall lamps. Short lamps. Brass lamps. Glass lamps. Lamps of every size, shape, and
description.

"It doesn't sound as if you make much profit on a deal like that," Alexander
said to the man.

"Profit?" The old man laughed softly. "Bless you, young sir, it isn't money I
want. I'm searching for a lam5 a very special lamp."

"A lamp with a genie in it?" Alexander asked. It wasn't at all hard for a student
of magic to guess what "a very special lamp" might be.

"Bless you, young sir, exactly so. And how better to find one than by offering new
Iamps for old? You'll observe, young sir-" here the old man stood and turned slowly
around in a circle so that Alexander could observe him and his wares from all sides

"-that every single one of my lamps is quite new, and in a style to suit any taste."

"But what do you do with the old lamps you buy? The ones that, er, don't
have a genie in them?"

"Bless you, young sir-l sell them to buy more new lamps. You wouldn't
happen to have an old lamp about you, young sir? Just a bit of a one?"

"l'm afraid not." Alexander said.

"Well, don't despair-perhaps you'll turn one up. And remember-I'm always
willing to trade!" With that the old man ambled off, crying his wares to the trees

and sky.

"Lamps! Fine lamps! New lamps for old!"
Alexander continued on through the village.

Two shops immediately caught his attention: one, a curio and pawnshop, the
other, a bookshop. Unlike the other business concerns in the Village of the Crown,
these two seemed to be open. After a moment's deliberation, Alexander headed up
the steps to the bookshop.

The bookshop was not much ftequented this late in the day. Slanting after-

noon sunlight illuminated a low cozy room whose walls were entirely lined with
books. In the center of the room a table and chair were placed so purchasers might
inspect their wares before deciding to buy. A fireplace burned in one corner to keep

the damp of the sea air from ruining the books. The only customer was a silent
black-robed ancient, apparently intent upon his reading.
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"Hello?" Alexander addressed the other occupant of the shop, who was tidying
the book on the shelves. As Alexander approached the desk, the proprietor bustled
into view to greet him.

"Well! Well! Well! Welcome to Ali's Bookshop! I've never seen you around
before. And what can Ali do for you today, young sir?"

"My name is Alexander of Daventrl; I've been shipwrecked here and I was

wondering if you could tell me exactly where it is I've been shipwrecked."
Ali laughed, and confirmed what Alexander already suspected: he was on the

Isle of the Crown, chief of the four ("though some do say as it might be five-if not
six or more-we continually reinvent our land and ourselves-") islands which
made up the Land of the Green Isles.

"lt sounds like a very interesting place{r, places. Do you perhaps have a book
with more information? I had a guidebook, but I'm afraid it's lost-along with
everything else," Alexander finished gloomily.

"A book? You have two good legs, Prince Alexander-the best way to learn
about a place is to go there. Why not go see Hassan the Ferryman down at the
dock-he may even have the ferry running again, who knows? Just go through the
archway and take the Ferry Road west to the docks. You can't miss it."

Alexander reflected that on every occasion in the past when he had been told
he couldn't miss something, he generally missed it by a good league-if not by
several. His eye wandered over to the shelves of books beside the fireplace.

"Do look around before you go," Ali urged. "hices are reasonable-times are

hard-I even take books in trade."

Alexander thanked the proprietor again, but realized that neither his copper
coin nor his gold ring was likely to buy him a book in this shop.

Ali's shop contained all manner of books, and Alexander did not have far to
seek before he found a trove of his favorites-the books on the wall that Ali had
been working on when Alexander came in turned out to be poetry books.

All students of magic know that poetry the language of dreams, is the close

cousin of magic. The rhythmic beat of a line of poetry is the reflection of the
thundering power of the magical incantation; the incantation that works best has

the rhythm and drive of good poetry. It is not surprising that Prince Alexander, a

student of magic, should have a love of poetry to his credit as well. Even in this
strange place, it would have the power to comfort him.

Alexander took one of the poetry books down at random and paged through
it, but for the first time he found no solace there. All the poems made him remember
Cassima as he had seen her in the mirror, and as he read the conviction grew in
him that something on the Isle of the Crown was far from right. He must see

Cassima and speak to her.

One poem in particular seemed to speak to his plight:



I cry out and cannot find you,
I reach out and you are not there.
If I cannot have you with me,
There is no peace for me anywhere.
If this is love, then love has killed me,
For without my love, my heart is slain
Through all the world I search for you
To make me whole again.

Alexander felt his eyes grow moist as he read it once, and then over again
quickly. As he closed the book carefully-the book was old and the pages were
loose-the page he had last read slipped from its binding and fell to the floor.
Alexander placed the book back on the shelf and retrieved the page, offering it to
the proprietor.

"Oh, dear me, no! Keep it if you like-that book's been falling to pieces ever
since I opened this shop," Ali said.

"l'll be off to see the ferryman then," Alexander said, reading the poem over
one last time before tucking the page into his tunic. As he turned to leave, he took
one last look at the other inhabitant of the shop, but the lurking black-robed figure
with the suspiciously bright eyes was as silent as before.

The late afternoon sun gilded the town square as Alexander headed toward
the docks. Just outside the village he saw a large house-what would be a great
manor house back in Daventry-built of soft red stone and completely overgrown
with roses. Alexander stopped to admire the view and saw a young woman, heavily
veiled, slip out of the house and pause at the front door. There was an air of sadness

about her as she reached out and pulled one of the roses to her, inhaling its scent.

"Beauty!" a harsh voice called.
The girl's head jerked up like that of a doe who hears the hunters; it was

obvious she was the one being so unkindly summoned. Alexander looked toward
the sound of the voice and saw a squat woman with a large stick in her hand
standing in the open doorway.

"What do you think you're doing? Those roses aren't for the likes of you. Get
about your chores or there'Il be one less place set at dinner tonight!"

The woman held the door open and the girl called Beauty vanished unhappily
through it. Her oppressor slammed the door, and Alexander was left staring at an
empty garden that was somehow less beautiful than it had been a moment before.

So there is slavery here on the Island of the Crown, Alexander thought sadly.
Memories of his own days as a slave were suddenly vivid. Cassima would not let this
wom*n, Beauty, be treated so, if she knew.

Now he had even more reason for seeking an audience with the dark-haired
princess of the Land of the Green Isles.
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Alexander continued down the Ferry Road, and soon found himself staring at

the open sea once more. He had reached the Crown Isle Docks, and what he saw

there did not give him great faith in the future of the Isle of the Crown's maritime
industry.

There was a dilapidated old dock, stretching out into the sea. Halfway down its

length-and well clear of the water- was a tubby-bodied old ferryboat, high and dry.

Her hull was cracked and peeling, and some planks were missing altogether. It was

fortunate that Alexander had no real hopes of leaving the island by sea, or they would
have been dashed utterly by the sight of the only vessel that plied these waters.

Nevertheless, the ferryman might provide himwith some important informa-
tion. Alexander started down the dock.

"Ahoy! Ahoy the land!"
Alexander peered out over the water, and with some difficulty discerned the

head of a swimmer, bobbing up and down in the rough surf.

"Come in-the water's fine!" the swimmer shouted. It was a boy, and in the
failing sunlight, his eyes seemed to flash curiously gold.

"Thank you," Alexander shouted back, "but I've had enough swimming for
one day." He then blinked and shook his head-the boy seemed to have vanished.

Alexander shook his head again and the child was still gone, leaving no ripple that
he had ever existed. Alexander turned back to the beached ferryboat. A knock on

its cabin door produced the ferryman.

"Hello," Alexander said. "My name is Alexander and I'm a visitor here. Ali-the
bookshop owner back in the village-told me you might be able to tell me

something about getting around these isles."

"A visitor!" the ferryman exclaimed. "We haven't had a stranger come to these

isles since that black-hearted old-ahem!-since our well-loved vizier Abdul Al-

hazred came to us. Come in, young sir, sit down, and be welcome in the house of
Hassan the Ferryman."

Alexander followed the ferryman into the tidy cabin that was his home. It had

the spare functional look that those who live long at sea give to their dwelling-
places, and stood in contrast to the dilapidated exterior of the ferryboat.

"Like what you see, eh?" Hassan said, following Alexander's gaze. "I don't
blame you for being surprised: once the Island Queen was as spruce a ship as you

could find anywhere on the surface of the sea." He paused sadly.

"What happened?" Alexander said. As he sat down in the chair offered him,
he noticed a rabbit's foot on the table before him.

"'Political Trouble'," the ferryman said bitterly. "So Alhazred said-and then
stopped the ferry me and mine have run for generations. Who else knows the shoals

and currents the way I do? Now the poor old Queen has been laid up so long she'd

fall to pieces the moment she touched the water-and there isn't another boat on

the island." The ferryman glared broodingly off past Alexander's left ear.



"Perhaps the vizier had good reason for wishing to stop the ferry" Alexander

said soothingly. "I'm sorry to have bothered you-it's just that the bookstore owner

thought the ferry might be running. I'd wanted to visit some of the other islands,

you see."

"ThelslandQueenrunning? Ali must have stood out in the sun too long. And

I'll tell you another thing, young fellow: mark my words; there won't be a ferry to
ply these waters until the unrest-and I could tell you another word or two if I'd a

mind for it-is over! Strife between the islands-whoever heard of such a thing?
And the accusations! I well mind the last time the Queen made her run-took her

late Majesty, Queen Allaria, and dear little Princess Cassima on their annual

inspection tour. They were as surprised as that,I'll tell you, by the reception they
got.

"After that the vizier stopped the ferry-to give everyone time to cool down,

he said-and that means, young feller, if you want to be getting about these islands

now you'll have to be a magician to do it."
The ferryman stopped, much pleased with his own wit. Then, a thunderstruck

expression crossed his face.

"Say, young feller, you've gone and reminded me-there is another way

around these islands besides this old girMf it's travel you want, and don't mind a

bit o' magic, take yourself back up to the village and ask Hakim the pawnbroker if
he still has that magic map he bought awhile back. There's your answer-the only
way you'll get around these islands is by magic."

A magic map! Alexander thought. He was not unfamiliar with such items-a
magic map was one of the items that had enabled him to successfully escape from
Manannan-but he knew they were very rarely exchanged for mere gold.

Stiil, itcannothurttotry, Alexander said to himself, quoting to himself a favorite

phrase that might almost be the motto of the royal family of Daventry.

"You've been a great help and I thank you," Alexander said. "l'll go and see the

pawnbroker. Perhaps we can work something out." As he prepared to go, Alexander

reached out and fondled the rabbit's foot that lay incongruously on the table before him.

For luck.I'm going to need it.
"Take it," the ferryman said, startling Alexander considerably. "Having it hasn't

done me any good-maybe giving it away will tum my luck."
Thus encouraged, Alexander pocketed the rabbit's foot and, bidding farewell

to Hassan, headed back to the town to try his luck with the pawnbroker.

Though his ultimate goal was the pawnshop next door, Alexander decided to
stop again at the bookshop he had previously visited. He wanted to tell the

booktore owner what success he'd had at the ferry and also, I suspect, Alexander

felt the need to relax a moment in familiar surroundings, even if they'd only become

familiar an hour or so before.
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The moment he entered the bookshop Alexander realized that the atmosphere
was completely different. The shop was as sparsely populated as before, but now
the sole customer was a short round man in outlandish clothes instead of a tall
gaunt graybeard in a black cloak. The newcomer wore bright gold slippers whose
toes curled preposterously, wide balloon-like trousers patterned in purple and
orange, a shiny green vest edged in tassels and bells, and an enormous orange turban
trimmed with gigantic glass gems and long fantastic feathers. The man's apparel,
though, matched not his mood. He was sitting in the chair in the middle of the
room, turning the pages of a book titled Court Clowning Through the Ages and sighing
loudly.

"Good afternoon, sir," Alexander said boldly.

I like to think that Alexander then was remembering what I had told him-I
fear more than once-about the craft of chronicling-which is to say, of course, the
gentle art of gathering information. A proper chronicler makes a point of speaking
to everyone he may while in the process of preparing his history since anyone
might know something that might properly belong within his tale.

"There's nothing at all good about it," the man said dolefully, turning the pages

of his book. "No, I must say, everything's as bad as it can possibly be."

"Oh, come now, Jollo," Ali said from behind the counter. "Things can always
get worse."

"Excuse me, sir," Alexander said. "Could you by any chance be the sameJollo
who is Court Clown to King Caliphim?"

"And who is it that might be asking?" Jollo said suspiciously.
Once again Alexander showed his ring. Anyone might know the truth about

the Land of the Green Isles and Alexander was determined to find it out.
"You do not know me, sir, but my name is Alexander, and-"
"Prince Alexander of Daventry!" Jollo exclaimed delightedly. It is a fortunate

hour that sent you to us."

"At last, someone who's glad to see me," Alexander said jokingly.
"Oh, Prince Alexander-you hardly know the anguish I've suffered! It was

bad enough when King Caliphim was alive, but now-." The round little man
shuddered dramatically. "l fear there is wickedness afoot," he said in a low whisper.

"Cassima-is she well?" Alexander demanded.
"Ah, the poor little princess! Locked in that tower for nearly a year now, seeing

no one. If not for little Sing-Sing, her pet nightingale, she would be wholly alone.
It is by her own free will, or so the vizier tells us; still, it would lift my heart to see

her walk beneath the sun once more."
"Then she is a prisoner?" Alexander asked.

"Who can say? No one sees her or speaks to her save Alhazred; she is all alone
in her tower, and the servants who tend her are mute. We had once hoped, when



her year of seclusion had passed, that.... But now there is talk in the castle that
Cassima will wed Alhazred, and my heart is a black stone in my breast." Jollo sighed

again, even harder than before.

"But tell me-" Alexander began.

"No. No time. I must retum or I shall be missed. I am watched. We are all
watched," the clown whispered darkly.

Brushing aside Alexander's attempt to keep him,Jollo scuttled huniedly from the
shop, darting glances right and left as if he suspected the very books of spying on him.

uWell,u said Alexander, in slightly bewildered tones. He was not quite certain
what to make of Jollo, but at least the clown's words seemed to confirm that there
was something not right in the Castle of the Crown. Still musing, Alexander went
up to the bookstore counter. On it lay a large red-bound book. Alexander looked at
its cover, then picked it up.

"Oh, you mustn't mindJollo," Ali said. "For a clown, he's the gloomiest fellow.
But tell me, did you find what you sought at the ferry?"

"Yes and no," Alexander said vaguely, preoccupied by his discovery.

The book in his hands was a spellbook, containing a number of peculiar spells.

"How much do you seek for this book?"

"Ah," the shop owner brightened at the prospect of a sale. "It's a beauty, isn't
it? Belonged to Haroun alRaschid, who was court enchanter to the Princess

Cassima's grandfather. I doubt even you could afford its price, Prince Alexander,
but I tell you what-I'll trade it to you for another book of equal rarity. It doesn't
have to be a magical book, either."

"You're very generous," Alexander said, reluctantly replacing the book on the
counter.

"Not at all," Ali said jovially. "I'll look forward to having your business." He

smiled again and whisked the book out of sight.
Alexander tumed toward the door. At the moment he had more hope of

talking the pawnbroker out of his magic map than he did of finding a rare book.
Still, it never hurt to try.

As he left the shop, Alexander saw a pile of dusty books on a table near the
door. The last time he'd been in the shop the sign on the table had read "SALE"-
now, however, it said 'FREE! TAKE ONE!" Alexander reached toward the pile.

"Oh do please take one," Ali urged from behind him. "Please! You never know
when a book might come in useful!"

Alexander opened the top book and read a page at random. Before he had read

more than a sentence or tvvo, he felt his eyelids grow heavy. The dreariest chapter
of the dustiest Court Chronicle was lively compared to this-even he could write
with more life, style, and flair!

Useful? Only if I want to throw it at something. Still, it would please Ali if he

took it, so Alexander did.
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"Quaint" and 'rcurious" are highly over-used adjectives, but when Alexander
got a good look at the inside of the pawnshop he could think of no others. The back

wall of the shop was covered with strange bibelots and stranger souvenirs. Crystal
balls vied for space with stuffed moose-heads, and in one corner the gigantic carcass

of an enormous stuffed bear reared up alongside a stuffed old man in a black cloak.

On closer inspection, the old man was not stuffed at all. Alexander took
another look at him; he was the same graybeard Alexander had seen in the
bookhop, and as quiet and unfriendly as ever. The old man's eyes were the same

glowing gold as the swimming boy's had been-perhaps they were father and son?

No matter who the old man was related to, Alexander was pretty sure he knew

who he worked for. IfJollo's fears were conect, the old man had to be a spy, keeping
watch over Alexander at Alhazred's bidding.

Let him watch-I have nothing to hide. Alexander approached the back of the
store, and as he did, he saw a small bowl of brightly colored mints on the counter.

His stomach rumbled, reminding him that a lot had happened since breakfast.

Alexander took a mint, but decided to save it for later.

"What can I do for you today, sir?" the pawnbroker said. "My name is Hakim,

and I and my shop are at your service."

"Hassan the Ferryman sent me," Alexander replied. "He said you might have

a magic map that once belonged to Haroun alRaschid."

"Ah, well, perhaps," Hakim said vaguely. He glanced for a moment toward the
ld man, then looked away. "Certainly I would require something quite valuable in

exchange for such a map-that is, if I had it."
Alexander knew that the only thing of any value he had was the gold and

jeweled signet he wore. He also realized that to follow Ali's advice he needed the
map-and that getting to the bottom of the mystery that shrouded the Isle of the

Crown was worth sacrificing a piece of jewelry that he hadn't, after all, worn for
very long. Alexander held out the ring.

"Will this do?" he asked.

The pawnbroker took the ring and examined it. Hakim's eyes grew wider as

he studied the carving upon it. As he did, the cloaked graybeard edged along the

wall for a better look, until he was up against the end of the counter that held the

mints.
Alexander swears he saw the old man's nose quiver like a rabbit's, but what

he certainly did see was the old man making a lightning grab at the dish, emptying

the contents into his mouth, and then reeling about the shop much as Dagonet,

King Graham's jester, did after one too many tankards of new ale. Eventually the

old black-robed figure spun and giggled its way to the door.

Alexander looked back at the pawnbroker.



"He comes in here a lot, seldom speaks, and never buys anything," the man
said, and shrugged. He seemed to be less nervous now that the old man was gone.

"Now, about this ring-."
A few minutes later Alexander was the new owner of a magic map, with

instructions for its use. On it he saw four islands: The Isle of the Crown; above it,
the Isle of the Sacred Mountain; to the west, the Isle Of Wonder; and to the east the
Isle of the Beast. Hakim said that while the magic map would take Alexander to any
of the islands upon it as many times as he wished, it had no potency except when
used in sight of the sea.

"I hate to take such a valuable family heirloom, Prince Alexander-and come

to that, there are some who might ask too many questions about how I came to
possess it. I'll keep it out of sight for a while, and if you come into fortune in the
next few days, you can buy it back."

"That's very kind of you," Alexander said. Now that he had the magic map he
could see if things were different on the other islands-but before he did, he
bethought himself of the only other thing he had salvaged from the wreck.

"ls this coin of any worth to you, Hakim?" he asked, holding out the copper
coin to the pawnbroker. "That's my mother's face on it. It is...it might be considered
a rarity here."

The way Hakim examined it made Alexander uncomfortably aware of how far
from home he was-if a copper penny of Daventry could be accounted such a curio.
At last the pawnbroker put down his jeweler's loupe and sighed.

"I can see the resemblance. Well it's worth something, but not much. Tell you
what: I'll trade you-even-for anything on the counter. I take back my own items
in trade, too, so if you get tired of your bargain it's easy to unmake. I make no profit
on the exchange, but it does bring back repeat business."

Alexander looked at the items on the counter: a paintbrush, a tinderbox, a

wooden flute, and a wind-up nightingale. He picked up the nightingale and wound
it up. A thin haunting melody filled the dusty pawnshop.

I'll take this," Alexander decided.

"Come back any time," Hakim replied as he left.

It was late in the day; the sun was setting behind him, but for some reason
Alexander didn't relish the thought of spending the night anywhere on the Isle of
the Crown. He headed through the archway down the Ferry Road back toward the
docks, but about the time he reached the garden in front of Beauty's house he

realized he'd made a mistake.
I should be using this map at the beach, not the docks. And besides, more ftom the

Johannes Bey may have washed ashore. Shrugging, Alexander retraced his steps.
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When he retumed to the village, Hakim was just leaving the shop with a large

armload of trash, which he dumped into the pot beside the door. He waved when
he saw Alexander and went back inside, shutting up the shop for the night.

Feeling a little sheepish, Alexander went over to see what had been thrown
out. You never know, he thought, quoting another favorite proverb of his father's.

Something that Hakim had no use for might be very useful to Alexander.
But this did not seem to be the case today-all Alexander found discarded in

the pot were things like fake thumbs and exploding cigars...and a bottle.
It was a small black bottle with a glass stopper. Alexander couldn't imagine

why it had been discarded; he shook it, and felt liquid slosh inside. Ink? He tried
to open it, but the stopper seemed stuck fast. He continued tugging, and after one
last gigantic wrench from Alexander, the bottle surrendered. It was ink. It was also
everywhere, splashing from the bottle to liberally anoint Alexander's face and tunic.

As he looked for stains, the ink-spattered portions of Alexander's anatomy
faded from view. He was still staring drop-jawed as they reappeared, fading slowly
back into view.

So. Invisible ink. The magic must be almost gone; that's why Hakim was throwing

it out. Still, I didn't spill it all, and what's lefr iust might be usefiil.

Tucking the ink bottle, now securely stoppered, into his pocket, Alexander
headed back to the beach where he had first washed ashore. To Alexander's

disappointment there was no new debris on the shore. After a few moments of
fruitless searching, he finally opened the map and concentrated on the image of
the island in the top center of the ma5the Isle of the Sacred Mountain-wonder-
ing what lay ahead of him there. He touched the shape of the island with a fingertip,
and as he did, felt a blurring, floating feeling. The world was obscured in a blue
mist, and suddenly....

He was there!

Or at least, he was somewhere else. Alexander stood on a beach even smaller
than the one he had left. Sheer rock cliffs, unclimbable by any means Alexander
could see, ringed the semicircle of sand. The sand at his feet was cluttered with
shells, crabs, and partially devoured sea birds, but in addition to these there were

two other things: a sea-wet flower, and a black feather as long as his arm.

Alexander had, he realized, absolutely no way of knowing where he was-only
that he was no longer on the Isle of the Crown, for the Isle of the Crown had no
cliffs of this size anywhere upon its surface. He gazed up the cliff---and up, and up,
and up-to where its crags disappeared into the sky. The guidebook had mentioned
heights like these nowhere else in the land of the Green Isles. Until he could find
someone to ask, Alexander decided to assume that the map functioned iust as

Hakim had promised, and that he was standing on the Isle of the Sacred Mountain.



Looking about himself, Alexander picked up the feather, and realized with a

thrill that it certainly had come from no mortal bird. Versed in the arcane arts,
Alexander easily discerned that this feather might well be from the fabled Night
Mare, a winged steed that can flybetween the pleasant world of men and the dread
realms of the Lord of Death himself. He carefully tucked the feather away, and
wondered if he would get a chance to see Night Mare herself.

Then he picked up the flower. It was a rose, Alexander saw, though strangely
colored, so he raised it to his nose to inhale its fragrance-and nearly dropped it.
The flower had a strong perfume, all right-but the scent was worse than that
emanating from the castle latrines at high summer. Alexander held the stinking
rose at arm's length, thinking of tossing it into the sea.

It was the memory of his grandfather that stopped him.
Alexander had never known Sir Hereward, for that gallant old knight had died

many years before Alexander was born, lost to the border wars that characterized
the turbulent end of old King Edward's reign. But the wisdom Sir Hereward had
passed on to his son had always been a part of King Graham's life- and of
Alexander's ever since he had returned to Daventry.

The words themselves were woven into a great tapesfry that hung upon the
wall of the Great Hall wherein King Graham and Queen Valanice sat in iudgment
at such times as their royal duties required. Upon the tapestry, it said:

If I have learned anything in my life,
I have learned this:

Pick up anything that is not nailed down,
If it is, check for loose nails or boards.
Check carefully into, under, above, below, and behind things.
Read everything-you might learn something.
Wear clean undergarments,
Brush after meals,
And always remember:

Nothing Is As It Appears.

Alexander regarded the stinking rose, thinking that he had almost made a

mistake. He carefully tucked the flower away. Odd ingredients are often useful in
spells-and even the most unpleasant find could be useful some day. Had not his
own father, King Graham of Daventry, successfully used a custard pie, a rotten fish,
and a dry stick to rescue his family from the clutches of the evil wizard, Mordack?

I mustbe more carefal.If nothingis as it appears, then even the mostuseless-seeming

thing can be ofuse.
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Resolved to pry loose anything that wasn't nailed down-and to check for
loose nails if it was-a weary Alexander rolled himself into his cloak and slept his

first night in the land of the Green Isles.

The morning found Alexander fit, rested-and very hungry. Since the Isle of
the Sacred Mountain didn't seem to offer much in the way of breaKast or travel,

Alexander decided to try his luck elsewhere. He faced the water, opened the map,

concentrated, and touched the small, comma-shaped isle at the bottom left corner

of the map. Once more he felt the map's spell overcome him, and when he opened

his eyes again he was in the most peculiar place he'd ever seen.

Even the light had a curious flatness to it, as if it had been applied with a large

brush, and everything he saw was as brightly colored as the frescoes on the castle

walls of Daventry. A bright golden beach swept up to the verge of an emerald-green

jungle, and even the water was a flat bright turquoise. looking down, Alexander

saw a flicker at the edge of the water. He reached down and picked u5a sentence!

Well, part of one anyway. Holding the brightly colored words up to the liSht

he read: "Where are you...?"

What could that mean? Alexander wondered. It gave him an odd feeling to hold
a sentence in his hands without benefit of a letter or book. Tucking it away, he

decided to think about his catch later, after he had explored further.

Each step Alexander took seemed to produce new wonders. A little up the

beach he saw a tiny cluster of doll-sized beds, with tiny z's drifting up from them.

In each bed lay an enonnous oyster, most of them snoring soundly.

Oyster beds. Of course. Without doubt, this is the oddest place I've ever been.

Looking closer, he saw that one of the oysters wasn't asleep. It was sitting on

the edge of its bed, and had the most doleful expression Alexander had ever seen,

especially on an oyster.

"Hello, little oyster," Alexander said. "Is something wrong?"

"I can't sleep. My mouth hurts. And I'm so tired!" the oyster wailed. As it spoke,

Alexander could see a flash of pearl white inside its mouth.

"Perhaps I could see what is wrong," Alexander ventured, but the oyster merely

shook its head. Considering Alexander's own experiences with the former cowt
dentist of Daventry, he found he couldn't blame it-but he was certain that
something in the oyster's mouth was causing its distress.

"I'm so tired!" the little creature wailed again.

"Perhaps I could read to you?" Alexander suggested. If the book the bookshop

owner had given him for free was as boring as it seemed to be, it ought to put

anything to sleep.

"Oh yes, I'd like that!" said the oyster. It settled down on its bed to hear a story,

and Alexander sat down and began to read.



Within paragraphs the oyster was yawning, and Alexander, despite a night's
rest, thought he might well fall asleep himself. He forced himself to stay awake and
continued to read, biding his time-and when the oyster opened its mouth in a
real jaw-cracking yawn, Alexander pounced on the pearl and snatched it away.

"Oh," the oyster said in surprise. "That feels much better." It was asleep almost
instantly.

Of course, when a tooth-puller is done, one almost always feel better. Alexander

looked down at the enormous pearl he held in his hand. The oyster certainly didn't
want it-perhaps Hakim the pawnbroker would let him exchange it for his ring.

Alexander got to his feet. If he stayed in the oyster beds much longer he'd fall
asleep too. He started inland, toward the interior of the island, but stopped when
he heard chanting:

We are the Guardians of the Isle of Wonder.
We guard her with our might.
Our senses are quite keen by day
And twice as keen at night.

Marching toward him, in rhythmic cadence, was a short procession of five of
the strangest creatures he'd seen this morning-which was saying much, consider-
ing that Alexander had spent the morning on the Isle of Wonder. One had an
enormous nose; the next enormous ears; another, enonnous mouth; still another,
enormous hands; and finally, one with enormous eyes-one creature for each of
the five common senses. They could only be gnomes, although very odd ones; and
to make sense of their exaggerated appearances, Alexander silently named them
Sense Gnomes.

That no intruder will escape

We peek and poke and pry
Then we catch them and we kill them
And our prey is doomed to die!

"Oh, we are the Guardians of The Isle of Wonder," the little creatures chanted
on and on.

"...our prey is doomed to die'? Notvery appealing, Alexander thought-but even
less appealing was the thought of giving up before he had even begun to explore
the Land of the Green Isles. Somehow he must get past these creatures-but what
did he have that could baffle each of the five senses these Guardians of the Isle of
Wonder were about to tum on him? Frantically Alexander searched his pockets,
then sighed in slim, resigned hope.
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As he stood in the shadow of the large rock by the seaside, the gnomish
creatures paraded up to him and stood in a solemn single file. Alexander knew he

had no choice but to deceive each of them, and their overdeveloped senses. He
prayed that his ruses would succeed.

To the first gnome, bereft of all senses save smell, Alexander offered the
overpowering scent of the stinking rose. And the Guardian could smell no human.

For the second gnome, who had enormous ears, Alexander played the tin
nightingale he had purchased at the pawnshop. And the Guardian could hear no
human.

When the third gnome unrolled an enormous tongue, Alexander placed the
mint he had planned to eat upon it. And the Guardian could taste no human.

The fourth gnome stretched out his sensitive hands, and Alexander placed the
ferryman's rabbit's foot in them. And the Guardian could feel no human.

And just before the fifth gnome opened his big blue eyes to look all around,
Alexander poured the entire bottle of invisible ink over himself and stood com-
pletely motionless, not daring even to breathe. And the final Guardian could see

no human at all.

"Morons!" shrilled the last gnome. "ldiots! Is everybody here crazy but me?

There isn't anything on this beach at all! Why are all of you wasting my time?" He
continued to grumble as he led the others away.

I hope I've seen the last of them, Alexander thought as the gnomes disappeared;
then chuckled at his turn of phrase. The ink faded away and Alexander reappeared.
He looked up and down the beach and decided to go east, wondering what wonder
he'd see next.

The next wonder seemed to be reasonably mundane: books. But piles of books
out in the middle of nowhere-a library graveyard. Maybe one of these is rare enough

to gain me Haroun's spellbook, Alexander thought, placing a hand on the center and
tallest pile of books.

"Whooooo's there. . .?" a thin quavery voice demanded, and out of the tallest
pile appeared-

A bookworm. How did I guess?

The bookworm was small and green and wore thick glasses that glinted in the
sun. It swayed back and forth before Alexander's eyes like a diminutive leaf-green
cobra, chanting words in its high piping voice that almost made sense.

"Excuse me," Alexander said. "l'm looking for a rare book."

Books we have in plenty
They're a treasure that is great

And if you want to gain one

Just speak up, don't hesitate.

llll



"lt doesn't matter what book, iust so long as it's rare," Alexander said hopefully.
"These books have been here so long that they're all quite well done. Heh!

Heh! You haven't seen my dangling participle, have you?" the bookr,rrorm asked

anxiously. Apparently it was not prepared to give Alexander a book just then.
"No I haven't," Alexander said. "But I'll look for it.' Afrer all, if I picked up a

sentence fragment today, finding a dangling participle should be as easy as an ill-con-
structed pun. If arrything, the conundrum will provide new food for my thoughts as I travel.

And not much else! The idea of food reminded Alexander that breaKast was

still in his future, and since he didn't seem to be accomplishing anything where he
was. He bid farewell to the bookworm, retraced his steps to the beach and then
headed inland.

Just north of the beach the jungle took on a distinctly swampy aspect. The
trees-and even the logs on the ground-all seemed to have disturbingly human
faces. And that was far from being the oddest thing he encountered in the bog. As

he headed along the path he heard a faint glassy chiming in front of him. When
he looked, he saw milk bottles growing on stalks at the base of a large tree.

Milkweed, Prince Alexander thought to himself, pleased at the surmise.
uRufflu Ruff!" Above him, the tree's bark tumed flesh, barked at my prince

and then to the branch-obscured sky.

"Bough, wough!", it continued, until the temporary countenance hardened
once more into wood.

A dogwood, ofcourse, Alexander groaned.
Once he rounded the turn in the path, Alexander realized where the punning

plants must have come from, for he found himself in a living pun garden. The crab

apples clicked their claws and waved their antennae, the buttercups had real butter
in their cups, the snapdragons defended themselves with very sharp teeth, wall-
flowers blushed shyly along the brick wall at the back of the garden, and more. At
the end of the pun garden the way was barred by large yellow-and-red polka-dotted
doors. Beyond that must be Chessboard land, where, according to the Guidebook

to the Land of the Green /sles, the Queens Blanche and Ruffina, the rulers of this
domain, resided.

Alexander continued looking about the garden. On the left side of the path

was a nursery of pink and blue-faced baby's breaths and baby's tears dozing in the
moming sun, and next to them were curling green vines covered with red ripe

tomatoes-except for one at the very bottom. As Alexander looked closer, he saw

that these vegetables had faces, too.

"Hello, little felloq" Alexander said to the fallen tomato. "What are you doing
here?"

"I'm lying on the ground rotting, Highpockets-whaddya think?" the tomato
sneered.
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Well, Grandfather, it isn't nailed down....Ignoring the tomato's squalls and
shrieks, Alexander scooped it up and carefully added it to his growing collection of
extremely strange salvage.

But breaKast was still nowhere in sight, and Alexander had no intention of eating

something with a face-much less something with a face that could talk. He looked

around the garden for something that might fit his rather exacting requirements.

He thought he'd found it when he reached the lettuce patch, but the lettuce
he plucked turned out to be iceberg lettuce, and a three-pound ball of green ice

wasn't Alexander's idea of breaKast either. Giving up on the pun garden, Alexander
wrapped the lettuce in his cloak, tucked it under his arm and returned to the beach

to try his luck elsewhere. The lettuce hadn't been nailed down, but it still was chilly.
This time he chose the Isle of the Beast.

When the enchantment faded, Alexander was standing once more on a beach.

On this island, the forest began almost immediately. Alexander took a well-marked
path inland, but soon his progress was halted, this time by a wide, broad pool lying
across the path. There was no way to go around it. Alexander had just about made

up his mind to get his feet wet when he took a second look-and this time he saw

tiny bubbles rising through the water, and wisps of steam dancing upon its surface.

Moist heat brought the sheen of sweat to his face.

If I step into that, I'Il certainly be in hot water.

Alexander thought about the rapidly melting iceberg lettuce he canied.Itt
worth a try, he decided, and tossed it into the water. There was a moment's enormous
hissing and roiling, and when it subsided Alexander knelt and gingerly stuck his
finger into the water. The pool was still pretty hot, but bearable. Alexander waded
quickly and was able to make it across without getting cooked.

At the far side of the hot water Alexander saw an old brass lantern hanging
from the branch of a tree. It was battered and dented, and its interior contained a

thin brown sludge that Alexander identified after a few sniffs as tea leaves. Someone

had been using the kettle-shaped lantern as a teapot, and fairly recently-possibly
with water from the boiling pond. Alexander shook his head in bemusement, then
took it down from the tree. With no hesitation he added it to his collection and
continued on his way, soon coming to a gray stone wall at the edge of an enormous

rose garden. The path led between a pair of formidable stone pillars topped with statues

of archers. As Alexander approached, the statues seemed to quiver, and Alexander could
have sworn he saw one carven eye roll in its stone socket to follow him.

"Come in, come in! Oh, don't mind those old statues; they're harmless-and
I can tell you the way to reach the castle of the Beast!" The voice came from behind
the stone wall.



Alexander stopped and regarded the man who had spoken. He was kneeling
in the dirt a few feet inside the gate, his hands busy in the earth. From his dress and
his activity, the man seemed to be a gardener.

"Come in-don't be shy! I can tell you everything you need to know!" the
gardener urged again.

Let it never be said that Prince Alexander of Daventry is one to pass up an
opporhrnity to increase his store of knowledge. On the other hand, he's nobody's
fool. After one full day in the land of the Green Isles he'd learned quite a number
of things, not all of them good. As the gardener glared at Alexander with impatience,
his eyes glinted yellow in the forest light, and Alexander decided he didn't want to
go through the gate right away after all.

Alexander glanced away-since if he did not go through the gate, there seemed

no place else for him to geand when he looked back, the gardener was nowhere
to be seen. Still, Alexander had seen something else useful. On the grass just outside
of the gate, a lone gray brick lay on the grass. A throwable brick was something that
seemed to Alexander to have immediate practical use, so he picked it up.

I'm beginning to resemble a sack rat, Alexander thought. I really do hope grandpa's
advice comes in handy soon.

Was it only his imagination, or did the eyes of the stone archers gleam with
anticipation as he neared the gateway? In any event, Alexander was glad to leave,
retracing his steps to return to the beach. Everything was serene when he reached
there, yet something was different. For a moment he couldn't put his finger on the
reason, but then he looked up.

After a morning spent on the Isle of Wonder, Alexander could hardly say this
was the strangest creature he'd ever seen-but it did its best to become one of the
most memorable. It looked like a cross between an opossum and an iguana, and its
hide was the same curiously flat yet bright color that Alexander associated with
everything he had encountered on the Isle of Wonder.

"You're not by any chance a dangling participle, are you?" Alexander said to
the creature.

"Going to! Going to!" the creature cried. Alexander reached for it, but it curled
up higher out of reach. Alexander searched through his possessions for something
that might tempt the scatterwitted thing to come down. He even thought of
throwing the brick at it, but Alexander is by nature a kindly soul who would not
choose to use such measures against a creature so much smaller than he. At last in
his rummagings he encountered the sentence fragment he'd picked up on the Isle
of Wonder. It was brightly colored; perhaps that would interest the creature.

Alexander offered the sentence to the creature.

"Where are you...?" the creature recited. "Where are you...?" Then it noticed
the sentence fragment; then yelled in ioy and fulfillment.
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"Where are you going to? Where are you going to?'r it concluded triumphantly.
"Where are you going to now? Can I come too?" it added. The creature leaped

into Alexander's arms, squirmed, then wriggled up to and across his shoulders where
it settled with a purr, much like a live fur collar. And thus it was that Alexander of
Daventry acquired a dangling participle.

From there it was a simple matter to use the magic map to iump back to the
Isle of Wonder. The five fierce guardians were nowhere to be seen, and after a

moment Alexander turned east, toward the book garden.

He again placed a hand upon the middle tower of books to summon the
bookworm, and when the creature appeared, Alexander quickly handed it the
dangling participle. It is hard to say who was more delighted-the dangling
participle to be home again, the bookworm to have its pet back, or Alexander to
receive his reward: a rare book such as the bookshop owner back on the Isle of the
Crown might well be looking for.

And the oyster's pearl, perhaps, would redeem his ring.
Alexander glanced at the book he had been given, and found it to be a book

of riddles. He read aloud:

My first is foremost legally;
My second circles outwardly;
My third leads all in victory;
My fourth twice ends a nominee.
It takes but two to play at me;

This riddle's answer can you see?

"Hmmm?"
Alexander looked through the book, and on the ground, for the page with the

riddle's answer, but it was gone. When he finally did look up, however, Alexander

was staring into the most beautiful eyes he had ever seen-all eight of them, a
number that matched the owner's legs.

"Hiya, sailor-new in town?"
Alexander took a closer look, and saw an enormous black widow spider,

dressed in lace and leather, sitting in the middle of a web the size of a dinner plate.

There were a number of things caught in the web, but the one that attracted
Alexander's attention most was the piece of paper that looked as if it might be the
missing page from his riddle book. Alexander started to reach out a hand toward

it, and the spider skittered forward eagerly, fangs shining.
"l iust knew you were my type."

"Um, thanks, but we haven't been properly introduced," Alexander said,

snatching his hand back as the widow moved closer. As she did, Alexander saw a

thread loose in the web. Grasping the thread carefully between thumb and forefin-
ger, he began to tug gently, in order to distract the lady killer.



"Hey, you big lunk! What do you think you're doing?" The black widow
scampered back and forth in furious agitation. When she was quite distracted-and
down near the bottom of the web-Alexander deftly plucked the piece of parchment
out of the top.

"You give that back!" the spider shrilled.
"I only wanted to read it," Alexander said. On the sheet-which did indeed

comeftomthe riddlebook-wasprintedthe singlewordlOyg the answerto the riddle.
As Alexander was about to retum it to the black widow, a vagmnt breeze plucked it
from his fingers and carried it off to be lost in the island's underbrush. At this point,
Alexander decided the best thing to do was leave. Hurrying back to the beach, he again

took out the magic map. In a moment, he was standing once more on the Isle of the
Crown. In another moment, he was striding back toward the village.

At the crossroads, Alexander was greeted with a sad sweet song drifting down
from the leaves above him. He stopped and glanced up into the tree. A small brown
bird was sitting on a branch, singing mournfully-the first nightingale Alexander
had seen or heard in these islands, other than the mechanical one he carried.

Hadn'tJollo said that Cassima had a pet nightingale named Sing-Sing? Perhaps

this is the same bird? If he could beftiend it, it might carry a message to Cassima for
him. It was worth a try: once again Alexander wound up the tin nightingale, held it
out to the real one for a moment, then placed it on the ground. For a moment the
thing sang alone, then its song was joined by that of the living bird. The tin nightingale
wound down to silence and Sing-Sing trilled on a few notes, then fell silent. From her
perch the smallbrown bird regarded Alexanderexpectantly, as if waitingforsomething.

I'm sure it's Sing-Sing, Alexander thought hopefully, although in reality he was

hardly so certain. Pohaps she'd take a message to Cassima for me, but what can I send?

The only thing that proves I'm me and here in the Green lsles is my ring-and the

pawnbroker has that. But he did say he'd let me redeem it with something of equal value.

The pearl is certainly that.

"Wait here, little friend," Alexander said to the living bird. He scooped up the
tin nightingale and put it in his pocket. "I'll be right back."

Whistling his own song, with a light heart for the first time since his
shipwreck, Alexander strode toward the village.

Entering the pawnshop, ignoring the silent old man who was there again,
Alexander thrust the tin nightingale at the pawnbroker, Hakim.

"Come to trade her in, have you? Well, what will you have in exchange?"
Hakim said.

"I don't know? Perhaps this," said Alexander, seizing the flute almost at
random. He was nearly beside himself with unaccustomed excitement as he
fumbled the pearl out of his pocket.
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"And I'll have my ring back noq if you please," Alexander added, presenting
the pearl to Hakim. "This pearl should be of more than enough value to redeem it."

Just then the black-robed ancient-who seemed to spend a lot of time in the
pawnshop, if Alexander were any judge-came bustling importantly up to the
counter. He peered at the candy dish, but it was empty.

"Your dish is empty! Fill it!" the old man barked in a surprisingly deep voice.

"I'm sorry noble sir," the pawnbroker said, "but I can get no more mint now
that the ferry does not run-it does not grow here."

The old man's face grew red and his gold eyes blazed fearsomely. "l hate not
getting what I want, do you hear me? Hate it!" He turned in a swirl of black and
left the shop.

Alexander looked at the shopkeeper. The shopkeeper shrugged, bit at the pearl
to verify its authenticity, smiled satisfied, then returned Alexander's ring to him.

"If I see any mint in my travels, can I bring you some?" Alexander offered.

"That would be most welcome, Prince Alexander-but have a care. There is a

saying in the Land of the Green Isles that mint attracts more than candy-makers,"
Hakim said. Alexander thanked the pawnbroker for his advice-and his signet
ring-and left the shop.

Once more out in the sun, Alexander glanced toward the archway that divided
the town from the houses beyond. An overly gaudy poster had been newly pasted

to the wall. Alexander stepped over to read it.
He stepped back a moment later, his mind reeling with shock. The handbill

was a wedding announcement! Cassima was marrying the vizier the next day at

noon. Alexander shook with a fury that quite surprised him. Cassima in Alhazred's
hands was unthinkable; he would rush to the castle at once-he would demand to
see her-he would-he-.

He would plan very carefully before he placed himself within Alhazred's reach

again.
Alexander took a deep breath and steadied himself. Now was not the time to

lose his head. Certainly both Alhazred and Jollo had spoken of a wedding, but
Alexander had not expected it this soon. This sudden marriage spoke of secrecy and
a desire for haste-and Alexander now was sure, without knowing quite how he
knew that Abdul Alhazred was at the root of the troubles that afflicted the Land of
the Green Isles. It was even more vital than ever that he reach Cassima safelv- and
Cassima seemed even more out-of-reach than before.

He could do nothing without more information. Squaring his shoulders,
Alexander strode into the bookshop.

Once moreJollo was sitting in the chair before the fire, much as if he had been
waiting for Alexander. He looked up and saw Alexander's expression.

"You've heard about the wedding, then," the clown said dolefully.



"I've heard about it-and I'm going to stop it!" Alexander declared hotly.
Unaccustomed emotions surged through his blood, making the normally cool and
self-possessed young man tremble with rage.

"Brave words," sighed the clown, "but how? If you come within a mile of the
castle, Alhazred will have the Guard Dogs clap you into a dungeon so deep even the
Royal Tax Collector doesn't know where it is. He says you're a saboteur, you know."

"Well I intend to sabotage something!" Alexander exclaimed. Every time he
thought that Cassima-lzis Cassima-who had already suffered so much, should be
forced to this wedding by a man whose motives were, at the very least, highly
suspect, made Alexander's blood boil with a passion he had previously reserved
only for books. "Jollo, you don't think that Cassima wants this marriage, do you?"

"Prince Alexander, if you believe that, you are not the prince I took you to be.
Cassima has never liked Alhazred-never! Nor his cronies."

"Peace, Jollo, I meant no harm," Alexander said. "It's iust that-oh, how I wish
I could speak to her!"

"Even I am not allowed access to the Princess-and Alhazred has spies

everywhere, so beware, young Alexander! Their hearts are with him-just as the
hearts of all Cassima's loyal subjects are with you!" With that, the clown scurried
from the bookshop.

What did he mean about Alhazred's ctonies? Alexander wondered. Everyone I've
spoken to has said he came here alone. Perhaps someone else might know. Alexander
went to the desk at the back of the bookshop and held out the book the bookworm
had given him.

"l've brought you a book you might be interested in. I'd like to trade for the
spellbook," Alexander said to Ali. "Is this rare enough?"

The shopkeeper pounced on the riddle book eagerly, and paged through it
uttedng small exclamations of delight. The torn page bothered him not at all. "This
is splendid, Prince Alexander-splendid! Take the spellbook, please-it may be old
and valuable, but no one wants it."

Alexander picked up the spellbook and paged through it. Ye Useful Booke of
Magick Spel/s was an old book, covered in a strange fine-grained scarlet leather, and
bound with large clasps of gold-washed brass. He opened it, and the sweet musty
scent of ancient vellum rose to his nostrils. The book was written in a bold sweeping

calligraphy that probably belonged to Haroun alRaschid himself. The first page was

handsomely ornamented in scarlet and gold-a title page, and warning, to those

unversed in higher Iconomancy to leave these spells alone. Alexander turned the
page and read:

To Create a Magic Paint That Will Render Unreal Things Real:

Take one cup of swamp ooze.

Add to it water taken from the River SWx.
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Stir with a black feather taken from a black horse.

Apply to blank surface with an artist's brush in the form desired.

Then say:

Magic Paint, black as ink
Bring to life, what I think.
Make it real, what I draw
According to this spoken law.

Alexander thought of the brush he had seen in the pawnshop-and of the

feather of Night Mare currently in his possession. And there was a swamp on the

Isle of Wonder-but there was little likelihood he would ever lay hands upon water

from the River Styx-the river that flows through the Land of the Dead.

Alexander tumed to the next spell in the book.

To Cause Rain:

Take salt water not from the sea,

Mix it with a vial of sacred water in a teapot, and

Fill to brim with falling water not from the sky.

Then say:

Clouds of thunder, shafts of light
Come and sup with me tonight.
Waters three have I for tea

Brew a tempest now for me!

Rain will come as soon as the water in the pot is boiled.

That seemed a little easier to arrange, since even sacred water was not as hard

to obtain as Styx water. Alexander wondered if the brass lamp he carried would

make as satisfactory a substitute teapot for the spell as it had for its last owner-but

it did not seem to him that making it rain would be of any particular use. Still, one

never knows. He turned the page again.

To Charm a Creature of the Night:

In the presence of a creature one wishes to enchant,

Take one skull filled with hot oak embers,

Add to it some brimstone (or as it is also called, sulphur) and

One strand of a pure-hearted maiden's hair.

Then say:



Creature of Night, to me succumb
Fire and Brimstone leave thee numb.
Purity bind thee like a chain
Do thou what I now ordain!

That was the last of alRaschid's meager collection of spells-the rest of the
pages were blank. Alexander struggled with mixed feelings-his instincts told him
these spells could be of powerful help to him, but except for the one to create Magic
Paint, he wasn't certain exactly how.

Patience, Alexander reminded himself, as he had so many times in his life. Firsf
go and see if the nightingale is tuly Sing-Sing-and if she will bear your signet to her mistess.
Book under arm, Alexander returned to the crossroads to seek out the nightingale.

The nightingale was now tweeting cheerily in the tree when Alexander
retumed to the crossroads. As he stopped beneath the tree she regarded him with
bright curiosity. Feeling only a little foolish, Alexander held the ring out to the bird.

"Sing-Sing?" he called softly. "Here, pretty bird."
The nightingale cocked her head as in recognition of the name, and lifted her

wings. She launched herself from the branch and sailed down to Alexander,s
outstretched hand. He felt her warm feathery weight on his palm, and the sharpness
of her beak as she pecked curiously at the ring. Another instant, and the bird was
gone, Alexander's jeweled signet clutched in her bill.

"Now what do I do?" Alexander asked the empty air. As if in answer, he heard
a rustle of tree leaves, and an enormous green snake with glinting gold eyes slithered
into-and out of-sight. sing-sing, be careful, wherever you've gone. And cassima too,
Alexander prayed. My prince waited.

Alexander hardly had time to decide what to worry about first before Sing-Sing
was back. In its beak now, the bird held a length of red ribbon, and she fluttered
back and forth before Alexander's face as if making certain it had his attention before
dropping the ribbon at his feet. Then the bird flew away.

Alexander bent down and picked the ribbon up. As he held it to his nose he
caught a faint sent of violets and jasmine-cassima! Inspecting it more closely, he
saw that a strand of long black hair was entangled in the scarlet velvet ribbon, a
hair so fine as to have been made from dream itself. Hair the same color as Cassima,s;
it could only be hers.

so she is still alive at least. He had not known how much he feared the worst
until joyful relief washed over him. And now she knows I am here.

Filled with new purpose, Alexander headed south toward the ocean. There,
the magic map returned him to the Isle of Wonder.

Alexander had not yet fully explored that island, and he now wanted to collect
some swamp ooze, iust in case he ever found Styx water. But more than that, he
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still wanted very much to meet the two queens that the guidebook mentioned-as
well as the rulers of the other Green Isles. The suspicion growing in him was at this
moment no more than an unformed suspicion, but it was an unease that wanted

feeding with large chunk of conoborative detail.

Wlry diil Alhazred stop the ferry? Why is there distrust bebveen the isles? Cassima

told me that she had been held prisoner in Mordack's castle because she refused to marry

Mordack-but how did Mordack come to visit the Green Isles in the first place to see

her-hadn't Alhazred himself sent for him?

And most of all, if this wedding were Cassima's tue will, she would have retumed

my ring instead of sending me her hair ribbon.

Alexander took the path that led inland and was once again enveloped in the

dismal swamp. As he stared across the glassy stinking surface of the swamp, he

realized that while the swamp did indeed contain the ooze he needed for one of
the spells, he didn't have anything to carry the stuff in. Alexander shrugged,

wondering if it was his fate to know where each of the ingredients for the spells

was, but not how to tlansport them. As he passed the milkweed, he plucked a bottle

from the stalk and looked at it. It was a large plain glass bottle labeled "Milk."
Cautiously Alexander tasted it, and the liquid inside was cool and sweet. He drank

it all. Refreshed and satisfied, he continued onward'
The pun garden was much as he had seen it, save that for some unknown

reason there was now a plain wooden chair with a teacup sitting on its seat. Three

loud yells brought no one, so Alexander picked the cup up and tucked it away inside

his tunic-he had something in which to collect swamp ooze.

But first, he wanted to enter Chessboard Land, where the two queens lived.

He was about to open the spotted gate that baned the way, when he noticed what

Iooked like a gap in the wall. Hoping to get an advance look at the country on the other

side, Alexander steppd closer to take a peek. He saw rolling red and white hills that

were smooth as glass, undulating endlessly against a flat blue sky. Then the gap in the

wall opened a pair of big green eyes and blinked at him. Peculiar things had been

happening to him on the Isle of Wonder, but this was the strangest so far.

It s a Hole-in-the-wall, or should I say, a Hole-oN-the-wall? Alexander reached

out a hand to it, but the little creature scurried away behind the wallflowers, taking

its view of Chessboard Land with it. Other than its enormous eyes, all it consisted

of was a pair of gloved hands, two splayed feet, and a black, transparent middle.

The flowers closed ranks, making it impossible for Alexander to make another try
for the remarkable little beast.

Alexander was iust as determined to catch the little creature as the Hole was

to remain free. Several futile attempts netted Alexander a handful of wallflower

petalsandnotmuchelse. Iflcouliliustmakethemmoveaside,I'dhaveitinaninstant,
Alexander thought, but the more he grabbed for the Hole, the more agitated the

wallflowers became.



This is getting me nowhere, Alexander finally realized. t ooking at the wallflow-
ers, he felt ashamed of causing them such distress. Hoping for some way to calm
them, Alexander remembered the flute he carried. Perhaps some music would turn
the trick. Taking out the flute, he began to play, and the results were more than he
could possibly have hoped for. After a few moments piping, the flowers calmed
down, ceased their frantic weaving back and forth, and parted. Alexander was able
to scoop up the Hole-in-the-Wall and drop it into a pocket. It squirmed and wiggled
for just a few seconds before becoming limp. Alexander could hear a slight snore
replace all movement.

Feeling a certain amount of triumph, Alexander tried again to enter into
Chessboard Land.

The entrance to the Harlequin Hills was barred by two gigantic chess knights-
much like the pieces Alexander had seen on the chessboard in his father's study,
but a thousand times larger. They regarded him with stony gazes and did not move.

From some distance beyond, Alexander heard the sound of two voices raised
in argument, moving in his direction. There was a curiously inhuman sound to the
voices, and as the speakers appeared Alexander saw why: these were Blanche and
Ruffina, the two queens of the Isle of Wonder. Both of them were made of stone!

Torn between mirth and worry Alexander listened to their circular argument
about what gifts the two queens would send to Cassima's wedding, even though
the Beast had stolen their greatest treasure, the Singing Stone, and neither of the
queens was on good terms with any of the other islands at the moment. Neither of
the presents seemed very desirable: one seemed to be a lump of coal, while the other
was a rotten egg. Nevertheless, the two queens were stubborn: both wanted to be
the one who sent the lump of coal. And the argument kept going this way, around
and around and around.

At last they appealed to Alexander for help, but as he could see no way of
dividing the lump of coal without destroying it-and breaking the rotten egg open
wouldn't be a good idea at all---Their Royal Majesties left in a huff. As they bounced
away, moving with the curious rocking motion that animated chess pieces have,
the Red Queen dropped her scarf.

Alexander stepped forward and picked it up. It had a curious texture, almost
like woven metal, and it was bright blood red. Alexander tucked it away carefully.
Perhaps he could return it later. He thought of trying to go further into chessboard
Land, but one good look at the gleam in the knights'eyes convinced him it would
not be a good idea. Alexander retreated into the garden, then headed back to the
swamp.

Iheeling at the edge of the swamp, Alexander had just dipped his teacup into
the vile-smelling sludge when a reedy voice called out, "Hey! Scruffy! whaddya
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thinkyou're doing?" The voice was coming ftom the center of the swamp. Alexander
looked up and saw a gnarly, stickJike figure with glowing red eyes standing in the
middle of a pool of bluish sludge.

"My name is Alexander of Daventry. I was just getting a little swamp ooze.'l

"Well you won't get it there," a resigned voice said from behind Alexander.

"That isn't swamp ooze-it's swamp muck."
Alexander turned. What he had taken for an ordinary fallen log had opened

its eyes and was speaking to him.
'Yah! Yah! Yah! A lot you know!" jeered the stick in the mud behind them.

"That isn't swamp muck-it's swamp slime!"

The log, or perhaps it was only a bump on a log, sighed deeply. "He's probably
right, you know."

"Hello," Alexander said to the bump. "I'm Alexander of Daventry. I was hoping
to get some swamp ooz+do you know of any way to do it?"

"The only way is if he throws some at you. Don't try wading into the swamp

afterit," thebump saidin alarm. "You'll sinkwithout a trace. No, the onlywayyou'll
get any ooze is if he throws it at you-and he never will. I'm his brother, and I
should know."

Alexander looked back over his shoulder at the stick-figure in the swamp. It
sneered and japed in a thoroughly unpleasant fashion, though most of its insults
were directed at its brother.

"Oh, I wish he'd just be quiet!" sighed the Bump-on-a-Log. "But he won't," it
added.

The Stick-in-the-Mud made a rude noise for emphasis.

It has never been in Alexander's character to wish to stand by while othen bully
the helpless. It is equally a part of his character not to wish to simply champion them,
but to help them stick-you will pardon the expression-up for themselves. It was

that-as much as his need for the ooze-that prompted Alexander's next actions.

"What he needs is a lesson in manners," Alexander said. Hoping it was still
intact, Alexander took out his rotten tomato and placed it upon the bump's log. It
had survived my prince's adventures until then reasonably intact. "I wonder if he'd
continue to be so rude if you could strike back?"

"Oh now let's don't be hasty, brother," the stick said nervously.
"Stand back, Alexander of Daventry" the bump said, and suddenly the rotten

tomato went flying through the air-to land, with an enormous, smelly splash,
right in front of the Stick-in-the-Mud.

Suddenly the air was full---of swamp mud, swamp muck, swamp slime+ven
swamp ooze! The precious ooze landed in a lump on the side of the bump, and
Alexander, ducking muddy missiles as he worked, carefully scraped it off into the



teacup. Around him, the angry voices had tumed to laugh, including that of the
rotten tomato giggling, "Whee! What a way to go."

Once back on the beach, Alexander paused to convert his somewhat tattered
cloak into a pack to contain all the things he had collected so far. He planned on some

mountain-climbing in his future, and he could hardly do that with his pockets full.
Everything stowed to his satisfaction, Alexander invoked the map and re-

tumed to the Isle of the Crown.

The Isle of the Crown was not his ultimate goal of course, but Alexander felt
a pressing need to check on how things might be going there. Heading inland from
the beach, he reached the crossroads where he had first seen Sing-Sing. The little
bird was still there-and Alexander still lacked visible ink and paper. Rummaging
in his possessions for something he might send as a message, Alexander found the
love poem he had been given by Ali. It expressed his feelings perfectly-and he

dared beyond reason to hope that Cassima felt much as he did, and would also take

some comfort from the words. He rolled it into a scroll and offered it to Sing-Sing.

The nightingale swooped down, took it, and was off. Alexander waited with
what he thought was commendable patience, so he tells me, and his patience did
not go unrewarded. At last the little bird was back. For a moment Alexander's heart
sank-Sing-Sing was still carrying the scroll!-but when he picked it up (the bird
having dropped it at his feet) he saw that it was nothing less than a note from
Cassima herself.

"My Dear Alexander" (it read) "You have truly come at the darkest hour both
for the Isle of the Crown and for your Cassima. I gain new courage knowing you
are near-but I beg you, do nothing to endanger yourself. Beware Alhazred and the
diinni who serves him." It was signed "Cassima".

She wrote back to me! She said "...your Cassima." My Cassima? That must be

what she meant. It must. For a moment Alexander allowed himself to dream that all
their obstacles were gone and that he and Cassima could be together, free to look
upon each other's face, free to talk of anything they chose; free to dwell long upon
each other, and free to... Then he put those thoughts away. Cassima was not yet
free-and neither was he.

From the crossroads, Alexander retumed to Hakim's pawnshop, and for the
first time, the old man in the black cloak was not there. Alexander had already

marked him down as a spy for Alhazred, but he had even darker suspicions as to
the true nature and identity of that old man. Cassima's letter had only fed them'

Diinni is but another name for genie-if Alhazred had one of that magical race for

his servant, Alexander's plight was more serious and more hopeful all at once.

Diinn are very powerful creatures. Neither good nor evil in essence, their
personalities are shaped by those of the ones who possess their magical prison-be
a lamp or bottle or whatever. Alexander knew if he could find the djinni's container
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and take possession of it, it would become beholden to him. The creature would
instantly cease to serve Alhazred and might even be made a force for good.

Of course, taking possession of that well-guarded treasure might be a bit
difficult, but if Alexander was already attempting the impossible, the insanely

difficult should be easy.

"Good day, Hakim-l've come to make another trade," Alexander said to the
pawnbroker. "Will you take back this flute? It has performed quite well for me and

is owed a rest. Will you give me that tinderbox in exchange?"

Hakim quickly assisted Alexander in making the exchange. It seemed to
Alexander that Hakim was anxious to be rid of him, and Alexander felt that this
destruction of simple friendliness by the fear of reprisal was perhaps the worst thing
the rule of corruption had brought to the Land of the Green Isles. Alexander's heart

was troubled as he took the tinderbox and returned to the beach. From there, the
map returned him to the Isle of the Sacred Mountain.

Alexander had spent his first night on the beach at the foot of the towering clifft,
finding nothing more of interest than a black horse feather and a stinking rose. This

time Alexander was there, not in the shadowy dusk of sunset, but in full daylight. As

he looked closely at the cliff face, he saw that words were caruen in the stone:

Ignorance Kills Wisdom Elevates

It was, of course, a puzzlement.
Alexander stared at it for a moment, baffled. It was good advice, but it didn't

seem to get him any closer to the top of the cliffs which looked unclimbable The

Guidebook to the Land of the Green /s/es, he remembered then, claimed the Winged

Ones, whose island this was, placed riddles in the way of any visitor to the place.

It was from this practice that the cliffs bore their name. I had recorded among their
aphorisms, "Only the pure of heart will be able to Rise or Ascend the Cliffs of Logic."
These were the same words chiseled into the cliff itself.

Alexander stared at the puzzlement for a long while before the obvious became

clear before him: the letters of the words appeared to be buttons, buttons which could
be pushed. Rise or Ascend? Which would it be? Deliberately, Alexander pressed the
letters R - 1- S - E in the words of the carven motto, one letter from each word. They
sank smoothly into the sheer rock. After a sudden rumbling, stone steps shot out of
the sheer granite cliffs, rising upward. Alexander paused for a moment to give laughing
thanks for my onetime scribblings, and began to ascend the togic Cliffs.

Unfortunately, twenty feet above the sand the steps stopped. Alexander stood
balanced on the tiny granite step far above the beach and again faced a wall of



carven riddles, and this time the solution could only be found in the language of
the Winged Ones themselves.

Fortunately it has always been Alexander's habit to embrace new knowledge
wherever he may find it, and he had spent the months of tedious sea voyaging
reading the guidebook over and over again. If he had not memorized the Winged
Ones' alphabet he would not have been able to go on. But a lifetime habit of mind
saved him often on the Cliffs. Higher and higher he rose, each time finding farther
progress being thwarted by another riddle, puzzle, or befuddlement. My prince is

as fit of mind as he is of body; to him, conundrums are to be relished for their own
sake, caressed like a lover until they yield themselves. Four times he was forced to
repeatthechallenge.Atthelastpuzzle,pressingthebutton-lettenA-S-C-X-N-D
let him gain the steps that led to the top.

From the top of the Logic Cliffs Alexander could see everlrwhere in the land
of the Green Isles. The air was sharp and cold as crystal wine, and the view was
staggering-it nearly gave him a case of vertigo, after all he had been through. From
his high perch here on the cliffs Alexander felt as if he could see all the blue skies

and bluer ocean of the Land of the Green Isles. There was a bank of mist just south
of the Isle of the Beast, but everything else was clearly visible. Alexander was
supremely thankful that his head had remained equally clear during his climb.

To his left the cliffs rose up again-what had seemed the top of the Logic
Cliffs was only an interruption in their upward rise. Set into their stony surface
was a set of enormous wooden doors bound in ancient, time-wom bronze. In the
distance, Alexander could see the cloud-capped towers and delicate palaces of the
Winged Ones'city.

"Little boy-er-young man, I know where you want to go!" The speaker was
an old woman in a black cloak, sitting beside the entrance to a small cave a few
yards away from where Alexander was standing. She was wingless.

And I know who----and what-you are now, no matter what form you choose to
appear i4 Alexander thought grimly, staring into the "woman,s" flame-gold eyes.
She continued cooing her blandishments at the prince.

Alexander paid no further attention to anything Alhazred's genie said-for it
could only be that magical creature- but simply waited for it to give up and vanish.
At last it did, turned to smoke, and vanished. When the genie was gone, Alexander
stepped to the oak and bronze doors, shivering a bit in the chill mountain wind,
but could not open them no matter what he tried. casting another glance at the
distant city, he walked along the cliffs until he came to the place where the genie
had been standing; there stood the entrance to a small cave, partially covered by a
stand of poison nightshade. A slight breeze blew out at Alexander, suggesting a path
through to- well that was a question my prince wanted to answer. with care he
squeezed past the nightshade, making sure none of its poison rubbed onto him.
Then he was inside.
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The interior of the cave was pitch-black. From his pack, Alexander removed

his tinderbox and lit the candle that came with it. In the wan light of the candle,

Alexander saw an empty cave, with another opening toward the east. Pushing

through, he entered the second cave.

Alexander had been hoping for a back way into the Winged Ones' palace-or
even into the catacombs that he had read of-but all there was was a dead-end.

Sunlight spilled into the cave from an opening on Alexander's left-and that
accounted for the waft of wind which had brought him inside. This opening was

much too small for him to crawl through, and half covered over with plants, but
when Alexander inspected it more closely, he found to his delight that-according
to his nose-the plant growing there was mint! Remembering his promise to
Hakim, Alexander took a handful of the green fragrant leaves before retracing his

path to the outside.

When he reached the surface again the genie was nowhere to be seen, and

Alexander could see the entrance gates of the City of the Winged Ones off in the

distance. It was only a short walk to reach them, and when he reached the gates,

Alexander went directly up to them and knocked briskly.

It may be thought odd to readers of this chronicle, after all I have said about

Alexander's essential nature being marked by coolness and suspicion-and to be

fair, Alexander himself is the first to recognize that such character traits can swiftly

become character flaws and strives not to succumb to them-that he would simply

and straightforwardly walk up to the gates of a people whom he could not expect

to treat him well. The answer is simple. Alexander had been long enough in the

Land of the Green Isles, and had by now seen enough, that he knew that the only

thing the islanders trusted less than each other was a foreigner, yet he had little

choice but to do what he did.
Though the gates barred a terrestrial path, the city of the winged ones was a

fitting setting for its inhabitants+ach building was set either in a sheer cliff-face

or at the top of an enormous pillar. Without wings, it was impossible to sneak into

the City of the Winged Ones, and even if he were able to do so, to sneak into their

city would only prove Alexander a spy. To enter openly would at least gain him a

hearing from the king and queen, and perhaps a chance to ask them some questions.

Poor Alexander! He did not really understand how deep Alhazred's corruption

had struck at the fabric of life of the Land of the Green Isles. Although, had he

known what was to befall him, in all likelihood, he would have done precisely what

he did anytvay.

Almost before the echoes of his knocking had died away, two winged guard-

ians swooped down fuom above and seized Prince Alexander-and he gained his

first glimpse of the city's elusive inhabitants.



In form the Winged Ones are much like any other humanfolk of Daventry-
save that they tower over any human ever born, and that two great white wings
grow from their shoulders. It was with the aid of these, and not by any magic, that
the Winged Ones obtain the power of flight.

These impressions Alexander gathered piecemeal over the course of his stay
on the Isle of the Sacred Mountain. At the time, he had time only to collect the
impression of a vast flurry of feathers as, beating their mighty wings, the two greeters

lifted him high into the sky.

After a short, dizzying flight, Alexander was deposited in the cloud-hidden
throne room of Inrd Azure. White-winged, severe, and far taller than Alexander,
the ruler of the Isle of the Sacred Mountain gazed down at Alexander disapprovingly,
his equally formidable lady at his side.

"Who dares challenge the Cliffs of Logic?" Lord Azure demanded.

"My name is Alexander of Daventry," Alexander began, but before he could
say more, a chirping of excited comment ran about the room. Lord Azure glared
the murmuring into silence.

"So. You are the interloper that he has spoken of. It has been suggested, 'Prince'
Alexander, that should I put you to death, both the vizier and the realm would be
much happier. But you have gained the top of the Cliffs of Logic- by whatever
means-and the Lord of the Winged Ones is not yet at the beck and call of some
wingless grub. Let those animated playing pieces from the Isle of Wonder mock us
and steal our golden treasures how they will, we will not yield!"

"But your lordship, I only came to-" Alexander began.

"Silence, wingless one! I will give you one chance. As a spy, you will have
leamed much of us-perhaps you even wish to visit our famed catacombs, and
plunder our beloved dead? Very well-that wish is granted. When you leave here
you will be taken to the catacombs and confined till the end of your life, unless you
take the chance I will give you. There is a Minotaur in the catacombs-this very
day it has demanded my only daughter in sacrifice. Defeat the maze, slay the
Minotaur, save Celeste-and not only will I spare your life, but I will grant you a
boon in addition. Fail, and die with her."

r'$11f-'r Alexander said again. Even at a moment such as this, it struck him
that if Lord Azure wanted his help, he had a rather roundabout way of asking for
it. He was given no chance to say anything more, for Lord Azure made a curt gesture
to the guards holding Alexander's arms, and once more he was airborne.

The guards deposited him at the edge of the cliffs of Logic. one held him
securely as the other unbolted and unlocked the entrance to the catacombs.

"In you go," said Alexander's captor. "You may be ugly, stupid, and stunted-
but I hope you succeed."

Thanks, I think, Alexander said to himself, listening to the echoes of the great
door as it closed behind him. The catacombs stretched before him, gloomy and
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deadly-in addition to containing one very angry, probably very hungry Minotaur,
it was filled with the traps that the Winged Ones had constructed for generations

to prevent looting or tampering with their beloved dead.

Alexander knew he had no hope of defeating the Minotaur in combat, but
instead hoped to free Celeste from her captivity during monster's absence and flee

away with her without ever facing the bull-headed creature that had made the
catacombs its home. To do that, he must find both the way out of the catacombs,
and the place Lady Celeste was being held.

I mustn't fail. I cannot fail. Cassima is depending on me. Celeste's life is depending

on me. Too many peoples' Iives and happiness are depending on me-including mine.

Alexander cudgeled his brains, and strove to remember all of the Guidebook to

the Land of the Green Isles that he could. After all, he was on an island of puzzlements
and conundrums; there must be some key to the catacombs, and if there were, he
was sure it would have been recorded in the slim lost book<r at least referred to.
But for all his striving, Alexander recalled nothing save for some drawings of
crumbled dungeon walls and bricks to which he had paid scant attention.

Perhaps it is not as difficult as Lord Azure claims, thought Alexander hopefully.
Heartened, he started off, but soon found himself tangled in a maze of dusty
passages and rooms that all looked exactly alike. An hour of fruitless wandering
followed before Alexander found himself, to his deep disgust, once more facing the
door through which he had entered the catacombs.

I have said before that Alexander is not inclined to iump into things, and that
hasty action is foreign to his nature. He did not, once frustrated, go rushing madly
back into the catacombs, determined to defeat it by mere desperation and brute
force, as so many might have done. In the face of grim and certain peril, Alexander
did as he had so many times before. He sat down and thought.

It was then that inspiration, or perhaps observation, struck.
The walls of the entrance chamber were made of porphyry, a sensuous dark-red

marble. About six feet off the ground, a ribbon of golden marble had been inset
into the red, and carven into the golden marble was a series of designs.

Or, as Alexander now saw them, writing.
As he tried to copy out the carven letters, Alexander soon realized that, though

fabulously ornate and all run together, they were not from the alphabet of the
Ancient Ones that Alexander had so carefully memorized, and the knowledge of
which that had already served him so well that day. These letters were words
inscribed in the common tongue of Daventry but in a style so archaic and ornate
that they, too, could only be the handiwork of the Ancient Ones, the folk who were
already legend when we firstwithdrew from the Other World, and the precursors of
the Winged Ones. These now-dead creators of the the winged race have left the
remains of their great works scattered all over, and below, the Isle of the Sacred

llu



Mountain. They live on only in these, and their wdtings. Scratching out aeons of
dust with a twig, Alexander soon revealed the words of the wall's inscription.

Unfortunately, it didn't make a lot of sense:

NOW OR NEVER EVERY MAN MUST EXIT NICELY

Good advice, Alexander thought, butwhatdoes itmean? Then he took a second
look at the words carved on the catacomb walls. Some were written larger than
others. In the dust of the floor, Alexander scratched out what had been written:

Now or Never Every man must Exit Nicelv

He stared at the sentence he had recorded for a while, the dust of the tomb
harsh in his nostrils. Slowly, with hands that shook more than a little, Alexander
wrote a second line beneath the first, then a third. Now his inscription read:

Now or Never Every man must Exit Nicelv

N-N-E-E-N
North - North - East - East - North
It's the key to the maze-it mustbe. And if it is not...well, there is nothing else here

for me to follow.
Now, which way's north? Fortunately Alexander had taken his bearings from

the other side of this door-north was straight ahead of him. Briskly he set off
again-to prove the accuracy of the inscription, or die.

The directions took him to a room filled with skulls-no closer to escape than
he had been before. Here the walls were rough red sandstone, with no ribbon of
yellow marble to bear further directions.

But sandstone, too, can be carved. On the lintel of the door that opened
southward, Alexander found more letters carved. Soon he had another sentence:

Some Wanderers Will Not do Well

"Thank much," Alexander said to the unknown-and possibly long-dead-
artisan who had inscribed the words. Ignoring the prediction therein, he extracted
the cipher contained in the sentence:

s - w - I4l - N - w. If this route brought him to yet a third inscription, Alexander
would be sure that he had solved the code of the catacombs.

As he prepared to leave the chamber, Alexander took a final look around. Even
trapped in a maze beneath the earth, he was mindful of the ingredients required
by the spells in the spell book.
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Why not? I may be one of these soon enough myself. Alexander took one of the
skulls that lay upon the floor and added it to his pack.

The second direction, however, did not deliver my prince to another inscrip-

tion; the second sentence brought him to the archway of what looked like an empty
room. Its floor was composed of large marble blocks, on each of which was painted

a symbol in gold. Instead of entering, he pulled his foot back before it touched

another tile. Instead of being delivered to new help, he had been delivered to....
A trap! Alexander was certain of it-the room was too omate and inviting to

be anything else. But how to test it? The floor itself contained the answer: lying
about, where the walls were crumbling under the weight of their centuries, stones

and rocks of various sizes littered the floor outside the archway. Alexander picked

up a fist-sized chunk of red sandstone and tossed it gently into the center of the
room.

Instantly the air was filled with flying spikes, sleeting through the room in a
hail of death that no one could hope to escape.

Perhaps the trap is sprung, now, thought Alexander. But when he tossed a second

stone to be sure, the spikes flew as before.

Alexander considered his choices carefully. They came down to one: he must

pass through the room if he were to find the next cipher to lead him-he
hoped-through the maze. But how? Carefully he inspected the doorway; though
it was elaborately carved, the carving contained no words---only the inlaid symbols

of the floor, repeated over and over: skull and srythe, rose and crown, dove and

rose, skull and crown. Alexander ran his fingers over the carving. Somehow his

answer must be there.

"'Three roses laid across the bower'," he said aloud, and stopped in surprise.

Those words weren't his. He'd read them somewhere-the guidebook.

Three roses laid upon the bower,
A scythe for he who cuts the flower.
A crown, a dove, most noble race:

Thy bones make sacred this dread place.

This was the answer-if only he could prove it without the necessity of his

death.
Another half-hour of tossing stones provided Alexander with as much proof

as he was likely to get. Some flagstones shot abrupt death, others bore weight

without stir. Three roses, scythe, crown, dove, skull- cross the room using only
those stones and he should be able to cross safely.

"Three roses laid upon the bower." Cautiously Alexander stepped from rose

to rose to rose until he was in the middle of the room. He stood, unscathed.

"A scythe for he who cuts the flower." Cautiously Alexander stepped to the

next tile, which was inset with a scythe in gold. He stood, again unscathed.



"A crown, a dove, most noble race!" Alexander continued-first to a tile inset
with a golden crown, then to one inlaid with a golden bird in flight. He stood, yet
again unscathed.

"Thy bones make sacred this dread place." Alexander placed his weight upon
a skull-and-crossbones-and he was through the spikes alive.

Here's hoping I don'thave to come back in a hurry, Alexander thought to himself.
A quick look around the next room provided its clue carved into the middle of the
floor:

Why Wait? Even Now's the time

Even though the directions involved some backtracking, Alexander followed
them exactly: there was no telling what traps might be triggered by his failure to
do so. Once he even thought he saw Celeste in the distance, but the golden gleam
of the apparition's eyes was a sure sign that further investigation would be fatal.

Alexander was deep in the catacombs by now. The air was damp and heavy,
and the dust of centuries underfoot was almost mud. To add to his discomfort, from
time to time Alexander could hear a roaring from somewhere deeper in the maze,

although with the way sound was distorted he could not be sure where it was coming
from. And worst of all, this new set of directions brought Alexander apparently no
closer to either rescuing Inrd Azure's daughter, or his own escape, than another empty
room. Yet, it did contain an ancient dusty shield hung on the wall.

My need is greater than thine, mtrmured Alexander apologetically to the unseen
ghosts as he reached for the shield. He still intended to pass the gate of the Stone
Archer on the Isle of the Beast; a shield might be a good thing to have. If he survived
the catacombs and Minotaur, of course.

When Alexander removed the shield from the wall, he found another sentence
carved into the stone beneath:

Never Never Never Wend the Wrong way

The advice was starting to be as irritating as it was helpful. But my prince
followed it carefully, and found himself in a crypt. In niches along the walls were
the curious elongated skeletons of dead Winged Ones. Gold coins glinted in the
eye sockets of a skull in the northernmost niche-left to pay the ferryman's fee in
the Land of the Dead. For Cassima, Alexander promised as he took them. I'l/ replace

thon someday, tenfold.

It took Alexander over an hour of searching to find the code this time-it was

carved into the underside of one of the tomb-niches, and if Alexander had not been
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as stubborn as he was, he would never have found it. As it was, he was sweaty, grimy,

and very cross by the time he had his rendering.

Every Escapee Says it's Easy

Alexander set his teeth to keep from saying something rather different, and

turned wearily down a new set of turnings. Why the Ancient Ones-if they indeed

were responsible for the carvings-had chosen to couch their directions within the

maze in these writhing riddles was beyond Alexander-at least in his current state

of mind.
The room Alexander found himself in at the end was barren of Winged Ones'

dead, and any new carvings. Instead, it had a barred door at the far end. Not sound

nor draft nor illumination came through it from the other side, so the prince, with
no other choice save for retracing his steps, unbarred it and went through. As he

entered, the door crashed shut behind him like the gates of the underworld.

Alexanderhad but a moment to realize he was in another trap: what he had thought
to be a wall carving began to move, and the room's ceiling began to descend.

A machiru! As the trap was revealed, Alexander was nearly paralyzed with the

revulsion all Daventry feels for the dread workings of technology. At that moment, even

his own plight was secondary to the instinctive desire to destroy the obscene creation.

He fumbled the brick from his pack and heaved it at the clacking clockwork gears.

There was a disappointed groan, and the ceiling retreated, retuming slowly to its

former height. With a long glance at the gears to be certain the machine was truly
smashed, Alexander crossed the room, still shaking from his close brush with some-

thing which all Daventry detests. This time his directions were not hard to find: they

were painted in gigantic letters that covered one entire wall of the next chamber.

hobably thought I wouldn't be here to read them, Alexander observed with
pardonable pique. He extracted his directions with the ease of much practice.

Even Endless failures are Nothing to Enrage

"That's what thev think," muttered Alexander to himself, but at least the

directions were clear.

Alexander no Ionger remembered how long he had been underground.

Perhaps Cassima was already married, and Alexander's quest a failure. Perhaps he

would wander until he died of thirst and starvation, his only company the

occasional echoing roars of the Minotaur.
Perhaps it was a bout of self-pity that explained Alexander's lapse in attention,

or perhaps it was what might happen to any being who had suffered as Alexander

had since his shipwreck. At any rate, he dutifully followed the painted homily into



a room that was another dead end-and then continued carelessly into the center
of the room attempting to find further directions.

The lapse was speedily punished. A faint silken sound of sliding, and before
Alexander could recover himself, the floor opened beneath his feet.

Fortunately the fall wasn't far, but the landing was into total darkness. It was

quite a few moments before Alexander could pull himself together, discover no
broken bones, and light his tinderbox. He was in yet another dungeon chamber,
little different from the ones he had passed through above. In the pale flickering
light he saw new words-also of gold-frame a doorway that opened westward:

Wise Wanderers Will do Well When Seeking Secret Entrances

I wondu what that means, Alexander muttered to himself. I'm looking for an
exit, a girl, and a Minotaur-not a secret entrance. Or am I? The walls, not unnaturally,
did not answer, but more and more often as he walked, Alexander could hear faint
inhuman howls echoing through the twisting corridors. He hoped Celeste was still
unharmed. Was there some young lord in the Winged Ones' city who even now
yearned for Celeste as my prince did for Cassima? The thought was too painful to
entertain.

At last Alexander's steps led him to still another dead end, and this time, try
as he might, he could uncover no clue at all to lead him onward. Alexander sank
down to the floor in weariness and exasperation, slumping against his pack. A lively
squirming from his makeshift pillow reminded him that some of its contents might
not like being laid upon. As another roar-closel now-shook the air, Alexander
reached into his pack and came up with the wriggling form of the Hole-in-the-Wall.

"I'm sorry, little fellow I forgot all about you. I didn't mean to get you into this
mess, too." Though he held the Hole-in-the-Wall firmly in his hand, Alexander's fingers
were nowhere to be seen- Alexander was looking directly through them.

By now the beastly roars were very close, as if in an adjacent room. Alexander
knew that if he were not to simply lie down and die there, he must choose a path
through the catacombs by his wits alone. He could even spy through the wall
beyond which the roars seemed to be emanating. Taking the squirming little
creature in another firm grip, Alexander placed it on the eastern wall of the chamber.
He peered through it, and caught his breath in excitement.

Through the hole-in-the-wall Alexander could see an enormous, gilded room.
As he watched breathlessly, the Minotaur itself entered that room through a

concealed passage, carried Celeste to an altar, and bound her to it. Celeste struggled
against her bonds with no success, her great wings twitching, but no more. Satisfied
that his victim was secured, the bull-headed monster walked away and occupied
himself with what looked to Alexander as unhurried preparations for a sacrifice. For
a moment, Alexander hardly noticed when his vision was interrupted by the
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Hole-in-the-Wall's hasty retreat, disappearing to who-knew-where. He had to get to
Celeste, and there was little time to do so. He would have to find his way to her
unaided.

Alexander began running back the way he had come, through the room's only
exit, and in his excitement tripped, fell, then sprawled flat upon his face. Rolling
over onto his back, wiping blood from his chin, he caught the gleam of words on
the vaulted ceiling above, this time a longer sentence-and set of directions-than
any before:

When Wending Ways Seeking Secret Entrances, Silence Encourages Extra
Nonsense. Echoes are Not Neglected

The directions he had been following, Alexander realized suddenly, were not
a way leading out of the catacombs. They never had been. They were to show him
the way into the Minotaur's lair!

After his fall, Alexander forced himself to follow the directions slowly, making
certain of his way and using the time to plan his assault upon the Minotaur. He

followed these last directions until he was in a hallway hung with a large tapestry.

Recalling what he'd seen through the Hole-in-the-Wall, Alexander placed his hand
on the tapestry in order to move it aside-but just before he did, he removed the
Red Queen's scarf from his pack. Loosely, he held it in one hand.

The door was open, and he could see inside clearly. A great brazen altar in the
shape of an enormous Minotaur dominated one corner, and a pit of flame occupied
the center of the room, but Celeste and the Minotaur were hidden. Alexander
entered the room, and could see the Minotaur leaning over the young winged
woman. Alexander had hoped for more time to execute his plan, but the daughter
of the Winged Ones gave him none. Her eyes widened when she saw the prince.

"You get me out of here or my daddy's going to be really mad!" Celeste shrieked
tearfully. Fully unfurling the scarf, Alexander rushed further into the room, drawing
the bull-headed beast's attention completely away from its intended sacrifice, and
onto it. He stood next to the creature's fire-pit and waited for the only thing that
could happen next.

The Minotaur turned and looked directly at Alexander. Then-if this is the
proper description of the Minotaur's act- it smiled at him. The prince, praying his
hastily conceived plan would work, waved Queen Ruffina's brilliant red scarf again

at the bull-headed creature.

Just as it is known that all goats hate trolls, it is well known in Daventry-and
in all the multiverse,l suspect-that anything bullish will charge at anything red.

The Minotaur was only half bull, but half can be as good as enough, as my mother
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sometimes says. Flames reflecting in its eyes, the Minotaur roared, charged, lunged
at Alexander, and-vanished into its own fiery pit. The roars, now of anguish and
pain, continued for many moments as the monster fell.

"You! Human! You untie me at once!" the Winged One Princess demanded
shrilly, much as if Alexander were still the slave-boy Gwydion, and not her savior.

While it is true she was not very gracious, she had spent the entire day believing
she was about to be eaten alive, and that sometimes puts an edge on one's

temper---or at least so Alexander felt as he moved to untie her.

"You clumsy grub! There's a knife in my girdle-use thatl"
Alexander slipped the small golden dagger from the belt at the winged girl's

waist, and soon she was free.

"You may keep it-as a reward for saving me," she said, smoothing her long
red hair into place and stretching her great white wings. She was as beautiful as any
other of her maiestic race, but Alexander's heart was filled with the dear imperfect
face of Cassima. Celeste's beauty did not stir him.

"Now come along-Mummy and Daddy will be awfully worried about me."

Celeste quickly led Alexander back to the catacomb entrance and pushed open the
door. Against all reason, he returned again to sunlight.

"What are you two fools staring at?" Celeste demanded of the dumbfounded
guards.

"The Minotaur is dead and I want to go home! You can bring this one with
you," she said, nodding at Alexander. A moment later she had spread her silken
wings and launched herself into the sky. The guards, seizing Alexander, followed
her example-and, though he never has said so, I think Alexander, as he was borne
aloft once more, perhaps regretted saving her-if only a very little. But none of that
winged race has ever learned humility, and it is in my mind that none ever will.
Theirs is the arrogance of intellect, an infirmity with no cure.

Again Alexander stood before the throne of the sky king, but the reception
was not even as joyous as a modest young man like Alexander of Daventry could
have expected.

"So you're back," Lord Azure said heavily. "And now I am honor-bound to
release you." Good grace is another trait scarce in the Winged Ones.

"And grant him a boon," the Lady Aerial put in sharply. Lines of worry and

concem etched Azure's wife's striking patrician features, and she regarded Alexander
with a little more affection than her husband did.

"Even so," said Lord Azure. "Take it and go-and if you ever come again to the
Sacred Isle before the day the Golden Fleece rests once more in our treasury,

Alexander of Daventry I shall throw you from our cliffs myself."
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Before Alexander could ask what this boon might be-he had a few sugges-

tions of his own, if anyone was interested-the winged courtiers seized him once
more. Again he was carried above the towers and pillars of the City of the Winged
Ones, but instead of returning him to the beach, or even the cliffs, this time he was

transported to the highest spot in the entire Isle: a cloudtop cave that held the Aerie

of the Oracle.

Alexander had read of the Winged Ones' Oracle, a mystic seeress who can
infallibly predict the future, and who has been consulted even by King Caliphim
and Queen Allaria. His boon, it seemed, was to be an audience with her.

Alexander was ushered into the cave by the suddenly respectful courtiers.
Surprisingly young for one such, the Oracle was bending over a well of green

radiance. Unlike the other inhabitants of this isle, the look she turned upon
Alexander was a kindly one.

"Welcome, Prince Alexander of Daventry" the Oracle said. "Do not ask how
your name, or your quest, is known to me-many things are known to me, though
few indeed are those I may affect. Young Lord Azure hopes I will tell you your future
and thus persuade you to leave. But I know your future, Prince Alexander, and I
know that you will not leave the Land of the Green Isles, perhaps forever. I can tell
you no more.

"Of more use to you than any threats or promises I might make will be a vial
of this sacred water-take it, and fare well upon your quest."

Alexander heard a gasp from behind him as the Oracle filled a small carved

crystal vial with the glowing water of the sacred well. He had barely grasped it when
his escort hustled him out of the Oracle's aerie and launched him into empty space

once more. Nor had he full grasp of the Oracle's meaning. Was he doomed to perish
without ever seeing Cassima again? Was his quest already doomed? Would
Cassima or his parents ever know of his fate? Or was there another meaning in the
words; one of success and.... Success and what?

This time the Winged Ones did deposit him upon the beach. One of the two took
off almost before he had landed, but the other-whom Alexander recognized as the
guard who had wished him well at the doors of the catacombs-hesitated a moment.

"Farewell. We wish you well," he said, as if he might say more. But before

Alexander could say anything in reply, he too was gone, and Alexander was once
more alone on the beach of the Isle of the Sacred Mountain.

Baffled still by the Oracle's words, Alexander unfurled his magic map to depart.

He blinked in amazement. There were no longer four islands upon its surface-
there were now five. Alexander remembered Ali telling him that the lands in this
part of Daventry were subject to change, often abruptly and for little logical or easily

discerned reason. Now he had seen the truth of that for himself. But of this island
he had read and heard mention. He considered a moment and decided to go

there-the Isle of the Mists.
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The abrupt transition from sunlight to clinging mist made Alexander shiver
in spite of himself. The Isle of the Mists certainly lived up to its name: the bright
sky of the Land of the Green Isles was obscured by a mantle of mist, mist eddied in
a thin veil upon the clammy sand, mist seemed to hang from the very tree limbs
like funeral shrouds.

It was not much a happy place.
As Alexander stood looking about himself, he became aware of the distant

throbbing of drums to the north and west. Perhaps the race of earth sorcerers that
inhabited the island were hard at work upon some great magic. Alexander followed
the beach road west.

Before he had walked much, Alexander came to a small village, obviously the
home of the island's sorcerer-kings. He had hoped to find someone there, but in
fact the entire village was deserted. The drums to the north were louder, more
intense and insistent, and something in their ominous rumble warned Alexander
that it was not a good time to disturb the priest-kings at their magic. He decided to
leave, and return later.

As he turned to go, Alexander's attention was caught by the rusty scythe stuck
into one of the oak trees. Its condition spoke of long neglect and exposure to the
elements, and Alexander did not think it would be missed. He slung it over his
shoulder, and his glance lit upon something else that would not be missed. In the
firepit there was a iaggy, shiny black rock-an unburned lump of coal. Alexander
scooped it out and added it to his possessions; if he returned to the Isle of Wonder,
there was at least one ongoing quarrel to which he could put a permanent end.

Retreating quickly now, Alexander returned to the beach and wished himself
to the Isle of the Beast.

From the beach he headed inland through the forest. The once-boiling pond
was now quite cool, and at last he reached the wall that enclosed the garden. The
stone archer eyed Alexander with malicious intensity as Alexander moved to\ /ard the
gate. If he were ever to meet the ruler of this land, he would have to pass beyond it,
but Alexander this time had not come unprepared. Unslinging the shield he had taken
from the Winged Ones'catacomb, he held it up over his head as he walked between
the stone pillars. Just as he had suspected, the archer came to life and fired. Its lone
shaft struck the shield and shattered. It would have been sure death to the unwary.

Arrowless now, the guardian froze in place again, its work completed, forever
to remain motionless.

Alexander entered the garden beyond the wall. Before him was a huge hedge
of the most beautiful red and white roses Alexander had ever seen. They were as

sweetly fragrant as the stinking rose had been putrid, and their spread blossoms
were as wide as his hand. Alexander plucked a white rose, hoping soon to be able
to give it to Cassima in person.
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Next he attacked the dense thorny hedge, for the path continued on beyond

it, and there was no way other way through. And though it grew nearly as fast as

he chopped, it fell to a few sharp whacks with the scythe. Alexander stepped

through the sundered roses into a formal garden of the sort that would not be out
of place gracing a castle-in fact, a castle such as Alexander could see in the dim
distance. At the garden's center, a fountain carved of white porcelain sprayed jets

of water into the sky.

"You-u! Boy-y! What ar-r-re you doing-g her-r-e?" The low snarling was

almost impossible to interpret as words, and when Alexander turned to face the

speaker, he saw a jarring sight. The one who had spoken was monstrous in form,

with the snarling snouted face of some wild boar, yet it was clothed in the dazzling

raiment of a prince. The beast glowered fierce red intelligent eyes at the startled

Prince Alexander.

"I am Alexander of Daventry-" Alexander began, but the Beast Prince silenced

him with a gesture.

"I car-r-e not who you ar-r-e, mor-r-tal man-n," the Beast snarled. "You have

for-r-ced your-r way into my gar-r-den, and now you-u ar-r-e doomed-d." My prince

fell silent. Was this the fate the Oracle had predicted?

In short sharp gurring sentences the Beast acquainted Alexander with his fate.

The walls were not to keep the Beast inside, but to keep trespassers out. And it was

not the Beast intruders had to fear, but his curse: any who joined the Beast within
his garden would become as hideous as he, and be forced to serve him through all

eternity-unless the victim were to bring the Beast a bride unafraid to live with his

beastliness.

"Only then-n will the cur-r-se be br-r-oken for-r all of us. look your-r last at

the sun as mor-r-tal man-n: When it sets you shall-l be as I."

Reflexively, Alexander looked toward the sky. It was late afternoon; he had

but an hour or two at most before his threatened transformation.

"I will find someone! I swear it!" Alexander cried.

The Beast handed him a ring. "Take this and give it to her-r if you meet her-r,

Alexander-r-r. If she accepts, this ring will transport you both to me in a

heartbreath."
Alexander turned and began to run. Behind him Beast's howls of endless

anguish filled the air. They seemed to follow him all the way to the Isle of the Crown.

Alexander rushed to the Village of the Crown without even pausing to see if
Sing-Sing had returned to the oak tree. Other than Cassima, there was but just one

maiden he knew in the entire Land of the Green Isles-other than the Winged One

Celeste, and he wouldn't wish her upon either man or Beast- and he wasn't at all

certain Beauty would prefer life with a Beast Prince even to her present plight. Still,
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no son of KingGraham and Queen Valanice of Daventrywould surrenderto misforfune
without a fight.

When Alexander reached the village he hesitated. A few minutes wouldn't
matter eitherway, and he owed it to Hakim to warn him about his frequent browser.
But when Alexander entered the pawnshop, the old man in the black robe was

already there! It was a situation which would have to change.
Alexander fumbled in his pocket for the peppermint leaves he had collected

from the Isle of the Sacred Mountain. Brandishing them before him like a torch,
Alexander waved them under the old man's nose. The result was as he'd suspected.

Whooping and giggling, the old man in the black robe-a djinni now unmasked-
danced out of the shop intoxicated on the fumes.

"Hakim," Alexander said to the pawnbroker, "l have to warn you-u
"No, Prince Alexander, I must warn you-if you are caught by Alhazred's men,

your life won't be worth a shaven oobol. Stay away from here for your own safety.

Get out! Go quickly!" The pawnbroker was obviously in deadly earnest, and
Alexander exited the shop as quickly as he had come.

Understandably reluctant to get any of his new friends in trouble, Alexander
knew that he must tell Jollo some of what he had learned---or leave a message for
him with Ali. But Alexander's luck was with him; Jollo was again in the bookshop

-just as if he had been waiting for him.

When I met Master Jollo in person, I learned that this had indeed been the
case. Before beginning her period of enforced mourning, Cassima had spoken to
Jollo of her captivity in Mordack's hands-and of the young prince who had briefly
shared it. When Alexander appeared on the Isle of the Crown, Jollo hoped that
Alexander could free Cassima---even knowing the prince would be spied on at all
times, as were all on the island. For that matter, being without proof that Cassima

actually was in danger, Jollo could do little beyond provide Alexander with as much
information as lay within his gift. To do this, Master Jollo spent many anxious
hours at Ali's Bookshop, awaiting each of Alexander's appearances.

'Jollo!" Alexander exclaimed. "Friend!"
"Keep your voice down," the clown said worriedly. "The wedding is still

tomorrow, and Alhazred thinks you wolld make the perfect centerpiece for the
wedding feast."

"Never mind that now," said Alexander. "Listen. It is a genie that Alhazred uses

to spy on everyone. Do you know where its container might be? It will be some

sort of bottle or lamp. Have you seen it? Could you get it?"

Jollo was not as surprised as Alexander might have expected to hear that Abdul
Alhazred had a genie. As I have said, Jollo always had suspicions of his own.
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"l could make a good guess where he keeps it," the clown said slowly. "But if
I disturbed it, I would be instantly discovered. Unless. . . Unless I could put a

duplicate in its place."

"But do you know what it looks like?" Alexander demanded.

"All I know of the genie's lamp, Prince Alexander, is that it is blue-if, indeed,

I have seen it as I believe I have. Alas, that I can be no more aid to you."

"Blue, is it? I'll see what I can do," Alexander said wryly. The clown got to his
feet and clasped my prince's arm.

"Fare well, Prince Alexander. I have a feeling we will not meet again."

"Oh yes we will," Alexander said. "l'll see you at Alhazred's wedding." Rash,

brave words spoken, Alexander left the bookshop.

Time was becoming dear now; the sun was rapidly sinking, but Alexander
knew he had but one chance to avoid the curse of the Beast. If he failed, more time
would matter not. Still, fortune favored him once more that afternoon. As he strode

out of the village, the girl Beauty was in her garden. Still veiled, she appeared to be

gently sobbing.

When Alexander saw the girl named Beauty again, all his prepared speeches

dropped right from his mind. Instead, he went to the garden wall and held out the
white rose he had taken from the Isle of the Beast; the rose that was to have been

Cassima's. Though slightly crushed from being carried in his pocket, its ftagrance

filled the twilight.
"This is for you," Alexander called.
Beauty came over to the fence. "What a beautiful rose!" she said, taking it from

his hands. "Where did it come from?"

"From the Isle of the Beast," said Alexander quickly. "A creature is there-he
is hideous to behold, but his heart is kind and gentle. He seeks a bride to end his
loneliness."

"I know how terrible it is to be alone without someone to love," Beauty said.

"l feel so sorry for him." She looked at Alexander curiously, as if wondering what
he had to do with all this.

"Will you come to him? He seeks a bride. You would receive nothing but kindness

at his hand, but would be free of this . . . life. This is his token." Alexander held the
ring out to Beauty. Gold, garnet, and obsidian shone in his palm. Beauty stared at the
ring for a moment, and then at the manse where she lived ill-treated and despised.

Again, the ring. Beauty's small fingen plucked it from Alexander's palm.

"I will go to him, willingly."
And as was promised, they were instantly transported to the Beast's garden.

The Beast began to roar, choked off in an instant when he saw Alexander had
brought a woman with him.
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"Does she come her-r-e willingly?" the Beast shouted at Alexander.
"Why do you not ask her?"

"l do." Beauty spoke for herself. Raising the veil over her face, she looked
directly at the Beast. Her name fitted her well.

"Alexander told me you were kind and would let me love you-and if that is

true, I do not care what you look like."
"Then," said the Beast, barely daring to believe, "we two shall be happy here

together." He held out a hand to Beauty. She placed her hand in his, and at that
moment both their forms shimmered and changed. When sparkles cleared from
the sky, Beauty was clothed in garb as dazzling as the Beast's-and the Beast was

transformed into a strong, slender man of middle years.

"The evil enchantment is broken forus both, Alexander," saidthe formerbeast.
"Know now that I was once known as Prince Cocteau the Thrice Blessed, and shall
be again. Know also that I am grateful to you beyond words, as I am sure my bride
is too."

He offered a flat object to Alexander. "Thank to you, I am again blessed. Take

this mirror as your reward for your kindness-it has the power to reveal the true
nature of any who gaze into it. Would that I could give you more, but since the
Druids stole my jeweled coat of arms I have naught but this. It is yours. Now go
your way-all I ask is privacy for my bride and myself."

With that the couple turned away and passed, hand in hand, through the
gilded gate that led to the former Beast Prince's castle.

Alexander stood alone in the garden, holding the mirror the Beast had given
him-his human form his to keep forever. He wondered if he would ever feel the
relief it was his right to feel after an escape from such a horrible fate, but it seemed

that the only emotion he could feel now was fear-fear for Cassima's future.
As the sound of the fountain echoed through the garden, Alexander examined

the Beast Prince's gift. The word Truth was carved around its frame border over and
over, in dozens of languages and alphabets. Alexander gazed into it, but saw nothing
other than his own rather sunburned, weary face.

Absently, he collected Beauty's discarded slave clothes and stowed them in his
pack. Then memory struck him, and he checked in the spellbook. Yes, there it was,
in the Make Rain spell ingredients: falling water not from the sky. I(nowing that he
could come back here at need, Alexander replaced the spellbook in his pack and
left the garden, leaving the lovers to themselves. At the hedge he plucked one last
white rose for Cassima, determined again to offer it to her. When he reached the
beach he wished himself on the Isle of Wonder.

By now Alexander had a good idea of what he needed to cast the spells in his
spellbook, and where each ingredient might be found. He also knew that Cassima
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was to marry the next day at noon unless he could stop it-and he couldn't stop it
without help. But through Alhazred's meddling, all the islands had grown so

suspicious of one another that they certainly wouldn't accept him on his word
alone. He had to gain their trust-and the quickest way to do that was to bring
them gifts. The two queens of the Isle of Wonder might listen to his words if he

brought them another lump of coal. Offering a rain spell to the weather-magician
Druids of the Isle of the Mists might gain him an audience there.

He had the sacred water, and knew where he could get the falling water. All
he needed was the last of the ingredients for the rain-salt water not ftom the sea.

A quick jaunt inland brought him once more to the garden outside Chessboard

tand. This time there was a dark green glass bottle on the table. "Drink me," the label

said, but the bottle seemed to be empty. Alexander uncorked it-the bottle was indeed
empty, but as he sniffed at it he caught a whiff of a scent that sent him reeling.

Curiouser and curiouser, Alexander thought, wondering what may have hap-
pened to whomever may have emptied the container. He slipped the bottle into his
pocket, but his mind was elsewhere. Salt water was what he needed for his third
spell ingredient....

Tears. Tears were salt water "...not from the sea." But how to get them-and
where?

It is a mark of Alexander's desperation that he acted as he did. Returning to
the swamp, he took another bottle of milk, but did not drink of it. The dogwood
stayed quiet, its only bark quietly clothing its form. The bump-on-a-log and
sick-in-the-mud both ignored him, and each other, completely.

Back in the pun garden, Alexander gave the bottle of milk to the nearest of
the baby's tears. Immediately all the plant-babies without bottles began to wail. The
baby's breath's joined in with their own howl.

It was just as he hoped-the baby's tears cried real, true, tears. Truly, nothing
is as it appears!

Alexander stepped to the back of the row of baby's tears and placed the brass

lamp-and sometime teapot-beneath the bountiful flow of tears from the last
plant. Its tears began filling the lamp. Stepping away satisfied, he then added the
sacred water from the Oracle's pool. The lamp was now near to full. One quick
return to the Isle of the Beast, and the rain spell would be ready.

Carefully repacking the lamp, Alexander took out the lump of coal and
ventured through the polka-dotted gates into Chessboard Land. He had only a short
time to wait before the Red and White Queens showed up.

"Your Majesties," Alexander began, "I now have the answer to your dilemma.
Will this do?" With an exaggerated bow and a sweeping gesture, he held out the
second piece of coal to the White Queen.
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"Why, how perfectly lovely. It will do quite well." She immediately snatched
the coal out of Alexander's hand, and then snorted.

"As we need this no longer, you may have this splendid rotten egg as your
reward," the White Queen sniffed graciously. "You do deserve something for your
time and trouble. See, Ruffina?" she addressed her sister, "this nice young man has
given me this wonderful piece of coal to present to the dear little Princess Cassima
when she marries tomorrow."

"Yes, Blanche, it is very nice," Queen Ruffina said grudgingly.
"And now, Your Majesties, if you'd-" Alexander began.

"A little too nice, if you ask me!" Ruffina went on. "lt's nearly twice the size of
mine. As I am the elder, Blanche dear, I'm sure that you'll agree that the nicer of
the two pieces is, by rights, mine."

"Iadies-" Alexander said.

"I shall certainly agree to no such thing!" Blanche said stoutly. "You wanted
that nasty old piece of coal right enough when all I had was my poor egg-"

"lt is perfectly obvious that-"
"Well I shan't give it up, and that's that!"
Still arguing, the two queens bounded away once more, leaving Alexander

with egg on his face-or at least in his hands.
Oh, well, Alexander sighed as he tucked it carefully away, perhaps the Druids

will be more reasonable.

Alexander made his way back to the beach and, for the last time, transported
himself to the Isle of the Beast. There, with no stone archer to avoid, it was easy

work to retrace his steps to the Beast's garden. Beautiful as it was, Alexander was

tired of seeing it-just as he was tired of the Isle of Wonder, the Isle of the Sacred

Mountain, and the constant coming and going that the magic map made possible.

lust because a thing can be done doesn't mean it's a thing worth doing, Alexander
thought quietly. I don't think this much rushing about is good for anyone. He filled the
brass lantern to the top with falling water from the fountain, making certain
afterward that the lid was tightly secure so that the liquid would not spill out again.
Alexander then opened the spellbook and turned to the "Make Rain" spell. He
chanted the spell over the lantern, and felt the brass grow warn to his touch in
response. The spell was cast. Now all that need be done was boil the water, and rain
would come.

This last preparation made, Alexander returned to the beach and teleported
again to the Isle of the Mists.

The sun had been the hot gold of late afternoon when Alexander had left the
Isle of the Beast, but here on the Druids' secret isle the sky was as gloomy and gray

as ever-for it always is-and this time the beach was watched. Before Alexander
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quite had time to gain his bearings, two robed priests surprised, buffeted, then
overpowered him and dragged him away.

It was even darker under the trees, and the pounding of the drums filled his

head and made his teeth ache. Up ahead he saw a huge balefire buming, and before

he could protest further, Alexander was dragged to the center of a ring of tall gray

stones that marked the circle of Druid magic. Conversation was impossible against

the thundering beat of the drums, and shout and struggle as he might, Alexander

could not make himself heard or understood. Even the Druids'cries came to him
only in faint snatches over the hammering cadences.

To his horror, and despite his struggles, Alexander was thrust into a wicker

cage that was swung out and above the roaring fire. In their delight, the flames

rushed up to kiss at him.
uNo! Waitlu he cried uselessly. "There's no need for this!" My prince is a

scholar and a student of magic: he knew that the Druids were attempting one of
the most ancient and powerful of all spells-a blood sacrifice for fertility. For rain.

Alexander assures me that he did not have time to despair then-he was too
busy trying to make himself heard over the drums and trying to find a cooler spot

in the wicker cage. That his position was torrid can be proved by the fact that after

only a few seconds hung over the fire, the enchanted teapot, which had fallen out
of Alexander's pack, began to boil. Beauty's discarded dress, which had tumbled out
with the lamp, burst afire as he tried to beat out the licking flames with it.

And then, of course, it began to rain.
The drums and the ceremony suddenly stopped, and in the silence the only

sound was the hissing of the raindrops hitting the hot coals of the balefire. Rightly
surmising that Alexander had more than a little to do with the sudden cloudburst,
the Druid Chief ordered him cut down. It was fortunate that Alexander did not
really expect an apology, because he did not receive one.

"Greetings, O great magician come from afar. For what you have done, man

of Earth, you have our deepest thanks and respect. Since the day our Sacred Oak

was stolen by the rulers of the Isle of the Sacred Mountain, we have not welcomed

visitors. Of late our magic seems to fail as well. But I will not burden you with our
troubles. How may we repay you?"

"By stopping Alhazred from marrying Cassima tomorrow!" Alexander

snapped. He was rumpled, tired, hungry, cold, wet, and scorched-an unlikely
combination, but one unlikely to improve anyone's temper.

"Alas, we may have the wish, but we of the Isle of the Mists have no authority
to interfere with the Isle of the Crown. If you would call a halt to this untimely
wedding, call upon Cassima's own blood to aid you."

"Meaning no disrespect," Alexander said, "but the king and queen of the Isle

of the Crown are dead-and Cassima has no other relatives."



"Then you must call upon Princess Cassima's parents to aid you, O master of
the natural arts, no matter where you must seek them. To reach the Isle of the Dead
is a simple matter-if one is a skilled enough magician."

From the chief Druid's expression, it was plain that he thought the prince to
be a magician of such skill, and that any of Alexander's remarks to the contrary
would fall upon unhearing ears. And to be copiously honest, Alexander had no
intention of arguing with the Chief Druid's assessment of him as a great magician,
while such arguing might still lead to roasted Alexander. My prince is quite
knowledgeable of matters magical, but more of his knowledge is ftom books than
from repeated practice.

"So be it. Tell me what I have to do," Alexander said resigned to another
doubtful undertaking.

"Night Mare flies between the worlds, and comes to this one to feed upon the
nightshade which is her herb. Seek the nightshade, tame Night Mare, and you will
have your passage to the Isle of the Dead. There, approach Samhain, Lord of the
Dead. It is said that if a mortal being challenges him and wins, Samhain will grant
a boon. Perhaps he might allow a soul to return to the lands of the living as such a
boon. It is also said that no one has ever returned from the Underworld."

Before Alexander could ask anything more, all the Druids turned and left the
ring of standing stones.

Tame Night Mare. Challmge the Lord of the Dead and defeat him. Afrer the other

things I've done, now this, Alexander mused dejectedly. He thought of alRaschid's
spell book. Was Night Mare a creature of the night? Would the spell work on her?

And would he know whether or not it had before it was too late? But easy or not, I
have to try. Cassimais depmding on me.

He had the strand of hair from a pure maiden, and he knew that Cassima was

a maiden most pure. The rotten egg would give him the brimstone needed for the
enchantment. Pausing only to fill the skull taken from the catacombs with some
embers of the Druid oakwood fire-the last component of the charm spell-Alex-
ander returned to the beach and whisked himself back to the Isle of the Sacred

Mountain. Night had begun to take over the world; if Night Mare were to be about,
it would be now.

It was death to be found on the island, Alexander knew, but he had no choice
but to return. He knew Night Mare visited its peaks, for he had collected one of her
wingfeathers on the beach he stood upon. That was proof enough. The prince
reasoned that the creature must come to feed on the nightshade that grew by the
cave at the top of the cliffs.

Once more Alexander climbed up the Cliffs of Logic, this time without
challenge as the steps accepted his prior mastery of them. The fiery sunset light
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changed to the silver gloom of twilight as he climbed. Soon, he had trouble seeing

his feet, it was so dark. But Alexander gave no thought to quitting.
At last he reached the top-and there, in the first pale evening gloom, stood

a death-black winged horse-Night Mare indeed, and placidly eating nightshade

near the small cave. It could be no other creature.

Alexander opened alRaschid's spell book to "Charming a Creature of the
Night." He again read over the ingredients, then added maiden's hair-Cassima's
hair!-to the skull full of embers. Carefully, he cracked the rotten egg over the coals

to add the necessary brimstone.
A heavy greenish smoke began to rise up from the skull-worse than the

stinking rose, worse than the swamp on the Isle of Wonder, worse than any smell
Alexander could imagine-an omelet from the kitchen of Hades. A vagrant breeze

wafted a tendril of smoke over to Night Mare. Her head came up, her nostrils
widened, and slowly, step by step, she approached Prince Alexander-spellbound.

Before the spell could dissipate, Alexander leapt to her back and twined both
fists into her silky black mane.

Night Mare quivered all over for a moment, then launched herself skyward
before Alexander could even think of commanding her. He barely had time to look
down before the Green Isles, and all the oceans surrounding them, were lost in the
shadows of the night. Her great wings boomed as they cupped the air, canying
Alexander higher and higher, to where the stars burned with a hot unyielding fire.
The cold of space-like that of death-struck to Alexander's very entrails.

By the time Night Mare began her descent, the skin of his face and hands were

numb and tingling. When Night Mare landed, it took Alexander a moment to
realize she had stopped. Shaking, he slid from her back, and Night Mare flew away.

Prince Alexander of Daventry was trapped in the Land of the Dead.

There are so many ways to die that there must be more than one way back to the

land of the living, Alexander told himself firmly. If nothing else, the logic seemed

sound, and it helped dispel some of the place's gloom and despair.

He looked around. Alexander found himself in a colorless dismal place. He

could see quite clearly, but the light did not seem to be coming from any particular
source. He may have even been on an island, but distant details turned to dark too
quickly to be sure. Everything he could see, though, seemed baked and bare, parched
and lifeless.

How appropiate.
Alexander squared his shoulders and took another look around himself, shud-

dering at his initial inattentiveness.. There were all manner of creatures lurching
around, from shambling zuvembies-loathsome eaters of the dead who would be more

than willing to add Alexander to their number, or their diet-to nearly transparent

wraiths. Alexander's twin, Princess Rosella, had once dealtwith zombies in a haunted

ryffi



graveyard in Tamir, so he knew how dangerous these shadowy cousins of the
creatures she had met could be. They seemed to be wandering the landscape with
no purpose, but they could smell life if life ventured too close to them.

Alexander carefully eluded the shambling co{pses, one touch from whom
would spell his death, and made his way to the pair of dim ghosts he saw looking
intently upon him. They were shackled to the ground by golden chains. No matter
who they were, their bearings were regal and their faces, even in death, kind.
Perhaps they could tell him something of Cassima's parents.

"Excuse me," he said, "l've just ardved. Can you tell me-"
"Alexander of Daventry! But what are you doing here-you're surely not

dead?" the chained man cried.

"But-but how do you know who I am?" Alexander stammered.

"But how should we not-when Cassima thinks of you so often? The dead
can see the thoughts of the living, you know," the chained woman said, "and she
is our daughter. You are as handsome as in her dreams."

"Then you are the spirits I seek-King Caliphim and Queen Allaria." Alexander
hesitated, not wishing to cause these gentle spirits any more pain than he must.

"l come on an errand for Cassima," he finally said. "I seek an audience with
Samhain, Lord of the Dead."

"Alexander, you know not what you do!" Queen Allaria admonished. "Al-
hazred is wicked indeed-he murdered us both in our beds. I fear so for Cassima in
his hands, but next to the Lord of the Dead, Alhazred is the merest child."

"l shall be as careful as I can," Alexander assured her honestly. So Alhazred was

as evil as Alexander had suspected. He swore again that he would do all he could
to undo the wicked vizier's works of darkness.

"And I will not turn back without what I have come for."
After a moment Queen Allaria produced a ghostly bit of parchment and

handed it to him. "If you insist on doing this rash thing, you will need a ticket to
pass the guard at the gate. This will allow you through, but it is only the first of the
obstacles which bar the living from the Isle of the Dead. You must be careful!"

Alexander looked at the ticket in his hand; he could see his fingen through it.
"Will you come with me to Lord Samhain?" Alexander said. Queen Allaria

shook her head sadly. "While our murders go unavenged, we are earthbound here
upon the surface of the Isle of the Dead to suffer without rest. Free us, Prince
Alexander! Free us!"

Now, all Alexander had to do was find the Lord of the Dead and persuade him
to release Cassima's parents-but that was what he had traveled there for anyway.

So little as that? Alexander thought wryly. Still, he accomplished nothing
standing there. Bidding farewell to the earthbound ghosts of Cassima's parents, he
took a tight grip on the ticket and his courage. Keeping a special eye for the eaters

of flesh, he began walking the path to the Underworld.
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Now the ghastly landscape changed to a background of nightmare iungle,
filled with flittering shapes-ghostly skulls drifting in and out of view; wraiths

trailing mist, and the shrouded outlines of a million folk. Everywhere, the zuvem-

bies sniffed and shuffled, bearing death to life. Nearby, Alexander saw the figure of
one young woman, weaving eerily back and forth, tears trickling down her face.

"Oh my baby-! Oh my baby-!" she moaned loudly, over and over. "Oh, Oh,

Oh!" The sound of the despairing dead sliced his spine from bottom to top like a

slow razor.

"What's wrong?" Alexander said to the ghost. "Can I help you?"

"Oh my baby-!" the ghost wailed as if Alexander did not exist. "My baby-!
Lost, lost, lost!" she flung up her hands and floated away, leaving behind a ghostly

cloth, damp with ephemeral tears.

Alexander picked the handkerchief up. It felt icy and insubstantial in his

hands-ghostly, in fact. Resolved to follow his grandfather's advice even on the Isle

of the Dead, Alexander pocketed it. A gibbous moon hung overhead, and in the
distance, an eerie, skull-like structure was the first evidence of habitation Alexander

had yet seen. Keeping his overactive imagination in check, Alexander headed

toward it.
As Alexander approached, he saw thatwhat he had first taken for an enormous

skull was in fact a cave. Torches burned darkly against its walls, and the entrance

curved back into shadow like the gullet of some tremendous beast. There were two

tall skeletons guarding this passageway: the nearer dressed in onyx armor and

carrying a huge ring of keys at its belt, the other standing farther back wearing black

robes and a crown. As other spirits slid past Alexander to disappear into the cave,

they first passed beneath the eyeless gaze of the Keyholder and then presented their

ticket to the night-robed Gatekeeper. That is how Alexander thought of them'
To the right of the entrance he saw a row of bones suspended in the air. To

Alexander's eye they looked very much like musical bones, a seldom seen instru-

ment which is called by some a xylophone, although from where it comes and the

meaning of the name is unclear.

Music had served my prince well nearly everywhere he'd gone in the Land of
the Green Isles, and it was worth attempting there. He has told me also that the

overall gloomy mood of the dead land was in strong need of some pretty melody

or sprightly cadence. A springtime dance might elevate his own spirit as well as give

a last amusement to the souls entering the Underworld forever. It was in that spirit

he picked up a loose bone lying nearby and began to play. The result was crude, but
it was enough to pass for music in that grim place.

The bone in Alexander's hand was chill as ice. Unlike true bones, these gave

out a hollow echoing music, which the Gatekeeper and Keyholder apparcntly found

irresistible. Soon the fearsome skeletons were tapping a ghastly dance, joined by

others of their kind. Theirs was what we might term a tap dance, with a thousand



bones tapping against another thousand in a ragged rhythm. As they danced, a key
from the Keyholder's great ring fell to the ground unnoticed.

The cold creeping up Alexander's arm soon forced him to stop playing the
bones, but his eyes were not so numb to not notice the golden key. Alexander boldly
reached for it, and the armored skeleton paid no attention.

It may be asked, and rightfully so, why Alexander snatched up that random
key. Other than the obvious reply that he was following his grandfather's admon-
ishment, the reason is most obvious. It was a skeleton key. If you want to get
something out of somewhere it is being kept secured under a stout lock, or through
some intentionally recalcitrant door, a skeleton key will almost certainly be useful.

One never knows when a thing like this might become handy, he thought, but it
almost always does. It is perhaps one of the great unwitten laws of the multiverse. The
key, he knew, would be especially useful if he could ever leave the realm of the dead,

and enter into the Castle of the Crown. It might help him free Cassima.

Dropping the gold key into a pocket, Alexander innocently approached the
Gatekeeper. Cautiously he held out his ticket, and the skeletal form took it without
comment. Thus Alexander passed, while still alive, into the Land of the Dead.

Alexander found himself in an enormous vault. Paths and walkways ran
everywhere at random. The chamber was filled with an eldritch green light that
reminded Alexander of the Oracle's pool---or bad fish at high summer. The sound of
dripping water echoed through the chamber. At least Alexander hoped it was water,

although it was crimson and not the usual color for such liquid. To his right he saw

what looked like a jumble of bones and metal, and he carefully inched toward it.
Alexander found a full suit of dying black armor, once strong and gleaming,

now rusted and encrusted with acids and mineral deposits, except, strangely, for
one of the gauntlets, which gleamed as if new He picked up the gauntlet; it was

made of purest silver covered in black enamel. Words were engraved upon its back.
Alexander held the glove up to the Iight and read:

To challenge Death, lift up no human hand.
To fight with Death, take up no earthly sword.
The hand is here-the sword is yours.

So I am not the first to challenge death, Alexander thought. He pondered over the
riddle engraved upon the gaunflet, trying to ignore the fact that the man before him
had obviously failed in his challenge. After a moment Alexander decided to keep the
black and silver gauntlet of challenge and tucked it under his arm. Giving himself a

fum mental shake, Alexander continued on toward his meeting with Death.

The dripping Alexander had heard now grew louder and faster, and soon he
realized he was not hearing the drip of running water any longer, but rather the
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roar of a vast river. At length, the source of the sound came into sight: a river wider
than an eye can reckon, a fiercely rushing torrent of black ice-the River Styx itself.

Here was the penultimate barrier to the depths of the Underworld, and the last

ingredient for his way into Cassima's castle.

Alexander knelt at the side of the river and scooped Styx water to his teacup,

being careful not to touch those corrosive arctic waters. It mixed with the swamp

ooze already there, and immediately formed a thick paste which clung to the cup's

sides, like bread dough to a mixing bowl.
What a convenientway to carry water without spilling any, Alexander marvelled.

Looking up, he saw the ferryman of the dead, about to pole his vessel across

the river.
uwaitlu My prince shouted, but the shrouded ferryman paid no attention to

him. Alexander pulled out one of the coins he had taken from the skeleton in the
catacombs and waved it.

"Look," he shouted again. "I have the fare for passage." Assured of his proper

payment, gaunt grim Charon silently ferried Alexander deeper into the realm of
the dead.

Alexander stepped from Death's ferryboat on legs chill and unsteady. He was

beginning to get the idea that it wouldn't be very healthy for someone who didn't
belong here to stay among the dead for very long. His path led past a black lagoon

rimmed with torches, and the way beneath his feet was paved with human bone.

It took him to yet another gate barring his way. Alexander placed his hand on its
surface-and then sprang back as the gate changed into a leering, demonic face

twice the size of his body.
"Well, morsel, what can I do fot you?" the gate asked in a falsetto tone much

at odds with its daemon image. "My name is Gate, and I let few beyond my iaws."
"l am called Alexander of Daventry and I seek audience with Lord Samhain-

let me in!" Alexander spoke with a boldness he hardly felt. Numbed by the wonders

and horrors he had already seen, Alexander thought of Gate as only one more

obstacle between he and his goal.

Gate giggled, and began to recite in a thin piping voice:

My first is foremost legally,
My second circles outwardly.
My third leads all in victory,
My fourth twice ends a nominee.
My whole is this gate's only key.

"Riddle me this, Alexander of Nowhere-at-All, or stand there till you rot!" Gate

sneered.
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"Not quite that long," Alexander responded. The riddle Gate set him was
certainly old-old enough, in fact, to have been printed in an antique riddle book,
a book whose missing page had adorned the Black Widow's nest.

"The answer is thus:

I is the foremost symbol in the word legally;
O is a symbol which always circles around;
V leads the word victory;
And the symbol E repeats to finish nominee.

Love can be the only answer, both for your riddle and for life itself."
"Not fair! Not fair! You guessed!" wailed Gate. "But just you wait-you'll be

sorry!" But despite all Gate's complaints, its mouth slowly opened and allowed my
prince passage entry. As he entered Samhain's palace, Alexander tightly clutched
the Gauntlet of Challenge in his hand, and prayed Gate would not close his jaws

until he was inside.

Skeleton guards, of course, seized Alexander before he had gone 50 feet, and
dragged him into the presence of the Lord of the Dead. They held him in a cold
implacable grip from which there was no hope of escape. Atop a high dais, tord
Samhain sat upon an enormous throne constructed entirely of blackened human
bones. To Alexander's surprise Samhain was chained to the throne by iron chains
and shackles so old they had rusted into a single solid mass of metal. An iron crown
circled his pale brow, and his expression was grim and unutterably weary. Yet his
face seemed almost young and fair, and the combination evoked the curse of eternal
tragedy. The Lord of the Dead was sunounded by the lords and ladies of the realm
of the dead, who shrieked their approval of his every word.

"Who comes before the throne of the Lord of the Dead?" Samhain said. His
voice was a low rumble that seemed to echo through the entire chamber and ring
through Alexander's still-living bones.

"l am Alexander of Daventry-and I have come to ask you a boon."
"Mortal man, Death comes to all. Have patience--or are you so anxious for it

that you must seek me out? Very well, I will grant you this boon."
"That is not what I came for," Alexander said, holding the black metal gauntlet

out to the Lord of the Dead. "I have come to challenge you for two souls which are
dear to one who is dear to me. It is my right. I ask for the souls of King Caliphim
and Queen Allaria!"

An astonished whisper ran around the chamber. "He must be mad!" "Samhain
will surely slay him!" "Fool, to come here!"

"Very well," rumbled the Lord of the Dead. "Amusement is rare here. I shall
accept your challenge. If you win, all three of you will go free. If you lose, you are
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mine, Prince Alexander, and will know forever that you have failed whoever or

whatever drove you to the desperate extremity of seeking me."

"L€t us be on with it, then," Alexander said, trying not to tremble in his boots.

"As you insist. My challenge is this: Alexander, I have ruled this land since

long before the beginning of time. I have seen horror beyond imagining, cruelty

the mere retelling of which would strike you dead, terror and injustice and

unkindness that would make the very rock weep tears of shame. But though stones

might weep, I never have. Make me cry, O Mortal Man, and win all you have come

for."
Despair filled Alexander at Samhain's words. If the Lord of the Dead had seen

so much, even the terror and injustice of Cassima's plight would hardly touch him.

Samhain sat back on his golden throne, eternally confident he had won.

After several moments, he asked, "You have had time aplenty. Do you

surrender, mortal man? I promise you I will be quick."

"I do not surrender, Lord Samhain." With a shock Alexander recognized the

voice as his own. An emotion too fierce for hope and too chill for defiance filled

him. With stiff, trembling fingers Alexander worked to free something from his

pack. "Your story is indeed sad-but I wonder, after so long, if you remember how

sad? Perhaps I can remind you."
Alexander took out the mirror of Truth and turned it full upon the Lord of the

Dead. A hush fell over the throne room as the mirror darkened and began to
fill-with truth. Images danced faster and faster across its surface; images of pain

and suffering, murder and torture and betrayal. The face is the mirror of the life,

and after uncounted ages Samhain gazed once more upon his own forgotten visage.

Alexander quickly averted his eyes, for Death's existence had been all that he

claimed it to be.

At last, with a great cry Lord Samhain pushed the mirror aside. It fell from

Alexander's hands and shattered. Tears stood in the Lord of Death's pale, colorless

eyes, and the lines in his face were etched even deeper than before.

"Truth is the cruelest blade of all, mortal man-take whom you will from my
realm. You have won your challenge."

"I ask only those two souls who were sent here before their time-the king

and queen of the Isle of the Crown."
"It shall be done. Until we meet again then, Prince Alexander-as we will."

The faint light of dawn was barely breaking over the Isle of the Crown as Night

Mare landed upon the beach. It had come at Samhain's bidding to retum my prince

and Princess Cassima's parents once again to the lands of life. Alexander slipped

from the winged creature's back, but the king and queen did not.

"Aren't you coming?" Alexander asked.
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"Alhazred's treachery has eaten deep into the fabric of all we of the Land of
the Green Isles hold dear," King Caliphim said. "To defeat him will be more than
the work of a single battle. Queen Allaria and I go now to do our part, Prince
Alexander- protect our dear Cassima until we return."

Night Mare bounded into the sky, and Alexander watched after the creature
until she had vanished into the rising sun. Cassima was to wed the murderous
Alhazred that very day, and much needed to be done if he were to prevent the
wedding from taking place.

The prince thought very carefully over what he must do in the next few hours.
He was certain he had a way into the castle that could not be stopped, but it would
do him very little good if the Guard Dogs were alerted to watch for him. Alexander
also had to convince Alhazred he was no longer a threat, enter the palace, reach
Cassima, and somehow delay the ceremony until King Caliphim's preparations
were in place-and all this before a breakfast that had been long delayed indeed.

Frowning faintly in concentration, Alexander searched through his pack until
he found what he needed. Assuring himself of their readiness, he walked to the
crossroads and the oak.

Sing-Sing was still nestled in the branches, singing as if her heart would break.
For what he knew to be the last time, Prince Alexander of Daventry stopped before
the tree. He held out the white rose from the Beast's garden to the little bird.

"Sing-Sing, take this to Cassima from me. I wish you could tell her how much
I've come to love her," Alexander added as the bird plucked the creamy blossom
from his hand. And though he waited longer than he had either of the other
occasions, this time Sing-Sing did not return. Alexander had no way of knowing
whether Cassima had received the flower-or even if the little nightingale were safe.

He shook his head; and could wait no longer. The sun was already high in the sky,

and there was much to accomplish before noon.

In the village square, he received the first hint that luck favored him at
last-the old lamp-seller was there again, crying his wares to all who would listen.
Taking the old-and by now rather scorched and battered-brass lamp out of his
pack, Alexander approached the old man.

"Good morning, grandfather-will you take this old lamp and give me a new
one in exchange?" he asked.

"Of course!" the old man said delightedly, taking the hunter's lamp from
Alexander. "That's what I'm here for. Choose anything you find in my stock."

Alexander studied the old man's wares carefully. He needed a lamp that would
look enough like the diinni's lamp for Jollo to substitute the fake for the real. But
Alexander had never seen the djinni's lamp-or had he? Alexander cast his mind
back to that first painful interview with Abdul Alhazred. There had been a lamp in
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that room-surely Alhazred would keep that which allowed him to control the
genie with him at all times. He remembered its color as blue.

Alexander strove to recall its shape. In the end, his hopes of victory came down
to a reasoned guess. lf not a great magician, Alexander is still a well-read scholar of
magic. Descriptions of diinn-and their bottles-are widespread through Daventry.

He rememberedJollo's words and chose a slender blue bottle with a broad fat base.

"I'll take this one, good sir-and thanks," Alexander said. A giddy sense of
relief-or perhaps terror---overcame him: he had made his irrevocable choice. He

placed the bottle carefully into his pack, took a deep breath, and walked into the
pawnshop.

As Alexander had hoped, the black-robed old man-whom the prince knew

to be Alhazred's djinni-was still lurking about. Alexander ignored all of Hakim's

attempts to warn him away, and innocently asked if the shopkeeper would ex-

change his tinderbox for an artist's brush. Hoping to get rid of him quickly for his

own safety, Hakim all but thrust the brush into Alexander's hands.

"Now gr!" he hissed.

But Alexander was not yet finished with the the diinni.
I would be less than honest if I do not admit admiration of the large streak of,

shall we say, misdirection in Prince Alexander's nature. It is due, no doubt, to his

difficult upbringing as a slave-boy in Manannan's house, where forthright honesty,

if practiced, would certainly not count helpful for survival. This is not to imply that
Alexander is actually dishonest; merely that, though Alexander is the kindest and

most tender-hearted of princes, he is not above a bit of tactful chicanery when he

thinks it may be the shortest-not to mention best-route to his goal. He does it well.

A certain amount of acting ability was another thing Alexander had found
useful for survival during his boyhood. My prince walked to the center of the
pawnshop and made certain that the diinni was watching him. Then he pulled out
the small "Drink Me" bottle and flourished it dramatically, careful to keep the genie

from getting too near a look at it.
"Hakim, I can endure no longer. Without Cassima I have no desire to live,"

Alexander shouted. "I shall take poison!" He quickly unstoppered the empty green

bottle and pretended to drink its contents, grasped his stomach as if in pain, then
collapsed limply upon the floor. He lay there motionless and not breathing,
apparently lifeless.

The pawnbroker rushed forward and placed his ear to Alexander's chest.

"ls he dead?" the genie asked coldly. Alexander continued holding his breath.

"Yes," Hakim said firmly, squeezing Alexander's shoulder in acknowledgment

of the ruse.

Breath held to bursting, eyes tightly closed, Alexander heard departing foot-
steps, and the door to the shop open, then slam closed. The diinni's cries of rejoicing



faded into the distance outside. Filling his lungs with a gasp, Alexander sat up and
stared right into the startled eyes of the pawnbroker.

"But why-?" Hakim asked.

"So that reports of my death will be somewhat exaggerated-I hope," Alexan-
der said with the ghost of a grin. "Look, Hakim, I must go to the castle and try to
stop the wedding. Alhazred won't be looking for me if he thinks I'm dead. He
murdered Cassima's parents, the king and queen, and must be stopped before he
does worse than he has already."

"As you wish. May fortune attend you, young sir," Hakim said sadly, "but I
think you are a fool."

Of course, Hakim could be right, Alexander thought as he headed to the Castle
of the Crown. The next few hours would determine the fate-not only of Cassima,
but of all the folk of the Land of the Green Isles that Alexander had grown to know
over the last three days. Alexander knew that this was the worst possible time for
self-doubt, no matter how reasonable it seemed, and he stemly banished it from
his mind. If he failed he would have eternity on the Isle of the Dead to contemplate
might-have-beens.

Alexander approached the castle warily, but did not, this time, walk up to the
front door. He slipped westward, down a path that led along the side of the castle
wall, taking care at all times to stay out of sight of the Guard Dogs that warded the
castle's main portal. Once he reached his goal, a blank, featureless expanse of creamy
alabaster greeted him. Alexander set down his pack, took out his spell book, and
turned to the "Magic paint" spell. The combination swamp ooze mixed with Styx
water paste was still clinging inside its teacup. The moment he touched the stuff
with Night Mare's feather, however, it instantly tumed to mud and water again. He
stirred them together thoroughly and soaked his paintbrush fulI of the sorcerous
decoction. Before the solution had time to solidify again, Alexander painted the
shape of a door on the pristine white wall, and while the image was still wet, he
chanted the paint spell. The door became as if real.

The spell had worked. Without hesitation, Alexander opened the door and
silently crept into the Castle of the Crown.

The only other time Alexander had been inside the castle, he had come in
through the front door under Captain Saladin's escort. This time he had entered on
the lowest level of the palace. Directlybefore himwere doors that probably-in any
castle run by Alhazred-led to grim dungeon cells. To his left must be the guard-
room, for the Guard Dogs' gruff growling within it echoed down the halls. In these
last hours before the wedding, the castle would be well patrolled, even if Alhazred
weren't expecting a visit from a "dead" Alexander of Daventry.
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Alexander knew he must be very careful in the halls. One false step would
mean his capture, if not his death. Silently, he headed up the hallway-and heard

the sound of Guard Dogs marching his way. At once, he doubled back. The magic

door had already vanished, but the cell doors across the hall were unlocked. He

quickly slipped into the center cell and listened. The sounds of the Guard Dogs

patrolling the hall outside rang, but no suspicions filled their ordinary if somewhat
lewd, banter. Then they faded.

Then, from behind him, Alexander became aware of the sound of childish
weeping. He turned, and on the dungeon cot, was the huddled figure of a ghostly

little boy. His age could have been no more than four of five summers.

"l'm lost," he sobbed. "Oh where is my mother? How will I find her? I'm
lost-I'm lost!"

"Little boy," Alexander called softly. Trying to think of some way to comfort
the spirit, he held out the faint handkerchief he had carried from the Isle of the
Dead. The boy took it ftom him and blew his nose several times. It helped him
regain some lost poise.

"I am Alexander of Daventry and I am looking for the Princess Cassima. Do

you know her? Can you help me find her?"

The boy's sobbing had stopped; he wiped his face with the handkerchief and

looked at Alexander.

"The bad man has locked her in her room," the little ghost replied. "There's a

secret passage behind the old armor by the guard room. You can work it by pulling
its arm. Sometimes the bad man is there and spies on Cassima because she is so

pretty. I've tried to scare him-but he doesn't see me!" The boy began to sob again.

"You leave Alhazred to me," Alexander said gently. The little boy took the
ethereal handkerchief and wiped his eyes again.

"This handkerchief-it's hers!" he said suddenly. "lt's my mother's! I know
how to find her now---oh, thank you, Prince Alex!"

The little boy clutched the handkerchief in his hand and slowly vanished away

before Alexander's eyes. Even at such a time as this, he spared a moment to hope

the child-ghost made it safely to the Land of the Dead-if that could indeed be a

happy conclusion for a spirit such as his.

So there's a secret passage-and a way to spy on Cassima? Not too surprising, but

I think I can put it to a better use than Alhazred does. Once I've seen lollo first. If I can

discover him. Easing slowly out of the dungeon cell, Alexander went in search of the
court clown.

The armor that concealed the secret passage was at the end of the hall, but
Alexander did not stop to try it. He continued by it, following the hallway around

still another corner, and taking care to avoid new patrols all the way. The door he

eventually came to was grander than the cell doors, and grander than the door to
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the Guard Dogs' guardroom, but not so grand as the door to the vizier's study where
Alexander had once been interviewed by Alhazred. Cautiously Alexander tried the
door and entered. Once more, he found, dame Fortune sitting upon his shoulder.
He also foundJollo sitting listlessly at a table, turning the pages of an old ioke book
and sighing deeply.

"Come now Jollo-is that any way to be acting when there's work to be done?"

Alexander said. Jollo started in astonishment.

"Prince Alexanderl How did you get into the castle? How did you find me?

I thought you were dead-that is, the vizier told ps-.'l
"Hush. Never mind that now. I told you we would meet again. Do you think

this lamp is close enough to the djinni's for you to make a swap?" Alexander held
out the one he had obtained from the old lamp seller. Jollo took it and turned it
over and over in his hands.

"1...1 guess so, Prince Alexander-and for Cassima's sake I'll try."

"Good," said Alexander. "Exchange them as soon as you can-l'll see what I
can do to make Alhazred's wedding day a day he'd rather forget."

Jollo favored Alexander with a rather worried smile and got to his feet. "Good
luck, then, Prince Alexander-and may we meet next in happier circumstances."

They clasped hands warmly, and then the clown left the room, the lamp concealed

beneath his vest. After a moment Alexander followed.

My prince retraced his steps to the suit of armor, placed his hand on the steel

arm, and tugged. Without a creak, a section of wall fell away, revealing the secret

doorway. A cautious glance around, and Alexander ducked inside.
One wall of the secret passage had the guardroom on its other side. There was

a slitted gap in that wall large enough to peek through and not be seen. Alexander
looked inside and he could see some of the Guard Dogs sitting around a table deep

in talk.

"It's too bad that Alexander person turned out to be a spy," one said. "He

smelled like a nice enough young man."

"You never can tell, Growlf' a second answered. "The vizier said he was an

enemy, and that's enough for me."

"You mean, Captain Saladin said he was an enemy. Captain Saladin is always

right, Howel-and sometimes the vizier is rather strange. Why, just the other day

I saw him talking to the wall near the treasure room."

"You mean the door in the west corridor that's always locked?" Howel asked.

"Exactly. He said'Ali'-but when he saw me overhearing him, he stopped like
he was in mid-word."

"Well, it's not for the likes of us to be spying on the likes of him," Howel said

firmly.
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And I have better things to do than spy on the likes of you, Alexander said to
himself. He backed silently away from the spyhole and turned to a set of stairs

leading up. Taking care to avoid creaking boards, he ascended to the next floor.
On the the second floor-what would be the first floor of the castle if

Alexander were in the halls and not in the walls-he paused a moment to gain his
bearings, then turned down the corridor. The prince felt very much as if he were

back in the catacombs beneath the Isle of the Sacred Mountain with its twisting,
turning, dusty passageways. When he reached the end of the first hall he turned
into the next.

Alexander thought he must now be behind the vizier's study, the room to
which he had first been brought when he had washed up on the Isle of the Crown.
It seemed like a lifetime ago, but Alexander knew it had only been three days. Here

Alexander moved more slowly, looking carefully for more holes in the plaster wall.
His patience was soon rewarded. Alexander placed his eye to a new peephole,

peered through, and for the second time in his life looked upon the murderous
Abdul Alhazred-vizier of the Isle of the Crown, minion of Mordack, murderer of
Cassima's parents, jailer of Cassima, and sower of dissension among all the I-and of
the Green Isles.

Alhazred was wdting a letter. He wrote slowly, pausing to read choice passages

out loud as he went:.

"My dear Shadrack:

Salutations from a fellow member of the Society of the Black Cloak.

Our plans are about to come to fruition. By the time you read this, I shall have

wed the Princess Cassima, and become a grieving widower as well. It is a shame that
Cassima must die, but the people are loyal to her, and I have been unable to gain
her trust. Knowing yow peculial interests, I wish I could make you a present of her
either dead or alive. But as you know, when I presented her to Mordack, he was

slain and she was back here within the year. I will not allow that to happen again."
Alhazred scribbled a few more lines, then sanded and sealed the scroll. Taking

up his own black cloak-which in the light of the letter assumed for Alexander a

dire significance-Alhazred walked out the door, humming a lilting tune.
The vizier's scheme was now murderously clear to Prince Alexander. Alhazred

meant to kill Cassima, just as he had her parents. There could be no time to
Iose-even if King Caliphim brought the allies he had promised Alexander, it might
be too late for Cassima. He must reach her, and see her again-even at the risk of
his own life.

But, secret passages imply secret doors; for the next few minutes Alexander
searched frantically along the wall. A few yards beyond the spyhole he discovered
the concealed door he had been probing for. Cautiously, he opened it.

The doorway seemed to be full of musty clothes, but a moment later Alexander
realized he was in a wardrobe, surrounded by silken robes, unclean hose, and strong
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perfumes. He groped around until he found the latch, and stepped out into
Alhazred's empty bedroom.

Although Alexander knew the truth aboutAlhazred and the death of Cassima's
parents, to convince others would require more proof than his word alone. He
searched the room quickly. First he looked into the small brass-bound ebony chest,
but the only thing he found of interest there was a slip of parchment with the word
Zebu on it. It meant nothing, unless it was part of the magic word which opened
the treasure room door. Taking the parchment, he turned to the brass-bound chest
at the foot of Alhazred's bed.

It was locked, but remember, Alexander had come prepared with a genuine
skeleton key. As mentioned earlier in this slight chronicle, such things always find
a use. A moment later he had the trunk open. It was filled with documents, and
Alexander picked up the top one. His eyes widened as he read a new letter:

To Alhazred, a brother of the Black Cloak, from Shadrack, also of that

company,

Greetings:
I am sorry to hear of Mordack's death, but you seem to have the destruction

of the kingdom well in hand. Turning the islands against one another, and
eliminating the king and queen is a stratagem worthy even of me. Do as I advise
with that meddling brat Cassima and the crown shall surely be yours.

It was signed "Shade", most likely Shadrack's hidden name for himself.
Proof indeed! With this document Alexander was certain he could gain aid

against Alhazred. He hastily tucked the letter into his tunic, ducked back into the
wardrobe, and followed his footsteps back through the dust of the passage until he
reached the stairs once more. This time a sound of weeping echoed softly through
the chamber-a weeping that was far from ghostly. Alexander found a nanow crack
in the wall that he had overlooked before and peeked through.

A woman sat erect and elegant on a downy bed, staring through a tall window
overlooking the island. Her head turned briefly toward the wall Alexander was

concealed behind. The tears were as real as she. It was Cassima!

Alexander tells me that no matter what poets might say about a young man's
feelings upon catching sight of his beloved, what he felt most at the time was sheer

panic. According to Alhazred, Cassima was due to have a fatal accident rather soon
after the wedding ceremon, and Alexander knew that was set to begin almost any
moment.

"Cassima!" he whispered urgently. "Cassima! It's me. Alexander."
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The words so startled the imprisoned princess, that she shrank back in
startlement for a moment. Then she looked around , unbelieving, stood up, and

rushed to the wall. The prince's voice directed her to the peep hole.

"Alexander-oh it is you-but what are you doing here? How did you get

here? You're in such danger!" Cassima's voice trembled on the verge of tears'

"Not as much as you are," Alexander retorted. "Alhazred has been plotting to
take over the kingdom from the very start-he's in league with someone named

Shade-and as you suspected, he was even behind your kidnaping by Mordack.

Look at this."
Alexander passed Shadrack's letter to the princess through the crack in the

wall. She read it, blanched, and then handed it back.

"Saladin must see this!" she said urgently. He would not keep me prisoner here

if he knew. You must take it to him, Alexander-at once!"

"The first thing I must do is get you out of here," Alexanderbegan, but Cassima

shushed him.
"If I vanish, Alhazred will tear the entire castle apart looking for me-he would

find you, dear Alexander, and I cannot bear to think of what you would suffer at

his hands. No, leave me here-l will be safe for a while. I only wish I had some way

to defend myself."
Alexander barely registered the endearment from Cassima's lips. Instead, he

was groping for the dagger Celeste had given him. Finding it, he forced the elegant,

deadly thing through the gap in the wall and into the princess's hands.

"Take this," he said. "l hope that you will not need it."

Cassima smiled, and tucked the dagger into her robes. New tears moistened

her eyes. Of joy or sadness or hope or despair, Alexander could not determine. And

the matter is too delicate for me to inquire of Cassima about now. It remains a secret

between her and her lover. That is as it should be.

"Now go," Cassima urged, "you have tarried here too long already." Alexander

had to agree. Impulsively reaching to each other through the crack, they touched

fingertips together for the briefest of eternities, each knowing that it might be their
only kiss; neither daring to say any more to the other. In the place Alhazred had

spied unseen upon Cassima's private moments, they came together and parted.

Alexander quickly made his way down the steps and slipped out of the secret

passage to the hall. He tried to force his mind away from the unbearable thought
that this brief moment with Cassima might be his only one. Would either of them

survive the next hours?

In the castle's hallway once more, Alexander continued,Ctraight, keeping an

eye out for roving patrols. Just by the place he had entered through a magic door,

he discovered a real door in the wall; one without knob or lock. This must be

Alhazred's secret treasure room, the one spoken of by the guards. If the djinni's
bottle were being kept secure there, Jollo would have been unable to make the switch.



At that very instant, wedding music begin playing in the halls above. Alexan-
der gritted his teeth, but stayed where he was. He had to discover if the djinni's
bottle was inside.

"Door!" he whispered urgently. "Open! Door!" Nothing happened.
"Door. Open up!" Again, nothing. He tried the magic words.

"Zebu Ali! Zebu Ali!" Again the door spurned him.
There was one last chance.

"Door, Ali Zebu!Ali Zebu!"
The door had indeed been locked by words of power. When my prince finally

spoke the magic sounds in the proper order, it grudgingly swung open. Heedless of
discovery at this late moment, Alexander rushed inside.

Alexander found himself in a treasure room, indeed. What looked like the
entire royal treasury of the Isle of the Crown was piled about the walls of the small
room. The djinni's bottle, however, was nowhere in sight, to Alexander's relief, but
when he removed the coverlet that lay draped upon a low table in the center of the
room, he saw the lost treasures of all the lands of the Green Isles. He looked quickly
at each: the tiny oak tree of the Druids; the fleece made of pure gold, stolen from
the Winged Ones; the fabulously ornate jeweled coat of arms of the Isle of the
Crown; and the large crystalline sing stone of the Isle of Wonders. They were all
truly priceless. But how had they come to be where they were?

A particularly loud skirl of music gained Alexander's attention. He could do
nothing more where he was. Clutching Shadrack's letter in his hand, Alexander left
the treasure room and hurried to the archway across the hall fromJollo's room. He
climbed the stairs he found there. They lead to the Grand Hall.

Well, this is for Cassima, Alexander consoled himself as he stepped through
the door. Taking a deep breath, he started toward the set of doors that led to the
throne room, where the wedding was taking place. Suddenly, the great ceremonial
doors burst open from within, and the commander of the Guard Dogs came rushing
toward him, a sword pointed at Alexander's guts.

"Fool!" Saladin growled as he came near to the prince, "l did not think you
were dead, but a wise man would have stayed far from here on this day."

"Captain Saladin," Alexander said. "You can't let that wedding take place!
Alhazred is a murderer. He killed the king and queen, and I have proof." Alexander
thrust the scroll toward the Captain of the Guard.

Saladin read the parchment, his lip lifting to show sharp white teeth, but his
sword never wavering as it touched Alexander's stomach.

"Prince Alexander-your recent misfortunes must have addled your wits if
you think this poor forgery proves anything. Even now, the Princess Cassima goes
freely to her wedding with the vizier. Come quietly, and you will see for yourself,
before you die."

That can't bel Alexander was stunned. He had counted on Cassima delaying
the wedding until her parents could return-even if she did not know of their
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arrival, she certainly did not wish to marry Alhazred. Numbly, Alexander allowed

himself to be Ied into the throne room.
The throne room of the Castle of the Crown is gigantic, although then it was

sparsely filled for a royal wedding. To Alexander's stunned horror, he saw Cassima

standing next to the vizier, her hand on his arm, looking perfectly at ease, calm,

tearless, and smiling.
"You see?" rumbled Saladin pityingly. Alexander stared fixedly at the form of

his beloved, willing her, before his death, to answer the only question left that
mattered. Then Cassima looked up-and her eyes flashed gold.

"That's not Cassima!" Alexander shouted, lunging forward. Saladin yanked

him back.

"Who dares to disrupt this joyous occasion?" Alhazred snarled. He spun

around and saw Alexander. "You!"
He turned to Cassima. "You told me he was dead, blast you! And you-"

Alhazred pointed to Captain Saladin "-you'll pay for this incompetence. I told you

to throw this dog in the dungeon if you caught him-not invite him to the wedding."

"There will be no wedding," a new voice commanded. Alexander looked

behind him, and every eye present followed. Into the throne room marched King
Caliphim and Queen Allaria, surrounded by a guard of Druid sorcerers, and soldiers

from all of the other isles.

"lt's the King and Queen! They're alive!" The gasp of astonishment seemed

to come from everywhere at once, and even the multiverse itself seemed to pause,

as if sharing the emotion. Then everything dissolved-if not into chaos, then at

least into total confusion. The Guard Dogs fell to their knees, releasing Alexander

as they did. The queen rushed past them all, thinking only of embracing her beloved

Cassima once more, but when she reached her daughter's side, Allaria stopped.

"That isn't my daughter!" she exclaimed in horror.

Cassima's form began to shimmer.

"What have you done with our daughter?" the king demanded. Beside the
wicked vizier now stood, not Cassima, but the djinni who served him.

"Shamir! Defend me!" shouted Alhazred to his minion. Behind a dazzling hail

of magical spells flung at once by the djinni, Alhazred ran for the door leading to
the tower behind the throne room, Alexander followed instants behind.

My prince paused on the fint landing. Above him he heard Alhazred's footsteps

echo upward. Below him he could hear the pandemonium in the throne room. But

where was Cassima-the true Cassima? Alexander again dashed up after the vizier.

At the end, Alexander found himself in a tower that stretched the height of
the palace. Sprinting up flights of curving stairs behind the rogue vizieq Alexander

emerged in the topmost room of that tower. A black-haired woman-Cassima

herself-lay bound and helpless on the floor, Alhazred standing over her menac-



ingly with a sword. She was struggling with her bonds, and Alexander saw a brief
flash of a dagger cutting rope. Just as Alexander was about to go to her, the diinni
appeared in a great flash and cloud in front of him, grinning for a kill. His way to
Cassima was blocked.

"You may have thwarted my plans to rule here, Alexander of Daventry," Abdul
Alhazred spat, "but that's the last thing you're ever going to ruin. First, you're going
to watch your pretty little princess chopped to pieces!"

The vizier snarled, raised the sword in his hands and stepped toward Cassima.

"Prince Alexander! Catch!"
Alexander spun around-it was Jollo the Clown, standing atop the steps

holding a blue glass bottle. As soon as Alexander turned, Jollo flung it at him. In a
single motion, Alexander caught the bottle and held it up before the djinni.

"Look! This is your bottle, djinni-now I am your master-and as your master
I command you-into the bottle at once!"

There was no pause or hesitation. There could not be. Shamir the diinni
vanished, leaving only a wisp of smoke behind on the emotion-charged air.
Alexander flung the genie-filled bottle back toJollo. Alhazred hesitated. My prince
jumped forward and grabbed a ceremonial sword from the wall. The vizier turned
his attention from Cassima, and Alexander tumed iust in time to defend himself
from Alhazred's first deadly lunge.

Swordplay has never been a large part of Alexander's education, either as the
slave-boy Gwydion or as the rediscovered Prince Alexander. King Graham believes
there are better ways than force to resolve most problems, and Alexander never had
the heart to fully learn the discipline of the blade. Alhazred was much the better
swordsman, and the ceremonial sword my prince wielded had neither true edge

nor point. Alhazred would surely have killed Alexander long before anyone could
come to his rescue.

But, my prince did not struggle alone. Princess Cassima is not the sort who
leaves others to fight her battles, nor one to shirk one either. Working desperately
with the dagger Alexander had given her, Cassima was able to ftee herself from the
ropes which bound her. With an avenging shout, the princess attacked Alhazred ftom
behind, drawing blood in some small recompense for all that Alhazred had shed.

The damage Cassima did was not critical, but it hurt Alhazred sufficiently for
Alexander to put his borrowed sword to its best possible use-smashing the vizier
over the head with it.

As Alhazred slumped unconscious to the floor, a pair of guards, whiskers
bristling, dashed into the room. Too late to help, they looked upon the battle's
aftermath, and the bloody, unconscious, formerviziet

"This one will grace our dungeons for a very long time," Growlf promised
triumphantly as he and Howel dragged Alhazred away. Jollo, seeing that only the
prince and princess remained, discreetly followed.
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Then Alexander and Cassima were alone. She looked at Alexander, took a step

toward him, then quickly looked away-blushing.
He too started to move forward, hesitated then crossed his hands at his waist

and shuffled feet instead, unable to look the princess full in the eyes.

"I'm sure we must all be very grateful for what you have done here today,

Alexander. All the Land of the Green Isles owes you a debt of gratitude we will never

be able to repay," Cassima said. Her voice was very low, but even so it trembled.

"I don't want your gratitude, Cassima," Alexander stuttered. She looked at him
in startlement.

Alexander has confided to me that what he did next required more courage

than anything else he had done anywhere in the Land of the Green Isles.

"l want your love," Alexander said.

"And I yours," was the princess's unhesitant reply.

"Will you marry me, Cassima?"

"Oh, Alexander-gladly!"

And so will it be.

With the djinni at her command, the Princess Cassima has already been able

to right many of the wrongs Alhazred has done her people. Shamir has repaired the
ferry and communication has been re-established among the islands. Once Alex-
ander told the king and queen what he had found in the castle's treasure room, the
return of the stolen treasures did much to smooth over any remaining hostility the
islands might feel for one another, and for the inhabitants of the Isle of the Crown.
The djinni, disguised, had been the culprit all along. And with that revealed, there
is little cause now for animosity.

And it has even been by the aid of Shamir that Cassima was able to transport
Alexander's family-King Graham, Queen Valanice, and Princess Rosella-to wit-
ness today's ioyous ceremony that will unite the land of the Green Isles and the
Kingdom of Daventry in marriage. At my prince's request, I too have been asked to
become part of the celebration.

And now I must lay my pen aside, for the hour grows short, and I am
summoned to Alexander and Cassima's wedding. Joyous music peals out every-
where. Without the palace, crowds cheerwithout stopping. The tale that Alexander
wishes me to relate ends here. No matter what future befalls Alexander and his
bride, it is here that I must leave you.

It is as it should be, for this is their day.

May they live long in peace, prosperity, and in joy.
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Compiled from Messages to This World from the
World of Daventry, as Sent by Derek Karlavaegen

f "., since I first began receiving the strange and ultimately puzzling and
fantastical scribblings, musings, and narratives from the soul signing himself as Derek
Karlavaegen of Daventry, I have been torn between belief in the reality of what appears

on my computer and the idea of the total impossibility of the situation.
The kingdom of Daventry should exist only in the King's Quest computer games,

not in a separate universe that, for want of a different term, also calls itself Daventry. A

place that knows of us, for they once were lus. A place we reach only in the dreams of
Roberta Williams, creator of the games themselves.

But, I believe; I have tried too hard for too long and have never caught the whiff
of fakery in Derek's steady flow of words detailing the reality of that universe, iust one
of endless realities that make up what he calls the rn ultiverse. Derek's certainty has always

contrasted with my confusion. While he is aware of the wonder of his one-way
correspondence to us by way of the device he calls The Eye Between the Worlds, it is to
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him but one wonder in a universe filled with such. And, as such, it is a perfectly
reasonable situation to him.

But now Derek wonders.

Recently I received a long missive from Derek. It consisted of two parts, the first
of which is a lengthy narration, more a romance than anything else, which Derek claims

is wildly popular among the readers of "popular gossiping and literary trifles." It is said

to be an anonymous telling of a secret story concerning the queen and princess of
Daventry and the dangers they faced during a kidnapping of Rosella by the false king
of the trolls and her subsequent rescue. The story also relates that the princess is
considering marriage to a prince who has spent his entire life, with the exception of but
a few days, ensorcelled into something other than himself, never knowing his true
nature or identity.

This, of course, reads a lot like the happenings of King3 Quest VII: The Princeless

Bride.

But unlike his other messages to our world, Derek cautions about the veracity of
the tale, thinking it more fancy than fact. More fiction than history as he knows it. And
he concludes on an even more fascinating note, which is where we will leave you:

"[Y]et, while I am privileged to be close to Alexander, his parents and sister

Rosella-my pardon, King Alexander; it is a title that I still find an awkward one for my
friend-I have heard nothing of such a possible marriage. Nothing for the princess.

Nothing from her family. Nothing from their words, their looks or the language of their
bodies.

"Rumor or popular fabrication are all that is possible. The mass hope for another
royal wedding, manifesting itself as a true romance, is another conceivable explanation
for the widespread and uncritical acceptance of the tale.

"Rosella may be impetuous, but she is no fool. She would marry no man before

her time, and she knows near nothing of Edgar. The queen may be warm-hearted and

full of kindness toward all, but when Rosella was to be sacrificed to the fire dragon,

Valanice guarded her daughter's door with naked sword as her protectress. She would
not be easily swayed from her course of rescue in Etheria, as the tale may tell.

"Yet, the tale could be true; all is possible and truth may be hidden from me for
reasons only the royal family knows. It is their right and their privilege and I am but a

loyal subject.

"But it rings false for me.

"I have another explanation, one which suits my misgivings and, at the same time,
brings our universes closer together.

"Here, in Daventry, we are always re-creating ourselves. The great dreamer in your
world, the other world as we call it, creates tales and fables from that which is our reality,

our histories. I think now there must be a great dreamer here too; one who has dreamed

the fictions of your universe and is creating new realities and hi;tories for us.



"Our univeiscs are so close together that we dream each other. We exist right over
each other's shoulders; if we could only turn fast enough we might see each other.

"I think we draw together. You now seate your own visions of us, a different
Daventry than we inhabit And now we dream of you.

uAnd We change."
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f ltlart the First...v
"It all started," Queen Valanice of Daventry began, "when I was counseling Rosella

on the advisability of making an advantageous marriage with one of those charming
young princes who..."

"It all started, Mother," Rosella interrupted, "when you were boring me nearly to
sleep reciting the good points of Prince Throckmorton, or whichever of those wearisome,
uninteresting, uncaring... "

"l don't care where it started," said King Graham, "just stop interrupting one
another and tell me everything that happened to you while you were gone, though it
scarcely seemed you were gone at all, if you must know the truth."

"Time passes much more quickly in the Realm of Eldritch, dear Graham," Valanice
reminded him, patting his hand in an affectionate and familiar gesture." But I can assure

you from my point of view it took long enough to get back. There I was, separated from
my darling child, my only daughter..."

"And there I was, imprisoned in a stone cell, transformed into a troll!"
Valanice heard her husband's sigh of impatience. Graham was no stranger to

adventure both strange and true himself, having won both his crown and the hand and
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love of his queen by deeds of bravery and heroism. He wanted only to hear their tales

of the adventure, and how she and Rosella had found their way home again from the

land of Faerie, not all of which was as lovely and serene as its name might suggest (for

Faeries are a fair and peaceful folk). She looked at her daughter. "Shall I continue,

Rosella?"

"Oh, all right," Rosella said with a playful toss of her head, "I'll let Mother begin.

After all, if she hadn't jumped into the pool and gone through the door after me, I might
never have come back from Eldritch at all, and poor Edgar might never have been

reunited with..."
"Rosella, you were going to let your mother tell the story," King Graham prompted

Sently.
"I only said that I'd let her begin," his daughter teased. "It's my story too, you

know."
"Of course it is, deaq" her mother assured her. "Let's tell it together. I'll recount the

story of my adventures on the other side of the door to the Realm of Eldritch, and you

can tell of yours. Now, as I was saying, it all began when I was telling Rosella about that
nice young Pince Thomas of Morton..."

Rosella sighed audibly, rolling her blue eyes in both resignation and impatience,

but Valanice went on as though she hadn't heard.

"She wasn't listening to me-her thoughts had better things to dwell on, I
suppose-and when I tried to get her attention, she was very suddenly gone from my

side!"

"It was a dragonettel It was singing the loveliest song, and it flew right past my
face and through the surface of the pool and into a door. And the door was about to
close!"

Valanice saw the smile beginning to form on her husband's lips and knew he

understood that his adventuresome daughter was entirely incapable of passing up a

chance for the excitement of a chase. She motioned Rosella to hush.

"Oh. I forgot," said Rosella. "Go ahead, Mother."

"Very well, then, I will," said Valanice, and she began her tale:

Rosella had vanished. All I could see was her comb lying on the ground. I picked

it up. But when I looked into the pool we had been sitting beside, I could see her as

though very far away, through a door that was very nearly closed. Her voice shook with
emotion as she recounted the moment of her decision. I gave no real thought to the wonder,

or the possible dangeq of what I saw; I immediately iumped in and followed her.

Then something grabbed Rosella and snatched her away! There was a murk all

around, and I couldn't see where it took her. Then the murk became a whirling
wind-hot and filled with yellow dust. When I could see again, I fell out of the sky into
a vast desert under a blazing sun. So strange were my surroundings that I thought at

first I must be dreaming-that I had somehow imagined everything that had happened.

But I could taste the dust in my mouth, and the smell of the earth baking beneath the

llll



sun assured me that I was quite awake. Also, while I did land on my feet, I did not land
sofrIy. I began immediately to look for Rosella, thinking she must have come here iust
ahead of me. But Rosella had not come to this desert.

It was a dreadful place, but not entirely devoid of its own sort of beauty. The rocks

had been sculpted by wind and sand into tortured shapes quite unlike any I had ever

seen. There was no water evident anywhere, and many of the plants were covered with
needle-sharp spines. I caught my skirt on one and kept the piece of cloth, hoping I'd be
able to repair the skirt late. But, as it turned out, I had no time for such a luxury.

I had hardly arrived and begun to take stock of my situation when I saw a strange

creature-something like a large rabbit with very long ears, but on its head were horns
Iike those of an antelope.

King Graham laughed heartily. "Surely you imagined it! There could be no such

animal in all of Daventry!"
'Might I remind you, dear husband, that it was not this world in which I found

myself, but another plane of existence entirely," said Valanice, wounded by Graham's
obvious amusement.

"I'm very sorry, my dear. Please go on."
Valanice nodded, somewhat mollified by his apology, and went on:
The creature was laughing an insane laugh and chasing anothe! smaller animal

nearly as strange as himself-a sort of a rat with long hind legs that leaped like a

kangaroo! No, don't tell me how inconceivable that creature is as well, for that's the very
thing I was thinking when I saw him. And as if that weren't difficult enough to believe,

the rat was wearing a pair of reading glasses and carrying a blue bead in its mouth! Loud
and raucous yips and yells accompanied them as they raced by me to disappear in some

rocks.

I continued looking for Rosella, and after a time I saw footprints leading away into
the desert. They didn't look quite like Rosella's, but I surmised that they could possibly
have belonged to whoever had abducted her. I followed.

The footsteps led to an enormous stone head-a colossus of peculiar design-the
mouth of which would have been large enough to walk into, as through a doorway, had
it been open. But it was not. The footsteps led up to the stone mouth and disappeared

as though their owner had walked directly through the stone.

I looked for a way to get inside the stone head, but was unable to find one. As I
explored, however, I noticed several things that intrigued me greatly, and made me
wonder about their possible significance. In places, semi-precious stone had been inlaid
as part of a great design. One of the inlays, just below the lower lip, seemed to be missing,
perhaps taken by thieves, or perhaps only having fallen victim to the relentless wind
and sand. I couldn't help wondering if the missing piece still existed somewhere, and
if the stone head wanted it back. I know that seems silly, but the silliest thought did not
seem out of place here. I continued to look around the area near the head.
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There was a bush, of sorts-covered in sharp spines, like much of the plant life
thereabouts-and on it grew little round fruits. I wondered if they might be edible. When
I approached the bush to look closer at them, I saw something most alarming.

Tracks. Footprints Iike those alizard might leave, but the little iewel-green lizards

in our palace gardens would never grow to such enormous size. I feared to meet the
beast that had made them, and quickly took my exploration in another direction.

As I wandered deeper into the desert's sands, searching for any trace of Rosella's

whereabouts, I glimpsed a bizarre apparition. It was a man, pale in color and surpassing

strange in appearance, who seemed to come from nowhere. Not seeming to notice me,

the man walked away deeper into the desert haze, but I called out to him, and finally
he paused and spoke to me.

"Leave me be," he said in a haunting, parched voice, "fot I am driven mad by this
burning, everlasting thirst." He...he said he was not sure what that thirst would drive
him to do. When I saw him closely, his face as pale as ash, I knew beyond a doubt that
he was no living man, but a ghost. I began to tremble. He said he had died in that desert,

and that I, too, would never leave it.
Unnerved as I was, I gathered my courage, and asked him: "Siq have you seen my

daughter? An impetuous, lovely young girl with long, blonde hair, dressed in blue silk."

I showed him Rosella's comb, "This is hers."

"I have not seen her," he told me, "nor any living creature 'cept yourself. These

sands are as death to all that live."

My courage flagged, then. His eyes burned so, and he seemed to shimmer in the
heat. Then he drifted away, fading into the distance like the ghost he was. My heart

began to pound. This was such a perilous place, where one might die of thirst or perish

in a scouring sandstorm, or fall prey to who knew what inimical animal or plant life,
and never be seen alive again. Would such be my fate-I who had been so recently happy
and content in my own home with my beloved family about me? No. I would not give

in. As long as there was breath in my body I would search for Rosella, and, failing to
find her here, I would travel by whatever means possible to whatever strange place

necessary to rescue her and bring her home again. I would learn the secrets of this
wilderness and use them to continue my quest.

To the east of the stone head, tall cliffs loomed; quite the strangest cliffs I'd ever

seen, as these were incised with weathered figures that seemed to tell a kind of story
that I might understand if only I could decipher their meaning-the story of a full well
and an empty one. But I could not divine the truth of it then. And then I saw the most
curious thing yet in that deadly place-a little patch of damp sand at the foot of the
cliffs.

"But how is that possible?" Graham asked.

I'm not sure, but I surmised that the land beyond the cliffs above might contain
an aquifer-a great underground pool of water trapped between layers of stone-perhaps
collected from the sparse desert rainfall over many years. If that were so, then it might



also be possible that a tiny bit of water might find its way down through the layers and
to the bottom of the cliff. Whatever the explanation, the sand was quite damp. I looked
for any sign that there might be enough water nearby to quench my thirst or to take to
that poor, parched phantom who still wandered the sands, but there was only that tiny
bit of dampness, and nothing more.

Nearby, I had seen a dead vine with one dried up gourd still attached. I thought
it might serve to hold a little water, but it was desiccated and of no apparent use. If I
were here long enough, even this might look like nourishment, but I was not yet so

desperate as that. As I stood up from my examination of the shriveled gourd, a large

opening in the cliff face caught my eye-a place to escape the burning heat of the sun,

arrd who knew? Perhaps even a place to find some clue as to how I might recover Rosella

and return us both safely home.
So I explored the interior of this cave. Far from being empry as I had secretly

feared, it contained a number of interesting things. There were four pots of clay, such
as might have been used for cooking or carrying water, but only one was sturdy enough
not to fall to pieces as soon as I touched it. I kept that one.

There was also a little basket with its own lid, cleverly woven of desert grasses. It
contained an ancient dried kernel of corn, which at first I must confess I considered
only as a possible defense against starvation. But as I turned it over in my fingers, I
thought of how life can be held in suspension, waiting for the right conditions to come

about. This little seed might have waited there for its opporrunity for hundreds of years,

preserved by the perfect dryness of the desert. I wondered if it might yet yield up its
hidden life if only I could find a place to plant it.

I thought to myself that when I returned to Daventry-I wouldn't allow myself to
think that I might not return, and with Rosella safe beside me-I would plant it here in
the castle gardens.

"And did you bing it back?" Graham inquired.
I did not, I fear. For no sooner had I thought this than I remembered the patch of

damp sand outside the cave. I hurried there and made a hole in the sand with one finger,
then placed the kernel inside the hole. "I hope I'll be home again before you sprout," I
told the seed, but to my astonishment a corn seedling sprang up from the ground at
once and was a full-grown plant within seconds!

Graham guffawed in surprise. "A magical seed? I discovered one of those once. Tumed

into a beanstalk. There was a giant and a chest of gold at the top. Imagine you ftnding one

too!"

Perhaps. Or perhaps it was a magical place. Remember, I had already seen much
that was quite out of the ordinary. At any rate, I picked the ear of corn that grew on the
plant. At the very least, I could eat it later and it would be far more nutritious than the
kernel from whence it sprang. Tlastier, too.

The magical stalk of corn so interested me that I returned briefly to the little cave,

intent upon finding more kernels to plant. However, a close search of the interioryielded
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no tangible results, and I departed, somewhat disgruntled that my efforts had been for
naught.

As I prepared to resume my search for Rosella, I noticed that the shriveled gourd

had split open-whether due to the heat of the sun or the shock of the cornstalk's sudden

growth I shall never know. Intrigued by this oddity, I again bent to examine the wrinkled
squash, and lo and behold! Inside was a single seed, quite dry and obviously dead. As I

examined the seed, it suddenly struck me that, for a short time at least, I had entirely
forgotten my quest. I quickly stood, absently pocketing the little seed as I dusted off my
skirts and scolded myself for being so foolishly distracted. Fortified with a new resolve,

I began my wanderings anew.

South and west of the cave, I finally found a pool of water. But something was

wrong; I wondered why there were no tracks of animals nearby, for surely such readily
available water would be eagerly sought out by the wildlife hereabouts. Then I noticed
that the rim of the pool was sparkling with salt crystals. I tasted the water, and it was as

salty as sea watet and I spit it out, revolted by its briny taste. It would do neither the
local animals nor me any good whatsoever. However, I recalled something I had once

heard about the body losing salt if one perspires excessively. With this in mind, I bent
over and retrieved a few of the crystals, hoping all the while that I would be gone long
before I found any need to use them.

A fallen stick from some strange desert growth lay near the pool; it was the only
thing I had seen since coming there that suggested a weapon or tool, though it didn't
seem terribly effectual. I took it anryay, worried that it might soon become necessary

to use it to fend off some hungry desert creature bent upon devouring me.

Looming above the pool was a large statue, carved of sandstone, of a kneeling
man. Perhaps it was some god of the people who had once lived here. On its base were

another series of odd-looking pictures, very like the ones I had seen on the cliffs. One

seemed to represent the pool of water, with skulls over the water that might be a warning

not to drink it. The second carving showed a crying face, with tears falling into a bowl
held by a disembodied hand. The bad water was also shown falling into the bowl. There

was a drop shape with a skull inside, and next to that another hand held an ear of corn.

The last carving was a bowl of water being raised to a smiling mouth. If I could decipher

these drawings, I wondered, would the information I gained be of any use in my search

for Rosella?

At the thought of Rosella, I became quite melancholy. I took out her comb-the
only thing I possessed of her-and the sight of it caused me to begin sobbing

uncontrollably. Some of my tears fell into the stone bowl that the statue was holding
which, when I finally composed myself, made me think about what sort of god this
might be. Surely the most important thing in such a barren Iand would be water, and
he was indeed holding a bowl that ought to hold something in its turn. The pictures

had shown water falling into a bowl. Maybe they were there to tell me---{r any
traveler-an important secret. The only water I could see besides my own tears in the



stone bowl was the pool of brine. Very well. If it was water the god wanted for his bowl,
I would provide it. It might not be good for drinking, but it was unlikely this great statue
was going to be drinking anything anyway.

Even the pictures on the altar and on the wall showed the combining of water
and tears. I know it seems terribly strange, but after hearing all the tales of your
adventures-this to Graham-and yours, my dear-she laid a hand on Rosella's sleeve-I
have come to the conclusion that strange is an inadequate word indeed to describe the
things this familyhas encountered during its adventures in sometimes alien landscapes.

Graham and Rosella nodded their understanding. This might have been Valanice's

first real adventure, at least the first in which she was not a helpless cctptive, but her

daughter and husband were no strangers to faraway places and heroic deeds.

"Go on, Mother," Rosella urged. "What happened when you put the water into the
bowl?"

Well, nothing at first. Then I thought to look at the pictures again. One was of a
hand holding an ear of corn. Surely it was more than coincidence that I had picked an
ear of new corn only a short time before-a quite miraculous ear of corn, as you'll recall.
Now I must decide what the pictures were telling me to do with my ear of corn. I took
it out and held it in my hand, but nothing happened. Then I noticed that while one of
the water god's hands held the stone bowl, the other was entirely empty. I placed the
com in it, feeling more than a little foolish, I confess, but there was no one there to see

me, and if nothing happened again, I would simply take back the corn and be none the
worse off.

"Andwere you embanassed?" urged Rosella.

There was a rumbling, grinding noise, like the cracking of stone. The hand of the
god closed around the corn. When I looked into the bowl, the bad water had been

transformed into sparkling, clear, sweet water the likes of which I had feared I might
never again behold. I saved the water in the little clay pot, knowing I would surely need
it later, and with a final nod of thanks to the statue of the nameless deity, continued on
my search for you.

As chance might decree, I soon encountered the desert wraith again. He seemed
so parched that I offered him a drink of my water. His nearly transparent hands shook
as he reached out to take the pot. He drank deeply of the water, and almost immediately
he seemed stronger, more substantial than before.

"In slaking my thirst, you have broken my curse. You have freed me; now I may
find true peace. How can I ever repay you, blessed traveler?" the once-man asked. He no
longer seemed so fear-inspiring. In fact, I now felt only the deepest pity and empathy
for the poor spirit.

I didn't even have to think about what I would say. If Rosella were not in this
place, then I must find some way to Ieave it and find where she had been taken.

"Can you help me escape from this desert?" I asked.
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"The portal out of the desert is through the great head of stone," he told me, "but
it has been magically sealed by an evil enchantress. Because of her, I am...as I am." He

glared bitterly at the sky for a moment, then leveled that burning gaze on me once more.

"However, lady, there may be something more that I can do for you. Follow me."

With those words, he turned and strode toward the horizon.
The spirit stopped walking iust as we reached the edge of a wicked sandstorm, a

tiny tornado, really, which looked as if it could flay the flesh from my body. He made a

motion with his hand, and the storm seemed to obey his command. It moved away

from us to reveal the thing he had brought me there to find.
Valanice paled a little at the memory of what she had seen there, and her husband

and daughter leaned forward anxiously, waiting for her to reveal it to them in tum.
His dead bodyl A pile of bleached bones, some scraps of rags that had once been

his clothing, and a leather pouch.

"That is all that remains of Colin Farwalker, the great adventurer. That is all which
remains of me," the spirit said sorrowfully. "Now, hurry. I wish to give you a gift, in
thanks for the service you have done me."

Then the spirit pointed down at his earthly remains, and the pouch opened up.

Inside were a length of rope and a little vial. "You may choose but one of the two," he

said. "Whichever you take, may it serve you well."
I could take one, he had said. But which might serve me best? How could I even

guess? And what might befall me if I chose unwisely? I took the vial, and the rope

vanished. I thanked my supernatural benefactor. This goodly man-no matter what he

had been in life-had died a lonely and frightening death, but his death might yet be

my salvation. He began to fade away until he was as immaterial as a dream, and then
faded from sight altogether. I silently prayed that he might find peace eternal and

directed my steps in the direction of the sealed rock door.

I moved north, still thinking of the spirit and little minding my steps. This is why,

I suppose, I tripped over something in the sand. Something solid. I bent to examine it
and found a brass hunting horn, tarnished and weathered. I felt certain it must have

belonged to Colin. However, since he had no more use for it, I carried it along with me

as I continued on my way. It was just like as your father always told you, Graham.

"Indeed," the King laughed. "Take anything that isn't nailed down. It might come in

usefiil sometime."

"And if it is nailed down," seconded Rosella, "Iook for loose nails!"
Laughter momentarily reigned. Then Valanice continued.

Not far beyond the spirit's final resting place, I encountered an edifice nearly as

astounding as the stone head. It was much like a pyramid composed of gigantic steps.

There was a doorway of carved stone-quite intricate and lovely, but far different from

our own architecture-and on either side of it were stone statues that seemed to guard

the entrance. More of the spiny plants I had already observed grew here and there around
it. I walked inside and...



Here her voice began to shake with remembered tenor, and the audience of two
waited, wide-eyed, to hear whatwas waiting for Valanice on the other side of that doorway.

At first there was only darkness, and the raspJike scrabbling of chitinous feet from
across the room. Then, as my eyes adjusted to the gloom, I could make out a terrifying
shape emerging from a dark hole on the far side of the room-a scorpion larger than an
ox! At the end of its tail I could see a sharp, jutting stinger, which would be the end of
me unless I could avoid it. Words can't describe my utter terror. I was certain I would
not live to leave the room.

I backed up against the wall, and the horrible creature advanced closer with a

terrible rattling. The smell of it...like acid and vinegar...
Valanice shuddered, the color draining ftom her cheeks.

I was certain I was doomed. My hands clenched helplessly. I felt the little vial that
the spirit had given to me digging into my palm. The scorpion scuttled closer. With a

shriek, I hurled the vial at the hideous beast.

I realize that sounds rather silly-throwing a tiny bottle of glass at a monstrous
creature like that. But I was desperate, and wild with terror. The bottle broke open, and
a fine powder dusted the back of the horrid creature.

Valanice paused and took a sip of water from her silver goblet.

"And then what?" asked Graham, eyes wide.

"Did the scorpion cease its attack? Tell us!" Rosella insisted.
And with a smile, Valanice replied:

Of course it did. If it had not, we would not be having this convenation. To my
utter surprise and infinite relief, the beast began to shrink! It grew smaller and smaller,
until it was the size of a mouse, and it skittered away. I sagged against the wall for the
Iongest moment, trying to catch my breath, and silently thanking Colin for his gift.
Whatever it had been, it had been the gift of life.

When at last I could breathe normally again, I began looking around and
tentatively exploring the place where I was. It turned out to be some sort of a temple.

There was a square stone altar. On the wall behind it was a carving of the sun, with
rays of light that writhed like snakes, and it had such a fierce, human face. I surmised
that it might represent a sun god of some sort. one of his eyes was wide open, while the
other was only a slit with a beam of sunlight coming through it from the other side of
the wall.

On top of the altar was a statue of a little man, or perhaps another god of the
people who once lived here. He squatted on top of the altar, one hand facing up and
the other down. The beam of sunlight fell right onto the palm of his hand, and then
on a carving of a corn plant.

The altar was quite covered on the top and on one side with carvings. Most seemed

to be about water, sun, and plants. Perhaps this little fellow was a harvest god.
The altar was composed entirely of a grayish sort of stone, into which the pictures

had been carved. The only spots of color were three gemstones-a red and a yellow stone
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on the top surface of the altar, and a blue stone on the front. All three were set into

shallow depressions in the altar stone. I could see another such depression, such as might
hold such a stone, in the center of a picture of the sun.

I began to touch the carvings, hoping to understand them better with my fingers

than I could with only my eyes. When I touched a carving of an upside-down raindrop,

I heard a click, and the three gemstones rose up iust a little from the surface of the altar.

When I touched a gemstone, it came loose in my fingers. I thought perhaps the yellow

stone was meant to go into the hollow in the sun picture, but it wouldn't fit there. The

red one did, however, and when I had placed it there, the light in the room brightened

noticeably. I looked up to see the sun god on the wall. Both his eyes were wide open,

and the beam of light that had been coming through the slitted eye was now very large

and bright.
There were no more empty hollows in any of the altar pictures, so when I took

the bluish-green gemstone, I decided to give it to the harvest god and placed it carefully

in the palm of his upraised hand. As I did, the beam of light now turned blue. What

might happen if I gave him the yellow stone as well? When I put the yellow stone in
the little god's lower hand, the light shining on the corn plant turned a brilliant green.

Then the corn carving sank into the altar and rose back up again. Only now, on top it
was an arrow-shaped piece of blue stone-turquoise, as I recall. I picked it up, thinking
the shape familiar.

I knew I could not stay within the temple any longer. The need to find Rosella

burned in me as thirst had burned in the ghost of poor Colin. Leaving the temple, I

pushed north, again in the direction of the cliffs, and, at last, came to a small sign that

read:

Fo?xt\e cuip.,lous

lc/,Ifo tbe c(/1R,fousezl

Beneath it was a tiny door. Perhaps someone lived inside who might be able to

help me. And I was also quite lonely for the sound of a human voice.

When I knocked on the door, a nervous little creature, whom I recognized as being

the curious---or was it curiouserl-rat I had seen earlier, poked his head outside, shaking

like a leaf, and squeaked:

Who can that be?

I cannot see!

I cannot flee!

I do decree!



The little rat had been wearing spectacles when I first saw him, but now he was
without, and apparently unable to see at all.

"Is there a problem with your eyes?" I asked. He replied in verse.

Normally I'd trade with you,

But since I'm blind, my day is through.

I cannot cope!

That awful, rotten iackalope

Has swiped my glasses,

And I can't even come up with a word that rhymes!

Or in a proper meter! Hmmpf!

And without saying so much as good-bye, he slammed the little door.

"What a rude creature!" exclaimed Graham.
"How utterly uncivil!" Rosella ageed.

"My very thought at the time," Valanice said, nodding in agreement before resuming
her tale:

But he was the soul of good manners compared to what I encountered next, for
no sooner had the kangaroo rat gone back into his burrow, but that ill-mannered

iackalope creature leaped out of a hole in the ground, laughed a hideous laugh, and
kicked sand in my face! Then he made a rude sound like this... She stuck her tongue
between her lips and blcw explosively.

Rosella burst into giggles, but a look ftom Valanice silenced her. "Sorry, Mother," she
mumbled, putting a hand to her lips to stifle her mirth, but her eyes twinkled with an
amusement Valanice did not share.

I was never so insulted, but I was not so upset that I didn't notice that the spectacles
he was wearing were the same ones I had seen earlier on the rat.

"So that's what the ratkin was trying to teII you," said Graham, "that those were his
glasses the iackalope was wearing. How droll!"

"Droll? I did not find it so," Valanice snffid, still stinging ftom the remembered
insult, and she resumed her tale:

I determined then and there to put a stop to that little thief's antics, if there were
any way possible to do so. A rather wicked thought crept into my head. The hole which
the half-rabbit, half-antelope had leapt from was one of a pair leading into and out of
his underground home. I blew on the old hunting horn I had tripped over in the desert
once to clear it of sand, and, feeling quite naughty indeed, I placed the bell of it over
one of the iackalope's twin holes. I filled my lungs with air, and blew with all my might.

You should have seen the result! The wretched little creature shot up from the
ground with a shriek. The rat's glasses flew from his face! He slid back down into the
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hole as if his bones had turned to rubber. I know it was wrong, but I felt such a sense of
satisfactionl

I picked up the glasses, as well as a tuft of some fur that had come loose in his

startlement.
Rosella and Graham clapped loudly and Valanice acknowledged the applause with

a queenly nod.

The rat had said he would be open to a trade of some sort if he regained his glasses.

I didn't have much, but it could be that something l had could be traded for something

more useful. At any rate, it won't hurt to try I thought.
When I knocked again at his door, the near-sighted rat answered at once and told

me to go away; but before he could retreat again, I brought out his eyeglasses and placed

them firmly on his nose. I wish you could have seen how happy he was! He squeaked

his ioy:

Would you like to trade with me?

You never know what you might see!

A crook, a hook, a stylish hat,

It's always time to deal with the Kangaroo Rat!

Now, I didn't believe a deal of what I'd seen already, but that seemed beside the

point. Patting my pockets for something appropriate to trade, my hand came upon the

little gourd seed that I had distractedly picked up so long ago. Seeing no other use for

it, I tentatively offered it to the Kangaroo Rat. He seemed delighted, though I can't

imagine why, and exclaimed:

For a wrinkled seed, I have a need

Would you accept my offer of a lovely blue bead?

And with that he handed me a lovely turquoise bead. It seemed a fair trade, but

from the greedy look he gave me, he obviously felt he had gotten the better of the deal.

I didn't know what possible use a turquoise bead could be, but it reminded me of

the color of Rosella's eyes. And at least I had established a friendly relationship with one

of the local citizens, even if he wasn't particularly eager to make conversation once our

transaction had been concluded. In fact, he gave me no time to offer another exchange.

He slammed the door to his burrow and disappeared, taking the seed with him.
With little reason to stay where I was, I wandered east from the Kangaroo Rat's

trading post, but found nothing but apparently endless desert before me. I was afraid

to chance a crossing, not knowing how far it might be to the next source of fresh water,

so I doubled back until I came once more to the pool of the water god.



I couldn't help wondering who this craven being was and what he had seen in his
centuries of watching over this place. I reached up and touched his face, then jumped
back as I heard the sound of stone grinding on stone. The water god's head turned slowly
around to reveal a second face-from all appearances a sun god, with brilliant rays
protruding from all around its head.

I looked closer at the two-faced deity. For the first time, I noticed a collar beneath
the head, studded with three turquoise gems. When I touched one, a portion of the
collar turned, moving the stone into a new position relative to the other two. I touched
the collar again, to see if the stone would move back into its original place, but instead
the collar twisted around to form a completely different configuration.

Quite curious now, I touched the collar a third time. The three stones now lined
up in a straight line. All this must be to some purpose, I thought, but what that purpose
might be, I could not say. So far, the head, the collar, and the free hand had all changed
position when I had touched them. Might the hand holding the bowl be capable of
movement, too? I reached out and touched it, almost afraid to know.

The hand holding the bowl turned over, and the bowl was now upside-down,
letting the dregs of the good water drain out onto the sand. I heard the sound of running
water behind me, and I turned quickly to see the salt-water pool emptying itself. I hurried
to the side of the emptying pool and peered over the edge. As the water retreated, stone
walls were revealed, still dripping wet and covered with algae. There were steps coming
out from the stones in a spiral down to the bottom.

As the last of the water was sucked from the well, I saw a figure: an odd little idol
kneeling on a pedestal at the very bottom. There was a sort of headdress on his head,
and in imitation of the statue above he was holding out a shallowbowl. I climbed down
the steps to the bottom of the well to have a closer look.

Inside the idol's bowl were two pieces of bright blue turquoise, like the one from
the altar in the pyramid, but shaped unlike one another. One of them was shaped much
Iike an arrowhead missing its shaft. It looked as if the stone I had found within the
temple would fit snugly into it, and that the two stones together might fit into a third
shape, one that seemed somehow familiar. Of course! It finally dawned on me that it
was the same shape as the design on the lip of the great stone head. I had thought at
the time that something might once have fit inside the design, and here might be the
very pieces that were missing, fitting together like the pieces of a puzzle.

I was just about to take the blue stone, but something about the look on the little
idol's face seemed to be warning me. It wouldn't be polite, I thought, to take the piece

of stone without offering something in its place, but what did I have that he might
consider fair trade? I settled on the turquoise bead I had gotten from the Kangaroo rat.
Perhaps it would do. I placed it in the bowl and took the stone. It was much heavier
than it had appeared, but fitted perfectly like the puzzle pieces I had imagined.

It was a puzzlement that confronted me, indeed-the puzzle of how to leave this
bizarre desert and find Rosella. The spirit of Colin Farwalker had said the way out was
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through the stone head, and that the way had been magically closed by an enchanttess.

Perhaps the two pieces of stone made up the key!

I rushed up from the well and across the sands to stand before the gigantic head

with the two stone pieces in my hands. I pressed the pieces together, and they fit
perfectly, forming a crude arrowhead shape. This shape and the size were a perfect match

for the hollow space in the lip. I'm sure my hands trembled as I placed them in their
place, and I know my heart pounded when I heard the sound of moving stone and saw

the mouth grind slowly open, revealing a tunnel into the side of the cliff.
At last, I thought, I will be free of this place! At last I can find Rosella and bring

her home!

Inside was a dark corridor of stone, part cave, part tunnel. I thought I could see a

light at the other end, and hunied toward it, so intent on my purpose that I didn't hear

the sound of claws on rock until it was right behind me. I turned and saw...

"What?" Rosella gasped.

"What?" Graham cried.

An enormous, swollen lizard, lumbering toward me, its mouth gaping wide, the

dim cavern light glinting on a thousand razor-sharp teeth!

-ttllltlttttlttlllllllla

-^r7-Il=IrrtAlI Elan llle Jecono...v
"What happened?" Graham gasped.

"What happened?" Rosella insisted, leaning forward eagerly to hear the outcome

of her mother's encounter with the enormous reptile.

Valanice yawned delicately behind her hand. "I declare, I'm so exhausted with
telling my story, and poor Rosella has scarcely been able to get a word in edgewise. It's

her adventure, too, you know."

Rosella could not believe her mother was going to stop now in the narrative of
her adventure-not now of all places! "Of course I want to tell my part of the stort
Mother, but not before you tell us what happened in that tunnel with that awful beast!"

"Oh, all in good time, dearest daughter," Valanice said sweetly. "I think we're all

anxious to hear whatyou experienced on the other side of the garden pool."

Rosella knew there was no arguing with her mother when she put on that
particular honey-coated manner. It meant she expected to be given her way, and

somehow that's the way it always seemed to turn out. There was nothing for it but to
tell the tale of her own wondrously strange and dangerous journey-a iourney that had

taken almost no time to pass in Daventry. Recalling her adventures, Rosella began:

I was falling. I wasn't in the beautiful land of clouds following the dragonettes,

but a strange and alien place where I could swim through the air as though I were a fish

in water. Then something grabbed me. I remember a pulling, pushing, stretching



feeling-not at all pleasant-and then a kind of aplop, and I was in an enormous cavern,

more splendid than any picture book. The walls looked as though they had melted, like
candle-wax, and had formed shapes in rock like none you can imagine.

I heard a voice behind me, saying, "Welcome, Oh most wondrously beautiful of
all princesses. Welcome to my kingdom!" It was a pleasant, friendly voice, but when I
turned around, imagine my surprise-the person who was speaking to me was a troll!

"A troll?" said her father. "Was it as hideous as the tales tell?"
At the time I had little to compare him to, but he seemed as hideous as any troll

would need to be. He was somewhat shorter than me; very muscular and portly as seem

most of the troll folk, with oversized pointed ears that drooped over only to be helped
partially upright by the clumps of coarse hair growing out of his ears. There was more

of the stuff growing from his too-broad nose, on the backs of his powerful hands, and
on the tops of his bootless feet. In all, his appearance suitably matched the fearsome

tusks iutting upward from his lower lips. Later I would come to judge him quite
handsome in comparison to most others I encountered. But at that moment, all I could
think was that I must surely be seeing things. This was hardly the beautiful castle in the
clouds I had seen through the door in the garden pool.

To be fair, the troll seemed as shocked at my appearance as I was at his. For all I
knew, by troll standards of beauty I would be considered quite homely!

"I am King Otar Fenris III, grand high ruler of the underground kingdom of
Vulcanix, Overlord of the Underworld," he proclaimed. "You are most certainly the
princess Rosella of Daventry? Am I correct?"

At least that was one thing I was certain of, though I wasn't certain of much else

at the moment, and I had no idea how this odd person might think he knew me. He

kept staring at me with his huge green eyes in the strangest way, and finally said "I wasn't
quite expecting fhis."

I had had just about enough of this nonsense, I can assure you. But after all, he

was royalry and I supposed I ought to mind my manners, so I simply said: "Your majesty,

I was not expecting this either. Why am I here? What's going on?" as politely as I could
manage under the circumstances.

"I wasn't expectinS you to be so...Iovely, my lady," he said. "You will be the most
radiant bride in all the underworld. Nay, the most beautiful in all the multiverse! We

are to be married in three days'time."
I was sure that was notwhat he meant, but I had more things on my mind at the

moment than trying to second-guess a troll. Not that I would have been inclined to
marry a troll no matter how well acquainted we might become. In fact, he made Prince

Throckmorton seem quite attractive by comparison. I turned around, determined to
leave by the way I had come, but there was a large mirror in the way, and there was a

troll in the mirror, and it was wearing my dresst.

That's when I realized what had happened. My throat constricted. I managed to
squeak out two words, and that was all.
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"Oh myl"
Then, after endless moments, "What's happened to me? I've turned into a...a..."

"A troll, my dearest princess," said the King Otar, as though he might be

commenting on the color of my hair, or how the color blue went with my eyes. As

though being a troll were the most everyday, ordinary thing in the world! Of course, for
him, being a troll, that must have been quite true.

"Please don't be upset, sweet princess," he begged. "It does so ruin your lovely green

complexion. After all, you make quite a beautiful troll! Simply gorgeous."

As you can imagine, this was not at all what I wanted to hear. What I wanted to
hear was that I was not a troll at all, but the mirror told me the awful truth.

"But...how? Why?" But there seemed to be no explanation forthcoming.

"Allow me to escort you to your sleeping chamber," the Troll King offered. "Rest a

bit. Perhaps you'll feel better later." The only thing that was going to make me feel any
better at all was nof being a troll, but I was too dejected then to,argue the point. I let
him lead the way, and I followed behind.

The troll cavern was hung with banners and spears and shields, and a stone throne
rested in the middle. There were tunnels and alcoves, and a few trolls were about, but
they paid us no attention at all. At length we came to a doorway. King Otar ushered me

through to a bedchamber and closed the door behind him, saying again that a little rest

would brighten my outlook.
It was the strangest bedroom I had ever seen. Stone walls and a stone floor, and

stalactites and stalagmites that had grown together into pillars that were the four posts

of a bed, making it look like there were fantastic shapes and faces in the stone. It wasn't
the sort of place I would be likely to fall asleep in. And there was a dressing table with
a little stool and a mirror, but I didn't want to look in another mirror-not right then,

anryay. I gave myself a pinch on the arm. It hurt!

"So you weren't iust imagining things?" asked her mother.

"And you were really a troll?" asked her father, honified.
uWell, I'm not one any longer, so stop looking at me that way!" Rosella told him.

"Yes, I was really a troll." She quickly retumed to her story:

I knew that the most important thing I could imagine was to find some way to
regain my true shape and become human again. In three days, if I did not succeed in
finding a way to escape, I might well end up the bride of the Troll King.

As the door to my room was not locked, I set out to explore Vulcanix. Back in the
great hall, I found a short, plump troll matron knitting in a carved stone rocking chair.

As soon as she saw me she threw down her knitting, leaped out of her chair, and blocked

my steps.

"Stop right there, whoever you are! Whatever you are. Why are you in our cavems?

You're ahuman, not a troll. You smell human. I can see right through you." I hoped she

couldn't. It was a honid thought, and I'd had quite enough horrid thoughts for one day.



"What were you doing with King Otar? What do you want ftom him?" she

demanded. Of course, I didn't want anything at all from King Otar, and I wanted to
make this clear to this rather menacing troll woman. I tried to explain how I got there,

but I wasn't that sure myself what had happened. She seemed so certain I was there to
somehow steal the King's throne.

Suddenly, it was all iust too much for me. I am somewhat ashamed to admit it,
but I broke down and began to sob uncontrollably. As I did, though, her attitude changed

completely and she became quite kind and concerned.

"I didn't mean to be so cross," the troll told me. "But that horrible...womanhas
been snooping around again, and King Otar hasn't been acting himself lately. It's enough

to make anyone suspicious. Especially me." I wondered what woman she meant, but
she was already on to the next topic.

The troll woman introduced herself as Mathilde. She said she had been King Otar's

nursemaid back when he was just a tiny little troll and had stayed to help out with the

other trollkin ever since. This was all very well and good, as such things go-but then
she told me that she knew how to turn me back human again!

"Can you do it now?" I exclaimed in delight.

"No. I must brew a special potion-a magical one-first. And you must be the one

to gather its ingredients. But before I tell you what they are, promise me first that when
you are changed back, you will do something for me."

"I will do anything that is honest and within my power," I vowed.

"In the world above this kingdom," she said, "is a dark and sinister land called Ooga

Booga." She shuddered when she said the name, as though it were something too awful
to think about.

"Our kingdoms have never been very warm to each other, but we have never been

enemies. We had what you might call a civil relationship. Or we did until sfte came

along." I wanted to ask who she was, but thought better of interrupting.

"Now they attack any of the troll-folk who dares show face above ground," she

continued. "Once you've taken the potion, and you're human again, will you go to Ooga

Booga and investigate? I feel in my old bones that our kingdom is in terrible trouble."

I could tell Mathilde was stalwart and strong of heart, and I truly wished to help
her, especially if she could return to me my true form. At once I promised her that if she

could restore my human form, I'd go above and see what I could learn about the
problem. I tried not to think too hard about going to some place called Ooga Booga and

confronting beings who weren't afraid to attack trolls. Beings that, judging from
Mathilde, were terrible enough to cow even the stoutest troll. One thing at a time,
however. First the potion, then Ooga Booga, whatever it might turn out to be.

My promise made Mathilde very happy. She gave me a list of ingredients for the
potion: baked beetles-ytrk!-a crystal dragon scale, water of emerald, a silver spoon,

and a golden bowl. This would not be easy, I was sure, but neither was being a troll.
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I bade Mathilde farewell and was setting out to find the ingredients when I was

crashed into by a little troll-girl. Her attention was on something in her hands, and she

was mutterinS, "Stupid old toy rat!" over and over. From her loud complaining, I learned
she'd received the rat as a present. But what she'd really wanted was a battle-ax! Can
you imagine?

Then a voice from somewhere called her to lunch, so she stamped her furry little
foot, stuck her lip out on either side of her tusks and dropped the rat to the floor. I didn't
think the rat was all that terrible at all, so when the little girl left, I picked it up and went
on my way. It turned out to be a wind-up toy, and I thought it looked quite dear.

By this time, I was beginning to feel a little better about things. Mathilde had been

so helpful, offering to mix up that magic potion and all, and even King Otar had been

very considerate and respectful, even if he did plan to marry me, and where had that
bright idea come from, anyway? I was beginning to revise my earlier opinion of trolls,
but I still wasn't interested in remaining one. Or marrying one, either.

I looked around the great hall. Here and there, I could see alcoves and hallways
going off in various directions. One of the alcoves was giving off a sort of warm red glow
that was almost welcoming right then. I went to take a closer look and saw that a pool
of bubbling mud had been set into the floor iust inside the doorway. Two trolls, one
very large and fleshy, the othervery little and thin, were lying comfortably in the boiling
muck as though it were nothing more than a pleasantly warm bath. It looked more to
me like Troll Soup, and that was not the most appetizing thought I'd had all day.

Just as I was about to speak to the trolls, a tall, slender woman in a flowing gown
of pink and black came walking from the other side of the room, carrying an extremely
ugly little dog. She was definitely human, which was a surprise. She was not a young
woman, perhaps of an age near yours, mother, and quite beautiful in a haughty, arrogant
sort of way. Her hair was the color of midnight; her skin that of new snow; and her full
lips the same shade as the dark roses of Daventry. Her eyes, too, tinged dark red, the
largest I have ever seen, and their gaze cut as cold as the iced peaks of the Impossible
Mountains.

The woman's appearance seemed to frighten the trolls, for one of them let out an
involuntary belch as he looked at her with nervous eyes. She glared at him in the most
hateful way, called him a foul name, and strode arrogantly off. I thought the poor troll
would die of terror. His companion teased him quite mercilessly about that, but I had
the feeling he feared the strange woman as well.

When I asked the trolls who that had been, they told me her name was Malicia,
and that no one around there really knew who she was. It was all quite mysterious, and
they seemed afraid to say more. Malicia, I concluded, was the mysterious she that
Mathilde had snarled about earlier. I grew impatient and left the tvvo to their mud bath.

The trolls' kitchen was located through a doorway on the right side of the great

hall, and that's where I decided to look for the baked beetles for the potion. Even before



I had quite arrived, I could smell something cooking, and it didn't smell anything like

dinnertime in Castle Daventry! And what a sight greeted me when I walked inside.

Rosella stoppeil for a moment, seeming to recall the incident with amusement,

before going on:
There was a chef-a large, furry troll chef-and he was talking to his stew, calling

it pretty names and making kissi4g sounds over it. And drooling. From the looks of the

concoction bubbling on the stove, I wouldn't have been surprised to hear it talking back.

Oh, it was the most awful kitchen, with the most horrid smells that you could imagine.

And the chef was bemoaning the fact that he was lacking a bat or a rat to complete the

recipe! I was reasonably certain I'd never be hungry again after seeing the trolls' stew,

and I hoped with all my heart that I'd be safely human and safely out of the Vulcanix

Underground before dinnertime! I'm afraid the sight and the smell of it caused me to
make some sort of noise of disgust, and that's when the chef noticed me.

I tried to apologize, but he took three troll-size steps and picked me up by the back

of my neck and threw me out of the kitchen.

"Out of my kitchen, you dreadful peasantl, before you spoil my stew, mortify my

roast, or deflate my souffl6 in its embarrassment," he shrieked. Brushing his hands of
me, he went back to crooning at his disgusting concoction.

I knew there had to be a way to get him away from the kitchen so I could look for

those baked beetles. All I had were my wits and a wind-up rat. Of course, the chef was

looking for a rat, so I went back to the doorway, wound up the toy and turned it loose.

It even squealed as it moved.

How the chef's eyes lighted up when he saw the rat speeding toward him.

'Just what I need for my most wonderful of stews!" he exclaimed, and chased the

rat round and about the kitchen, through the pantry door, and out of sight. A moment

later, the rat came whizzing back into the kitchen, alone. For whatever reason, the chef

had stayed behind-maybe he was searching under the counters for the furry little
mechanical rodent. This was precisely the opportunity I'd been looking for; so I picked

up the toy and put it back in my pocket, then stepped back into the kitchen and began

to search.

It was a large kitchen, and probably a very nice one, by troll standards, but as you

might imagine, I found it disagreeable in the extreme. Still, I might find something

Mathilde needed here, so I gritted my teeth, wrinkled my nose, tried hard not to breathe

too deeply, and began searching. I did my best to ignore the stew, still bubbling in a

particularly unpleasant way.

Almost immediately, I found a baked beetle dispenset so I suppose it's a common

spice in most troll cookery. In a cupboard were two gold-colored bowls; I wasn't sure if
either was true gold, but when I looked at the bottoms of the bowls, one said "Brass,"

the other u14 K.u I took the latter.

"Very good, my dear," said Valanice with pleasure. "Always check for the karat

stamp."
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"Yes, Mother," said Rosella dutifully, and continued on:
Anyway, there was no sign of a silver spoon---or anything else on the list-in the

kitchen, so I set about to discover other parts of the underground. Those first two items
had been almost too easy-I didn't fool myself into thinking that I'd just be able to walk
up and take everything I needed for Mathilde's magic potion.

As I crossed to the far side of the great hall, I passed the mud bath room again,
and this time two troll women were relaxing in the boiling muck. One of them was
complaining about her insomnia. Her friend suggested that she use a wet lump of sulfur
as a cure.

'Just put it in the fireplace when you go to bed. You'll have no trouble sleeping
then. Knocks me and the hubby right out," she told the other. "It's my secret for having
a perfect marriage!"

Once again it became quite plain to me that trolls are very very different from
humans!

I thought perhaps they might know something more about Malicia, but all they
wanted to talk about was my impending wedding to King Otar, and I didn't much care

for fhaf subiect of conversation. If that wasn't bad enough, they both burst into tears at
the thought of my wedding gown! I quietly excused myself.

As it turned out, my suspicions about the difficulty of filling Mathilde's magical
shopping list were perfectly accurate. The next place I visited was the forging room,
where a big, strong troll with lots of overdeveloped muscles was hammering out metal
tools and implements next to a blazing fire that he made even hotter with the aid of a
great leather bellows. Sparks were flying everywhere, and I was worried about my dress

or hair catching fire. There was a bucketful of nasty-looking brackish water by his feet,
and I gave that a pretty wide berth, as well. It reminded me too much of the chef's
precious stew.

"Pardon me, sir," I said to the forger, "but I was wondering..."
The forger put down his hammer and grinned at me-not the prettiest sight you've

ever seen, I can assure you. "Wonder no longer, sweetness," he said. "Instead, let me
fulfill yer wildest dreams."

Rosella's mother and father laughed menily at her imitation of the troll forger. Rosella

ioined in the laughter, but she remembered how little amusement she had found in his
actions at the time.

He tried to kiss me, but I managed to break free of his grasp and remind him that
I was engaged to the King. Horrid thought, but true, and useful at the moment. He went
back to his work, but not until giving me what he obviously thought was a captivating
wink.

Now I began to notice that over the roar of the fire I could hear a sort of tap-tapping
sound. In a far corner, a mild looking little troll was tapping at a gemstone with a

hammer and chisel. He looked quite absorbed in his work, but not a bit happy about it.
When I tried to talk to him, he jumped quite out of his skin in surprise.



"I didn't mean to startle you," I told him.
"Oh, no, no, " he said. "I really don't mind being interrupted, especially by someone

as beautiful and charming as yourself." I swear, he was the most polite troll I've ever

met! His name was Oppi Goldworth, and he was terribly lonely-he could barely tolerate

the company of most other trolls.

'He didn't like other trolls? How very odd," said Valanice.

It was sad. He said he'd do anything to leave the underground and go to Etheria,

but he had no coin, only an old, chipped hammer and a gem chisel. When we were

through talking, he went back to work. Then I saw another doorway, one that didn't
take me past the amorous forger, so I decided to explore in that direction for awhile.

Maybe when I came back this way, the dirty old troll would be out to lunch or something.

I could only hope.

This doorway led into a short corridor and back out again to a larger cavern with
a most...disfinctive odor. The first things I saw were pits of this bubbling green guck. In
addition, I was becoming more and more aware of a dreadful stench in the air with each

passing second-rather like rotten eggs. Strangely, it didn't seem to be coming from the

pots.

There was a lantern half-buried in the dirt of what appeared to be a collapsed mine

shaft-just the thing I'd need if I wandered deeper in the underground. By the time I'd
taken it, I had almost gotten used to the stench, except for the way it made my eyes

water, so I decided to explore what looked like a deep pit in one corner of the cavern. It
glowed, and gave off such heat, and you couldn't see to the bottom of it, and there were

horrible winds howling in its depths.

"It sounds," her mother said, "like a perfect place to stay away ftom."
"Oh, I agree," said Rosella. "And under other circumstances that's what I would have

done, but," she continued:

On the far side of the pit I could see a pile of rocks emerging from the wall as

though there had been a tunnel there. I thought I ought to explore it as a possible way

out-should one be needed, of course.

There was a ledge around the pit, and I started across, mindful of my footing, when

a sudden downdraft tried to suck me down and into the pit. I threw myself back against

the wall and regained my footing. This was obviously going to be harder than I had

anticipated! I worked my way around the ledge to the cave-in, and there was a big,

gloppy, yellow wad of wet sulfur stuck up against the wall. It became obvious to me that

it was the source of the dreadful smell.

A naughty but very practical idea occurred to me: hadn't the troll woman said she

used sulfur to put herself to sleep? If the sulfur would knock her out, maybe it would

put that conceited forger out of commission long enough for me to get by him and see

if there was anything around that forge I might be able to use. At worst, the sulfur would

serve as an excellent payback for that attempted kiss. I took it, hoping I could get rid of
the smelly stuff as soon as humanly (or troll-Iy) possible.
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When I'd gotten safely back on the right side of the pit, I noticed another little
pot full of green liquid. This one looked different somehow, and as I walked I could see

that rather than a viscous welter of bubbling ooze, this one contained a beautiful,
shimmering green liquid. I thought about my magical shopping list from Mathilde.
Emerald water! Could this be it? I decided it couldn't be anything else, and scooped
some into the golden bowl.

The forger was still hard at work when I got back to the forging cavern. He was
pouring molten metal into a mold, and when I asked him about it, he explained that it
was a spoon mold.

"I poured de hot silver in dere, ya see?" Rosella said in her best troll imitation, "an'
when it cools, I have me a pretty spoonl"

A silver spoon! That was just what I needed. I pulled the horrid glob of wet sulfur
from my pocket and surreptitiously tossed it into the forge. It made a terrible hiss and
sizzle, and the forger leaned in closer to see what was making all the noise. I backed
away, and iust in time, because a big yellow blast of sulfurous smoke came whooshing
out of the fire. The unsavory forger had his face right in it!

"Did it cure his insomnia?" asked her father, smiling at his ioke.
"Completely," said RoseIIa. 'He fell over like a big tree, stuck a thumb in his mouth,

and went right to sleep!"

The mold was much too hot to pick up with my hands, but I found a set of tongs
on the wall that did the job, and I set the mold down in the bucket of icky water. When
the water stopped boiling, I reached back in with the tongs and took out the spoon,
which had come free of the mold. My list of ingredients for Mathilde's magic potion
was almost complete.

I looked at the lantern I had taken from the other cavern and realized it wouldn't
do much good if it wasn't lit. The fire had died down quite a bit, but I remembered how
he'd heated it up before and pumped the bellows a few times until the flames rose high
again, then caught a spark in my lantern. Now I wouldn't worry about any dark tunnels
while I was searching for that crystal dragon scale.

Back in the great hall, I looked around and spied a tunnel winding eastward.
The tunnel led to yet another cavern room, and running through the room was a

little road that led to still another tunnel on the other side. There was a terrible river of
fire going through the cavern, and a little stone bridge over the river. Between me and
the bridge, however, was something very interesting-an old wooden structure that
appeared to be some sort of elevator. There was a rickety wooden scaffold surrounding
a metal bucket on chains. There were pulleys, but no rope to pull the bucket up and
down, and someone had nailed up a crudely-lettered sign that read, "Condemned,"
which was probably a good thing, considering everything. Despite its decrepit
appearance, I decided I'd be willing to try it if I had a rope-any way out of the
underground and my impending marriage was not to be scoffed at.



Since I didn't have a rope, I didn't give this any further thought and kept walking

toward the far side of the bridge. Just then I heard a slurping, splashing, wef sort of
sound, and an enormous, wart-ridden troll scrambled up from beneath the bridge and

glowered nastily at me. He was a particularly loathsome shade of off-green, and his

gigantic stomach bulged out over his belt. His breath stank hideously of rotten meat

and onions.

"Was he really that much more horrible than all the rest of the trolls?" her father
asked.

'Truthfully, it wasn't his appearance so much as his attitude," Rosella recalled. He

refused to let me cross the bridge unless I gave him a thousand pieces of lead and a rat on

a stick."
Both her parents laughed heartily at this.

Needless to say, I didn't have his toll on me at the time, so I began thinking how

I might get across without it.
In a far corner of the cave, resting at the top of a slight slope, was a little cart that

appeared to be stuck up to its axles in the mud. It was missing a wheel as well, but when

I walked up to it and looked down the way I had come, I could see that it was a straight

path from here to the troll bridge, then iust a bit of a turn to the spot where the troll
was arrogantly slouched. So, I couldn't cross his precious bridge? We'd see about that.

You see, when I'd been looking at the decorations back in the great hall, I'd noticed

a spiked small round shield hanging on the wall, and now I wondered if it might be the

right size to replace the missing wheel. I went back to have another look, and it looked

to be so. It was also, fortunately, easy to reach by standing on tiptoe, though I did have

to stretch a little.
When I got back to the bridge troll's cavern, I held the shield to the cart and

examined the combination. The shield was round, all right, and about the proper size,

but how was I going to fasten it onto the cart securely enough to make it work as a

wheel? That's when I noticed that the metal spike in the center of the shield seemed

quite loose. With a little effort I was able to unscrew it. Heaving with all my strength, I

pulled the cart from the mud, and then fit the shield-wheel to the axle. I attached the

spike to hold it in place, and stood back, proud of my handiwork. It looked like as good

a wheel as an, and easily the best I had ever constructed. All I needed to do now was

get the cart out of the mud.

It took me one good push to get it on to the road, and another got it rolling, which
was a good thing. I don't think I had another push left to give. I jumped in as the cart

began rolling, and barreled down the muddy rock path, picking up speed as I went,

down the slope and around the corner and over the bridge.

"And what of the troll?" asked her mother.

"He never knew what hit him," Rosella replied smugly. "And when I reached the other

side, I hopped off and continued on my way."

"Did he die in the flames of the river?" asked Graham.
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"I thinknot," Rosella answered. "He clearly lived quite close to them, inwhatever den
he occupied below the bridge, and they didn't appear to be buming him. The last I saw, he

was sputtering and cursing as the current washed him down the river."
Feeling quite full of myself, I crossed the bridge. I have never seen anything so

beautiful as the cave of the Crystal Dragon, unless it was the dragon herself.
Imagine if you can an enormous room, as big as the entire royal palace of Daventry,

composed entirely of shimmering, glittering crystal. Floors of crystal, walls of crystal,
ceilings of sparkling, glistening crystal. And in the dragon's sleeping cave-precious
gems-heaps and mounds and little hills of brilliant gemstones twinkling with a million
rainbow lights. That was the place I entered next. And taking up much of that space was
the crystal dragon herself. She seemed to have been formed from the very stuff of her
surroundings. Covered in scales of radiant crystal, the slightest movement of her mighty
flanks sent glitters of reflected light across the immense cavern. She was huge, large
enough to crush me with a misplaced step, but somehow I wasn't afraid. How could I
be afraid of something so utterly beautiful? At first I couldn't bring myself to believe
that this unearthly creature was truly a dragon.

And imagine my surprise when I saw that she was crying-beautiful emerald tears!
I asked what had made her so sad, and she replied, "I have lost my will to live. My spark
is gone, and with it has gone all that makes this life worth living. My world has grown
cold and dark. Go, leave me alone to my sorrow and emptiness, little troll."

I thought my heart would break for the sad crystal dragon. I considered her words.
Her spark. Fire? All dragons that I know of breathe fire, steam issuing from their nostrils
as they exhale. But I had seen no steam or flame from this crystal dragon, and she seemed
terribly cold. Then it dawned upon me-l had fire. "You mean fhis kind of spark?" I
asked, and held out the lantern with the glowing spark.

"Here, here, let me have it!" she cried, and opened wide her mouth. I held up the
lantern and the spark leapt down inside her gullet. Immediately, a blazing crimson flame
shot out from her mouth, over my head. The crystal dragon roared to the cavern's far
distant roof in her ioy.

"I am indebted to you," she told me, and she reached into her pile of precious
stones, drawing forth one enormous, perfect diamond. "Take this stone as a token of my
eternal gratitude, trollkin. With it you can live as well as a princess."

I thought it might be rude to point out that I was already a princess-after all, the
dragon had no way of knowing.

"Thank you," I said, "It's lovely. But might I instead ask for one of your scales?" So

saying I held forth the magnificent diamond so that she might reclaim it.
Waving a single claw, the dragon spoke again. "Keep the stone, mortal. It is but a

trifle, and when I return, you shall also have a scale."

She then roared again, "But now I must fly! Now I must truly live again!"
And fly she did, soaring maiestically up through the top of the cavern, dwindling

to a shining spark in the distance. I stood Iooking up, awed. Realizing I had no choice



but to come back to the dragon's lair later, it occurred to me that I knew someone who
could make much better use of the dragon's gem than I.

"Why, whoever could that be?" her father wondered.

"You recall the little ieweler, Oppi," said Rosella.

'Indeed. The one who wanted to leave the underground."

"Yes," said Rosella, "but he had nothing but his ieweler's tools. If he had but the gem,

he could use it to leave and go to Etheria."
That thought gave me such pleasure that I rushed straight-away to his workbench

by the forge. In my excitement, I even ignored the lewd whistles and amorous winks
thrown my way by that obnoxious forger, awake again and no more couth for the
napping.

When I gave the gem to Oopi, his eyes got very large, like saucers, and he gave me
the biggest smile I've ever seen. "How can I ever thank you? You've given me a chance

to make my dreams come true, and for this I am indebted to you a thousand fold. I shall
throw out these old, worn tools, buy new ones, start a new life!"

A hammer and chisel might be iust the thing for chipping away a crystal scale

though, so I asked if I might have his old tools, since he seemed to have no interest in
keeping them. "Enioy them, my dear, enioy them. May they serve you as well as they
have me, although I must say that I cannot imagine what you might do with them."
Thanking me yet again, he nearly flew from the room!

I hurried back to the dragon's cavern. The crystal dragon had indeed returned, but
she was fast asleep, exhausted perhaps after her flight. Nothing I did would rouse her,

so, somewhat embarrassed, I used the chisel to chip away a small scale from her tail. She

hadsaid I could have the scale, after all, but I still felt bad about taking one. With a final,
silent, "Thank you," I backed out of her cavern. Now I was so happy! This was the last

ingredient I needed-Mathilde could make her potion, and I would be human again. I
could leave the underground, I could try to find my way back home. After fulfilling my
promise to Mathilde, of course.

"I suppose I should be happy I didn't know how much longer it would be before I
returfled," Rosella srghed. "I would have become quite downhearted."

"Well, you're home now," said her father, "and that's all that matters to me."

"And you never would have given up, ml dear," her mother assured her. "That's not
the way you do things."

"I'm sure you're right, Mother. I never ilid give up, though things got worse before

they got better. Of course, before all of that, Mathilde had to make me her potion.
When I returned to the Great Hall, I handed over the golden bowl and my little

collection of ingredients. Mathilde put each one in turn into the bowl, and stirred the
odd smelling concoction with the silver spoon. When it began frothing, she handed it
to me to drink, which I did, trying not to think too hard about the baked beetles. It felt
unexpectedly cool and smooth going down, and tasted surprisingly tangy, not at all bad.
As I lowered the bowl, I didn't feel as if anything had happened, but maybe the change
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wasn't something one could feel. I hadn't, after all, felt the change when I became a

troll.
"Am I human?" I asked Mathilde. My voice sounded strangely hollow in my ears.

"Well, not exactly, dear," she replied, with the strangest look on her face. Then she

suddenly snapped her fingers, crying out, "Of course, of course! I had forgotten. We need

a troll hair!" And with that, she yanked one from her own head, dropped it into the

bowl, and stirred it again with the silver spoon, which began immediately to dissolve.

I drank again. This time the potion was hot and pungent, and burned like a drink
of liquid cinnamon. This time, there was a definite effect-a sort of shimmering and

trembling from my head to my feet. Mathilde clapped her hands, and I took a little silver

pellet from my mouth-all that was left of the silver spoon! I decided then and there to
keep that little piece of silver as a souvenir of all my adventures in the underground,
and placed it carefully in a pocket.

"That potion was even stronger than your tea, Mother."

Valanice sniffed.

Just then, the King walked in. In my excitement at becoming human again, I had

quite forgotten about him. Were we still engaged now that I wasn't a troll any more? I

certainly hoped not.
But the Troll King seemed to like me even better as a human! I iust couldn't believe

it. He was going on and on about how lovely he thought me when that woman in the

flowing gown-Malicia-appeared in a sulfurous puff of smoke. She didn't look at all
happy. ,f iust stood frozen in surprise at her arrival.

"I've had more than enough of your distracting the King, you annoying little
human snip!" Malicia shrieked, her beautiful face distorted by a wicked grimace. She

raised up her hands like she was about to use some kind of magic on me. I stepped back

nervously, and the Tioll King tried to grab the woman's arms and stop her, but it was

too late. There was a flash of blindingly white light, the smell of ether, and the most

curious wrenching feeling I have ever known. The next instant I was back in my
bedchamber-and this time, the door was firmly locked! I could hear Malicia's voice

echoing in my ears, saying, "l'll be back to dispose of you before you know it, my pretty!"

There didn't seem to be any way out of the bedroom. The walls were made of solid

stone. and it looked like I'd be there until Malicia came back to... I didn't know what

she was planning to do to me, but I was sure it would not be for my enjoyment. I had

a few choice words for the portrait of the purple-eyed Troll King that hung on the stone

wall, I can tell you. If he hadn't decided we were engaged....

Rosella sighed and shook her head.

"Maybe by that time, Prince Throckmorton wasn't looking so bad, hmmm?" her

mother said, eyes twinkling.
"I refuse to comment," said RoseIIa, crossing her arms.

Actually, I scarcely had time to think about it, because when I looked at the portrait
I could see steam coming out of the nostrils. Either Trolls painted very realistic portraits,



or there was an opening of some kind leading into the wall. But I couldn't reach the
portrait to look behind it-it was too high up.

Despair set in, and I collapsed onto a footstool in front of my wardrobe. I sat there
for several minutes, by turns frustrated then angry that escape, so close at hand, was

being denied me. As I banged my fist against the cushion of the stool, an idea struck me

with sudden clarity-I was too short to move the portrait, but if I stood on a stool...? I
immediately dragged my seat over to just under the portrait and stood upon it. Still too
low, but now I was thinking again. I quickly hauled over my bedside table and, with a

grunt and a heave, placed the stool atop it. The resulting structure looked tall enough,
but just to be sure, I added a fat cushion to the very top of the stack. Climbing carefully
to the top of the furniture pile, I was able to remove the King's portrait, which I dropped
to the floor with a look of distaste. Sure enough, behind where the portrait had hung
was the beginning of a low tunnel, iust large enough for me to squeeze through.

Escape at last. I wriggled through the opening, putting several small rips in my
dress in the process. All I could think about was getting away before Malicia, returning
to "dispose" of me and finding an empty bedroom, could figure out where I had fled.
Then I saw two eyeholes in the wall, at about head level. I heard someone slamming a

door on the other side, then heard the Troll King's voice, followed by Malicia's. They
were talking about me, and about a volcano.

I peeked through the eyeholes and saw a room full of technology-fantastic metal
machinery. There were pipes, cog wheels, levers, and coils, and the lot stank horribly of
grease and oil. The King was sitting in a large seat facing what looked to be controls of
some sort, looking tenibly unhappy. Malicia and her awful little dog were there, too,
glaring at King Otar.

"Listen to me, you weak minded troll," Malicia was scolding. "If your fixation with
that meddlesome little human snit disrupts my plans again, I'll have you skinned. Boiled
alive. Maybe both. Have you figured out how to work the volcano mechanism yet, or
must I motivate you again? Time is wasting."

The King mumbled something about how he had indeed figured out the controls,
but was concerned about the fate that would befall Ooga Booga and someplace called
the Bountiful Woods when the volcano erupted.

My brain wanted to erupt itself at the horror of which I was overhearing: A volcano

that was to erupt? A machine to make the volcano erupt? A machine controlled by Malicia
and King Otar? A volcano that Malicia wanted to erupt?

Malicia wasn't in the Ieast concerned. Smirking evilly, she stated "What are a few
villages and townships? Who cares about most of those people? Who's going to be left
to miss them? They are all just unimportant pawns in the game that we play. At least

the blight of Etheria will be gone and my vengeance will be complete!" Her little mutt
yapped to emphasize her last point as Malicia spun on her heel and strode from the
room in a swirl of her cloak. I felt chilled to the bone. The woman was undeniablv evil.
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Yet, I felt sorry for the Troll King right then. It was obvious he didn't want to go

along with Malicia's plans, but he seemed so confused, as though he were trying to
remember something that iust wouldn't come to him. But if Malicia had her way, he

would use his knowledge of dread technology, of the machines in that room, to explode

a volcano, raining hot ash and molten destruction down on the surrounding lands.

Something had to be donel
I could see an opening at the other end of the tunnel. I crawled toward it until I

could poke my head and shoulders through, and then suddenly I was sliding down the
wall and into the great hall, knocking down a shelf as I tumbled, finally landing, plop,

upon the royal throne directly on my...dignity. Thank heavens no one noticed.
I got down as inconspicuously as possible and picked up some Iittle ornament that

had been on the shelf that had fallen down with me. It was a silvery statue of a little
toad-like thing, with scales and large spines running down its back, something like those

on a dragon. It was sort of cute, actually. It made me smile, and not too many things
had been able to do thatLately.

I could hear voices again-this time it sounded like Malicia and Mathilde arguing

about the King. Mathilde was saying, "Don't you dare hurt him, you wrinkled old hussy!"

And Malicia was commanding her to mind her own business: "...or you'll spend all of
eternity regretting the day you were born! Or, was it hatched?"

Mathilde was accusing Malicia of doing something to King Otar to make him
different. Malicia wouldn't admit to her what it was she had done, but I got the feeling
that whatever it was, it was only the beginning of her plans for the people of the
underground and the whole world thereabouts-what she called the Realm of Eldritch.

A moment later Mathilde came stomping out of the doorway. A ferocious blast of ill
magic hurtled down the tunnel, and she barely dodged it with a loud squawk.

Poor Mathilde. Her shoulders seemed to sag. She walked slowly to her rocking
chair and sat down, slumped over her knitting like a woman condemned. Feeling nearly
as bad as she did, I warned Mathilde that she should be careful in confronting Malicia.

Mathilde told me that she was convinced Malicia had done something sorcerous to King
Otar, something that had changed him in some way. She sat, slumped and defected, her

normal fire gone, seeming to have Iost all hope. To cheer her, I took the funny little
toad-thing from my pocket, hoping that the sight of it might make her feel better. I
didn't realize how well it would work!

"Otar's dragon toad!" she exclaimed, suddenly enthusiastic. "This was the King's

magical guardian when he was just a wee one. When little Otar got into a scrape, it
would run home and tell me where he was! I had thought it to be lost Iong agol"

It certainly didn't look very lively now, but Mathilde explained that the dragon

toad was alive, but had been dormant for years. She pulled a handful of powder from
her pocket and sprinkled it over the toad, which began to shimmer, and which opened

one of its eyes. Mathilde asked it where King Otar was, and the toad replied in a low,

unlikely, but sonorous voice, "Imprisoned deep in the land of Ooga Booga." Its vital



energy apparently exhausted, the little toad creature then sank back into slumber

without elaborating further on the King's predicament.

"Ooga Booga? But...that means the King who's been in cahoots with Malicia is not
Otar, he's an imposterl I knew it! I knew the real Otar would never do anything with
that frigid strumpetl" Mathilde exclaimed. I figured that more bad news couldn't hurt
at this point, so I related what little I knew of Malicia's plan to unleash the volcano.

"If Malicia can ignite the volcano, the entire Realm of Eldritch will be destroyed,

flooded in lava or drowned in ash!" Mathilde's face became pale as death. I had no reason

to disbelieve her. From beneath her apron, she brought forth what she claimed to be a

magical rope and begged me to use it to travel up to Ooga Booga to find and save the

real King Otar.

Just then, I glimpsed a flash of movement-Malicia coming back. Quickly I ducked

behind a prominent rock, praying silently that I had not been noticed. She was peering

about, looking for me, and she might have found me too, but as she neared the rock I

lay behind, a bat flew out of the kitchen-probably one of the ingredients escaping the

stew-and swooped past Malicia's head.

You should have heard her squeal! "Plague-carrying, mange-ridden, nasty, smelly

verminl" Rosella cried in her most revolting Malicia-voice, "Someday I'll come up with
a way to annihilate every bat, rat, and snake in existencel" I got the distinct impression

she was unhappy.At any rate, despite her continuing threats to verminkind, she quickly

left through the door to the forging room. This might be my only chance to get away.

I hurried towards the cavern that contained the decrepit mining elevator, but no

sooner did I reach its entrance than Malicia appeared out of thin air-again! I was getting

a little tired of that trick of hers, although I must admit it was quite impressive. If only
I knew then how much more tired I'd become of it before this was all over!

Frantically, I dived behind another rock and hid. As Malicia stepped past me, still
muttering about rats, I took out the little mechanical rat that I still carried, rapidly wound

it up, then turned it loose in her general direction. I nearly laughed aloud when the rat

ran right up her skirt! She screamed very loudly, kept on screaming, and disappeared

more quickly than I would have thought possible. As I dashed for the elevator, I could

hold back my laughter no longer.

With Mathilde's rope, I was able to fix the elevator, or rather the rope was able

to-all I had to do was unravel it, so I guess it was magical after all. I got into the little
metal bucket and began pulling on the rope, raising myself up to the ceiling that led to
the dark kingdom of Ooga Booga. I was almost to the top of the cavern when I heard

an awful cracking and crumbling around me.

The whole elevator shaft was beginning to fall apart around me!
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"Oh, my goodness!" Valanice exclaimed. "Were you hurt?"

"She doesn't look as though she was," Graham assured her. "What happened then,
Rosella? Tell us!"

Rosella smiled sweetly at Valanice. "You were absolutely right, Mother. This
recounting of one's adventures is tiring in the extreme. I fear I can speak no more until
I've rested." She placed one hand delicately against her forehead and sighed.

Valanice put her hands on her hips and raised one eyebrow.

Rosella broke into giggles in spite of, or perhaps because of the silly pose she was

holding, and the mock-serious look on Valanice's face. "Your turn, Mother," she said
when she had recovered. "I've talked long enough. Now tell us what happened when
you were face to face with the giant lizard."

Valanice knew when it was pointless to argue with Rosella any longer, and even
Graham seemed to agree with their daughter. "Tell us, dear wife," he said, eyes twinkling
with humor, "were you eaten by the beast?" Turning serious at the question, Valanice
continued her tale:

I very nearly was. It certainly looked hungry enough, and I knew I had nothing
to offer it that it might prefer to me as a meal. I was still very near the entrance-the
mouth of the stone head-so I took a chance and ran back toward the light. Once safely

outside, I realized my knees were absolutely weak with fright. But this was the only way
out of the desert, and I had to get out if I was going to find Rosella. And that meant I
had to find a way past that scaly monstrosity.

I noticed that the bushes growing near the stone head looked much like pieces of
plant matter I had seen on the floor of the cave-some of which had appeared half
chewed. Perhaps this prickly plant was a staple of the reptile's diet. He might even prefer
it to Filet of Queen of Daventry, if luck were with me!

I used my stick to knock one of the thorny red fruits from the cactus bush, then
picked it up carefully and returned to the tunnel, hoping my guess about this fellow's
dietary habits proved correct. In moments he was back, and eyeing me ravenously,
tongue flicking in and out of his toothy maw. I tossed him the fruit and he snatched it
up with a quick twitch of his neck, and then he retreated back into his hole in the wall.
You can't imagine my relief! Now I could continue on my way, leaving behind the
endless desert and the blazing sun. How pleasant it was when I reached the other end
of the tunnel and stepped out into a lovely, deep wood.

The trees were ablaze with fall color. There were flowers perfuming the air with
their fragrance, and buzzing hummingbirds... It was quite the loveliest place I'd ever
seen-next to Daventry, of course. There was a river bank just ahead, with barely a trickle
of water running through it, and on either side of it were giant marble statues. The one



on the near bank was of a maiden with a water iug that she appeared to be tipping into
the river, while on the far bank was another maiden holding a cornucopia as though to
spill its contents out onto the ground. But both the pitcher and the cornucopia were

empty.
Nearby, it looked as though an arched stone bridge had once spanned the river,

but it was shattered, and only the bases of it remained, jutting majestically from the
river banks. I tested the mud of the river bed, and found it dangerously soft and deep-no
doubt it could suck me down in a moment if I were to be so foolish as to venture out in
it. I was stranded, it seemed, on this side, and I began meandering westward into the
trees.

The woods were even lovelier further along, if that were possible. There was a
beautiful clearing with an ancient, majestic oak, surrounded on all sides by tall trees, all
in their fall finery. Someone had pounded a large iron spike into the trunk of the oak,

and sap was running down from the wound like blood. A stag lay at the base of the tree,

showing no fear at my approach and wearing an expression of deep sorrow on his noble
face. As I watched, a tear slowly trickled down his furry muzzle. He stood slowly, turned
his handsome head towards me, and spoke in a clear, human voice.

"Turn ye back, my lady," he warned me. "These magical woods are under the pall
of a horrible curse, and none are safe here now. Turn back while you still can."

I told him I appreciated his concern, but that my mission was so important that
I had to continue on, no matter what perils lay in wait. He then told me that the oak

tree had once been his wife, Ceres-Mother Nature herself. He himself was Attis, Lord
of the hunt, but an evil enchantment had turned him into a stag, and he had been

unable to save his lady from her fate. "Only the faerie nobles of the high court of Etheria
have such power," he said, "but for one of them to have done this is unthinkable. I fear

that my lady may perish of that wicked wound, but I can do nothing to save her with
these clumsy hooves."

I tried to help, but try as I might, I wasn't strong enough to remove the spike. I
asked Lord Attis what would happen if Ceres were to perish of her wound, and he replied,
"I believe that these ancient woods will perish along with her-as will I."

I turned to leave, but he called after me to wait. The stag told me that to the west

Iay the Were-Woods, which I must avoid or risk being devoured by creatures too horrid
to think upon. I thanked him again for the warning, but I knew I had no choice but to
continue my search. "Is there nothing that can break the enchantment over you and
your wife?" I asked.

"Perhaps," he replied, "the Rock Spirit might know something, if he could be

awakened from his eons-deep slumber. But I can no longer recall the ritual necessary to
awaken him. I am becoming a stag in truth, and the forest sings to my blood." My heart
ached for Attis. I promised I would help if I could find a way. Then I remembered I had
not asked him about Rosella. I hoped he would still be able to remember if he had seen

her.
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I showed him the golden comb, and he said, "I have not seen her, nor have any
in this forest, but from those birds that still bring me news from afar I have heard that
she is to be married to King Otar, troll lord of the underground."

My darling daughter was to be married to a troll? I knew I must waste no time
rescuing her; after all, I did think Prince Throckmorton was a muchbetter choice. Attis
told me the only known portal to the underground was west, beyond the dreaded wood

of the Were Folk. He also recalled a merchant in the town of Falderal who sold a salve

that could give one safe passage through the Were-Woods. Falderal lay to the northwest,
and so I knew that was the way I must go.

I began north and soon encountered a bend in the muddy river bed again. It was

plain to see that the way was closed to me until I could find a way across the soft,

dangerous mud. I turned west, hoping to find a crossing further upriver.

The woods to the west were darker, somehow less welcoming and more menacing

than the forest behind me. I walked a few steps farther, but I imagined I could see pairs

of glowing eyes staring at me from the dark places under the twisted trees and contorted
bushes. Staring hungrily. I decided it would be better if I didn't go back in there until I

had the protection Lord Attis had spoken of. Instead, I went northward.
In time I came again to the banks of the river. The mud was as treacherous here

as it had been at the bridge, but there were stepping stones iutting from the river bed

that I could use to iump across on. It required care and patience but, my long skirt
notwithstanding, I made it across. On this side was a path that led between two trees,

and stretched across it was the largest and most frightening spider's web I had ever seen

or hope to see again, and at its heart a tiny hummingbird fluttered, crying out for help.

A bloated red spider was walking across the web toward the hummingbird,
dwarfing it in size. I tried to free the bird before the spider could harm it, but the bird
screamed a warning about the spider's lethal venom.

The spider glared at me. "Back off!" he growled in a nasry chittering tone. "You let

that poor little bird go!" I ordered the spider, but he was evidently not accustomed to
obeying whomever came along and tried to deprive him of lunch. "Get away if you value

your life, tidbit!" it snarled, this time clicking its fangs for emphasis.

"Weren't you aftaid of the spider?" Rosella intemtpted.

"Afrer all, the bird said it was poisonous," Graham remarked.

"I was afraid of the spider," Valanice assured them, "but I couldn't iust walk away

and let it kill the hummingbird, either. You may remember I had brought a little basket

with a lid ftom the desert, and now I knew the perfect use for it."
I clapped the basket down on the spider and slammed down the lid! Oh, you

should have heard him curse, the nasty little devil! Such language! Then I tossed the
basket into a nearby bush and with a little care, I was able to extricate the hummingbird
from the sticky strands. "There you are, my feathered friend," I told her. "Safe and sound."

"Thank you for my life, O kindest of travelers," piped the hummingbird. "If I can

do you some good in the future, I promise that I will." And with that she flew away. It



was a sweet thing to say, but how unlikely it seemed to me that such a tiny creature

could aid me in my quest. Still, I thought it would be nice to see her again in my travels.

"And did you, Mother?" asked Rosella.

"Petience, my dearest daughter, pztience," said Valanice, knowing full well that of
all Rosella's many virtues, that one was not the most prominent.

I continued on my way down the path and soon came to a city wall that seemed

to run as far as I could see to left and right. There was an enormous, gaudy red gate set

in the center of it, with a gigantic gilt knocker hanging on it. As I approached the gate,

a sliding panel near its top slid open, and a pair of small, suspicious brown eyes blinked
down at me. A huge, booming, yet whiny voice called: "Halt! Who goes there?" I

identified myself, and the voice said, "By decree of the Powers that Be, you may only
enter the great city of Falderal if you bring unto me a golden-haired fruit snake!"

"That's ridiculous," said Graham. "There's no such thing!'
"That's exactly what I told the gate guard."

He said that if I was going to let a little thing llke that stop me, I didn't deserve to
enter his city! Well, I wasn't about to give up so easily. I banged the knocker against the
gate again.

"Have you brought me that golden-haired fruit snake yet, human?" the guard
wondered. "No, of course I haven't! There isn't one, you silly creature!" I replied. He

slammed the door panel shut again.

I was about to knock one more time when my attention was caught by the sight
of a little door set unobtrusively in the wall just to the right of the gate. No sooner had
I reached for the handle than the gate panel slid open with a bang.

"Entry through that portal is expressly forbidden! You can't go through there!" the
guard screamed, "there's an enormous, drooling purple cockroach waiting on the other
side! You just wait and see!"

Even with all the strange things I had seen so far, I thought I could calculate the
odds of that.Tralled by the gatekeeper's frustrated exclamations, I stepped through the
door into the oddest little city you could imagine.

There was a plaza with oddly shaped buildings, the lot of them constructed from
what appeared to be gigantic slabs of eldrich basalt, all painted in overly bright pastel

colors. The trees, too, seemed unnaturally slick and polished, and a meandering

cobblestone street haphazardly connected all of it together. A little white dog with
bulging eyes, walking on his hind legs, wearing a lavender waistcoat and walking cane

trotted out the front door of the largest building, barking at me in a high-pitched,
yapping voice.

"Thtop in the name of The Powers That Be! I, Archduke Fifi le Yipyap of Falderal,

do so order it! Thtop!"
Valanice's family was more than a little amused at her imitation of the Archduke,

but she swore to its accuracy.
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"You are a thtranger here," he insisted. "You have no buthineth being in beautiful
Falderal! Why, I should have you imprithoned for illegal thide-door entry! Explain

yourthelf ere I call for the guardth!"
I really couldn't bring myself to take this ridiculous little beast seriously, but every

time I tried to walk around him, he stepped in front of me and barked again. Perhaps it
would be better to reason with him after all. I begged his indulgence and told him I was

on an errand of great importance. He was not inclined to believe me until I showed him
Rosella's golden comb and told him the sad story of my search for her.

To my utter surprise, the Archduke's eyes began to fill with tears. "Tho tragic, tho
tragic! I cannot in good conthence try to thtop you from carrying out thuch a noble
mithion, Madam!," he wailed. "Enioy your thtay in Falderal. If you go to the Faux Thop,

my lady, remember to try and take it with a grain of thalt. Farewell, and good fortune
in thy motht noble of quethts!" Then he blew his nose wetly into an embroidered hanky,

and turned away, sobbing.

As if all this weren't curious enough, at that moment a Iittle yellow fowl wearing

a great sunbonnet came dashing down the street, squawking at the top of her lungs,

"The sky is falling! The sky is falling!"

"Pay her no mind, my good lady," the Archduke said. "She'th really very thilly,
alwayth threaming about dithathters and whatnot." As though hewas any judge of what
was silly!

My immediate task was to find the merchant Lord Attis had spoken of-the one

who could provide me with the ability to cross the Were-Woods unharmed. I strolled

east down the street and almost immediately I saw an odd little cart packed with jars

and bottles, baskets and boxes. The chicken I'd seen only a moment before was standing

in front of the cart, still squawking about the sky. I walked closer to hear what she was

saying.

"Why won't anyone believe me? Why?! You'll all regret it eventually, you will!
When you're all crushed under the weight of the heavens, then you'll wish you'd
listened!" The chicken was wailing to a green, scaly snake-man who was coiled behind
the counter of the cart. The snake seemed to be trying to sell her something, but she

didn't appear interested. In fact, the little chick was only growing angrier and more

agitated, and a moment later, she was screeching again as she ran away down the street.

I approached the cart with a certain amount of trepidation. This person was not
only a snake, but evidently some kind of salesman, and I'm automatically wary of
salesmen.

"I was told of a merchant who sells an item that can get me through the

Were-Woods, safe and unharmed," I said to him. "Would that perhaps be you?" Oozing

charm from every scaly pore, the salesman stretched his long neck from the cart, sticking
his face so close to mine that I could smell his rather sour breath.

"That would be me indeed, dear lady," the snake-man hissed. "I have the ssstuff

you desssire; a magical sssalve of great power and potency, almossst completely



unavailable in this remote area. However, I am willing to sssell it, and for a mere

sssmidgen of itsss true worth to one asss charming asss you...However...I will only take

one very ssspecial item in exchange for this sssalve. This item isss a magic ssstatuette; a

lovely depiction, though of little worth, of a nymph gazing into a foressst pond."

"You don't say. Just where can I find this magical statuette?" I asked.

"The Archduke hasss it."

"You can imagine my reaction to that," Valanice said to Graham and Rosella." How
could I take something that belonged to the Archduke, as though I were some common

criminal?"
But the snake salesman went on to explain that the statue was said to belong to

Titania, Queen of the Faeries, though no one knew for sure, and that he had been hired
to "reacquire" it for her. It seemed a weak story, but I could only hope he was right,
because I had to have the statuette to obtain the salve, and I had to have the salve to
cross the Were-Wood, and I had to...

"Yes, yes, my darling. We understand," said Graham, patting her hand. "What
happened next?"

I questioned him further about the statuette and its powers. He told me that if one
placed an object belonging to another person on the statuette, that person's location
would be revealed, swirling in the nymph's pool. I could only imagine why he would
want it, but I suddenly knew how very valuable it could be to me.

As it happened, when I returned to the Archduke's combination mansion and

town hall, musing more on the ethics of my possible theft, I found a sign posted on the
door. It read:

xor )n boilL cLo*o BU tbe lrnpen.lo.L oecn:ee oF tbe pouJens
tboltael-

corne sock o LltxLe Loxep- Fon.. xbe or.:clzoorke's scpr.- sec;n:ex
Blp-:l2ory pojp-:ty aDo raos,qulepooe eolLl

A party seemed a perfect opportunity to gain entrance, and a masquerade ball
would provide wonderful concealment, but it also meant I needed a mask. Where in
this strange little town would I find one, and how would I pay? I had no money, and

not all merchants were so noble as to accept barter. And I did not expect to find one

lying about willy nilly. Well, the party wouldn't start for a while-there was time to
explore Falderal some, and perhaps find the answers to these questions.

The first establishment I entered was a china shop. Inside were hundred of pieces

of the loveliest and most fragile china, and behind a glass counter filled with wonderful,
delicate knickknacks was a hulking black bull, crying softly and dabbing at his eyes with
a dainty lace handkerchief.
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"Welcome to my shop, dear lady," he said in a soft voice that seemed wholly out
of place coming from his massive frame. "I am Fernando Bullforth, proprietor. I would
normally wish you a good day, my lady, but today is not a good day. Oh, no. It is a day
of sorrow and tragedy, for some cruel and heartless soul has stolen my Treasure."

"How awful," I said. "Surely the thief could not have gotten far lugging a trove of
silver and jewels."

"My Tieasure is not of metal and gems, lady," he replied, "Treasure is my precious

china bird." Then he went on to tell me how he had loved his little bird more than all
the stars in the sky. "She is my only true friend. And now she's gone, stolen by ruthless
thugs and villains," he sobbed, and dabbed at his eyes some more.

The only bird I had seen was a mockingbird who had his nest in a tree near the
fountain pool, and was wont to hurl insults at whomsoever walked by. I was certain he

could be no relation to Fernando's friend.
"1, too have suffered a loss. My daughter was taken from me," I told him. "She is a

pretty girl, with long golden hair and mischievous blue eyes, dressed in blue silk. Have

you heard word of her?" Fernando brightened, iust a little. "l have just read of the
upcoming marriage of King Otar of Vulcanix and a blonde-haired, mystery princess.

Could she be your daughter? Although I must say that you look little like most trolls"
said Fernando. He seemed to enioy the sublect of society.

"Now it's true, RoseIIa, that I'd been encouraging you to marry, but this was the

second time I'd heard the rumor that you were engaged to a troll, and I feared more than
ever that it might be true."

"I hope you knew it wasn't an engagement of my choosing," said Rosella indignantly.

"It seemed unlikely that it was," Valanice assured her. "Afrer aII, you had seemingly

been snatched away before my very eyes and taken away-kidnapped. My only thought
was to save you.'l

Rosella's head hung, and her cheeks flushed with guilt. Valanice smiled, iust a little.
As I was leaving I happened to notice a lovely mask hanging on one of the walls

of the shop. I inquired as to its price. "The price is one hundred gold coins," the bull
said, "but I'll sell it to you for eighty. I just don't care about wealth any more, now that
Treasure is gone." And he started crying yet again. I could have also-eighty pieces of
gold was still eighty more than I had.

As I walked away from the China Shop, a curious thing happened. I saw the
chicken again-the one who'd been so perturbed about the sky. She was running down
the street once more, screeching about the usual thing, but this time she ran up to me,

grabbed me by the front of my dress, and screamed right into my face: "Did you hear
me, Lady? Did you?! I said the sky is falling! Listen to me, damnit!"

I didn't know exactly what to say, so I asked her how she knew it was so.

"I know the sky is falling because we've been placed under a foul curse by an evil
faerie sorceressl" the chicken shouted at me. "The whole thing's gonna flatten us at any
minute! Run! Run! Women and children firstl"

llu



Again, an evil magic-wielder. I wondered if it were the same one who had sealed

the stone head in the desert and cursed Attis and Ceres back in the forest. I had no

chance to question the foul little fowl further, for she ran off again, still screaming. It
was all most curious, but I had no idea at the time how much more cuious it was to
become.

As I wandered about Falderal, I returned to the cart where the snake-salesman plied
his trade, but this time I saw something I had failed to notice before: a bird cage, crudely

concealed beneath a coarse woolen blanket. Taking care not to be seen, I approached

and pulled back the cover. A beautiful, delicate white china bird was cowering inside.

Treasure?

I opened the cage door, but the bird backed away. I spoke softly to her, and when
I mentioned the name Fernando, she brightened considerably. "Will you please take me

back to him? Please?" she asked. Then she hopped onto my finger and together we

quietly returned to the China Shop. The snake seemed more interested in counting coin
than in queenly perfidy.

"Mother!"

'Wife!'
'WelI, I did need some practice for my grand thefr. And the pale bird did need to be

retumed to its rightful home."

Fernando hadn't moved from his place behind the counter, and he still sighed and
dabbed at his tear-filled eyes. "I know someone who can make you feel better, Fernando,"

and I held up my hand to show the bird perched on my finger. The bull clapped his

hooves and cried out in joy, "Treasure! My darling, you have returned!"

The bird fluttered around her friend's head, chirping and trilling, landed on his

shoulder and pressed her feathered cheek to his. "I cannot thank you enough, good

lady," Fernando said. "I know you admired this mask. Please, allow me to present it to
you, with my compliments and gratitude."

I thanked Fernando for the beautiful mask. How perfect for a masque ball-and I
knew lasf where to find one. I hastened back to the Archduke's and knocked upon the
great front doors. A short little badger, wearing a breastplate and carrying a halberd, not
unlike...actu ally, not at all unlike the obnoxious guard at the town gate, greeted me with
a welcoming smile. Bowing low, he motioned for me to enter. This was certainly a
warmer reception than I'd gotten at the gate! I strode past him with my very best regal

manner and entered the ballroom.
To say the Town Hall was decorated for a party would be the most outrageous of

understatements and a totally inadequate description of the profusion of flags, streamers

and bright balloons that crowded the room, enough for a dozen parties in any other
town. An immense cake took up most of the dining table, and the gaudily costumed

citizens of Falderal, all seeming of the kingdom of animals, yet quite civilized, were

dancing to a waltz conducted by the somewhat inebriated Archduke himself. It was

terribly bright and terribly crowded and terribly noisy, but that was the way everyone
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seemed to like it. For my own part, I wanted only to leave the ballroom as quickly as

possible and search for the magical statue of the nymph.
No one was paying me the least bit of attention, and so I was able to surreptitiously

poke around a bit under and behind things. Some hanging birthday flags at the back of
the room concealed a narow door. I slipped through.

On the other side was a roomful of stairways-but not any ordinary stairs. These

stumbled off in every possible direction. Some even hung upside-down, and when I
walked on them, I too was upside-down! It was most unnerving. Beyond the stairs, I

could see a pair of rounded doors. Perhaps what I sought was behind one of them, but
it was impossible to tell which stairway would lead me there. It was discouraging, I can

tell you.
After many frustrating attempts to make sense of those stairs, I found the end of

a stairway and the door I sought. But when I opened the door, a monstrous white powder
puff thrust itself through the doorway and covered me in dusting powder! Then the
door slammed in my face!

"Doubtlessly the door to the powder room," chortled Graham. Valanice snorted in
distaste, rushing on as if he had never spoken.

I hoped everyone didn't have to go through thatevery time they tried to go inside.

The second time I tried the knob, though, I got inside without further incident, or
dusting.

The room itself was monstrously overdecorated, with an overJarge fountain,
gold-framed mirrors, and cherubs all over the wallpaper. There was even a chubby,
gold-plated cherub on the vanity table, poised on one fleshy foot, with its little mouth
open in an'O'. On its base I could see an inscription of some sort, unreadable for tarnish.
Well, that ugly thing certainly couldn't be mistaken for a nymph.

The mirrors lining the walls were quite odd. As I passed each one, I saw my
reflection, but oddly distorted-short and squat on one, impossibly tall and thin in
another. It was amusing, but not very useful. One mirror, however, showed a perfectly
normal me, except for the fact that I was upside-down. "That's odd," I wondered as I
reached out to touch the mirror. That's when my reflection grabbed my hand and pulled
me through to the other sidel

"And what was on the other side, Mother?" Rosella asked excitedly, remembering

vividly her own experience with the minor into the underground.

"A very normal room," replied Valanice. "Or at least," she recalled with a laugh, "a

normal room for the town of Falderal."

It was as silly and overdone as everything else I had seen, and decorated with
enough fancy scrollwork to outfit an entire royal palace! A large desk occupied most of
the space, and there was a poorly done portrait of the Archduke himself on the wall. It
looked to be the Archduke's office. I began to search it as thoroughly-and quickly-as
possible.



I began, logically enough, with the Archduke's desk. There was a drawer in the
side, and when I opened it, the golden statuette of the nymph was inside. I turned it in
my hand, then placed Rosella's golden comb on it as the snake-salesman had said.

"Please...show me where my daughter isl" I asked.

The nymph on the statuette was gazing into a pond, and now that pond began to
shimmer and change. A picture was forming, but at first I couldn't tell what it was. Then
the nymph looked up at me and spoke: "Your daughter is in dire peril of her life in the
dark land called Ooga Booga," she said. Now I could see the image quite clearly: Rosella

dangling in some kind of large bucket, high above the ground, and it was collapsing
around her! In fright, I picked up the statuette and ran through the office room's door
as fast as my feet would carry me, and ignored the meaningless stairs, and the less

meaningful party, in my haste.

At last I found my way out of the Town Hall. I was hurrying down the main street,

intent upon giving the snake-merchant the statue, obtaining the magical salve and
continuing on my journey to rescue Rosella, when I heard a familiar commotion.

"The sky is falling! The sky is falling!" It was that silly chicken again, but I couldn't
be bothered to spare her any thought. My thoughts were all on how to find my child.

Suddenly a shadow fell over the pond, growing larger and larger by the second.

Then a large... You really must believe me when I assure you it was a wheel of green

cheese that fell into the pond. It splashed the mockingbird and sent him squawking
away from his nest and into the sky. It splashed me and everything around, too.

"Bagaaawk! | told you so!" The chicken was still screeching. She reached into the
pond with her stubby wings, as if to rescue the cheese. "Please, that cheese is ruined
now," I advised her. "Certainly you can buy yourself another wheel of green cheese

somewhere in town."

"Green cheese?" the chicken shrieked. "Green cheese?l That's not green cheesel

That's the moonl The sky has fallenl!!" And she flapped away, screeching incoherently
at the top of her lungs.

"The moon?" echoed RoseIIa.
uMade of green cheese? Is that possible?" asked Graham.

"All things are possible, and apparently more so in Falderal," Valanice told them.

I looked into the sky, but there was no moon in sight, and I was certain it had
been there before. True, it looked like cheese, and it did seem a bit tiny for being the
moon. Still, things seldom are as they appear. Could the chicken possibly have been
right all along? It was all too confusing, and the last thing I needed then was another
confusion in my life.

The mockingbird still hadn't returned to his nest, and I couldn't help but wonder
what might be in it. If there were eggs, he wouldn't have been so quick to fly away. I
peered inside and saw what appeared to be a coin made of wood. Heedless of advice I
have heard many times, I took it. I couldn't imagine what use the mockingbird would
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have for it, and in a town as topsy-turvy as this one, this unreal currency might iust be

as genuine as any.

And where better to test my theory than the shop nearby? Its sign read:

Fo.rl-x sbop
F(rkeFrle, polselrooOs or)o gerJulDe co,r/|ntep.+elt lr'rlXotlorls

F?leDos c|rlo Foes oLlke cneLcorne

What a perfectly perfect place to spend a wooden nickell I opened the door, walked
through-and discovered the shop to be nothing more than a facade. I walked back

around to the front, quite irritated. Then I remembered something.

"Be sure to take the Faux Shop with a grain of salt," the Archduke had told me.

Well, I still had some salt with me from the pool in the desert. On impulse, I swallowed

it. Ugh! The Faux Shop suddenly shimmered for a moment. I reached for the door,

opened it-and discovered that an entire shop had appeared on the other side!

The shop was crowded from top to bottom with the strangest goods of every kind.
There were some lovely plants in one corne! but on closer inspection, I was dismayed

to see that they were cheap wood, not real at all. There were glass eyeballs, wooden legs,

and stuffed, wind-up animals strewn throughout the shop. In fact, everything I could
see was fakel An odd little turtle busied himself behind one of the counters.

I learned that the turtle was named Ersatz de Faux, owner of the shop. He was

proud of his large selection of totally artificial merchandise, proudly claiming that he

was himself a mock turtle. It seemed fitting, somehow.

"What can I buy with this?" I asked, showing him the wooden nickel. "Why, for
the price of one wooden nickel, you can buy this fabulous tome of ancient, eldrich lore!"

he exclaimed, "The Wit and Wisdom of Falderall" Something about the idea of any kind
of wit or wisdom being associated with this queer little town struck me as infinitely
amusing. And I would be paying for it with a wooden nickel. How droll. I gave the nickel
to Ersatz de Faux, and he handed me the book.

I wasn't quite ready to give up the pleasures of examining this odd boutique,
though, and continued looking through more of Ersatz's merchandise. I couldn't help
noticing three plucked chickens hanging by their feet from the ceiling. They were so

realistic that I reached out and touched one to confirm that it was, in fact, a synthetic
bird, not a real one. It smiled at me and waggled its eyebrows. Even live chickens don't
do that!

"This is the finest and stretchiest rubber chicken I've ever seen," the turtle told me.

"If you wish to purchase it, I will require something rare, odd, and special in exchange."

I wasn't sure I had anything very special to offer, especially something fake, but then I
noticed the empty rack behind the counter. The sign read "Masks," but all the pegs were



empty. "Everyone wanted a false face so that they could attend the Archduket birthday
party," Ersatz explained in response to my inquiry. "I don't have a single one left I'm
afraid,"

Well I did, and I had no further use for it that I could imagine. I showed the mask

to the turtle in a silent offer of barter.

"In exchange for such a fine mask, I'll give you the rubber chicken that you showed

so much interest in," he said happily. The chicken grinned, showing me its teeth! Teeth?

I gasped, then remembered my manners. "Thank you, Ersatz," I replied.
I couldn't think of any possible use for such an unusual item, but he offered it in

such goodwill that I was unwilling to refuse it and risk hurting his feelings. I looked the
chicken over very carefully, making sure he could see how much I admired it. That's
when I saw what appeared to be a genuine feather on his, er...posterior. I didn't think I
ought to tell Ersatz about that, so I plucked out the feather. To my surprise, the faux fowl
squawked angrily and glared at me! Embarrassed, I put the feather in my pocket and bid
the mock turtle good-day. As I left the shop and passed the fountain, I noticed that the
moon was now bobbing in the pool.

Graham laughed. "I've seen many amazing things in my travels," he said, "but surely

this town of Falderal is the only town in all existence where such a perfectly silly thing
could happen!"

"I'm sure I saw things as odd in Ooga Booga," Rosella assured him, "and they were

a lot scarier, besides."

Valanice could tell Rosella was becoming anxious to teII more of her adventures, but
she was not quite through talking yet, and Rosella had promised not to intemtpt. She gave

her daughter a stem, motherly look, and Rosella subsided a bit, saying, "Please go on,

Mother." Valanice thought that she sounded almost as though she meant it, too.

I wished there were something I could do about the moon-evenings would never
be quite the same without it-but I couldn't imagine what. Something to hook it and
bring it to the side of the pool where it could be lifted out would be useful, but I had
seen nothing in the Faux Shop-or the rest of Falderal-that would be of any help.
Besides, I had other business to attend to-I still felt obligated to find a way to help Attis
and Ceres before I continued with my own quest.

"Mother! You were searching for me! Why?" Rosella cried.

"Because they seemed such kind folk that I could never have lived with myself had I
iust abandoned them without making the slightest attempt to assist them. And I knew I
would be searching for you at the same time."

I left Falderal-without being harassed and badgered by that asinine guard-and
walked back to where I had freed the little hummingbird.

This time I did not cross the river, but ventured east until I found the rock spirit
Lord Attis had spoken of. Oh, at first I did not realize it was an entity; indeed, I paused

to lean against it and rest. That was when I noticed the strange cast of the stone; it had
the shape of a great, craggy face, complete with mossy eyebrows and mustache. The
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sides of this rock head vibrated slightly, as if the entire thing were slowly breathing, as

if asleep. At any rate, it was he who knew the way to heal the woods of their curse, and

I felt that if there was something I could do for Lord Attis and Lady Ceres, and everything
that lived here, then I must do it. I had not lost my determination to find Rosella, of
course, but I felt there was something greater going on-something that could affect

the lives of thousands of creatures.

To awaken the spirit, I removed the chicken feather from my pocket and placed

it under its nose, and proceeded to tickle him. The rock spirit snorted once, almost

blowing the feather from my grasp, then began to snore. I tickled him again. He sneezed,

and blew the feather right out of my hand. "What foolish mortal dares to awaken me

from my eons-deep slumber?" he demanded in a voice like granite slabs grinding slowly
together.

I told the spirit of the terrible fate that had befallen the woods-about the river
ceasing to flow and about Attis transformed into a stag and Ceres into an oak. "You must
start the River of Life flowing again, or all shall perish. Pour the sacred drink into the

River Maiden's pitcher. Replenish the cornucopia with the sacred food of the gods. Only
then shall all be made whole again." His eyes began to grind close as he fell asleep again,

and, try as I might, I could not re-awaken him. Musing over iust what w4s the sacred

nectar and the food of the gods, I returned to Attis and his imprisoned love.

The Mother Oak that had been Lady Ceres still stood, though sap still oozed fitfully
from the cruel spike wound in her trunk. There seemed nothing I could do there.

I continued on from the oak to the water maiden statue the rock spirit had

mentioned. I knew that I must find the sacred drink to refill her vessel, but where? And
how? I didn't even know what the rock spirit had meant by "sacred drink," and I had

had no chance to ask him. What did gods drink?, I wondered.

The phrase "nectar and ambrosia" recurred to me from a childhood story that my
mother had told me once when I was very small. Nectar was sacred drink, and ambrosia

was sacred food. And nectar came from flowers. Of course! I looked all around me, but
the only flowers I could see grew high on a cliff, and I could find no way to climb up to
them.

I heard a low-pitched buzzing sound over my shoulder, and when I turned to look,

a tiny, lavender hummingbird hovered there, looking at me with one bright eye. It was

the same bird I had freed from the spider's web.

"Do you desire some of the sacred nectar?" she asked.

"I do!" I told her. She asked me for a vessel, and I took out the little pot I had carried

from the desert. "Hold it below the flowers, so that you will not lose a drop," the bird
told me, and I held the pot as close as I could to the bright-colored blossoms.

The hummingbird flew up to the flowers and tipped one over. A trickle of nectar

fell from the flower and into the pot. I thanked the hummingbird, and she kissed my
cheek gently before flying away. So a tiny creature hadbeen able to help me! I vowed

to never again think of such a one as insignificant.



Carrying the pot of nectar carefully, I climbed up onto the water maiden statue
until I could reach the pitcher and emptied the contents of the pot into it. To my
amazement, the nectar turned from a trickle to a stream, and the stream poured out of
the pitcher and into a river. Soon the space between the banks was filled with beautiful,
clear wateq and the River of Life began again to flow. As this happened, a rainbow formed
between the broken ends of the ancient bridge, seeming to become a part of the shattered
span. While I stared in wonder as these magical changes occurred, the stag I had spoken
to earlier came walking towards me, out of the woods.

"Lord Attis," I called to him. "The River of Life is flowing again! perhaps a drink
from its waters will give you the strength to shake off the evil curse that is upon you."

The stag walked quickly to the river's edge and drank deeply of the clear water,
and as I watched, Attis was transformed from a stag into a tall, surpassingly handsome
man clothed entirely in green and black, with black hair and beard.

"I am myself again," he said in a wondering tone. "Though I wish to thank you
properly for this deed, I have no time. Ceres stands dying and I must try to save her!"

When we reached the great Mother Oak, Lord Attis took the iron stake in both
hands and, with a great heave, pulled it out and flung it aside. The flow of sap from the
wound ceased for a moment-then resumed as a flow of red, red blood! Ceres did not
regain her true form. Instead, her branches drooped even more, and she appeared near
to death.

"The curse is of a power greater than my own," said Attis in an angry voice. "But I
will not let her die. I cannot stop, even if it costs me my life. But, I must offer you, too,
such aid as I can."

Attis told me he had learned of a terrible monster that dwelled in the murky waters
of the swamp outside of Ooga Booga. He said he could help me evade the monster, but
first he had to try to save his beloved Ceres. A vibrant green glow enveloped him, and
he slipped into a trance with his hands on the trunk of the tree.

I knew Attis wouldn't be able to help me more just then. I would return soon,
before I iourneyed to Ooga Booga, and learn how to evade the swamp monster, and
meanwhile I would put my time to good use. There had not been anything in the Falderal
Faux Shop that would help me get the moon out of the fountain pool, but I knew another
place, not too far away, where a rather odd assortment of treasures was to be found.

South of the River of Life was the entrance to the great stone head-the portal
back to the burning desert wastes. I soon found myself back in the tunnel where I had
seen the giant lizard, but there was no sign of him now. Perhaps the thorns on the prickly
pear I fed him were giving him a case of indigestion. In any event, I hurried through
the tunnel and out the open mouth of the colossus, then proceeded east to the burrow
of the kangaroo rat.

The rat opened his door at my knock, stared up at me, and recited his rhyme. By
now I had deduced that the little fellow only traded for things that rhymed with one
another, and I hoped to trade something I didn't need for an object that might help me
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to rescue the moon-perhaps a hook. Looking through my possessions, I noticed the

book the mock turtle had traded me for the wooden nickel. This might be just perfect!

I offered it to him.

Aha! You wish to trade to me a book.

In return, I'll give to you a pawn and a rook.

I frowned in disapproval.

Well, I can see by your irkish look,

You'd rather have a shepherd's crook!

And with that he ducked into his burrow. I couldn't believe my luck. In a moment

he was back with a long, straight rod that ended in a sort of hook. This would do

wonderfully! The kangaroo rat tipped his hat to me, and slammed the door.

This time my walk back to Nonsense Land was simpler and less fraught with peril.

As I walked through the woods I saw Attis, still deep in his healing trance. I hurried

silently past and didn't stop until I came to the Falderal town gate, where I banged the

knocker against the gate. "Go away, you gate crasher," the badger guard shouted down

at me. "You have no respect for the authority of The Powers that Be!" I supposed he was

right, especially considering that I was going to enter the town through the same little
door he'd forbidden me to open once before.

"No!," he shouted. "You're sfi// not allowed through there! There's a gigantic

carnivorous cactus waiting on the other side!" I laughed and walked through anlrway.

"Oh, big fat hairy rafs!" muttered the guard. I almost felt sorry for the pompous little
fellow. Almost, but not quite.

As I had expected, the moon was still lying in the fountain pool. Using the crook,

I fished around in the pond, trying to get a firm grip on it. After a moment I was able

to pull it toward me and get my free hand around it. Being made of cheese, however,

the rnoon was very slippery, and was about to fall from my hand and back into the pool.

I let go of the crook and grabbed the moon with both hands. The crook fell into the

pool, but now I had the moon, safe and sound.

I heard a noise behind me and turned to see the badger guard and the Archduke

marching toward me. They didn't Iook particularly friendly.

"l thaw what you jutht did, you wicked, wicked creature!" the Archduke sputtered.

"You jutht thtole the moon! We've caught you red-handed, you, you...common

criminal!"
"You are now placed under arrest for all of those reasons that his great highness,

Archduke Yipyap has stated," said the badger, "plus the heinous and wicked crimes of
littering and illegal side-door entry into the sovereign town of Falderal."
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I lllail the Fourth...

-7 "And did the guard arrest you?" Graham asked, shocked.

"He did indeed," said Valanice, "but you must wait to hear it until Rosella has had
a chance to tell more of her tale. She's been waiting patiently-well, nearly-all this
time, haven't you, dear?"

"Well, let's see," said Rosella, looking up. "Where was I when my story ended?"

"You were in a crumbling elevator shaft," said her father. "And you were in danger
of falling to your death in the cavern below." He was obviously very interested in hearing
what came next.

"So I was," said Rosella, nodding. "The elevator was falling to pieces, and at any
moment I would be plunged a great distance to the hard, jagged stone floor."

"Well, what happened?" cried both her parents in unison. Rosella laughed. "Would
you believe me if I told you I fell to the floor and was smashed flat?"

"No," said her father.

Her mother only raised an eyebrow in a gesture Rosella knew all too well, and
tapped one royal foot.

"Oh, all right," Rosella admitted. "I didn't fall." And then she continued with her
tale:

I thought I must be about to, but when I looked upt a very strange-looking man,
large and hunched and lumped, was holding out a shovel to me. So I grabbed it. He
pulled me up out of the elevator shaft, and a moment later the whole thing went
crashing to the cavern floor in a thousand pieces. If I left this place it wasn't likely to be

the way I had come. Just the same, I heaved a sigh of relief at finding myself on solid
ground again. "Thank you, kind sir," I said to the man. He simply nodded wearily and
went back to his work.

It appeared that I was in-not again!-some kind of a cemetery. I could see

strangely twisted gravestones, and what looked like a tomb. The strange-looking man
who had rescued me was digging what seemed to be a grave, using an impossibly small
shovel.

"Drats, but I'm never gonna get this done at this rate," he muttered. "Stupid, useless

little shovel!" He seemed quite irritated. I wasn't sure whether I should interrupt him.
"Thank you again, kind sir," I trilled loudly, still trying for his attention.

He eyed me wearily, then hopped out of the grave and strode up to me, holding
a measuring tape. He did a quick measurement of my height, and said, "Okay, miss, I
got your measurements. I'll get to work on diggin' your grave tomorrow. Sorry about
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the delay, but there's been a real backlog of orders lately-people are just dyin'to get in
here."

"Thank you anyway, but I don't think that I'll need a grave any time soon, I said,

"but please, could you tell me if this is the land of Ooga Booga?" He told me that it was.

"Pardon my saying so," I went on, "but shouldn't you be using a larger shovel for
your work? The one you have now seems far too small." "You're absolutely right," he

replied. "I just don't have the right tools anymore. Here, come an' take a look at this."
He trundled over to the tomb and threw open the doors, revealing a bizarre contraption.
It had a pair of arms in front, and rotating paws and teeth. It seemed perfect for digging.

I had to admit I was impressed at the design, even though the whole thing was a little
scary, like the gravedigger himself. In the center of the machine, I noticed, there was an

empty rodent wheel.

"This baby is a fully automatic, mostly automated, steam-driven, rat-powered

grave digging machine," the gravedigger told me. "Made it myself. It worked great until
those derned kids broke in and swiped my rat!"

"Why don't you iust get another rat?" I asked. A great sadness came over his coarse

features. "lggy's special," he said. "Iggy's the strongest, smartest, best trained rat I've ever

known, and I don't think another one could come close to replacing him. Nope." He

wiped his eyes with the back of his grimy hand. I was touched.

"I'm sorry. He must have been very important to you," I commented. "He was,

Miss. He was," said the gravedigger, his voice just a little unsteady. He didn't seem

interested in any further conversation, and I had work to do. I had promised Mathilde,

the Troll King's nursemaid, as you'll recall, that I would find out what happened to the

real King Otar. I supposed it was time to get out there and meet some people who might
be inclined to help me.

From the graveyard, I walked to the south and west until I came to a spooky old

house covered in vines, with an iron fence, topped with sharp points. As haunted as it
appeared at first glance, I could see someone moving about inside. There was a name

on the mailbox: Dr. Mort Cadaver. That made me more than a little nervous.

The house was very old and ill-kept and more than a little frightening. There was

a black cat sitting on the porch, though she looked harmless enough. Someone had

hung strips of some sort of flimsy white paper all over a dead tree in the yard, and

pictures-not very good ones-had been drawn on the walls. I could see drawings of a

skull, a bat, and a spider. A tremendously ugly little child with ghastly green skin was

drawing on the wall. A very short little old man in a badly wrinkled black waistcoat

opened the door and shouted at the child, "Get out of here, you little menace! Get away,

I say!" He sounded scared to death. The child shouted "Boo!" and the little man and the

cat iumped back into the house. It certainly wasn't the sort of place I usually like to visit.

I opened the gate, which made a horrible shrieking kind of noise, and went up to
the house. The little man opened the door a crack and looked up at me. "Um, hello sir,"

I said. "I don't think we've met. I'm Rosella of Daventrv. Would vou mind if I ask you

llu



some questions?" "Please do, Miss Rosella, I'll be glad to offer any assistance that I may,"

he said most civilly, and he invited me in. His parlor was cluttered with so many things
I could scarcely see them all. There was laboratory equipment, a sewing machine, dozens

of books and bottles and jars-even a silk-lined coffinl "My name is Cadaver, Dr. Mort
Cadaver. I am the chief medical practitione! coroner, and undertaker of Ooga Booga,"

he told me. "How may I be of service?"

His skin was waxen and his eyes were sunken but he seemed like a good fellow at
heart, despite his almost corpse-like appearance. For some unfathomable reason, I
trusted him. I told Dr. Cadaver that I was looking for the King of the Trolls, who might
be held captive against his will somewhere in Ooga Booga.

"l would presume that the enchantress Malicia is at fault, Miss Rosella. She is ever

up to no good," he said. He told me that Malicia had been responsible for the destruction
of a Count Tsepish, who had once been the ruler and defender of Ooga Booga. Since

then, the Boogeyman had taken over, and the ghoul kids (one being the hideous little
green fellow I had seen earlier) were out of control. "I fear, now, even to venture out of
doors!" he exclaimed.

I didn't even want to think about what the Boogeyman might be, so I made

conversation. "If you're having trouble with kids, why don't you do something to stop
them?" I asked. "Threaten to tell their parents that they're misbehaving." "I'm iust the
coroner and doctor, " he replied. "I catalogue the dead, take care of the living, and perform
the occasional operation. Why, iust last week I gave my spine up to a woman who had
broken hers falling off a cliff. Now I haven't the backbone to stand up to a bunny rabbit,
let alone a ghoul."

"He had no spine at aII?" asked Valanice, horrified.

"None at all," Rosella replied, "which is why he was so short and his coat was so

wrinkled."
He had been much taller before. I asked him if he could get his old spine back, but

he wouldn't hear of it. "In medicine, the patient's welfare must always come first," he
said gallantly. But I could tell that he badly wanted another one nonetheless.

Then I asked him about the children who were terrifying him so. He said they'd
been children for the past one hundred and thirty yearsl And he warned me to stay away

from the Boogeyman, a tall, stick-like figure who had become completely evil and
vicious under Malicia's influence.

"If you see him, run! If you think you see him, run! To be safe, just run anytime
that you're outside," he told me. For one brief instant, I was filled with an inexplicable,
nameless terror, a crawling, creeping dread the likes of which I had never known. I
suddenly decided that the doctor's advice was probably the best course of action.

The good doctor seemed rather busy, so I left him to his work and walked east

until I came to the strangest house I had ever seen. It was in the shape of a great,

grimacing orange jack-o-lantern sitting up in the twisted branches of a dead tree. There

was some sort of web or net connecting the house to a big hole in the ground, and there
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was a pulley elevator with a metal bucket, something like the one in the underground,

but smaller-and hopefully more stable.

There were two very odd-looking children on a deck in front of the treehouse, and

they were playing with a rat. Playing catch with a rat, actually, and the rat didn't look

at all happy about it. I recognized one of them as the little vandal from Dr. Cadaver's

house. As they tossed it back and forth, they chanted a rhyme:

When e'er the branch shaped like a snake

Is pointing up, for heaven's sake,

Run away! Run away!

Neep, neepl Neep, neep!

Go and hide! Go and hide.

The bogeyman will be inside!

When e'er the branch is pointing down,

The Boogeyman has gone to town.

And we'll stomp and play all over townl

It was a very strange rhyme.

"Hello, kids!" I called up to them. "Hiya, lady!" said one child, and he held the rat
up by its tail. "Would you like to have your head shrunk or your kidneys punched?" the

other one wanted to know "No, but thank you for the offer," I told them, and I tried
hard to sound very friendly and cheerful. "That's a great rat you've got to play with."

"This is the most bestest rat in Ooga Booga, lady!" the first child said. By this time,
he was swinging the rat over his head by the tail. I asked if they'd like to sell him, but
they weren't interested. They said they might be willing to trade...if I could bring them

a really spooky pet in return. Something with big teeth and bad manners.

"What do you kids do for fun around here anyway? Besides tormenting Doctor

Cadaver and your rat," I asked them. "Aw, we always run around an' jump in open

graves,'r the first child said. "You always find a grave surprise in them."

"Yah, we talk to the Woman in Black, too" the second child added. I made up my

mind then and there not to do either of those things, if these little monsters thought
they were fun. I had never encountered kids so unrepentantly rotten. I felt terribly sorry

for the rat, and wanted to see him returned to the poor gravedigger where he'd be loved

and cared for, but how on earth was I going to find a weird pet to trade the little beasts?

I was pretty curious about what was in that treehouse, but I didn't feel exactly safe

going in when the kids were there. I went away for a little while, and when I came back,

they were nowhere in sight. The elevator was down, and I used it to raise myself up to
the treehouse. Inside, it was several times more weird than it was outside, if you can

believe that. There was a row of shrunken heads on a shelf and a mummy was propped



up in the corner. Even the jack-in-the-box didn't look much like your everyday toy, and

I had absolutely no desire to turn the handle.

I noticed what looked like a backbone stuck in a knothole in the floor, and

someone had been playing ring toss on it with slipped disks. I looked around quickly
for anything else that might be of use, not wanting to be caught here when those awful
kids came back. I knew I wanted a backbone for Dr. Cadaver, so I pulled it free. It looked

to be about the right size. I was sure that he'd be quite pleased to get it.
I looked on top of a pile of bizarre toys and saw a bag of some kind. I looked inside

and shuddered. I didn't see it quite clearly, but I'm sure there was a foot in there!

"How horrid!" cried Valanice.

Indeed. I set it back down hurriedly, but after a moment I reluctantly picked it up.

I told myself, "I suppose a girl never knows when she'll need a foot in a bag...especially

in a place called Ooga Booga!" I didn't see anything else I wanted, so I let myself back

down and hurried back to Dr. Cadaver's house and knocked at the door.

When I arrived, the doctor was seeing a patient in his parlor, and what a patient

he was! Dr. Cadaver called him Mr. Bugbear, and the strange, squat little fellow fit right
in with all the other truly strange things I had seen in such a short time.

Mr. Bugbear had a broken heart-Iiterallyl He looked very unhappy about it, as

you might imagine, but Dr. Cadaver fixed it up as good as new with some staples and

glue, and put it back, and the little fellow was all smiles again. It was easy to see why
his patients-even the heartless ones-loved such a kind-hearted man, and I was happy
to be able to do something nice for him.

"Doctor, I wonder if you can find a use for this?" I said, and held out the backbone

for him to see. Dr. Cadaver admired the backbone for a moment, then stood up, opened

his mouth verywide, and swallowed the spine like a sword swallower. His body stretched

upward, and he became quite tall and thin. "Thank you, Miss Rosella," he said. "I was

fast becoming tired of being such a spineless old fool." He looked about at the items

crowding the shelves in the room, and found a black box that shook and twitched and

made distasteful little noises. Of course, he gave it to me.

"Here. It doesn't come close to squaring my debt to you, but here is a little
companion to make your travels in this dark land a little less lonely. I made him myself."

I opened the top of the box to peek inside. I immediately wished I hadn't. I thanked the

doctor again and hurried back to the tree house. I had just the thing now to trade those

ghoulish kids for the gravedigger's rat.

"Hey, kids! I found something to trade you for your rat! It's the creepiest pet you'll
ever see!" I yelled up to them, and that was no exaggeration. The kids didn't believe me,

so I lifted the lid and showed them the pet, being careful not to look again myself. "Drop
it on the lift!" cried one kid. "Why dontcha bring it up yourself?" said the other kid, and

they both laughed in a particularly awful way.

There was no way I was going up to that treehouse while they were in it! I put the

box on the elevator, and they pulled the bucket up. A few moments later, the rat leaped
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from the window, and landed in my arms. I was horrified for a moment-it was, after
all, a rat-but then the dear little creature kissed my cheek. My heart melted. "lt'll be

okay, little fella," I said. "Let's get out of here!"

I found the gravedigger still scratching pitifully away at the half-dug grave with
his tiny shovel. I walked up to him and held out the rat. "Excuse me, sir, but look who
I found!" The gravedigger turned around, and when he saw his rat his normally somber
face broke into a huge grin. "Iggy! You found my Iggy!" The rat squeaked in delight and
leapt into the gravedigger's arms.

The gravedigger was so grateful, he promised to dig me a grave anywhere, anytime.
He handed me an antique horn that he pulled from a large pocket like a rabbit from a
cap.

"I'll hear this horn whenever you blow it, and when I do, me an' Iggy'll come along
and dig you a nice, deep grave." Then he put the rat inside the wheel of the gravedigging
machine. The rat started to run, and the machine started up with a rattle and a roar, and
a lot of other noises I couldn't quite place. When I left the graveyard the two of them
were tearing up dirt right and left, happy as could be. On second thought, I returned to
pick up the gravedigger's shovel-if a girl can find an excuse for a foot in a bag, imagine
what I might do with a shovel!

The next time I walked by the treehouse, the ghoul kids appeared to be having
some sort of funeral. They were standing in front of a little coffin, all dressed in black,
and there were terrible yowling noises coming from inside the coffin.

"Ashes to ashes, dust to dust," one of them said, "we are gathered together for the
somber purpose of burying our kitty. Alive! We need a shovel to bury her properly!" the
other kid cried maliciously. "Come on, let's go grab one from that stupid old grave

digger!" squealed the first. "lt's not like kitty's going anywhere!" They laughed evilly and
ran off. They were trying to bury a poor cat alive!

I tried to open the coffin but it was sealed shut. The hammer and chisel that Oppi
had given me worked well, though, and when the lid sprang open, a little black cat
jumped out. "Kitty, kitty, are you all right?' I asked.

"l think so," the cat said. She walked closer to me and miaoed.

"I heard you ask my friend the coroner about the King of the trolls," she said. "He

is imprisoned in the lair of the Boogeyman, inside the fastness of the deadfall. However,
before you seek him out, I wish to give you something in return for saving my life." She

touched my hand with her paw, and gave me a pulsating golden ball of light. It hummed
against my skin and felt warm like a living creature.

"This is one of my nine lives. I feel that I owe it to you; a life for a life." I protested
that I could never accept so valuable a gift. "You must," she whispered urgently, then
ran away.

I walked west, past the doctor's house, and soon encountered another cemetery.
It seemed to me by that time that most of the real estate in Ooga Booga was devoted to
cemeteries. I would have found that odd anywhere else, but somehow it seemed rather
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fitting there. Oh, and the inscriptions on the gravestones were so amusing...let me see

if I can remember one of them:

The debonair Archduke von Drake

Was always a bit of a rake.

He chased a maid through the grass,

But when he caught up with the lass,

She kicked his bum into the lake.

Valqnice and Graham laughed. Rosella grinned, remembering. "Of course, some of
them were of darker tone, as seemed to beneftt the grim nature of that land. For examPle,

one read:

Mr. Kurtz, he dead.

And immediately under that was inscribed:

The horror! The horror!

Then I noticed a particularly large and elaborate crypt. A woman dressed all in
black stood in front of it, and she was weeping so grievously that I was sure that her

heart must be broken! There were dead flowers everywhere on the ground in front of
the tomb, as though someone had been bringing them here and leaving them for a very

long time. I felt sorry for the woman, but I didn't think it would be right to disturb her

in her grief, so I went on my way.

I had turned south, and in a short time I came to the deadfall the cat had told me

about. One tree stood here, dead and dry but not yet fallen, and behind it was an

immense pile of warped, sun-bleached sticks. Or were they bones? As I looked again, it
seemed almost impossible to tell. One gnarled branch on the tree looked amazingly like

a snake, which led me to remember the rhyme those awful kids were singing when I

had first seen them. How did it go? I tried to remember, knowing it might be important.

When e'er the branch shaped like a snake

Is pointing up, for heaven's sake,

Run awayl

Run away? But why? If only I could remember! Run away...
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Run away!

Go and hide!

The Boogeyman will be inside!

Yes, that was it! If the branch pointed up, the Boogeyman would be at home, and
Dr. Cadaver had told me always to run from the Boogeyman. Well, the branch was

pointing downward now.

When e'er the branch is pointing down,

The Boogeyman has gone to town.

That was how the rest of the rhyme went, I was sure. With any luck, that meant
that the Boogeyman-whoever or whatever he was-was away. Now to get down
beneath the deadfall, where the cat had said King Otar was being held prisoner. It looked
like I would have to dig, but I had nothing but my hands to dig with, and the ground
was thickly laced with stones and tree roots. Then I remembered that I knew someone
who had iust the thing I needed! I took out the gravedigger's horn and blew on it.

A moment later the gravedigger came riding up on his amazing machine. "Dig
there," I said, and I pointed to the edge of the deadfall. The gravedigger gave me such a
fearful look. "You don't want to be buried there, do you miss?" he asked. I handed him
back his horn. "Yes, I'm afraid that I do." "All right," he sighed. "It's your funeral. Stand
back."

I moved as far away as I could from the machine. The gravedigger started the
engine and the machine started digging wildly. In only a few minutes, he had finished
the grave and, with a fearful glance backwards, drove hastily away.

I tried to climb down carefully into the hole, but the steep side crumbled and sent
me falling down, under the ground and the deadfall. When I opened my eyes I was in
a small, dark space under the dead tree. There were roots protruding from the ceiling
and the walls. It was like being buried alive.

I tried climbing back up the way I had fallen down, but the way was too steep. I

had to find another way out, though it seemed obvious such a way didn't exist. This
was no time for giving up; I determined to examine my surroundings as carefully as

possible and hope a way out presented itself.
A big coffin took up much of the space in the grave, and it was wrapped in heavy

chains, which were held together with a lock. Wanting to think of anything but feeling
trapped in this close, unpleasant place, I took a closer look at the lock. Like everything
else in Ooga Booga, it was weird. It looked like a lock, but instead of a key, it had a dial
with pictures of spiders and snakes and other creepy things. Some of them looked
familiar, somehow.
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I thought about this while I looked at the pictures. Here was a picture of a skull.

Where had I seen one like it? True, skulls were not exactly rare around here,

but...suddenly I remembered. The pictures on the side of the doctor's house! What were

they? One was a skull. Of that I was sure, or nearly sure. I turned the dial to the skull

and thought harder. What was the next picture? A cat? A rat? A bat! I turned the dial to
the bat and pictured the doctor's house in my mind. When I was certain, I turned the

dial to the third picture, of a spider. The lock fell open in my hand. I felt as though I
had accomplished something, even though it was a way out of the grave I needed, not
a way into a coffin.

Quickly, I pulled the chains apart and opened the coffin, scarcely daring to think
what might be inside. To my utter amazement, it appeared to be the troll who wanted

to marry me! In truth, despite being in a coffin, he was more alive than anyone I'd met
since I came here. He looked as surprised to see me as I was to see him.

"Are you really King Otar," I ventured, "of the Vulcanix Underground?"

"Indeed I am!" said the troll. "And who am I to thank for my..." Oh, joy! It wasn't
the troll who was looking for a wife. Before we could get any farther into introductions,
an alarm hooted nearby, and Malicia appeared, somehow managing to look both
annoyed and triumphant at the same time.

"l do so hope that the two of you get along well," Malicia sneered, "since you're

both going to rot together in the Land of the Dead for all eternity!" I stumbled backward,

desperate to get away from her, and fell backwards into the coffin! The door slammed.

I could hear the chains winding back around the outside of the coffin, and I could hear

the earth falling in on top of them, and far above, the scrabbling of dry branches--or
bones!

Rosella shuddered at the memory and continued on:

It was dark. Terribly, horribly dark. A flash lit the darkness, quick as lightning, and

was gone. The next flash remained, and I could see a little ball of light hovering over

the Tioll King's hand. I took a deep breath and found my composure. We were able to
introduce ourselves without any further interruptions, and I told him the story of how
I had found myself in his kingdom, and how I had come here looking for him, with
Mathilde's help.

"You are as brave as any troll, Princess, and I wish to thank you for all that you've

done. However, I am afraid that your efforts will amount to naught, and for this I wish
to apologize."

"Don't worry King Otar, we'll find a way out. We have to." The truth is, I wasn't
at all certain that we could, but I didn't want to make him feel any worse than he did
already.

We suddenly were assaulted by a deep, awful rumbling sound, like the door
opening into a massive crypt. We could hear pounding, scratching noises, and sounds

like someone, or something, was trying to claw its way into the coffin, which had begun

to shake and tip under the beating. "I hope you are prepared to sell your life dearly,
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Princess," the King shouted over the noise, "for unless you have a plan I fear that we are

doomed." I didn't, really, but I did have a sort of an idea. I took out the dragon toad I
had brought from the underground and offered it to King Otar. "Can this help us?

Mathilde said it was your magical guardian."

"My dragon toad! Such luck! The magical gem that will bring him to life is set in
my armband!" King Otar pulled at the iewel, but it would not come free. I brought out
my hammer and chisel and tapped at the stone until it came loose from its setting.

Then King Otar set the stone into a hole on the dragon toad's head. The toad began

to shimmer, and his eyes opened up. The King put the toad down on the earth floor.

"Save us!" he commanded. "Dig! Dig!" The dragon toad began to burrow into the soil,
and soon made a tunnel, and vanished into it. King Otar followed him down the hole,
and I didn't hesitate to follow.

We came out into yet another graveyard, cloaked in fog. King Otar gave the dragon
toad a message for Mathilde. "We are coming! If Malicia enters the underground, do not
try to fight her, but stall her for as long as possible! Keep faith, for we come with haste!"

Then the King told me we were still in mortal danger and must disguise ourselves. He

handed me a strange metal wand and told me to point it at him, and so I did. There was

a strange sound, and some sort of beam came out of one end of the wand and struck
the King. Otar disappeared, and where he had been standing, all I could see was a

miniature scarab beetle! "Your Majesry what happened? What have I done?" I wailed.

"Fear not, Princess," the beetle said in a husky voice. "I have merely changed my
form so that I may travel safely and unnoticed through this nightmare realm. You must
also disguise, as..."Just then there was an ear-splitting shriek from the direction of the
deadfall. It was Malicia. She had discovered our escape, and she didn't sound very happy
about it.

There was another flash of magical light, and I saw a black veil-more a cloak,
really-hanging in a nearby tree. "Quicklyl Hide yourself ere she comes!" said the King.
I scooped up both the magic wand and the beetle King, then took the veil from the tree

and put it on. "You now look just like the Lady Tsepish," piped the beetle.
We hurried north to Dr. Cadaver's house, and banged on his door.

"Ah, Lady Tsepish," the doctor said when he saw me. "Have you lost your mind
again? I can replace it for you again, of course, but really! Three minds a week is a terrible
waste."

When he saw it was me, he pulled me into the house, slammed the door and bolted
it. "Miss Rosella! Malicia and her Boogeyman are hunting for you even as we speak! You

must leave Ooga Booga quickly, before they find you." "l'd like nothing better than to
get out of here, " I assured him, "but I don't know how to go about it. You see, the entrance
to the underground that I arrived from has collapsed, and I know of no other way to
leave this land."

"That does present something of a problem then, Miss Rosella," said the doctor.
He told me we'd have to leave through the main gate, but that Malicia had put a nasty



swamp monster on guard there. Rummaging through some bottles on his shelves, he

found a little bottle with an atomizer on top. "Thke this. It's a defoliant that will
absolutely kill any plant life that it comes in contact with. Go now, and may luck speed

you in your travels. It has been an honor to know you, miss Rosella." I kissed the doctor

my thanks and hurried away.

Southeast of his house I found the gate that leads from Ooga Booga into the woods,

by way of the swamp. I didn't like the sound of the "swamp" part, but I pushed open
the gate and stepped through. The gate slammed shut behind me, clanging ominously
like a funeral bell. I turned at the sound, and when I looked back, a gigantic moist green

thing was shambling toward me, dripping swamp muck, reeking of mold and loam. It
was hideous!

"Believe me, I know," said her mother.

"Yolr do?"

"In good time, dear. Don't stop now."

As quickly as I could, I brought out the bottle of defoliant and sprayed it all over
that awful green monstrosity. The potion stank something awful, but it made the swamp

thing disintegrate right in front of my eyes until all that was left was this tiny Iittle
gobbet of goo that oozed back into the vastness of the swamp. My knees-and
stomach-were shaking, but I had to go on.

I continued east until, at last, I came to a gray stone house, almost like a small
castle, with turrets and towers, and even a stone gargoyle guarding the front door. For

all that, it wasn't a pretty house, but a rather unfriendly looking one, and I had no desire

to get any closer to it.
I began to walk past, but King Otar spoke to me from my pocket. "Be cautious,

Princess," he said, "for this is the dwelling place of Malicia. Your disguise is good, but we

must tread cautiously near this evil." The King told me we must go inside and get a

device she had stolen from him-a device that might possibly be used to defeat her. She

had taken it from Otar when she first captured him, but he had convinced her it was

some form of alchemical tool. After that, we could try to get to the town of Falderal,

where there was a secret entrance to the underground. In fact, the entrance was so secret,

even he had no idea where it was hidden.
I wondered why we couldn't just take this device and end Malicia's reign of terror

then and there, but evidently it had to be powered by a socket-whatever that was-in
the wall of the fearful mechanical room I had seen in the underground before it would
work. King Otar was very vague on what the device would actually do.

Going into Malicia's house was not exactly my idea of. a good thing, but the King
insisted, and urged me to hurry. The house was dark, so Malicia probably wasn't home,

but she could return at any time. I moved around to the back of the house, seeking a

Iess-obvious way inside than the front door.

There was a huge, twisted vine growing up the back of the house, and a tangle of
its old, dead roots covered much of the exterior on this side. As I poked around in the
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roots, still being careful not to walk on the swampy ground, I saw a small hole
underneath. Pulling a few of the roots away from the hole, I saw that it went right under
the house. This was my way in, or would be if the hole were larger-right now it was

too small for me to squeeze through, and digging with my hands produced very little
result.

I cleaned my hands off on the front of my already ruined dress and thought about
how one went about enlarging a hole. The shovel I had stuffed in my girdle provided
the easy answer.

That shovel made it much easier to enlarge the hole enough to climb through. I
hung my black veil on a root, took a deep breath, and crawled in. A loose floorboard
came up easily when I pushed on it, and I found my head and shoulders poking up into
the room. Then I heard what I'd been hoping very hard I wouldn't.

"Ah, home again, Cuddle-Poo," came Malicia's voice. "Back home to our dreary

little shack in this dreary little swamp. How glad I'll be when all of Eldritch has ceased

to exist! Then I can begin anew, and construct a dwelling more suited to my greatness."

I heard the little dog yapping, probably in agreement.

Malicia! Rats! I ducked back under the floor, and the loose board settled down
above my head. I looked up. Directly above me was a large knothole, and if I looked

through it, I could see some of the room. Then all I could see was something black and
wet-a dog's nose! Malicia's ratty little dog was sniffing through the knothole, and in
another moment he would probably let Malicia know I was here. For a moment I thought
all was lost-then I thought of the hideous smell of the defoliant. Quickly, I sprayed

some of the defoliant through the hole, right into the little mutt's nose. The dog began

sneezing and snorting and rubbing its nose with its paws.

Malicia started cooing over the awful little thing in the most disgusting way. The

dog looked pitiful, but of course it couldn't tell her what was wrong. She scooped it up
in her arms and took it away. I heard her say "Would Cuddles feel better if we found him
a nice, juicy arm bone? How about some stupid peasant to bite?" Then I heard the front
door open and shut, and figured if I was going in, I'd better hurry. I pushed up and the
floorboards came up with me, opening up a way inside.

What can I say about Malicia's house? It was simply full of those little touches that
tell you about the personality of whoever lives there. Her furniture looked like something
out of my childhood nightmares, decorated with skulls and spiders and carvings of
twisted, evil things. There was even a table with all sorts of alchemical equipment set

up on it-jars of potions, a meat cleaveq and less recognizable items. I had no doubt
Malicia felt right at home here, but I couldn't wait to find King Otar's device and clear

out.
King Otar told me that the thing we were looking for was made of brass, with some

sort of crystal lenses. It was from Etheria-that was the land of clouds I had glimpsed

through the garden pond in Daventry-and it had the power to destroy Malicia, though
she didn't know that. He had no idea where I ought to look for it, of course.



I looked all over the house. The device wasn't on or under the bed, and it wasn't
anywhere on the floor or under the rug, as far as I could tell. I remember there was a tall
lamp with lots of crystals hanging from the shade, and the crystals made a sound almost
like a song when I brushed against them. One of the crystals fell off, so I picked it up
and put it back on the lamp. I already felt like a burglar-there was no point in wrecking
her house while I was about it, even if she did deserve it.

The next place I looked was the chest of drawers by Malicia's bed. The first and
second drawers were of no particular interest, but they contained a number of interesting
and odd items of Malicia's undergarments, and a fantastic-looking metal object. "That
is the oblect we require, Princess!" exclaimed the King, terribly excited.

I put the device into my pocket and put Malicia's things back in the drawer. As I
did, a woolen stocking fell out of her clothing and onto the floor. It certainly didn't look
like the rest of Malicia's things, and there wasn't a mate for it. I stuffed it securely up
one sleeve, closed the underwear drawer, pulled up the loose floorboard and crawled
back into the tunnel under the house and out again into Malicia's back yard. The black
veil was still hanging on the root where I had left it, and, thinking it might be better to
stay disguised, I quickly put it back on. The undergrowth was too thick to walk any
farther east, so I walked back in the direction I had come.

I'd gone nearly as far as the gate to Ooga Booga when I heard a voice right beside

me, saying, "Hey, hey, my sweet, why don't you iust come on over so that we can get a

bite, er, look at you?" The voice came from a curious sort of plant with what looked like
teeth lining the edges of three green pods, one of which was open like a mouth and
talking to me, in honeyed tones. 'Just because we're vegetable matter doesn't mean that
we don't know what we, et whatyou want. Besides, we can help you out, sweetmeat,"

the toothy pod assured me. Then two more pods opened their mouths and chimed in.
"Yeah! Come a little closer so we can help ourselves, er, help you!"

The plants were qvite helpful, telling me that if I wanted to get through the
Were-Woods I'd better carry some silver, as Were-folk were frightened of it. Just the same,

I didn't trust them; they continued to try to get me to come closer, and no matter how
innocent they tried to look, to me they just looked, er, hungryl I was afraid of what
might happen if I agreed to get too close.

Growing near the toothy plant was a lovely, fragrant orange flower. I could smell
it from where I was standing, and I really wanted to pick it and be on my way, but I was

afraid to reach for it with all those big green plant fangs so near.

I stopped and thought about it for a moment: If a plant would eat me, what else

might it eat? That's when I remembered the grisly momento I had taken from the
treehouse, and I brought it out. All three heads started drooling at the sight of the foot,
which only confirmed my suspicions. Throwing it to them, they began to fight over the
morsel. I plucked the sweet-smelling flower, then backed away quickly before the plants

could finish their appetizer and proceed to the main course!
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There was no way else to go, so I was forced back along the path through the

swamp, past Malicia's house, hoping to find my way back to the underground in time
to keep Malicia from setting off the volcano.

The swamp eventually ended, and there was a forest, but it wasn't much more

comforting than the swamp had been. I thought I could see glowing eyes staring out at

me from the shadows of the hideously twisted trees. No sooner had I taken a few steps

down the shadowy path that led through those woods than an enormous, unnatural
looking hairy man-bear stepped out from between the trees. He was roaring and waving
his paws. He must have been at least eight feet tall, with claws and fangs like sharpened

daggers, its breath heavy with the gasping stench of carrion!
I was too terrified to move, but I remembered what the plant had said about the

Were-forest and silver. I gripped the silver pellet, pulled it from my pocket, and held it
out before me. The bear hesitated-then took another step forward, growling low in its
throat. I pulled back my arm to throw it at him, when I was struck with a wonderful
idea. I pulled out Malicia's woolen stocking, put the pellet into the sock and spun my
new sling over my head with all my might in what I hoped was the general direction of
the bear. The pellet flew with much more force than I possibly could have tossed it by
hand and hit the bear squarely on the snout! To my immense relief, the bear yelped and

ran off into the woods. I took off at a run, so frightened I didn't even stop when
something snagged the black veil and pulled it from my face.

When the forest began to seem more normal, I stopped running; there was no sign

of pursuit, and I was awfully short of breath, anyway. It was funny, but I had almost

grown used to the grim darkness of Ooga Booga, and this lovely green landscape seemed

a little strange to me. I was pretty sure I'd get over it, though.
A little further on, I saw a magnificent oak tree in a clearing. As I came near it, a

man stepped out from behind it. He was dressed all in green and black, and he exuded

an aura of power that made his noble countenance seem all the more handsome.

However, for all of this he looked tired and sad, and in spite of my surprise at his sudden

appearance, I felt terribly sorry for him. "Good day, sir," I greeted him. "l am Princess

Rosella of Daventry."

"Good day, my lady," he answered gravely. "l am Lord Attis, protector of the
Bountiful Woods. Recently I have met with your mother, lady, and she wanders this
land seeking you."

"Now, Mother," said Rosella, "you can imagine how shocked I was to hear that you

were in this strange place, too! The last time I had seen you, you had been sitting by the

pond in the garden. I hadn't known until that very moment that you had followed me. I
asked Attis if you were well, and he replied that you had Ieft for Ooga Booga!"

"We must just have missed one another," said Valanice. "How much quicker all our

trials would have been if our paths had crossed sooner. But that's not how things happened,

is it?"
"That's never how things happen in this family!" said Graham.
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AII three laughed at that. "But do go on, RoseIlA," said her mother. "Since we did not
meet, we had further expeiences in the Realm of Eldritch, andyour story is notyet through."

Well, I talked to Attis at some length and finally knew I must continue my own
quest to stop Malicia. When I mentioned her name, Attis recognized it immediately. He

said she was the sister of Titania, Queen of Etheria, and that she'd been banished long
ago for trying to usurp the throne. He believed it was she who had cursed his woods.

He spoke of her enormous power and her boundless evil, and I shuddered to think of
what I might yet have to face. When I asked him about your whereabouts, Mother, he

said, "I know not where she now is, but seek you the town Falderal to the north, they
may have word of her."

I bid Lord Attis good-bye and continued on my way. In time I came to a fence with
a tall gate. No sooner had I walked up to it than a shrill, demanding voice demanded:

"Halt! Who goes there?" An officious badger looked down at me, wearing a scowl on his

pointed, furry face.

Valanice smiled. "You met that dreadful little fellow too!"

'Indeed!'
"My name is Rosella of Daventry, good watchmanl" I called out. "Is this the town

of Falderal?"

"Yes, this is Falderal," the badger replied, "but it has been decreed by The Powers

that Be that you may not gain entry into our town unless you bring us a half-melted
head of iceberg lettuce!" The guard was offended when I burst into giggles, and things
just went downhill from there, until finally he refused to let me in under any

circumstances. I might have been upset by this, but just like you, Mother, I spied the

little door in the wall and decided to try that.

"Stop! Halt! Desist!" shouted the badger. "There's a horde of foaming field mice

waiting right on the other side!" I opened the door, and as I suspected, not one foaming
field mouse-let alone a horde-was in evidence. Whatl did see was the town of Falderal,

much as you described it, and a white dog in a lavender waistcoat who was running
around in circles, chasing his tail. When he noticed me, he stopped running, came ovet
and greeted me.

"Be welcome to the lovely town of Falderal!" he exclaimed. "My name ith Archduke

Fifi le Yipyap, Madame. Might I be tho honored ath to learn yourth?" "I am Rosella,

Princess of Daventry," I replied. "Have you perchance seen my mother, Queen Valanice?

She's a tall woman, middle aged, with brown hair and garbed in green."

"Imagine, if you can, my shockwhen he told me you had been arrested!"

'WelI, I wasn't anested for very long," said Valanice.

"Thzt's what the Archduke said. And then he went back to chasing his tail.
Personally, I didn't believe a word of it."

I noticed an impressive-looking white building with columns in front. Perhaps

someone here would be able to tell me how to get to the Vulcanix Underground, or even
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explain the unbelievable story I'd heard from that little dog of an Archduke. I opened
the door and walked in.

The place was an absolute mess! It looked as though someone had thrown a party,
and the cleanup committee had suddenly left town. There were half-inflated balloons,
and wilted streamers, and ever so many cake crumbs. There was no one in sight to answer

my questions, so I decided I'd look around on my own. Maybe I could find someone

more credible than "Archduke Fifi" to speak to.
I found a door behind a curtain at the back of the hall, and, on the other side, the

strange staircases you described. After a few false starts, I found a door. Yes, it was the
powder room door, and as soon as I opened it, I was covered in powder!

"And what did you think of the decorating scheme?" asked her mother.

"It was every bit as honid as you described it," Rosella assured her mother. But I
found something there that you did not. It was on the cherub."

"Oh, that awful, gaish little cherub!" moaned Valanice.

It was awful. And it must have been some sort of revolted fascination that forced
me to look closer, but when I did I could see letters carved on its base, though the tarnish
made it impossible to read. I used Malicia's woolen stocking to scrub at the writing until
it became clear; then I read the inscription. Let me see if I can remember it now..

No. I cannot. But it did state, quite clearly, that if one were to make an offering to
it, the offering should be one of fruit. And it referred to an opening of some sort. A secret

passageway, perhaps?

Fruit! I searched my pockets, but I had no fruit. I looked around frantically, for
surely the cherub's rhyme referred to the very thing I was looking for; the opening to
the Vulcanix Underground. All I could see that even resembled fruit were the golden
grapes on the columns. Artificial grapes for an artificial cherub. I had seen much stranger

things in Ooga Booga!

One of the grapes was quite loose, but I couldn't budge it with my fingers. My
hammer and chisel yet again proved lust the thing, and when I had the grape in my
hand, I placed it in the cherub's mouth and stood back. A huge bolt slammed across the
powder room door, and I was shut inside. That wasn't at all what I'd hoped might
happen-I was trapped inside!

Then the cherub spit out the grape, which bounced around the fountains and
finally landed inside. I heard a grinding noise, and the fountain began to open up, but
before the opening was large enough to squeeze through, the fountain ground to a halt.
I tried with all my strength to enlarge the opening, but the fountain wouldn't budge. I

iust wasn't strong enough, and there was no one here to help.

"Oh, but there was!" said her father.
"Yes, and I remembered him just in time," Rosella said.

I took the scarab King Otar out of my pocket, pointed the magic transformation
wand at him, and changed him back to his normal size and shape. "Your Majesty, the

llu



door to the underground cannot openl Perhaps with your strength, the portal might be

forced!" I urged.

King Otar pushed and pulled with his mighty green arms and opened the fountain
with little trouble. "We must move quickly, Princessl Malicia may already be activating
the volcano mechanism!" he shouted, and leaped without hesitation into the hole. I
followed, and landed roughly into an underground tunnel. The Troll King was already

hurrying away. I followed him down the tunnel to a huge metal door cast in the shape

of a trollish face, studded with levers and the like.

"We must hurry! There may still be time to keep Malicia and the imposter from
the mechanisml" said the King, and began manipulating the features on the metal face.

Left eye lever, right eye lever, pull down on the center switch. I watched carefully, in
case I should ever need to repeat the steps when Otar wasn't about. When he was

finished, the door gave a strange hiss and swung open. I recognized the room beyond

as the room of the strange, dreaded mechanical devices I had seen through the holes in
the steam tunnel.

The false Otar was standing at the control panel, and when he saw th,e real Otar,

he shrieked in freight and pulled on a switch. The real King threw himself at the

counterfeit, but it was too late. "You utter fool! What have you done?" Otar cried. No

sooner had he said it than everything went black.

The cavern began to rumble and shake as though the very earth were quaking

itself to pieces!

rerllrlrrrrrrrrr:t:rr:rrr
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"Oh, my goodnessl" exclaimed Valanice.

"Exactly my words at the time," said her daughter, "or very nearly. But really,

Mother, I think we should hear the rest of your story now. You were trying to save the

moon and they arrested you?!"

"Well, yes," Valanice said, "but you haven't told us what happened when the false

Troll King started the volcano. That is what happened, isn't it?"

"I'll be glad to tell you just as soon as you tell us what happened to you after you

fished the moon out of the pond and the Archduke arrested you," said Rosella sweetly.

"So go right ahead."

And so, with a sigh, Valanice took up her story:

I was taken to the town hall and tried in the room where only a little while before,

I'd been attending the Archduke's birthday parqy. The Archduke himself was there,

wearing a ridiculous little periwig, and there were a lury of those badgers and other silly

creatures. Even the hysterical chicken was there, though she was somewhat calmer now.
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In very short order, I had been convicted of moon theft, illegal side-door entry,
defying The Powers that Be, littering, and several other things. No one could agree on
a punishment for these heinous crimes until the chicken suggested that I be made to
put the moon back into the sky. This seemed to make everyone happy.

The Archduke gave me until sunset to replace the moon or be fed to a three
hundred pound killer tomato.

"Were there such bizane beasts in Falderal?" Graham inquired.

"I sincerely doubted it, but I knew these silly creatures would dream up some equally
ridiculous punishment if they couldn't find one. Meanwhile, if you recall, there was some

unfinished business to attend to-I needed to take the magical nymph statuette to the

snake-salesman, who in retum would give me the salve I needed to get through the
Were-Woods and find Rosella. First, though, I could not resist the urge to look into the
nryph's pool one more time and see you, my dear, lost daughter."

Rosella blushed at the sentiment.
I placed the comb on the little statue and was first relieved, then horrified, to see

your situation had changed. The nymph could not see you-you were in utter darkness.

I was chilled to the bone. I must get the were-salve and rescue you from Ooga Booga.

I hurried to the snake's cart, where the salesman snatched the statuette from my
hand and replaced it with a tarnished silver jar. "Here'sss the ssstuff that you wanted,
lady."

Valanice's hissed imitation of the snake sent her family into peals of laughter.

"Sssmear it on your body when you want to ussse it, but be sssure to mix it with
a bit of animal hair firssst."

Animal hair? I was wondering which citizen of Falderal might be willing to give
some up when I though of the tuft of iackalope fur I had picked up in the desert. That
should work as well as any.

I gave the matter of the moon a lot of consideration. How does one go about
putting the moon back in the sky, anyway? I could throw it up in the air, but somehow
I doubted I could throw it far enough and hard enough to do the job. Finally, I had a

ridiculous idea that might possibly do it. I swear to you, being in Falderal affects your
thinkingl

I approached the tree near the pond, on which two of the branches formed a Y

shape, rather like a slingshot. I held out the rubber chicken I had acquired at the Faux
Shop, and he obligingly grasped the branch in both feet. So far, so good. I handed him
the moon, and he clutched it in both his stubby little wings. Ersatz had said that this
was the stretchiest rubber chicken in Falderal. He was quite correct.

I pulled back on the rubber chicken until he was extended as far as I dared stretch
him, then let go. The moon hurtled up into the sky and stuck there. The rubber chicken
let go of the tree branch and ran off down the street, squawking loudly, and I headed

back to the Town Hall to clear my good name with the local government.



Just as I approached the Town Hall, the Archduke came hurrying out and granted
me a full pardon. Then he said that the volcano was smoking, and that he was off to
hide in the basement in case of an eruption. That was the last I saw of him.

I supposed I must be free to go now and so I left the town of Falderal the way I
had come, by the little door in the wall. I entered the woods and walked to the beautiful
maidens of stone.

The cornucopia in the arms of the large statue on this side of the river was still
empry and I wondered where I would ever find sacred food to put into it, for I was sure

that only then would the forest be completely healed. I hoped that I would find some

somewhere on my quest.

I crossed the rainbow bridge and turned toward the Were-Woods. As I went, the
forest began to turn darker and more forbidding-trees twisted into unnatural forms,
and the raucous, waiting silence increased tangibly. The wooden sign in the distance
still warned me away, but I knew I had no choice in the matter-I must deny my fear,

trust my fate to the snake-salesman's salve, and hope for the best. I mixed my tuft of

lackalope fur into the salve and rubbed some of it into my skin.
And then, the oddest thing happened to me. I began to feel very strange. A sort

of warm, tingling glow spread over me, and as my body transformed itself in some

magical way, I was seized with an uncontrollable urge to laugh maniacally! I ran into
the woods more quickly than I would have thought possible when I had had only two
feet. I think I saw a large animal standing by the side of the road, but I was by him so

fast it was difficult to tell what sort of animal it was-everything around me had been

reduced to a speed-induced blur.
When I finally came to a stop and transformed back into my own form, I saw that

I was at the rear of an ominous looking gray stone house. It was Malicia's house, of
course, but I didn't know that then. It was overhung by tall, dark trees, dripping long
trailers of slimy gray-green moss. There was a cold, unwelcoming light in the window,
coming from a lamp hung with long, narrow crystals. The light didn't seem cheery,

howeveg nor did the house look welcoming. The overall result was that I had no desire

to go around front and knock on the door.

Suddenly, the moss on the trees began to form itself into a creature of slime and
decay that slithered down to confront me, bellowing in a thick voice and dripping with
putrid muck.

"The swamp monster!" cried RoseIIa. "And you didn't have any defoliant!"
"No, btrt I had help from a very special plnce," said Valanice. "I was tenified, of

course, but before I could draw a breath to scream, Lord Attis appeared between me and
the moss monster and held out his hand toward it. A beam of bright green lffit shot out

from his hand and struck the monster, who gave a high-pitched squeal and exploded. Attis
smiled at me, and before I could thank him, he had faded away in a shimmer of geen. I
knew it was his way of thanking me for starting the River of Life.'
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I walked quickly past the front of Malicia's house, not liking the look of the

too-lifelike gargoyle perched there, and west toward a gate in a fence. As I passed a clump
of tall, green plants, one of them spoke to me.

"Those awfiil plants!" Rosella exclaimed.

They tried their best to convince me they were only being friendly, but I didn't
believe it for a minute. I walked past them and through the gate, and found myself in
quite the most frightening place I had ever seen-it could not be anywhere else but the

dark land of Ooga Booga. I ventured nervously past gravestones and what I would later

learn was the house of the coroner. I rounded a corner, and there was a deadfall of
sticks-or bones?-in my path, and a small, glossy black cat who seemed to have been

waiting for me.

"Mrrrow! Might you be the human called Valanice of Daventry?" she inquired. I
suppose I should have been surprised, but by that time nothing much was startling to
me. I replied that I was. "I owe a debt of life to your daughter Rosella," purred the cat.

"I feel that I must tell you that she has left this dark land and is now deep in the heart

of the Vulcanix Underground, at the roots of the great volcano. Soon the volcano will
erupt, and then all will be lost-the land, the people, everything will choke to death on
dust and fire."

I begged her to tell me what I could do. "I know not what you can do, but if I may
advise you: Seek help from the Faerie Court of Etheria," counseled the cat. "Their power

is great, and they may be able to thwart even so great an event as the eruption. Count
Tsepish, the former Lord of Ooga Booga, could once have taken you thither, but in death

he has lost his head and become accursed. Yet despite his curse, he was a good man, and

if you can help him, he will certainly aid you, for the survival of the entire Realm of
Eldritch may lie in your hands." Then the cat turned and walked away, disappearing

before I could ask her to elaborate further.
The cat had not told me where to find Count Tsepish, and now it looked as though

I would have to wander further in this frightening place to locate him and find my way

to Etheria. I skirted the awful pile of dead wood, and ventured north until I came to a

burned-out house. As I wandered through the ruins, I heard a dog growling, and I
thought I saw a shadow creeping along the wall near me. A shadow with glowing red

eyes! I turned to look, and the shadow became a large black dog, which leapt from the

wall and came toward me, barking and growling savagely.

I spoke sweetly to the beast, thinking to make friends with it, but the creature kept

up his ominous snarling. I quickly backed away from the house, quaking just a bit from
the encounter.

East of the ruined house, I saw a treehouse in the shape of a huge, grotesque

pumpkin. There was a large net of some kind reaching from the treehouse down to the
ground. As I approached, a very strange-looking little child emerged from the doorway
and threw an egg at me. Then another child joined the first, and they both made a rude

noise in my general direction. I wanted no further dealings with them, so I walked back



the way I had come, but I was afraid of again meeting the black dog and soon reversed

my steps again. When I walked back to the treehouse, those awful children were gone.

I was curious as to what might be inside that grotesque pumpkin treehouse, so I
looked for a way to get inside. A rope elevator hanging from the tree above seemed the
best way. I climbed into the bucket and pulled myself up to the top of the tree. The top
of the treehouse was hideous, as you already know, Rosella, but if there was anything I
had learned on this involuntary adventure, it was that no matter in what strange

circumstances or surroundings one found oneself, there was almost always some useful

thing that could come in handy later. I would look around as quickly as I could, then
descend by the elevator.

I thought the mummy particularly odd, only partly because it was wearing a wig
and holding a leg bone in one hand. Its own, perhaps? I didn't even care to speculate.

I reached for the bone and pulled, but to my utter surprise, the mummy pulled back. I
was startled-all right, frightened-but angry, too. I pulled again, harder, and the bone
came loose in my hand, along with little bits of the mummy's hand. I had already
thought of someone who might like this bone a great deal.

When I had let myself down from the tree, I walked back to the ruined house. The

black dog was still waiting there, growling, and I tossed the bone in his direction. The

dog eyed the bone suspiciously, then lay down to chew it.
"You're not a bad dog at all, are you?," I said, watching him enjoy his treat. He

raised his massive, noble head and looked at me with what can only be described as

canine amusement. "Nor are you such a bad human," he replied. "In fact, you are the
first person to be kind to me since my master and mistress died. No one else was willing
to face me down, even though my bark is in truth worse than my bite."

"The dog spoke to you?" asked Graham.

"At that point it seemed the least miraculous thing I'd encountered that day," Valanice

laughed. "I fear I'd quite lost my sense of shock by that time. I asked the dog what had
happened to his people, and he replied that Malicia was to blame."

"Why am I not surprised?" Rosella sighed. "Was there ever any grief in the Realm of
Eldritch that Malicia w*sn't at the bottom oft"

"Not any that I knew of personally," Valanice agreed ruefully.
At any rate, the dog told me that his master was cursed to ride the heavens in

search of his head, which had been cut off by one of Malicia's gargoyles, and that his
mistress had died of grief and was now a sinister phantom. Then Malicia had sent the
Boogeyman to burn down their home, and the poor dog had been unable to defend it.

"Was his master Count Tsepish?" asked Rosella.

"He was indeed," said Valanice.

And I asked the dog if I might help by attempting to recover his head. "That would
be a very noble deed if you can accomplish it," he replied, "but in the end, I do not know.
We can only hope that it will turn out for the best." He then offered me his master's
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medal, which he wore about his neck, to help me in my search. I took the medal

gratefully, uncertain iust what I should do with it.
"Might your mistress be capable of helping us aid your master?" I asked him.
"When she still drew breath, she was the most beautiful woman in all of Eldritch,"

he sighed, "and she loved my master more than life itself. Now she is the most bitter
phantom in the entire land, her undeath fueled by rage and grief. Now she hates the

living with every ounce of her considerable willpower. You would do well to avoid her."

I walked south from the ruins of the Count's house and came before long to a large

tomb, where a woman garbed totally in black was weeping piteously. A shadow passed

overhead, and I looked up to see a horseman riding by in the sky above me, a chilling,
ghostly wind marking his passing. This would be odd enough in and of itself, but there

was more. This horseman had no head. This, then, was the poor soul whose skull I must

find and return to him so that I could be shown the way to Etheria.

I could not tell which tomb might belong to the Count, so I wandered among the

gravestones, reading epitaphs. None seemed to refer to the late, beloved leader of Ooga

Booga. Perhaps it was the crypt where the woman in black wept, but because of the way

she obscured the front of the tomb, I could not read the inscription, and I hesitated to
disturb the poor soul in her grief.

After a time the horseman returned, riding along the ground this time. I was

uncertain how he might react to me, so I stayed out of his path. At last, I decided that
the woman in black must be the sorrowful widow of the Count. But hadn't the dog said

she died of grief? Perhaps he only believed her to be dead. With some trepidation, I
approached the woman and showed her the medal the faithful dog had given me. "Good

woman, please take this medallion. It once belonged to your husband," I said.

The woman took the medal, and, sobbing and wailing, glided away-several feet

above the ground, leaving a bitterly cold wind in her wake. "So the dog was right after

all," said Valanice with a shudder. Now that she was gone, I could read the inscription
on the tomb: "Count Vladimir Tsepish; Lord Protector of Ooga Booga, High Paladin of
the Land."

There was a keyhole set into the tomb door, but I had no key. As I was wondering
how I would get inside to search for the headless horseman's skull, I heard the sounds

of an awful commotion coming from the direction of the treehouse. I heard the piteous

wails of a cat, so, fearing the worst, I hurried to see if I could save it from those horrid
children. One of them was chasing after my friend the black cat with a string of paper

tubes, which sparkled with fire, but she was easily eluding him and seemed to be in no
danger. Some of the paper tubes fell off the strinS behind the children, and exploded!

As they ran past, one of the lit tubes fell off the string and onto the ground just in front
of me, sputtering sparks. This might be iust the thing to try on that old keyhole,
if only I could act quickly enough, before the thing exploded! I quickly-and fearfully-
snatched it up and hurried back to the Count's crypt.



I reached the tomb, and jammed the little sparkling tube into the keyhole-a
perfect fit! Then I stepped back and plugged my ears. The tube exploded with a sharp,

hollow boom, the lock was blown open, and the door swung outward with a haunting
metallic wailing. I felt quite strange about violating a tomb in this manner-or at all,

for that matter-but I felt certain that if the Count could have his head back, he would
forgive me my transgression.

In the center of the crypt was a large stone sarcophagus with a carving of a dog

draped mournfully over the lid-l recognized him to be a depiction of the Count's

devoted companion. I knew I had no choice but to open the coffin and examine its
contents. Heaving with all my might, I was able to shove the lid aside.

At the bottom of the sarcophagus was dust and a skull-the headless horseman's

lost head. Shuddering, I averted my eyes and removed it. I walked outside to the spot

in the road where I had seen the horseman touch down, and awaited his return. He

appeared presently, charging along like demons were at his back, bearing down on me

with alarming speed. I held the skull over my head and fervently hoped he wouldn't
trample me. He may have been a ghost, but from that angle, he looked as solid as

anything I'd ever seenl He reigned in his horse, stopping just short of me. He then
reached down and took the skull from my hands. Trembling, the headless horseman

placed it on his shoulders. A ghostly face appeared over the skull-a handsome face,

and not unkind-and the horseman looked down at me and smiled. He thanked me for
lifting the curse.

There followed a tender reunion between the Count and his dear wife, the details

of which I will spare you as being of far too personal a nature. Suffice it to say that their
happiness at being once more together moved me to tears of joy. Even the black dog

was reunited with his beloved master and mistress. Then the Count asked if there was

any favor he might do me in return. I replied without hesitation that I must find my
way to Etheria.

"It is the least I can do for one who has helped us to find happiness and eternal
peace," he told me, and he gave me the use of his beautiful black horse-Necromancer-
and a fife with which to call him an)'where on the ground, though he would not be able

to hear me if I summoned him from Etheria. He helped me onto the horse and before

I knew it we flew off into the clouds, leaving the Count and his Lady and their loyal dog

behind. There followed the most fantastic ride I could ever have imagined.

Valanice clapped her hands in ioy at the memory of it.
We galloped through the sky and into an alien world suspended in the air. Looking

down made me terribly dizzy, so I concentrated on the view ahead. The first thing I saw

was a sky-island suspended over four colorful rainbows, which arched out of sight and

down toward the ground below. The ghost horse slowed and stopped, kneeling low to
allow me to dismount, then flew away. I gazed in wonder at the fabulous landscape of
floating islands and suspended stones that the earth seemed to have no hold at all upon,
and the strange and colorful plants that grew everywhere I looked.
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Walking east from the place where I landed, I came to a meadow full of bright
flowers. In the distance, I could see a palace floating high in the sky. There were flowers
everywhere, and tiny creatures, which I first took to be dragonflies, buzzed around me,

singing bits of beautiful melody. Upon closer inspection, I could see that they were

miniature dragons, each a different color. I tried to tempt one closer, but they would
stay near only a moment before flitting off again.

"It was a dragonette that first lured me through the door to Eldritch," Rosella

remembered. "Now you understand, Mother, why I had to follow it. At least, I hope you

do.u

Valanice patted her daughter's hand. "Ofcourse I understand, Rosella. Still, not every

young woman would have dived into a pond to fall through a door into another world
simply so she could get a closer look at a miniature dragon. Still, that's the kind of daughter
I have, and I assure you I would not want any other."

RoseIIa blushed. "What else did you see there, Mother?" she asked.

Well, to the north of the meadow was a beautiful garden, and in the center of a

cluster of sweet-smelling roses was a silver-colored sphere that reflected its surroundings
in miniature, like a mirror on another world. There was a kind of harp beneath it, with
delicate golden threads stretched between the bottom and top. It was decorated with
carvings of the dragonettes. I plucked one of the strings and heard a musical note, very
clear and sweet. I tried another string, and it gave a different note. I was quite curious,
and quite perplexed.

I couldn't go any further in that direction, and as lovely as the garden was, it
seemed to hold no clue to my quest. I went back through the dragonette meadow, and
turned east until I came to the base of a mountain. A path led upwards, then divided
into two. I chose the path that led up to a plateau, and a twisted tree.

I heard a sound like blowing wind, then, and a horse rushed by. This was no
ordinary horse, but it would be difficult to describe him. He seemed to me to be made
of the wind itself. I heard no hoofbeats, and his passing bowled me right over and blew
me onto the path below. By the time I picked myself up again, he was gone.

Now I walked back up the path to the tree, hoping no other creatures of wind were

prowling about. A strange substance grew above the tree which intrigued me a great

deal-it smelled delicious! I tried reaching it from the ground, but it was iust out of my
reach. I hadn't climbed a tree since I was quite a little girl, but I supposed I hadn't
forgotten how. From the tree, I should be able to reach the growth and get a sample of
it for myself. I grasped the trunk and pulled myself up until I could reach the odd fruit,
then broke off a bit, and carefully climbed back down.

The fruit smelled sweet and lovely, but it wasn't like anything I'd ever seen before
and I wasn't sure it was good to eat, despite the hunger I now felt gnawing at my insides.

The dragonettes would certainly know if it were edible, I thought, and I decided to carry
it to the meadow and see whether or not they ate it.



When I returned to the meadow, I held out my hand with a bit of the fruit on it,
and to my delight, a dragonette landed lightly on my hand and began to eat. As it ate,

it hummed a tune-the same simple little song over and over. Then it cleaned its face

like a cat and flew away.

That song-those golden strings-could they be important? I walked back toward
the garden with the gazing ball, humming the dragonette's melody. I intended to play

the melody on the strings of the gazing ball's pedestal and see what effect this might
produce. I knelt by the pedestal and tried out the strings until I knew which ones

produced which notes, then duplicated the sweet little tune the dragonette had

hummed.
Then I touched the silvery globe and my hand, my arm-my whole body was

pulled inside just as if I were made of taffyl
"Dear me!" said Graham. "What was inside the ball?"
A whole different world. It seemed to be a plain of velvety blackness, with no

ground below and no sky above. I was suspended in the air! Three women sat in front
of me around a strange and magical thing that could only have been a loom, spinning,
measuring, and cutting golden thread. They, too, were suspended in space, and they
paid no attention to me, but went about their work silently and gravely. "Pray tell me,

good people, who are you?" I asked them, and my voice sounded preternaturally loud,

echoing in that endless void.

"We are the fates," one of them replied matter-of-factly, and they introduced

themselves: "I am Clotho. My weaving spins the fates of women and men." "My name

is Lachesis. It is I who take measure of the fates of women and men." "You may call me

Atropos. I am responsible for severing the fates of women and men." This last now cut
a thread with her scissors, as if to illustrate. "And you, mortal. Tell us what you want of
us." I was quite overwhelmed, but I managed to find my voice.

"It is imperative that I see Lord Oberon and LadyTitania at once. I bring important
news from the land below," I told them. "We are sorry but that is impossible," one of
the Fates said. "The King and Queen have gone in search of their lost son, and none

know where they can now be found. If your case is truly urgent, seek out Mab, the Lady

of Dreams. The way to Mab is difficult, for she resides on an Island of Dreams and

Nightmares; an island that cannot be reached in waking reality. This is all that we can

tell you at this time." Then the woman with the scissors-Atropos-waved her hand,

and I found myself in the garden once more, wondering how I could reach this Island

of Dreams.

I walked back to the place I had first touched down upon the strange soil of Etheria.

How I wished now for the Count's horse to carry me to someone who could tell me how

to reach the Lady of Dreams! But the horse would not hear me call from here, or so

Count Tsepish had told me. I would have to find another way down.
I looked closer at the four rainbows. One of them, in deep blues and purples,

reminded me of that strange land of Ooga Booga. Perhaps it was a path of some sort.
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Perhaps someone there could help me to find the Island of Dreams, for I felt much too
anxious to sleep. I stepped onto the path, and an instant later I was sliding down with
breathtaking speed and the dreadful sensation that I was leaving my stomach behind.
An instant after that, I was thumping down onto the ground of Ooga Booga.

I wandered through that dark land, and soon found myself facing a very old, very
dilapidated house surrounded by an ancient, decrepit iron fence. I opened the rusted
gate, which shrieked at me almost like a human voice in pain. The name on the mailbox
read: Dr. Mort Cadaver. It occurred to me that a doctor might be able to give me a sleeping
potion.

"My Doctor Cadaver?" Rosella cried. "Isn't he iust fhe dearest man?'l

"He is indeed," said Valanice with a smile. "And a most helpful one, too, although I
must admit I wasn't too sure about his methods. When I had introduced myself, he invited
me into his parlor, which as you know was...odd.

"My name is Cadavel" he said kindly. "Doctor Mort Cadaver. How may I be of
assistance to you, Madam?" "I need to find the Lady Mab in Dreamland. Her island
cannot be reached through the waking reality, and I have no idea how to get to her," I
explained, and the good doctor invited me to take a nap in his coffin. "This coffin is
lined with pure Dream Silk," he assured me. "Normally, it assures the dear departed an
eternal rest, but in your case it will iust put you into a deep slumber."

"You expect me to fall asleep in a coffin?" This was not a thought that appealed to
me, but the doctor insisted. "Oh, don't worry it's very comfortable-I often nap there
myself. I'll make sure that you're not disturbed or buried, and I can wake you quickly if
you encounter anything...unpleasant in the Island of Dreams." I was torn, but I really
had no choice. I had to trust the doctor. I climbed into the coffin and lay down. Doctor
Cadaver pulled a silk shroud over my face. "Sleep well, Madam!" he said. I found myself
slipping quickly into the dark abyss of sleep. Now I would find the Island of Dreams

and Lady Mab. I was getting one step closer to finding Rosella and going home.
I felt that I was half-walking, half-floating through a hazy landscape somewhere

between sleep and waking. An ominous shadow hovered above me, blocking, no,
sucking in the light, and a horrible monstrous thing appeared out of nowhere, reaching
for me. It was indescribable; it seemed an Eldritch sea-bottom horror, with tentacled
protrusions that seemed almost to shifr around its lunging, amorphous form. I tried to
run, but the ground seemed to pull at my feet as if it had a malign intelligence and
purpose, slowing me to a crawl. This was the Island of Dreams ard Nightmares, I realized,

and the creature I was running from was all my childhood nightmares rolled into one
awful form.

I looked over my shoulder at the rapidly approaching horror, tripped and fell
down, down through swirling mists and clouds of gray for what seemed like an eterniry
screaming noiselessly, until I landed with a silent splash in a fantastic green-blue sea. I
swam above the water without even trying, until I came to a tiny island upon which



was a large temple. I glided out of the water and onto the beach, and-lo and

behold!-my garments were not even damp!

The temple looked even larger on the inside. The air was thick with colored mists

that rolled among tall marble columns and above a marble floor, obscuring the details

and true dimensions of the structure. I found myself floating toward the back of the

temple, deeper into the swirling mists. A solid block of ice came tumbling end-over-end

toward me. A green-skinned, black-haired woman was encased in the ice, frozen solid,

her mouth open in a soundless, eternal scream. I screamed again, and the room twisted

horribly and faded out of one reality and into another. I was back in Doctor Cadaver's

parlor.

As I sat up , the silken shroud fell from my face. The doctor was hovering over me

with a worried expression pasted across his drawn features. "Are you all right, Madam?"

he asked. "I heard you scream and was about to wake you when you came to. What
happened?" "l journeyed deep into the Land of Dreams, Doctor," I said. "The Lady Mab

has been frozen into a gigantic block of ice, and horrible things are stalking that land!

Doctor Cadaver shook his head with a pained, worried look. "lt appears that things have

become worse than you believed," he said. I thanked the good fellow for all of his help
and hurried back outside.

I was desperate. Whatever could I do? The three Fates had told me where to find
Mab-perhaps they knew where to find the one who would be capable of unfreezing

her. It was my only hope. I blew on Count Tsepish's fife, and his horse appeared. I quickly
mounted it and flew away to Etheria. I hurried to the gazing ball in the garden, plucked

the dragonette's song on the golden strings, and touched the reflective sphere.

Immediately I found myself back inside that strange nothing-world inhabited by the

Fates.

"Mab has been frozen into a block of ice, cold and lifeless!" I exclaimed frantically.
The three Fates turned and silently regarded me. Lachesis said, "Ice? But all ice must

melt under the warmth of spring. Ask the Lady of Spring what is to be done." "She is the

Lady of the Flowers, she who melts the frosts of winter" added Clotho. "She resides in
the forest, and her power keeps it whole," said Atropos, and waved her hand. I was again
pulled back through the ball and into the beautiful garden.

She of the forest. Ceres! But Ceres was accursed, turned into a great, dying oak.

How could I undo the evil that had been done to her? I had poured the sacred drink
into the river maiden's pitcher as the Rock Spirit had said, and started the River of Life,

but the healing of the forest had not been complete, and Ceres was still a tree, still dying.

What else had the Rock Spirit said? To put sacred drink in the pitcher, and sacred

food in the cornucopia of the other statue maiden. But what was sacred food? I thought
that it was called ambrosia, but there my knowledge ended. But wait! I had seen a sort

of food growing above the twisted tree at the base of the mountain-the odd fruit I had
given to the dragonette. Could that be ambrosia? It seemed impossible, but the
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impossible seemed to have a way of happening in the Realm of Eldritch. There was only
one way to know for certain.

After I had picked another handful of the fruit, I went back to the rainbows. One
had led to Ooga Booga-might another one take me to the enchanted forest? Maybe it
was the one in shades of such deep and restful green-that seemed appropriate for such

a deep and peaceful wood. I stepped onto it and sat down.
Moments later I found myself in the forest, at the clearing of the statue maidens.

I hurried to the cornucopia and placed the strange fruit inside. The pitcher glowed

momentarily; then, instantly, fruits, vegetables, and grains began to overflow from the
cornucopia, tumbling in profusion onto the ground. I had guessed right! The impossible

had again happened! I reached out and took a dark red, luicy pornegranate. It was real,

and so were the other magical foods. Had my act saved Lady Ceres? I hurried to see if a

transformation had occurred.
The great oak still stood in its clearing, its branches a little less green, a little more

wilted. At its feet stood Lord Attis, playing a sorrowful melody on his pipes. "I have

traveled to Etheria seeking help, Lord Attis," I informed him. "But the King and Queen
were gone and Mab, the Lady of Dreams, has been frozen into a block of ice by some

horrible enchantment!" Attis stopped playing and looked up at me. He looked tired and

drawn, hopeless. Slowly he began to speak. "Were my beloved Ceres still able to speak,

she might have been able to tell you. She is...was...the Lady of Spring, responsible for
melting the snows and ice of winter. If only she were still human, she might be able to
help." His voice trailed off, and he slumped forward tiredly. I showed him the
pomegranate, and told him of replenishing the cornucopia.

A sudden hope lit in his eyes. "ln ancient lore, the pomegranate was thought to
symbolize regeneration, rebirth," said Attis. If that was so, then perhaps it had not been
an accident that I had chosen it. I carefully placed the pomegranate in the outstretched

branch of the oak, and held my breath. It worked! This began a magical transformation
that, when it ended, had changed the dying oak tree back into the surpassingly lovely
Lady of the Forest.

The Lord and Lady of the forest embraced one another happily, but each had work
to do that could not wait. Attis said he must try to stop the eruption of the volcano, and
Ceres had to complete the healing of the forest. She thanked me most graciously, and
went to her work. I followed.

"I have traveled through Dreamland and seen the Lady Mab," I said to Ceres, "but
she has been frozen into a block of ice by some evil magic. Do you know of anything
that could be done to cure her?" Ceres thought for a moment before answering. "You

must fill a crystal shaft with pure sunlight and use this to thaw the ice that surrounds
heq" she said. "However, you cannot take material obiects into Dreamland with you
when you are asleep. Thus, you must find a way to travel into the Land of Dreams while
awake." "Can you tell me how to do this?" I asked. "No, I cannot," replied Ceres.

"However, there is little that the Fates do not know. Perhaps if you ask them, you will

llll



receive an answer." Bidding me farewell, she turned back to healing the stricken things
of the Bountiful Woods.

A crystal filled with sunlight. How in the world did one fiIl a crystal, and where

would I find one to begin with? I seemed to remember having seen some... Of course!

The lamp in the window of that ominous gray stone house on the outskirts of Ooga

Booga! I would have to go back there and find a way to get one. But first I would fly to
Etheria for more ambrosia. It had proved useful twice noq and I had a feeling I shouldn't
go on any extended trips without it.

I called the horse and off we flew to Etheria. It took me only a few minutes to get

another handful of the ambrosia, and I was on my way down the purple rainbow and

to the house in the swamp. The lamp with the hanging crystals was still in the window
but this time it was turned off. I hoped that meant that whoever-whatever-lived there
was not at home.

I felt a little strange about going into a stranger's house and taking a crystal from
the lamp, but it was for a good cause. Going in by the front door still seemed extremely

unwise, so I searched for another way, and soon found it at the rear of the house-the
hole you had made, Rosella, though I did not know then that you were responsible.

When I came to the end of the passage, I could see floorboards over my head. I

pushed on one of the boards and was able to poke my head up and look around. Then

I heard a door open and a woman's voice, so I quickly ducked back under the floor.

"Tonight, vengeance shall finally be ours!," the woman was saying to someone.

"Tonight, the volcano will erupt and blow that thrice-cursed Etheria right out of the sky,

and the rest of this puny realm of Eldritch will shrivel and burn to black ashes!" I

suppressed a frightened gasp. Now I knew it was Malicia3 house I had come to! And
Malicia was so deranged that she was planning to destroy everyone and everything. I
had to leave here as soon as I had the crystal and warn someone-anyone. If only she

would leave so I could get inside the house!

Suddenly a rctty little dog started sniffing and pawing at the knothole right over

my head, sticking his vile little nose right down into my face. I knew he'd alert Malicia
to my presence here, and that was a complication I didn't need. What could I do to
distract him? Then it came to me. All dogs love a treat! I reached into my pocket, took
out the chunk of ambrosia and pushed it through the knothole. The dog snatched it
happily and began chewing. Malicia strode over and tried to see what he was eating,

but the little mutt swallowed it iust in time. "Come here Cuddles, you naughty creature!"

she cried. "How many times must I scold you for eating those rat droppings? No matter.

Come, Iet us go and watch all of Eldritch suffer in the heat of my wrath!" At that point,
she swept the horrid little creature up in her arms and left the house.

I waited breathlessly until I was sure they weren't coming back, then pushed up

the loose board again and climbed out into the living room. It was a particularly ugly,

forbidding house, and I found nothing there of interest except the crystal lamp. I
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unhooked one of the crystals, then climbed back down through the floorboards and

outside.
Now all that remained for Mab's cure was to fill the crystal with sunlight. There

was no sun on Ooga Booga, so this was clearly not the place to look. I summoned the
horse once more, and on the sun-drenched plains of Etheria, held the crystal up to the
sun. Although the sun reflected off the surface, it didn't seem to hold any of the light
inside. Perhaps there was another way, or perhaps what was needed was a special kind
of sunlight. I remembered the shaft of sunlight in the desert temple that had had such

a magical effect upon the pictures carved into the altar. Maybe that was the kind of
sunlight I needed.

I examined the rainbows once more. One of them seemed to be made of the
yellows and reds of the desert. I gathered up my skirts and slid down, and sure enough,
I landed in back in the burning wastes.

I entered the stepped pyramid temple and walked directly to the little harvest god's

altar. I held the crystal in the beam of piercing sunlight that came from the eye of the
sun god. Instead of reflecting the light this time, the crystal seemed to drink it up until
it glowed with its own inner brilliance.

When I had summoned the horse and reached the land of clouds again, I went
directly to the gazing ball and performed again the steps that would take me inside. I
hoped Ceres was right-that the Three Fates would know the answer I sought.

"l have spoken to Ceres," I told them. "She says that I must enter the Land of
Dreams while still awake, but she knows not how I might do this. Please, I beseech you,
tell me how I may enter Dreamland while still awake." "To enter the tand of Dreams, you
must ride on the wings of a dream," said Lachesis. "There is only one who can help you
to do such a thing," added Clotho. "Our nephew," said Atropos, "the Weaver of Dreams."

Lachesis handed me a curious obiect. It looked like a small net of some kind. "You

may need this in your quest, for our nephew often surrounds himself with dark terrors
that are best not spoken of." Then Atropos waved her hand, and I was back in the garden.

The Fates had not told me where to find this Weaver of Dreams, but by now I was no
stranger to exploring new places. In a short time my wanderings had taken me to the
base of the windy mountain once again, to the place where the one path became two.
One of the paths led up to a cave in the side of the mountain, and I thought that looked
as good a place to investigate as any.

As I approached the cave, an indescribably horrific figure emerged from the mouth
of the cave. This was certainly one of the dark things the Fates had warned me about-it
was every bit as terrifying as the one in my dream, but more so. This one was real. I
wanted with all my heart to run, but I found myself rooted to the spot with
heart-stopping terror. Bringing out the little net, I held it in front of my face in the vague

and panicked hope that it would protect me from that gliding, amorphous horror. The

creature struck out, and I felt a moment of hopeless fear before the attacking creature
was pulled into the net like so much smoke. I was still shaking when I entered the cave.



How to describe what I saw there? In a place where unusual things were utterly
commonplace, this was still a sight to give one pause. A vast loom took up most of the
space in the cave, and attached to this loom by hundreds of tiny colored threads was a
curious being-the Weaver of Dreams, I took him to be-who did not appear to notice
me. As I watched, something-a dream?-detached itself from the loom and fluttered
upward through a hole in the ceiling of the cave.

I called out to him, but the dream weaver didn't respond. I touched him lightly
on the shoulder, then stepped back in surprise as he turned his face to me, for his eyes

were every color of the rainbow, changing from one color to another in dizzying, almost
hypnotic, succession.

"What is it that you desire?" he asked in a whispery, unnatural voice. "I require
your assistance, Weaver," I said, not willing to show him how afraid I was. "Assist you?
I help no one," he replied coldly. "Leave here, ere I call up another nightmare to flay
your flesh and drag your soul screaming into the eternal darkness." I showed him the
dreamcatcher and told him what had happened to his /asf nightmare, still trying to hide
how frightened I was. He seemed remotely amused. "A pif that I do not have a second
nightmare, but they destroy one another on sight. A true pity."

By this time, my fear had changed to anger, and I had had enough of his distant
amusement. What I needed was help, and right away. "Lord Oberon and Lady Titania
are gone in search of their son, and none can find them," I told him, rather angrily I
admit. "And Mab has been changed into a block of icel I have to enter the Land of Dreams

while awake to save her and you are the last person who can help me, but iudging from
what I've seen of your personality, I think I can do without your assistance!" I turned to
leave. His head at last turned toward me. "Mab accursed?" Now, it seemed, I had his
attention. "She must be freed! You must go quickly, but wait a moment. I wish to give
you something."

That was more like it. I watched as he set to weaving a tapestry on his loom as

effortlessly as a child might make a cat's cradle. It floated up from the loom and hovered
in the air. "This will allow you to enter the Land of Dreams still clothed in your flesh,
but be warnedl As you can enter in the flesh, so too can your flesh be harmed; you can
die, for the Land of Dreams is not a friendly place. Now go!" The tapestry of dreams
whisked itself to my side and I took it. I watched for a few moments as the dream weaver
set back to work. Now his weaving had a more ominous tone and darker hues. There
would be nightmares in the world tonight, I was sure.

At the bottom of the mountain, I dropped the tapestry and stepped on it. There
was a strange, inner lurch, and then I was back in that place of swirling mists I had seen

in my dreams. The tapestry landed, then flew away as soon as I had stepped off. I hoped
there was an easy way back to the world of waking reality, but whether there was or not,
I resolved to do what I had to do here.

Without warning, another nightmare fiend appeared, no less horrible than the
others, lunging viciously, ravenously at me. I held up the net that had caught the first
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nightmare on the mountainside, and hoped it would ensnare this one, too. To my utter
amazement, the first nightmare poured itself out of the net and attacked the second,

tentacles and pseudopods flailing. They fought furiously for a moment, then the

newcomer ran off with the first monster following in pursuit. I breathed a heartfelt sigh

of relief and walked away, finally noticing that I was not floating as I had on my previous

visit, but walking as if on solid ground.

The ground didn't stay solid for long, but gave way again to nothingness. I fell off
the edge of reality and into the same awful, long fall I remembered from my dream, and

splashed down in the same ocean, this time a genuinely wet one! And I would drown

iust as genuinely, I realized, if I didn't start swimming! I could see no sign of land, so I
picked a direction and swam for all I was worth. Soon, I saw the island and the temple

ahead.

It was iust as awful awake as asleep. The dark mists still flowed over the floor, and

Mab still floated, helpless, in her block of ice. I took out the glowing crystal and

reverentially touched it to the frozen surface. Sunlight flowed from the crystal into the

Lady of Dreams, and she began slowly to come alive. The very air in the temple seemed

to change, and the dark mists became light and lovely, glittering as if with the light of
the sun. When it was done, the crystal shattered into a million pieces, which dissolved

themselves into vapor.

Mab, a formidable yet lovely woman, seemed to come out of a deep sleep. "Who
are you?" she asked when she noticed me. I told her who I was, what Malicia had done,

and that Oberon and Titania were missing. Her eyes turned to steel. "So. That is why she

cursed me. The evil hag wishes to destroy us alll We must stop her. I will go forth and

try to stop the volcano's eruption, and you must harness the wind and use it to find
Oberon and Titania, for without their power and assistance I cannot contain even a

fraction of the eruption for long." She handed me what looked like a horse's bridle.

"Harness the wind? Why? How do I do such a thing?" I was confused, and my questions

showed it. "You must capture and harness the wind Sirocco," she continued relentlessly,

"then ride him to the summit of the Mountain of Winds. There you will find King

Levanter, Lord of the winds, and he will certainly assist you in your search." I decided

Sirocco must be the horse of wind I had seen at the bottom of the mountain.

"Now we both must go about our separate missions," said Mab. "May good fortune

and good dreams follow you." She then waved her hand, and I found myself once more

at the base of the Mountain of Winds. I climbed up to the plateau and waited.

I had not long to wait before the horse of wind galloped past again. This time I
had hidden myself behind a tree, and when Sirocco came past, I threw the bridle over

his head. He bucked wildly, then flew straight up, carrying me along as I clung

desperately to the reins, not on his back but flying out behind him like a flag!

Rosella covered her mouth, stifling a giggle. Valanice glared.

Soon we came to the top-a plateau of wind-sculpted rocks and twisted trees and

plant life.



I heard a terrible roar, and a big, dark, brawny man-or should I say wind-flew
up with terrifying speed and attacked us. Sirocco bucked, and I was thrown from his

back and onto the ground as he flew away. The man, who was as ghostly and strange

in appearance as the wind horse, laughed horribly and came toward me.

"Borasco! Stop this foolishness at once I sayl" came a woman's voice. "You are not
to eat people, understand?" A woman appeared, dressed in flowing red veils that spun

around her in the wind she seemed to bring with her. She scowled at the monster. "Mom!"
he whined. "I wasn't going to eat her, honestl I just wanted to scare her a little!" "Hah!

That's just what you said the last time I caught you, you big bully!" she said, smacking

him about the head and shoulders.

Just then, a regal-looking man of wind came sweeping down on them like a

hurricane. "What is the meaning of all this commotion?" His eyes fixed on me. "You,

human! Tell me the meaning of this intrusion lest I grow wroth!" he commanded. I was

in no mood for delay. "Your Majesty, might I first know the name of the one who
commands me to speak?" I asked him. He regarded me with what I assume was

amusement. "You are audacious, mortal. Very well. I am Levanter, King of the winds.

Now, who mig|rtyou be?" "I am Queen Valanice of the land of Daventry, your majesty,"

I replied. "Please, we must find a way to contact Oberon and Titania! The enchantress

Malicia plans to cause the volcano to erupt, and if that comes to pass, all of Eldritch will
be doomedl"

Levanter looked at me for a moment, then took a deep breath and called in a huge,

booming, inhuman voice, "Come to me winds! Your King commands it!" The woman
and the brawny young man sped to his side. A moment later Sirocco flew in, and from
another direction a pale and wispy young woman came, bringing a gentle breeze.

"Borasco! Gharbi! Sirocco! Zephyr! Go forth and find the Lord and Lady of Etheria,

wherever they might be!"

Each wind took off in a different direction, making my hair and clothes fly with
their passage. I waited, for how long I could not tell. At length, one of the
winds-Zephyr-returned, leading a beautiful man and woman in a magnificent flying
chariot, which landed atop the plateau of the Mountain of Winds.

Without preamble, the pair of them turned to me, transfixing me in place with
the strength of their gazes. "Are you certain that Malicia has ignited the volcano,

human?" the man asked. "Look for yourself, Lord Oberon," I said, and pointed in the
direction of the cone of the smoking volcano. "By the blood of all the gods!" Oberon

exclaimed, going a little pale.

"We extend to you our deepest thanks, mortal," said Titania. "Without your
warning, we would never have had a chance. Now we have one, though it is indeed

slim." To Oberon she said: "Come, my husband. We must try to halt the evil that Malicia
has wrought." The chariot rose maiestically and swept off into the sky. I rushed to the
edge of the mountain and called after the chariot, "Wait! My daughter! I must save my
daughter!" but no one seemed to hear. The chariot flew away, out of sight.
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"And I was Ieft standing on the mountain top," said Valanice, "not knowing if they

would ever be back, or whether I would ever be reunited with my dear family." She

couldn't help sniffling, iust a little, as she recalled the sorrow and anxiety of that awful
moment.

"Perhaps you had better let your mother recover a bit and go on with your story
Rosella," her father suggested.

"If that's all right with you, Mother," said Rosella.

"Oh, perfectly all right, my dear," her mother replied. "I'll be all right in a moment,
I'm sure." She blew her nose delicately into a lace-trimmed handkerchief.

"All right then," Rosella began, "Where was I?"

"The real Troll King and the false Troll King were fighting in the volcano control
room," said Graham. "What happened then?"

Rosella resumed her story:
It was suddenly very dark, as I may have mentioned. All I could see were two pairs

of eyes, one set green and one set purple, flashing as the two trolls fought. One of them
shouted at me, "Princess! Change the wandl Change the imposter to his true form!"
About that time the lights came back on, but even then I couldn't tell one king from
the other. Change the wand? What? How? I drew out the magic wand and began twisting
at it, wondering just what Otar meant. I felt somethinS turn at the tip of the wand, but
I had no time to worry whether I had "changed" the wand or iust broken it. I looked

back to the wild melee in front of me and knew I had to transform one of the two
struggling trolls. What if I used the transformation device on the wrong one?

There was only one difference between them-the eyes. I tried to think. What
color were the eyes of my troll suitor, the one who saw me as a bride? Green! Time was

running out! I pointed the wand at the troll with the emerald eyes, and he was instantly
transformed. He changed into...Edgar!

"Edgar," said her father. "That was an unexpected surpise, wasn't it?"
"Much like the moon falling ftom the sky," Rosella replied.

But that was only the first surprise. Let me tell you the rest. I was certain I must

be imagining things. What did trolls have to do with Edgar, my friend and rescuer from
far off Thmir? I blinked, but he didn't go away. "Edgar?" I said, astonished. "Is that you?

What in the name of the world are you doing here?"

King Otar seemed equally astonished when he heard Edgar's name. "What!?" he

gasped. "Oberon and Titania's missing son?" My law dropped. I had always thought
Edgar to be the son of the wicked faerie Lolottel

Edgar appeared as confused by all this as anyone. "What? Rosella? What are you

doing here? Where is 'here'?" he asked as he looked dazedly from side to side. Edgar



looked like someone who had just awakened from a long, deep dream. Before I could
begin to explain, that is if I could have explained, Malicia herself burst into the room
and saw me. Screaming angrily, she loosed a bolt of magical energy in my direction, but
the King Otar flung himself between the blast and my body. The bolt struck him, and
he was flung against the wall, knocked unconscious.

Before either of us could act, Malicia turned to Edgar with a venomous look. With
not a word, just a wave of her hand, she conjured a fearsome wind that lifted Edgar up
like a straw doll and blew him out the tunnel doorl Then she looked at me. her eves still
like those of a hungry snake-cold and victorious.

"Ah, Rosella," she crooned. "So we meet again. And this time I will guarantee that
you do not escape me, my pretty!" She gestured wildly at me. A flash, the odor of
brimstone, and I wasn't in the control room any longer. There were walls of heated rock
everywhere I looked, and a terrible heat from beneath, coupled with a fiery red glow. I
had been transported inside the very heart of the volcano!

I was to be perched on a narrow ledge above a rapidly rising pool of molten lava.

I was so frightened, I almost fell in, but I managed to grab onto the hot, fagged rock of
the wall behind me and keep my footing. As I hung on for my life, my hand encountered
a little niche in the wall where I could stand further from the edge. Before I could feel

any safer, however, the lava began rising! There was no doubt that soon it would immerse
me! From beyond the walls, I could hear the sound of Malicia. She was laughing.

I knew I had to find a way out, but felt that I was in a prison of solid rock. From
somewhere deep within me, I found a bit of courage that I wasn't sure was still left. I
might die even if I tried to escape, but I would surely die if I didn't. I clawed frantically
at the scorchingly hot wall behind me, hoping to find any opening at all that might
take me away from my certain death. Finally, I felt some of the rock give way under my
hand. I had made a hole!

I dug at the hole with my hands, but it was taking much too long, and the burning
pain was almost more than I could bear. In my near panic, I had almost forgotten the
shovel I had been carrying with me all this time! I attacked the wall with it. The volcano
wall was not as hard as I had feared, and I quickly had an opening large enough to slip
through. I wasted no time in getting through it and into the tunnel on the other side.

I spent no time congratulating myself. How could I? Lava would be flowing through my
escape hole soon and I still needed to be away.

The tunnel branched into two, and I knew I had taken the correct branch when I
saw the mechanical troll-face door at its end. As quickly as I could, I repeated the steps

I had seen the King Otar perform to open the door, and in moments I was back inside
the room where the Troll King still Iay unconscious on the floor.

I took the device I had taken from Malicia's house at the urging of King Otar. "It
must be inserted into a 'socket' for it to regain its poweg" he had told me. What was a

"socket"? I felt the device over and discovered that it had a pair of prongs on its back, as

if it were meant to be attached to something. I looked about anxiously-there were so
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many strange-looking mechanical devices, so much technology in the room. A moving
pointer labeled "Volcano Pressure Gauge" was wildly swinging.

I noticed an opening just to the side of Otar's unconscious form that looked as if
it might fit the prongs on the device. I pushed them into it. At once, the globe began

to glow. I hoped it wouldn't take too long to fill with charge, if that was indeed what it
was doing, because I feared Malicia might return at any moment.

I attempted to wake King Otar. I shook him, I spoke loudly into his great ear, but
nothing seemed to have any effect. What I need are smelling salts, I thought. I
remembered the sweet-smelling flower I had picked in the swamp outside the gate to
Ooga Booga. There was something the lady trolls in the underground had said...

It worked! As soon as I waved the flower under King Otar's nose, he came awake

with a loud snort, frowning at the horrible smell of the flower. Then he iumped urgently
to his feet and ran to the volcano controls. He turned dials and flipped switches, while
the earth rumbled and shook. When he had done everything he could do to the controls,

the rumbling got worse, and the shaking became a full-fledged earthquake. The King

looked at me, and I could see in his eyes that all hope was gone.

"Embrace eterniry Princess," he said, "for Malicia has destroyed us all."

"I knew we were going to die," Rosella said, "and I would never see my family again."

But the fates were kind. No sooner had I thought it, than the shaking stopped,

and the gauge ceased its wild swings.

"And that's when you ran in, Mother, although I had no idea how you'd gotten there."

"I had been standing at the top of the Mountain of Winds," Valanice remembered,

"when A cloaked figure had appeared riding Necromancer, the ghostly steed that had first
brought me to the cloudlands of Etheria. He offered me his hand, a strong one, and without

fear or thought, I got on the horse behind him. I somehow knew that if I did, he would take

me to you."

"And he did," said Rosella. "But how?"

We came through Ooga Booga, through the place where the elevator had once

emerged from the underground. The cloaked man raised his hands, and with a blast of
fiery magic, reopened the hole down into the ground. He took my hands as we jumped

into the abyss. Cushioned by his magic, we landed unharmed. From there we dashed

through a series of hellishly shaking, crumbling caverns that led here. Once the very
ground opened up right in front of us as if it were a great maw anticipating a feast! But

Edgar-for that's who the horseman was-saved me and brought me to you.

"And I begged you to forgive me," rushed Rosella. "I told you about the door in the

pool, and King Otar, and Edgar..."

"I couldn't believe what you were saying," Valanice remembered. "Edgar? It was all
too unbelievable. But he pushed back his hood, and there he stood. Although I had never

seen him before, your shou5 lefr no doubt as to who he was. And how happy you looked

to see him, Rosella."



King Graham raised an eyebrow at this, but his daughter ignored him, and went on
with her story.

Right then, Malicia rushed back into the room, and the heat of her anger made
the fires of the volcano seem as ice in comparison. She lunged at me, but Edgar stepped
between us, glaring.

"Do not touch her, witch!" he said.

"The first time we met I enslaved your mind and body, but now your usefulness
is over," Malicia hissed in return. "Prepare to die, worml"

Edgar only shook his head, never taking his eyes from her face. "Then kill me if
you can, you withered hag!"

Malicia raised her hands to destroy him, but a blast of magic came from his hands
first, and she staggered back. He deflected her next bolt and blasted her again. She bent
over in pain and Edgar lowered his hands. But it was a base and lowly trickl As soon as

Edgar's guard was down, Malicia spun around and blasted him with a deadly burst of
magical force. He dropped suddenly, limply, onto the floor-perfectly, horribly still, like
a puppet with cut strings. I felt as if my heart were crushed in my chest. For a split second
I was paralyzed...but you were there, Mother, and I couldn't let her harm you, too.

I looked to the wall where I had plugged in King Otar's device. It glowed brightly,
and I saw my chance to defeat the evil faerie if only I could but reach it. I dashed for
the wall and came away with the device. Malicia turned to face me, black death in her
eyes, energy crackling at her fingertips, and I raised the device and pointed it at her,

snarling in defiance. Then a pulse shot out of it and enveloped the witch in a ball of
bright light. What had I done? King Otar had said the device would destroy Malicia, but
all I had really wanted to do was to keep her away from you, Mother.

The magical energy ball shrank, and then it vanished altogether. There on the floor
Iay a tiny baby, right on the spot where Malicia had been standing. Malicia's obnoxious
little dog ran up and sniffed it, obviously confused.

I gave this a moment's thought. It had worked once-why not twice? I pointed
the blasting device at the dog. The dog disappeared and was replaced by an adorable
Iittle furry puppy. It tottered over to Malicia-now a baby-and licked her cheek.
Lowering the mysterious device and staring incredulously at what I had iust done, I
whispered, "I got you my pretty. And your little dog, too."

Edgar was still lying on the floor, unmoving and very pale. How unfair that he
should lose his life while because of him, I still had mine. I knelt by his side and stroked
his cold brow. My eyes filled with tears, my heart with heavy anguish. And then I
remembered! I had a life to spare-the black cat's! Would it work on Edgar? I warmed
the glowing life between my hands and touched it to Edgar's forehead. His eyes fluttered
open, and he smiled at me.

Rosella sighed and said, "ThAt's when King Oberon and Queen Titania came in.tl

"They'd been trying to help Lady Mab control the volcano," said Valanice. "I think
they must have sensed something when Malicia killed Edgar, and they came to him there."
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"They were so happy to see him alive and well," Rosella remembered with a smile,

"but they were a bit confused how Edgar and I knew one another, and we were all confused

about how Edgar had been put in King Otar's place. I was also startled to hear that you,

Mother, had played such an important part in saving us all."

"And the most startling thing of all," Valanice added, "was that Edgar had been the

son of the King and Queen of Faerie all along!"

"Edgar explained it all as best he could," Rosella told her father. "He had been stolen

as a baby by Lolotte. You remember her, Father,"

Graham smiled. "Not nearly as well as you do, I'm sure, Rosella."

"Then he told about how we had first met, and aII that."

"AIl that being how you rescued him and how he had never forgotten you?" her father
reminded her.

"Yes, aII that," said Rosella, and continued:

Well, then he went home, only what we didn't know was that "home" was the

kingdom of Etheria. Then Queen Titania-that's Edgar's mother, you understand-told
us how happy they were to have him back. They held a ball in his honor, and he vanished

again that very night! They set out to find him, never guessing until today that it was

all a part of Malicia's evil plot!

Queen Titania looked over at the baby on the floor. The baby reached her arms up

to her. Titania hesitated, then picked her up. "Sister, something evil went wrong with
you. Let us now make a new beginning," she said to the child. "This time, you will grow

to love that which is good, and will frolic in the light instead of reveling in darkness."

Through this, Edgar was looking at me strangely, acting as though he were

ashamed of something.

"l must apologize to you, princess Rosella," he confessed when we were alone. "It
was l who cast the spell that lured you into Eldritch. / am responsible for your troubles

here. Can you find it in your heart to forgive me? I beg this of you!"

What a silly young man. How could I not forgive him? I pressed his hands in mine

and asked if he would show me the sights of his realm. It 
'vas 

what I jumped into the
pool for in the first place.

Rosella sighed as she reached the end of her tale.

"And did you get your tour of Etheria?" her father asked, his eyebrows raised in an

expression Rosella knew quite well.

"Yes, and it was even more beautiful than I could have imagined from my one in
the garden pool. I think it's quite the loveliest place I've ever been."

"Hmmm," said Graham thoughtfully. "And do you suppose you might be going

back there sometime soon for a...visit?"

Valanice laughed. "I suspect she just might at that. And I wouldn't be at all

surprised to see young Prince Edgar visiting Daventry fairly frequently in the near

future."



Rosella knew she was blushing, but she didn't particularly care. Edgar had, in fact,

asked her permission to come courting, and though she wouldn't have believed it herself
when this whole adventure began, she was looking forward to it with a great deal of
pleasant anticipation.

The shadows were deepening in the garden, and the air had grown cool. One by
one, the castle windows were illuminated with the golden glow of candles as day gave

way to evening. The time of story-telling had ended in a glow much like the tapers.

"Come, my dearest wife and daughter," said King Graham, rising to his feet and

holding out a hand to each of them, "it's time we went inside, I think. You had quite a
lot of amazing experiences in the world on the other side of that magical portal, but
now I fear the adventures are over."

Valanice nodded and turned her head to give Rosella a wink King Graham could
not see. Valanice and Rosella looked at one another and smiled. "Yes, Father," Rosella

agreed. "That adventure is over."

"For the moment."
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elcome back to our world. Welcome back to the universe that sees Daventry
only as a place of fun and games-a world that only exists inside computer games.

This is an honorable point of view; try as I might, I don't suspect I'll be able to
produce hard, bite-into-it-and-see-if-it's-real proof of Daventry's physical existence. No
amber stones of teleportation nor magic maps, no chests of gold that never empry and
no golden-egg-laying hens are in my possession, items that would be indisputable proof
of the words that Derek has been sending me. Heck, if I had any of those things I probably
wouldn't show them anryay. Nothing personal, mind you; if I had some of that stuff,
I'd iust live in luxury somewhere and pass Derek's words off as fiction-if at all.

What follows over the next several chapters are step-by-step guides for playing the
King's Quest computer games. These guides provide the most direct routes through the
adventures, along with strategies and specific tips for surviving your own personal
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encounters with the games. These routes are not always the same ones Graham,

Alexander-Gwydion, or Rosella took. They live in their real world, we live in ours, and

we still cannot duplicate real life inside a computer. I leave it to you to decide which
roads you may wish to follow; they all usually end at the same place. I encourage you

to discover your own ways through the stories-ways that might even be more fun.
Each adventure is looked at separately. You'll see the best path through each game

and get specific solutions to the toughest problems. In some cases, there is more than
one way to get through a problem. I'll explain those also; they can affect your score, for
both good and bad. Using the maps and score sheets included in each of the chapters,

you should have little trouble successfully completing any, or all, of the King's Quest

8ames.
Of course, you don't have to read these chapters at all. You can solve the adventures

just by following the earlier narratives from Daventry. However, some specific game

problems come directly from the fact that the adventures have been translated onto a
computer. That is especially true in King's Quest III: To Heir Is Human; in King's Quest
IV: The Perils of Rosella; and in King's Quest VI: Heir Today, Gone Tomorrow. These

particular problems must be solved in the context of interacting with your computer or
with the game's documentation; they don't necessarily exist as such in the context of
the King's Quest universe. These chapters also help you through those sticky spots.

Any of the chapters that follow will take you through the games on their own, but
with decreasing levels of detail and help. If you follow these techniques, you can play

to win. Use them as you will. All is revealed there; no game mysteries remain hidden
and every problem is solved. This may be too much for many mortal minds to bear. Like

strong drink, use it in moderation. If you're the more impatient type, beware! Too much
knowledge is dangerous; it can take all of the fun and mystery out of life.

Each of the chapters is divided into three distinct parts:

A game walkthru, which is an action-by-action, screen-by-screen set of directions
to take you from the beginning of each game to the end. Nothing here is left to
the imagination.

Box maps, which show how each game screen and location relates to the others.

If you've never seen or used them before, they're quite intuitive: If a line connects

two boxes, you can walk back and forth between them. If there is an arrow on the
connecting line, it will mean that it's a one-way path or, if the arrow points off
the edge of a map, the character will pop up on the other side. In these cases,

leaving that screen at the far east, say, will transport your character to the location
farthest west. Occasionally a line with an arrow will direct you to another map.

That's all there is to box maps; they're simple and incredibly helpful.

A complete scoring rundown, with the exception of King's Quest VII: The Prince-

less Bride; it has no scoring at all.



Perhaps the greatest mystery in the King's Quest game universe revolves around
the word SCORE-or in some versions, STATUS. Nowhere in any of the games' booklets
and instructions are the words mentioned. Yet when the game is being played, that
magic word takes its comfortable place on the screen or behind the Save Game/Restore

System icon. It just stays there, changing upwards every once in a while.
It's understood, since it does exist, that we get rewards in the form of points for

doing certain things successfully. It is even somewhat obvious just what might score

points: fooling the Sense Gnomes; rescuing Valanice, Rosella, and Cassima; escaping

from the Roc's nest; finding the magic fruit; guessing the gnome's name; completing
sub-quests; and finding treasure or other items. What is not so obvious, however, is why.
If the obiect of the game is to complete a specific quest, why score the game at all? We're

dealing with a simple win/no-win situation here, aren't we?

Likewise, if the game is being scored, is there a perfect score? If there is, what is

it? Can I complete the quest and the game with less than a perfect score? And, finally,
will somebody please give me a list of what I can get points for in the games?

Asking a lot, aren't we?

To answer, in no particular order: Yes, there is such a thing as a perfect score, and
it's different for each game; sometimes different within the same game. Yes, you can

complete a game successfully without earning all the available points. And, to repeat

ourselves, yes, we do list all the ways you can score in the King's Quest games-including
the two main paths through King's Quest VI and all of that game's optional quests. If
you're into maxing out your score, it's all in here.

The ability to score points gives many computer game players a feeling of
accomplishmen! a second measure of achievement. It's a way to mark your progress

and to create a personal standard-a personal best-against which to strive the next
time you play. Also, perfection is a goal in itself; almost everybody wants to be perfect.

Winning a competition is not always enough if you only scored a 9.9 out of a perfect
score of 10.

The people of Daventry whose real-life adventures constitute the basis for the
King's Quest games, overcame their particular challenges in their own ways. In the game

universe, on the other hand, there is often more than one way to successfully solve a
problem. Occasionally you will score more points by not doing things the same way the
characters did. That's OK; it's only a game, not real life.

For us, at least.

I've titled these chapters "The Easy Way Out," and they are. If you're stumped,
they're definitely one place to go. But consider the spirit of adventure, the pleasures of
figuring out something for yourself, the ioy of discovery, and those gratifying,
light-bulb-going-on-over-your-head moments of triumph you may be missing. I will
restate my point:
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The ioumey is the reward.

Getting there is half the fun.
It's not whether you win or lose, it's how

you play the game.

Enough already! You have been given your last chance to mend

No more platitudes, just answers.

Doesn't that make you feel a whole lot better?

your evil ways.

King Graham's Rules for Adventurlng

If I have learned anything in I have learned this:

Pick up anything that is not nailed down.
lf it is nailed down, look for loose nails or boards.
Check carefully into, under, above, below, and behind things.
Read everything;you might learn something.
Wear clean undergarments.
Brush after meals.

Always remember: Nothing is as it appears.
Nothing.

lltttltrtltllllllrllllr

he 12 Spear Rules for Playing Gomputer Games

(Uersion 2.5)

l. Save the game. Save often. Save well. This is perhaps the most important rule.

There's nothing more frustrating than getting better than halfway through a

game and realizing you've got to start over because of something you didn't do
(or did do) near the game's start. Save before you do anything dangerous or



questionable, after you've completed something significant, after you've found
some goodie, or anytime you get to someplace new. The more saved games you
have, the better. When in doubt, save again. Your character most likely will be
killed (or its equivalent) often. This rule is the elixir of immortality.

A good strategy is to have two saved games and alternate between them often
as you play. Sometimes you'll find you've saved a game after you've done some-

thing stupid, although you didn't realize it at the time. Going back is usually
preferable to starting over. Also keep other saves at significant points in the
past.

$ave,.@g!,, Sa,rrg,*rdl,

Keep your bearings. Know where you are at all times. Make and keep good
maps; they will not only show you where you are, but give some idea of where
you haven't been. Know where north, south, east, and west are. In the King's

Quest games, the top of the screen is north, the bottom is south, and so on.
Note what and whom you see or find in each place; you may have to come
back at some time. Be sure you can understand what you draw or write.

Look at everything. Look at whatever is visible. Then look for invisible things.
Look above, below, under, on top, or inside everything you see or find. In game

versions where you type commands, this also means that you should "inspect"
anything you can touch.

One reminder: you can't look inside things unless you open them first. Doors

invite opening. Open everything. This is so obvious that it is often overlooked.

Take everything. lf a game lets you take something, there's probably a reason to
take it, and you're likely to score points. Occasionally the reason is a bad one,
but that's why we save often and well. Horse feathers, bird feathers, water,
moss, worms, stones, ropes, old boots-if it can be took, take. Take anything
that's not nailed down, and if it is, look for a crowbar. If it's too heaw to lift,
look for a crane or a lever.

Use everything. If the game lets you take it, it's most likely got a use. Discover-
ing what the use is, is another problem. Doors need keys, clothes can be worn,
spells need ingredients, and bottles need genies.

Think creatively and accept nothing at face value. While most problems and situ-
ations are overcome by applying logic to them, many are not. People and crea-

tures don't always respond or react in the ways we expect. Attempt as many
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combinations of actions on people and things as you can imagine. Then think
again. Items in computer games can be put to some very strange uses. If you are

stumped, or out of options, try using everlthing on anything. You never know
what might happen. Save the game first. Often the counterintuitive, or totally
illogical, is the proper course. But always save the game first.

Do the obvious. Pet dogs, pet cats, give dogs bones, be kind to people and crea-

tures in need or distress, wear things, rub things, eat things, plant beans, and

don't kiss evil witches or take advice from evil genies. You'd be surprised at

what you miss because it is so obvious.

Talk to everyone and read everything. You never know what you might find out.

Try talking several times in succession; often it is not the first reply that counts.

Read something several times in succession; you may not see what you are sup-

posed to on the first try. This is especially true around graffiti, in shops, and

while using magic books and maps.

Take good nofes. Memory can be such a short-term thing. You may need to
know what you learned today, tomorrow. Write down what you learn, and

write it legibly. You may not know you need a certain piece of information un-

til you need to get back to the mall. And that's not a good time to discover you

forgot to jot down the address.

Walk away ftom problems. Occasionally, certain events or actions must take

place before something else can happen, an item can appear, or something can

be used. Sometimes things can't be done unless it's a particular time of day.

When faced with too many choices and not enough information to make an in-
formed choice, you probably need to return later. This is especially true in
games with an icon-based interface.

Often you will encounter puzzles and problems that you can't seem to solve.

Sometimes this is because you still haven't done, met, discovered, or found
something yet, but other times it's because you're just plain tired or stumped.

Letting the problem slush around in your mind for a while-not concentrating
on it-helps. How can you tell the difference between the two? Often you can't.

Ask for help.What's unsolvable to one person may be obvious to another.

Other people may have different insights into a problem and can help get you

over that particularly rough spot. Fresh perspective can jump start creativity.
You may even find someone who has already solved the problem. Of course,

there is always this book.

Don't play too long. One of the wonders of computer adventure games is that
they can take you to another place and time, give you a different identity, and

then immerse you in the experience. At its best, the experience can be like be-
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ing inside of an animated movie, and it can easily become compelling and ad-

dictive. You can find yourself playing for hours upon long hours, not knowing
where the time went. Worse, if you play too long at a stretch, you face the pos-

sibility of eye strain, a stiff neck, a headache, or repetitive motion ailments. Too
much playing can also create strains on your personal relationships. Give your
body and mind a break. Take it easy; a game, no matter how good, doesn't
have to be solved in a day. Always remember-it's only a game.

It's supposed to be fun; it's not brain surgery.
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great-but now lost-treasures of the Kingdom of Daventry and return them to King

Edward. The three treasures are

A magic mirror

A magic chest

A magic shield

If you complete the quest successfully, you will become King of Daventry.
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relrrrrrrrrarlrrrrarrrrrr
E^IEI ilote Before We Get Startedv

If you are playing King's Quest I on an IBM-compatible computer, be aware that
there are two different versions of the game on the market. The newer version ("newer"
as in late 1990 and beyond) sports niffy vGA graphics and full sound board support,
and is identified as the SCINGA Version. The older ("classic") product does neither, but
can be played without trouble on older hardware.

Both games are nearly identical, but there is one significant difference. In the
classic version, Graham's three quests may be undertaken in any order; this is not true
in the newer game. There are also a few other divergences, but most tend to be a result
of the SCI/VGA Version forcing you to obtain the magic shield last.

We will look at both versions of the game in this walkthru, and indicate at what
points things are not the same.

rerrrrrrrrrrlrtrrrrrlrrrr
---VlLli^r*a L |rIutnrngs r0 u0me

-
As you wander through Daventry, you will notice that if you go straight and far

enough in any direction, you'll end up back where you started, provided there is no
roadblock like a mountain, chasm, or stream that can't be crossed. When this happens,
the game world and map are said to "wrap around." This is veryuseful for shortcuts-like
walking south to get north and things like that-and is something Graham, I,m sure,
would have found extremely useful.

There are five creatures you must avoid during your initial wanderings:

llu

The wolf will kill you. The wolf lives in just one place-the area immediately east
of the well and west of the big oak tree with the golden egg.

The ogre will kill you. In the classic KQI, the ogre lives in just one place-the area
immediately south of the rock where you find the dagger, east of the back of the
woodcutter's house, and west of the river bank where you can see only the
mushroom. In the SCI/VGA Version, the ogre lives in the two screens south of the
rock. He also can be found in the main sorcerer screen, which is the one iust west
of the walnut tree.

The sorcerer will paralyze you. In the classic KQI, he only lives west of the walnut
tree, and nothing happens to Graham while he is under the sorcerer's spell. In the
SCI/VGA Version, however, when Graham is under the spell, there is a good chance
the dwarf will come by to steal something from him or the ogre to kill him-both



are sure ways to lose the game. The sorcerer can also be found in the dwarf and
ogre screens.

The dwarf will not kill you, but he will steal your possessions, and you can never
get them back. If you're carrying the magic mirror and he steals it from you, you
lose the game. Period. You can't win! Bewarel The dwarf wanders in the area

surrounded by the ogre to the north, the walnut tree to the south, the rock with
the small hole to the west, and the river bank to the east. In the SCI/VGA Version,

he also shows up in the ogre and sorcerer screens. In all versions, the dwarf can

be found on the stairs (or suspended walkway) going up into the mountain if you
use that route up to the Land of the Clouds.

The witch flies around immediately north of the well, south of the gingerbread

house, and east of the big cave. She'll capture you if she sees you and will put you
in a cell you can't get out of, ever. In the SCI/VGA Version, Graham does not
languish long in the cell. The witch will soon make a Graham cracker lawn
ornament out of him. However, you will have to deal with the witch eventually-
inside the gingerbread house. She won't be there if you are protected, so only go

there when you are vulnerable.

The best way to handle these critters is by not encountering them at all and simply
avoiding the screens where they live. However, the elf's ring will make you invisible to
them for a while, the goat following you will scare them off, the fairy godmother's spell

will protect you for a short while, and the magic shield will protect you from them
permanently. If you have none of the above and insist on visiting these folks' stomping
grounds when they're around, use the old edge-of-the-screen frick. What you do is enter
the area in question and move around on the very edge of the computer's screen. The

instant the creature appears, step back out of the screen. Next, return to the dangerous

screen and try again. You can walk around this way, as long as you are on the screen's

very edge.

In the SCI/VGA Version, the old edge-of-the-screentrick still works, but the monster
screens have been changed somewhat to make the trick harder to use. While the
monsters still will not follow you off the screen, bushes and rocks and trees have been

placed on many of the screen edges in order to prevent Graham from walking right
through without stopping. The monsters often do not appear-if they are there at
all-until Graham has moved farther into the screen. In the classic version, they are

usually there when the screen appears. In this new system, Graham can enter a screen,

stand there for five minutes, and not encounter a monster. Then when he moves to cross

the screen, the monster in question might still appear. The trigger for the monster's
appearance is not on the edge of the screen, but in its interior. And since Graham cannot
skirt through on the screen's edge, the probability of a nasty encounter increases

dramatically.
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If you're playing the SCI/VGA Version (as you most likely are), I suggest-if you
really must enter these screens-saving the game before entering. If you're caught,

restore and try again.

However, here's an edge-of-the-screen solution. Enter the monster screen from a
safe screen. Stop at once. Follow the screen edge until you hit an obstruction. Exit the

screen there back to the safe screen. In the safe screen, continue in the direction you
wish to travel for several steps and then return to the monster screen. There, if you're
not past the obstacle, exit to the safe screen again to walk a bit more. If you are past the

rock or bush, continue safely on the edge of the screen until Graham is through.
Remember, for the old edge-of-the-screen trick to work, you must use the north or south

edges to travel in the east/west direction, and the east and west edges to go north/south.
This is true in both game versions.

Finally, if you must visit the monster screen, try taking the goat along. In the classic

game, the monsters will flee when they see the goat. In the SCI/VGA Versiory they will
not appear at all. The disadvantage of this, however, is that the goat will not go back to
his pen, down the well, or into the witch's house. Nor will the condor pick Graham up
if the goat is with him. The goat runs away forever in most of these instances, and the
goat cannot be locked back into the pen for safekeeping. If you decide to use the goat,

do it just prior to dealing with the troll.
In the classic KQI, the magic ring always protects Graham from the nasty types

and effectively helps him (albeit for a short time) get past them. This, too, was changed

in the SCI/VGA Version. If Graham is invisible before he enters a monster screen, he

won't be noticed-indeed, the monster won't appear. If he becomes visible, the monster

might appear. And if he becomes invisible after seeing a monster that's visible onscreen,

the sorcerer will see through the spell and paralyze him, the ogre will sense and kill him
if he gets too close, and the wolf will smell him and kill. But the witch will not see him,
and the dwarf will get spooked and disappear.

While the monsters are usually found in their appointed areas, sometimes they
are not home at all. That is good. You will find that if you encounter them and then use

the old edge-of-the-screen trick, they might not be there when you return. This is one of
the best tricks around and can be used successfully in all of the games. Remember it; it's
called the old edge-of-the-screen trick-it will save you a lot of lives.

It is also useful when you need to find somebody or something that isn't there
when you go to visit-the elf with the gold ring, for instance. Just step out of the area

and return at once. Repeat as necessary until successful.

re trlrlrrrlrtrtrrrrrrrrrr
Igi! IIli low to llo ltv

Cross the bridge over the moat with care; this is the beginning of the game, and

you're too young to die! Go to the castle and bow to King Edward. He'll tell you about



the treasures and the reward and then send you on your way. After you leave the castle,

you won't be able to get back inside until you have all three of the treasures in your
possession.

'l${Sffii'i:*#l*fia;nstfvcn Version of this game frorn@ i,ffiliffiffi..;*
animated.ofning seqr"lence details the moves we just coryred- Ln thie.version"

the ptayer,controlled.uction begrns with Graham standing ou$id€. ttrc castle

after ha$ng had his audteaeewtth good Ktrrg Edwlt$i,flp*,fl*r's t#;L$lgt.'
screens wide in this version, not two. Nonetheless, this has no effeet on the
g*nre,plav' and'GtaI4ry 3*ll.wltl be unable to return.,lnolde untif aft€r,a*,llis,
quests are completed.

As soon as you leave the castle, cross the bridge to the west. Look at the rock. Stand

to the north side of the rock, and then push or move it. Look in the hole and take the

dagger. Don't stand to the south of the rock when you move it, or it will roll on top of
you with terminal consequences.

Go north to the next screen. Look at the tree. Climb the tree and be careful where
you step in the branches. You will discover a bird's nest. Look at the nest, take the
egg-it's gold-and climb back down. On the ground again, walk east one screen. You

are at the garden behind the castle. Look at the garden and take a carrot. Walk north.
The next screen is the home of the elf; talk to him and you get the magic ring that makes

you invisible when you rub it. The screen north of the elf contains the ceramic bowl
you'll need in the woodcutter's cottage. Look at the bowl. Look into the bowl. The screen

north of this has a river bank where you will find pebbles-ammunition for the slingshot
in the Land of the Clouds. In the SCI/VGA Version, the pebbles are not here, but we'll
get to them soon enough.

At this point, retrace your steps south to where you picked up the bowl and move

one screen west. There are walnuts on the ground under the tree. Pick one up and open
it; there should be gold inside. If not, keep picking them up and opening them until
you find the treasure. After you get the gold, go south. You'll come to a door in a

mountain; this is the exit on the way back from the Land of the Clouds. You don't have

the key to get inside, so continue south two screens to where you found the dagger.

Walk one screen west. Graham is on the eastern edge of a lake. This is where the
pebbles are if you're playing the SCI/VGA Version. Look at the ground by the lake's

shore. Thke the pebbles-they are not here in the other version, but we'll wait for you
anyway. Good. Swim west across the lake; the screen after the lake's west shore has a log
and stump. Look inside the stump and take the pouch of diamonds. Go back to the
western lakeshore and turn south.

The house you find here belongs to the woodcutter and his wife. Forget about the

ax and pump you see in front. They don't do anything, and you can't take them. Walk

inside, put the bowl on the table, and say the word that's written in the bowl. The people
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are so grateful they tell you to take their fiddle. It's on the floor in the corner, but make

sure you don't step in the hole in the floor while getting it-that's another way to die.

Play the fiddle before leaving.

$.;s!#tfry,yf iY*$q,,thirryS
tal&to Gr*mm. Say $ve

&ltho tmhr $arrL.. ,1 rln the
:.,ii..,'r,,..',
lll,rr : . l

Leave the house and travel south past the lake. The gingerbread house, the witch's
home, is in this screen. Go to the front door and open it. If the wicked one is home, use

the old edge-of-the-screen trick: get out at once, continue until you are out of the screen

the house is in, and then return to the house. Repeat until she isn't there. Once you are

safely inside, go to her bedroom, pick up the note next to her bed, and read it. It's the

clue for solving the riddle of the gnome's name, and it scores points. The jail cell you
see in the house is where the witch puts you if she captures you.

Wait in the bedroom until the witch comes home and starts cooking. Walk quickly
up behind the witch and push her. Be careful that the witch doesn't see you do this. In
the SCI/VGA Version, she'll turn our hero into a Graham cracker if he's noticed! You

score points by killing her. Open the cupboard and get the Swiss cheese-you'll need it
for the rat in the Land of the Leprechauns.

There is an alternate solution for getting the cheese that does not involve killing
the witch. Wear the ring and rub it outside the front door. When you go into her house

while invisible, she will not be there, nor does she return while you're in that state.

You'll have plenty of time to read the note, get the cheese, and leave. You won't score

as many points this way, but it's a more elegant, nonviolent way to solve the problem.

Don't forget to eat the house after you go back outside; it is gingerbread and chocolate
and you get points for lunching on the place.

From the gingerbread house, scoot straight west three screens until you meet the
troll on the troll bridge. Ignore him and walk one screen south to a patch of clover. Pick

the clover because you need it to get by the leprechaun guards. You now have the

maiority (but not all!) of what you need to get the three treasures and win the game.

You'll pick up the other necessary stuff as you go along.
This is decision time for you, dear player. Which treasure do you wish to go for

first: the mirror or the chest? In the SCI/VGA Version, the shield cannot be obtained
until after the mirror and the chest are in your inventory. The condor that flies Graham

to that part of Daventry will not appear if Graham doesn't have these items. We will
follow the SCI/VGA Version constraint, although in the other version it doesn't matter
in which order the three treasures are found. We'll walk through each quest individually.



Getting the Magic Minor

From the clover patch (that's where I left you, remember?), go south one screen.

This is the fairy godmother's patch of turf. If you meet her, she'll sprinkle you with fairy
dust for protection. You won't need it where you're going, but what the heck? You know
how to avoid the monsters now anlrway. You are going to a well three screens east of
the fairy godmother screen. As you walk, notice the goat in the pen. You and he will
become companions later in the game.

When you reach the well, cut the rope with the dagger and take the bucket. (If all
you see is the rope, then the bucket is lowered into the well. In that case, raise the bucket

with the crank, cut the rope, and take the bucket.) Now lower the rope into the well
with the crank, and climb down the rope. You fall in the water when you reach the end

of the rope. Swim. Dive. Underwater, you will see an opening on the left side of the

screen; swim into it. In the SCI/VGA Version, jump when you reach the end of your
rope (so to speak), dive, swim west and then up to the pool at the top left of the screen.

Type CLIMB OUT. Fill the bucket, because in this version it doesn't do so

automatically; it does so in the other.
You are now in the dragon's lair, and the dragon is guarding the magic mirror. Save

the game. There are two ways to get by the dragon, and both require that you get iust
close enough to the monster to where he can't fry you. Watch his flaming breath and

see where it stops; you want to go almost to that point. In the SCI/VGA Version, the

dragon doesn't breathe at Graham. Walk only to the edge of the dragon's tail and not
beyond it. It's cinder time if you do. If you throw the dagger at the dragon, you kill it.
You either lose points or score fewer points for solving the problem this way. You earn

points if you throw the bucket of water at the dragon. The dragon will leave, giving you
an exit out on the west side of his lair. With the dragon out of the way, take the mirror.

Look into it for a glimpse of your future.
There are two ways out of the dragon's lair. Depending on which version of the

game you have, one is preferable to the other. You can follow the beast west. In the
SCI/VGA Version, you will enter another part of the cave. The exit is in the upper left
of the screen. This scores points, and you will come out of a cave just north of the goat

pen. This is where you hitch a ride on a condor later, so remember this place. The second

way out of the dragon's lair is the way you entered. It scores you points in the classic

version. Go back out through the opening you came in, and then swim to the surface.

From there you can grab the rope and climb up out of the well. Please do this slowly,

for you don't want to fall back in.
Congratulations! You have now completed one part of your quest for the crown.
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Getting fte ttlagic Chest

Go back to the goat pen and open the gate on its eastern half. Close the gate, or
the goat might escape. Walk up to the goat and show the goat the carrot. He then follows
you almost anywhere, but not inside the gingerbread house!

CAlf.IK.llh Fo,rttotr4ffrcrtl|$,ensssn *o the goat or hefll eat tt end not fclgry
)tou'

With the goat tagging along, leave the pen and walk two screens east to the fairy
godmother screen. From there go north two more screens and encounter the troll. There
are two ways past the big fella. If the goat is with you, it will attack the troll, butting it
off the bridge and scoring you points. The goat then disappears from your life forever.

If the old goat is not with you, the troll will accept a treasure: the golden egg, the
gold-filled walnut, the pouch of diamonds, or the leprechaun king's scepter. You lose

points, however, solving the problem this way.

Cross the bridge and talk to the gnome. He will give you three tries to guess his
name. If you fail, he gives you the key that fits the door in the mountain. The door is
west of where you met the elf, south of the walnut tree, and north of the oak tree with
the golden egg. If you guess correctly, he gives you magic beans. His name,
Rumplestiltskin, is a wrong answer. The answer is IFNKOVHGROGHPRM, which is
Rumplestiltskin spelled in a backwards alphabet (you substitute the letter z for a, y for
b, and so on for the entire alphabet).

N{ITD: For years, the rlddle of tt$ gnome's name was ttrg Kin$s q$s$t
question that Siena On-Line has received the most requests for htnts about. The
problem players had was twofold; fust realizing they must start with the name,
Rumplestiltskin, and second, deducing that the key was a baclwards alphabet,

notabackrrards spelli{,S;,ffi{{f rhs'lrght the puz?"tcwas tao tough, if notunf*lr,;

In the SCI/VGA Versiory players have been given two breaks in figuring out the riddle
of the gnome's name. First, a spinning wheel and a pile of gold appear in the screen

along with the gnome-a broad hint and reminder of the Rumplestiltskin story.

The second break might bring tears to many an experienced King's Quest player's

eyes. While the backwards alphabet answer-IFNKOVHGROGHPRM-still works, the
backwards spelling answer-NIKSTLITSELPMUR-is now also correct. Gasp! This bit of
information, of course, is of little comfort to those millions of players who have struggled
with the problem in the past, or those without the SCI/VGA Version. Nor is it of any
solace to Graham, who had to come up with IFNKOVHGROGHPRM in real life.

When Graham guesses the name correctly in this version, the magic beans are put
directly into his inventory. This is not the case in the classic version.

w, I



One last note on the name matter: although the backwards alphabet answer is
supposed to work, at least one early SCI/VGA Version did not allow it. The backwards
spelling solution, of course, worked as advertised. If you have one of those, I guess you
have some sort of a collector's item.

Guessing the name and getting the beans gives you the most points. In the classic
version, whichever way you solve the problem, don't forget to pick up the gnome's gift
from the ground.

If you have the key, walk to the door in the mountain, unlock and open it, walk
carefully up to the Land of the Clouds and wait for me there. The rest of us are taking
the bean stalk. If you go up the mountain and are not carrying the shield, be cautious
going up. You could be robbed by the dwarf. If you are robbed by the dwarf, you cannot
get your treasure back. If you lose the mirror to the dwarf, you lose the game. Save the
game at the bottom of the mountain and use the edge-of-the-screen trick if you meet the
dwarf. Keep trying. Obviously, if you have the shield at this point, you are not playing
the scI/vGA Version.

If you have the beans, walk east from the gnome's hut across that bridge. You want
to go to the flower patch two screens east of the gnome. Plant the beans and watch the
stalk grow. Save the game. Repeat: SAVE THE GAME! It's time to climb.

Climbing the bean stalk and walking through the clouds after you get to the top
is a matter of trial and error and patience. Use the keyboard to move Graham. Change
the game's speed to its slowest setting and put aside the ioystick or mouse you may be

using; you'll have more control of Graham. Climb. After you've gone up a few steps,

save the game. That's it: climb, save, climb, save. It's not as easy as it reads, but it's much,
much easier in the SCI/VGA Version. When you get to the top, save again, and then
move directly east, staying in the center of the screen as you walk. You will see solid
ground when you reach the next screen; keep moving due east from the center of the
screen until you reach that ground. Save the game.

Walk one more screen east and then one screen south. From here go tvvo more
screens east, being careful to stay out of the clouds and on solid ground. You don't want
to fall to your death now, do you? There's a tree with a hole at its base; look into the
hole and take the slingshot you find. It can be used, along with the pebbles, to kill the
giant. Finding it scores points. Walk one screen north. You are at the mouth of a

cave-this is where you arrive if you walked up through the mountain. Hi! The giant
and the magic chest are one screen west of you. Go there. Notice the giant is carrying a
chest. It's the one you have to get.

Rub the ring and become invisible; if you have the shield, don't worry. In either
case, the giant will leave you alone and not kill you. If you have no magical protection,
run away from the giant but don't use the old edge-of-the-screen trick. It is possible to
elude the giant long enough for him to get tired and fall asleep. To get the chest from
the giant, you can just kill him using the slingshot and pebbles, but the nonviolent
solution scores more points. Since you're protected by being invisible, iust hang around
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there for a while. Wait for the giant to fall asleep, and then go up and simply take the

chest. You can also wait out the giant by hiding behind a tree.

In the SCI/VGA Version, leave the screen containing the cave from its bottom left
corner. You will enter the giant's screen near a tree in that screen's bottom right corner.

Walk Graham north right up to the trunk as far as he can go-rub his nose on the bark.

If the giant is in the north or center of the screen, he will probably not see Graham and

will eventually fall asleep. If you see him moving west to east in Graham's direction,
exit the screen at once and try again. Rubbing the magic ring and staying as far away

from the giant as possible, howeveq is still the safest solution. After that, walk east to the

cave, and go to the bottom of the stairs. As on the bean stalk, use the slowest speed. Be

careful on the stairs; you can fall to your death!

In the SCI/VGA Versiory the stone stairs have been changed to a rickety suspended

walkway. However, just take your time and be careful. At the bottom, the door will
magically disappear as Graham approaches it. When he's outside, it will rematerialize.

You are now at the bottom of the mountain outside of the door. Congratulations! You

have completed the second of your three quests.

Getting fte Magic Shield

From the door in the mountain, go south one screen and then east five screens to
the goat pen. At the gate, walk north one screen. You will reach a cave, the same one

from which you can exit the dragon's lair.

What you want to do here is wait for the condor to appear. If it doesn't, use the

old edge-of-the-screen fnck until it does.

When the bird does show up, you must iump and let it grab you in its claws. Go

to the middle of the screen and wait for the bird to swoop; then jump so that you are

at the top of your leap when the condor is at the bottom of its swoop. This will take a

number of tries, but be patient. When the bird finally gets you, it will drop you near a

hole in the earth. You are now in an area three screens in extent. You cannot leave by
foot, by swimming, or by bird. You must go down the hole.

But first, walk one screen west of where you get dropped-be careful you don't fall
in the hole yet. Pick the mushroom you find there-don't eat it!-and return to the
hole. Step into it-iust fall in. Whee! At the bottom you find you can't climb out. Follow
the cave south and then east. The moment you see the rat, stop. Save the game. Deal

with the rat much as you handled the dragon. Watch where it walks, and see how far it
roams. It does not come all the way east across the cave. Walk up almost to that point
and give the cheese to the rat; this may take a try or tvvo. The rat then disappears.



In the SCI/VGA Version, the rat iust sits there and does not move. Move Graham
near the center of the screen and give the cheese to the rat. He'll say to come closer.

Move Graham closer one step at a time, offering the cheese after each step. Eventually,

the rat will take the cheese. If Graham gets too close and doesn't offer the cheese, he'll
get caught and die. You can also get past the rat by offering it a treasure: the golden egg,

the gold-filled walnut, or the bag of diamonds. If you do, though, you lose points. With
the rat gone, you can now open the door.

I hope you didn't forget the clover; the guards will attack you if you don't have it.
Play the fiddle, and the guards will dance off. In the SCIiVGA Version, play the fiddle
the instant you're asked, "What are you going to do?" Do not hesitate. Otherwise the
guards will leave too quickly for you to score the fiddle-playing points. Walk south and
you are in the leprechaun king's throne room iust in time to see him leaving. Take his

scepter; it's in front of the throne. Next to the throne is the magic shield. Go ahead and

take it-it won't bite. Got itl
Leave the room by going west, and climb the stairs. Be careful you don't fall! There

is a small opening at the top, but it's too tiny to crawl through. Eat the mushroom and
you shrink. Exit through the hole at once. You are now one screen north and one screen

east of the gingerbread house.

You now have all of the lost treasures of Daventryl Walk north two screens and

then east to the castle. All that remains to be done is to take the three treasures back to
King Edward. The castle doors will now open for Graham when he gets there. Open the

door.
Depending on which version of KQI you have, the game will end slightly

differently. In the classic version, walk to the throne room. Don't forget to bow when
you see the king again-this will score you points. In the SCI/VGA Version, the game

will go on autopilot and you don't have anything else to do.

Congratulations! You have now completed King's Quest I: The Quest for the

Crown.

ffirarrrrrrrrlrrrrtrtrrrrr

ffllhe Final Score for lfing's Quest h Quest for the Crownv

The way points are scored differs somewhat between the classic and the SCI/VGA

Version. Points for both versions are listed here. but the totals are the same.
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What to Do Poinb

Enter Casde Daventry (bngilmt$ginf ,Sarne)

Bow to King Edward (begnning of game)

Fairy godmother's spell

Get carrot from garden

Talk to elf (get ring)

Use ring to escape wolf/witch/sorcerer

GetbrOWlOn gr$Ulld :..:r'll,i.r.ir rr'''
Read the bowl

Get pebbles

Get walnut from ground under.tree

Open walnut (find gold inside)

Climb big oak tree (west of garden)

Get golden egg

Move rock (west of castle)

Get dagger from hole under rock

Look into rotting stump

Get pouch from stump

Iook inside pouch (diamonds)

At witch's cottage:
Get note

Read note

Push witch into fireplace

Opencupboard (cabtnet), , ,

Take cheese

Eat house

At woodcutter's cottage:
FilI bowt

Give filledbowl
Get fiddle (play fiddle)

At well:
Cut rope with knife (get bucket)

Climb down rope

Classic
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Fill bucket

Dive (without filling bucket)

Dive (after fflling bucket)

Enter dragon's cave

Throw water on dragon

Get magic mirror

Throw dagger at dragon ftill)
kave by swimming (after killing)*
Ieave by swimming (without killing)

Leave via cave

Ficlt clover

Get pkked up by condor

Fick mushroom

Down hole:
Give cheese to rat

Give treasure to rat

Play fiddle to guards

Get magic shield

Get leprechaun king's scepter

Eat mushroom

Leave through tiny hole
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Get magic beans

Plsnt beans

Climb bean stalk
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l,ose value of treasure
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Classic SCI Version
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your wife. The woman you're looking for is named Valanice of Kolyma. She has been
kidnapped by the witch Hagatha and imprisoned in a Crystal Tower on some enchanted
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island. She is said to be guarded by a wild beast. You must journey to Kolyma and find
three keys to unlock three magic doors that lead to Valanice.

rertrrrrrrrrrrrtrrltlllrr

f0lhings to Come

-While adventuring through Kolyma, you will notice that if you walk far enough north
and south, you end up back where you started. Kolyna "wraps around" in these

directions both in the game and in reality. Mountains and a chasm block the eastern

edge of the country, and the ocean borders the west. There is nothing you can swim to
in the western direction, and if you swim too far, you drown. When it's time to visit
Neptune's home beneath the western waves, transportation will be available. After you

finally walk through the magic doorway, movement is very limited, and wrapping ceases

to be a consideration.
Unlike Quest for the Crown, where monsters are only encountered in one specific

screen, many of the folks you meet here-both good and evil-wander around at

random through several screens. These wanderings, however, are limited; the game map

shows the limits of their turf.
There are four creatures you would prefer to avoid in your wanderings around

Kolyma:

Hagatha will capture and kill you, but you must enter her cave at some point
in order to win the game. Her area covers a total of six screens in southwest Kolyma,

to the north and west of her cave.

The enchanter will turn you into a frog permanently, thereby ending the game.

His area covers six screens in west Kolvma, to the east, west, and south of the

antique store.

The dwarf will beat and rob you of treasure. In this game, though, there is a way

to get it back by robbing the dwarf's house-a place you'll probably want to go

anyway. The dwarf's area covers five screens in south Kolyma, north and west of
the bridge.

The wolf will eat you. He is only encountered in Grandma's house, two screens

east of where you start the game. He can only be avoided by going there when

he isn't.

As always, the best way to handle these critters is by avoiding them altogether.

When you do run across them, use the old edge-of-the-screen trick-leave the screen at

once, and then return. Repeat as often as necessary until the monster is gone.



There is another way to avoid these monsters. If for some reason you are not near

the edge of the screen when they arrive, hide behind something and be patient. As long
as no part of Graham is visible on the screen, the monsters leave you alone. When they
get far enough away, you can run away-if there is enough distance between you and
them. Just make sure you run off the screen.

There are three folks that you might want to encounter early in your travels:

p The rnonk will be found praying inside the monastery in northeast Kolyma,
immediately south of the bridge. He has a cross for you to wear.

) The good fairy has an area that covers six screens to the east, west, and south
of the monastery. She will sprinkle a magic protection spell on you, fairy dust that
lasts for a reasonable amount of time-usually a minimum of twenW minutes of
time as you and I experience it.

L Little Red Riding Hood has an area that covers a total of seven screens, to
the east, west, and south of Grandma's house. When you return her basket of
goodies, she will give you flowers.

There are a few other folks you will have to deal with as the game progresses, and
there are treasures to be discovered. We'll look at them when we get there, so let's
get going.

retrrlrrrrrralllraarrrrlr

Ili low to Do ltv
As the game opens, you find Graham standing on the beach. Go east one screen and
you are in Riding Hood's area. If you don't encounter her at once, continue one more
screen east to Grandma's house. Open the mailbox by the front gate. Look inside and
take out the basket of goodies. Continue east if you still haven't met Hood. If you still
haven't run across her by the time you reach the west end of the monastery, go back

and pull the old edge-of-the-screen trick until she appears. In this case, enter one of her
screens and wander around for a time; if she doesn't appear, leave and immediately
return. Repeat until you meet. Thlk to the girl, and then give her the basket. Thke the
flowers she offers. You will give these to the mermaid later.

If you would like to take this opportunity to visit Grandma, be my guest. Open
the door to her house. If the wolf is in bed, leave at once. The game randomly puts either
the wolf or Granny in the house. Return and leave until the old gal is there. She's not
feeling well and can do nothing for you now. It was a nice visit, though.

Walk directly east until you come to the door of the monastery. You are in the
good fairy's area now. You don't really want her protection spell yet, so if she appears,

move back and forth off the screen until she is gone. Open the door to the monastery
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walk to the altar, and pray. The monk will ask you your name. Say, "Graham," and he

will give you a silver cross. Leave wearing the cross. If the fairy's around, avoid her again.

One screen north of the monastery is a rickety bridge. You'll be going there a few

times, so remember this: when you walk north to the bridge from here, do it from the

left center of the top of the screen; otherwise, you might fall to your cybernetic death.

Always take your time going between screens around the bridge and on the other side

of it. There are several long drops for those in a hurry.

Being careful not to fall into the chasm, cross the bridge. Note this very well: you

can only cross this bridge seven times, and you must cross it seven times to complete the

game.No extra trips across are allowed. You have been warnedl Now walk one screen

east and one north. Look at the door and read the inscription: ". . . make a splash," huh?

Cross back over the bridge. We've now been across twice.

0pening fte fint lloor

Walk south one screen to the monastery, and then trek due west all the way to the

beach-just where the game started. Turn north and walk two screens. You will see

something lying on the ground. Thke it and examine it-it's Neptune's trident. Move

north from there another two screens. Look at the sand. Lying in the sand at the center

of your screen is a white clamshell. Pick it up and you will find a bracelet. Take the

bracelet. Neat, isn't it? Now walk one screen east into the woods. There is something
lying against the tree in the center of the screen. It's a tent stake. Take it; there may be

vampires around. Now turn back west to the beach and go one screen north. A mermaid
is around, and you're about to meet her.

NOTE: The mermaid does not appear until after you read the inscription on
the first door.

Walk into the ocean and swim to the rock-you can't climb on it, so don't try.

Give the flowers you got from Riding Hood-you did get the flowers, didn't you?-to
the mermaid. She will summon a sea horse and then disappear into the waves. You may

also give her one of your treasures-the bracelet, for example. This will also gain you

the sea horse, but lose you game points.
Swim over to the sea horse, and ride it. It takes you on a journey to King Neptune.

Enjoy the ride-there is nothing you can do till you get there. When the sea horse stops,

move in front of Neptune and give him the trident. He will give you a bottle with a

cloth in it. Next, go over to the open clam and take the key sitting in it. The key fits the

first door. Go east, and as soon as you leave the screen with Neptune, relax and watch

the animation. When you pop out of the water, swim to shore. Get the cloth that's in
the bottle. It's just a rag, but you will need it later in Hagatha's cave.

llll



Before that, though, we're going back to the floating door. Since we're still avoiding
the fairy's spell, we'll take the safe way back-north two screens to where the game

started and then east to the monastery. Avoid the fairy if she shows up. Go north from
the monastery door screen to the bridge, cross it, and go to the door. Unlock the door
with the key. Read the inscription on the second door: ". . . set your sights high," huh?

Go back to the bridge and cross it again. We have now been across four times.

Opening the Second Door

Move one screen south, back to the monastery. This time we want the fairy's spell

because we're going treasure hunting. If she's not around, go south, east, or west one

screen till you find her and she zaps you with some fairy dust. Then go one screen south

of the monastery door. There is a lake and a big rock with an opening. Look into the

opening and take the brooch. Swim south across the lake. You are now in the enchanter's

area, but you are protected. Notice the building-an antique store-and read the sign

in the window The store doesn't open until we've read the inscription on the second

door. If we go inside now and give two treasures to the woman, she'll give us the oil
lamp at the lower center of the screen. We need the lamp to get the second key, but we

lose points doing it this way. Let us, therefore, pass up the shopping spree for a moment;
we'll come back after visiting Hagatha.

Turn west from the antique store and go one screen to the lakeshore. The lake

water is poisonous so don't drink it or swim in it. From here walk south three screens;

we'll pass the lake and enter some forest. In the center of the screen is a large tree with
some rocks at its base. Stand next to the tree, behind the rocks. Look at the tree and
then into the hole you can't see on the screen. You'll find a mallet; take it. Walk west

one screen and then south one screen. That tree with the chimney is the home of the

dwarf. We're going inside.

Normally, the dwarf is not at home, but occasionally he is. If he's home, the old
edge-of-the-screen trick works, Fairy dust also protects you. If the dwarf walks in while
you're stealing his things, only the fairy's spell or a saved game can get you out of the

iaml However, he is very very seldom home.

Open the door and walk inside. Then climb down the ladder with care. Move east

into the dwarf's room. Go to the trunk on the east side of the room. Open it and look
inside. Take the earrings. If you have been robbed by the dwarf, the trunk is where he

has stashed your treasure. Take your treasure back, or don't, if you wish. You're the one

playing the game. Now walk to the fireplace and look at it. Thke the chicken

soup-Grandma needs her medicine. Now leave the way you came in.
Once back outside, go one screen west. You are now in Hagatha's territory, but the

fairy dust should still be working. Hagatha's cave is one screen east of here, but we're

not going there yet. Instead, walk one screen north. You should be on the shore of a

small lake, with a big log at the bottom of the screen. Look at the log. Look into the log.
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Take the necklace; it's a treasure fit for a queen. Now again walk west one screen and

then south one screen. The place with the skulls on the posts is Hagatha's cave. Walk
inside. If Hagatha is home cooking, your spell protects you for the moment. Anyway,

she's paying attention to her cooking and shouldn't notice you until something makes

a sound. If you are unprotected and she's home, use the old edge-of-the-screen trick.Take
a moment, nonetheless, to enioy the sights and smells of the cave. OK, back to
adventuring.

There's a bird cage containing a nightingale inside the cave. Go over to it. Put the
cloth over the cage-it scores points, and if Hagatha is there, it muffles the sound that
the bird makes. If she hears the bird, you're the turkey dinner. Take the cage and leave

the cave. Save the game as soon as you get outside the cave and are sure Hagatha is not
there. Evidently Hagatha's cave is also the entrance to something else's cave, but don't
go looking for that something, because it can't be found. However, every once in a while
you will be followed out of the cave-not by Hagatha, but by something else that shall
remain nameless. If you want a surprise, just keep going in and out of Hagatha's cave

for a while. You'll know it when you see it. Use your saved game if Hagatha gets you;
the chuckle is worth the wait.

Go south one screen and then east a screen. You are in front of Grandma's house.

I hope you haven't forgotten that she's not feeling well. Open the door. If the wolf's
there.... Well, we've been over that part before. Give the chicken soup to Grandma.

Yummy! Look under the bed. Take the ruby ring and black cloak and wear them.
Remember "...the children of the night." Leave the house. Go east to the monastery door
and then south two screens to the antique store. It's been tough so far and, as the saying
goes, "When the going gets tough, the tough get going-shopping!"

Go inside the store. Give the bird cage to the woman. She will give you the oil
lamp and kick you out of the store. Go north one screen to the lake. It's safer there and

the enchanter won't get you. Rub the lamp and get the magic carpet. Rub the lamp a

second time and get the sword. Rub the lamp a third time and get the bridle. The lamp
will disappear-easy come, easy go. Ride the carpet.

You are now on top of the cliffs. Walk east one screen. When you see the snake,

save the game. Walk up near the snake, but not so near that it can bite and kill you.
There are two solutions to this problem. Did you notice the snake carved in the handle
of the sword? You mean you haven't been looking at everything? One solution is to kill
the snake with the sword. You can then walk by. The second solution is a nonviolent
one. Throw the bridle on the snake, and the snake turns into a winged horse. Talk to
the horse, and it gives you a sugar cube. The cube makes getting to Dracula's Castle later
a lot easier. A whole lot easier.

In either case, after the snake has been dealt with, continue going east and enter
the cave you come to. Nothing else can harm you here. Inside the cave, take the key. It
opens the second door. Walk outside and ride the carpet back to the antique store. Go



north, across the little lake, past the monastery, and to the bridge. Go to the door and

unlock it. Read the inscription on the third door: ". . . a stout heart," huh?

Cross back over the bridge. The count is up to six. Only one more trip across is

possible. I wonder how we are going to get back after that?

Opening fte lhird lloor

Other than a brief glimpse, we've stayed away from the poisoned lake in the middle of
Kolyma. Now get a good grip on yourself and your black cloak and go two screens north,
through the dwarf's turf, to a small lake. From there walk west two screens. You are on

the south shore of the lake with a castle in the distance. There is a death-like boatman

here who will row you across. (He does not appear in the game until the inscription on

the third door is read.) If you give the boatman a treasure, he takes you to the island,

but it costs you points. If you are wearing the cloak and ruby ring, he takes you across

for free, and you score points. Such a deal!

Enter the boat. When you're across, leave the boat and don't move. Eat the sugar

cube the winged horse gave you; there are brambles around the path and they will kill
you if they scratch you. If you killed the snake, you don't have the cube and must walk
to the front gate. This is possible, but very very difficult. If that's the case, save the game

every time you gain a step or two. Good luck!

Walk up the path to the door. The door will open and you will encounter tlvo
ghosts. If you're wearing the cloak and ring, they will be fooled into thinking you're the

count himself. If you're not wearing the costume, the silver cross the monk gave you
will protect you from them. If you're wearing none of the above, you're history. Open

the second door. Welcome to Dracula's Castle.

Go through the left doorway and up the circular stairs. In the room at the top,

open the drawer in the dresser and take the candle. Start back down the stairs-please
don't fall! On the way down, light the candle on the torch. Once you're down, walk
through the doorway that was on your right when you entered. Take the ham from the

table in the dining room, and then go through the doorway on the far right. Stairs lead

down into the crypt, and without the lit candle, you will fall. At the bottom of the stairs,

on the left-hand side of the screen, is where Drac's coffin is hidden.
There are two things that can happen here, depending on whether the coffin is

open or closed. If the coffin is open, the count is flying around somewhere else. Look

in the coffin and take the satin pillow. You now see a gold key. It opens the third door,

and you can complete the game. However, you must kill Dracula to get the treasure in
the castle's second tower. If the coffin is empty and you want the other treasure, keep

leaving and returning-you remember the old edge-of-the-screen trick!-until you find
the coffin closed. If you find the coffin closed, open it. You must now kill the vampire.

If you take too long doing this, he wakes up and tries to bite you. If you're wearing the

silver cross, he will get scared, turn into a bat, and fly away-at least you met the guy!
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If you got to the castle by wearing the ring and cloak, but not the cross, I hope you have

a saved game nearby!
Kill Dracula. Look into the coffin. Take the silver key. Look into the coffin again.

Take the satin pillow. Take the gold key. Leave the crypt and walk up the stairs to the
dining room.

If you got the gold key without killing Drac, you can leave now; we'll meet you
outside. If you hang around, though, you might spot him flying around looking for a

spare neck to bite.

From the dining room, walk through the doorway at the top of the screen. Walk
up the stairs. You might have difficulty walking as you get higher up. If you do, use the
keyboard and walk into a wall, and then go up or down one step, walk into the wall,
and repeat until you reach the top. This works well on most stairways in all the games,

especially in the Perils of Rosella. When you reach the top, go to the chest. Unlock the
chest with the silver key and take the tiara. We're now done in the castle, so walk out
to the waiting boatman.

Enter the boat. When you're across the lake, leave it and go east two screens and

then south two. Watch out for the dwarf. Cross the bridge for the last time. If you try
to cross back now, for any reason, you plunge to your death. Go to the door and unlock
it. We're going to rescue Valanice.

Rescuing Ualanice

If you're playing the game on a color monitor, don't worry about the colors you see.

They really are as weird as they look, pink sky and all. As soon as you get adjusted to
the local color, walk one screen north. Pick up the net and walk to the edge of the
cliff-please, don't fall in. Throw the net; in a try or three you will catch a large, golden

fish. Look at the fish and pick it up. Walk to where you threw the net and throw the
fish in the ocean. When the fish offers you a ride, step off the edge. The fish will carry
you across the waves to the enchanted isle.

The enchanted island is small, only three screens by three screens, with no way

off. From where you come ashore, go one screen east. Look on the ground and take the
amulet. It's your ticket home. Look at the amulet and remember what's written on it.
Walk one screen south-a tower! Look at the tower; a woman's hand is waving. Walk to
the door and open it. Yes, another twisty stairway. At the top you will find a very hungry
lion guarding the door to the tower room. You can kill the lion with the sword and score

points. If you remembered to take the ham from Dracula's table, however, you can give

the ham to the lion. It puts the beast to sleep and scores more points than killing does.

The King's Quest games tend to give greater rewards for nonviolent solutions than easy

kills. Except for the major evil types, always solve a problem without killing.



Open the door. It's her, it really is. Kiss Valanice. That doesn't score points, but it's
the way these stories are supposed to end. Now it's time to leave. Remember the word
on the amulet? Say, "Home," and watch the closing movie.

Congratulations! You have now completed Kingt Quest IL Romancing the Throne.
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NOTf,,:''li is impossiUle to g€t all of the points listed b€lon. For example, if
you kilt the snake, you won't be able to get the sugar cube, or throw a bridle
over it, for that matter.
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CHAPTER 18

Ihe lastl llJaU Out of

s 0uest lll: Iolling'

J|eir ls Human

Nofes and Commentary on Winning King's
Quest III: To Heir Is Human
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Manannan in the land of Llewdor. Your master will kill you when you turn l8-some-
thing that will happen very soon. You must escape the wizard, discover your true
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identiry find out who your true parents are, return home, and rescue your twin sister

from a three-headed, fire-breathing dragon.

relllllrlllltllllllltlllr

f(llhings to Come

- The first part of this game-the bulk of the game-is a series of races against time.

When Manannan is home, he will demand you perform some chore: empty his

chamber pot, feed the chickens, feed him a meal, clean the kitchen, or clean his

chambers. These chores must be done within three minutes or you will be punished.

The punishments are amusing to us-although they weren't to Gwydion-but the sixth

punishment is always death. Manannan will wander around for five minutes of
game-playing time, plus the time it takes to complete the particular chore. Here's how

to get the chores done:

Feed chickens: The chickens are outside. Get the feed from the shed behind the

coop, enter the yard, and feed the chickens.

Empty channber pot: The pot is next to Manannan's bed on the second

floor-the room at the top of the screen. Go to it and empty the chamber pot'

Clean the kitchen: The kitchen is on the other side of the dining room on the

first floor. Take the broom you find there and clean.

Dust the wizard's office: The study is on the first floor, at the top of the

screen. In the study there is a cabinet against the wall in the bottom left of the

screen. The feather duster is on top of the cabinet. Take the duster and then dust.

Feed Manannan: The food is in the kitchen, on the table at the right side of
the screen. Three meals are there: mutton chops, fruit, bread. Any one of these is

enough to satisfy his demand. A fourth meal can be obtained-must be obtained-
at the Three Bears' house in Llewdor. After that, nothing else will feed him.

After doing your chores, you'te free to wander the house and yard a bit. Manannan

has forbidden you to enter his chambers and study, howevel so stay out while he's

around. After the five or so minutes are up, Manannan will leave-he will either

disappear on some iourney or go to sleep. The first time in the game, he leaves the house.

In either case, the wizard will be gone for 25 minutes of game time. This is when you

are able to explore, discover his secret laboratory, search the house, gather items you

need for spells, and hide things under your bed so he cannot find them. Use this time
efficiently-note the time he leaves on the clock in the screen, and be aware of when

he'll return.

llu
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kill you. Until you have disposed of him, he will always catch you. If he catches you
with any items that are marked with *STAR* on your inventory list, he will also kill you.
The rule is to hide everything under your bed. The only exception is the magic wand,
which must be replaced and locked up before Manannan returns. He will kill you for
these transgressions, and for leaving the door to the secret laboratory open, or for not
moving books back to where they were when he left.

When you get down the mountain, you will find that Llewdor "wraps around"
from north to south. If you go far enough in those directions, barring obstacles, you
return to where you started.

There are three monsters you must avoid as you initially explore Llewdor:

; Medusa lives in the desert; she will turn you to stone if you look on her face. The
desert begins two screens west of where the mountain path starts and ends, and
extends north and south forever. Do not go any farther west into the desert than
its first full screen-you will end up lost, and although it is possible to walk out,
the odds are very slim that you will do so. Until Medusa is conquered, the moment
you enter a desert screen, turn north or south at once. That way, if Medusa sees

you, you won't see her.

D The gtant spider lurks above the cave that is one screen east and two screens

north of the path. It will eat you.

) The bandits roam throughout western Llewdor. They will beat you, and then
rob you of your possessions. When you find their hideout, you can get your
stuff back.

The best way to avoid these folks is to not encounter them until you are ready. If
you stumble upon them earlier, use the old edge-of-the-screen trick-stay on the edge of
the screen, step immediately out at the first sign of trouble, and then return. Repeat as

often as necessary.

To escape Manannan you must find his secret laboratory, read his spell book,
collect the proper ingredients, cast the spells properly, and eliminate the wizard as a

threat early. It's best to do this in as few trips down the mountain as possible. While it
is theoretically possible to do it all in one trip, you'd have to be real fast and efficient. I
don't recommend this approach; besides, it would take a lot of the fun out of the game.
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flElow to Do ltv
The game opens in Manannan's house. The wizard appears and orders you to do

some chore. Do it at once. Then go into the dining room. There is a cup on the table.

Take it. Now walk up the stairs to the second floor, and walk off the screen to the right.
Straight ahead is your room. You are safe from Manannan in there; he never enters your

room. Put the cup under the bed. This is where you can put everything you collect-
except the magic wand-to keep them safe. Wait for Manannan to appear and tell you

he is taking a journey. Note the time-write it down; you now have 25 minutes until
the wizard returns.

Enter Manannan's bedroom. At the foot of the bed is a vanity. Open the drawer

and get the hand mirror; you will need this for Medusa. Go to the dresser against the
right wall. Open the drawer and get the rose petal essence. Go to the tall closet-it's a

wardrobe-and open the door. Look inside and then look behind the clothes and get

the parchment. This is a magic map that teleports you to any screen in the Same that
you have already visited; take it with you whenever and wherever you travel. Look at

the map; it's blank now Close the closet door. While you stand in front of the
wardrobe-anywhere from smack-dab against it to two or three steps away-examine
the top of the closet. You now have the key that gets you the magic wand.

Let us pause for a moment and consider Manannan's cat. You have most assuredly

noticed it by now. It is always getting under foot. Feel free to kick it out of the way if
you wish, but we do deplore needless cruelty. This cat will trip you on the stairs that go

to and from the wizard's secret laboratory. This can result in death. You have been

warned! Also, at some point you must take some of the cat's hair; you need it to get rid
of the wizard. Walk up to the cat and get the cat. This may take several tries, so keep

trying. Take the cat hair.

Let's pause yet another moment. Look at your inventory. See the stars next to the

hair, rose petal essence, map, key, and mirror? The stars mean that Manannan will kill



you if he catches you carrying them. They must be hidden before he returns. But, not
now-now we're going to the tower.

Climb up the stairs next to the wizard's bedroom. In the tower look through the
telescope if you like. Look on the floor. Get the fly. Now walk back downstairs to the
wizard's study.

In the study walk to the cabinet in the lower-left corner. Unlock the door and get

the magic wand; you need this to cast spells. Walk over to the bookcase in the upper-right
corner. Doesn't that look like a computer screen? I think this is Derek's "Eye Between

the Worlds." Move the books and you will discover a lever. Pull the lever and watch the
trapdoor open. Save the game. Walk down the stairs. Watch out for the cat, and don't
try to pass it on the stairs. Wait for it to move, and then pass it. At the bottom is

Manannan's laboratory.
Go to the shelves, and look at the ones in the center of the screen. Here are many

of the magical ingredients you will be needing. Right now, get the saffron-we'll make

the spell for "Flying like an eagle or a fly."

Now, go to Manannan's worktable and look at it. Look at the book. Open the book.
Save the game. Open the book to page IV. Perform the spell; checking your spelling and
punctuation as you go. You'll know if you make a mistake, that's why you saved the
game before you began. You now have magic rose essence in your inventory.

Walk back up to the wizard's study. Pull the lever and move the books back. If you
don't do this, Manannan will know where you were and kill you. Go to the cabinet,
unlock it, and put the magic wand back-for the same reason. Now go to the kitchen.
There are shelves against the left wall. Look at them and take the bowl you find. Go to
the wall to the left of the fireplace. Look at the rack. Thke the knife and then take the
spoon. Great! Walk outside; it's time to go down the mountain.

First, Iet's pause and feed the chickens. The feed's in back, outside the fence. Go
there-don't fall off the mountain-and feed the chickens. While they're eating, open
the gate and go inside. Catch a chicken; take a feather. Leave. Save the game. Start
walking down the mountain path.

The mountain path is tough. Slow the game speed down if you must, and take
your time. Save the game every couple of steps. There is a place in the middle of the
screen where the path goes behind a big rock and appears to be continuing east to west

on the other side of the rock. Wrong! As soon as Gwydion is behind the rock-remember,
you can't see the path-walk south as far as you can go. Turn and walk east. Now stay

on the path to the bottom. Whewl
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I see by the old clock on the screen that I've used half of the 25 minutes; it's time

to get crackin'. First, keep your eyes open for an eagle flying around; it appears from

time to time around northern Llewdor, near the path and around the stream. Sometimes

it drops a tail feather as it goes by. When it does, go and take the feather, we'll need it
later. Even as I wrote that, the eagle flew by and dropped one. Go to the feather and

then take it.

From the bottom of the path, go one screen east and then one south. You are now
in town. Go to the tavern door and save the game. Open the door. Thlk to the men;

they'll brush you off. Dip the fly wings into the essence. As a fly, Iisten. You score points

as the bandits talk about where their hideout is hidden in the forest.

Fly west two screens. You are near the large oak tree the bandits were talking about.

There is a hole in its base. Fly into the hole-this scores you points. There is a rope ladder

in the hollow tree. Fly out of the hole, and recite, "Fly, begone. Myself, return!"

Look on the ground. Take an acorn-you're looking for dried ones. Keep trying if
you don't find one at once. Look into the hole. Reach into the hole, and the ladder will
descend. Climb the ladder with care-a fall will kill. At the top of the ladder is the bandit
hideout. Go inside. If the bandit sees you, step back out, he won't follow. Do this until
the lookout is asleep when you enter. Look on the table and take the purse. On the far

side of the place there is a bin. If you have been robbed, that's where your stuff is. Open

the bin and look inside. Take all of what's there. Now get out before the guard wakes up

and "offs you"-so to speak.

Once you're back on the ground, you're fair game for mugging again by the

bandits. You now want to get back to the mountain path as quickly as possible-it's one

screen north and one screen east of you. Look at the magic map and you will notice

some of the squares have been filled in. Point to the square with Manannan's house.

Select Teleport, and you're at the bottom of the mountain path. Sorry, you can't teleport

directly to the house; you must walk back up.

If you prefer, you can walk back to the path. As soon as you are down from the

tree, move to the right edge of the screen-the closest edge. Enter into the next screen

east, then move north-staying on the left edge of that screen. If the bandits show up,

use the oId edge-of-the-soeen trick.

I



Look at your time. I've been gone 20 minutes-there are 5 minutes left till
Manannan gets back and the walk's tough. Let's do it. Take care, take your time, save

often, and don't shave the time too close. Always start back up with at least 5 minutes
to go, just to be safe.

When you get back to the house, go to your room and put all you have under your
bed. Now stop and think: is the wand put away and are the books moved back in place?

Check if you're not sure. Now wait for Manannan to return. He will be hungry when he

gets back. Feed him as soon as he demands, and wait. There is nothing you can do now
until he goes to sleep. When that happens, you're going back down the mountain to
collect all the other magic ingredients you need-with one exception. We'll get to that
one later.

It's sure hard to wait, isn't it? If you need something to do to pass the time, take

a look behind the tapestry hanging on the wall outside of Gwydion's room.
As soon as Manannan goes to his room, go to Gwydion's. Notice the time. Thke

all the objects from under the bed. Look at the map, move the pointer to the square

with the town, and press Teleport. Whee! A shortcut down the hill. Once you enter a

square, it is activated on the map. You might have been able to use this trick when you
were down the hill the first time, but you were too busy exploring and ducking bandits.

You are now back in town. Go to the store and open the door. Talk to the man and
look at the shelves. You are going to use the coins we took from the bandits. Buy a leather
pouch, salt, fish oil, and lard. When you're finished, go to the dog that's lying on the
floor. His name is Kenny. Pet the dog. You now have the dog fur you need for one of the
spells. Leave the store.

Walk south one screen. There is an oak tree in the center of the picture. Look at
it, then take the mistletoe-another necessary ingredient. Go one screen south from
there. There's a cave here; we'll visit it later. For the time being, go east one screen to
the ocean. Walk into it a short way-go on, get your feet wet. Thke some sea water with
the cup. Good. Tum around. Walk two screens west to a stream and a nice waterfall. Go
to the bank of the stream where it zigzags, and get some mud with the spoon. Go west

one more screen. You are now on the edge of the desert, but you're not in it.
Walk west into the desert. The instant the screen changes, turn south. Do not

hesitate. Walk south, and walk until Medusa appears. Stop. You can't see Medusa because

she always approaches from the west, and you're looking south. Wait until the monster
gets closer to you, then show the mirror to Medusa. Don't let her get so close as to touch
you; that too will turn you to stone. When Medusa sees herself, she turns to stone, and
you won't have to worry about her any more.

Go back to where you entered the desert. You will see something lying on the
ground in the middle of the screen. Look on the ground. Get the snakeskin. Walk two
screens south. There is a large rock to the left of the screen. Look at the rock and you'll
see a small cactus. Get the cactus. Gee, we're really moving noq aren't we?
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Walk one more screen south, then one east. We are back in bandit territory, so stay

near the edge of the screen. One more screen east takes us to a cottage-the Three Bears'

house. Knock on the door. If there is no answer, no one is home. If there is an answer,

step off the screen and come back. Do the same if any of the bears are visible outside

the house. Don't go inside until there are no bears and no answer at the door. Open the
door. Look on the table. If there are no bowls of porridge there, leave and come back.

Thke the smallest bowl of porridge. Go upstairs. There is a dresser in the corner of the
bears' bedroom. Open the drawer and then look inside the drawer. Take the silver

thimble. Go downstairs and leave the house. If the bears come back while you're inside,

they'll kick you out. If that happens, come back and try again.

There is a flower patch outside of the house; Iook at the flowers. Get the dew with
the thimble. Congratulations! It's time to head back to Manannan's. Look at the magic

map. Point to the square with the wizard's house. Teleport. Oops! You're at the bottom
of the path. Right, you've got to walk up. I know it's unfair; iust save the game and
do it.

As soon as you're back, check the time left. I've got about ten minutes left till
Manannan gets home. Make sure you have at least seven or eight minutes. You'll need

it to make the cat cookie safely. Go to the study, unlock the cabinet to get the magic

wand, move the books, pull the lever, and walk down to the laboratory. Watch out for
the cat.

Go to Manannan's ingredient shelf and get the mandrake root powder. Go to the
workbench and open the book to page XXV. Following the directions perfectly, make

the cat cookie. Yummy! Yummy! Look at the cookie, then crumble the cookie into the
porridge. Look at your inventory. The porridge is now poisoned and has no star next to
it. You can carry it safely in the wizard's presence.

$.STf!,,,lt es$e tt erroriglr'- s*

Leave the laboratory. Pull the lever, move the books back, and unlock the cabinet
to put the magic wand away. Don't forget to lock the cabinet again. Now go back to
Gwydion's room and hide everything but the porridge under the bed. lt's
hurry-up-and-wait for Manannan to awaken. He's sure to be hungry.

He's awake and demanding food. Go to the dining room and feed him his last

human meal. Give the porridge to Manannan. It sure is a relief to get rid of him.

llll



Go back to Gwydion's room and get all the stuff that's under the bed. Go back to
the laboratory. Make all the other spells, except for teleportation. Be careful, please.

When you're done, look at the magic map. Point to the square containing the cave.

Teleport. There's the cave again. Don't get too close; there is a giant spider waiting to
get you.

Dip the eagle feather into the essence-you haven't forgotten to get the eagle

feather, have you? Get it now if you didn't get it before. After you turn into an eagle,

you will grab the spider that was hidden above the cave. When you return from disposing
of it, enter the cave. Relax, and watch what happens.

Now you have some information about yourself. If you would like more, here's

how to do it. You should have the magic dough in your ears by now. Just walk around
Llewdor listening to the animals talk. Watch out for the bandits, though. In the desert,
you'll overhear the lizards tell you some stuff, and birds and squirrels will have more on
who you are. The chickens at the house fust complain.

You might consider doing this listening before you get the stone from the oracle,

and for the same reason we got the stone last. It seems that your escape from Llewdor
will be on a ship, and the ship doesn't dock until you've obtained the amber stone. Then
it's only there for 30 minutes of playing time. You should have plenty of time to listen
around after you get the stone, return to the house, make the last spell, and then teleport
back to town to get passage on the ship. But if you want to play it safe, teleport or walk
around some and then get the stone.

With that said, walk back up the path for the Iast time. Go to the laboratory, and
make the teleportation spell. Greatl lt's time to go home. Don't bother to close up the
laboratory or the house because Derek Karlavaegen will be around eventually to move
in. I wonder where he found the wine cellar?

Teleport to town and then go to the tavern. Open the door and go inside. Talk to
the sailors drinking there. Give the remaining gold to the captain, and they'll all leave.

Exit the tavern and go east along the pier. There is a boarding plank in the second screen.

Walk onto the ship and become the prisoner of bloodthirsty pirates.

You wake up in the hold of the ship. There's a ladder above you, but you can't
reach it. Walk east. Two things are here: a small crate, which you take, and some rats.

The rats will talk about some buried treasure. If you don't hear them, leave and come
back until you do. They have a lot to say, and you may have to come back a few times.
Next, go back to where you woke up and drop the small crate by the bigger one. Jump
on the crate. Jump on the other crate. You can now reach the ladder. Jump; then climb
the ladder. Please don't fall; it's fatal in many cases.

The ladder takes you to the second deck. Before you get off of it, look to see if the
captain is in his cabin on the left of the screen. If he is, go down and come back until
he's gone. Fine. Go to the captain's cabin. There is a trunk at the foot of the bed. Open
the trunk and then look inside. You now have your possessions back. Leave and walk
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one screen east of the ladder. There is a lifeboat here with a shovel next to it. Get the

shovel. Go back to the ladder and climb down. You're safe.

Let's pause a moment and consider the pirate ship. You can avoid the captain and

crew below deck by using the old edge-of-the-screen trick. lf they do catch you, they take

your things again and return you to the hold. You can also climb the ladder to the top
deck. If you're caught there, though, you'll walk the plank. Anyway, there's nothing for
you topside until you escape.

There are several ways to escape the pirate ship. You can climb up to the top deck

and dive overboard at once, but it will probably be a longer swim than you can survive,

especially with sharks in the water. However, if you make it to shore, you'll have to deal

with the pirate that will appear there.

You can rub the magic stone and teleport at random, but there is no way of
predicting where you'll end up-you might even be returned to Manannan's. He's no
problem, but the last boat to Daventry has left port. On the other hand, you can iust
keep rubbing the stone until you're on land someplace you've never been before. On
the assumption that you have visited all of Llewdor and you're not in the desert, you

should end up in Daventry. Of course, you won't score points for putting the pirates to
sleep, and you might not get the buried treasure. It's a fun way to travel and explore,

however. At the worst, you can keep rubbing the stone until you're back in the
ship's hold.

The best way to escape is to wait patiently until the lookout shouts that he's spotted

land. This takes some time. If you're interested in how close you are to Daventry, Iook

at the magic map; it also charts the ship's progress. If you try to teleport using it, you
just end up swimming in the middle of the ocean. Just wait. When you hear "Land, ho!,"

cast the "Causing a deep sleep" spell (the hold is a dank, dark place). This puts the crew

to sleep.

If you haven't gotten your stuff or the shovel yet, this is your last chance. Climb
up on deck, go to the front of the ship, save the game, and then dive overboard. If you

can avoid the shark, you'll make it to shore. The sleeping pirates won't follow you.
Swim due east on the bottom edge of the screen. Try not to change screens. If the

shark gets between you and land, keep swimming straight. You should make it to a

second screen with land. If you don't, go back to your saved game.

You're now on land. Go to the palm tree. Walk east five very slow paces. Dig.

Treasure! OK. Go one screen north, then one screen east. There is a path here. Follow it
a short distance up and to the west. In the next screen you will see a large rock next to
the path. Crawl up the rock-up, a little to the left, and then the rest of the way to the
right. Whew! Continue following the path to the east. In two more screens, you will
come across a small stream dropping from above. Climb up the stream.

The next screen finds you climbing into the snow. You have now reached

Abominable Snowman country. Leave the screen at once if you see it. Otherwise, climb till
you get onto the path through the snow. Follow the path east to the next screen.



You must get past the snowman to finish the game. There are two ways past it: fly
past as an eagle or afly, or rub the stone and teleport past. Ifyou fly, continue to go east
past the snowman's cave. The teleport should take you to the screen east of the cave.
You will get a message congratulating you for getting past the monster. However you do
it, the only way past the screen east of the cave is down. The trail goes over the bottom
edge of the screen in two places, one wide and to the right, and the other narrow and
on the left side of the screen. Take the narrow path. When the scene changes, you are
crawling down the vertical face of a cliff. Go straight down to the ledge and save
the game.

Look around you; there are six cave openings, three high and three low. The only
way past this screen is to go through the caves in the proper order-you can't teleport.
OK. Enter the cave on your ledge.
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CAUTION: Once you're in a cave, don't touch the keyboard, mouse, or

ioystick until you're out the other side. You are, though, permitted to press

ENTI,R or RETURN to clear the message about the cave being dark.

You come out of the cave in the upper right of the screen; but as soon as you
appear, stop before you fall. Save the game. From here you must crawl down to the cave
in the center on the bottom. Looks hard, and it is! From the left edge of the ledge, go
up a hair, left, straight down until you're even with the snow, left, and straight down.
This may take several tries. As soon as you reach the ledge, stop and save the game. Go
into the cave walking west, and come out of the lowest cave on the left of the screen.

Save the game. Now you must climb to the cave in the center of the screen-the middle
one that you haven't been in. Go up a little, left a little, and up. As you get almost level
with the ledge, move left away from it a bit, up and a bit above it, and then right to
safety. Save, and breathe a sigh of relief. Enter the cave and emerge at the lower right.
As before, stop, at once, and then go to the bottom of the screen. Exit the screen at the
right-hand corner, travelling east.

Follow the narrow path, and make sure you don't fall off. The path continues
down the mountain in the next screen and exits to the south. Follow it. Oops! There's
no way to avoid that fall. Dust off and welcome yourself to the kingdom of Daventry.
There is a chasm near your feet, watch out for it. Walk west one screen to the stone wall,
and then north one screen. Talk to the gnome; he'll explain who you are and what you
still have to do. When this is finished, retrace your steps to where you stumbled into
the country. There are stairs going up into the mountain; follow them.

Follow the long staircase up, and don't fall. In three screens you will reach the
mouth of the cave. Leave the cave and save the game. If you walk into the next screen
west now you're a fried adventurer. Go to near the left edge of the screen. Rub the
invisibility ointment on your body. Now walk west as an invisible man.
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You'll be greeted by a dragon, ready to roast Rosella. Cast the "Brewing a storm"

spell, and watch the fireworks. Walk around the carcass to the north-if you go south,

you fall through the clouds. Untie Rosella. Look at Rosella, then give her a brotherly
kiss. Walk back down the mountain-carefully. Don't worry about Rosella, she'll
follow you.

When you're down the mountain, walk to the gnome's shack. You'll be hailed as

a savior. Follow the gnome north. Enter the castle and meet your folks.

You have completed King's Quest III: To Heir Is Human.
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In Manannan's house:
Get mutton ,,

Get fruit
Get bread
Get bowl .

Get spoon
Get cup
Get knife
Get small mirror
Get fly wings
Get cat hair , ' '

Get rose petal essence

Find brass key
Find magic map : r

Find magic wand
Find hidden lever
Hide stuff under bed'{one tiirre}
Get chicken feathei
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,
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Daventry, and twin sister of Prince Alexander (formerly known as Gwydion). While

celebrating your rescue from being sacrificed to a three-headed, fire-breathing dragon,

and Alexander's return from a lifetime of captivity, your father collapses to the floor,
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clutching his chest. He will die if you do not find a magic fruit that exists somewhere
in the distant land of Thmir. The good fairy Genesta magically transports you there, but
reveals that it is impossible to send you home with the fruit unless you also recover
Genesta's magic Thlisman, which was stolen from her by the wicked witch Lolotte. If
you do not return the Talisman within 24 hours, both Genesta and your father will die.

rerrlrrlrrrrrlrrrlrrrrrrr

f(llhings to Gome

-
There are five separate quests that must be completed in the 24-hour time span.

There is a clock in the haunted mansion; if you want to check the time, go there, look
at the clock, and type TIME. The game day begins at dawn-6 A.M.- and you rnust
recover the Thlisman from Lolotte before the following dawn. Certain things, however,
can only be done at night, and others only during the day. While you can get the magic
fruit at any time, it is best to get it first, and then go to Lolotte's.

The five quests are (in the order they should be done):

Obtaining the magic fruit

Capturing the unicorn

Capturing the hen that lays golden eggs

Obtaining Pandora's Box

Recovering the Talisman

In your initial wanderings about Tamir, there are five areas you should avoid:

The ogre's house is south of the diamond mine, east of the Roman Pool, and
two screens north of the western half of the cemetery. The ogre also can be found
one screen south of his house, one screen north of the cemetery. The ogre will kill
you if he catches you; howeve! you must go inside his house in order to win the
game.

The scary woods are north of the eastern cemetery and haunted house and east

of the two ogre screens. The scary woods surround the witches'cave. Without an
ax, the trees will kill you.

The path up into the mountains will take you to Lolotte's castle. It begins
two screens east of the diamond mine and one screen south of the waterfall. Her
goons will capture you after you've started up it. Avoid this until you've gotten
the magic fruit, then go there at once.
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There is a caye on the other side of the waterfall. There's a troll in it that will kill
you, especially if you don't have a lantern.

The cemetery is not dangerous at all during the day. After dark though, zombies
crawl from the ground to kill you. Don't go there at night until you've obtained
the scarab.

Except along the mountains, the land of Thmir "wraps around" from north to
south. If you walk south from the unicorn meadow, for instance, you eventually come
back to it from the north. Mountains form the eastern border, and the ocean is on the
west. Genesta's island is in the ocean, and it can only be reached by swimming.

rerrlrttrrrrrrrlarrarrrrr

Eli low to Do ltv
0btaining the Magic Fruit

The game starts with a long movie that sets up the plot. When it is finished, you
are standing on a beach. Walk east one screen and you are in the unicorn meadow. If
the unicorn is not there, walk off the screen and back again until you see it. It's a pity
you're going to have to shoot it later. Walk up to the unicorn; it's afraid of you and will
remain that way until you use Cupid's bow and arrow. Go one screen east; the unicorn
can also be found here.

Walk north one screen; there is a stone bridge over the pretty stream. Look under
the bridge and get the golden ball. Walk north again one screen. There is a frog in the
pond. Go to the northeast shore of the pond and drop the ball; the frog will recover it.
Pick up the frog. It's wearing a little gold crown. There are two ways to get the crown;
simply taking it is one way, the other is to kiss the frog. You'll score more points, and
meet someone who gives princes a bad name, if you do kiss it. Pucker up! You now have

the gold crown.
From the pond walk east one screen to the first part of the cemetery. If you want

to start reading tombstones now, do it; you're goinS to have to find specific graves later
in the game. Go east two screens and don't worry about the house for the moment.
You're now in the eastern half of the cemetery. There is a locked crypt built into the
mountain; you'll be in there later. Look at these tombstones for further reference, and
take notes. (By the way, if you haven't noticed, many, if not all, of the inscriptions appear

in the article from the Bruce Bannel that is reprinted in Chapter 7.) Now walk west one
screen to the house and go to the door. Open the door.

You are in the entry to the house. There is a clock in front of you. Look at it and
type TIME. Go west through the open doorway to the parlor. There is a large painting
over the fireplace. Look at the picture; if you don't do this, you will never be able to
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find the hidden latch to the secret door. OK, go to where the left wall and bookcase

meet. Look at the left wall; you now notice a latch. Flip the latch and walk through the
secret door. You are in the secret tower. Look; then take the shovel you find against the
wall. Carefully climb the stairs to the top of the tower. Go ahead, sit down and play the
organ, but we'll be back for more music later. Now walk back downstairs.

Go back to the parlor, and walk to the bookcase on the right side of the picture.
Look at the books. Take the book of Shakespeare. You're now done with the house till
after dark. If you want to explore it, go ahead, be my guest; otherwise, walk back outside.

From the front of the house, walk three screens west to a meadow with a stump in the
middle of it.

There should be somebody sitting on the stump playing a lute, badly. If the
minstrel is not there, leave the screen and come back as often as necessary until he does

appear. Talk to the man and listen. Then give the book to the man. You now have a lute.
Walk north one screen, and you'll see the back part of a shack. In this screen, or

the ones immediately to the north and east of it, you will see Pan playing on a flute.
Walk back and forth between these screens until you find him. When you do, play the
lute, and then give the lute to Pan. Pan will now give you his flute; you'll need it to
charm a snake later.

Go to the stone bridge where you found the gold ball, and walk one screen east.

This is the house of the Seven Dwarfs. Open the door and go in. The place is a mess.

Tlpe CLEAN to clean the house. The dwarfs will come home when you have finished.
They will ask you to eat with them. Talk to them several times during the meal. After
they leave, look at the table. Take the pouch and look inside. Diamonds! Leave the house

and walk one screen south to the diamond mine. Enter the mine. Carefully follow the
path that goes down and deeper into the mine. Walk one screen east, and go to the
dwarf at the far right-the one with some stuff at his feet. Talk to him. Give the diamonds
to the dwarf. He will refuse and give you a lantern. Leave the mine.

lll{}TEl,,'If "'ou €ntq{ the mine before you have the dianonds, the dwarfs will
be unfriendly and kick you out, Cleaning the house is what makes the dwaffs.
dig you, so to speak

From the front of the mine, go one screen east, then one screen north. You are by
the river. Look for a bird pecking the ground and pulling up worms. Go there and take

the worm. If the bird is not there, leave the screen and come back until it is. The worm
can also be found sometimes in the screen immediately east of the dwarfs' house.

Wherever you get it, get it now. On the assumption that you are at the river bank, walk
one screen east. You are at the waterfall, the eastern part of the cemetery is just north
of you, and the mountain path is the next screen south.

I



Go into the water and walk to near the falls. Wear the crown, and turn into a frog.

You will return to your own form in a small clearing behind the waterfall. Look, and
take the board you see next to the cave. Light the lantern. Save the game.

Enter the cave and stop. If you see the word 'GRRRR!" on the screen, it's the troll.
He'll kill you, so leave the screen at once, return, and repeat until he's not there. As soon

as you enter, look for a pile of bones by the entrance. Thke a bone. Now, Iet's start walking.
There are two ways to get to the same place-one screen east, then one south, or

one screen south and one east. Ifyou call the screen just inside the cave screen 1, then
you want to go to the bottom-right corner of screen 3. The troll is still wandering around
in there, so save the game when you change screens, and good luck.

What I do is continue straight east across screen 1; if there is no troll when I enter
screen 2, I save the game. If the troll is there, I back out to screen L and return. In the
second screen, I continue walking due east until I'm just past the center of the screen.

Then I turn south, and continue all the way until I leave the screen. In the third screen,

I look for the troll, and so forth, and then continue south as far as I can go. Then it's a

short iog east, turn south to the bottom of the screen, and then east until the exit. If
you have made it this far, save the game again before you exit into the fourth screen. If
the troll is there, it is waiting for you-without warning-when you come in. You'll be

very lucky to escape-very lucky.

Slow your game speed to its slowest setting. Walk straight east until you're not
quite at the center of the picture. Look. If you do not fall into the chasm, save the game.

Type, PUT THE BOARD OVER TIIE CHASM. This bit can be frustrating, but keep

trying. Trial and error is all you can do.

Once the board is over the crevice, save the game and walk straight east. When
you're over, you will get a message. Make sure you have the board with you. Turn north
and exit at the tiny blue light. There is one more cave screen; exit via the blue light you
see there. You're out! Great! Save the game.

Go to the edge of the swamp nearest the string of grass tufts. Jump 16 times; you
will be on the last tuft just in front of the island with the cobra. Lay the board down
and you have a bridge. Cross over the board but do not set foot on the island; ifyou do,

the snake will kill you. PIay the flute. The snake does not remain hypnotized very long,
so walk quickly over to the east side of the tree and take the fruit, and at once walk back

to the last tuft of grass. You now have the magic fruit. Resist the temptation to taste it;
King Graham cannot be cured if you do.
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Once back on the tuft, pick up the board, and jump your way back to the cave.

Save the game. Now all you have to do is walk back through the cave the same way you
came in. The troll's still there. The chasm's still there. I'll meet you when you come out.

Welcome back. I don't like the troll's cave at all! Now that you're out, step into the
water and walk to the falls. You will be swept safely out to the other side. When you get

there, shake yourself off and go one screen south. It's time to visit Lolotte. Walk up the
path heading east, being careful you don't fall off. When you get to the next screen,

stop and wait. The witch's goons will come to fly you up. Relax and watch the movie.

Gapturing the Unicorn

Well, we're back at the foot of the mountain. Walk west five screens until you
reach the beach. (If you didn't get the worm before, make sure you get it now; we're

going to need it!) From the beach, go two screens south to the fisherman's shack. Knock

and see if he's home; he probably isn't. Walk west out to the end of the pier where he's

fishing. Talk to the man, but he won't be very responsive. Follow him back to his house.

Knock on the door; open the door. Go to the man and talk to him. Give the diamonds
to the man. You now have the fishing pole; let's go fishing.

Walk back to the end of the pier. Put the worm on the hook. Fish. Repeat until
you catch a fat one. Got it? Walk off the end of the pier and swim due west. Remember

the old edge-of-the-screen trick? As you swim west, stay at the very bottom of the screen.

That way if a whale or shark tries to eat you, you can escape-leave the screen-and
immediately return. Keep swimming, Genesta's island isn't far.

Genesta's castle is dab-smack in the middle of the island. The first thing you should
do is walk around the beaches; you're looking for a peacock feather lying on the sand

somewhere. If you see a peacock, follow it. Keep at it until you get the feather. Fine. We

can leave now.

NOTEI There is nothing else you can do there new. However, $o to the front
door of the castle, open it, and go through the doorway to your left. Climb up
to Genesta's bedroom a$d see how she is, We'll wait for you.

Enter the ocean from where you came ashore, and swim due east. Again, stay at

the bottom of the screen. If the shark appears, get out. On the other hand, you do want
to be swallowed by the whale this time; it's the only way to win the game. When the
whale appears, you will be pulled under.

Inside the whale, you're swimming in a pool of stomach acid that you want to get

out of. Climb onto the whale on either the far left side or far right of the screen. You

must now climb up and over the whale's flesh until you can stand directly under the
black thing you can see dangling there.

llll
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Save the game, and put it on its slowest speed. You must now move in a series of
over-and-up scrambles. It's mostly trial and error, so save the game when you've made
some progress. Follow the curve of the flesh as much as you can. Eventually, you stand
up. Save the game, and walk towards the teeth. Tickle the whale with the feather-lust
another great escapel

You are now in the middle of the ocean. Swim north to the island you see. It's
deserted. Go into the wreck there. Look at the ground and get the golden bridle. There
should be a pelican on the island; if there isn't, wait, it'll come. Throw the fish
(remember, you caught a fish earlier) to the bird, and it will drop something. Go to it,
and look on the ground. Get the whistle. Whistle. A dolphin will appear; ride the
dolphin.

You return to land one screen north of the fisherman's shack. Go east two screens,

you will come to a Roman pool. Cupid likes to visit here, and you need to see him. Wait;
if he doesn't show up soon, step off the screen and try again. When Cupid appears, he

will put down his bow and arrows and begin bathing in the pool. Walk into the pool,
directly at Cupid. You will startle him, and he will fly away. Go to the bow and arrows
he has forgotten. Get the bow and arrows. Now for the unicorn.

Walk north one screen; this is one of the two unicorn screens. If the unicorn is

not here, go west one screen to the other unicorn area. Go back and forth between these

two screens until you encounter the beast. Shoot the unicorn. If the unicorn runs away
before you can type the command, type it early and press ENTER or RETURN as soon as

you see him. The unicorn is no longer afraid of you.

Go up and put the bridle on the unicorn. You can now take it to Lolotte. Ride the
unicorn. You will automatically be taken straight west until you come to the path. Go

up the path, and Lolotte's monkeys will capture you. You have finished Lolotte's first
task, and the ungrateful witch will give you another.

Capturing the Hen lhat lays Golden Egs

You're back at the bottom on the path. Walk two screens west to the diamond
mine. Go one screen south; you are looking at the ogre's house. If the ogre is walking
about outside, leave the screen and return. Repeat as necessary. Go to the door and open

*o,f*'
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it. Type THROW BONE TO DOG. Walk inside; as soon as you see the dog, it sees

you. Press RETURN or ENTER to throw the bone to the dog. In some versions, but not in
all, as soon as you begin typing the command, you stop the dog's attack. Use whatever

method works for you.

Go upstairs to the ogret bedroom. Go to the east wall. Look, then take the ax you

see. Return downstairs. You will see a doorway lead off to the right and a closed door
next to it. Do not go through the open door, the ogre's wife is there, and she will kill
you. Open the door to the closet. Go inside the closet and wait. When you hear the ogre

come home, look through the keyhole. Keep looking. As soon as the ogre falls asleep,

open the door and leave the closet.

Go to the table and take the hen. Save the game. Type OPEN DOOR. Leave the
house by walking west to the door. Make sure you are on the rug as you pass the dog.
The ogre will wake up just before you get to the door because the chicken squawks. Press

ENTER or RETURN as soon as this happens, before you get to the door-it has to be open

when you get there for you to escape. Keep going, don't touch the keyboard, and hope

you make it. That's why you saved the game. Repeat until you're out and then run
straight west or north. The ogre won't follow you there.

Close calMf you fled west, you are at the pool. Walk north one screen. If you
escaped by running north, ignore this move. Turn east and walk until you're at the path.
Start up, and meet the goons and their mistress again. You have completed Lolotte's

second task. There is a third.

0btaining Pandora's Box

Our first stop is the scary forest. From the path, walk one screen west all the way
to its center. Go one screen south and stop at once. Look. Swing the ax. You'te now safe

from the trees.

llll

NOfi: You can also get to the trees by walking three sgreens north from the
path; however, if it's nigtrt, the zombies will get yo$ as you go through the

Sraveyam-'

Assuming you are now where I took you-at the back of the ogre's house-walk
one screen east. You should be outside of a cave that looks like a skull. Three witches

are inside.

I
I NOT& The witches don't get therc undl you've taken the hen to lolotte.I

Save the game, and enter the cave. Stop at once and look. The witch on the left
will come after you. The trick here is to get her to come past the left side of the cauldron
while you scoot by on the right side; then you can run to the spot between the two other



witches and take their one eye from them. Ready? Let's try it. Move around, back and

forth, on the left side of the cauldron. Let the witch come closer and closer. As soon as

she has passed the cauldron, move directly to the right side, and cut up past it. The witch
should be chasing you. Get right up between the other tlvo-make sure you don't touch
them-and take the eye. As long as you have it, you're safe.

Leave the cave and then return. They will throw something to you; if they don't,
Ieave and return until they do. Thke the scarab. Walk to the bottom of the screen. Just
before you leave, throw the eye to the witches. It scores extra points. Don't wait around
or they'll kill you. Get out as soon as you throw it. You now have the scarab that protects

you from the undead. Do not enter the cemetery or crypt after dark without it.
If it's not night yet, it should be soon. Darkness falls at 9 p.v. Go to the haunted

house and wait; there's nothing else you can do until after dark. The house is two screens

south and one screen west of the outside of the cave.

I can see by the old clock in the hall that it's 9:00, and there's ababy howling. If
you didn't get the shovel the first time you were in the house, get it now. It's past the
parlor, on the other side of the secret door.

When you hear the baby cry, go to the west graveyard. Save the game. Look for a
tombstone in the upper-left part, partially obscured by the big tree limb. It reads "HIRAM
BENNET." To see it, read the tombstone. Dig. You now have the rattle. Ignore the zombies

and go back to the house. Walk upstairs and enter the door on the top left. Walk through
the bedroom to the door on the top left of that screen. You are in the nursery. Put the
rattle in the crib.

You hear a second noise. Walk downstairs. You should see a ghost in chains; if not,
look around. Look at the ghost, and leave the house. Go back to the west graveyard and

look for the MISER's grave. It's in front near the left of the screen. Dig. Take the bag of
coins to the house and look for the ghost downstairs. Give the coins to the ghost.

You hear new crying from upstairs. Go into the dght doorway at the top of the
stairs. Look at the ghost. Leave the house and walk to the east graveyard. Look in front
for the tomb of BETTY COWDEN. Read the tombstone. Dig. You now have the locket.

Take it back to the house, and give it to the ghost upstairs in the rocking chair.

You hear wailing downstairs. Go down and find the ghost. Look at the ghost, and

then walk to the west graveyard. Find the tombstone of LORD CONINGSBY near the
right front. Dig. Take the medal of honor back to the house, and give it to the ghost

downstairs.
A boy ghost appears. Follow it upstairs to the bedroom on the right. Climb the

ladder with care. To get up and down, type CLIMB LADDER. Look. Look at the ghost.
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Climb down the ladder, and leave the house. Go to the east graveyard. In the back, on
the left, find WILLY's tomb. Read the gravestone. Dig. You now have a toy horse, and a

broken shovel! Thke the toy back to the attic and give it to the ghost. Soon it disappears.

Open the trunk. Look inside the trunk. You now have sheet music, and it's time for
another trip up to the top of the secret tower.

Go downstairs, through the parlor and through the secret door that we have never
closed. Save the game here, and set the speed to its slowest setting. It's still a tough
climb-good luck. Save again as you go along. When you get to the tower room, walk
up between the organ and the bench. Sit. Play the sheet music. When the drawer opens,

look in the drawer. Take the key; it opens the locked crypt. Stand, then take care going
down the steps. Leave the house, and walk to the east graveyard. The crypt is in the
mountain, and it's in the center of the right edge of the screen. Go to the crypt door;
it's partially obscured. Unlock the door with the skeleton key. Open the door and enter
the crypt.

Stop when you enter. Look. Thke the ladder, and then climb the ladder. Laugh at
the mummy if you want, but you get no points. Pandora's Box is on the floor. Go up,
and take Pandora's Box. Go back and climb the ladder again. Leave the crypt and walk
two screens south to the path. Go up the path and wait for your ride.

Lolotte now has imprisoned you in Edgar's tower bedroom. Wait until you hear a
noise. Go to the locked door. You will find a rose; look at it. Take the little gold key, and
then unlock the door with the gold key. Open the door and leave the room. Save the
game. More stairs are ahead, and these have blind spots. Trial and error and hugging the
walls is the way down; take your time, and save a lot. At the bottom is a sleeping guard.

The way to pass without waking him is to stay as far away as possible, following the
curve of the wall, and go out the doorway.

The next screen has another sleeping guard and two doorways. We want the door
closest to the guard. Hug the very bottom of the screen and then the right wall. It may
take a couple of tries; save the game and take it easy. Inside the doorway is the kitchen;
there are two cabinets there. Go to the one in the upper-right portion of the screen, and
open the cabinet. You now have your possessions back, especially the bow and arrow.
Take everything, and go back out past the guard. Exit the dining room through the door
at the bottom right; this leads to the throne room.

The way through the throne room is different. Just walk straight through to the
other side. Do not move to the bottom of the screen; just go straight without stopping.
You're safe on the rug, however, if you care to stop there a moment. But why?

You are now in the other tower. Hug the bottom wall here to pass the guard and
begin climbing the steps. More blind spots are ahead. There is a landing in the second
stair screen, with a door leading off it. Don't go in there. The guards will catch you and
lock you back in the tower with no key. You lose. Continue up the stairs past the small
landing. At the top of the next screen is Lolotte's room.



When you get outside Lolotte's door, unlock the door with the gold key. Open the
door. Shoot Lolotte at once with the bow and arrow. You got her. Watch what happens.

Dawn breaks and Edgar arrives. After Edgar leaves, walk to the bed and take the
Talisman. Leave the room and walk down to the landing on the next screen. As soon as

you leave Lolotte's bedroom screen, save the game; the stairs are still tricky. Go into the
doorway at the landing. You will enter a hall, and the guards will bow to you. There is

a door at the top of the screen as you get here. Go to the door and open it. Go inside.
Get the hen. Get Pandora's Box. Now return to the stairs and walk to the bottom and
through to the throne room. Leave the throne room at the bottom of the screen. You

are outside.
There is a small stable outside of the castle's front door. Go inside. The unicorn is

there. Stand in the middle, and open the gate. The unicorn will leave. Follow the unicorn
out of the stable, and save the game because you still have to walk down the mountainl
The path down is south from the castle gate. When the screen changes, stop. Now walk
with care, please, one slow step at a time.

You're down. The first thing to do is go to the crypt and return Pandora's Box to
the spot where you found it. When you've done this, leave the crypt and close the door.

Lock the door. You've just scored some extra points. Now walk straight west, back to the
ocean. You can swim to Genesta's from here. Do it; just swim straight west.

When you arrive at the island, open the door to the castle and climb up to
Genesta's bedroom. Go to the bed and give the Talisman to Genesta. Watch the end of
the game.

You have completed King's Quest IV: The Perils of Rosella.
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What to Do

e Final Score for King's Quest lV: The Perils of Rosella

Points

Around Tamir:
Get book of Shakespeare

FIip latch

Get shovel

Give book to minstrel (get lute)

Give lute to Pan (after playing 
' : I " '';

Clean dwarfs'house

Get pouch (diamonds)

Retum diamonds (get lanteml

Get worm

Quest for magic fruit:
: G*tgonh*It,. ,'' '',

Kiss{fogr,rrr1,"1''' ,"'., :: ' :"'

Get gold crown

swiffi '.ua l*.4tu*ati.,ta*., f rorii

Get bone : i

Get boaid

Cross chasm (flrst time)

Cross to swamp island (using board)

':'',Fi .' ute,to,otbfa, :,, il,, 
,' , ' ,''.,,.

Get magic fruit
. Cross chaqm (second'urne)' .i , ,,, . ,. ., .

Quest for unicorn:
, Give diamorids to fisherman: , ::,.i,,,i.r,:

Put worm on hook

Catch fish

Get bealock fcathei r':'.'.r'' ' :rr::"r"'ri"

,, fictcte *hutet ttrfoat',,,t...''.,,:1.' ,,t:'..

Get gold bridle

Throw fish to bird

Get whistle
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llhat to Do Pohb

::' .q"stb@Eii'ida$o*\'s
'". 

: 'ti*o#.Sitbrn
: .:nr*aii.uriAom. .

Take urri@rn to Lnlqtte

Quest for hen:
Give bme todog
Get ax

.l,,', Se&iun, ,, ',' ,..,':1,1.;;,!,j,r't;il::,.;:i'itiili;.it,'i::;lii;lli.ttiti;,tl:

'i. *btcdhen:to,tr*cria.,:,.,:,iiritii:lti!.il:iiiii!,:i.iiiliiii:liiit;iit:i:i;;:li:ir;

Quest for Pandora's Box:

,,- tlse ax - scarflti*nnl ,ilrl:lii,li''il:iili'li:lii'i.'l''r"li::r''' ':::::i'

Get eye

Get gcarab

":eite 
bag of coins to ghost

oei u*et
Ci* U.f"t to ghmt

G€t rn€dal of honor
.Gtve medal to g;host

Get toy horse

Gtve toy to boy gbo*t ' l:::.:ri::''::'rr:' ''ir.;l :' ,, .:

Ggt shgg! $$4fS ::. ,'. -::;,,:,:i,,.lt::,t':,,r,:rl::,ii;:::;:lll':::r,i:'lll;ll,ltt

Play organ (using sheet music)
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3

2

2
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3
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Take box to Lolotte



What to Do

At Lolotte's castle:
Get gold key

Unlock door

Retrieve possessions

Unlock lplotte's door

Shoot Lolotte

GetTalisman

Points
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Beyond the Waterfall

Haunted House

Lolotte's Castle

Genesta's Island

Ogre's House
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CHAPTER 20

Ihe lastJ lljaU 0ut of

the

lling's Quest 1|:

Rbsence llakes

YonderJ|earl Go
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to discover that your home-Castle Daventry-has disappeared, and your family with
it. The only eyewitness to the disappearance is an owl named Cedric who informs you
that an evil wizard by the name of Mordack did the deed, but for what reason is a mystery.

You accompany Cedric to the land of Serenia and meet his employer, another wizard
(although a good one) named Chrispinophur-Crispin for short. Crispin also has no
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knowledge of why Mordack would do such a deed, but does three things for you to aid
you in your quest:

D He feeds you magic whitesnake so you can communicate with animals you might
meet on your iourney.

) He gives you an old magic wand that doesn't work right now, but just might after
it gets to know you.

) He sends Cedric along to help show you the way around Serenia.

Your quest is to find and rescue your family. You are equipped with only your wits,
Crispin's wand, and the clothes on your back. Good luck-you're going to need it.

ffi trrt rrrrrrrr rrrrlrlrrrr

f0lhings to Gome

-
You begin your adventures outside of Crispin's house in Serenia. In your initial

wanderings, there are several places where you must be careful:

The WARNING! sign in the woods iust west of Crispin's house. There is a witch
living beyond there to the north, and she'll turn you into a toad if you're not ready
for her. Also, once you enter the Dark Forest, you cannot leave unless you've dealt
with the witch and possess specific items. The area with the sign is safe, but do
not go north from there into the Dark Forest until you collect the necessary stuff.
I'll let you know lust what that stuff is in a bit.

The river. If you try to drink, walk, or swim in the river, you will die.

The bee tree. The bees will kill you unless you make friends with them, and you
can't make friends with them unless you have the right item. On the other hand,
even if you do have it, the bear can kill you.

The inn west of the bakehouse. You can easily get mugged there and lose the
game. Later in the game you must experience the mugging, but the beginning is

not the time.

The desert. You will die of thirst unless you find the oases, the temple, or the
bandits'camp. In the latter two places, the bandits will kill you if they notice you.
Of course, you must go there in order to win the game.

There is no clock ticking in the background in this game, as in KQIII and KQIV.

However, there are times when certain things must be done in a short period of time or
you will either die or not be able to complete the game.



There are also no easily recognized sub-quests to give the game structure as in KQI,

II, and IV. Instead, "Absence Makes the Heart Go Yonder" is comprised of

segments-episodes-which must be completed before the next one begins. It is more

movie-like than the prior games, with one sequence of actions leading into the next,

and the next again.

Unlike the first four King's Quest games, the game world of KQV does not "wrap

around"-turn back on itself. Except for the desert in the west and the ocean in the east,

there are definite north and south borders that will stop your progress in those

directions. The desert and ocean are, for all rational purposes, endless in extent and if
you didn't get killed (which you will if you try) you could stay lost in them until your

computer itself dies.
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IMFORTANT NOTE: At times during the game, you may be asked to cast

some specific spell that appears in the garne's documentation-the instructions

and stuff that comes packed with the disks. This happens a lot on the beach by

the hermit's hut, when GralFry atteffrpts toi;l$unch a boat. Just match thg
onscreen symbols to the ones in the doctrmentation, and then use the letters

you find to spell out the spell. (so to speak). This acts as the game's copy
protection. If you don't have the documentation, you can't play the game

through.

rI IEMEMBER: It is illegal to make a copy of someone else's software for your
II own use.r

Finally, King Graham is not alone in his adventures. He is accompanied by Cedric

who will give an occasional bit of advice. Usually, the advice is worth heeding.

rel r r rr. r I I I : t tllttlrlt : a IwilY*3 
-Ili low to Do ltv

Serenia-Ihe First lime

If you haven't done so, watch the opening cartoon. After it's completed, you find
yourself in front of Crispin's house along with Cedric-he will be your sidekick

throughout the entire adventure. Take this opportunity to experiment a little with the

game icons. Look at the contraption in front of Crispin's. Try to take it. Talk to Cedric.

OK. Let's walk south along the path. Forward, ho!

In the screen immediately south of Crispin's, if you try to walk east to the next

screen, the snake will kill you. We will have to go there later, however.
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From the same screen iust south of Crispin's, follow the path west. Look at the
prince, then talk to him and listen to his story. When you're done, return east to the
screen below Crispin's. Walk south one screen. You are now outside the town of Serenia.
Enter the town-just walk Graham right up the path into it.

You are in the town of Serenia. Look around. There's a man fixing the wheel on
his cart. Talk at him. Behind the man, across the alley, is a barrel. Look at the barrel.
Reach into the barrel (place the Hand icon on it and activate it). Thke the fish, and
Ieave town the same way you entered it.

From the outside of town, follow the path west. Under no conditions should you
enter the riveq attempt to drink from it, or get too close. If you'd like to try save the
game now and do it. Death awaits. The house in this screen is the bakehouse; we'll be

back. Continue west one screen. There is an inn here with a haystack outside. Do not
enter the inn now or you will lose the game. If you wish, you can search the haystack,

but you will find nothing at this time.
Walk west one more screen and stop as soon as you get there. You will see a bear

pawing at a tree. If you get too near the bear, it'll kill you. Throw the fish at the bear
(iust click on the fish in the inventory bag, click on the OK box, place the new icon
over the bear, and click again). When the bear leaves, and you've heard from Queen
Beetrice, walk up to the tree. Look on the ground on the east side of the tree. Take the
stick. Walk smack up to the tree beneath the hole. Reach into the hole and get the
honeycomb by clicking the Hand icon on the hole.

Ihe Desed

Walk west one screen. You are now in brushland. To the west is an endless desert
that you must explore. However, unless you find either the hidden temple, the bandits'
camp, or one of the four oases, Graham will die of thirst and excessive sun. The trick to
surviving the desert is in knowing that, once inside it, Graham can only walk seven

screens without perishing. The eighth screen is fatal. The safe spots are located so that
you can reach everything you need to and still survive. If you don't drink while at an
oasis, Graham will die. Outside of the temple, there is a spring by the rocks in the cliff
opening; at the bandits' camp, there is a clay jar with water in it by the campfire.
Remember-Graham needs to drink at the temple or in the bandits' camp!

The obvious strategy is to find a safe spot, save the game, and explore from there
using trial and error. If you'd like to explore the desert on your own, save the game now
and go. Good luck. By the way, there are deadly scorpions living along the desert's

southeastern border. They mean death.
For those heading out with me, save the game. Walk west four screens from the

bee tree. Oasis. Drink. Save the game. Walk north tvvo screens to the cliffs, then west

three screens to the hole in the cliffs, with the temple visible in the distance. There are

rocks to the east side of the opening in the cliffs. Stand behind them-you should now



be hidden. Wait for the bandits to gallop up; if you're hidden, your safe, if you're not,
you're dead. Watch what happens. When the bandits leave, drink at the spring, then go

north to the temple door. Try and enter. Return to the opening-in-the-cliff screen. Drink.
Save the game.

Walk west two screens, then south three screens to the next oasis. Drink. Save the

game. From the oasis, walk west one more screen, then south until you find yourself in
the bandits'camp.

There are tvvo tents here, a large one on the left where you can see reveling going

on inside, and a smaller one to the right. There is also a campfire with a clay jar near it.
Go the iar and click the lland icon on it. Graham will drink. Don't try to enter the big
tent. If you do, or get too close to it, the bandits will discover and kill Graham. Go to
the smaller tent, and save the game. Enter the smaller tent.

Inside, there is a sleeping bandit who will wake up and kill Graham if Graham

touches him or tries to talk to him. This encounter is timed-Graham only has a short

amount of time to find the magic staff, get it, and safely escape before the bandit

awakens. If the bandit wakes he will discover Graham, and our hero will be captured

and killed. This is why we saved before we went into the tent. If this happens, restore

the game and try again. Repeat as often as necessary.

Look around. You need to get the staff that's at the back of the tent. Walk straight

back on the right (east) side of the tent pole. If you go on the left side, you will surely

wake up the desperado. Carefully go and look around in back without touching the

sleeping bandit. Take the staff. Again without touching the sleeping bandit, leave the

tent. Save the game.

From the bandits'camp, walk east four screens, then north one screen to the oasis.

Drink. Save the game. From the oasis, go north two screens, where you will find a

skeleton in the desert. Look at it, then look around. Nearby the skeleton, in the sand, is

an obiect. Look at it. Take the boot. Walk north one screen, then east two more. Oasis.

Drink. Save the game. You are now back at the first oasis you visited, and it's time to
return to the temple.

As before, go north two screens to the cliffs, then west three. Walk north to the

temple. Drink; then save the game. Walk up to the temple door and click the staff on
it. Once the door opens and you enter the temple you'll have a short-a very short-time
to loot the place. And, you have only one try at it. In front of Graham, you'll see a small

glitter on the ground. Take the gold coin. Next to it is a large brass bottle. Thke the brass

bottle. Leave at once; don't try to get anything else. If you didn't get out in time, restore

your saved game and try again. Practice makes perfect. This will probably take you several

tries-do not despair. If getting the coin first doesn't work, try getting the bottle first.
Keep trying. Don't forget to drink again before returning to the desert.

Once safely outside, go to the spring and drink. Save the game again. You have

now accomplished all you need to do in the desert and it's time to get out.
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From the opening in the cliffs, go east three screens, then south two. Oasis. Drink.
From the oasis it's just five screens east to the bee tree. Save the game. Whew! (From
here on, I'll stop nagging you so much about saving the game. I'll assume you are doing
so. I will remind you though, lust before certain critical points, just to help you be safe.)

0n the Way to the llark Forest

You are at the bee tree again. Walk north one screen. Look around. Throw the stick
you've been carrying at the dog. After the ants promise you their help, continue north
one screen to the gypsy camp. Look around, then walk towards the man you see. Give
him the gold coin. Enter the wagon to meet Madame Mushka, who will fill you in on
more details about what's happened to Graham's family. She'll give you a magic amulet.

When the animated cartoon is finished, click the amulet icon on Graham-he is

now wearing the amulet. The amulet will not protect Graham if he is not wearing it.
Walk east from the gypsy camp. Look around. Look at the Weeping Willow. Talk to the
Weeping Willow and listen to her story. Look at the harp, then try and take it. Walk east

one more screen. Look at the warning sign. Hmml Once we go north from here we can't
return until we've dealt with the witch and the elves. You must be carrying the amulet,
the brass bottle, and the honeycomb. Got 'em?

Ihe Dark Forest

Walk north one screen past the warning sign. Look around. You are at a fork in
the path and can choose to go either east or west. Leave this screen using the path to
the east and north. You will find yourself deep in the Dark Forest. An unfriendly witch
lives in these parts. If you meet her, the amulet will protect Graham from being turned
into a toad. If you do meet the witch, look at her, talk to her, then give her the brass

bottle. After the witch becomes trapped in the bottle, she'll bother neither Graham nor
anyone else for a long time.

Anyway, the only place you are certain to meet the witch is in front of her house,

and we're not there yet. Continue north through the forest. In the next screen you will
see a tree with a small door in it. Look around, then look at the tree. Go up to the tree
and attempt to open the door. Nice try. Now walk west one screen.

You are now in front of the witch's house. If she's there, look at her. Thlk to the
witch. Give the witch the brass bottle. Look around a bit, then enter the witch's house.

Look around. Look at the trunk, then open it. Inside is a small spinning wheel. Take it.



Look at the incense burner hanging in the room. Thke the small key that is inside it.

Look at the tree trunk table-there is a drawer in it. Open the drawer, then take the bag.

Once the bag is in your inventory, click on it with the Hand to open it. You now have

three emeralds.

Leave the witch's house. Return one screen east to the tree with a door in it. Click

the key on the door, then take the heart you find inside the tree. Walk south one screen,

then turn west and go two more screens in that direction. as you walk, look around-you
are being watched by elves. Walk north one screen and arrive at a small clearing. Look

around. You are now in a six-screen loop (actually you have been since you left the

screen with the fork in the path). You will wander forever in this loop unless you can

find a way out.

Drop one emerald on the ground-an elf will scoot out of the brush and take it.

Drop a second emerald. Same effect. Squeeze the honeycomb. A puddle of honey will
be created on the ground. Drop the last emerald near the honey. The elf that comes for
it will get stuck, and Graham will capture him. Look at the elf. Thlk to the elf. Graham

will let the elf go, and an opening will be qeated on the west side of the screen by a

strange creature. (This critter is aJinx, but is never identified as such in the game.) Walk

west one screen and you will see the elf entering a tunnel farther to the west. Follow the

elf into the tunnel.
You are now in the elves' cavern. Look around. During the animated cartoon

sequence, the shoemaker elf will give Graham a fine pair of shoes, and Graham will be

shown the way out of the forest. When the cartoon is finished, Graham will be in a

tunnel which finally ends in the screen with the warning sign. You are now finished

with the Dark Forest.

(You can, if you wish, have Graham return to the elves' cavern, although there is

nothing to be gained there. You can look around some and admire the sights, but
everybody will be gone. Graham can also fall in the chasm there and die. So, if you want

to go back, have a nice time. From the warning sign you can even go north back into
the Dark Forest, get back in the elves' cavern, and so forth, over and over again. I

wouldn't.)

Serenia-Ihe Second lime

You are at the warning sign just south of the Dark Forest. Walk west one screen to

the Weeping Willow. Give the heart to the tree. Observe the result and the reunion. Look

at the harp, then take the harp.

Walk west one screen. You are now where the gypsy wagon used to be. It isn't there

now. Look around. Thke the tambourine the gypsies have left behind. (If you had tried

the otd edge-of-the-screen trick and returned to this screen right after leaving Madame

Mushka, the wagon would have still been there. The gypsies don't leave until Graham

gives the brass bottle to the witch.)
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Walk east one screen back to where you returned the heart to the Weeping Willow.
Walk south one screen. Look around; you are in front of a gnome,s house. This is one
of the places where the old edge-of-the-screen frick works in this game. If the gnome and
his grandson are not there, leave the screen and return. Repeat until successful. Look at
the gnome. Look at his grandson. Thlk to the gnome, then give the spinning wheel to
the gnome. Oh! It's that gnome! Anyway, the gnome will give Graham a marionette in
return for the spinning wheel.

Walk south one screen; you are at the inn with the haystack. Search the haystack.
Since Graham helped the ants earlier, they will help him now and give Graham the
needle (what else?) in the haystack.

The next sequence happens quickly, so go to Graham's Inventory screen and select
the old shoe-not the nice ones the elf gave him. Have the shoe ready. Switch to the
Walk icon, and follow the path east to the bakehouse. At some point in this screen,
you will see a rat being chased down the path by a cat. Immediately-as soon as you see

it happening-switch to the Ready icon and throw the old boot at the cat.
(Actually, the ratlcat sequence will happen the first time you enter this screen afrer

you have left the desert with the boot. So, if you wish, you can have this encounter any
time after you have the boot. But, you only get one chance at doing it properly. If you
waste it, you can't complete the game. This is why we saved the game prior to this scene.)

Now it's time to return to town; it's two screens east. I'll meet you inside.
Welcome again to fabulous downtown Serenia. If you remember from the last time

we were here, there was a man repairing his cart. He's gone now, but there's something
barely glinting in the street near where he was. Look at it. Take the silver coin. (By the
way, if we had immediately returned to town after we left the first time, the coin would
have been there then. It appears in the game the second time Graham enters the town.)

Most towns contain shops, and there are three in town that we must visit. You
may do so in any order. Look at the various buildings.

The shop nearest to where the was man fixing his cart is the Tailor shop. Enter the
shop. Look around at the various people and things. Look at the cloak on the tailor's
form. Thlk to the tailor. Give the golden needle to the tailor, and get the cloak. Leave

the Tailor shop.

East of the tailor is the Toyshop. Enter the Toyshop. Look around at the people
and things. Look at the sled on the wall. Talk to the toymaker. Give the marionette to
the toymaker, and get the sled. Leave the shop.

There is a small Shoeshop at the far eastern part of town. Go inside the Shoeshop.
Look around. Pet the dog. Talk to the shoemaker. Give the shoes-not the boot!-to the
shoemaker, and get the cobbler's hammer. Leave the shop. Leave the town. We are now
finished with the town of Serenia. Save the game.

After leaving Serenia, walk west one screen to the bakehouse. Enter the bakehouse.
Look around at the people and pies. Thlk to the baker. Give the silver coin to the baker,
and get a custard pie. Leave the bakehouse.

ll|,



Walk west one screen to the inn. Save the game. Enter the inn. Look around at the

people and other things in the bar. If Graham walks up to them, or talks to them, they

will beat him, tie him up, and imprison him in the inn's cellar. If he tries to walk through

the bar, they will beat him up. Sorry, things are tough all over-talk to the men and

suffer the consequences.

Graham recovers and finds himself tied up securely, with no way to escape. If
Graham has saved the rat from the cat, it will arrive and free him. Look around. Thke

the rope. Walk up the stairs to the door. Look at the door; it's locked. Hit the door with
the hammer-it will break the latch. Leave the cellar.

You are back in the inn's kitchen. The inn's bar is to the east. You don't want to

go in there. Look around. Go to the cupboard at the top of the screen. Look at the

cupboard. Open the cupboard and look inside. Take the leg of lamb. Exit the inn through

the door on the west side of the screen. (lf Graham returns east to the bar, the innkeeper

and his toughs will become quite annoyed that he has escaped the cellar. Graham will
be killed this time. This is not something you would like Graham to do.)

From the inn, walk east to outside of town; then north another screen. We are in
the area one screen south of Crispin's house. We are now finished in Serenia.

Ihe Mountains

You are in the screen immediately south of Crispin's house. There is a path going

east. Look around; there is a snake on the path. Look at the snake. Shake the tambourine.

Walk east.

You are on a mountain trail. Wear the cloak-without it Graham will soon die

from the cold. Walk east. Look around. You are on a path in the mountains, and a frozen

waterfall has washed out the trail.
If Graham is not wearing the cloak, put it on now. Graham will also start becoming

hungry here. He can eat either the custard pie or the leg of lamb. Eat the lamb. (lf Graham

eats the pie, the game cannot be finished. When he eats the lamb, he will only munch

on half of it, leaving the rest for later.)

Look around above Graham. There are both a tree branch and a rock overhang.

Click the rope on the overhang-it's the one away from the branch. Graham will throw
the rope up, and it will catch.

Walk to the rope and climb it to the upper ledge. (The rope will also catch on the

tree branch, but the branch will break as Graham nears the top of his climb. Death

follows.)
You are now on a higher path through the mountains. Look around. Another

frozen waterfall has washed out the trail heading east. Look at the waterfall, the log, and

the rock "steps". Save the game. The only way across is to jump from rock to rock (by

clicking the Hand icon on the desired landing place), and then cross the log. However,

certain of the rock "steps" can, or will, collapse under Graham's weight and kill him. The
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rocks closest to the top of the screen are all stable. The three rocks closest to the bottom
of the screen work as follows:

;> The farthest left (west) collapses 50 percent of the time

F The middle always collapses

D The farthest right (east) never collapses if Cedric is with Graham. It always
collapses if Cedric has been captured by the wolves, and Graham tries to cross back
over the rocks.

That's it. Jump Graham across on the upper rocks, then to the rock farthest east
on the bottom row, and then to solid ground by the log.

Once again on solid ground, save the game. Set the game to a slower speed and
carefully walk Graham across the log. Save the game, and continue east. You are now
nearing the end of the level path. It ends abruptly, and you can see it sloping down near
the center of the screen.

When Graham and Cedric first enter this area, they will be ambushed by a wolf.
Cedric will be carried off, leaving Graham by himself. Walk to near where the path starts
down. Don't try to walk down the path or Graham will tumble down. Look around.

Click the sled on Graham or on the ground near the slope. Graham will then
embark on a wild ride down the path. It will end with a crashed sled, but a live Graham.

If Graham tumbled down the slope, he will find himself on the north side of a

thin ice bridge crossing a crevasse. If Graham attempts to cross the bridge on foot, it will
crack, and he will fall to his death. It is too wide to iump. All Graham can do at this
point is climb back up to the beginning of the sled run and use the sled.

You are at the end of the sled run. Look around. Do not attempt to cross the ice
bridge. Walk east.

And l{ow foi ar lmportail ilesr4e...

Once Graham starts the coming sled ride, he cannot return to retrace his
steps. Since this is a one-way trip, make sure you have the following items:
Crispin's wand, the tambourine, the remaining lamb, the custard pie, the
beeswax that was left over from the honeycomb, the cobbler's hammer,
and the harp. You will need them all to finish the game. From here on,
there is no turning back.

We now return you to King's Quest V: Absence Makes the Heart Go
Yonder....



You are on a narrow path through the mountains. In the distance to the north

you can see the outlines of a castle. Look around. Look at the eagle. Talk to the eagle.

Give the remaining lamb to the eagle. (The eagle will also take the pie, but that will
prevent you from finishing the game. The same fate will befall you if you do not feed

the poor bird.) Save the game. Follow the path north, and watch Graham get captured

by wolves.

Now begins an animated sequence in which Graham is brought before Queen

Icebella. As soon as the Queen tells her wolves to take Graham and Cedric away to be

executed, game control will be briefly returned to you. Play the harp at once. This will
mollify Queenie somewhat. After more plot and animation, you will find Graham back

on a narrow path in the mountains. Look around, there is a cave in the distance. Look

at the wolf. Talk to the wolf. He will prevent Graham from going anywhere except toward

the cave. Follow the path northeast towards the cave. Save the game, and leave the

screen.

You are now at the entrance to the Yeti's cave. This is another place where the old

edge-of-the-screen trick doesn't work. A Yeti will come after Graham as he moves nearer

the cave entrance. It will come from the right side of the screen-the east. If you attempt

to escape Yeti by running away back down the path, Graham will be followed until he

is caught. Yeti will catch him if he tries to escape north into the cave. There are no other

ways out of the screen. Oh-never, ever, try to hold a conversation with an Abominable

Snowman or woman. If the Yeti catches him, Graham will be killed'
Click the custard pie on the monster, and Graham will throw the pie in its face.

You and Graham are now rid of the Yeti.

Look around. Enter the cave to the north. Look around-nice crystals. Look at the

various clumps of crystals, especially the clump near the center of the screen. Click the

hammer on the clump with the "particularly brilliant crystal" that catches Graham's

attention. It's near the center of the screenf so keep looking. He'll take it. Exit the screen

to the south, and continue on the path until you retutn to the waiting wolf'
An animated sequence follows: Graham is returned to the Ice Queen, and reunited

with Cedric. When the sequence is over, Graham and Cedric will find themselves on

the mountain path with instructions to journey south. Save the game. Walk south.

South leads to a screen with a narrow path that climbs upwards. It is confusing at

first, and slippery. Look around. Climb Graham slowly and carefully up the slope toward

the east-Graham can easily fall and die here. As Graham nears the end of the path, a

great bird-a Roc-will swoop in and carry him off in his claws.

Graham is deposited in the Roc's nest. Look around; you will notice the egg

beginning to crack. Soon, a baby Roc will hatch. This sequence, like the sequence inside

the desert temple, is timed. Once Graham is in the nest, he needs to find the locket

before the eagle rescues him. Look at the nest. Search the nest. Thke the locket. Look

around some more until the Roc begins hatching. If Graham fed the lamb to the eagle,
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the grateful bird will now arrive and save him from being the baby's first meal. If not,
end of game.

The eagle flies Graham far away-to a trail that leads down to a beach. Look
around. Follow the path to the beach. Look some more at the bottom of the path; you
will notice an obiect. Look at it. Thke the iron bar.

'and smrth of {t,

Walk south. Look around. Look at the house. Look at the bell. Ring the bell. When
the hermit comes out, look at the man. Talk to him. Walk north two screens.

Graham is in a beach area with a waterfall and a boat. Look around. Look at the
boat. Stand Graham right next to the boat and look again-look into the boat, as it were.
Click the beeswax into the boat to plug the hole. If you don't the boat will sink after
you get a short way into the ocean. After Graham plugs the hole, click the Ifand icon
on the boat. Graham will push the boat into the ocean and then iump aboard. It's time
to go sailing.

The main part of the ocean is a four-screen-by-four-screen square. It's dotted with
rocky islets. These islets should be avoided. Harpies' Island is in this section of ocean,
and we're trying to get there. However, this part of the ocean is surrounded by an endless
expanse of open seas inhabited by sea serpents. It is not advisable to sail there. With
that in mind, let's continue.

From the screen where the boat leaves the beach, sail one screen east, then one
screen south. You are now due east of the area where the path reaches the beach-the
middle beach screen. From here, sail due east. Harpies'Island will be sighted in three
screens. Look at the island. Sail right up to the bay. As Graham lands the boat, he and
Cedric will be attacked by harpies and carried off.

An animated sequence commences, and soon you will see close-up shots of the
harpies arguing over who will eat Graham. When the perspective changes to a wider
view of the clearing, the game's control is return for a short time to the player. play the
harp. If you care to listen to the conversation for a bit, fine. But, when the halpies begin
to say, "I am not!" "You are too!", make sure Graham plays the harp at once. They,ll say
this twice in succession. Then they eat Graham.

After the harp is played, the harpies will take it and leave. Graham is now free to
explore the island. Be careful that Graham doesn't fall to his death. Look around the
clearing, and take the fishhook you find in the grass. Walk west one screen.

You are on a path on the island. Look around. Look at Cedric. Thlk to Cedric. Pick
up Cedric. Walk west one screen.

You are at the beach on Harpies' Island. Look around. Look at the beach. Look at
the conch shell, then take it. Put Cedric into the boat. Click on the boat in order to have

tr$#to$nflth,,



Graham push it off the beach and leave. We are now done with Harpies' Island. (If for

some reason you forgot the fishhook and must return to the island, there's a very good

chance the harpies will be waiting for Graham. If he meets them then, he's dead

meat-literally. However, the harpies will never appear in the middle screen-the one

where Graham found Cedric-so there is safety there.)

Sail due west from the island, until you return to the beach. Walk to the hermit's

house. Ring the bell. When the hermit comes out, click the conch shell on him. He can

now hear Graham, and an animated sequence will begin. When it's oveq Graham and

Cedric will be shipwrecked on Mordack's Island.

Ihe Wizard's lsland

You are on the beach on Wizard's Island. Look around at the various sights. Thke the

dead fish. Follow the steps to the next screen. Stop at once after the screen changes.

You are on the path to Mordack's castle. Look around. Look at the castle. Look at

the cobra-dragon statues. Save the game. Walk Graham closer to the statues, but not up

to or between them. The statues will fry Graham if he gets too close. Click the crystal

on Graham or the cobras, and he will hold it up. Beams will zap from the snake's eyes

and reflect back at them from the crystal. Continue to follow the path straight toward

the castle. Make sure Graham does not fall off the path. When the scene changes, look

around.
Graham is now near the front gate of the castle. Look at the door, the castle, the

chasm, and the small stairway on the left. Follow the stairs and path around the west

side of the castle. Don't fall.
The scene changes to an area next to the castle. Look around. Look at the grate.

Click the iron bar on the grate, and Graham will be able to move it. Click the Hand icon

on the grate and Graham will be able to enter. If Graham has gone this far and does not

have the iron bar in his possession, Mordack's henchman will appear and imprison him in

a dungeon cell. Graham will die there, ending the game.

lhe Wizard's Mue

Graham is now in the wizard's maze. Here are some things you should know before

you start:

; Somewhere in the maze Graham will meet a creature, Dink. In fact, Graham must

encounter Dink in order to leave the maze at all. There are four places where Dink
can appear. If the exit door is reached before the Dink encounter, you'Il have to go

backuntilyoufindhim. When Graham does run across Dink, play the tambourine,

or suffer the consequences. When Dink leaves, look around. Thke the hairpin.
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There are four places in the maze where Dink can appear. He will only be in one
of these, however. When Graham enters the maze, the game program will
determine which square of the maze that will be. It is up to the player to discover
which one it is.

The maze is eight screens by eight screens in extent, with solid walls bordering it,
and passages throughout. This totals 64 different possible locations. There are

several dead ends and a dungeon cell, although you will never see the cell when
you enter the maze from the outside world. There is only one exit.

The maze is seen from Graham's perspective. If he, for example, is facing north
and exits the screen to the left (west), the next screen will have him one screen
west (as you would expect). However, the top of the screen in the maze is Graham's
view of straight ahead-it is not necessarily north. It can be any direction in the
maze. In this hypothetical case, it's west-the way he hypothetically exited the
first screen. Since we are accustomed to the top of the screen always being north,
this change of perspective is confusing at first. You do get used to it after a bit of
futzing around. Save the game in the maze's first screen, and be assured you can
always restore to there if you get lost. When Graham arrives in the maze, north is
at the top of the screen. But do not assume the top of the screen is always north in
the maze-it's not!

There is a complete map of the maze at the end of this chapter.

llow to Map the Maze

Good maps are essential for navigation through arry maze.If you want to make your
own, and try the maze without any more help, here's a suggestion to get you started.

Think of the maze as a big square made up of a lot of smaller squares. Draw an
eight-by-eight grid on a piece of paper, or get some graphing paper and mark off an
eight-by-eight area. Make the top of the grid north, the bottom south, and the sides,

east and west. From the bottom left corner of the map, write the numbers 0 through 7

next to the squares going north, and the squares going east-one number next to each
square in sequence. Now each square has a numbered location-the bottom-left corner
square is location O-north by 0-east (0,0 for short). The top-right corner square is 7-north
by 7-east (7,7).The lower-right corner square is 0-north by 7-east (0,7). The top-left
corner is 7-north by O-east (7,O), and all the other squares can be numbered and
identified in the same manner.

Each time you move to another screen, mark it somehow. If there is a wall blocking
Graham, fill in that square to indicate that it's solid. If it's iust dungeon floor, put a light
dot in the square to indicate that you've already been there-iust in case you get lost.
In this manner, you should always know exactly where Graham is. Keep exploring and
filling in your map until Graham escapes.



Graham enters the maze at 3-north and 2-east (3,2). Mark it on your map. There

is solid wall to the east, and Graham is facing north. Good luck, and remember to pay

attention to which direction Graham is walking.

; If you would prefer to map the maze yourself The rest is up to you.

Skip the next few paragraphs, and we'll join you later.

D For those of you who are uslng my maps The maze is a straightforward
proposition. Turn to the maze maps at the end of this chapter.

) If you iust want a hint as to where the exit is It is in the maze's north
wall.

lnside Mordack's Castle

For those of you who have been maze-crawling on your own, welcome backl

Graham is facing a door in the maze wall. Look at the door. Click the hairpin on

the door, and Graham will pick the lock. Open the door and walk through to the next

screen.

Graham is now in the castle's pantry and supply room. Look around. Look at the

cupboard on the left side of the screen. Open the cupboard. Take the bag of peas. Exit

the room at the top of the screen.

Graham is now in the kitchen. Look around. Look at the woman. Go to her. Talk

to the woman. Give the locket to the woman. This starts another animated bit. When

it's finished, talk to Cassima again. When she goes back to her work, save the game and

leave the room through the door to the east. Don't forget to save-in case of cat, and the

next obstacle.

Things are now about to get a little more sticky. Graham is in the downstairs area

of the castle. Mordack's henchman roams randomly through the rooms downstairs, and

will follow and capture Graham. This is something we want to have happen-one time
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only. Nonetheless, we'd like to explore a little more. So, besides watching out for
Manannan, look out for this guy, and restore your game back to the last room if he
shows up. Keep trying until he isn't there.

We are now in a hallway. Look around. Look at the organ. Do not play the organ.
Save the game before you leave the room. Continue east to the next screen.

This is the dining room. Look around. Save. Exit to the south-more dining room.
Look around. Save. Walk west to the next room.

Graham is now in the castle's main entry. Look around at things-you are going
to have to make your way back here later. There are stairs leading up. Look at them. Do
not climb them at this time. Look around; Mordack sure has interesting ideas about
interior decoration. Avoiding the cat, sightsee through the downstairs until the
henchman arrives and Graham is captured. He will be taken through a magic door.

Graham finds himself imprisoned in a small cell. Look around. Look in the mouse
hole. Click the fishhook on the mouse hole, and Graham will be able to take the piece

of cheese hidden in the hole. Graham should get the cheese as quickly as possible. Wait
a few moments for Princess Cassima to arrive to free you from the cell; she will not save

you if you haven't given her the locket. If this is the case, you can't finish the game.

Quickly follow Cassima out of the cell by clicking the Hand icon on the hole.
Once outside the cell, Graham is in the maze again, on the bottom level. Cassima will
lead him out of the maze-thank you, Sierra, for small favors! Of course, if you don't
follow her outside, or return to the cell, she'll leave without Graham. In that case, you
and Graham will have to solve the wizard's maze a second time.

Out of the maze, using the cautions we've advised, avoid Manannan, and get
Graham back to the main entry. When the henchman appears, click the bag of peas on
him, and Graham will throw the peas. The henchman will slip on them and knock
himself out. You now have an empty pea bag, and the henchman will soon awaken.

Now we can deal with that darn cat. Once the henchman is taken care of, we want
Manannan to show up. Keep walking and saving around until he does. When the cat
shows up, click the dead fish on Manannan. Click the empty pea bag on the cat. You
have now bagged Manannan. Continue on until you reach the stairs in the entry. Save

the game. Climb the stairs.

N(XIE: You qal wlrl; catchitxg Manannan, but you won't

llll

$eo& all of the points. In the unlikely event that the henchman doesn't discover
Grabam by tks ttsq.h*:; c$q!!g$ th4 sbirs, forget him. He's no longer a factcii
in the gnme, and the henchrnan will never appear upstairs. If the henchman
doesn't appear until Graham is in the room at the bottom of tlrc stairs, Graham
can escape him by going upstairs. Of course you won't score the points for
tripping hkn<r bagging Manannan for that matter. And, if ttris is the case,

you've got to ke€p watching out for the cat. It is much better to take care of
b{anannan and the henchman before heading up the stairs.



Upstairs at Mordack's

If you haven't bagged Manannan, you are still avoiding him in every room.

Graham is now in the upstairs hallway. Look around. Mordack's laboratory is

through the doorway to the east. His bedroom is to the west. Save the game' Walk

through the western doorway.

This is Mordack's bedroom. If he is there, awake or asleep, use the old

edge-of-the-screen trick and attempt to avoid him. If not, restore and try again.

Once Graham enters Mordack's bedroom-while Mordack or Manannan isn't

there-he has only a brief period of time to do what he must. Look around. Quickly
walk south and exit the screen to the south.

Graham is now in Mordack's library. Look around. Go to the table with the large

book. Look at the book. Open the book, and Graham will begin to read it-these are the

spells he will need in the coming magical battle. Don't spend too long reading the book.

Look through the doorway to Mordack's bedroom. If he isn't sleeping in the bed, wait.

Shortly, you will see him enter his bedroom and go to sleep. He will not see Graham if
Graham is in the library. Save the game.

Enter Mordack's bedroom. Go to the table by the bed and take Mordack's wand.

Leave the bedroom and walk east directly to Mordack's laboratory.

Graham has about two minutes from the time Mordack goes to sleep until the

time Mordack discovers him in his lab. Use the time efficiently.
Inside the lab, look around. Look at the bottle with the castle inside it. Walk

upstairs and go the strange machine on the right side of the balcony. This is a

Power-Tiansfer Machine. Look at the machine. Click Mordack's wand on the left side of

the machine, and it will be put on a platter there. Click Crispin's wand on the right side

of the machine, and it will be put on the other platter (you did know that it would be

needed eventually, didn't you?). Nothing happens. Now that both wands have been

placed on the machine, click the cheese on the machine's fuel pot in the lower part of
the contraption. Graham has now activated the Power-Transfer Machine.

A message will appear saying that Crispin's wand is now energized. Take Crispin's

wand-the glowing one near Graham-at once. Within seconds, Mordack will appear

and attack Graham. The final battle has begun.

There is a short animated sequence where Cedric saves Graham. Of course, if
Graham had never carried Cedric back from Harpies Island for the hermit to heal,

Graham would lose very quickly at this point. The game is returned to player control

when Mordack flies up to attack Graham.

Mordack has now transformed himself magically, and Graham must counter with
the spells he read in Mordack's library.
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First, Mordack transforms himself into a flying "Sting"-a sort of monstrous insect.
As soon as this happens, quickly select crispin's wand in your inventory bag. you will
now see the list of icons from Mordack's book of magic. Use Crispin's wand to select the
"Tiger" spell, which turns Graham into a tiger.

Next, Mordack will transform into a fire dragon. Select the wand again and use it
to choose the "Rabbit" spell for Graham.

Mordack's third spell turns him into a cobra. Graham must counter by selecting
the "Mongoose" transformation.

Finally, Mordack becomes a ring of fire. Graham should coniure "Rain."

The "Rain" spell extinguishes the fire, and Mordack is destroyed. Graham has
triumphed. The rest of the game runs on automatic pilot.

Congratulations! You have completed King's Quest v: Absence Makes the Heart
Go Yonder.
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he Final Score for King's Quest U: Absence Makes the
Head Go Yonder

Points

Around Serenia:
Throw fish at bear

Get honeycomb

Get stick

Throw stick at dog: ' ' 'r". ' '

Get gold needle '

Give gold coin to gypsy

Get amulet

Get tambourine

Give heart to tree

Get harp

Get marionette

Desert:
Drink at oasis (first time)

Find temple (first tirne)
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Dark Forest:
Enter Dark Forest (first time)

Give brass bottle to witch

Get pouch of emeralds

Get spinning wheel

Get gold key

Unlock door in tree

Get gold heart
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PointsWhat to llo

: r&qesge hon*y nn;,gi1ound
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Tlugry second emerald

Drop thlrd emerald

Follow elf through hole
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Mountains:
Scare snake

Use rope to climb

Cross waterfall

Wear cloak

Eat half of lamb

Cross chasrn

Give half of lamb to eagle
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Throw pie at Yeti

Get crystal

Captured by Roc

Get gold locket

Beach and ocean:
Get iron bar

Pfug hole in boat
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n King's Quest VI, you play the part of Prince Alexander of Daventry. You

lling's 0uest

have journeyed to the Land of the Green Isles in search of the Princess Cassima, the
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woman to whom Alexander was introduced (and presumably fell in love with) at the
end of King's Quest V. Your ship is wrecked on the treacherous currents and rocks

surrounding the Green Isles, and you are washed ashore, the only survivor. As you
explore the Green Isles, you learn that the king and queen have died and the land is

being ruled by an evil vizier while Cassima is in mourning for her parents. The vizier
won't let Alexander see Cassima and, worse yet, intends to wed her himself to seal his

claim on the kingdom. Your primary quest is to find a way to see Cassima and to defeat
the vizier and his genie servant. You will also have to visit each of the Green Isles and
meet with their rulers. In addition, you may or may not embark on various other quests,

depending on your actions. Good luck!

#@ rrr r lr rr rrlr lr lr rrlr I r r

EIn Initial ilote Before We Get Stadedv
There is one maior difference between this game and all the other King's Quest

adventures: instead of one critical path from the beginning, through the middle, and

on to a specific finale, KQVI eventually breaks into tlvo distinct paths and concludes in
endings that differ both in tone and detail. For convenience, we will call them the "long"
and the "short" paths. The short path can be as much as about 40 percent shorter than
the longer one, depending on just what the player chooses to do or not do.

There are also a number of optional side quests in KQVI which, while not essential

to the successful completion of either solution to the game, do enhance the player's

total score. It's not always clear just which puzzle is optional and which isn't until after
you have finished playing the entire game. This walk-thru will cover both game

solutions, as well as all the optional quests. Of course, in a game with this level of
complexity, there are a lot of variations for getting from the start to either finish.
However, we consider what follows to be about the most logical and efficient journey.

As in all the King's Quest games, death can come to Alexander suddenly,
unexpectedly, and often. When this happens, you will see an animation showing our
hero entering the Land of the Dead. Watch it carefully; it contains a clue for entering
there later in the long path game.

Finally, depending upon certain actions which Alexander does (or does not)
perform, there are at least a dozen variations on the two main endings. We will give a

rundown on those endings at the conclusion of this section.

rerrllrrrrrtlrrrrrrrlrrrr
-_-
ffllhings to Come

-
The game begins as Alexander awakens on the beach on the Isle of the Crown,

washed ashore along with the flotsam from his wrecked ship. As he wanders over the

llll



surface of this island, there are several people, creatures, and places of whom you need

to be aware:

; The Castle of the Crown is where you will meet the vizier, Abdul Alhazred,

and learn that the king and queen are dead and that Alhazred is now the ruler of
the realm. This is also where Cassima is being held pending her marriage with the

vizier. You must eventually break into the castle to win the game, but this won't
become an issue until much later. Until then, the only time Alexander can get into
the castle is for his one audience with the vizier.

The pawnshop is located in the village and is one of the places you'll visit the

most during the course of the game. The reason for this is simple. The pawnshop

contains four items-a windup tin nightingale, a flute, a paintbrush, and a

tinderbox-each of which Alexander might need at a different point in the game,

depending on the path you take. The catch is that he can only possess one item
at any given time, so you will be constantly returning to the pawnshop to trade a

used-up item for the next one you need. The pawnshop is also the place where

Alexander obtains a magic map.

Ali's Bookshop. Next door to the pawnshop, the bookstore contains several

items (including a spell book) that Alexander will need later, and it is important
that Alexander talk with Ali himself. This is also the place to meet Jollo.

Jollo, the Court Clown, is an excellent source of information about the vizier's

doings, and he will tell Alexander about Cassima's pet nightingale, Sing-Sing, as well.

He spends his time in the bookstore next to the pawnshop and might be willing to
help Alexander free Cassima and defeat the vizier. Alexander's relationship (or

non-relationship) with Jollo affects the game's eventual ending.

The lamp seller sits across the village square from both the bookstore and the

pawnshop. He exchanges his new lamps for old ones, and can be a great help later

in the game.

Beauty makes a brief appearance the first few times Alexander walks north from
the village, then disappears until much later. What you do after Alexander unites

Beauty with her prince determines which game path you will follow to the end.

Stng-Sing is Cassima's pet nightingale and lives in the tree overlooking the

crossroads iust north of the beach. If Alexander befriends her, she can be used to
send gifts to Cassima, who will send back some useful items. Sing-Sing will not
appear at all until Alexander obtains the magic map.
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The genie is the vizier's servant, and he spends most of the game spying on, or
attempting to kill, Alexander. He seldom appears in his true form, preferring to
shape-change into the likeness of another person or animal. However, in all his
forms, the genie's eyes are golden yellow. Since this can be hard to see, and easy

to overlook, the following piece of advice is given about the genie: Any animal
that leaves the screen as soon as Alexander appears, or one that enters and exits
the screen while Alexander is on it, should be viewed with suspicion. Most likely
it's the genie in disguise. Any person offering unsolicited advice, information, or
help is also probably the genie trying to lure Alexander to his death. Ignore them,
or at the very least, don't do as they advise.

One piece of trivia here: at one point, King's Quest VI: Heir Today, Gone
Tomorrow had a different title-Genie, Meenie, Minie, Moe. Aren't you glad you
asked?

The other Green Isles consist of the Isle of Wonder, the Isle of the Sacred

Mountain, the Isle of the Beast, and the Isle of the Mists. Each of the islands has

its own perils, which will be dealt with later. Still, you should be aware that these

isles exist; after all, you're going to spend enough time travelling between them.

re!!rrrrrrrrrlrrrlrlrrrlr

Eli low to Do ltv
lsle of the Crown-Fint lime

If you haven't done so already, watch the opening cartoon. It will show Alexander
seeing Cassima in the magic mirror at Castle Daventry, traveling by ship to the Land of
the Green Isles, and, finally, being shipwrecked upon the rocks surrounding the Isle of
the Crown.

You gain control of Alexander after he awakens on the sandy, debris-strewn beach
on the Isle of the Crown, where he has been washed ashore. When Alexander is fully
awake, look around. Pieces from the destroyed ship litter the beach, and a trail leads

north, the only direction open to travel. Don't even think about swimming; the currents
and undertow will quickly drag Alexander to an untimely demise. This is true everywhere

in the game-you have been wamed.

Lying at the water's edge, glinting golden, is Alexander's royal signet ring. Pick it
up. It's the only way you'll have of proving he's really a prince and not a pauper. To the
right of Alexander is a long, wooden beam. Move the beam and you'll find a small box
underneath-Alexander's treasure box. Open it. Only one small copper coin remains
inside. Take the coin; after all, even a little money is better than none. Once the coin is
in your possession, there is nothing more of use or interest on the beach. Follow the
trail leading north off the screen.



North of the beach you arrive at a crossroads shaded by a huge, gnarled old

tree-this is where you will find Sing-Sing later. Look around. To the northeast, the path

leads to a magnificent castle. To the northwest, the trail enters a small village. Follow

the path leading to the castle.

In front of the gates of the Castle of the Crown stand two Guard Dogs, human-sized

canines who walk upright. The path Alexander is on continues to the west, and an

abandoned guard hut stands just to the right of him. Talk to the Guard Dogs; they will
confirm that Alexander is on the Isle of the Crown, ruling island of the Green Isles. Keep

talking to them until they begin to repeat themselves; they will also tell him that
Cassima lives in the castle and isn't receiving visitors. Show Alexander's royal signet ring

to the guards, and they will summon Saladin, the Captain of the Guard. Captain Saladin

will take Alexander inside for an audience with the vizier.

Inside the castle, the vizier, Abdul Alhazred, will rudely inform Alexander that he

cannot see Cassima because she is in mourning over the death of her parents. Alhazred

also says that he and Cassima are to be wed, and that Alexander is not welcome. Saladin

escorts Alexander back outside and informs him that he will not be allowed back inside

the castle-this means you, too. From here walk south back to the crossroads and take

the path leading into the village.

In the village, an archway leads north, and a bookstore and a pawnshop stand

next to one another on the east side of the street. An old lamp seller will be sitting across

from the stores. Thlk to him, and find out about his curious trade. After you've finished,

enter the bookstore.
Inside the bookstore are the proprietor, lots of books, and a man in a black cloak.

The man in the cloak is the vizier's genie spying on Alexander. Next to the door is a bin
with a free book in it. Take the book. Go into your inventory and read some of the book;

it's so boring and badly scribed that it could put someone to sleep. Talk to Ali, the

proprietor of the bookstore. If he's brusque, or tries to brush Alexander off, talk to him
again. Ali (that's his name) will tell you there are three other known islands in the Green

Isles, and there may be even more. He also mentions that although the ferry between

the isles no longer runs, Alexander should speak to the ferryman to learn more about

the Green Isles. The ferryman will not talk to Alexander unless this conversation with
Ali takes place.

When Alexander is done talking to the proprietor, look at the book displayed on

the counter. It's a spell book. Try to take it. The bookstore owner will tell Alexander to
bring him another rare book in exchange for it. Once you have asked about the spell

book, look at the shelves of books around the room. Go over to the shelf of love poetry

on the upper-right portion of the screen and use the Hand icon on it. When Alexander

is done reading, a page with a love poem on it will fall out of the book. Pick it up and

read it. The proprietor will let Alexander keep it. Leave the bookstore; it's time to visit

the ferryman.
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Once Alexander is back outside the bookstore, walk north through the archway.
You will find him on the road outside a large house. In the yard is a young woman
tending roses. Look at her at once before her stepmother appears. She seems to be a
servant or a slave. Look at her stepmother when she appears. Be certain to perform the
actions with Beauty first-you won't get a second chance. After you have looked at the
girl, follow the road west off of the screen.

West of the house, you find yourself near a drydocked ferry. Alexander sees a boy
diving into the water. He will call out to Alexander to loin him in the water. Don't listen
to him. The boy is really the genie trying to lure Alexander to his death. Walk onto the
ferry and knock on the cabin door. Ignore anything the genie says about being able to
help Alexander find his way to the other islands. When the ferryman answers the door,
talk to him. He'll invite Alexander inside for a nice chat about the Green Isles @ut, again,
only if Alexander has already spoken to the bookseller).

When Alexander is inside the ferry, he will automatically sit down at a small table.
On the table is a rabbit's foot. Thlk to the ferryman. He'll tell you that the islands are

feuding and that the vizier ordered the ferry shut down. Keep talking to him; he has a
lot to say. The ferryman will also mention that the pawnshop owner may have a magic
map that enables travel between the islands. Until this is mentioned to Alexander, the
map will not appear in the game. When you have finished speaking to the ferryman,
click the Hand icon on the rabbit's foot. The ferryman will give it to Alexander. After
you have the rabbit's foot, leave the ferry and walk back to the village proper.

When you are back in the village, ignore the pawnshop for a moment and go back
into the bookstore. The genie will be gone, but now there is an oddly dressed man sitting
there reading. This is Jollo, the Court Clown. Talk to Jollo and when he tells Alexander
that he's too worried to chat, show him either the coin of Daventry or Alexander's signet
ring. Jollo will be more than willing to speak with and make friends with Alexander
now. Jollo will say that he doesn't trust the vizier and that Cassima's nightingale,
Sing-Sing, might be able to take a message to her if Alexander can find the little bird.
After speaking his piece, Jollo departs. There's nothing more for you to do in the
bookstore at this moment, so follow Jollo out the door.

When Alexander is outside the bookstore again, wait until Jollo leaves the screen,

and then walk into the pawnshop. Inside the pawnshop, look around at everything-the
shelves are filled with King's Quest trivia. Walk to the counter and talk to the owner. Ignore

the old man in the black cloak; it's the genie spylng on Alexander again. When you talk to
the pawnshop owne! Alexander will automatically ask about the magic map of the Green
Isles. The pawnshop owner is willing to part with it, but he wants something of great worth
in exchange. Give him Alexander's ring, and he will hand over the magic map; you can buy
the ring back later.

After Alexander gets the map, the genie approaches the counter, takes a number
of mints from the mint dish, eats them, and staggers drunkenly out of the pawnshop
and back to the castle. This sequence is animated and out of your control. It is also a



clue for dealing with the genie later. Back at the castle, the genie reports Alexander's

activities to the vizier.

When the cartoon is finished, you may continue your activities at the pawnshop.

First, take a mint from the mint dish on the counter. Then offer the copper coin of
Daventry to the pawnshop owner. He will let Alexander choose one of the four items

on the counter in exchange. The four items are a windup tin nightingale, a flute, an old
paintbrush, and a tinderbox. Take the windup nightingale. You will exchange it later

for another of the items on display. When Alexander has everything he needs from the

pawnshop, leave and walk back to the crossroads outside the village.

High in a branch of the tree overlooking the crossroads is Cassima's pet

nightingale, Sing-Sing. Sing-Sing will not appear unless Alexander has obtained the

magic map. Click the windup nightingale on Sing-Sing to befriend and lure her to a
lower branch of the tree. Alexander can now send items to Cassima via the little
nightingale. However, we won't send anything this time-the signet ring should be sent

first, and the pawnshop owner has it just now Once Alexander has befriended Sing-Sing,

walk back to the village.

When Alexander arrives back in the village, you will notice the pawnshop owner

taking out his trash and dumping it in a large ceramic pot in front of his shop. This

event will not take place until Alexander returns to the village afrer he has obtained the

magic map. Wait until the pawnshop owner goes back inside, and then search the trash.

Alexander will find a bottle of invisible ink. The ink turns things invisible, and can be

used twice. Go ahead, try it once. Fine. You'll be using the last bit of the ink soon enough.

Once you have the ink, walk two screens south to the beach.

When Alexander is back on the beach, click the magic map on Alexander to open

it. There are four visible islands drawn on it: the southernmost island is the Isle of the

Crown, where Alexander is now; the easternmost island is the Isle of the Beast; the

northernmost island is the Isle of the Sacred Mountain; and the westernmost island is

the Isle of Wonder. The southeastern corner of the map is covered in mist, hiding the

Isle of the Mists from view until later in the game. Now that you know where all the

islands are, click the Hand icon on the Isle of the Sacred Mountain to teleport there.

lsle of fte Sacred Mountair-First Time

The map teleports Alexander to the beach on the Isle of the Sacred Mountain.

Unscalable cliffs surround the beach, leaving you with nowhere to go for the moment.
There is writing on the cliff face, but ignore it for the moment; you aren't nearly ready

to climb the Logic Cliffs. Lying on the beach are two items you'll need-a stinking flower
and a black feather. Take them both, and then use the map to teleport to the Isle of
Wonder.
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lsle of Wonder-First lime

On the beach on the Isle of Wonder, look around. The beach extends to the east

and a path leads north. West of where Alexander is standing are a number of oyster beds,

the oysters all tucked into little bunks. Floating in the sea is a string of letters that form
an incomplete sentence that reads, "Where are you going...?" Wait until the tide carries

the sentence to the shore-it will take awhile-and then take it. When you have the
sentence, look at the oyster closest to Alexander. Talk to the oyster; she claims that her
mouth hurts and she can't get to sleep. Click the boring book on the oyster to read the
book to her. The first time the oyster yawns in response to the book, you will see a pearl
in her mouth. The second time it yawns, grab the pearl. Be warned: the oyster will only
yawn three times before the book puts it to sleep. Once the oyster is sleeping, you can't
get the pearl. When Alexander has the pearl, save the game and attempt to walk off the
beach in any direction (except into the ocean!).

As soon as Alexander tries to leave the beach, the five guards of the island appear.

The guards are the Sense Gnomes, each gnome representing one of the five senses. When
they appear, Alexander retreats until his back is against a large rock. The gnomes line
up in front of him in the following order: smell gnome, hearing gnome, taste gnome,
touch gnome, and sight gnome. Each gnome will try and use his particular
overdeveloped sense to tell if Alexander is human. If any of them discovers Alexander
is a man, they will toss him in the sea and he will drown. To escape the gnomes,

Alexander must use a certain item on each one as soon as it has finished reciting its
particular bit of doggerel. The items are

Smell gnome: Flower of stench

Hearing gnome: Windup nightingale

Taste gnome: Mint

Touch gnome: Rabbit's foot

Sight gnome: Click the invisible ink on Alexander to make him disappear

from view

If you don't have one of the needed items, use the magic map to teleport to another
island and escape a watery doom. You can do this at the finish of any of the poems.

Alexander must defeat all the gnomes together or they will all be there when he returns,
and you'll have to play through the sequence again. When the gnomes are defeated,

they march off, never to bother Alexander again. You are now free to explore the Isle of
Wonder. To begin, walk east off the beach.

On the screen east of the beach is Exclamation Point and its book garden. The land
here is dominated by stacks and stacks of books. A large spiderweb is to the south of
Alexander. Ignore the web and click the Hand icon on the middle stack of books. A creature



called Bookworm will emerge. Thlk to him and he tells Alexander that he can't take any

books, but if he brings back a dangling participle, he might be willing to trade. Walk

west back to the beach and follow the trail there north.
North of the beach the land turns to swamp, but the trail continues to the west

unobstructed. Don't walk into the swamp or the mud will suck Alexander down to a

premature ending. Beneath a dogwood tree (which barks) is a stand of milkweed. Take

a bottle of milk from the milkweed and ignore the dogwood. When you have the milk,
follow the path west.

West of the swamp, Alexander emerges into a very literal-minded garden. The

baby's tears wear bonnets, the snapdragons snap, and the iceberg lettuce is frigid. A

polka-dotted gate leads north through a garden wall. Look around. A rotten tomato lies

on the ground to the west of the path. Thke it and ignore its crotchety, rotten remarks.

A bed of cold iceberg lettuce grows next to the rotten tomato. Take a head of lettuce.

You now have a limited amount of time to perform the next series of actions-about
three to four minutes. If you take too long, the head of iceberg lettuce will melt and

Alexander will have to come back here for another one. When you have the lettuce,

walk back to the beach. At the beach, unfurl the magic map and teleport to the Isle of
the Beast.

lsle of the Beast-First Time

On the forested beach on the Isle of the Beast, ignore the wildlife and walk north.
North of the beach is a pond of boiling water, the first obstacle Alexander will have to

overcome on this island. To cool the boiling pond, toss in the iceberg lettuce. When the
pond stops boiling, Alexander can walk through it to the other side. Across the pond is

an old brass hunter's lamp hanging from a tree limb. Take the lamp and walk north.
North of the pond is a garden wall with an animate statue of an archer sitting atop

the gate. A fallen brick lies in front of the wall. Beyond the gate, a golden-eyed gardener

is tending a seed bed. Don't listen to the gardener when he tells you to step through the

gate; if you do, the stone archer will shoot Alexander. The gardener, as you may have

already guessed, is really the genie trying to get Alexander killed. Thke the fallen brick,

turn around, and walk back to the beach.

Back on the beach, you will now notice a funny looking creature hanging from
a tree branch. This is the dangling participle Bookworm mentioned. Talk to it, and then
give it the sentence. It will jump down from the branch and onto Alexander's shoulders.

When Alexander has the dangling participle, teleport back to the Isle of Wonder.
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lsle of Wonder-Second lime

When Alexander arrives back at the Isle of Wonder, walk east to the book garden.
Click the Hand icon on the central stack of books again, and when Bookworm emerges,
give him the dangling participle. As a reward, Bookworm will present Alexander with a
rare book of riddles. When he has the book, read it by clicking the Hand icon on it in
your inventory. Save the game.

Look at the spiderweb in the southern portion of the screen. On the web is a
black widow who would like Alexander for a husband. Don't touch her; she's got a
real kiss of death. While the black widow tries to hit on Alexander, look at the web.
There is a loose strand of webbing at the bottom and a piece of parchment at the
top. Tug on the loose piece of webbing to start unraveling the web. When the widow
rushes down to fix it, grab the piece of parchment. The wind will now blow the
parchment away, but not before Alexander sees the word Love written on the paper.
This is the answer to a riddle much later in the game. When you are done with the
black widow, walk back to the beach and teleport to the Isle of the Crown.

lsle of ilre Crowr-Second lime

From the beach on the Isle of the Crown, go to the village. On the archway in
the village, a poster has appeared. Read it; it proclaims the wedding of Cassima and
the vizier. Once Alexander is finished, enter the bookstore.

Jollo is inside the bookstore again, and Alexander will automatically start talking
to him. Jollo reaffirms his belief that Alhazred is a rat and says that Cassima always
distrusted the vizier. After Jollo leaves the bookstore, give the riddle book to the
bookstore owner. He will give Alexander the spell book in trade. Once Alexander has

the spell book, open it by clicking the Hand icon on it inside the inventory screen. You

can navigate through the spells by clicking the Arrow icon on either corner of the
book. To exit the book, click somewhere off of it.

Read the spells. There are three of them: "Magic paint," "Make rain," and
"Charming a creature of the night." Each has a list of components that must be obtained
and combined for the spells to work. These components will be collected as the game
progresses.

I NorE: Tne speu DooK anc tne spe[s are unnecess.ry ln the snort patn

I through the game.

When you have the spell book, leave the bookstore and enter the pawnshop. Inside
the pawnshop, the genie (in disguise) will be complaining that all the mints are gone.

llu



He leaves after Alexander enters. Give the pawnshop owner the oyster's pearl; he will
give Alexander back his ring. Next, hand him back the windup nightingale and choose

the flute in exchange. When this is done, exit the pawnshop and walk back to the

crossroads outside the village.

At the crossroads, give the signet ring to Sing-Sing the nightingale by clicking it
on her briefly. The genie is slithering around as a snake, spying on Alexander. Sing-Sing

will deliver the ring to Cassima and she will send back a red hair ribbon to show she got

the message and knows that Alexander is in the Green Isles. Pick up the hair ribbon

Sing-Sing drops on the ground, and then go into your inventory. Click the Hand icon

on the ribbon, and Alexander will find a strand of Cassima's hair. You will need the hair

to cast a spell later in the game. When you are finished here, walk down to the beach

and teleport back to the Isle of Wonder.

lsle of llonder-Ihird Time

From the beach on the Isle of Wonder, walk back to the garden screen where you

found the lettuce. Sitting on a chair by the garden wall is a teacup. Thke it. When you

do so, the snapdragons snap at Alexander for getting too close to the shy wallflowers.

On the wall behind the wallflowers is a hole-in-the-wall. Look through it and you will
see Chessboard Land, which lies behind the wall. Try to take the hole-in-the-wall. It will
run and hide behind the wallflowers, out of Alexander's reach. Click the flute on the

wallflowers to play music and make them dance. While they and the snapdragons sway

to the music, grab the hole-in-the-wall. When the plants are through dancing, open the

gate in the garden wall and step through into Chessboard Land.

In Chessboard Land, walk forward. Alexander's way will be blocked by a pair of
chess knights, a red one and a white one. Wait for a minute. The Red Queen and the

White Queen, the rulers of the Isle of Wonder, will come up the road, arguing about

which one of them gets to give the isle's prized and valuable lump of coal to Cassima as

a wedding grft. They ask Alexander to settle their argument, and when he is unable to do

so, they bound away in disgust. However, the Red Queen's scarf falls to the ground and is

left behind. Thke the scarf and walk out of Chessboard land.
Walk south to the swamp and try to fill the teacup with swamp ooze (you need it

to cast the "Magic paint" spell). As Alexander does this, a stick-in-the-mud will open its

eyes and yell that that isn't swamp ooze. Its brother, a bump-on-a-log, will agree and

get yelled at by the stick-in-the-mud. Talk to Bump-on-a-Log. Give Bump-on-a-Log the

rotten tomato; he will throw it at Stick-in-the-Mud, who will respond by tossing swamp

ooze back at him. Wait until the mud fight is over and then use the teacup to scrape

some swamp ooze off Bump-on-a-Log. With that done, walk back to the beach and

teleport to the Isle of the Crown.
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lsle of ilre Crowr-Ihird Time

When you arrive on the beach on the Isle of the Crown, walk to the crossroads
and give Sing-Sing the love poem Alexander picked up earlier in the game. Sing-Sing
will deliver the poem and return with a note that warns Alexander to beware the genie.

When you've read the letter, walk into the village and enter the pawnshop.
In the pawnshop, exchange the flute for the tinderbox, and then walk back to the

beach. Once Alexander is at the beach, get out the map and teleport to the Isle of the
Sacred Mountain.

lsle of the Sacred Mountain-Second lime

Alexander is standing at the base of the Logic Cliffs. After he appears on the beach,
look at the writing on the cliff face. It reads, "IGNOMNCE KILLS. WISDOM ELEVATES."

If you answer this puzzle correctly, stairs will appear, taking Alexander partway up the
cliff. You will have to answer five such riddles to reach the top. To answer the first riddle,
click the lland icon on the R in lgnorance, the i in Ki//s, the s in Wisdom, and the first
e in Elevates to spell the word Rise.

When the steps appear in the cliffs, save the game and walk up. You have to click
the Walk icon on each step individually, and a fall is lethat. Be careful.

On the second screen of the Logic Cliffs, follow the steps up as far as they go and
look at the next puzzle on the cliff. This puzzle reads, "A MASTER OF LANGUAGES WILL
____i' and below it are symbols that represent letters. This is KQVI's copy protection,
and the translation for the symbols is contained in the Guidebook to the Land of the
Green Isles, which is included in the game's packaging. So is the missing word, SOAR.
Look up the symbols that spell the word SOAR, and use the Hand icon to type
them in. Save the game and climb the steps that emerge.

The next puzzle is a row of four unmarked buttons. Press, in this order, the last,
first, then second buttons from the left. Save the game and climb the latest flight of
stairs.

The next question is based on the symbols again. Look up the four symbols that
represent tranquility (the letter D), air (G), the color azure (O), and the caterpillar
(Q). Use the Hand icon to enter them-order doesn't matter. Save the game and
continue up.

The last question reads, "ALL SILENT CRY THE NOBLE BOULDERS." Use the Hand
icon to press the A in All, the S in Silent, the C in Cry, the e in the, the N in Nob/e, and
the d in Boulders, to spell the word Ascend. Save the game again and follow the steps up
to the top of the cliffs.

At the top of the Logic Cliffs stands an old woman with golden eyes-the genie
trying to kill Alexander again. Don't listen to anything she has to say. Instead, wait until
the genie leaves and then look around. (This will take some time. Be patient.) A path



Ieads to the north; a pair of huge, locked doors stand to the west; and a small cave,

partially covered by a nightshade bush, lies to the east. Look at the cave and the bush.

Use the Hand icon to enter the cave, but be careful not to click it on the nightshade

bush. If you do, Alexander will eat a berry and die.

I
I NOTk Alexander will not be able to enter the cave until the genie has left

I the scene.

Inside the cave, it is too dark to see. Click the tinderbox on any part of the cave

to light a candle. Look around. At the east end of the cave is a small passage leading

north into another cavern. This passage appears as a small black smudge on the far right
of the screen. Use the Hand icon to crawl through the passage.

The next cave is filled with sunlight and looks out onto a small ledge where a
peppermint bush is growing. Thke some leaves from the bush and crawl back into the

dark cave. Back in the dark cave, use the tinderbox to light a candle again, and then
leave the cave.

When Alexander is back outside the cave at the top of the Logic Cliffs, follow the

trail leading north. North of the Logic Cliffs lie the gates to the City of the Winged Ones,

the dominant race on the Isle of the Sacred Mountain. At the gates, the guards

immediately seize Alexander and take him to their leader.

The leader of the Winged Ones, Lord Azure, tells Alexander that there is a prophesy

that whoever climbs the Logic Cliffs will enter the Winged Ones'catacombs and defeat

the Minotaur who resides there. The Minotaur demands sacrifices from the Winged
Ones, and Lord Azure's daughter, Lady Celeste, has just been offered to the beast. The

guards grab Alexander and fly him back to the top of the Logic Cliffs. Once there, they
open the locked doors that lead into the catacombs and toss Alexander inside.

The catacombs form a maze, complete with fatal traps, so blind wandering can

lead to a quick death. There are several traps you will have to deal with to escape the

maze, and, in due course, you will. First though, be sure to save the game here.

Alexander begins the maze standing at the entrance. From this point, walk two
screens north, two screens east, and another screen north. Alexander will find himself
in a dead-end room littered with bones. Thke the skull that is lying on the floor and walk

one screen south, two screens west, one screen north, and one final screen west.

Alexander is now standing in front of the first trap he must overcome to continue
through the spike maze. The floor of this chamber is made up of tiles, each marked with
a different symbol. Alexander must cross the chamber by stepping on the right tiles,

one at a time in a particular sequence. If he steps on the wrong tile, or the right tile out
of sequence, he will be impaled by spikes shooting out of the walls. There is only one

path through the spike maze, so save the game before you begin. Each time you step on

a correct tile, save the game. You can't have too many saves during this sequence.
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Alexander begins the spike maze standing on the first tile. The exit is across the
room to the west of him. First, step on the tile north of Alexander, the one marked with
a rose. Save the game. Step southwest-diagonally-onto the next tile marked with a

rose. From here, step southwest again onto another tile marked with a rose. Now step

north onto the tile marked with a scythe. Step north again onto the tile inscribed with
a crown. From here, step diagonally northwest onto the tile marked with a dove. Step

southwest onto the tile marked with a skull and crossbones, and then step south onto
the blank tile in front of the exit. You've just beaten the spike maze. Save the game again.llll

XOT& The solutionto t&t$problem is glven (in a manner of speaking) in the,
game's Guidcbook tn the Land of tle Green Isles. It's in the poem that begins,
*Three roses laid upon the bower," but it's up to you to decipher it.

From the spike maze, walk one screen west and one screen north. Take the shield
hanging on the wall of this passage. Walk three screens north and then two screens west.

Alexander will be in a dead-end room. In a niche on the north wall is a skeleton with a

pair of gold coins covering its eye sockets. Take the coins and walk two screens east, one
screen south, and another screen east. Alexander is now in the second trap he must
escape-the crushing ceiling room.

As Alexander enters the room, doors swing shut and lock him inside. Exposed
gears on the north wall begin to grind, lowering the ceiling toward the top of his head.

Take the brick Alexander has been carrying and throw it into the gears. The gears will
stop and the doors will open. From here walk two screens east, one screen north, and
one more screen east. In the last screen, a pit will open in the floor and Alexander will
fall through to the second level of the catacombs.

Alexander survives his fall unscathed, but the room he lands in is so dark that only
his eyes are visible. Click the tinderbox on Alexander's eyes to strike a flame. Alexander
will then light a torch on the wall, allowing him to see the way out. From here, walk
five screens west, two screens south, and one screen east.

Alexander ends up in a dead-end room where the sounds of the Minotaur come
from beyond the east wall. Place the hole-in-the-wall on the east wall and look through
it. Alexander will see the Minotaur reaching behind a tapestry to activate the secret door
to its lair. After you've peeked through the hole-in-the-wall, it will run away. Don't worry
about the loss, for you won't be needing it again.

To reach the door to the Minotaur's lair, walk three screens west, two screens south,
one screen east, one screen south, two screens east, one screen north, one more screen

east, and two screens north. Whew! Alexander is now in the room with the tapestry that
he saw through the hole-in-the-wall. Click the Hand icon on the tapestry to open the
secret door to the Minotaur's lair. Save the game and walk inside.

Inside the lair, the Minotaur is struggling with a bound Winged One-Lady
Celeste. Walk further into the lair to get the Minotaur's attention. Once you have control



of the game again, click the Red Queen's scarf on the Minotaur and then watch the

animation. Alexander will wave the red scarf at the Minotaur like a matador, and the

Minotaur will charge, only to fall headlong into the pit. Alexander frees Lady Celeste

using her dagger. She allows Alexander to keep the dagger, and they both exit the room
(and the maze) to the east.

Alexander and Lady Celeste emerge from the Minotaur's lair atop the Logic Cliffs.

The Winged Ones who escorted Alexander to his supposed doom are still there, standing

watch over the main doors to the catacombs. They pick up Alexander and fly him back

to their city for his second audience with Lord Azure. Lord Azure thanks Alexander for
defeating the Minotaur and saving his daughter. He also grants Alexander a meeting

with the Oracle who lives atop the Sacred Mountain. Azure's guards then fly Alexander

up to the Oracle's Cave.

The Oracle tells Alexander that his mission is to rescue Cassima and that some

souls crying out for revenge can aid him. She also says that the Druids might help him
redeem these souls. Finally, she gives Alexander a vial of sacred water from her pool.

The Winged Ones then carry Alexander back down to the beach.

At the beach, wait until the Winged Ones leave, and then unroll the magic map. The

Isle of the Mists is now visible in the southeast corner of the map. Teleport there.

lsle of the Mists-First Time

From the beach on the Isle of the Mists, walk west one screen. Alexander wiU then
be in the Druids'village. It's a good thing they're not home.

In the village-which is composed of houses built into the trees---a scythe hangs on

a tree to the west, and lumps of coal lie in the village fire pit. Take the scythe and a lump of

coal, and then walk south. Alexander will be back on the beach.

At the beach, unroll the map and teleport to the Isle of the Beast.

lsle of fie Beast-Second lime

From the beach, walk two screens north to the screen with the stone archer. Before

Alexander tries to pass through the gate guarded by the archer, click the shield on him. The

archer will fire at Alexander, but the arrow will be deflected by the shield. Beyond the garden

gate is a hedge of white roses. Pick one and then attempt to walk north through the gap in
the hedge. When Alexander tries to pass, the roses $ow together to form a wall. Not to
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worry. Thke out the scythe and hack away at them. Alexander will carve a path through
the hedge and enter the Beast's garden.

From the Beast's garden, a castle is visible far to the north and a fountain stands

next to the entrance. As soon as Alexander enters the garden, the Beast steps out from
a gate to the north to confront him. The Beast tells Alexander that he, too, used to be a

prince before a witch turned him into a beast. Anyone who visits him will turn into a

beast as well unless the curse is broken. That includes Alexander. If Alexander wants to
avoid becoming a hairy monstrosiry he must find a woman who is willing to spend her
life with the Beast. The Beast gives Alexander a ring to give to the woman, if he finds
her. You now are on a timer and have only ten minutes to complete the next sequence

in the game. If you wait too long, your time will be up and Alexander will turn into a

warthog, ending the game. But it is a cute warthog.
When the Beast leaves the garden, walk back to the beach and teleport to the Isle

of the Crown.

lsle of the Crown-Foudh Time

As soon as Alexander arrives at the Isle of the Crown, walk to the village and enter
the bookstore. Jollo will be there and tell Alexander two important things: it might be

better if Alhazred thought Alexander dead, and that he might be able to steal the the
genie's lamp-but only if Alexander can give him an exact replica of it as a replacement.
When Jollo is done talking, follow him out of the bookstore and walk north through
the archway.

North of the archway is the servant girl tending the roses. Her name is, of course,

Beauty (as in "Beauty and the Beast"). Give Beauty the white rose from the Isle of the
Beast; it's the only way you can get her to speak to Alexander. After you've given her the
rose, give her the Beast's ring and Alexander will tell her the tale of the Beast and his
curse. At the end of the story, she will agree to spend her life with the Beast. At this
point, the program will teleport Alexander and Beauty directly to the garden on the Isle

of the Beast.

lsle of the Beast-Ihird Time

Back in the Beast's garden, Beauty and the Beast pledge their eternal love to each

otber in an animated sequence. At the end, the Beast becomes human again and Beauty

ends up magically dressed in the robes of a princess. Beast gives Alexander his mirror,
which removes all illusions and shows the true image of anyone who looks into it. Beauty

gives Alexander her old slave clothes since she won't be needing them any more. When
this is done, they both leave to go to the Beast's castle, leaving Alexander alone in the
garden.

llll



NOTE : If Atexander has not received Cassima's hair ribbon-the one with a strand

of her hair on it<heck out Beauty's clothes. Alexander will find one of Beauty's

hain on it. If you want to play the long path through the game, Alexander will need

a strand of hair for the spell to charm a creature of the night. If Alexander does have

Casima's hair, Beauty's will not appear on fhe clothing.

From the Beast's garden, walk back to the beach and teleport to the Isle of Wonder.

lsle of Wonder-toutth Time

From the beach, walk north back to the garden. On a small wooden table to the

right of the path a green vial, labeled "Drink Me," has appeared. Take it. Just like the

invisible ink, you get one free use of the bottle in order to have an idea of how it works.

Click the bottle on Alexander, and he will appear to die. When the animation is finished,

give the bottle of milk to one of the baby's tears plants. The "babies" who don't get any

will start to cry. Click the old lamp (I almost forgot we were carrying it) on the crying

babies to collect some of their tears. When you've done this, go to your inventory and

pour the Oracle's sacred water into the lamp. Alexander is almost ready to cast the "Rain"

spell. But before he goes looking for the final spell component, go north into Chessboard

Land.
The Red and White Queens show up soon after Alexander enters Chessboard

Land. They are still arguing over the lump of coal. When they ask Alexander's advice

on what to do, give the White Queen the lump of coal you picked up on the Isle of the

Mists. In return, she will present Alexander with a rotten egg, the second greatest treasure

on the Isle of Wonder. After the queens depart, leave Chessboard Land and walk back

to the beach. At the beach, get out the map and teleport to the Isle of the Beast.

lsle of ilre Beast-Fourth Time

When you arrive on the beach, walk back to the Beast's garden. On the way,

pick a second white rose from the hedge. In the garden, fill the old lamp with water

from the fountain-it is most important that this step be performed after the other

ingredients are in the lamp. Go into your inventory and click the spell book on the

lamp. When the spell book opens, turn the page to the "Rain" spell and click the

Talk icon on the incantation to cast it. The "Rain" spell is now cast; all Alexander

has to do to activate it is heat the ingredients in the lamp to a boil.
Walk back to the beach.
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Stop! As we have pointed out, King's Quest VI has two main endings (and

numerous variations on each of them). At this point, what you do next
will determine the outcome of the game. If Alexander journeys to the Isle

of the Mists, he will survive and you will be forced to complete the long
path through KQVI. If you wish to play the short path, you have now ac-

cumulated the maximum amount of points prior to returning to the Isle

of the Crown for the final time. Points are maxed out for you long path
players, too.

As promised, this walk-thru will list both paths to success, the long
path first and then the short path. This is the split. Now on with the game.

re rlrrr t lrtrrrlr rlrararrr
M

Itflonq Path Solution
\7
lsle of fte Mists-Second lime

You have teleported to the Isle of the Mists. As soon as Alexander appears on the
beach, two robed Druids will grab him and drag him north to where they are holding a

rain-summoning ceremony. The Druids intend to sacrifice Alexander to assure a

plentiful rainfall. Alexander is forced into a small wicker cage and swung out over a
bonfire. Don't worry; just sit back and watch the animation. Beauty's clothes will burn
up, but the water in the lamp will boil-and activate the "Rain" spell-long before
Alexander is harmed.

The Druids-having gotten their rain-will then set Alexander free and answer his
questions about freeing the tormented souls the Oracle told him about. They tell
Alexander that a mortal may challenge the Lord of the Dead to free souls from his realm,
but the method of challenge was lost with a knight who tried it many years ago. The
Druids also inform Alexander that the only way to reach the Land of the Dead is on
Night Mare, a wild, winged steed who comes to the mortal world to feed on noxious
plants. After the Druids are done talking, use the skull from the catacombs to scoop up
the embers from their fire. That done, walk south to the beach and teleport to the Isle

of the Sacred Mountain.



I
I NOTE: With Beaulv's clothes destroyed, Alexander cannot enter the Castle of

I the Crown in disguise, which is necessary to complete the short path.

lsle of the Sacred Mountair-Ihird Time

When Alexander arrives at the Isle of the Sacred Mountain, the first thing you'll
notice is that the steps in the Logic Cliffs are still there. Walk up the steps. At the top of
the cliffs stands Night Mare, eating the nightshade bush. Save the game. Go to your

inventory and add the rotten egg and the strand of hair to the skull filled with embers.

Then click the spell book on the skull. When the book opens, turn to the spell "Charming
a creature of the night" and cast it. Night Mare will be charmed by the spell and will
allow Alexander to ride on her back to the Land of the Dead.

land of the llead-First and 0nly Time

As soon as Alexander lands in the Land of the Dead, save the game. There are

ghouls and zombies that wander this screen, and if they touch Alexander, he's dead.

Avoid them at all costs. In front of Alexander are the spirits of the former king and queen

of the Green Isles, Cassima's parents. Walk right up to them, for only by being close to
them are you safe from the hungry undead. Talk to the king and queen; they will give

Alexander some interesting information, and the queen will give him a ghost ticket to
allow him to enter the underworld. After he has spoken to the king and queen, save the

game and wait until the zombies aren't near Alexander. Walk east off of the screen. This

may take a few tries. When Alexander makes it through to the next screen alive, save

the game again. There are more zombies to avoid here, so be careful.

The path now meanders north towards a giant, skull-like structure. A female ghost

stands off to one side in front of Alexander. As with Cassima's parents, if Alexander is

near to her, he'll be safe from the zombies. Talk to the ghost; she will say she can't find
her son. Alexander will offer to look for him, so she gives him a phantom handkerchief.

When she's gone, walk north along the path toward the skull.

When Alexander arrives at the skull, he is at the entrance to the underworld. It is

guarded by two skeletons: the Keyholder, who has a skeleton key, and the Ticket Taker,

who accepts ghost tickets from those who wish to enter. Next to the path stands a

xylophone made of bones. Take the two bones that are leaning on the xylophone, and

Alexander will play. The skeletons will dance, causing the Keyholder to drop his key.
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After the skeletons have finished dancing, take the key, walk up to the Ticket
Taker, and hand it the ghost ticket. It will the allow Alexander to pass through into the
underworld. Save the game.

Inside the underworld, the path stretches north, suspended above the River Styx.
Lying on the path are the remains of a knight garbed in not-so-shining armor. Look at
the remains of the knight. On his hand is a black gauntlet. Thke it; it is the means to
challenge the Lord of the Dead. Once you have the gauntlet, walk north and be careful
not to fall in the river.

North of the knight waits Charon, boatman of the underworld, who ferries the
spirits of the dead across the river to their final resting place. Before Alexander hitches
a ride with him, scoop up some of the River Styx water in the teacup. When you have

the water, give Charon the coins Alexander took from the skeleton in the catacombs.
Charon will then ferry him across the river. There's no turning back now, so save the
game.

Across the River Styx is a gate that leads to the throne room of the Lord of the
Dead. Try to open the gate; it will contort into a demonic face. Thlk to it; its name is
Gate. Gate will ask Alexander a riddle. If you answer it correctly, you can pass the gate

and if you fail, well, Alexander is already in the Land of the Dead-his spirit won't have
far to go. The answer to the riddle is Love. The program will bring up an inset of the
alphabet. Use the mouse to type LOVE. When Alexander has answered correctly, Gate
will open up and let him pass through. Save the game.

Past Gate is the throne room of the Lord of the Dead. Walk up to his throne and
after he speaks, show him the black gauntlet. Do this quickly or the Lord of the Dead
will kill Alexander. The Lord of the Dead will accept the challenge and tells Alexander
that to win back the souls of the king and queen, Alexander must make him cry. After
the Lord of the Dead has issued the challenge, show him the Beast's mirror. The mirror
reflects the true nature of all things, so the Lord of the Dead will weep at the sight of
his loss of caring for the suffering and pain that surrounds him.

After he sheds a tear, the Lord of the Dead frees the souls of the king and queen
and sends Alexander and them back to the Isle of the Crown on Night Mare.

lsle of the Crowr-last lime

Night Mare drops Alexander off on the beach on the Isle of the Crown and then
departs, taking the king and queen with her. After they leave, walk to the crossroads and
give Sing-Sing the white rose. She will carry it to Cassima but won't return with any



tokens from her. Once the animation for this sequence is over, walk to the village and

enter the pawnshop.

The genie will be inside the pawnshop again, still spying on Alexander. Ignore him
and exchange the tinderbox for the paintbrush. Then drink the potion from the bottle

labeled "Drink Me" that came from the Isle of Wonder. The potion causes Alexander to
appear to be dead. The genie will rush out of the pawnshop and back to the castle to
tell the vizier that Alexander is no more. This sequence is animated, and, at the end of
it, the genie disappears into a lamp on the vizier's desk. Take note of the lamp; it's a tall,

thin-necked blue one. When this sequence is finished, Alexander will get up from the

floor of the pawnshop and will be ready to carry on with the adventure. Leave the

pawnshop. Save the game.

Outside, walk up to the lamp seller who has now reappeared in the game. Have

Alexander give him the old lamp and he will let Alexander choose a new lamp from his

collection in trade. Select the lamp that's a duplicate of the genie's. To reiterate, it's the

tall, thin blue one. If you make a mistake, go back to the saved game and try again.

When Alexander has the new lamp, walk back to the front gate of the castle and save

the game.

At the front of the castle, don't try to get past the guards at the door. Instead, follow
the path west. It leads to a blank wall behind the castle. Go to your inventory. Click the

black feather on the teacup to mix the swamp ooze and River Styx water. Then click the
paintbrush on the wall to paint a door there. Lastly, click the spell book on the painted

door. When the spell book opens, cast the "Magic paint" spell. The door will become

real, allowing entrance into the castle. Save the game and step through into the

basement of the castle.

be awm of urandering

As soon as Alexander steps into the basement, the magical door disappears behind

him. On the east wall are three dungeon doors, on the west wall is a locked door with
no handle (it's the door to the treasure room), and to the north and south are passages

leading east. Open the middle dungeon door and step inside.

A crying ghost of a small boy will materialize on the prison cot in front of
Alexander. He's lost and can't find his mother. Give the ghost the phantom handkerchief

from the Land of the Dead. Before he leaves to find his mother, the little ghost will tell
Alexander that there is a door behind the suit of armor in the basement. After the ghost
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departs, walk back out to the main hallway and follow the easterly passage in the
northern end of the hallway.

East of the north end of the hallway, Alexander finds himself in a passage leading
east past a suit of armor and a guardroom door. Continue walking east to a second main
north-south hall. A flight of stairs leading to a door stands in the west wall; a door is in
the east wall; and at the southern end of the hall, a passage leads west. Open the door
in the east wall and Alexander will be in Jollo's room.

Jollo will tell Alexander that Cassima is in her room upstairs and that the Guard
Dogs might listen to Alexander if he can find proof that the vizier is truly evil. AfterJollo
has told him this, give him the new lamp from the lamp seller. Jollo then leaves the
room. Follow him out and walk west back to the suit of armor.

When Alexander reaches the suit of armor, press on its right arm. A secret door
will open in the north wall and Alexander will enter. Inside the secret passage is a
flight of stairs leading up and a spy hole into the guardroom in the east wall. Look
through the hole and Alexander will see Guard Dogs talking to Captain Saladin. One
of them says he heard the vizier talking to the treasure room door. The vizier had
said the word A/i before he was interrupted. Write the word down; you'll need it
later. After you've listened to the Guard Dogs, walk up the flight of stairs.

After a long climb, Alexander emerges in another secret room. A passage leads west
and a spy hole looks into a room to the east. Follow the passage west for two screens.
In the second screen the passage leads north and there is a spy hole in the west wall.
Look through it and Alexander will see the vizier in his study writing a letter. The letter
describes his intent to wed Cassima and then have her killed so that he can rule the
Green Isles without interference. After the vizier leaves the study, follow the passage

north.
North of the spy hole, the passage dead-ends. On the west wall are the faint lines

of a secret door. Open the door and Alexander will be inside the vizier's wardrobe.
Alexander emerges into the vizier's bedroom from the wardrobe. Look around. A

locked chest stands at the foot of the bed and a black box sits on a table by the fireplace.
Open the black box and look inside. Inside the box is a piece of paper with the word
Zebu printed on it. Write the word down; it's the second half of the code that opens the
treasure room door. Close the box and use the skeleton key to open the chest. Inside
the chest is a stack of letters addressed to the vizier. Take the uppermost letter. It concerns
the vizier's plans to take over the Green Isles. Close the chest and go back into the secret
passage.

In the secret passage, walk back to the stairs and look through the spy hole in the
east wall. The spy hole looks into Cassima's room. Cassima and Alexander will talk and
she will tell him that she doesn't want to wed the vizier. She also says she may get a

chance to escape if she can find a weapon. After Cassima speaks, give her the dagger
and the vizier's letter. She will read the letter, pass it back, and tell Alexander to show it

llu



to Saladin. Cassima and Alexander will stare at each other for a minute, and then control

of Alexander is returned to you.

Follow the stairs leading down. When Alexander reaches the base of the stairs,

open the secret door and step back out into the basement hallway. Walk west to the hall

with the treasure room door. Walk up to the door and talk to it. The game will bring up

an inset of the alphabet. Use the mouse to type ALI ZEBU. The door will open and

Alexander will step inside.

Inside the treasure room is a table shrouded by a thick cloth. Move the cloth and

look at each of the oblects there individually. You will only score here if you do it this
way. When you're done, don't bother to try and take anything. Just leave the room.

Outside the treasure room, walk east to the stairs across from Jollo's room and

follow them. Save the game, then open the door. Alexander will emerge in the entrance

hall of the castle, and open the double doors leading to the Great Hall. Saladin will
emerge from the Great Hall and tell Alexander that he has five seconds to explain his

presence in the castle before Saladin kills him. Give Saladin the letter from the vizier's

trunk and he will usher Alexander into the Great Hall where Cassima's wedding is taking
place.

At the wedding, immediately walk forward to Cassima and the vizier. Alexander's

arrival disrupts the wedding, and the vizier orders Saladin to kill him. Cassima, who is

really the genie in disguise, agrees. Then Cassima's parents and their followers arrive.

The genie resumes his true form and begins casting spells to stun the Guard Dogs. The

vizier, protected by the genie's spells, runs through a door in the north side of the room.

Follow him.
Alexander will find himself in the base of a tower with stairs leading up. Follow

the stairs completely through two screens. At the top of the tower are the vizier and the

real Cassima (who is tied up). A huge ceremonial sword hangs on the wall near

Alexander. The genie appears in a puff of smoke and begins casting a spell just as Jollo
enters the room behind Alexander. Jollo gives Alexander the genie's lamp. Use the lamp

on the genie to become his master and make him disappear. The vizier then draws his

sword and turns on Alexander. Grab the ceremonial sword from the wall and click it on

the vizier to both fight him and buy Cassima enough time to cut away the ropes binding
her. After Cassima is free, she will stab the vizier with the dagger. When Alhazred turns

toward her, quickly click the sword on him again. His head is the best target. Alexander

will hit Alhazred and knock him out.

The rest of the game is an animated cartoon showing the wedding of Alexander and

Cassima. Our path has brought us to the happiest of all the possible endings to the game.

There's nothing left for you to do now but sit back and enioy it.

Congratulations! You have just completed King's Quest VI: Heir Today, Gone

Tomorrow.
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IFIhort Path Solution

-lsle of fte Crown-last lime

You have teleported to the Isle of the Crown. After Alexander arrives on the beach,
walk to the crossroads and give Sing-Sing the white rose. She will carry it to Cassima but
won't return with anything from her. Once the animation for this sequence is over, walk
to the village and enter the pawnshop.

Inside the pawnshop, exchange the tinderbox for the windup nightingale and
then leave. From outside the pawnshop, walk to the castle.

When Alexander arrives outside of the castle, he will see a group of serving women
walk inside. After they are inside, click Beauty's clothes on Alexander and he will be

dressed as a serving woman and request entrance to the castle. The guards will let him
in and Alexander will stash his disguise in a vase in the entrance hall of the castle.

I

llll

NOTE: Once Alexander har eirtered the castle in disguise, there is no way for
hirn to leave again. Thus, the player must finish the game using the short path.

NOTEI Once inride the castle and out of disguise, Alexander must beware of
the Guard Dogs. They are mostly in the upstairs hallway where they are on
patrol. If they capture Alexander, they wiU throw him in a dungeon. Unlike in
the long path game, there is no chance of escaping here, and the game will be
over.

Inside the entrance hall of the castle, to the right and left of Alexander, are stairs
leading up. The double doors leading to the Great Hall are to the north. Save the game

and go up the stairs on the left. I repeat, the stairs on the left. If you go up the stairs on
the right, Alexander will be captured by Guard Dogs and the game will end.

At the top of the stairs, Alexander hides behind a wall as a pair of Guard Dogs,

who are talking, pace back and forth. The passage Alexander is in leads north. A large
pillar stands by the east wall; two doors are on the west wall; and at the northern end
of the hall, a passage leads east. Save the game and wait until the Guard Dogs have
turned and are walking north. When they are, click the windup nightingale on the floor.
Alexander will wind it up and place it on the floor. As soon as this happens, walk behind
the pillar that stands on the east wall. Next to the pillar is a picture of Cassima's parents.
When Alexander is behind the pillar, click the Hand icon on the pillar to hide. The
guards will pick up the windup tin nightingale and, speculating that it might be

Cassima's, take it to Captain Saladin. Alexander now has five minutes to explore before



they return. When the Guard Dogs are gone, take the picture off the wall and take the
nail it was hanging on. When Alexander has the nail, walk back out into the hallway.

In the hallway, walk to the closest of the two doors on the west wall. Open it and

go inside. Alexander will be in the vizier's bedroom. At the foot of the bed is a chest.

Use the nail to pick the lock on the chest and look inside, where there is a stack of letters

addressed to the vizier. Take the uppermost letter. It concerns the vizier's plans to become

the ruler of the Green Isles. Close the chest and walk back out into the hallway.

After Alexander comes out of the vizier's bedroom, walk behind the pillar again.

Put the nail back in the wall and hang the picture back up. Walk back into the hallway
and take the passage leading east at the top of the screen.

In the east passage, Alexander hears crying coming through a door on the north
wall. The person crying is Cassima. Click the Thlk icon on the door to converse with
her. Cassima says she may be able to escape if she can find a weapon. After she speaks,

click the dagger on the door to slip it under the door to her. Then slip the vizier's letter

under the door. She will read it and pass it back to Alexander.

After Alexander gets the letter back, walk west to the pillar and hide behind it again.

The Guard Dogs will come back and then leave for a moment. As soon as they're gone, walk

out from behind the pillar and go downstairs to the entrance hall.

In the entrance hall Alexander will open the doors leading to the Great Hall and

Saladin will emerge. He will tell Alexander that he has five seconds to explain his

presence in the castle before Saladin kills him. Give Saladin the letter from the vizier's

trunk and he will usher Alexander into the Great Hall where Cassima's wedding is taking
place.

At the wedding, walk forward to Cassima and the vizier. Do this quickly or Saladin

will run Alexander through, bringing a quick and tragic ending to the game. Alexander's

arrival disrupts the wedding and the vizier orders Saladin to kill him. Cassima, who is

really the genie in disguise, agrees with him. Quickly show "Cassima" the Beast's mirror.

The genie's face will be reflected in it and the illusion will be broken. The genie resumes

his true form and begins casting spells to stun the Guard Dogs that try to capture the

vizier and him. The vizier, protected by the genie's spells, runs through a door north of
the room. Follow him.

The door leads to the base of a tower, with stairs leading up. Follow the stairs. At

the top of the tower are the vizier and the real Cassima (who is tied up). A huge

ceremonial sword hangs on the wall near Alexander. The genie appears in a puff of smoke

and begins casting a spell to kill Alexander. Give the genie the peppermint leaves, and

he will eat them and become intoxicated. This intoxication will cause his spell to backfire

and kill him. The vizier then turns angrily on Alexander, drawing his sword to strike

him down. Behind the vizier, Cassima struggles to cut her bonds with the dagger

Alexander gave her. Grab the ceremonial sword from the wall and click it on the vizier,

both to fight him and buy Cassima enough time to cut away the ropes binding her.

Once she is free, she will stab the vizier with the dagger, distracting him. When Alhazred
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turns toward her, click the sword on him again. Alexander will hit him on the head with
it and knock him out.

The rest of the game is an animated sequence showing the wedding of Cassima

and Alexander. It's a much less joyous ceremony than if you had completed the longer
path to victory. Cassima's parents, Alexander's family, and the rulers of the other islands
will not be attending, but at least Alexander and Cassima have found each other and
get married. They will rule together as Queen and King of the Land of the Green Isles.

Congratulations. You have completed King's Quest VI: Heir Today, Gone
Tomonow.



Itttttrllllla:lllll:llt

ome 0ther Possible Endings to King's Quest V[ Heir

Today, Gone Tomorrow

We mentioned earlier that there are at least a dozen variations on the two main

endings to KQVI. Here are some of the major differences:

If Alexander sends his signet ring to Cassima:

It will become the wedding ring.

If Alexander doesn't send his signet ring to Cassima, but has reclaimed it from the

pawnshop:

Alexander will give the ring to Cassima as a wedding ring.

If the wedding ring is still in the pawnshop:

There will be no wedding ring.

If Alexander rescues the king and queen from the Land of the Dead:

Cassima's parents will attend the wedding.

If Alexander doesn't rescue the king and queen:

The wedding ceremony will be somewhat sad and bittersweet.

If Alexander doesn't befriend Jollo:

Jollo will be at the wedding, but looking somewhat unsure of himself.

If Alexander befriends Jollo, but doesn't save the genie:

Jollo will be at the wedding as a happy spectator, but Cassima's parents will
not be there.

If Alexander befriends Jollo, and both saves the genie and rescues the king and

queen:

Jollo will perform at the wedding.

If Alexander saves the genie and discovers the stolen treasures:

The genie will be at the wedding performing magical tricks, and the rulers

of the other islands will also attend.

If Alexander saves the genie and rescues the king and queen:

Jollo performs at the wedding, the genie will perform magical tricks, the

rulers of the other islands will attend, as will King Graham, Queen Valanice,

and Princess Rosella.

If Alexander kills the genie:

Neither the genie, nor the rulers of the other islands, nor the royal family
of Daventry will be there.
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) If Alexander finds the stolen treasures:

It's mentioned that the islands are talking to each other again.

L If Alexander doesn't find the stolen treasures:

It will be mentioned that there is much work to be done to restore total
harmony to the kingdom.

In addition to these endings there are several more variations on these basic themes.
You enjoy the best possible ending only if Alexander sends his ring to Cassima

(via Sing-Sing), befriendsJollo, rescues the king and queen, saves the genie, and discovers

the stolen treasures.

The minimal possible ending-other than death, imprisonment in a dungeon, or
Alexander's being turned into a warthog-will take place if Alexander does none of the
above.

Congratulations! You have had a thorough tour of King's Quest VI: Heir Today,

Gone Tomorrow. We hope you enioyed it.



tlllrllllllta:rllllllrr

he Final Score for l$ng's Quest U[ Heir Today, Gone

Tomonow

Heir Today, Gone Tomorrow is easily the most intricate of the King's Quest games,

not only because of logistics (continually moving from one place to another), but also

because of the large number of situations the game player is allowed to deal with. Since

there are two maior and differing paths to reach the end of this game-plus a number of

optional puzzles, encounters, and sequences-it is impossible to score all of the points listed

below In fact, depending on the route you choose, you can successfully win through Kingb

Quest VI in as few as 1 16 points and as many as 231., with of course, various stops in between.

Siena On-Line esflmates there are hundreds of different paths through this game from

beginning to end.

The maximum score can be attained only if Alexander makes a second visit to the

Isle of the Mists and survives his encounter with the Druids; and then only if all the

scoring actions not essential to finishing the game prior to this point have been

performed. These include making friends with the nightingale, sending things to
Cassima, making friends and interacting with Jollo, obtaining a duplicate of the genie's

lamp, and buying back Alexander's signet ring. Not performing some of these actions

affects your game score, as well as the game's ending-such as who attends the wedding,

who's left alive at the end, andJollo's happiness quotient-but you can still win and witness

a final wedding scene, albeit not the happiest one possible.

Our points list shows the points given for both solutions to the game. It includes

all optional scoring. As noted earlier in the book, the two paths diverge completely once

Alexander visits the Isle of the Mists after receiving Beauty's clothes, or once he uses the

clothes to enter the castle in disguise. Since the game involves so much travelling back

and forth between islands, we have broken the scoring into a series of sequences, each

of which takes place on a specific island. Use this as a guide in your travels since many,

many events and encounters depend on something else happening first. In game design

terminology, when events must follow a sequence, one event is considered the "trigger"

for another. We trust you will take this term too literally.

What to llo Pohb
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What to llo

Show ring to guards

Meet vizier

Leam about ferryman

Get boring book

Get book of love poems (flrst time)

Pick up page

Touch spell bcok " ' ':l' "

Enter ferryman's cabin (fint time only)
Get rabbit's foot ,, , ,,r, rrrf i

Show ring toJollo
I

Get mint (first time)

Trade ring for maB

Show coin to pawnshop owner (b€glns trading rycle)
Befriend Sing-Sing :, ''::

Get invisible ink
Use magic map (fint time only)

Isle of the Sacred Mountain-First Time:
Get flower

Get feather

Isle of Wonder-First Time:
Get sentence

Read book to oyster

Get pearl

Use flower (on smell gnome)

Use wtndup nightingale (on hearing gnCIme)

Use mint (on taste gnorne)

Use rabbit's foot (on touch grrome)

Use invisible ink (on sight gnorne)

Get milkweed (first time only)

Get letfirce (first fime only)

Get rotten tomato

Isle of the Beast-First Time:
Put lettuce in pond

Get lamp
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Get brick

Get dangling participle

Isle of Wonder-Second Time:
Get rare book

Read rare book (first time)

Unravel web

Get scrap of paper

Isle of the Crown-Second Time:
Trade pearl for ring : ,.,

Get spell book

Send ring to Cassima

Send ring to Cassima

{before bedriendingJollo) ' : 
':r': ':":

Get ribbon

Get strand of Cassima's hair

{Note: Cassima's hair will not exist if ,:

Alexmder ge8 hair ftorn Beoul1r's clathes.)

Isle of Wonder-Third Time:
Get teacup

Make wallflowers dance

Get hole-in-the-wall

Get scarf

Provoke log versus stick fight

Get swamp ooze

Isle of the Crown-Third Time:
l .g9nd,pqeal ta Cassirna ' ,,',

.:.r.,.,$md,,toCas$ima{wi*1outheffi]6d**]iUqgtfi*g 
,

Isle of the Sacred Mountain-Second Time:
Solve logic puezles (one point each)

Enter cave (fust time only)
,., .'t*Se,tl*rderboX *n cave {fir$t tirne oaly},.',,,;;,..:t't:lll:,:l,l,,':l'',:,l::,l,;''... ,,.

Get peppermint leaves (first flme onlfl
6gt skuil ' : r:r'::rrr:rr i r' 
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What to Do

Get through spike maze (fir$t time only)

Get shield

Get coins

Stop crushing ceiling

Use tinderbox in dark room (first time onl$
Use hole-in-the-wall in correct place

Spy on Minotaur

Open door to Minotaur's lair

Use scarf on Minotaur

Visit Oracle

Get sacred water

Isle of the Mists-First Time:
Get scythe

Get coal

Isle of the Beast-Second Time:
Use shield

Get white rose (first time only)

Use scythe

Get Beast's ring

Isle of the Crown-Fourth Time:
Give rose to Beauty

Give Beast's ring to Beauty

Isle of the Beast-Third Time:
Get mirror

Get clothes

Get strand of hair

(Note: Beauty's hair will not exlst tf Alex*ntder
ges strand of Cassirna's hair from red ribbon.\

Isle of Wonder-Fourth Time:
Get baby's tears

Put sacred water into lamp

Get potion

Get rotten egg

Points

3
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3
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Isle of the Beast-Fourth Time:
Get fountain water

Cast rain spell .

Getsecorxi,ffiiit€ *se j " : ': ::.'''' :

liil.liffirc1'deaflir, .:':',:,:::,''". '',,

',:.,:**',n ier.nlm:lciiiil.,,,;;:': ,. 
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C,astle of the Crown:
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At this point, the two main paths through King's Quest VI diverge, and conclude

in different game endings. We'll treat each journey separately.
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Isle of Wonder

Isle of the Beast

Isle of the Sacred Mountain

Isle of the Sacred Mountain Catacombs (Level 1)

Spike Maze (Isle of the Sacred Mountain Catacombs)

Isle of the Sacred Mountain Catacombs (Level 2)

Isle of the Mists

D Isle of the Dead (Surface)

D Isle of the Dead (Underworld)

D Castle of the Crown (Basement)

D Castle of the Crown (Second Floor/Secret Passage)

) Castle of the Crown (Second Floor)

D Castle of the Crown (Main Floor)
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Nofes and Commentary on Winning King's Quest
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Daventry and her mother, Queen Valanice. Valanice is attempting (not for the first time,
we assume) to talk her daughter into marriage with some basic prince or another.
Rosella's friends are all doing so, Valanice reasons; she's almost twenty years old and it's
about time that Rosella begins settling down. Perhaps Val's anxious to become a

grandmother.
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Anyway, Rosella is not too pleased with the idea, preferring to run away from the

everyday life of being a beautiful princess, to have adventures, and to visit fairy tale
castles in the sky. She sings of her dreams as her mother drones on, then dives into a

looking-pond to follow a tiny dragonet that has suddenly appeared, as if from those

very dreams.

Valanice hears the splash and sees Rosella disappear under the water. Stopping to
pick up Rosella's comb, the queen jumps in to rescue her daughter. Just as their hands
are about to touch, a mysterious arm appears, snatches the princess and
vanishes-Rosella along with the arm.

What's a mother to do?

Wrlrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrtrr
Z^I

EIn Initial ilote Before We Get Startedv
The Princeless Bride begins with an animated cartoon that sets up the coming

action. You should watch it at least once. When it's finished, you will be allowed to start

the game at the beginning of any of its six chapters.

While this approach is good in theory, it is best to choose either Chapter I or 2,

since the story of Valanice picks up in Chapter 1 and Rosella's in Chapter 2. Better yet,

as the Red Queen commanded in Wonderland, "Start at the beginning and continue
through the middle until you reach the end. Then stop!" This is the path we're following.
If you choose a different order, just flip ahead to the game chapter in question and pick
up there. Each section of KQ7 is complete in itself; both the paths through the chapters

and the solutions to the game's problems stay the same, with but a few minor exceptions.
We'll point those out as we arrive at them.

It is most important to keep in mind that, despite being able to choose a starting
point, The Princeless Bride is a quite linear game. I inear-as in going forward in a straight
line. While Rosella and Valanice can move around quite a bit within their virtual worlds,

virtually everything that happens, or that they can do, depends on something else

happening first. A good example of this is in Chapter 2: Rosella needs to put a troll to
sleep. It's not enough iust to find the certain item and figure out how do it, however-the
troll will never sleep, even if you do everything else conectly, unless Rosella overhears a

specific conversation about how it's done. In other words, the order in which you

experience things in KQ7 is as important as the things that need to be done.

Events that must occur prior to something else happening are called triggers. In
this game there is an overabundance of triggers, many of them quite obscure. In Chapter
4, Rosella will never even see the cat needing rescue, for example, unless she gives a

totally unrelated item to a totally unrelated character. She may not even know that the
cat's in the game. Because of all these triggers, be careful to follow this guide step by step

when you need help. If you're looking for a specific solution to a specific problem, you



may have to read back a bit to make sure the proper triggers have been set. While this
strict linearity may take away a lot of serendipity-chances to stumble onto a problem's

solution by happy chance or accident-it does have the advantage of insisting that
people pay attention to the game's dramatic thrust, plot, and dialogue in order to
proceed. This, in turn, makes the process of playing The Princeless Bride more like a true

interactive movie than just another computer adventure game.
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Spea/s 12 Rules lor AdventuilE

(l(lds Quest UllUenion)

Death is your friend.

There are dozens of situations in which Rosella and Valanice can die in KQ7.

However, the player is always offered the chance to "Try Again?," which allows

one to continue playing from the point lust before the commission of the fatal

act. Don't worry about doing anything in the game; if your character dies, there

is always a second (and third and fourth and so on) chance at life. Digital death

is so temporary here that you can use it to have more fun by watching the
death scenes you might miss by playing smart and well.

Die often. Die well.

Winners always quit.

King's Quest VII is different from other computer adventure and role-playing
games in that players are prohibited from creating and hoarding a lot of "Saved

games"-places in the action where one can return if things aren't going well.

KQ7 allows only one save per game, automatically activated each time the
player quits. It can be a slight bit annoying to have successfully played through
nearly an entire game without quitting once, only to have to start over because

of a computer crash, or the power being shut off accidentally.

Quit often. Quit well. Then, after quitting, continue from where you were by
choosing the "Continue Old Game" option.

Pay attention.

There are clues everywhere, and not all of them are obvious. If you don't look
and listen carefully, you'll miss plenty.

Take good notes.

Better yet, take great notes. You may need to know tomorrow what you learned

today and memory can be so uncertain. Write things down. Make sure you can

read your own handwriting.

Know where you are at all times.

z.

3.

4.

5.
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Avoid getting lost by making good maps. Not only will they show you where
you are and where you've been, they'll also give you an idea of where you ha-

ven't been. Think of the top of the screen as being north, the bottom south,
and so on. If you'd prefer, we've included a complete set of maps in Chapter 4.

6. Make things click.

If the game cursor either glitters or changes color, it means you can do some-

thing, see something, or talk with someone. Click the mouse button. And click
everything you collect or everything (and everybody) you encounter. You never
know what might happen.

Of course you are never quite sure what will happen when you do all this.
That's why we have rule #1..

7. Examine everything.

You never know what you might find. And once you have something in inven-
tory, examine it again. You never know what you might find there, either.

8. Talk to everybody.

You never know what you might learn. And keep talking to them; they may
have more to say. A lot more.

9. Come back again later.

Do things all over again. People can have new things to say. Things may
change. New opportunities might be presented.

1O. Think creatively, but do the obvious.

Not all problems are solved by using logic. Many are solved by using illogic.
And something as mundane as giving a dog a bone can be so obvious as to be

overlooked.

11. Walk away from your problems.

Sometimes, the answer just won't come. Other times, the answer won't come
because we're looking too hard. Let your brain clear; go away and do something
else. Forget about the game and come back later.

12. Ask for help.

When all else fails, yell "Help!" Something that is a befuddlement to one person
is obviously clear to someone else. And, of course, there is this book. Who gave

you all the answers to everything, anyvvay?

Always remember-it's only game.
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The game begins with either Valanice poofing in the middle of a desert or Rosella

arriving via magic mirror into the Tioll Underground. All things considered, Valanice

has the better of the two situations-at least she's still human. Somehow, during her

transition from Daventry, Rosella has been transformed into a troll. Quite a pretty one/

but a troll nonetheless.

As the tvvo women make their separate ways through the land of Faerie, they will
explore a number of different lands of which you need to be aware:
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The Desert is where Valanice begins her adventure.

The Troll Underground is sometimes referred to in the game as the Vulcanix

Underground. This is where Rosella begins her adventures and where the game

will eventually conclude.

The town of Falderal contains a number of important shops and a secret passage

into the underground.

Ooga Booga Land is a cemetery with a swamp connected to it.

Cloudland is accessible only by air and is part of the Kingdom of Etheria. Etheria

is the land Rosella saw in the looking pond.

Dreamland can be reached only in sleep.

The cast of characters is quite large and nearly all have important parts to play in
the story.

lllltrtllltllllllllrlrr
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Chapter t Where the Blues Am l?

In the first chapter of King's Quest VII, you play the part of Queen Valanice. She

has arrived at an unknown destination expecting to find her daughteq Rosella. Instead,

she finds herself alone, stranded and trapped.

The goal of this part of the game is for Valanice to discover a way out of the desert.

And stay alive, of course. To do so, she must find two pieces of turquoise that, when put
together, form the key that opens a doorway through a colossal stone head.
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When the opening cartoon has finished, you find Valanice deposited by a

sandstorm in a sornewhat craggy area. She immediately manages to rip her petticoat on
a cactus, and then is nearly run over by a rampaging, half-iackrabbit, half-antelope critter
known as a iackalope-talk about a great way to start your day. Make note of the
jackalope's path between the two large cacti; you may need to set a jackalope trap there
later.

As soon as the game gives you control of Valanice, look around; next to Valanice
is the cactus that is still holding fast to the remains of her petticoat.

Check your inventory-it's the stuff in the long window at the bottom of the game

screen. You'll find that, for the moment, Val's only possession is Rosella's comb. If you
click your cursor on the comb, the cursor will turn into the comb.

Now click the comb on the icon that looks like a large eye. This will give you a

close-up view of the comb. If you click on the comb now and hold down the left mouse

button, you can turn the comb around. Try it. Good, now close the comb window by
clicking the close box in the upperleft corner of the window.

need to know, in order to

There is one more thing to try before we get on with the action. The cursor now
should still look like a comb; click the comb on Valanice. After she has finished sobbing,
return the comb to inventory by clicking the cursor back on the inventory window. To
use an inventory item in KQ7, merely click the cursor on it. The cursor will change. If
you pass the new cursor over something and the cursor glitters or changes color, then
you'll know the item can be used at that time.

Interface experimentation now completed, $ab the piece of petticoat off of the
vicious desert vegetable and proceed to the west (the left side of the screen). Ignore the
jackalope if he makes another appearance.

West of the jackalope run is a small pool of water and the massive statue of some
ancient god or other. Lying next to the pool is a big stick. Thke the stick by clicking your
cursor on it, then look into the pool (click on it). You'll see an idol at the pool bottom,
although there is no way to reach it iust yet. The camera pan up from the idol to Valanice
is nice, however.

Click on the pool again. Salt water. Yuk. Check out the gleaming white salt crystals
(the sparkles) at the front of the pool; click on them to pick one up.



NOTE: You don't really need to take the salt at this time since Valanice

*Ut not be needing it untit Chapter 3 and will be retuming to the desert

then. But, hey, we're hefe, so take it now, anyway.
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Look at the hieroglyphics on the base of the statue. These are the clue to tell you

how to turn the salt water in the pool into fresh, drinkable HzO. The translation works

out to something like (from left to dght):
Hmm. So you have this pool of bad water. Cry into a bowl. Mix in some of the bad

water. Put an ear of corn into a hand. Now the water is safe to drink.

Or something like that.
Anyway, you can't make the fresh water without having read these symbols, even

if you've been reading ahead here and already know how to do so.

Look at the statue's blue necklace until you see a close-up (this might take two
tries). Notice that the beads move around if you click on any of the empty holes, and

that there are four different holes to which each bead may be moved. Retain this
information for future use.

Exit the close-up. If you click on the statue's head it will rotate, changing its visage

from water deity to sun god. If this happens, click the head again to set it aright for now.

Once you've done all this, walk south-toward the bottom of the screen.

South of the statue is the beginning of an endless series of desert screens. Once

Valanice is there, the desert will continue endlessly to the south, west, and east. Wander

around if you want, but it is very easy to get very lost doing this and Valanice will die

of thirst after she's been there a few minutes (our time).
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The best way to handle the desert is to walk into it and wait a few moments at the
top of the screen. What you're looking for is a man in dun clothing-the Desert Spirit.
As soon as Valanice sees him, click on the spirit to start a conversation. Otherwise, he'll
wander off the screen and you have to search some more. If the spirit doesn't appear,

step back north, then try again. Do the same if he gets away from Valanice. The game

randomly decides when to generate his appearance, so he should be there after a few
tries. Repeat as often as necessary until the spirit arrives. The thirst timer is reset each
time Valanice leaves the desert screen.

NOTE: Yes, ifs the old edge-of-the-screen trick. It can be used not iust to
find someone, but to avoid them as well. This trick will come in handy
several times throughout KQ7, so keep it in mind.

The Desert Spirit is the ghostly remains of a traveler who lost his way in the
trackless wastes and died of thirst. He'll tell Valanice that he is terribly thirsty and that
the only way out of the desert is through a giant, sealed stone head. When the
conversation is finished, walk back to the statue. From the statue, walk another screen
north. Valanice will now be at the stone head of which the Desert Spirit spoke.

When you reach the stone head, stop and look around. To the right of the head
there is a prickly pear bush. There are some footprints on the ground; Iook at them. Look
at the head, then look again iust below it's mouth where the cursor sparkles. The second
look allows you a close-up view of the head. There, you can see an empty space for an
arrow shaped key. Exit the close-up to return to the desert wasteland.

Here we go round the prickly pear...

Look at the prickly pear bush; there's a fruit on it. Click on it. Ouch! Use Valanice's

stick to hit the bush and knock the thorny delicacy to the ground. Put the stick back in
inventory pick up the pear and walk east-to the right of the screen.

East of the head, stop and look around again. Several things need to be examined:
there is a cave entrance to the north, a vine with gourds, a patch of damp sand, and
some more hieroglyphics inscribed above a small cave.

Look at the gourd. Look at the ground between it and the large cave and you'll
discover that the sand is wet. Check out the hieroglyphics above the smaller cave (which
you can't enter).

The glyphs are telling you how to drain the pond by the statue. The translation
(from left to right):

At the pool of bad water

Three blue beads should be lined up just so.

Turn the hand holding a bowl over

And the pool will empty.



You can't do anything with the hieroglyphs except appreciate their dubious artistic

worth. Exit the close-up. Walk north into the big cave.

Inside the cave you'll find a small basket on the ground and a row of four clay pots

sitting on a ledge. Pick up the basket and look at it in inventory. Open the basket by

clicking on its lid. Rotate the open basket and remove the kernel of corn you find inside.

You will not see the corn unless you rotate the basket.

Now, one by one, try to take each of the four pots. The first three will shatter and

crumble into dust no matter in which order you do it. But Valanice will be able to hold

on to the fourth.
Since you've now exhausted all of the possibilities for mischief and mayhem inside

the cave, Ieave.

Back outside, click the kernel of corn on the wet sand next to the gourd patch.

There must be some really good fertilizer in that soil, since the little kernel of corn

immediately grows into a full, healthy cornstalk, complete with fresh ears of corn. Take

an ear, then walk one screen east past the hieroglyphs.
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NOTE: This really is an amazing corn stalk. While Valanice is allowed to carry

only one ear of com at a time, once she has used a ear to make fresh water, she

can always go back for another. Make more fresh water, get another.'trf you

possess a high boredom threshold or are just the kind of person who enioys

doing things like this, the cycle can be repeated endlessly.

East of the gourd patch is a small shop named "Rare Curiosities" and a pair of holes

in the ground. The holes are the home of our obnoxious friend, the iackalope. Go ahead,

look in the holes. After Valanice gets startled by the jackalope, walk over and knock on

the door of the shop. When the door opens, talk to the proprietor of the store. We assume

he's a packrat, although Sierra refers to him as a Kangaroo Rat. Whatever the case, he's

not too happy.

The rat tells Valanice that the jackalope has stolen his glasses and that he won't
trade with her until he gets them back. Conversation complete, the lackalope will appear

wearing the purloined spectacles, then dart back down his hole. Click on the holes again

if you'd like, then walk back to the statue by the pool.

When you arrive back at the statue, read the hieroglyphics one more. As we

translated earlieq what they tell you to do is:

Cry into the statue's bowl

Pour salt water into the bowl

Place an ear of corn in the statue's hand

You'll have potable water in no time. Almost as easy as turning on a faucet, eh?

Let's do it.

1.

z.

3.
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First, click Rosella's comb on the statue's bowl to make Valanice cry into the
bowl. If Valanice hasn't clicked the comb on herself and cried already, this
won't work, so do that if you're having a problem.

Click the clay pot on the salt water pool. If you now look at the pot in inven-
tory it will read "Salt Water."

Click the pot of salt water on the bowl.

Finally, click the ear of corn on the statue's hand above the bowl.

With any luck at all, the bowl will glow momentarily and you'll have fresh water.
If it doesn't, you've done something wrong and you'll have to get another ear of corn
and try again.

Click the cursor on the bowl. If everything went OK, Valanice will exclaim "Mmm.
Fresh!" click the pot on the bowl to fill it with water. Look at the pot in inventory; it
will now read "Fresh Water."

Return to the gourd patch next to the corn. Check out the gourd again. One of
them has now split open; click on it to take the seed that's inside.

NOTE: Once Valanice has seen the gourd vine, the seed itself will not apear
until she has planted and haruested the corn and ueed it to make the fresh water.
In early versions of the game, the se€d appears as soon as valanice has trarvesteo
the com, left the scr€€n, and then retumed.

Return once more to the statue and walk south into the desert again. Use the old
edge-of-the screen tfick to look for the Desert Spirit. When you see him, talk to
him-don't click the pot of water on him, talk first. If he doesn't appeat walk back to
the statue, turn around and try again. And again.

Once you've engaged the spirit in meaningful conversation, give him the fresh
water to quench his eternal thirst. He'll offer to help. At this point, Valanice will
automatically follow the spirit to the final resting place of his earthly remains.

At the Desert Spirit's skeleton, the grateful phantom offers Valanice a gift. There
are two to choose from, and the only information you'll have to go on is what we're
writing here. The vial on the left is a bug reducing powder; the rope on the right is just
a rope. While each one has its advantages, taking the bug powder is the better choice.

Here are the differences between the choices:

Take fte Rope

You do not get the horn.

You are forced into clothes-lining the iackalope later in order to return the rat's
glasses to him.



) You are also forced into overcoming the scorpion in the temple by a means that

can lead to Valanice's death if she's not quick enough.

Take fte Powder

p You get the horn.

) You retrieve the glasses by blowing the iackalope away.

L The solution to beating the scorpion is faster and safer.

We prefer faster and safer.

Choose whichever item you like. If you took the powder, there will be a horn

available for Valanice to take after the spirit disappears.

Take the horn (if available). Click on the skull if you'd like another look at the

skeleton. Walk two screens north. You are now back to where Valanice began the chapter.

Walk two screens to the east and Valanice will be in front of what appears to be

an ancient temple. What you do now depends upon what you did in the desert:

If you took the rope from the desert spirit, Valanice must now make a flag by

clicking the piece of torn petticoat on the stick while they're in inventory.

If you took the big bug reducing powder, skip this step and go right on inside. Or,

if you'd prefer, make the flag anyway. This will give you two different ways to deal with
what's inside.
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Inside the pyramid, Valanice will be confronted by a giant scorpion, an event that

is sure to bug you as well as her. As soon as you have control of your cursor, click either

the flag or the reducing powder on it. The big bug powder shrinks the nasty thing and

renders it harmless. If you use the flag, the scorpion will strike at it and embed its stinger

in the wall. If this is the case, you must work quickly so Valanice can leave the temple

before scorp frees its appendage. And if that happens, the queen of Daventry will be

killed and you will have to try again. This is why we prefer to take the bug powder in
the desert.

Once the bug is dealt with, look at the idol on the mne-graven altar near the back

of the temple.
Click on the central rune, the one that looks like a large upside-down teardrop.

The rune will turn, allowing a ray of sunlight to strike the idol and causing three colored

gems to rise up out of the alter. Click on the bluish gem and place it in the idol's upraised
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hand. Then place the yellow gem in the idol's outstretched hand. Finally, put the red
gem on the circular platform to the right of the idol.

Doing this will cause the first piece of the stone head's Turquoise Key to rise up
from the left side of the altar. Take the piece and leave the temple.

It's now time to go jackalope hunting. There are two ways to deal with the critter:

If you have the rope, walk one screen west from outside the pyramid to where
Valanice began the chapter. Look at the two cacti that flank the path the jackalope

runs down. Click the rope on the leftmost of the two. Valanice will then tie the
rope between the cacti to trip the jackalope when he shows up. Sure enough, the

lackalope comes running along, trips, and leaves in a rather bad mood. He also
leaves behind a piece of his mangy hide on a cactus and the packrat's glasses on
the ground. Take both (look carefully) and walk back to the packrat's trading post.

If you have the horn, walk north from the pyramid to the rat's house. Click the
skeleton's horn on Valanice in order to blow the dust from it. Click the horn again
on the jackalope's hole. The somewhat dazed jackalope leaps out of his hole, then
falls back inside it, leaving behind a piece of the hair off his behind on the cactus
and the packrat's glasses on the ground. Take both.

ilem is one of only three pueztes in KQ7

atyfi.l trade with the rat in ttrts sequence

comes at the very end of the game. Your choke

However you obtained the glasses, take them to the rat's shop, knock on the door
and talk to him. If he closes his door on Valanice, click again. Click the glasses on the
rat to return them to him. The rat will now happily trade with Valanice. Give him the
gourd seed you picked up a while back; he will give a blue glass bead in exchange. When
you have the bead, leave the trading post and walk back to-you guessed it-the statue.

tul- W& $sseffi, the srnly other thing that
he'U trade fui *te necessa

Back at the statue, it's time to get to the bottom of the salt water pool. First, click
on the statue's head. This will change its face to that of a sun god. Next, click on the
statue's necklace. This will give you a close-up of the necklace and the three blue beads

that are set in it. There are empty spaces next to the beads where they can be moved.
Move the beads until they line up one above the other, one position to the left of the

he'U trede fc &€ neceseary hcad,,But if you clrrye yur mind later and want
to grcw com, another kernel wi[ &ppear in the basket if you look for it.



right-most depressions on the necklace. This order is the same as the blue beads in the
hieroglyphic clue above the small cave. We did suggest you pay attention to it. Finally,

click on the hand of the statue that is holding the bowl. It will tip over and the water

will drain out of the pool. Walk Valanice down to the bottom.
Kneeling at the bottom of the pool is an idol holding an offering dish. Look at it

to get the close-up view. Valanice will see two shapes, both made out of turquoise. Look

at the offering bowl in the close-up. Do not look again or Valanice will be killed.
Place the blue bead in the bowl and you will leave the close-up. If Valanice hadn't

looked the second time, the game would not allow the bead to be placed into the bowl.
The second look is the trigger here.

Look at the bowl again in the long shot in order to return to the close-up. Of the

three obiects now on the plate, you want the one that is shaped like the letter "V"; it is
the second part of the key needed to open up the stone head.

Take the second key puzzle piece, put the two pieces together in inventory, and

leave the pool. If you look at the combined pieces in inventory, they will be described

as a "Puzzle." Why? That's one puzzle I've never been able to solve.

When Valanice is back topside, walk north to the stone head. Look at the hot spot

on the face and place the completed key in its slot when the close-up appears. This

causes the mouth of the head to grind open. Enter the head.

Inside is a cave, where Valanice is confronted by an enormous, ravening, giant gila

monster.

Chapter 1 abruptly ends in a shameless cliffhanger.

Chapter 2: A lroll ls As a lroll lloes

Chapter 2 begins with Rosella being dragged through a magic mirror by the king
of the trolls. Bad enough, but she comes through the mirror transformed into a troll.
Worse still, she is engaged to be married to King Otar!

The goal of Chapter 2 is for Rosella to escape the Troll Underground and imminent
marriage to the Troll King and then to be returned back to her human form. To do all
this, she will have to collect the ingredients of a magic potion and discover the details

of a foul plot afoot in the land.
Watch the chapter's opening animation carefully. Look closely at the color of the

king's eyes. They're green. This is a important detail to remember. The animation ends

with Rosella sitting dejectedly in her room in the troll cavems.
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Look around. Rosella has nothing in inventory and the only exit leads west. There's

nothing to do here right now except look in the mirror or stare at the Troll King's portrait.
Notice the king's eyes in the portrait; they're nof green at all. They're a bluish purple.
Bad night before the portrait was painted? Or something more sinister?

How did you guess?

,,i::t,:,t,,,., : .... .. ... . ......,1i:;:':t:,.t::1.t.

l\KlTEl There is a low stool, a cushion, and a small bedside table in Rosella's

rwn- Therc is nothing you or Rosella can do with them now, and the cursor

wlll nst qpatklewhgn.{1;,it;ymove$ over : lt would be a.r*lsnke to as$ume:

this will always be the case.

Open the door to the west and exit into the great hall.
Upon entering the great hall, Rosella is immediately challenged by Mathilde, King

Otar's former nursemaid. She recognizes that Rosella is not a real troll and offers to help
make her human again by means of a magical potion. Of course, there are a few
ingredients she'll need to gather first.... Hmm! (as her mother might say). The required
ingredients are:

Silver Spoon

Gold Bowl

Crystal Dragon Scale

Baked Beetles

Water of Emeralds (green water)

After the conversation with Mathilde is finished, a troll child comes in, acts

obnoxious, drops a wind-up toy rat on the floor, then leaves for dinner. Thke the rat and
look around. There is a nasty looking spiked shield hanging on the north wall, iust to
the left of the Troll King's throne. One passage leads northwest back to Rosella's room,
another leads north to the mud baths. One tunnel goes west to the blacksmith's forge,

and two lead east: the one at the top of the screen goes to the kitchen, the one at the
bottom of the screen to the mines.

Now that you know where you can go, take the shield down and look at it in
inventory. Click on the shield to remove the central spike. Walk east to the kitchen (use

the passage at the top of the screen).

The first time you enter the kitchen you can't do anything but watch the
animation and get thrown out by the cook. However, before Rosella gets pitched back
into the great hall, you'll hear that the cook is looking for a nice juicy rat for his stew
Yummy, yummy!



Back in the great hall you'll get caught up in another animated sequence, and

Rosella will automatically walk north to the mud baths, where a pair of trolls are

lounging and talking. A tall, imposing woman in black and pink walks by and snorts at

them, then leaves. The woman is Malicia, the UBG (Ultimate Bad Gal) of the game, and
you'll be seeing a lot of her later on in the story.

Talk to the trolls to learn a little bit about Malicia-she's supposedly an evil fairy.

That done, walk northwest back to the great hall, then back to the kitchen.
When you enter the kitchen this time, click the wind-up rat on the cook and watch

him chase the unexpected delicary out of the room. If you've grown attached to the rat,

don't worry. It will come back to you after the cook is gone and deposit itself back in
your inventory.

Look around. Check out the stove for mooseburgers. Against the north wall are

an open cabinet full of dishes and bowls and a large box that looks suspiciously like a
candy vending machine or old-time radio.

First off, take a gold bowl out of the lower shelf of the cabinet. Look at it in
inventory. If it has a stamp on the bottom reading "l4K gold," keep it. If it doesn't, it's

the brass bowl. Put it back and take one from the shelf above it. You now have one of
the spell ingredients.

Once you have the bowl, click on the brown box-like vending machine to get a

handful of baked beetles for your potion. The is the second spell ingredient.
After you have the beetles, walk back to the great hall and then to the mud bath.

There will be two troll women chatting and gossiping in the hot mud. Listen to
them as they talk about wet sulfur and sleep. Thlk to them a bit, then return to the Great

Hall.

From the great hall again, exit to the lower west and Rosella will be in the

blacksmith's forging area. At the 'smith's, look around. Passages lead back north the way

you came and also down into the sulfur pits. The only thing to do here is talk to the

smithy and/or the jeweler, who also happens to work here.

Thlk to the buffed-up blacksmith. Nice guy, for a sexist pig. When he's done hitting
on Rosella, talk to the ieweler. He is a much friendlier (not to mention less slimy) chap.

The jeweler will tell Rosella that he wishes he had enough money to Ieave the troll
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kingdom and lead a civilized life. When you're through speaking to the trolls, follow
the passage leading down.

Rosella is now in the sulfur pits. Look around. An old mining lantern hangs on
the north wall and there are several pools of green-tinted water close at hand. A deep

crevice-the Pit of Winds-bisects the chamber, and across it, on the topJeft corner, is
a patch of wet sulfur. Getting to the sulfur is the problem, of course. Here's the route:

1. Walk to the point closest to the pit near the screen's center. This will take you
two tries.

Jump to the little island in the middle of the pit.

Jump to the safe spot at the top-left corner.

You've made it. Click on the wet sulfur to retrieve a lump, then carefully return
the way you came.

Back across the pit, take the lantern off the wall. Finally, click the gold bowl from
the kitchen on the pool nearest the entrance to fill it up with the "water of emeralds, "

the third of the spell ingredients.
Now that you're done looting the sulfur pits, return to the blacksmith's forge.

When Rosella has returned to the forge, the blacksmith is pouring silver into a

spoon mold. Click the wet sulfur on the fire in the forge. The blacksmith will breathe
the sulfur fumes, get giddy, and fall asleep. As soon as he's snoring, look at the mold on
the table next to the troll and notice that it's too hot to touch. Grab the tongs off of the
tool rack against the north wall-they're the ones at the far left.

This will give you a "tongs" cursor, not an inventory item. Use the tongs to pick
up the spoon mold and dump it in the bucket of water next to the anvil. Rosella now
has the silver spoon that was in the mold, the next-to-last ingredient.

Return the tongs to their place on the wall. Pump the bellows at the forge to make
the fire leap and throw sparks. When this happens, click the lantern on the leaping
flames to capture a spark. Whew! That was a lot of stuff to do. Return back up to the
Great Hall.

From the Great Hall, go east into the mines (take the passage at the bottom-right
of the screen). Once there, look around. An inoperable bucket lift leads up; it will take

Rosella to the land of Ooga Booga-eventually. Look at it. A decrepit mining cart with
a missing wheel sits in the mud to the north-look at it, but you can't do anything with
it at this time. There is also a natural bridge crossing a lava river.

Attempt to cross the bridge. When Rosella does so, a troll crawls out from under
the bridge and won't let her pass. Thlk to the troll. Ignore what he demands. Walk back
to the broken mining cart and look at it again; it now offers a Ride option. Do not
touch it.

2.

3.



In the close-up, click the shield on the cart to replace the missing wheel. Click the
spike on the shield-wheel to hold it in place; if you don't, you'll be sorry. Now you can

select the Ride option. Wheel Off Rosella goes. The cart barrels into the troll and knocks

him off the bridge, leaving the way across open. After the dust, and bits of cart, settle,

follow the path tlvo screens east to the crystal dragon.

In the dragon's chamber, talk to the overgrown lizard and learn that the dragon

has lost the will to live and needs to find its spark. Give the dragon the spark from the
blacksmith's forge by clicking the lit lantern on it. The ioyful dragon rewards Rosella

with a diamond and flies off before you can get one of its scales.

That's easily rectified. Walk back to the forge. Give the jeweler the dragon's gem.

He, too, will rejoice and will give Rosella his old hammer and chisel before heading off
to see the world and ioin the ranks of more-civilized society.

Once you have the ieweler's tools, walk back to the dragon's lair. The dragon will
be back and sound asleep by now. Click on the dragon to talk with it. No answer.

Click Rosella's hand on the dragon's tail. Click the hammer and chisel on his

tail to...
Stop! Don't use the hammer and chisel right away. In early versions of the game,

Rosella can die if the dragon's tail hits her as she attempts to remove a scale. Wait a bit
until the dragon's tail slaps the floor and stays. If you have an early version, click the
hammer and chisel on Rosella and she'll safely get a scale. In later versions, iust click
the tools on the tail.

Rosella now has all the ingredients necessary to concoct the magic potion.
Return (again!) to the great hall and talk to Mathilde. Give her the golcl bowl full

of emerald water. Then give her the baked beetles, the silver spoon, and the crystal scale

in any order you like. She'll whip Rosella up a potion, and, after a few mishaps, our
princess will be human again. The silver spoon melts in the process, leaving Rosella with
a silver pellet as a souvenir, an essential item for later in the game.
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As soon as Rosella is her true self again, Malicia and the Troll King appear and

Rosella is teleported back to her room again, accompanied by the threat that Malicia
will soon be back to "take care of her." Doesn't that make you feel so much better?

In Rosella's room, look around. Check out the portrait of the Troll King that graces

the north wall-it now has steam coming from out of its nostrils, a sure sign that there

is something hidden behind it. Notice again that the king's eye color is not green. Now
all you need to do is climb up and remove the painting.
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To do so, make a stack of furniture. You have one nightstand, a footstool, and a

cushion to work with. As we noted before, these were immovable obiects the first time
Rosella was here, but not so now. Place the nightstand on the ground beneath the
picture. Next, put the footstool on top of the nightstand. Finally, drop the cushion on
top of both of them. Rosella climbs up, removes the portrait, and climbs inside.

When Rosella is inside the airshaft, she will automatically peek through a hole in
the wall and spy on a conversation between Malicia and the Troll King. The two evildoers
are standing in some obscure room, discussing how to start a volcano to bury Ooga
Booga-and the kingdom of Etheria as well. Nice folks. Notice again the king's eye color:
green. But in the portrait it was not green. Something else must be amiss.

As soon as their conversation is over, crawl east, toward the light at the end of the
tunnel. Rosella will fall out of the airshaft and tumble into the great hall.

When Rosella lands in the great hall she knocks something down from its perch
on the back of the throne. It's the king's pet dragon toad. Pick up the toad, then try to
reenter Rosella's room.

In early versions of the game, before Rosella could do this, Malicia would appear

and start threatening Mathilde, who responds in kind. Before things get too ugly, Malicia
is scared off by a bat and leaves, screaming that one day she'll destroy all rats and bats.

Apparently she isn't a rodent fancier. Rosella could then leave the great hall, immediately
reenter it, and talk to Mathilde.

In later versions, the dialogue between Malicia and Mathilde happens off-screen
while Rosella overhears them, with the bats and rats portion taking place after Rosella

talks to Mathilde.
However you get to this point, talk to Mathilde. Then show her King Otar's dragon

toad. Rosella tells Mathilde that "Otar" is an impostor and that the real Troll King is

imprisoned somewhere above in Ooga Booga. Mathilde gives Rosella a magical snake

rope to fix the bucket lift to Ooga Booga.

Walk east to the bucket lift. Malicia will appear again and threaten Rosella. Click
the trusty old wind-up toy rat on Malicia (she really doesn't like rodents!). Do this quickly
or Rosella will die.

Malicia taken care of, walk east to the bucket elevator.

When Rosella reaches the bucket lift, click Mathilde's snake rope on the lift to
repair it. Click on the lift again to start upwards towards Ooga Booga. As the lift ascends,

the shaft begins to collapse about Rosella's head.

Thlk about a real downer.
Thus endeth Chapter 2.

Ghapter 3: Ihe Sky ls Falling!

Chapter 3 picks up where Chapter 1 left off-Valanice being menaced by a giant,
hungry gila monster (say that five times fast!) in a narrow cave. Her goal (other than

llll



surviving her immediate predicament) is to learn all she can about where Rosella might
be.

If you are not prepared, Chapter 3 starts with a quick death: Valanice's. If you
realize that you are picking up where a cliff-hanger left off, you'll be much better
prepared to deal with the monster.

As soon as you have control of your cursor, feed the prickly pear to the gila monster
and it will go away-whether it's because of a full stomach or a mouth full of spikes is

unclear. Once the oversize reptile has departed, walk northwest out of the cave.
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NOTE: KQ7 allows playersto start the game at the hginning of any chapter.
If you i.ump to Chapter 3 without having either played or finished Chapter 1,

Valanice will have neitherthe pricklypearnorthe grainsof saltin herinventory.
Slnce they are most needed now, the game will allow Valanice to escape back
to thg desert to obtain them before the monster chomps on her. If you are

beginning here and don't know how to get these items, please refer back to the
appropriaie pages in Chapter 1.

;;,." ;;: oo- tn" cave into a rorest ,t"0" o rather unattruo,.*,"
mud-choked stream bed crosses the glade, flanked by a pair of statues-one holding a
jug and the other a cornucopia. The mud is straddled by the span of a shattered marble
bridge. A patch of heavenly smelling flowers sprouts from the rocks on the west edge of
the stream, though these are far out of Valanice's reach.

Look around. For now, the only ways out are back south, in the direction you
came, and west. Therefore, the only thing to do here right now is leave. Go west young
(insert the gender of your choice here)!

West of the glade is a large oak tree bleeding sap from a spike stuck in it's trunk.
Beneath the tree sits a stag (Attis), who will rise and warn Valanice that the woods are

not safe to travel through. Thlk to him in order to learn his tragic story. Keep talking to
him until he has absolutely nothing else to say. You need to hear his entire story,

including the part about the rock spirit, in order to make the River of Life Flow later.

Click Rosella's comb on Attis to ask about Rosella. He will say that he has heard
that she is to be married to King Otar, the Troll King. He also tells Valanice that the only
entrance to the Troll King's realm is to the west, past the Were-Woods, and that to pass

through there, Yalanice must visit a merchant in the town of Falderal. Once she is done
speaking with the stag, walk one screen west.
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West of Lord Attis and his oak tree is a nondescript patch of forest with paths

Ieading north, west, and east. There is nothing to do here, but be warned: do not go any
farther west or Valanice will be in the Were-Woods where (no pun intended) she will be

eaten by a were-bear. Valanice needs a special salve to survive the woods and won't
obtain it until Chapter 5.

Now that you know this, eschew the western route and go one screen north.

North of the entrance to the Were-Woods are the headwaters of the dysfunctional
stream. Stepping stones lead north across its muddy expanse, and a very large spider

web is just visible on the other side. Carefully walk across the stepping stones one stone
(one click) at a time by following the cursor's hot spots. Valanice can sink and die in the
mud if you take a wrong step.

At the spider web, you will see a spider struggling with a frantic hummingbird.

Quickly click the basket on the spider to catch it. Click on the hummingbird to free her

from the web. This also gets rid of the web, which had blocked the path to Falderal. The

birdie will thank Valanice and leave; she'll be back when you need her later on.

Now that you've done your good deed for the moment (there are a /of more good

deeds still ahead), go northwest through the tunnel of trees. This will take Valanice to
the gates of Falderal, otherwise known as Nonsense Land.

Once at the main gate of Falderal, Valanice will be denied access by the Archduke's

guard. However, there are two gates into Falderal; iust click on the small door to the
right of the main gate and Valanice will enter Nonsense Land despite the guard's rather

absurd threats.



Inside Falderal, Valanice will be confronted by a real dog of an Archduke (so named

because of his arch attitude, we're sure), who tells her that she has no business in the

town. Click Rosella's comb on him. Sympathetic to the point of tears, the Archduke will
now allow Valanice to wander freely around town. Ignore Chicken Petite (Chicken

Little's separated-at-birth twin), who's running around yelling "The sky is falling!" and

look around. There is a path leading west out of town, a path leading east, and entrances

to both a china shop and Town Hall to the north. Town Hall is closed, although a note

on the door says to come back later for a masquerade ball. (In earlier versions of the

game you can't read that note iust yet.)

Enter the china shop. Inside, talk to the proprietor. He may be a real load of bull,

but everything he says is true. He's depressed and wishes that his stolen china bird,

Treasure, would be returned. Listen to his story. Look at the mask on the cabinet on the

right side of the screen. Leave the shop and move one screen east.

East of Town Hall, at the far end of Falderal, is the wagon of a snake oil salesman.

Go there and look around the area. There is a tree containing a mockingbird in a nest,

a small pool, and a covered cage sitting to the right of the salesman's wagon. There is

also an entrance to the Faux Shop, a place that is best taken with a grain of salt. Literally.

Click on the bird to talk to him. Talk to him as much as you like; he has dozens

of one-liners and put-downs for Valanice. Actually, let's rephrase what we iust wrote:

talk to the bird as much as you can stand.

Talk to the snake oil salesman. He will tell Valanice that he can sell her a magic

salve that will get her through the Were-Woods in safety. In exchange, he wants a magical

statuette that is in the Archduke's mansion.

After you're done talking to the snake, click on the cage to the right of the wagon

to uncover it. Inside is Treasure, the china bird. Click on the cage again to open it. Click

on Tieasure to talk to her and get her to leave the cage. Once you have the china bird

along for the ride, return to the china shop. Give Treasure back to the proprietor. In
return he will give Valanice the fine china mask. Once Valanice has the mask, leave the

shop-it's time to go crash the Archduke's masked-ball.

Outside the china shop, watch the guests entering, then look at the announcement

on the Town Hall door again. Click the mask on Valanice to have her put it on, then

click on the door another time. Valanice will be allowed into the party.

At the ball, ignore the Archduke and the happy birthday parrygoers' Click the

tapestry on the north wall to open it, revealing the entrance to a passageway. Valanice

will automatically follow this passageway north.
The next room consists of two sets of very weird stairs, one leading up and the

other leading down. Follow the stairs leading down. Keep following them down (no

matter what Valanice's orientation) until you come to the powder room door in the far

right side of the screen.

Click twice on the door. The first time, Valanice will get socked in the face by a

powder puff. The second click will allow her to enter.
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The powder room is tasteless, garish, and painfully bright. There is a statue of
Cupid on one table. Look at the plaque at its base; it's so tarnished, it can't be read-by
Valanice, anyway. Rosella will take a shot at cleaning it in Chapter 4-iust remember,
it's there.

Ignore the other prominent aesthetic nightmares and focus instead on the three
mirrors on the north wall. Click on the third one to the right of the door. An upside-down
image of Valanice will appear and drag her through the mirror and into the Archduke's
study.

Look about the study. Open the desk drawer and take the statuette from inside it.
It's magic. Click Rosella's comb on the statuette; Valanice will then have a vision of
Rosella arriving in the sinister land of Ooga Booga. Pop the statuette into inventory,
click on the door in the east wall and leave the study. Ah, the stairs once more. Just keep
moving forward and exit to the bottom center of the screen, the way she came in;
Valanice will put her mask on automatically. Once Valanice is back at the party, leave
Town Hall via the Happy Birthday banner and walk back to the snake oil wagon.

It turns out that that Chicken Petite was right after all. When Valanice enters the
waSon area this time, the moon will fall from the sky into the fountain, scaring away
the mockingbird and hopelessly traumatizing the cheesy fowl. Attempt to get the moon
by clicking on it as it floats.

NOTD: Please don't tell anyone you've been in the Arctrduke's drawes. Sorry,
that tasteless powder room must have affected us ntcre than we realized at the
time. - ' ,',.1.:'

NOTE: Valanice wilt be unable to trade fsr:the book in the Faux.$hop
sequence unless she tries to get the moon out of the fountain fint.

Look in the mockingbird's nest to get a wooden nickel.
The sales-snake is taking a break and will not return until Chapter 5. Drat! So much

for the magic salve for now.
Look at the Faux Shop sign. Attempt to enter. Click the salt crystals on Valanice

and try again. She'll eat the salt, and his time Valanice will be able to actually enter the
shop. That's taking things with a grain of salt, indeed!

Once inside the Faux Shop, take the time to click around to look at the weird stuff.
Make sure you look at the books on the counter.

Talk to the shopkeeper, a mock turtle, of course, then give him the wooden nickel.
Valanice will get a book.

Look at the book in inventory; it's titled "The Wit and Wisdom of Falderal." Click
on the book and it will open to reveal the wit and wisdom, and so on...



Next, offer the china mask and receive a rubber chicken in return. Look at the
synthetic fowl in inventory; click on it to get a feather-don't ask us how it got there.
You now have everything Valanice needs to get from the Faux Shop. Leave the shop.

Leave Falderal.

tl I tt

From the gates of Falderal, head three screens east. You should now be at the resting
place of the Rock Spirit, who happens to be a moss covered bunch of rocks in the shape

of a head. He's truly a monster of rock. And he snores.

Tickle the Rock Spirit's nose with the rubber chicken feather. The Spirit will awaken

and tell Valanice that she can restart the river of life by pouring sacred nectar into the

iug of one of the river-statues and that by placing sacred food in the other statue's

cornucopia she will restore Attis'wife, Ceres. Not bad for one rubber chicken feather.

Once you have heard the Rock Spirit's instructions, walk two screens west and one
screen south to the stepping stones. Cross them carefully again. Go one screen south
and two screens east (passing Attis along the way), back to the ruined bridge and the
river-statues.

At the bridge/statue screen/ click on the patch of flowers growing on the rock
escarpment on the west side of the screen. These flowers are the source of the nectar of
which the Rock Spirit spoke. The flowers are far out of Valanice's reach, but the
hummingbird she freed from the spider web will fly up and offer to retrieve some nectar
for her. When the bird asks if Valanice has a vessel to hold the nectar, click the clay pot
on her and she will proceed to fill it with nectar.

After the hummingbird has left, click the pot on the statue holding the jug. The

iug will fill with nectar and start the river of life flowing again. The broken bridge will
be mended with a rainbow and Attis the stag will appear, drink from the river of life,
and become human again. Attis will go to the oak tree to pull out the spike that had
wounded the tree, and he will try to heal the wound. He will not be able to do so until
Valanice refills the cornucopia in Chapter 5.

We hope you haven't forgotten about the desert, have you? Well, it's time to pay
a return visit.

When the animation with Attis and the tree is oveq walk one screen east, one
screen south and one screen southeast. Valanice will be back in front of the giant stone

head in the desert. Head east to the rat's trading post. Knock on the door and offer him
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the book from the Faux Shop. Valanice will get a shepherd's crook in return. Once you
have the crook, walk all the way back to the snake oil salesman's wagon in Falderal.

It's a long walk, but you should know the way by now. En route you might note

that someone has harvested the corn since the end of Chapter 1.

Back in Falderal, the snake's still out making sales calls. Click the shepherd's crook

on the pool to fish the cheese...sorry, the moon... out of the water. This triggers another
cliffhanger ending. As soon as Valanice has her hands on the moon, the Archduke and

his guard arrive to arrest her for stealing it. Chapter 3 is now finished.
Valanice's fate is left hanging. Will she be next?

Chapter 4: Willthe Reallroll King Please Stand Up?

In the fourth part of King's Quest VII, we pick up the story of Rosella as she attempts

to escape from a collapsing elevator shaft. As the chapter begins, Rosella is attempting
to hang on to the edge of the vertical mine shaft and climb out to safety. An ominous
man with a large shovel appears over the helpless princess and former troll. Will he

attempt to kill her as she hangs from the edge of the collapsing shaft?

The goal of this part of the game is for Rosella to escape (and survive) Ooga Booga

Land, free the true Troll King, and make her way to the room where the
soon-to-be-exploded volcano is controlled.

As soon as you have control of the cursor, click on the shovel. The gravedigger will
help Rosella from the hole and then return to his trade. As this happens, the shaft

collapses in the background.
Thlk to the gravedigger; he will measure Rosella for a grave. Talk to him some more

and he will tell about his grave digging machine and his rat. Keep talking until he has

nothing else to say. The conversation about the rat is a trigger for something still to
come.

Look at the doors to the crypt when the gravedigger stores his machine. The skull,

bat, and spider symbols are a lock combination and the solution for a later puzzle.

Remember them.



WARNING!
Rosella cannot afford to stay too long here or in any other outdoor location in

Ooga Booga. The Boogeyman is lurking about underground and will, without
warning, jump out and kill her. Depending on how close to Rosella the B-Man is

when he pops up, Rosella can survive the encounter if you immediately walk her
off to another screen. But if the tlvo are too close, death is inevitable. Consider
yourself warned.

The best strategy in Ooga Booga is to do what needs to be done as efficiently as

possible, then get on to the next room. If boogey is there when Rosella arrives, step back
out at once, then return. If he shows up and she can escape, just walk right back in; he'll
be gone. This is another application of the old edge-of-the-screen trick in action.
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NOTE: Both here and elsewhere in Ooga Booga, find the time to read the
inscriptions on the tombstones. Besides being somewhat amusing they are a

direct reference to King's Quest IV:.The F,erils of Rosella, where glr4hefioiile;,
needed to read a lot of tombstones in order to survive the adventure. The
ones here are optional, but fun" That's why we play games.

Move west one screen. Rosella is now in front of a ruined old house. Look at the
graffiti on the wall; it's the lock combination again-iust in case you need a reminder.
The dog with glowing red eyes is of no concern to Rosella. Walk south through the gate.

This is the tomb of the Headless Horseman, although Rosella will never learn this
fact. Once Rosella begins walking, he'll fly overhead. The sobbing woman is the grieving
shade of his wife, Elspeth. Do not-do tzof-click on her at all; Rosella will die. Valanice
will deal with the Woman in Black in Chapter 5. Rosella must always avoid her. At this
time, just walk east to the undertaker's house.

The first time Rosella's here, there will be an animation of the ghoul kids
spray-painting the house and bedeviling the undertaker's black cat. When it's finished,
look at the mailbox. Great name. If you look at the gate, Rosella will close it for no
particular reason. Open it again and click on the door. Dr. Cadaver will let Rosella inside.

Once the good doctor has finished his opening remarks, talk to him some more.
Keep him talking until he has nothing more to say. Look around the office. There are a

few gags here, but if you look at the coffin-couch you will be given a clue as to how
Valanice will need to use it in Chapter 5.

Now that Rosella knows the Doc needs a backbone, leave the office through the
door you came in. It is the only exit.
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Outside, walk east to the creepy treehouse.

Time now for a maior dose of the old edge-of-the-screen trick. Rosella needs to get

up into the treehouse to get the backbone. However, if the kids are at home when she

gets up there, she's a goner.

When Rosella arrives in this screen, she will see one of two things: a ghoul kid
climbing up and going inside or no kids at all. If the climbing sequence appears, step

back off the screen and return. If you see it again, back off again. When they're not
climbing, it's safe to go up.

However, it is not safe for Rosella to climb the way the kids do. There is a rope to
the left of the climbing web; click on it and another bucket elevator will take Rosella

inside.
We knew that we collect some weird stuff, but this place has us beaten. Look

around inside the treehouse but do not click on the thing-in-a-box at the lower center of
the screen. It's death.

The backbone is on the floor in a package between the thingy and the tiny coffin.
Take it. Take the foot-in-a-bag from the tiny coffin. Click on the big mummy for a laugh.

Click on the shrunken heads on the back table, too. Howeveq by now the ghoul kids

might know there's a burglar. It's time to make an exit. To get out of the treehouse, either
click on the elevator rope to go back down or climb through the window near the top
of the screen. Whee!

Return to Doc Cadaver's office. Inside, give the Doc the backbone, and Rosella will
get what every young girl wants more than anything in the whole, wide world ever-a
weird pet in a box. Leave Doc to his studies and return to the treehouse-weird pets

need weird homes. Rosella will not be able to return to the undertaker's office now until
she frees the Troll King.

The animated rhyming sequence that begins this treehouse visit is a clue for when,
in a bit, Rosella will attempt to enter the boogeyman's home. This scene will not happen

until Rosella has returned the backbone.

il; jii{1l.ld:.i:iijlii l, ai+rli:i l

When you have control of the cursor again, click on the kids to talk with them.
Click the weird pet-in-a-box on them. When they lower the elevator and invite Rosella

I

lli riil:iir rl'lr::'



to their room, do not accept. Click the weird pet on the rope. After a bit, something will
fly out of the treehouse. Rosella has received the gravedigger's rat.

Guess where she's going now? Walk north by northwest back to the gravedigger.

Give the rat to the gravedigger. Rosella is given a horn and offered a free grave.

Now fhafS what every young girl wants! Once the gravedigger's machine is fired up,
leave the screen to the west, then return at once. Rosella will now see the shovel, which
the gravedigger has discarded. Thke the shovel. Return to the treehouse.
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I\KITE: Just where k Rosella carrying the hom and shovel, not to mention the
sooty lantern and the like? For that matter, where does Valanice hide her stuff?
It isn't as if the horn from the desert is small, or the prickly pear is of the
non-stick variety. This is the classic problem of computer adventure games. For

us,'it reached it's logical eKtreme in Sierra's Leisure Suit Larry V: Passionate

Patti D.oes a Little Undercover Work when, in a pre-release version, it wx
:'pointed out that in one $equence, Patti,,krst her elothes and was forced to
ride down a glass elevator completely naked, but carrying a full load of
inventory stuff.

The solution to the Classic Problem of Computer Adventure Games is

simple:

Don't worry about it. It's only a game.

It's always party time with the ghoul kids.

This time Rosella finds them torturing Doc Cadaver's cat and preparing to bury it
alive. This scene will not occur until Rosella has returned the rat.

Once the kids have left, use the hammer and chisel to free kitty. The cat tells Rosella

where the real Troll King is imprisoned. She also gives Rosella an Extra Life. Since The

Prtnceless Bride is not an arcade-style game where extra lives come with the territory,
we'll have to assume that somebody or other will need to be brought back to life later.

To everyone's great relief, Rosella is finished with the ghoul kids.

Walk two screens west to the tomb of the Headless Horseman, then one screen

south. Rosella now is in the Deadfall screen where the B-Man makes his permanent
home under the big pile of branches.

It's the edge-of-the-screen trick time again.

The snake-like branch the ghoul kids clue refers to is in the purple tree in the
left-center of the screen. The branch is the one farthest to the right. Nothing sets it apart
from any of the other branches. The cursor will not change at all to indicate it's even

there. Remember: branch pointing down is good, pointing up is bad. Walk in and out
of the screen a few times; after a few trips you should see the proper branch.

If the B-Man is in when Rosella arrives, leave the screen and refurn. Continue as

often as necessary until it's safe.
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Click on the deadfall. Cool move. Do not click on it a second time. Blow the

gravedigger's horn by clicking it on Rosella. He'll show up, clear the deadfall, and dig a
hole. Click on the hole to enter it.

At the bottom of the hole is a great coffin. Click on the lock to bring up the close-up

of it. Remember your lesson in Ooga Booga graffiti:
Click in order: skull, bat, spider.

The lock will open and reveal the true King Otar. Take a moment to notice his eye

color-the real king's eyes are not green. Otar's are not green. He is the real Troll King.

Huzzah!
Of course, Malicia would choose this moment to appear, wouldn't she.

When cursor control is finally passed back to the player, click the dragon toad on
the king. Click the hammer and chisel on the king. This sequence has a timer attached

to it; if you take too long to use the toad, the boogeyman will get Rosella. And her little
Troll King, too.

Rosella and King Otar emerge in the cemetery. After some chatter, the game

automatically will put King Otar-now a scarab-into her inventory. It also will add a

magic wand so that Rosella can turn Otar trollish again. And, of course, it will be used

to transform the appearance of the mystery guest star of the game (who has yet to make

a real appearance).

When Otar has turned into a scarab and all the rest has happened, a black cloak

will materialize out of thin air. Take the black cloak; it's a disguise. Click the cloak on
Rosella so she can wear it. Rosella is now disguised and the boogeyman won't attack her

as long as she is like this. AIso, if you click on the ghoul kids and they see her dressed

like this, she'll scare 'em away.

llu

tWfA' "$4* you:mfty:& .1$qqelh.;wilt nsver te. **ruo:agalnl" *u
contraire! Boogey will still pop W, but instead of iunrying on Rosella, he'll
mistake her for the Wornan in.Blaek and p€ster lrer about leaving her
husband for him. Strowing admirably koen taste, Rcella will treat him as

a lecher and tell him to kiss off. Wayto go, Rmdla! '

Look at the magic wand in inventory. Rotate it. The bulbish business-end should
have the letter T inscribed on it.

Find the glitter point on the wand's grip and click. Revolve the wand again. The

inscription should now show the letter F.

The magic wand has tvvo settings:

; T turns someone (even if they're a scarab) into a troll.

) F turns them into a faerie.

For the time being, forget we every mentioned faeries. Reset the wand to T.
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Go north from the cemetery, being careful not to step into the open grave. Rosella

will be back at the undertaker's house. Knock on the door. Inside. talk to Doc and be

given an atomizer of defoliant. Leave.

From Doc's place, walk east to the treehouse, then south to the gates of the
cemetery.

If you haven't noticed by now, Ooga Booga Land is a cemetery. Rosella is now
standing outside of it at the edge of a swamp. She is about to die.

A swamp thing immediately attacks Rosella as she leaves the cemetery. As soon as

you have cursor control, spray the defoliant on the mossy creature to defeat it.
Click on the large flowers at the center of the screen but don't let Rosella get too

close to them. They're man-eaters, but not as sexist as their description-and their
behavior-might make one believe-they'll eat women as well as men. Thlk to them
until they have nothing more to say.

However, there is a red, fragrant flower at the base of the plants that Rosella needs.

Click the foot-in-a-bag on the plants. Yum! While they eat, click on the flower to take

it.
Follow the path east to the front of the ominous stone building.
Rosella has arrived at Malicia's house. Attempt to continue walking. After Otar is

finished talking, exit the screen to the north, not the east. This will take Rosella behind
the house.

WARNING!
Don't even think about knocking on Malicia's door. Don't even think about

clicking on the gargoyle by the front door. Trust us on this.

The way into Malicia's is from the back of her house. This screen is it. If Malicia's
little dog is barking when Rosella gets here, step back to the last screen and try again.

Do not attempt the following if Cuddles is making noise.
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Click on the vine growing from beneath the house, then click the shovel on Rosella

The shovel will not work until Rosella has looked at the vine first. Click on Rosella; she

will take off her disguise and go to into the house.

The following two sequences follow very quickly so be prepared:

You will see Rosella sticking her head out of a trapdoor in Malicia's bedroom. When
the cursor is yours again, place it over Rosella and you'll see an arrow pointing down.

Click the cursor so she'll get out of sight; otherwise Malicia will terminate her.

Your point of view changes to Rosella's looking up through the hole. Immediately
select the defoliant. As soon as Cuddles begins to appear, zap the mutt with it. After a
bit of animation, mutt and mistress will go elsewhere.

Put the atomizer away and climb into the bedroom. Go to the dresser on the right
side of the screen and click on it to begin rooting through Malicia's drawers. Keep clicking
until Rosella finds the blasting device (called a Mysterious Device in the inventory
close-up). It's in the third drawer down.

Once Rosella has the device, click on the pile of clothes and undies in order to put
them back. A stocking (possibly clean, but unlikely) will drop to the floor. Take it. Climb
back down the trapdoor to exit the house.

Outside, pick up the cloak and quickly disguise Rosella again-she still would
prefer not to boogie with the Man. (Ouchl Please forgive us for that last remark)

Suitably disguised, and before we go anywhere else, go into inventory and

combine Malicia's stocking with the silver pellet. Rosella now has a sling.

t NOTE: Please don't tell anyone you've been in Malicia's drawers either. Sorry,

again. Malicia's ugly little dog must have affected us more than we realked.

I{oTFl If Rasella $tands ln front of Malic{6's n 'u* 164':tiott& 1fu:ga.ryg1$itg in
front will begin to smell her, thus bringing back Malicia. Maybe it's the
stocking? Anyway, don't dawdle too long here.

Return Rosella to the front of Malicia's house. Armed and ready for trouble, head

due east. Trouble is waiting there.

"There" is the Were-Woods that we warned against taking Valanice into in Chapter

3. "Tiouble" is the were-bears that inhabit the place.



Begin walking through the woods. When the were-bear confronts Rosella, click
the sling on the bear. Victory!. Rosella runs out of the woods on her own. Depending
on how fast you are, the bear will rip off Rosella's disguise either in the woods or in the
clearing after. Rosella will not be needing it any longer.

The path through the Were-Woods has taken our heroine to a clearing in the woods
south of Falderal. We've been here before; it's the same place we warned you not to take
Valanice beyond.

Go north. Cross the stepping-stones and continue north to the town gate. If the
river is already flowing, Rosella will have to take the long way around by going west to
the rainbow bridge. Cross the bridge, hang a left at the snoring rock, keep going, then
turn north in the spider web room.

Enter Falderal-however you get there.
As he seems to do all strangers, the Archduke greets Rosella as soon as she enters

town. He'll tell her that Valanice has already been there, been arrested, but the town
likes her now Rosella is given free run of the town, but mama will be nowhere to be

found.
Rosella should visit at least one of the merchants in order to ask about the secret

entrance to the underground. The owners of both the China and Faux shops suggest

that she should visit Town Hall (even though the bull refers to it as the "palace of the
Archduke," he is speaking of Town Hall.)

To visit the Faux Shop, Rosella needs to get some salt from the desert pool, and
there's nothing to stop her from going there. She can even drop in on the rat and
jackalope. Make it a point to visit the mockingbird in the tree in Falderal, iust for fun.

After Rosella's finished goofing around, enter Town Hall and go to the Powder

Room. After being poofed, enter the room.
The mirror Valanice stepped through is now boarded up, but the statue of Cupid

is still on the table. Its plaque is still dirty. Rosella still has Malicia's stocking.
Look at the statue. Click the stocking on the plaque at the bottom of the statue.

Clean now, the inscription on the plaque can be read. The message says to give it some
fruit.

Look around the room. There are some golden grapes attached to the upper-right
decorative column. Click on the grapes. Next, click the ever-handy-and ever-popular
hammer and chisel on them to get a grape.

Click the gold grape on the statue of Cupid and a secret passage down opens in
the middle of the room. Check that the magic wand is set to T. If not, make it so.

Combine the magic wand and scarab. King Otar will resume his normal form and leap

down into the underground. This is the only place in KQ7 where Rosella can safely

transform the king back into a troll.
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Click on the passage down for Rosella to follow.
Rosella and Otar arrive in an underground tunnel outside the door to the room

that controls the volcano-the room Rosella spied on in Chapter 2. Follow Otar.

Carefully watch as he manipulates the opening mechanism-this happens quickly after

he speaks, so grease up your eyeballs. On the other hand, the following sequence has

been known to work:

Left eye

Right eye

Middle lever

Remember this for use in Chapter 6.

Rosella and the king rush into the mechanical room and discover the false Tioll
King. The chapter ends as the two kings begin to roll about fighting for the throne of
the troll underground. As they do, the room begins shaking as the volcano Sets ready

to erupt.

Chapter 5: t{l$tmare in Etheria

Chapter 5 begins with Valanice's silly trial and sentence.

Her goal in Chapter 5 is to escape her imprisonment in Falderal and discover a

way to the land of Etheria (Cloudland and Dreamland.) There, she needs to free Mab in
order to get to the summit of the Mountain of Winds to summon Oberon and Titania

and trigger KQ7's final chapter.

Valanice needs to put the moon back in the sky. All she needs is a slingshot.

Outside Town Hall, click the rubber chicken on the tree. Click the moon on
Valanice-you don't need to do this but she hasn't had a bite to eat all game. Yummy.

Click the cheese on the rubber chicken. Moon taken care of. If you forgot the take the

feather from the rubber chicken earlier, it is left behind here for your adventuring
convenience. Don't forget to pick it up, if necessary.

After, the Archduke gives Valanice both thanks and pardon. She is now free to
leave Falderal, which she wasn't prior to shooting the moon.

Walk past the tree to the snake oil salesman.

1.

2.

3.
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Now that Chapter 5 has begun, the snake has returned to trade some were-beast
slave to Valanice in exchange for the magic statue. Click on the snake to talk with him.
Click the comb on the magic mirror to get an update on Rosella. Click the mirror on
the snake to trade for the salve; the snake will explain how it works. Valanice is now
finished with Falderal forever. Leave town. Don't look back.

before trading with the
The voice in the mirror

. From our point of

:!tr;i*:i,i

':::it;;.:{*
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Go to the clearing in the forest just before the Were-Woods. Click the iackalope
fur on the salve. To the eternal embarrassment of the were-bear, Valanice dashes through

the woods like a wascaly wackalope. The trouble is, she ends up in front of Malicia's.

Worse, another swamp monster appears to make a meal of Valanice. Just when all

appears lost, Attis appears out of the air to save Valanice. Whew!

Warning
Don't even think about knocking on Malicia's door. Don't even think about

clicking on the gargoyle. Trust us on these.

This goes for Valanice as much as for Rosella. And while we're on the "like daughter,

like mother" theme, don't forget the B-Man. He has a thing for older women. Fact is, we

think, he's got a thing for any woman-dead or alive. Don't leave Valanice in one place

too long.
Go west toward the cemetery gate, stop a moment to chat with the plants, then

go inside. Once properly greeted by the ghoul kids, head west to the undertaker's and

visit with him for a bit, although the stop is unnecessary. From Doc's, go south to the

cemetery screen and west to the deadfall. Watch out for open graves along the way.

The black cat Rosella saved back in Chapter 4 will meet Valanice at the deadfall

and tell her about her daughter, the Kingdom of Etheria, and the soon-to-be-exploded

volcano. Afterwards, go two screens north to the ruined house. The black dog that

growled at Rosella will take a much more menacing approach to Valanice now and will
not let her pass. Exit to the south.

Return to the treehouse. Click on the elevator rope to get up into the house. If the

rope is not visible, leave the screen and return, and so on and so forth'

There is only one item needed from the treehouse. Look at the mummy; it is

holding something now that it wasn't holding when Rosella visited. Take the something,

it is a femur-a large bone. Do click on the mummy's hair. Do. <grin>

Click on the elevator rope to exit; or, Valanice can iump out the back. In either

case, once on the ground, go two screens west and one north to the ruined house.

The devil dog, hound from hell, or whatever you'd like to call it, still won't let

Valanice pass. Give the dog a bone as soon as you have cursor control. When the creature

begins munching, click on it to talk. Keep talking until the dog gives Valanice the

Headless Horseman's medal. Walk south.

The Woman in Black is still sobbing away outside of the tomb of the Headless

Horseman. Click the medal on the woman and she'll go away. Click on the tomb's

inscription to read it. Wait until the Horseman appears and leaves the screen. Do not

stand in the road while you do this.
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Click on the tomb's lock to find the crypt securely locked. Walk back to the
treehouse.

The kids are now chasing the poor cat with firecrackers. Pick up the firecracker
they drop on the ground. Firecrackers do not have long fuses, and this one is live.
Valanice has two minutes or so to blow the lock on the tomb. It's plenty of time, but if
she doesn't blow it, the firecracker will blow her.

Immediately go back to the tomb and click the firecracker on the lock. Kaboom!
Lock taken care of, move the cursor over Valanice until it turns into an arrow. Enter

the tomb. Click on the lid of the sarcophagus to move it. Click inside the sarcophagus
to get the Headless Horseman's skull. Return outside.

Despite our previous warnings, go stand in the middle of the road-repeat: the
middle of the road. This brings the Headless Horseman flying into the scene. As the
Horseman soars down on Valanice, click the skull on him. If you're not fast enough,
Valanice will be trampled. This may take a few tries, but death is sooooo temporary in
KQ7; use it to your advantage.

After the tender reunion between the count (formerly the Headless Horseman),
Elspeth (formerly the Woman in Black), the family pooch, Black Valiant (formerly the
black devil pooch), Valanice will be given the Horseman's fife-a musical horse whistle.
She will also be given a lift to Etheria.

The horse drops Valanice off in Cloudland in the pastel paradise of the Rainbow
Bridges. The four rainbows are shortcuts that will swiftly transport Valanice down to the
four other main areas of the game. The specific destinations are:

Northwest rainbow: Skeleton in the desert

Northeast rainbow: Main Street, Falderal

Southwest rainbow: Path outside cemetery gates

Southeast rainbow: Statues in the woods

Since Necromancer will always give Valanice a ride from the ground up to Etheria
when she blows the fife, this makes for a very convenient teleportation system. Be

grateful for it; Valanice has a lot of bouncing around in front of her yet.
Go east one screen. Valanice is now in the meadow of dragonets. Click on them

a few times. You will hear a short melody. We hope you like dragonets, they will sing to
Valanice a lot. Walk north.
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Valanice finds a large harp with what looks like a crystal ball atop it. Click on the

globe. Click on the halp; it can make music. That's all for the moment. Return to the

dragonet meadow. Go east to the base of the Mountain of the Winds. Follow the path

north and keep Valanice walking until she's off of the screen.

The path ends next to a cave-the cave of the Dream Weaver. Do not click on the

cave at this time. There is also a convoluted tree in the picture, and something Slitters
at the very ends of its branches. It's ambrosia, but Valanice cannot reach it from the

ground. Click on the tree to begin Valanice climbing. Click on the end of the trunk to
get the ambrosia. Click on the ground to climb down.

Be careful up here, however. Ill-winds blow adventuresses no good. There is a
particular dark ill-wind known to fly around in this scene with fatal consequences. His

name is Borasco. If Valanice's up here when he appears, instead of a tree, the queen is

really up a creek without a paddle-or a life preserver

Ambrosia in hand, return to the dragonet meadow and feed some of the stuff to
the little flying dragons. They will change their tune with Valanice (so to speak). Listen

carefully to the first four notes of their melody. Tune in mind, return north to the harp.

Valanice now needs to enter into the sphere at the top of the harp. It won't be as

tight a squeeze as it looks as long as she knows the right song to play. Obviously, it's the

dragonet's song.

Look at the harp. It contains six strings. Think of the longest string on the left side

as string #L.

To play the tune, click the strings in this order:

#l #5 #6 #4

For the more musical among us, the notes are:

C A B-flat G

After the first four notes have sounded, the harp will play the rest of the melody

itself. The sphere will pulsate a few times. Click on the sphere to iourney inside.

The three Fates await Valanice. Click on one of them to begin chatting. Answer

their question. When they're finished dispensing the relevant info about going to
Dreamland, Valanice is returned outside.

Go the meadow of the rainbows and click on the lower-left (southwest) one.



Valanice is deposited on the road between Malicia's house and the cemetery gates.

Walk west toward the gates. When the flesh-eating plants chime up, always feel free to
chat. Even click Rosella's comb on them if you'd like. Just don't get to close-one measly
foot-in-a-bag during Chapter 4 did little to satisfy their appetites.

Enter the cemetery and make Valanice's way to Doc Cadaver's. Knock on the door.
Inside, talk to Doc and he'll allow Valanice sleep on the couch. Valanice falls asleep and
enters Dreamland.

Valanice's dream is more like a nightmare. At its end, she enters Mab's Temple only
to find the object of her journey, Mab, frozen in a block of ice. There are no Ginzu knives
around with which to free her.

Valanice awakens and is shown the door. Once she's standing outside, blow on
the fife to be returned to the meadow of the rainbows.

Return to the harp. Play the same four notes as before (1, 5, 6,4). Enter the sphere.
Learn that she must restore Ceres (the wife of Attis) to her true form. Return to the
meadow of the rainbows and click on the lower-right (southeast) one.

Whooshl Valanice's at the statues in the woods.
Walk across the bridge to the statue holding a cornucopia. Click the ambrosia on

the statue. Take the pomegranate that appears in the cornucopia. Cross the river and go
west one screen to visit Attis. Thlk to him.

Click the pomegranate on the oak tree. Another ioyful reunion!
After Attis disappears, talk to Ceres. Talk to her some more after she's begun

reforesting. Ceres tells Valanice to visit the three Fates. Again?

You know the drill...

Use the fife

Ride the horse

Land

Deal with the dragonets

Go to harp

Play

Climb in again

Talk
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This time, the fates give Valanice a dream catcher. Leave the sphere. Deal with the

dragonets. Return to the meadow of rainbows. Click on the lower-left (southwest)

rainbow.
Go east and then to the rear of Malicia's house. Click on the hole that Rosella dug

to enter beneath Malicia's bedroom.

Valanice pops up from the trapdoor in the floor. When you have control of the

cursor, place it over Valanice. Click the arrow to hide, and bring up the knothole view.

When Cuddles comes sniffing for Valanice, click the ambrosia on the mutt. In later game

versions, iust click the ambrosia on the empty hole. Soon, Malicia will leave. And her

little dog, too.

Enter Malicia's bedroom. Click on the lamp in the lower right corner of the screen.

Valanice now has the crystal shaft. Click on the trapdoor. Go the front of the house.

Valanice needs to get a shaft of sunlight and, if you remember, there is one shining

on the altar in the desert temple. We don't know about you, but we don't feel up to
another long walk. Here's the shortcut:

Blow the fife and return to the meadow of the rainbows.

Click the top-left (northwest) rainbow.

Ouch! You are now at the desert skeleton

Go two screens north, one east.

Look familiar?
Enter the temple. Don't worry about the scoqpion, because it is no longer in

residence. Click the crystal shaft on the beam of sunlight. Instant thaw machine.

Go outside. Fife. Horse. Deal with the dragonets. Play harp. Climb in sphere. Talk.

Are we repeating ourselves? Are we repeating ourselves? Learn of the home of the Dream

Weaver in the cave on the mountain. Leave the sphere. Deal with the dragonets.

Walk Valanice up the Mountain of Winds to outside of the cave. Click the dream

catcher on the cave, then on the nightmare that emerges. Enter the cave.

Welcome to the Dream Weaver's-purveyor of the finest fantasies and the whispers

of memories. Click on him to talk. Again. Click the dream catcher on the Dream Weaver

and Valanice will receive the tapestry of dreams.

Use the tapestry on Valanice.

As Valanice enters Dreamland, a nightmare attacks hel Click the dream catcher

on the nightmare. Got it! Flee south. Enter Mab's temple. Click the sunlight-filled shaft

on the btock of Mab. She promises Valanice sweet dreams, buts poofs her off to capture

the wind horse, Sirocco. In the process, Valanice will acquire a magic bridle.



Valanice is returned to the base of the Mountain of Winds. Depending on the
version of the game you have, you must do one of two things:

Climb back into the ambrosia tree and have Valanice hide in the right part of
the screen.

If there are no hot-spots on the tree, hide behind the cave beneath the ends of the
branches.

Wait a bit. The next time Sirocco flies by, click the magic bridle on the horse.

Captured, Sirocco will fly Valanice to the very top of the mountain, where she is

surrounded by the winds themselves. The game then goes on animated auto-pilot until
Valanice is left alone-and stranded!-at the very top of Cloudland with no way of
escape.

In the distance, the volcano is about to erupt.

Chapter 6: Ready, Set...B00M!

In the sixth and final chapter of King's Quest VII, you again play the part of princess

Rosella. This is the shortest episode of KQ7, and most of it is presented in prepackaged

animations. However, Rosella has some important deeds to accomplish before the final
happy ending.

The goal of this part of the game is for Rosella to stop the volcano from exploding
and destroying everything, to defeat Malicia (and her little dog, too), and to save the
life of the handsome, young, charming prince who makes a sudden, and suqprising visit.

Chapter 6 begins the same as Chapter 4 ended; the two Troll Kings rolling around
the floor of the volcano control room (the mechanical room to the game designers)

fighting each other.
Rosella must first click the magic wand on the false Tioll King in order to change

the dastard back to his true self. Ah! But which king is true? Which is false?

What is not the color of the true Otar's eyes?

All together now, "They are not green!"

Wait until cursor control is passed to the player. Open up Rosella's inventory and
rotate the magic wand until you can see the letter inscribed on it's head. It should be T;
Rosella needs it to read F.

Rotate the wand again until it is pointed nearly straight up and down. If you pass

the cursor over the wand's handle while it is this orientation, it will sparkle at the handle.
Click on the wand's handle. Rotate it again to make sure you have F active. Return to
the action.

While pummeling each other, both kings are pleading with Rosella to transform
their opponent. Listen for the line, "No, no! Get him!
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The next king to land against the back wall after this line has been spoken is the

one with green eyes. Click the magic wand on him at once. Do this quicklybefore Malicia
poofs in and spoils everything.

Zapl Instant Edgar.

.NOTE: Who is Edgar? If you have never played a Kingls'Quest game before,

especially if you haven't played KQ IV: The Perils of Rosella, you might not
know that Edgar was the ugly, deformed son of the wicked witch Lolotte.
Edgar helped Rosella escape imprisonment and was rewarded by being
transformed into a handsome young man---a beautiful form to reflect his
beautiful soul. Despite not f.n*iitg Rosella at all, nor having been

introduced to her properly, he immediately asked Rosella to marry him.
She, of course, refused. Handsome stud-muffin or not, a wornan doei lilte
to know something about the man she marries.

Their relationship (includir_ry Rosella's gracious refusal) lasted all of about 30

seconds before Rosella was magically transported home to her family.
ThatEdgar. :r :: :

NOTD: Who is Gregor Sampson? In earlier versions of the game, if the wrong
king is clicked on in the vol.irro .orrt ol room sequence, it sounds as if the real

Otar exclaims, nln the name of Gregor Sampson!"

The Troll King is actually referring to Gregor Samsa, the protagonist of
"Metamorphosis," a short story by Franz Kafka. Samsa was transformed into
a cockroach for the sin of wasting his life. And as a cockloach Samsa died.

N0tf,; Why does the magic wand need to be set tn i'in order,to ttansform
Edgar? And how should we have figured thit out? OrRosella?

Good questions, If you listened very carefully during Chapter 5, Valanice

learns that Oberon and Titania are searching for their missing son. In Chapter

3, the snake mentions in passinf tl,lala$ce that Titania is queen of the faerles.

Of course, Rosella doesn't know this.
Although neither Rosella, nor Valanice, norwe have acquired the necessary

information by this pqtnt, we will learn after the successful conclusion of ths
fight that Edgar is really ttle son of O & T. Therefore, he's a faerie. Therefore,

we must concluds, although somewhat in retrospect, that the F setfing
should return faeries to their true form, iust as T does for trolls.

Which is why, of course, Rosella knows to reset the magic wand and use it
on the false king.



Rosella and Edgar don't have very much time to enjoy their sudden reunion.
Malicia poofs in anryay, zaps Otar, and blows Edgar away. She has a somewhat warmer
regard for Rosella.

Our heroine finds herself stranded on a narrow ledge inside of the volcano. The

lava is rising.

Cutaway: Valanice still stranded atop the Mountain of Winds. A mysterious figure
swoops out of the sky astride the Headless Horseman's steed and sweeps her off of her
feet.

Meanwhile, back inside the volcano. The lava is still rising.
Cutaway'. Three tiny figures appear atop the volcano and cast a magic web across

its crater. Can it hold?

Meanwhile, back inside the volcano yet again...

The lava is still rising, but now you control of the game cursor. Click the shovel
on the wall by Rosella. Don't bother to wonder just where Rosella was keeping the item.
Perhaps there is more than one type wonder bra.

Rosella will dig her way to temporary safety.
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NOTE: This is the last problem in the game that has more than one solution.
Rosella can also dig her way out by using her hands, although this takes two
cnc_ksof thecursorinsteadof one. .,,,... ,.

At one flme, this solytion meant nat,.4lgar would end KQ7 as a corpse.

Now, except for sorne dirt under Rosella's fingemails, the choice of solutions
has no effect on the game's final outcome.

Cutaway: Back in Ooga Booga, Valanice and her unknown rescuer begin blasting
their way into the underground. Will they arrive in time? For what?

Meanwhile, back inside the volcano...
Rosella emerges into a tunnel. Follow the tunnel northeast. She is now in the room

with the doors into the volcano control room. They're locked close.

What's a princess to do? Well the first thing is to check her inventory.
If you've been playing along with us, Rosella will be carrying the fragrant flower

she picked from beneath the carnivorous plants in Ooga Booga. If she isn't carrying the
flower, another one will be growing through the grate in the upper right of the screen.

Of course, it's too far away for Rosella to reach.

Click the shovel on the big rock below the grate. Return the shovel to inventory
and click the normal cursor on the rock. Rosella will climb up and get the flower.

Back to the door.

Rosella needs to click on the door in the same places, and in the same order, that
Otar did at the end of Chapter 4. The correct sequence for the door is to click, in order:

Left eye
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Right eye

Center nose

Rosella returns to the Volcano control room. King Otar is still unconscious, but
the fragrant flower will revive him.

But before you do that...
Look at the machine panel Otar is crumpled against. Could that be some kind of

electrical outlet next to his head? Look at the mysterious device in Rosella's inventory

and rotate it. It looks as if it needs to be plugged into something and Rosella is across

the room from the only outlet in the entire game.

Click the mysterious device on the outlet. It will glow with charge.

Now click the flower on the Troll King. King Otar will race across the room to the
volcano control panel to shut it off.

Cutaway: The cone of the volcano. The magic web holdsl

Meanwhile, back inside the volcano...

King Otar really does know how to operate the volcano control. Etheria is saved!

The entire world, perhaps, is saved!

Rosella and Otar giggle in relief. Valanice and her rescuer rush in. Joyful reunion.
And the mysterious stranger is Edgar! He has somehow survived Malicia's attack, found
the Headless Horseman's steed, obtained the robe of the desert spirit, learned of
Valanice's existence and whereabouts, called the horse without benefit of fife, flown to
Valanice's rescue, did his spell thing in Ooga Booga to get into the underground, and

returned to the control room just in time to stop the eruption. Whew! Well, almost. But

it wasn't from lack of trying.
Leave it to Malicia to poop a party. The evil faerie poofs in and by the time the

pyrotechnics finish (and the sparks stop flying), Edgar lies dead on the floor.

You will need to be very quick here.

Click on the mysterious device, still glowing it its socket, to place it in

inventory.

Click on it in inventory.

Click it on Malicia.

Victory! So easy, a baby could do it. Click the device on Malicia's dog, or not as

you will.
Immediately get the extra life from Rosella's inventory and click it on Edgar. You

only have about five seconds to do this once the dog has either left or been zapped. If



Rosella doesn't restore Edgar in time, the end of the game will be different, and more

somber, than what is described below. Instead, Oberon and Titania will arrive and grieve

for their son. After some plot clarifications, Rosella and Valanice will be returned to
Daventry upon a funereal black swan.

Just for kicks, place a bookmark just before the final confrontation with Malicia
and play both endings.

Edgar lives. Oberon and Titania arrive. Explanations are explained. Stories are told.
The lovers embrace. The closing animation ends with Edgar and Rosella flying into the
sunset.

E4rad ldotte

Edgar was born the son of Oberon and Titania, King and Queen of the Faer-

ies. When he was just a baby, an evil faerie named Lolotte was cast out from
Cloudland for treachery and wicked deeds. She was so furious that she con-

cocted a scheme to steal the baby prince from his home. Once she had him,
she changed his appearance and called him her own. Oberon and Titania
searched the world for their baby, but finally they had to give up and turn
their attentions back to their kingdom. They thought their only son was

dead.

Ihe Fd 0f ildcia (ilor th iludlers Honemo Cane to Be)

Many years back, Malicia, who is the sister of Titania, hatched a terrible plot
to overthrow Cloudland. With a band of fanatical followers, she tried to
seize power from Oberon and Titania in a vicious attack on the castle.

Oberon and Titania fought valiantly, and all of the guardians of Faerieland

rose to defend them. All of the rebels were slain or cast from Cloudland, ex-

cept for Malicia, who fought like a demon and would not give up.
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She was dealt a terrible blow by Count Tsepish of Ooga Booga land. His
true sffike allowed Oberon and Titania to defeat Malicia, but before they
could subdue her, she caused her gargoyle to slay the brave Count, and she

cast his head from Cloudland. No one ever knew that he had found out
about Malicia's treachery and was on his way to warn Oberon and Titania
when he learned of the attack.

Even as she was chained by the forces of Cloudland, she spit a horrible
curse after the Count. He rose to haunt Ooga Booga as the Headless Horse-

man, his bride Elspeth died of a broken heart, and his faithful hound stayed

with his mansion even as it was burned to the ground by the Boogeyman,
who had collaborated with Malicia all along. The three ghosts were forever
cursed to occupy the same land, but to be cruelly kept apart for all eternity.

E4arild iftSch

After Edgar was changed back into his normal body by Genesta at the end of
King's Quest IV, word quickly spread that there was a strange and noble
young faerie of great power living alone on the shores of Tamir. Oberon and
Titania dared not hope that it was their son, but they went to meet the
young man for themselves. They were overioyed to discover that he was

their long lost boy after all. They brought him back to Cloudland amid great
celebration and ceremony. They had a glittering party for him that very eve-

ning.

What Oberon and Titania didn't know was that Malicia, who had been
stripped of her powers many years before, had built her power back up to a
terrifying level. She kidnapped Edgar from the gardens of Cloudland in the
middle of the celebration, changing his form to look like the Troll King,
whom she had iust imprisoned in Ooga Booga land. Her evil scheme not
only gained her an impostor Troll King to act as her puppet, but effectively
got rid of Oberon and Titania as well. She left false clues and rumors that
lead them to think their son had been kidnapped by an evil wind. They set

out to search for him immediatelv, and Malicia was free to enact her terrible
plot.

From the King's Quest VII Design Document

Bride.
Congratulations! You have successfully completed King's Quest VII: The Princeless
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0r Ca L L 1 -800-8?2-8158 Anyt i me and

Express, Discover, MasterCa

V'i si t our Web Si te @ www. osborne . com
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Hartey Hahn's Internet & [.leb
Yellou Pages, 1997 Edition
by Harl-ey Hahn
Inctudes One CD-R0q
$29.99 U.S.A.
rsBN 0-07-882258-0

iJeb PubLishing uith Netscape
for Busy People
by Christian CrumLish and
l.la I co Lm Humes
$22.95 U.S.A.
rsBN 0-07-882144-4

The Intennet comptete
Reference, Second Edition
by Hartey Hahn
$32.95 U.S.A.
IsBN 0-07-882138-X

Web PubLishing with Microsoft
FrontPage 97, Second Edition
by Maftin S. Matthews
$29.99 U.S.A.
rsBN 0-07-882312-9

The lnternet for
Busy PeopLe, Second Edition
by Christian Crumtish
Inctudes 0ne CD-Rol'l
$24.99 U.S.A.
rsBN 0-07-882283-1

BuiLding VRML |rlor'Lds
by Ed TitteL, CharLie Scott,
Paut |,/olfe, and Ctai re sandens
Inctudes one CD-RoM
$39.95 u.S.A.
isBN 0-07-882233-5

AvaiLabLe at Your LocaL Book or Computen Stores
0r CaLL 1-800-822-8158 Anytime and Use Your American

Express, Di scover, tvlasterCard or Vi sa

Vi si t oun t^Jeb Si te A hrhrw. osborne. com
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t+ Caf f Toll-Ftee, 24 hoursaday, T daysaweek, inthe |J.S.A. sHtPro:
9 u.s.A.:1-800-262-4?29 Canada:1-800-565-5758

lllail in rhe U.S.A. to:

McGraw-Hill, lnc.
Custoner Service Dept.

P.0. Box 182607
Columbus, 0H 4321 8-2607

tax in lhe U.S.A. Io:

1-614-759-36/U

Canada

McGraw-Hill Ryerson
Custoner SeNice
300 Water Street
Whitby, ontario LI N 986

Canada

l-800-463-5885
Canada

orders@mcgrawhill.ca

clry/star6izlp
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Shipping & Handling Chnrge from Chart Belaw

Subtotal

Please Add State & Local Sqles Tax

TOTAL

B Check or money order enclosed

@o

Expiration Date

Signature

In a hurry? Call with your order anytine, day or night, or yisit ynut local hookstorc.

(payable to

tr@tr

0sborne/McGraw-Hill)
t-lD IJILI

Account No.

0rder Amounl U.S. Outside U.S.

$15.00 - $24.99 $4.00 $6.00

s25.00 - $49.99 $5.00 $7.00

$50.00 - $74.99 $6.00 $8.00

$75.00 - and up $7.00 $9.00

$100.00 - and up $8.00 $10.00

Thank you tor your order Gode BG640S[
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".,,a wonderful blend of fact and fiction that
brings my qames to life in an exciting, new
wdy. lt adds another fascinating dimension
to the entire l(ing's Quest experience.

It is truly a pleasure to read and a must-

have for anyone hoping to explore the

series in qreater depth ancl detail,"
.Roberta Williarns, C.reator of

The l(ing's Quest Series

Answers, Answers/ Answers.,,
Play Through and Win All the
l(ingt Quest Qames with the
Answers You'll Find Here

You're hotding the one book that can qivc

you all the help and answers you need to suc-

cessfully conrplete every l(inr1's Quest gdme

from l through Vll, PLUS, you'll have fun

reading these answers in Spear's "novcl"

approach as lre weaves exciting stories around

each qame in llre serics.

EIsBERNEi 
-2.

Cet Answrl-s-Q6s Osbornc Y
..\ I)irrsidn ol l I t: McGrau,.Hill Lrmrytuttcs

COVERS GAMES I.VII FOR
ALL COMPUTER MODETS

= -> - -:- - -! ,\..1

THr NEwEST EDrroN oF THts
ACCLAIMED BOOI< HAs IT ALL!
. Complete novelizations of each of the

l(ing's Quest qames will fascinate you.
. Discover step-by'step walkthroughs of

every g.rlne, Complete and unabridged,

everytlrinq is revealecl I

. Therc arc lots of rrew, cletailcd nraps

lrelp yoir casily fincl your way.
. Understand how the rlantcs Lrnfold (ts you

discover legends and biographics of thc

fabulous characters and creatures who livc
in the world of Daventry.

o Learn tlre deepest, most hitldcn sccrcts

about the real world of Daventry.
o C]et all the answers you need, as fast as

you want them, to finish all thc q.rnlcs.

lf you've been captured by the m
of Sierra On-Line's l(ing's Q
series, you'll love this
MUST for Questers eve

ISBN O-!?-BBEqO],-X

htt p //www. osborn e. com
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